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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes in detail the beginnings, development and progress of rowing in 

Australia through fifteen chapters that set out chronologically how the sport transitioned from 

the days of settlement, the early watermen, and to the 19th century and the onset of 

professional sculling. Then came, in the 20th century, the era of pure amateurism before, given 

the massive funding in contemporary sport, it reverted at the very least to the semi-

professional level. 

The initial chapters describe the early use of boats by settlers and the exploits of the earliest 

professional scullers, who captured the imagination not just of the citizens of New South 

Wales but of all the colonies. Then comes the rapid expansion of rowing and sculling at all 

levels: club, colonial and national, and the onset of the amateur ideology. The transition from 

inter-colonial to inter-state competition is described, as is the emergence of women’s rowing. 

Then comes Australia’s growing involvement at the international level between the two world 

wars. The retirement of professional sculler Bobby Pearce and the eventual decline of 

professional sculling are discussed. 

A continuing swing away from amateurism towards at least semi-professionalism is seen. 

Also described is the improvement in the administration of national rowing, at the hands, 

initially, of John Coates, assisted by John Boultbee. Australia’s first professional Director of 

Coaching, Reinhold Batschi is introduced. 

An extraordinary decade in the history of Australian rowing arrives, during which the sport 

experiences hitherto unforeseen success and at the end of which hosts an Olympic Regatta. At 

the heart of this success are the stunning results obtained by a crew that had become known as 

the Oarsome Foursome. 

The period between the celebrating of a successful ‘home’ Olympic Games in 2000 and the 

London Olympic Games in 2012 is described. In the interim were the Athens 2004 and 

Beijing 2008 Games. The thesis ends with a discussion about Rowing Australia’s high 

performance plans for the future of rowing and contemplation about the process of writing a 

narrative history of rowing. 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preface 

It is widely acknowledged that Australians have had a fascination for and engagement with 

sport from the beginning of European settlement. As Ian Heads and Gary Lester recorded in 

their epic tome And The Crowd Went Wild, from the start of that settlement sport was not only 

the main source of recreation among pioneers and settlers: it also represented the social ‘glue’ 

that bound the community together.1  

In his seminal 1967 book The Lucky Country, Donald Horne elevated sport to a philosophical 

level when stating that: ‘For many Australians, playing or watching sport gives life one of its 

principal meanings … To play sport, or watch others play, and to read and talk about it, is to 

uphold the nation and build its character’.2 Brian Stoddart has described sport as ‘one of 

Australia’s most prominent social agencies’,3 while sport and leisure sociologist Jim McKay 

believes Australia is the most ‘sports drunk’ country in the world. ‘Participation in and the 

watching and discussion of sport’, he asserts, ‘is more pervasive in Australian culture than in 

all others.’4 Keith Dunstan, who has written several pioneering works on Australian sports 

history, went so far as to describe sport as ‘the ultimate Australian super-religion’, the one 

thing every Australian believes in passionately … It builds stronger Australian men and 

women and, best of all, it spreads the fame of Australians overseas. It helps to unify Australia 

as a nation’.5 Even the usually measured Richard Cashman, director of the Centre for 

Olympic Studies at the University of Technology, Sydney, has referred to Australians as 

being ‘besotted’ by sport6 and by way of endorsement has cited the introduction to the book 

The Best Ever Australian Sports History Writing, written by its editor, David Headon. The 

book is a volume, Headon asserts, somewhat forcibly: 

1 Heads, I. & Lester, G., And the Crowd Went Wild, Playright Publishing P/L, Caringbah New South Wales, 
2010. 
2 Horne, D., The Lucky Country: Australia in the Sixties, Angus & Robertson, 1967, p. 23. 
3 Stoddart, B., Saturday Afternoon Fever, Angus & Robertson, North Ryde NSW, 1986, p. 5.  
4 McKay, J., No Pain, No Gain: Sport and Australian Culture, Prentice Hall, Sydney, 1991, p. 1. 
5 Dunstan, K., ‘Our Sporting Obsession’, in Jaques, T.D. & Pavia, G.R. (eds), Sport in Australia, McGraw-Hill, 
Sydney, 1976, p. 2. 
6 Cashman, R., ‘The Australian Sporting Obsession’, Sporting Traditions, 4 (1), Nov. 1987, pp. 47–55. 
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which demonstrates, once and for bloody all, that that most pervasive of myths – sport is not 

culture – is as insulting historically as it is utterly false now. Consign its stupidity to the 

dustbin of cultural cringe history. Sport in Australia just might be more deeply and 

meaningfully cultural than in any country in the world.7  

Richard Cashman’s colleague, Daryl Adair agrees, but, along with co-author Wray Vamplew, 

has added a cautionary note, pointing out that a passion for sport has also been a trait among 

Britons, Americans, Brazilians and New Zealanders.8  

It is nevertheless a measure of Australia’s acceptance of sport as culture that within academic 

circles the study of sport has evolved relatively recently. South African-born academic Colin 

Tatz, who has written widely about not only sport but race politics, genocide and anti-

Semitism, has recalled that while at the Australian National University in 1964, ostensibly 

engaged in holocaust studies, he enquired of one of his fellow academics if there was an 

interest in sports history. He was told that if he were interested in sport he should find 

somewhere else to study.9  

Journalist and biographer Brian Matthews is another who, like Colin Tatz, believes that in 

Australia sport has been not merely a passion but part of the social and political fabric of 

national society. He contends, however, that it has never been seen as intellectually or 

artistically respectable.10 One time Australian-based English academic Wray Vamplew agrees 

that ‘intellectual snobbery’ has kept historians from taking sport seriously, despite its having 

had a long documented history. He bemoans the fact that despite sports historians writing 

papers and publishing in prestigious journals such as the American-based Journal of Sport 

History and The International Journal of the History of Sport, based in Britain, they still 

receive some chiding for taking seriously what was seen as trivial.11  

                                                

7 Headon, D., (ed.), The Best Ever Australian Sports Writing: A 200 year collection, Black Inc, Melbourne, p. 
xv. 
8 Adair, D., ‘Paradise of Sport? The Cashman Thesis and Australian Sports History’, Sporting Traditions, 12 (1), 
Nov. 1995, pp. 121–32. 
9 Tatz, C., ‘Can sports writing ever be taken seriously?’, Address to the ACT Chapter of the Australian Society 
for Sports History, 13 May 2004. 
10 Matthews, B., The Australian Review of Books, March 1998, pp. 3–4. 
11 Wade, S. ‘Good Old Days Not So Good After All’, Canberra Times, 18 April 1999, p. 16. 
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The same sentiments have been expressed by certain newspaper editors, one of whom has 

referred somewhat disparagingly to sports reporters as members of the ‘toy department’.12 Yet 

as author and biographer Garrie Hutchinson attests, journalists were at the centre of the 

development of sport in Australia.13 Brian Stoddart has noted that daily media outlets deluge 

Australians with results, articles, opinion pieces and biographical sketches14, a sentiment with 

which Daryl Adair and Wray Vamplew appear to agree. Non-academic historians, they note, 

have been prolific chroniclers of Australian sport and, by their celebration of past sporting 

glories, have reinforced the notion that Australians have been unusually besotted by sports 

and particularly brilliant at playing them.15 The late Bill Mandle, widely regarded in his time 

as the doyen of sports historians, once noted that reporting of the exploits, in the second half 

of the nineteenth century, of professional scullers and cricketers who regularly took on and 

beat their perceived imperial masters in England, made a massive contribution to a sense of 

nationhood and national identity even while Australia was still a collection of colonies.16  

Sports historians Richard Cashman and Michael McKernan, in pondering the recording of 

Australian sport, have agreed that there is a place for a variety of approaches. ‘Players will 

continue to write their memoirs and their immediate impressions, journalists will record the 

transient achievements, but sociologists and historians will contribute too. They can provide a 

longer-term perspective on issues … they can examine the structure of sport … and explore 

its links with … society in general. Commentators will have to accept that sport cannot be left 

to one particular class of writer; an historical treatment of modern sport is warranted and 

needed.’17 

Fellow historian David Andrews concurs. ‘It can surely be argued’, he has written, ‘that it is 

unwise to examine Australia’s history without referring to and exploring its sporting history. 

For the practice of sports history offers the promise of nurturing a truly contextual and critical 

historical consciousness, through which the consuming populace can begin to make sense of 

                                                

12 Revill, L. & Roderick, C., (eds), The Journalists’ Craft: A Guide to Modern Practice, Australian Journalists’ 
Association, Sydney, 1965, p. 217. 
13 Hutchinson, G., ‘Playing (and Writing) Our Own Games: Sports Writing and Sports Journalism in Australia’, 
Journal of Australian Studies, no.58, Sept. 1998, pp. 84–98. 
14 Stoddart, B., Saturday Afternoon Fever, op. cit., p .4. 
15 Adair, D. & Vamplew, W., Sport in Australian History, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1997, p .6. 
16 Mandle, W., ‘Cricket and Australian Nationalism in the Nineteenth Century’, Journal of the Royal Australian 
Historical Society, 59, 4 (1973), pp. 225–46. 
17 Cashman, R. & McKernan, M., (eds), Sport, Money, Morality and the Media, University of New South Wales 
Press, Sydney, 1981, p. 2. 
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the ‘totality of its world’’.18 As French sociologist Daniel Bertaux has stated, ‘we must 

discover the forms of discourse through which elements of knowledge about socio-historical 

processes will find their way into living cultures and thus, coming to public life, become at 

last common knowledge’.19 Historian Michael Cathcart places Bertaux’s sentiments in an 

Australian context with his contention that ‘history is not one, long continuous story that is 

told over and over … History is a conversation. And we don't have a fully-fleshed historical 

culture until we let that conversation rip … Our history needs to be a library … full of stories 

told by people of all walks of life … and the result won't be chaos: it will be a rich sense of 

who we are and what we might become’.20 

Sports historians, therefore, have provided a fundamental part of that Australian story by 

producing scholarly accounts of sports, including Australian football, boxing, horse racing, 

rugby league, rugby union, cricket and swimming.21 This thesis, a history of Australian 

rowing, is the author’s humble contribution to that ongoing story. It aims to provide a 

narrative history of rowing in Australia, from the beginnings of European settlement to the 

year 2016. It emanates from the author’s lifetime connection with rowing, first in England, 

then Australia.  

1.2 Significance of the Study 

In 2006, at a meeting of associate members of the Centre for Olympic Studies at the 

University of Technology, Sydney, a history of Australian rowing was identified as a ‘missing 

link’ in the field of scholarly sporting research, particularly given the sport was one of the 

first adopted following European settlement. There had been published histories of horse 

racing, cricket, pedestrianism [running] and boxing but not rowing. To quote the late Harry 

Gordon, long-time historian with the Australian Olympic Committee (AOC), in literary terms 

Australian rowing had been dealt with only en passant. Given the author’s long association 

with rowing, bestriding two cultures and more than sixty years, his participation in the sport at 

all levels – coxswain, oarsman, administrator, journalist and author – and his keen 

                                                

18 Andrews, D. ‘Dead and Alive? Sports History in the Late Capitalist Movement’, Sporting Traditions, 16 (1), 
Nov. 1999, p. 82. 
19 Bertaux, D., ‘From the Life History Approach to the Transformation of Sociological Practice’, in Bertaux, D., 
(ed.) Biography and Society: The Life History Approach in the Social Sciences, Sage, London, 1981, p. 44. 
20 Michael Cathcart, broadcaster and historian, ABC TV Lateline, 1 September 2003. 
21 Booth, D. & Phillips, M. (2010). ‘Editorial’. Sporting Traditions, 27(2), iv.  
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appreciation of its history and traditions, he now seeks by way of this thesis to at last fill that 

void and add to the body of knowledge already contributed by other Australian rowing 

historians. He is certain his is a project that has never before been undertaken.  

1.3  Structure of the Thesis 

The central theme within the thesis is that in three clearly identifiable eras rowing and 

sculling in Australia have seen major transitions. First came seven world-beating professional 

sculling artisans in the nineteenth century before the adoption by most sports throughout the 

major part of the twentieth century of strict amateurism. Then, given the massive increase in 

federal government funding of sport overall following Australia’s Olympic failures at the 

Montreal Games in 1976, came a diversion to, at the very least, the semi-professional level 

and state-sponsored athletes.22  

Among ‘sub themes’ within the thesis are the sport’s administration; the gender balance 

among participants; equipment and technology; political developments, commercialisation 

and media; courses, venues and events, international achievements, and the perception of 

rowing and sculling in terms of class and status.  

1.4  Rowing and Sculling in Australia 

Once enjoying a high profile, rowing in Australia is nowadays regarded as a minor sport, and 

its profile is not as high as once it was. It appears nowadays somewhat incidentally in most 

serious examinations of Australia’s sporting history. It has, however, been very much part of 

that history almost from settlement, but until now no exhaustive, longitudinal study of rowing 

has been undertaken.  

The first era was dominated by the exploits of 19th century professional watermen from New 

South Wales. All were artisans, the first of them, Ned Trickett, a quarryman who plied his 

trade on Port Jackson, later known as Sydney Harbour. Trickett became Australia’s first 

world champion in any sport when, in 1876, he defeated the English champion Joseph Sadler 

on the Thames. He was the first of seven Australian scullers, outstanding among them Bill 

                                                

22 Krüger, A., “‘Buying victories is positively degrading’ European origins of government pursuit of national 
prestige through sport." The International Journal of the History of Sport 12(2), (1995): 183–200. 
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Beach, a blacksmith, and Henry Searle, a river trader, to win the world professional title. 

Theirs were exploits, together with those of Australia’s Aboriginal and Anglo-Celtic 

cricketers, which first gave the colonial populace a sense of nationalism.  

The second era resulted from the introduction at Athens in 1896 of the Modern Olympic 

Games and the adoption globally within many sports of the amateur ethos. Australia sent an 

eight and a single sculler to the 1912 Olympics in Stockholm and the Paris Games in 1924. In 

1928, at Amsterdam, and in 1932 at Los Angeles, Bobby Pearce won the single sculls gold 

medal, then in London in 1948 Merv Wood became the Olympic champion. At the Helsinki 

Games in 1952 Wood took the silver medal and the men’s eight the bronze, then four years 

later, in Melbourne, Wood completed a set of Olympic medals when third, with Murray 

Reilly, in the double sculls. The men’s eight also won bronze, while sculler Stuart Mackenzie 

earned a silver medal. There then came lean Olympic times. The Rome 1960 and Tokyo 1964 

Games realised not one medal, but at the Mexico Games the Australian men’s eight won 

Olympic silver. However, there then came two more lean Olympic years in 1972 and 1976.  

Somewhat ordinary performances were also recorded at the first world championships in 

1962, held in Lucerne; at the second championships in 1966, held in Bled, (then in 

Yugoslavia but now in Slovenia); and at the 1970 world championships at St Catharine’s, 

Canada. However, in 1974 and 1975, the international rowing federation, FISA, having 

introduced annual world championships, Australia’s fortunes changed. A Victorian 

lightweight four – Colin Smith, Geoff Rees, Andrew Michelmore and Campbell Johnston – 

won gold at Lucerne in 1974 and bronze in Nottingham a year later. In hindsight, the crew 

were the first ‘awesome foursome’. 

The Empire then Commonwealth Games, held since conception every four years, bore rather 

more fruit. Bobby Pearce won gold at the Hamilton, Ontario Games in 1930, then in 1938, in 

Sydney, came two gold and a silver medal. In 1950, at Auckland, Australia made almost a 

clean sweep of medals, winning four gold and a silver, then four years later in Vancouver the 

tally was two gold and a bronze. The Cardiff Games in 1958 netted a gold, two silver and two 

bronze medals, then four years later in Perth the tally was a gold, silver and three bronze. 

Rowing was not on the 1934, 1966, 1970 and 1974 programs.  

The third era is widely regarded as having begun following the very poor Australian 

performance at the 1976 Montreal Olympics. This led to the foundation of the Australian 

6
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Institute of Sport and the Australian Sports Commission, and the introduction of significant 

government funding for sport, to the extent that the majority of elite sportspeople became at 

the very least semi-professional. These developments, driven for rowing largely by 

administrators John Coates and John Boultbee, are regarded as the catalyst for the sport’s 

most successful era ever.  

The improvement in rowing’s fortunes began almost immediately when in 1977 a second 

Melbourne lightweight four won silver at the Amsterdam world championships. Colin Smith 

and Geoff Rees were this time joined by Peter Antonie and Simon Gillett. A men’s 

lightweight eight won bronze. A year later two bronze medals were accrued in Copenhagen, 

the lightweight four this time Vaughn Bollen, Peter Antonie, Simon Gillett and Geoff Rees, 

together with a lightweight eight. No medals were won at the 1980 Moscow Olympics, but a 

gender breakthrough came with the selection of Australian rowing’s first female Olympians: 

Anne Chirnside, Verna Westwood, Pam Westendorf and Sally Harding, coxed by Susie 

Palfreyman. The same year yet another lightweight four, this time including two New South 

Welshmen, won gold at the Hazewinkel, Belgium world championships – and repeated the 

feat a year later in Munich. The crew was Graham Gardiner, Charles Bartlett, Clyde Hefer 

and Simon Gillett. At the 1983 world championships in Duisburg, West Germany, a silver 

and bronze medal were won. There followed a silver and two bronze medals at the 1984 Los 

Angeles Olympics, one of the bronze medals won by a women’s four. The same year came 

Australia’s first medal at a world junior championships, a bronze in the men’s fours at 

Jonkoping in Sweden. At Hazewinkel in 1985 Adair Ferguson emerged, and won the world 

lightweight sculls gold, a women’s lightweight four winning bronze. Rowing was again 

absent from the 1978 and 1982 Commonwealth Games program, but made a return to the fray 

in 1986 in Edinburgh, the last time the sport was on the program. Adair was successful again, 

winning gold, as did Peter Antonie in the commensurate men’s event and both the men’s and 

women’s eights. Capping what was Australia’s largest medal haul ever in international 

competition were five silver and two bronze medals. In 1987 came Janusz Hooker’s sculling 

bronze at the world junior championships in Cologne, then a disappointing 1988 Olympics in 

Seoul. This was partially offset by the performance of a lightweight and junior team that in 

Milan won two silver medals and a bronze. A year later, at Szeged in Hungary, a women’s 

four – Samantha Stewart, Ballanda Sack, Anna MacFarlane and Courtney Johnstone – won 

Australia’s first gold medal at a junior world championships.  

7
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Since then Australia has remained in the upper echelons of the sport globally, its major 

triumphs being two gold medals at the Barcelona 1992 Olympics; two golds, a silver and 

three bronze at Atlanta in 1996, three silvers and two bronze medals in Sydney in 2000, a 

gold, a silver and two bronze in Athens, two gold and a silver in Beijing, three silver and two 

bronze at London in 2012 and a gold and two silver at Rio in 2016. 

1.5  Sporting Literature 

In his seminal 1992 book The Story of World Rowing, Britain’s premier rowing author and 

historian, Christopher Dodd, stated that until relatively recently social historians had made 

only passing reference to British sport.23 As noted, this had also been the case in Australia. As 

sports media analyst Garrie Hutchinson has attested, the academic discipline of Australian 

sports history is also relatively new.24 Michael McKernan has recounted that when the first 

academic conference on the history of sport in Australia was held in 1977, those responsible 

had few ideas about who was interested in writing about sport in a historical context. Among 

them were Ken Inglis and Bill Mandle who, along with conference designers Michael 

McKernan and Richard Cashman, were at that time social historians for whom sport was a 

‘side’ or personal interest. In terms of their work as historians, sport was a way of enriching 

their understanding of the wider society. Then, as what became known as the Sporting 

Traditions conferences continued and the Australian Society for Sports History was 

established, the study of sport became inclusive. It had its own intrinsic interest, and as with, 

for example, religion and war, women’s history and black history, could be studied as an 

entity in itself.25 It can thus be argued that it is nowadays unwise to examine Australia’s 

history without referring to and examining its sporting history.  

1.6  Methodology: Sources, Veracity 

There was no better resource throughout the writing of this thesis than the National Library of 

Australia’s (NLA) Trove, which brings together content from libraries, museums, archives, 

repositories and other research and collecting organisations. Trove's rich stores of digitised 

primary and secondary source data, which includes Australian newspapers, journals, books 

                                                

23 Dodd, C., The Story of World Rowing, Stanley Paul, London, 1992, p. 420. 
24 Hutchinson, G., ‘Playing (and Writing) Our Own Games’, op.cit. 
25 McKernan, M., ‘Country Football – a Metaphor for Life’: an address to the ACT Chapter of the Australian 
Society for Sports History, 11 March 2004. 
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and other collection items, is unsurpassable in the volume, depth and detail it provides.26 A 

list of contributors and partners whose collections are included in Trove can be viewed 

online.27 

Trove's origins can be traced back to a project launched by the NLA in August 2008. Its aim 

was to build a portal for all of the Library’s online discovery services, including the Register 

of Australian Archives and Manuscripts, Picture Australia, Libraries Australia, Music 

Australia, Australia Dancing, PANDORA web archive, ARROW Discovery Service and the 

Australian Newspapers Beta service. 

Today Trove is transformed, growing far beyond its original purpose and becoming many 

things to many people: a community, a set of services, an aggregation of metadata, and a 

growing repository of full text digital resources. Trove is a platform on which new knowledge 

is being built. It is a collaboration between the NLA, Australia's State and Territory 

libraries and hundreds of cultural and research institutions around Australia, working together 

to create a legacy of Australia’s knowledge for now and into the future. 

Also of inestimable valuable to the research was an exceptional website developed and 

administered by Victorian oarsman, boat race official and administrator Andrew Guerin.28 

Andrew’s site, one of the best in the international rowing world, has throughout the writing of 

the thesis been the skeleton on which the author has been able to provide the flesh. A not 

insignificant band of other amateur historians within the national rowing community have 

also provided critical assistance. 

Further help came from the national rowing federation, Rowing Australia; state associations; 

national and state institutes of sport, and scores of clubs and peak sporting bodies which 

between them possessed documentation such as press clippings, newsletters, magazines and 

regatta programs; Olympic Games, Commonwealth Games and world championships team 

handbooks, national and international race results, team managers’ reports, media releases and 

club, state and Rowing Australia annual reports. Electronic media resources available 

included radio and television reports and transcripts.  

                                                

26 http://help.nla.gov.au/trove/trove-support-zones 
27 See https://trove.nla.gov.au/system/counts 
28 See http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info 
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Throughout the research, the author was intensely mindful of the veracity of the sources used 

and the importance of triangulating data (oral, written, documentary and audio-visual) to 

provide a reliable and transparent narrative. Coe (2011)29 has provided a detailed and critical 

insight into the methods required to do this. His work was invaluable in providing an 

epistemological foundation for this thesis. 

The author has likewise been mindful of Lawrence Stone’s (1979) (quoted in Coe, 2011, p. 

22) perspective on narrative: 

The two essential ways in which narrative history differs from structural history is that its 

arrangement being descriptive rather than analytical and that its central focus is on man.30 

1.7  Literature Review 

The author stated in the literature review within his Master’s thesis (Poke, 2006)31 that there 

was for some time not a great body of Australian rowing literature, with the era of greatest 

interest, it seemed, that in which the professional scullers, national heroes before Australia 

became a nation-state, claimed their places in Australian history. He has sought in 

undertaking this doctoral thesis to add to a body of work begun for rowing and sculling in 

1878 with the publication of The Victorian Rowing Register, followed by John Lang’s The 

Victorian Oarsman in 1919. Both were books, largely, of record and statistics.  

It was not until 1970 that a book containing a narrative appeared. Sydney Rows32 was 

compiled by Alan May to commemorate Sydney Rowing Club’s centenary. Three years later 

came The Clarence Comet,33 a biography of Henry Searle written by Australian National 

University political scientist Scott Bennett. A further three years on came Rowing in 

Victoria34 by Field Rickards, published in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding 

of the Victorian Rowing Association (VRA). In 1980 a joint venture by members of one of 

                                                

29 Coe, B. ES Marks and his contribution to Australian sport. Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Canberra, 
2011. 
30 Stone, L. ‘The Revival of Narrative: Reflections on a new old history’, Past and Present, 85, November 1979, 
p. 3. 
31 Poke, R. A Case Study Of Olympic, World And Commonwealth Sculling Champion Peter Antonie. 
Unpublished Masters thesis, University of Canberra, 2006. 
32 May, A.L., Sydney Rows:A centennial history of the Sydney Rowing Club, Sydney Rowing Club, Sydney, 
1970. 
33 Bennett, S., The Clarence Comet, Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1973. 
34 Rickards, F., Rowing in Victoria, The First 100 Years of the Victorian Rowing Association, 1876–1976, 
Victorian Rowing Association, Melbourne, 1976. 
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the most distinguished Victorian clubs led to the publication of Mercantile, A Century of 

Rowing.35 Not to be outdone, two years later the Adelaide Rowing Club released its centennial 

book, The First One Hundred Seasons.36 In 1984 came Alan Jacobsen’s tome Australia in 

World Rowing,37 a book that, according to some, the author included, should have had as its 

title been Victoria in Australian Rowing. Scott Bennett’s 1985 journal article Professional 

Sculling in New South Wales provided greater academic stringency and further insights into 

sculling’s earliest days,38 as did a contribution from Matthew Stephen, The Port Adelaide 

Regatta, 1838–1914. It described the efforts by settlers to recreate English society in South 

Australia and establish many of the pastimes and sports of England. Within the first years of 

settlement ‘Adelaidians had witnessed not only cricket matches but also organised horse 

racing … and a regatta’.39 In 1990 Tasmanian Ian Winter compiled Blades Down Under, a 

commemoration of the first world championship held in Australia, on Tasmania’s Lake 

Barrington.40 Three years further on, Max Solling published The Boatshed on Blackwattle 

Bay,41 both an ‘homage’ and a history of the Glebe Rowing Club that served as a reminder of 

the deep class divisions inherent in the late nineteenth century and described how the social 

composition of the club changed when developing a more ‘blue collar’ base. In 1995 came the 

massive Rowing in Queensland, 1880–1995, a monumental task undertaken by senior 

administrator Jack Pritchard that contained both narrative and statistics.42 The final rowing 

books released in the twentieth century were Oarsome,43 a tribute to Australia’s most 

successful crew ever, penned by Richard Yallop, and Gordon H. Trickett’s, Ned Trickett, 

Champion Sculler of the World, self-published in 2000. 

                                                

35Aitken, R., Burford, J., Morgan, D. et al (eds), Mercantile: A Century of Rowing, Mercantile Rowing Club, 
Melbourne, 1980. 
36 Richardson, R. (ed.) (1982). Adelaide Rowing Club: The First Hundred Seasons. Adelaide: Adelaide Rowing 
Club. 
37 Jacobsen, A., Australia in World Rowing, Hill of Content, Melbourne, 1984. 
38 Bennett, S., ‘Professional Sculling in New South Wales’, Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, 
71.2, (October 1985). 
39 Stephen, M. (1987). ‘The Port Adelaide Regatta, 1838–1914’. The Flinders Journal of History and Politics, 
vol. 12, 9–18. 
40 Winter, I., Blades down under: The official record of the world rowing championships 1990, Lake Barrington, 
Tasmania, Australia , Amherst Educational & Key Publications, Devonport, 1990. 
41 Solling, M., The Boatshed on Blackwattle Bay, Glebe Rowing Club, Sydney, 1993. 
42 Pritchard, J., Rowing in Queensland 1880–1995, Rowing Queensland, South Brisbane, 1995. 
43 Yallop, R., Oarsome, Ironbark, Sydney, 1998, p. 98. 
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In 2005 international oarsman Ted Bromley produced Finding the Rhythm,44 a book of 

reminiscences across seven decades. From David Young came excerpts from a history of 

rowing in Tasmania within the multi-sport volume Sporting Island.45 Having in 1986 

published On These Bright Waters – A Centennial History of Leichhardt Rowing Club, in 

2006 Merle Kavanagh produced a sequel, Rowing On With Leichhardt.46 In 2007 the author 

published his biography of Olympic, World and Commonwealth champion Peter Antonie,47 

Out of His Shell, and the following year ABC broadcaster Peter Wilkins recounted in his book 

Don’t Rock the Boat48 the saga of the Australian women’s eight at the Athens Olympic Games 

in 2004. Also published in 2008 was former Australian Rowing Council delegate Bill 

Cooper’s legacy project, Home & Dry: A History of Rowing in Western Australia.49 The 

following year Melbourne University Boat Club (MUBC) released the magisterial Well 

Rowed University,50 compiled by Judith Buckrich, to celebrate the club’s sesquicentenary. 

Having produced at the University of Western Sydney a thesis investigating the exploits of 

the professional scullers, Stuart Ripley converted his PhD into a book, Sculling and 

Skulduggery.51 Somewhat less substantial was the Mannum Rowing Club Inc Centenary Book 

celebrating the South Australian club’s establishment in 1910. In 2011 Ted Bromley’s club, 

Mosman, released a book similar in size to that of MUBC’s entitled Red and White Hoops52, 

to mark the club’s centenary. The same year Adelaide’s Riverside Rowing Club published a 

volume titled One Club, Three Names53 that included Riverside’s two predecessor clubs, the 

South Australian Railways Institute Rowing Club and the Australian National Railways 

Institute Rowing Club.  

                                                

44 Bromley, E., Finding the Rhythm, This Is My Story Pty Ltd, Sydney, 2005. 
45 Young, D., Sporting Island: A History of Sport and Recreation in Tasmania, Department of Sport & 
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Sydney, 2007. 
48 Wilkins, P., Don't rock the boat: The untold story of the women's rowing eight Olympics debacle, ABC Books, 
Sydney, 2008. 
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It was also in 2011 that Stephen Gard released Michael Rush, Champion Australian Sculler,54 

the first of two exemplary tomes. His second volume, Port Jackson Pullers, Champion 

Oarsmen of Australia,55 published in 2014, further described the activities of New South 

Wales’ fledgling scullers and rowers in days of yore. Also in 2014 came Yvonne Downes’ 

The Brownsville Blacksmith, a self-published biography of Bill Beach, perhaps the mightiest 

sculler of them all.  

A further, constant reference source throughout the writing of the thesis was the author’s 

complete collection of the magazine Australian Rowing, a publication established by him in 

1978 and published until 2003. Likewise Australian Rowing’s successor, Rowing MagOZine, 

published between 2005 and 2007 by Rowing Australia until superseded digitally.  

Newspapers – national, state and local – were naturally greatly valued sources throughout the 

writing of the thesis. Almost all sources, therefore, were primary. It was true, however, that 

newspaper reports sourced through Trove could be convoluted and error-ridden and have little 

regard for chronology, notably in the early days, witness this comment from Stephen Gard: 

‘There are several small errors in this brief racing bio, but one expects this of the newspapers 

of the time’.56 Gard has also referred to ‘the somewhat hearsay quality of early sporting 

journalism’,57 and even its inventiveness,58 witness this passage from his biography of 

Michael Rush: 

Like many journalists, what the sporting scribes didn’t know, they invented. Rush, they 

wrote, was an Irishman from Armagh. Or Omagh. He hailed from County Tyrone. Or County 

Down. He had arrived in Australia in 1860, in 1861, at the age of fifteen, at the age of 

sixteen, with his father, with his family, he was a Clarence River pioneer, he was a 

storekeeper, he had rowed in Sydney in 1869, in 1870, with Colon, with Colone, with 

Conlon, he had beaten several Tricketts before. He was 31 or he was 32, he was six foot one, 

he was six foot and a half inch, he was exactly six feet tall. And so on.59 

Similar comment has come from Yvonne Downes, Bill Beach’s biographer. ‘While I have 

done my best in presenting the facts and figures correctly, I sometimes found the historical 

                                                

54 Gard, S., Michael Rush, Champion Australian sculler, BlueDawe Books, Sydney, 2011. 
55 Gard, S., Port Jackson Pullers, BlueDawe Books, Sydney, 2014. 
56 Gard, S., Michael Rush, p. 62. 
57 Gard, S., Port Jackson Pullers, p. 12. 
58 Gard, S., Michael Rush, p. 128. 
59 ibid. 
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records confusing, and on occasion contradictory. It was a bit like a jigsaw puzzle with some 

of the pieces missing.’60 

Quite so. The author, too, became aware of many disparities in accounts of events, most long 

ago but a few in recent times. He adopted the practice of identifying two and sometimes three 

sources before being certain of their veracity. The result, hopefully, is a chronological history 

in narrative form examining facets of the social, cultural, economic and political history of 

Australian rowing from its beginnings in 1770 to almost the present day. 
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Chapter 2: ORIGINS 

2.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the exploits of Australia’s early explorers, the genesis, at the same 

time, of sculling in England, first as a form of labour then as a sport, then also examines 

claims that these activities were the precursor to global competition. The chapter also relates 

the formation in England of rowing clubs within elite schools then universities, leading to 

events nowadays well known on the global rowing calendar. Also described is the first 

university boat race between Oxford and Cambridge, as is the founding of England’s Henley 

Royal Regatta and, finally, the onset in England of professional sculling. 

2.2  The Explorers 

A sponsor-seeking package prepared in 1996 for the nation’s peak rowing body, Rowing 

Australia, contained a brief history of the sport that began with the following passage: ‘It 

could be said that rowing is European Australia’s oldest activity. Captain Cook was, after all, 

rowed ashore at Botany Bay!’ 

And so he was, on 29 April 1770, from the barque Endeavour. But the first, primitive form of 

rowing had taken place on Australia’s shores one hundred and sixty-four years before 

Cook’s61 landing, during the first of several voyages of discovery by intrepid Dutch explorers. 

In 1606 Willem Jansz,62 became the first European to sail along the coast of Australia when, 

as captain of the Duyfken, he travelled down the western side of what is now Cape York 

Peninsula for some 250 miles. At the southernmost point of the journey, now named Cape 

Keerweer, crew members of the Duyfken explored a large river, which became the Batavia, in 

a shipboard rowing boat. On going ashore, however, they were attacked by hostile natives. 

One crew member died as the Duyfken headed north to Java.63  

                                                

61 Rowing Australia Inc proudly presents a major sponsorship opportunity, 1996. 
62 Also known as Janzsoon, English translation Johnson. Mutch, T. D., The First Discovery of Australia, Sydney, 
1942, p. 3. (Reprinted from The Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. XV111., Part V).  
63 Mutch, T.D., op. cit., pp. 31–33. 
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Ten years later, on 25 October 1616, Dirk Hartog, Master of the Eendracht, arrived at an 

island that still bears his name, situated in Shark Bay, north of what is now Perth.64 Having 

been rowed ashore, Hartog nailed to a tree a pewter plate,65 on which he inscribed details of 

the landing.66  

On the night of 4 June 1629, the Batavia, commanded by Francis Pelsaert, ran aground on a 

coral reef that was part of the Abrolhos islands, west of what became Geraldton. When no 

water could be found, Pelsaert and crew members rowed in an open boat to the mainland, 24 

miles away. Their search for water having proved futile, Pelsaert guided his crew to Batavia, 

now Jakarta, secured another vessel and returned to the Batavia, for which water had since 

been found.67  

In 1642, at the request of Anthony Van Diemen, Governor-General of the then Dutch East 

Indies,68 Abel Tasman commanded two ships that sailed east along the southern coast of what 

was now called New Holland.69 On 24 November Tasman sighted land south of the mainland 

and named it after Van Diemen. Having then rounded the new discovery’s southern tip the 

ships anchored at what is now Blackman’s Bay, where a party rowed ashore for wood and 

water. The following day Tasman declined a landing at another spot but a ship’s carpenter 

swam ashore and planted the Dutch flag.70 Much later, Australia’s island state was named 

after Tasman.  

In 1696, Willem de Vlamingh reached the coast of New Holland – and found Hartog’s plate!71 

It is nowadays on display at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.72 De Vlamingh then anchored 

opposite the mouth of what became the Swan River and he and crew members rowed 

upstream for some forty-two miles, which would have taken them past the site of what is now 

Perth.73 It can therefore be safely recorded that, courtesy of the Dutch, Queensland and 

                                                

64 Mutch, T.D., op. cit., p. 9. 
65 Portus, G., Australia Since 1606, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1944, p. 10. 
66 Wood, G.A., The Discovery of Australia, Macmillan & Co., London, 1922, p. 228. 
67 Collingridge, G., The Discovery of Australia, Hayes Bros., Sydney, 1895, p. 273. 
68 After Word War ll, the Dutch East Indies became Indonesia. 
69 Mutch, T.D., op. cit., p. 9. 
70 Wood, G.A., op.cit., pp. 270–74. 
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inscription/hartog Retrieved 6 January 2015. 
73 Wood, G.A., op.cit., p. 299. 
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Western Australia rather than New South Wales were the venues for Australia’s first rowing 

‘events’.  

2.3  Enter England 

It is not Holland, however, from which Australia – and indeed the world – obtained its 

competitive rowing inheritance, but England, although it was an Irishman rather than an 

Englishman who was the catalyst. 

At the same time as the Dutch were navigating their way around and into Australia, in 

England an estimated ten thousand watermen were plying their trade along the country’s 

waterways, notably the River Thames.74 However, most English rivers became the scene of 

bustling activity, with the work for those who laboured on them frequently dangerous and 

certainly poorly rewarded.75 Such circumstances were particularly prevalent on the River 

Tyne, in England’s industrial north, a haven for ferrymen, shipwrights and builders of 

working boats.76 English royalty and the southern gentry employed watermen, just as they did 

coachmen and, later, chauffeurs. However, boats propelled by oars in the hands of skilled 

water tradesmen also provided transportation for commoners. The watermen of that time were 

among the first members of the Watermen’s Company, a Guild rather than a trade union but 

with its own apprenticeship scheme.77 Among a variety of boats used were wherries, funnys 

and skiffs.78  

For watermen working on the lower Thames – that stretch of the river that flows through 

greater London to the Thames estuary – there was a distinct advantage: the only bridges 

across the river were London Bridge and Chelsea Bridge. Those who wanted to cross 

anywhere else had to hail a ferry. Up and down the river are still to be found ‘Steps’, such as 

those at Chiswick, on the Oxford–Cambridge Boat Race course, from which pedestrians 

stepped aboard and disembarked. These ‘steps’ were the earliest form of bus stop. 

                                                

74 Cleaver, H., A History of Rowing, Herbert Jenkins, London, 1957, p. 22. 
75 Halladay, E., Rowing in England: A Social History, Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1990, p. 7. 
76 Dodd, C., The Story of World Rowing, p. 71. 
77 Dodd, C., ‘Doggett honours watermanship’, in Rowing and Regatta (UK), Issue No. 45, August 2010, p. 71. 
78 Mallory, P., The Sport of Rowing (Vol. 1), River and Rowing Museum, Henley-on-Thames, 2011, pp. 19, 20. 
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Perhaps not surprisingly, the watermen soon aroused arguments among passengers as to their 

relative abilities, and the gentry of the time, among whom playing for high stakes was a major 

pastime, began wagering accordingly. The ferry craft thus became known as wager boats.79  

By no means, however, did this provide the contestants with anything like a comfortable 

existence. The trade practised by London’s watermen developed at a time in Georgian 

England when half the population comprised the ‘landed gentry’ and an emergent commercial 

middle class, while the other half lived below subsistence level. It was in this latter, working 

class category that the watermen were placed, a poem of the time reflecting their predicament 

thus ‘laborious crowds pull the heavy oars of society whilst the elite take the ruling helm’.80 

Living in London at that time was an Irish actor and playwright named Thomas Doggett. He 

was a man of independent means, having bought out of his part-ownership in the Drury Lane 

Theatre. He was also a regular user, along with the theatre-going public, of river ferries.81 On 

one particularly bad night he was stranded when the tide was against his journey home, only 

for a younger waterman to offer his services when more experienced men had refused. During 

the subsequent hard pull, Doggett’s saviour told his passenger that he had only recently 

received his freedom from the Watermen’s Company apprenticeship, thus enabling him to ply 

for fares. The actor decided to help the young man and others like him by establishing a 

race.82  

The first of these took place between London Bridge and Chelsea Bridge on 1 August 1715 – 

nineteen years after Willem de Vlamingh’s exploits on the Swan River and fifty-five years 

before Cook’s arrival in Australia. It was contested by six newly qualified watermen using 

their normal working boats, each of which weighed around a ton, and the winner was given a 

red coat and a sterling silver arm badge the size of a dinner plate.83 Only recently has it been 

determined that the winner was one John Obey.84 Were modern parlance in use in those days 

he might well have been called ‘rookie of the year’.  
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The race became a sensation, and drew tens of thousands to the banks of the Thames every 

summer to witness the contest and bet on the outcome. The renown of the winners not only 

gave them an advantage in competing for passengers, but also led to their being selected as 

crew for the Royal Barge.85 So successful did the race eventually become that Doggett 

decided it should be ‘continued annually on the same day forever’. He left adequate provision 

for continuation of the race in his will, the organisation of which passed through his executor 

to London’s Fishmonger’s and Watermen’s companies.86 To this day they dutifully ensure 

that the race for Doggett’s Coat and Badge, once restricted to licensed watermen87 but 

nowadays open to amateurs, is still run every year. It is said to be a continuity of sporting 

tradition unmatched anywhere.88  

2.4  An American Reflection 

American rowing historian Thomas Weil believes Doggett’s creation of his race was the 

catalyst for rowing’s international expansion and global development. He further asserts that 

it provides an unprecedented example of annually honouring a working class man for his 

proficiency at his trade. It also established, Weil believes, a sporting event as public as one 

could imagine for the entertainment of an entire city. In an era, he claims, when such 

spectacles did not exist, this set an example for future occasions, notably the annual contest 

between the universities of Harvard and Yale. To this analogy can naturally be added the 

annual contest in Britain between Oxford and Cambridge universities and, latterly, the 

reintroduction, on 31 October 2010, of an annual race in Australia between the universities of 

Melbourne and Sydney. Further, Weil avers, Doggett gave to the hitherto fairly anonymous 

activity of rowing a certain cachet, and laid a foundation for the creation of other regularly 

recurring regattas and matches. It was most certainly a precursor to the era of professional 

sculling. Finally, the American historian states, Doggett’s race was an innovative experiment 

that elevated quietly brutal and undervalued work into a national spectacle and test of 

strength, skill, endurance and determination – and helped create the first modern sport.89 
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2.5  Expansion 

In England, that sport gradually extended beyond occupational activities and commercial 

exploitation to become a recreational pursuit.90 By 1800 rowing events had become a popular 

form of entertainment,91 their name derived from the Italian word for water festival – regata.92  

The first ‘gentlemen’s’ boat clubs had meanwhile been formed, in the late eighteenth century, 

by the exclusive schools of Eton and Westminster.93 It was the former pupils of Eton College 

and Westminster College who, as the nineteenth century began, then introduced rowing to 

England’s primary universities, Oxford and Cambridge.94 It became almost inevitable, 

therefore, that those universities would organise a rowing match, which became a reality 

when two friends, Charles Wordsworth of Oxford and Charles Merivale of Cambridge, met 

during a Cambridge vacation and discussed such a challenge. This was formally issued by 

Cambridge to Oxford, stating that ‘the University of Cambridge challenge the University of 

Oxford to row a match at or near London, each in an eight-oared boat, during the ensuing 

Easter vacation’.95 

The venue selected was Henley-on-Thames, thirty miles west of London on England’s best-

known river, because both the River Isis, on which Oxford college crews rowed, and the 

River Cam, its Cambridge counterpart, were neither wide nor straight enough for an effective 

race. Downstream, close to London, the river was regarded then as too choppy. The Henley 

course, however, was largely straight, wide and calm, thus enabling the two eights to conduct 

a fair contest. This was held on the evening of 10 June 1829 and attracted a crowd of some 

twenty thousand, among which were to be seen ‘the very flower of the kingdom, for such 

surely may be called the fine high spirited men of the universities and of Eton and 

Westminster’.96 The boats used by the crews were elongated gigs some 45 feet long with what 

were basically fixed planks for seats.97 Sliding seats and outriggers had yet to be invented. 

The two-and-a-quarter mile race was won by Oxford by some sixty yards in 14 minutes 30 
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seconds. The winning crew wore what became the traditional dark blue, but on this first 

occasion Cambridge wore pink rather than the light blue later adopted.98 Charles Wordsworth 

rowed in the four-seat of the Oxford boat and Charles Merivale in the same seat for 

Cambridge.99  

In 1836 another such match was contested, this time on the London river from Westminster to 

Putney.100 It was won by Cambridge. The same course was used between 1839 and 1842, but 

in 1845 the race was rowed on a four-and-a-quarter mile course between Putney and 

Mortlake. The Boat Race, as it became known, has been contested on that course ever since, 

except in 1846, 1856 and 1863 when raced in the opposite direction.101 It has been an annual 

event since 1856, interrupted only by two world wars.102 

So, too, has been the Henley Regatta, initiated as a direct result of that first Oxford–

Cambridge race and later to receive royal patronage. So impressed by the intervarsity event 

had the Henley townsfolk been that at a public meeting in the town hall on 26 March 1839 the 

idea for a regatta was enthusiastically received.103 They lingered not, moreover, in 

implementing the proposal, the first such event taking place just over two months later on 14 

June. The first stewards of the regatta, however, were ’varsity types’, and entries were offered 

only to Oxford, Cambridge and London universities and to the exclusive private schools.104 

However, it was also at this time that a class of waterman had evolved, able and willing to 

derive financial benefit from occupational and competitive aquatic activities. During the 

1830s a variety of wager matches were sponsored by ‘gentlemen’ within newly formed boat 

clubs that featured prominent watermen picked for their racing prowess. These events proved 

extremely successful and led to the inauguration of the first professional sculling 

championship in 1831, when John Williams of Waterloo Bridge challenged Charles Campbell 

of Westminster for the championship of the Thames.105 The race was held over the 

Westminster to Putney course later used by Oxford and Cambridge.106 This professional 
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sculling event became known as the Championship of England – and later came the 

Championship of the World,107 the races for which moved to the same course as the Boat 

Race in 1857. 

Sculling and rowing in England, therefore, at least initially, was stratified. It had on one level 

been captured, administered and promoted by an elite, with public perceptions of the sport 

largely generated by ‘aquatic gentlemen’ of leisure, while water ‘tradesmen’ sponsored by 

members of the upper classes, were competing professionally, mainly as scullers. These dual 

demographics also divided into geographical regions, the ‘elite’ broadly centred on south-

eastern England and the remainder elsewhere.108 Tensions between these ‘aristocratic’ and 

‘democratic’ cultures109 were to have repercussions in both England and the colonies of 

Australia for many years thereafter. 

On the other side of the world, meanwhile, Cook had landed in Botany Bay, the first settlers 

had arrived, the colony of New South Wales had been established – and another rowing 

history was about to unfold.  

2.6  Discussion 

The essential facet of this chapter has been to introduce the varying demographics involved in 

the early days of sculling and rowing; the artisans who plied the rivers, built boats and raced 

in them, and the elite gentlemen who began rowing for recreation, adopted the sport and 

created events. It is a dichotomy that looms large throughout much of this thesis.  
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Chapter 3: BEGINNINGS 

3.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the early use of boats by settlers, the first races in Port Jackson, later 

known as Sydney Harbour, and in Van Diemen’s Land, later Tasmania. It also amends 

previous records relating to the date of the first regatta, then describes the interest rowing then 

sculling generated among the populace. The early years of rowing and sculling in South 

Australia, the Swan River colony (later Western Australia) and Victoria are then recorded. 

The chapter finally refers to the first sculling rivalry and the establishment of regattas in 

provincial areas of New South Wales.  

3.2  Settlement 

The settlement of Europeans in Australia took place close to anchorages and along rivers. The 

earliest such location was Port Jackson,110 named after Cook’s friend and Judge Advocate of 

the British Admiralty, George Jackson,111 and later to become known as Sydney Harbour. The 

entire east coast of Australia was blessed with rivers flowing seaward from the rain shadow-

creating Dividing Range, and settlers moved inland along these natural trade routes. In the 

absence of roads they became expert oarsmen, and rowing boats an essential tool of 

communication and commerce. Somewhat later, the boats also became a vehicle for sport,112 

for which, given their new country’s mild climate and the opportunity for year-round 

participation in outdoor activities, the migrant population developed a passion.113 So while 

New South Wales may not have been the first of what became Australia’s states to ‘host’ a 

rowing event, it was there that the seeds of rowing as a sport were sown,114 and just as it was 

in working boats that England’s earliest rowing practitioners, professional and amateur, first 

pulled an oar,115 so it was in Australia.116  
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3.3  Racing and Regattas 

The trading ships that began to arrive at Port Jackson carried boats of various sizes and 

purposes. These were used not only for shore access but also for recreation – and racing. 

Crew members competed against each other – and against crews from other ships. A further 

element introduced was gambling. Sydney’s first newspaper, the Gazette, established in 1803, 

reported in 1805 a race in whaleboats between crews from ships named Brothers and 

Honduras Packet. The former beat the latter.117 Sculling historian Stephen Gard has suggested 

that a four-page journal finding space to report boat racing indicated that the pastime was of 

much interest to the citizenry. It also appears from such reports that the two types of boat 

most favoured for such contests were the gig and the whaleboat.118 

However, the race most frequently cited as the first official boat race in Australia took place 

in gigs on Port Jackson on 16 May 1818 on a course that extended from Bradley’s Head to 

Sydney Cove. The contestants were from three visiting British ships, the Batavia, the 

Guildford and the Minerva, and a fourth crew formed by local aquatics enthusiast and former 

naval officer Captain John Piper. The race, accompanied by side wagers and for ‘a 

considerable sum’, was won by Piper’s crew.119 In July the following year Piper’s four-oared 

gig challenged to a match a crew from the American brig General Gates, rowing a 

whaleboat. The course was from Dawes Battery, round a boat stationed between Bradley's 

Head and Shark Island. The new colony’s first ‘international’ match was won by the home 

crew, with Piper himself at the helm.120 On 25 November 1820, over a course from Dawes 

Point, round Fort Denison and back, Piper’s four defeated a gig from the ship Regalia 

‘pulling five’.121 The following year the gallant captain and his oarsmen claimed another 

victory, this time defeating a crew from the ship Grenada over a course from Farm Cove, 

round Garden Island and back.122  

Captain Piper therefore has some claim to being the ‘founder’ of competitive rowing in 

Australia – yet remarkably his entry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography makes no 

reference at all to his aquatic promotions; only that in his civilian position of Naval Officer 

his tasks included the collection of customs duties, excise on spirits and harbour dues, control 
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of lighthouses, and work that is now the province of the water police.123 The exclusive Sydney 

suburb of Point Piper is named after him.124 

Boat racing also flourished in Van Diemen’s Land, settled in 1803 and named the second 

colony in 1825.125 As became the case in Sydney, races were conducted in response to wagers 

among boat owners. Hobart Town cleric and diarist Robert Knopwood126 recorded that ‘on 30 

October 1815 there was a boat race between Mr Peter’s boat and Mr Gordon’s for 50 

guineas’. Boat owners were ‘gentlemen’ who hired local professional crews,127 the skills of 

many of which were doubtless honed in whaleboats crafted from the island colony’s abundant 

timber.128 

It is timely here to describe the relative designs of the gigs and whaleboats used for racing. 

The gig was a long, narrow, light, clinker-built ship’s boat pulled by four or six oars. It was 

just over 30 feet long, with a beam of five-and-a half feet and a depth of two feet. The five-

oared clinker-built whaleboats, also used for the transport of goods and passengers, were 

heavier and shorter (28 feet long) but with a similar beam and depth.129 

As in Sydney, races were held in Van Diemen’s Land between ships’ crews. On 9 March 

1824 a race was conducted on the River Derwent from Hobart Town to Kangaroo Point 

between the gig of E. F. Bromley Esq., Naval Officer, and the gig of Captain Watson, of the 

ship Aquilar. It was won by the Naval Officer’s boat.130  

There is uncertainty, however, surrounding the date and venue of the first regatta held in the 

colonies. A variety of publications refer to a ‘regatta’ being held on 5 January 1827 in 

Hobart131, but the local newspaper has refuted this.132 It appears the ‘regatta’ was instead a 3 

January excursion by Lieutenant-Governor Arthur and his family on a brig, the Prince 

Leopold, accompanied by numerous other vessels, on a ‘party of pleasure’ to ‘Geil’s-town’. 

‘The appearance of this Marine Assembly was truly grand’, the Colonial Times and 
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Tasmanian Advertiser reported, ‘but not a single inhabitant of the town, besides those in 

Government service, was invited to join the party’.133  

The stronger claim to that ‘first’ regatta therefore lies with the original colony, where, on 28 

April 1827, in Port Jackson, naval officers Captain Rous and Captain Stirling organised a 

series of rowing and sailing matches. The regatta was a public event, with spectators of 'all 

ranks and denominations' crowding Dawes Point and Macquarie’s Fort while the colony's 

elite watched the day's spectacle from the decks of the Success and Rainbow.134  

Boat races between crews from visiting ships became more frequent, with HMS Rainbow 

featuring in 1828 in one of the more celebrated races in Hobart Town. Having arrived with a 

gig that had never been beaten, Rainbow’s crew was challenged by the locally born crew of a 

locally built whaleboat. Six oarsmen manned the famous gig, while the whaleboat was rowed 

by its regular crew of five. Wagering on the race was intense – and the local crew won.135 

What most pleased the locals was the fact that the whaleboat crew were all ‘Currency Lads’, a 

term used to describe the first generation of children born in the colony. It distinguished them 

from free settlers born in the British Isles, who were known as ‘Sterlings.’ Most Currency 

Lads – and lasses – were children of convicts, and the term describing them inferred 

inferiority. Their rowing win, however, demonstrated they were not just as good as Britons – 

but better.136  

However, not all who raced in boats were professionals. Indeed in 1831 the principal oarsmen 

in Hobart were a group of six gentlemen amateurs who rowed a boat named Arrow, and called 

themselves the Arrow Club. The Sydney Gazette carried in its 27 January edition a report of a 

race in Hobart on 5 January between Arrow and a four-oared gig manned by seamen from the 

Resource. The gig was described as ‘so extremely light as to make up the difference of 

numerical strength in the relative crews’, but the amateurs won with ease. The report also 

indicated that ‘the river [Derwent] was covered in boats, and very large crowds were 

assembled … We understand several other boat races will take place in the course of the 
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season’.137 This would indicate that the race so described might have been the first ‘regatta’ in 

Hobart. The Arrow Club certainly introduced boat racing rules, among which was one 

precluding those who made their living through manual labour.138 Thus were sown the seeds 

of a debate that would come to dominate the sport of rowing in Australia, just as it did in 

England, and would remain unresolved until well into the following century. 

On Port Jackson, races between ships’ crews were supplemented by matches between 

‘visitors’ and ‘home teams’. On 24 January 1832, for example, four Sydney ‘gentlemen’ 

easily defeated four seamen from the ship Strathfieldsay.139 140 There were also rowing 

contests among the colonial citizenry, an early example a Port Jackson match between a crew 

comprising Lieutenant Ball of the 17th Regiment and Ensign Child of the 39th against 

Lieutenants Borough and Spencer of the 39th. Ball and Child won. The Sydney Monitor 

report declared that: ‘The rowers shewed great skill in their amateur profession, and 

considerable sums of money changed owners on the occasion.’141 

Also reported at this time were single sculling contests. The Monitor advised its readers on 

18 July 1832 that: ‘A rowing match will come off on Saturday next, between [the apparent 

‘all rounder’] Lieutenant Ball of the 17th Regiment, and Mr. Oliver of the Customs, for £10 a 

side’. The report added that Lieutenant Ball was favoured to win.142 Two days later The 

Australian announced that: ‘The match between Lieut. Ball, 17th, and Mr. Oliver, Surveyor 

of the Customs Department, is fixed for tomorrow, to row each a certain distance, in separate 

watermen's boats, each pulling a pair of light oars, for £10 a-side.143 Tantalisingly, neither 

newspaper provided a result. Victorian rowing historian John Lang recorded, however, that 

Mr Oliver was the victor and so won £20.144  

An indication of the growing popularity of sculling and rowing came in a report by the Sydney 

Herald on Monday 6 August 1832 of a regatta held the previous Thursday.  
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At the hour of noon, Sydney began pouring forth its inhabitants towards Dawes' Battery, Fort 

Macquarie, and other eligible points of view, to see the different contests, and the waters of 

Port Jackson were alive with boats filled with spectators.145  

Port Jackson was also the venue, on 7 November 1833, for what appears to have been the first 

race between crews from New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land. A Sydney crew of 

currency lads beat what was described as ‘a crack boat from the Derwent’ [River]’.146 Adding 

to an increasing variety of aquatic contests were a number of one-on-one private sculling 

matches, some between professional watermen. One such race involved John Smith Glover, a 

former London waterman by then plying his trade at the King’s Wharf in Sydney Cove, and 

one ‘Humphries the Fisherman’. ‘Much good sport is expected’, declared the Sydney 

Gazette,147 an indication, Stephen Gard has observed, of ‘a note of nascent nationalist fervour; 

local lad versus London waterman’.148 As with the Ball versus Oliver contest, however, there 

was no subsequent report of the race. 

On Thursday 18 February 1836, a ‘Sydney Regatta’ was held. The harbour of Port Jackson 

was said to have been ‘never half so gay as on this occasion; the whole of the shipping in port 

were dressed in their gayest colours … An innumerable host of boats of all descriptions … 

congregated at the mouth of the Cove … and to fill up the scene, several ships, brigs and 

schooners leaving the port were also in full sail.’ It was, essentially, an ‘aquatics’ event, 

comprising races for both sailing vessels and oarsmen.149 Another such regatta followed in 

1837, this time on 26 January, to celebrate the forty-ninth anniversary of the foundation of the 

Colony. It provided a similar ambience and racing program as the previous year’s regatta,150 

as did that held in 1838, the Colony’s fiftieth anniversary.151 In 1839 it was officially named 

the Anniversary Regatta152 and quickly became the major attraction on the rowing and 

sculling calendar. It has been held annually ever since, but nowadays is the Australia Day 

Regatta and largely a sailing event.153  
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That 1839 regatta brought to the fore one John Brennan, of Irish background,154 who in the 

watermen’s race rowed a boat named Bullfrog to victory against five others, including the 

above-mentioned former London waterman, John Glover.155 It is testimony to the growing 

popularity of rowing and sculling at this time that Brennan’s prize, a new skiff, was presented 

to him that evening at the end of a gala theatrical performance attended by an estimated nine 

hundred people.156  

Meanwhile, and not to be outdone, the burghers of Hobart Town had also inaugurated an 

‘anniversary’ regatta, in 1838. The newly-appointed lieutenant-governor of Van Diemen’s 

Land, Sir John Franklin, was prevailed upon to support the event, which, it was suggested, 

should be held to commemorate the discovery of the colony by Abel Tasman in 1642. 

Franklin agreed, and declared a public holiday, the first to be gazetted in the colony. This 

came on 1 December – the day on which Tasman dropped anchor in Blackmans Bay exactly 

196 years earlier. Having donated £100 to the regatta fund, Franklin also offered a £30 prize 

for the main race, which was contested by 15 whaleboats. The Colonial Times thought this 

regatta the ‘first real Regatta in the Colony’.157 In what may have been the precursor to the 

parochial north-south rivalry that evolved there, the first Tamar Regatta was held in 

Launceston just one month later.158 

In 1841, however, came an event in Tasmania having far greater implications for rowing and 

sculling in Australia than did some internecine geographical issue. At the Hobart Town 

Regatta that year a race identical to that insisted upon by the Arrow Club ten years earlier was 

held – for ‘gentleman amateurs’. The lieutenant-governor’s wife, Lady Franklin, and ‘the 

ladies of Hobart’ donated a prize for the winners of the event – a racing gig. However, the 

organisers also permitted the entry of a crew of manual labourers – who duly won the race. 

This evoked a protest from the second-placed amateurs on the grounds that through their 

every day work manual labourers were stronger and fitter than amateurs, the majority of 

whom were engaged in clerical occupations, and the winners were therefore ineligible to 
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accept their prize. The appeal was upheld, the amateurs won their gig159 – and the precedent 

set a decade earlier was reinforced. 

During the 1840s, regattas at Hobart and Launceston provided a function similar to that of 

horse racing: they offered relief from the economic depression. Their success also encouraged 

smaller settlements to organise regattas.160 The first was held at George Town on 8 December 

1843161 and New Norfolk’s on 19 February 1846.162 Other venues for the regattas that evolved 

were Sandy Bay163 and Shipwright’s Point,164 a boat-building centre. 

3.4  Colonisation 

By now, other colonies had been settled. South Australia held a regatta within two years of 

settlement, in 1838, despite the capital, Adelaide, not being built on a navigable waterway. 

The regatta was instead held at Port Adelaide, some seven miles north of the fledgling city, on 

28 December. Originally attracting sailing races, by 1850 rowing events dominated the 

regatta.165 By this time, too, South Australia had become a colony in 1842. 

The first recorded rowing race in the Swan River colony, settled in 1829, took place in April 

1837 between two whaleboats manned by crews from local whaling companies.166 On 1 June 

1840, on Perth Water, came a contest between the Narrows and the Causeway as part of that 

year’s Foundation Day festivities. Five whaleboats took part in a six-mile race around a 

marked course. The winning boat was the Radical, built and owned by Fremantle boat builder 

Thomas Mews.167 Enterprising watermen emerged, plying their trade between Perth and the 

inland port of Guildford. One such was Louis Langoulant, who in November 1850 pitted his 

gig against a similar craft belonging to Frederick Caporn. The two were to race over a five-

mile course on Perth Water for a wager of £2. Caporn’s Native Chief won easily before a 
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crowd of spectators who, it was reported, ‘seemed much pleased at witnessing this manly 

sport’.168 

Victoria was settled in 1834 and became a colony in 1851. The first regatta in Port Phillip 

was held on 24 and 25 January 1841, on the Lower Yarra at Hobson’s Bay, and as with 

Sydney’s Anniversary Regatta was an aquatic event incorporating gigs, whaleboats and 

sailing craft.169 A similar program of events was devised for the first regatta in Geelong, 

which took place on 26 December 1848.170 

Brisbane was established as a penal settlement in 1824171, but its first regatta was also not held 

until 1848. The date chosen was 26 January ‘in commemoration of the founding of the 

colony’ according to the Moreton Bay Courier.172 Given Queensland was at this time 

governed from Sydney and did not become a separate colony until 1859173 it was surely 

Sydney’s establishment in 1837 that was being celebrated. What is certain is that the day was 

extremely hot, a large crowd enjoyed a carnival atmosphere and races were held in 

whaleboats, gigs, ‘two-oared boats’ and scullers. Events were open to professionals and 

amateurs – who nevertheless accepted cash prizes.  

There was also a race for two ‘four-oared boats manned by aboriginal natives’. The prizes for 

this race, reported as ‘the best of the day’, were £2 10s each – ‘to be expended on clothing’. 

The winning boat, Pirate, was described as ‘the boat … given to the blacks of Amity Point for 

their exertions in rescuing the survivors of the unfortunate Sovereign steamer’, an incident 

about which no further detail was provided. A degree of paternalism is then indulged in as the 

reporter continues: ‘Great praise is due to the Committee for arranging this match, as a means 

of convincing the blacks that, if we punish criminality, we can also reward merit … The 

spectators expressed their pleasure at the result of the race by loudly cheering both boats, to 

the evident delight of the natives’.174 
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3.5  First Champion 

In the ‘mother colony’, meanwhile, John Brennan’s name had reappeared, as victor at the 

Anniversary Regatta of 1844 in the watermen’s skiffs event over a course from Sydney Cove 

to Balmain and back via Fort Denison (referred to by the locals as Pinchgut175). The Maitland 

Mercury, which had a predominantly Irish-Catholic readership,176 declared that Brennan ‘had 

repeatedly carried off this prize at Sydney’.177 

Another report of the regatta provided further insight into the broad popularity of the event – 

and of the sport. 

A regatta is a sport which all classes may enjoy, and yesterday they did enjoy it. Persons of 

all ranks in society were to be seen afloat, the Governor, judges, bishops, officers, merchants, 

tradesmen, mechanics, and labourers; it would be difficult to say which were the most happy; 

but perhaps the lower we descend in the scale of society, the more perfect was the 

enjoyment.178 

Brennan won the licensed watermen’s event again at the 1845 Anniversary Regatta,179 had to 

be content with second place the following year,180 then in 1847 got home against fellow 

licensed waterman, George Mulhall, after what was described as ‘a severe struggle’.181  

The year after that the pair engaged in a spirited and very public disagreement as a result of a 

clash at the Anniversary Regatta just after the start of the watermen’s event. The Sydney 

Morning Herald reported on page 2 that Mulhall had fouled Brennan, who protested to the 

umpire before coming second to his adversary.182 On the front page of that edition, however, 

had been placed by Mulhall what appears to be a paid advertisement:  
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I, GEORGE MULHALL, winner of the last prize, having been fouled several times by 

Brennan, am now open to row any man in Sydney for any sum. 

GEORGE MULHALL, Circular Wharf183 

Brennan’s response, the following day and also on the front page, was as follows: 

ANSWER TO MULHALL, the Boaster. In consequence of your un-manly, cowardly 

behaviour on the Anniversary, in running foul of me and breaking my paddle, my friends 

advise me not to meet you any more in that manly exercise, in which I beat you so many 

times, as you are determined fair play is not to be your motto. 

JOHN BRENNAN, Waterman184 

It is thought, however, that while there may have been genuine animosity between the two 

protagonists, their forceful prose was intended to provoke gossip and betting on their 

contests.185 This notwithstanding, Brennan met with little further success, and indeed was 

thought on one occasion to have ‘sold’ a race. But he was the first to be regarded in his time 

as ‘the Sydney champion’.186 

3.6  Expansion 

Meanwhile regattas had been established at centres beyond the original settlement, notably at 

Maitland, on the Hunter River187 and Windsor, on the Upper Hawkesbury River, both in 1845. 

The opening paragraph of the Hawkesbury Regatta report is typical of the journalism style of 

the day: florid, celebratory prose relating to all but the subject in hand – all with a touch of 

élan. 

On Wednesday last, much to the gratification of the inhabitants of the good town of Windsor, 

the Hawkesbury Maiden Regatta came off with great éclat. The weather was very propitious, 

and our noble river seemed as if in eager readiness for the sports of the day. The assemblage 

of spectators (including a goodly number of visitors from Sydney and other parts) was not 

only numerous, but their happy appearance was gratifying in every respect. The number of 

the fair sex which graced the verdant banks of the Hawkesbury with their presence, much to 
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the delight of their admirers, was also very considerable. In short, so pleasing a spectacle as 

that of Wednesday last, Windsor never beheld.188 

On 5 April 1847 came the Ryde regatta, the first on the Parramatta River,189 then on 30 

November 1849 the first Balmain Regatta was held.190  

At the halfway point of the nineteenth century, then, New South Wales had become central to 

the development and popularity of rowing, a trend that was to continue as the second half of 

the century began. It was during these ensuing years, too, that for a significant period in 

Australia’s history, rowing, particularly sculling, became one of the most popular sports of 

all.  

3.7  Discussion 

This chapter has served to identify the emergence of social strata among those participating in 

rowing and sculling, notably the delineation between the gentleman amateur and the 

professional tradesman, the elite and the proletarian. It has identified in particular the first 

instance of an issue that became a constant within the sport for decades: the insistence by 

amateur rule-makers, most of whom are engaged in sedentary professions, that they are at a 

disadvantage when competing against those engaged daily in manual labour. What is 

nevertheless clearly evident is that rowing and sculling were extremely popular among the 

citizenry, regardless of social status.  
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Chapter 4: CONTEXT 

4.1  Introduction 

This chapter aims to place in context the role of sport, and particularly rowing, in the 

development of the colonies. It refers to the political, economic, social and cultural 

developments that took place in the second half of the nineteenth century, which became 

arguably the most politically active, economically rewarding, socially constructive and 

culturally affirming fifty years that the colonies which became the nation of Australia 

experienced. It was also an era of inventiveness and controversy. 

4.2  Political Factors  

So popular was rowing and sculling among the populace as the second half of the nineteenth 

century began that it is worth examining more closely the social and cultural elements that 

underpinned its progress and the political and economic environment within which it existed.  

The seeds of political activism within the colonies had been sown in 1837 when Presbyterian 

clergyman, educationist, historian, journalist and later politician, the Rev John Dunmore 

Lang, predicted in the second edition of his Historical and Statistical Account of New South 

Wales that the Australian colonists would inevitably ‘establish a republican government for 

themselves’.191 In April 1850, he proclaimed his republicanism for the Australian colonies in 

lectures delivered in Sydney. As his entry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography 

indicates, Lang’s views were due partly to his belief in the necessity of local self-rule, 

because he thought all ‘government from a distance’ was bad government. A further factor 

was his dislike of aristocratic influences in English society and politics. With the assistance of 

Henry Parkes, later regarded as the father of federation, Lang founded the Australian League 

to encourage a sense of national identity, promote freedom of the Australian colonies and 

urge their incorporation into one political entity. Lang's ideals, often expressed in his prolific 

writings and lectures, were in part realised after the granting of responsible government to the 
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colonies, and even more so in the twentieth century after the formation of the 

Commonwealth.192  

He was aided in these objectives by political, social and cultural commentators Charles 

Harpur and Daniel Henry Deniehy. Harpur had no sense of cultural inferiority as an 

Australian, while his republicanism was founded on a belief in the right of every nation to 

make its own decisions and be responsible for its own destiny.193 Deniehy believed a ‘new 

community’, as Australia was, should reject pretentiousness and snobbery, as exemplified in 

his August 1853 ‘Bunyip aristocracy’ speech in which he satirised attempts to develop an 

aristocracy in the colonies.194 While a republican Australia was improbable in the 1850s, there 

can be little doubt that Lang, Harpur and Deniehy helped develop within their fellow citizens 

a very real sense of continental ambition. 

4.3  Progress 

It has been posited that in a bid to rid themselves of their ‘convict stain’ many Australian 

colonists in the second half of the nineteenth century developed a keen taste for education, 

progressive ideas and new technologies. What is also not in doubt is that when unable to 

overcome what historian Geoffrey Blainey has referred to as ‘the tyranny of distance’ and 

travel to Europe and America, they set about enticing the world to Australia. This sense of 

progress manifested itself first in the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all Nations, 

held at London’s Crystal Palace in 1851195, then in smaller but similarly-themed international 

trade and culture exhibitions in Sydney (1879), Melbourne (1880); Adelaide (1887) and again 

in Melbourne (1888). These high-profile gatherings were a ‘God-given chance finally to 

remove the last vestige of convictism and strike out in a new, untrammelled cultural direction. 

Here was the opportunity to address Australia’s isolation and dark past in one effective 

prestigious stroke’. Such events, it was claimed, contributed to an enlightened community 

ethos in the second half of the nineteenth century that would in turn fertilise the seeds of 

nationhood.196  
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A milestone event in 1851 that was to have great political impact and massive economic 

implications was the discovery of gold, first in New South Wales and then in Victoria.197 This 

resulted not only in significant population movement within the colonies but also an influx of 

prospectors from overseas nations, notably Britain and the United States. It led to the end of 

convict transportation from Britain to eastern Australia, the rationale of the colonies’ colonial 

masters in London being that sending further convicts to Australia while so many of more 

honest persuasion were bidding to migrate there would greatly offend the colonial citizenry.198 

Commentators in New South Wales and Victoria observed the effect life on the goldfields 

was having on social values. One noted that in Victoria all the aristocratic feelings for and 

association with ‘the old country’ evaporated amid perceptions of the difference between the 

equality and ‘mateship’ of the goldfields and the inequality and political and social privilege 

that prevailed in broader society.199 These emotions culminated, in December 1854, in a 

rebellion by gold miners at Ballarat against expensive miner’s licences and lack of political 

representation. The rebellion, at the Eureka Stockade the miners had erected, was put down 

brutally by colonial forces and police. Twenty-five miners were killed.200  

4.4  Legislative advances 

Events such as these led British officials to ponder the future constitutions of the Australian 

colonies. It was accepted that the more influential citizens wished for responsible self-

government, while also recognised was the likelihood that the discovery of gold had caused 

and would continue to result in a significant increase in population and prosperity. The 

Legislative Councils of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania (the last-

named officially re-named in honour of its first European discoverer, on 1 January 1856201) 

were invited to draft new constitutions and submit them for ratification by the British 

parliament.202  

Not surprisingly, given the different demographics within the colonies, variant constitutions 

emerged. That in New South Wales reflected the interests of conservative landholders, while 
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Victoria’s resulted from a spirit of compromise between conservatives and liberals. A similar 

document was tendered by Tasmania, while the South Australian constitution, like New South 

Wales, reflected the interests of the large number of landholders in the colony. The 

constitutions that materialised were essentially compromises between the representation of 

‘interests’ and the representation of ‘the people’; between conservative and liberal views. The 

imperial parliament remained sovereign, although the colonial constitutions enabled some 

sovereignty for the colonies on local issues, while the British parliament retained sovereignty 

on foreign or imperial questions.  

As has been noted, Queensland was, until 1859, governed from Sydney as part of the colony 

of New South Wales. It was on 6 June that year that Queensland became a separate colony.203 

So by the beginning of the 1860s five of the six colonies had their own constitutions along 

Westminster lines. Western Australia would not gain representative government and its own 

constitution until 1890.204 

This ‘first heady phase of self-government’ had emanated in part through a popular 

movement formed in Britain around democratic principles embodied in a People’s Charter. 

However, Chartism terrified Britain’s ruling class, and many Chartists were either deported to 

Australia or left to head south of their own accord. Four of the six democratic demands of the 

Chartists would be secured in the three most populous south-eastern colonies.205  

4.5  Social Progress 

A further measure of the confidence the colonies displayed was the introduction of some of 

the world’s leading democratic and industrial measures, which in time led to the view that 

Australia was the world’s ‘social laboratory’.206 The (all male) colonial assemblies were 

elected by secret ballot,207 and industrial legislation limiting some workers to an eight-hour 

working day was introduced.208 Later came graduated income tax and old age pensions.209 

Measures such as these led in time to Australia being regarded as a ‘working man’s paradise’, 
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in which migrants of relatively humble origin in Britain could find themselves in positions of 

influence.210  

In this the colonies reflected the United States of America, at that time the oldest, largest and 

most advanced of the new societies. Indeed it was commonly considered to be a model for all 

new countries and colonies, New South Wales in particular. Not only was it a model in the 

sense of being worthy of imitation but also in that it was the archetypal example of a new 

society and therefore the one to which the others would assimilate simply because they were 

all going through the same experience. Thus were separation and an Australian republic often 

seen in the colonies as being as inevitable as were democracy and federation. Thus, too, did 

comparisons between Australia and the United States indicate Australia’s status as a new 

society.211  

4.6  Cultural Incursion 

Australia’s cultural development reflected a new found sense of independence, notably in 

literature, that further affirmed an Australian ‘identity’. Marcus Clarke serialised in a 

magazine, then published in book form in 1874, his novel For the Term of His Natural Life, a 

powerful tale of convict experience. Thomas Alexander Browne, who used the pseudonym 

Ralph Boldrewood, borrowed from his time as a police magistrate in the New South Wales 

‘gold rush’ town of Gulgong to write the novel Robbery Under Arms, a bushranging yarn. A 

weekly magazine, The Bulletin, founded in Sydney in 1880, gave writers a wider market and 

encouraged an aggressively pro-Australian attitude.212 

Among them was Henry Lawson, an avowed socialist, a champion of the underdog and a 

passionate believer in the ideal of ‘mateship’. Lawson’s verse and short stories did much to 

mould public opinion.213 Among his best-known titles were a poem, ‘Song of the Republic’; a 

short story, ‘The Drover’s Wife’, which depicted the loneliness of the Australian bush, and 

While the Billy Boils, a collection of short stories.214 Another Bulletin contributor, and 

contemporary of Lawson’s, A. B. ‘Banjo’ Paterson – at one time an accomplished oarsman – 
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wrote the poem ‘The Man from Snowy River’, which established the bushman in the national 

consciousness as a romantic and archetypal figure. Also from Paterson’s pen came ‘Waltzing 

Matilda’, which was to become Australia's best-known folk song.215 The year 1887 saw the 

debut of a young Australia opera singer named Helen Mitchell, later to be known throughout 

the world as Nellie Melba.216 She would have a long and successful international career. 

4.7  The Role of Sport 

Given it has been identified as a key element of the social fabric that helped unite the first 

settlers, it was perhaps inevitable that sport also played its role in establishing a sense of 

vibrancy, advancement and independence within the colonies. For sport was not only the 

main source of recreation among those pioneers: it also represented the ‘glue’ that bound the 

community together.217 Courtesy of convicts, free settlers and accompanying military, 

administrative and educational personnel, sports such as cricket, horse racing, boxing, rugby 

and rowing, all of them inherited from England, became part of the colonial sporting 

culture.218 In the second half of the nineteenth century the parallel ideologies of athleticism, 

amateurism, muscular Christianity and social Darwinism came to the fore, based on the view 

that sport built character, enhanced social discipline and provided a form of recreation. Indeed 

amateurism was to become an ideal that dominated Australian sport for more than a century. 

Its emphasis was on playing for pleasure rather than for financial reward, and also stressed the 

value of fair play and respect for both the rules and opponents. Money was regarded as the 

evil that had the potential to debase sport.219 The Victorian era’s preoccupation with health 

and purity saw the church became involved in sport, a healthy body being viewed as essential 

for the maintenance of a healthy mind, while the notion of social Darwinism resulted in many 

clerics believing that Christianity and Britain’s imperial strength were linked, and that fitness 

ensured not simply survival but triumph.220 As an extension of this credo, sport became 

central to the school curriculum, in the belief that it provided valuable training for future 
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imperial statesmen and soldiers,221 and British public school traditions clearly influenced the 

idea in the colonies that sport could ready a nation for war.222 

One who did not share the enthusiasm for sport, however, was the Rev John Dunmore Lang, 

whose Presbyterianism inculcated in him a disdain for recreational pursuits, including sport. 

Yet Lang’s stance only confirmed sport’s increasingly powerful influence within the colonies. 

In a letter to the Empire newspaper in 1862 he declaimed that ‘one of the worst features in our 

colonial community is the widespread and growing taste for frivolity and dissipation in every 

form – cricketing, horse racing, regatta-ing ... and I confess I almost despair of the social and 

political – not to speak of the moral and religious – advancement of a people who expend so 

much of their time and means in such pursuits and amusements’.223  

Lang did acknowledge that cricket, the first team sport played in Australia224, could lay claim 

to being ‘the great national game’, a view reinforced by the subsequent intense rivalry that 

developed between Australia and the ‘mother country’. The first English cricket team came to 

Australia in 1861 and the second in the summer of 1863–4. In 1874 a visiting English team 

led by the redoubtable W.G. Grace was beaten by both New South Wales and Victoria, then 

in March 1877 an Australia eleven beat England in Melbourne in what is regarded as the first 

Test match. In May 1878 an Australian side beat the Marylebone Cricket Club (England in all 

but name) at Lord’s.225 Four years later another such team recorded a win at The Oval in 

London that had English commentators referring to the ‘death’ of English cricket, adding that: 

‘The body will be cremated and the ashes taken to Australia’. It is for those ‘Ashes’ that Test 

matches between Australia and England have been played ever since.226  

On 8 February 1879, however, there occurred in Sydney a game between New South Wales 

and an English team led by Lord George Harris that threatened to end the colonies’ cricketing 

relationship with England almost before it had begun. Two poor decisions against New South 

Wales batsmen by an inexperienced umpire angered an already restive crowd, some of whom 
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had been betting on the result, leading to a member of the English team remarking, within 

earshot of the crowd: ‘What can you expect from the sons of convicts?’ The crowd rioted and 

invaded the pitch, Harris was assaulted and the English team, which eventually won the game, 

was escorted by police from the field.227  

This led to Australian cricketers being widely criticised in England as ‘uncouth colonials’. 

The New South Wales Cricket Association rejected the accusation and communicated its 

resolution to the London Daily Telegraph, after which the controversy subsided and Test 

match series continued. It should be noted here that the second, unblemished umpire in the 

controversial game was one Edmund Barton.228 

It was events such as the 1879 riot, and Australia’s cricket ascendancy towards the end of the 

nineteenth century, that contributed to a growing sense of nationalism in the colonies. As The 

Bulletin declared following another overwhelming Australian win in the 1897–98 Test series:  

This ruthless rout of English cricket will do – and has done – more to enhance the cause of 

Australian nationality than could ever be achieved by miles of erudite essays and 

impassioned appeal.229 

It is certainly true, as John Dunmore Lang had earlier averred, that cricket was extremely 

popular. There are strong arguments, however, for also acceding to rowing, particularly 

sculling, an influential role in inculcating in the colonial citizenry an increasing sense of 

nationalism. This issue will be further discussed in the following chapters. What is beyond 

debate is that the colonies’ sporting ‘convicts’ challenged the world long before Australia 

became a nation.  

4.8  Confederation 

The most significant precursor to that event had come on 24 October 1889, when, in a speech 

at Tenterfield, New South Wales, Henry Parkes unofficially launched a campaign for 

federation. A meeting of colonial leaders early in 1890 was followed by a Sydney convention 

in 1891, at which a national constitution was drafted. There followed several years of 

intransigence and inter-colonial wrangling, and in 1896 Parkes died. But a new champion 
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emerged; barrister Edmund Barton. He played a leading role in the organisation of a second 

series of convention meetings, in Adelaide, Sydney and Melbourne in 1897–98. The previous 

draft constitution led to a new, more specific document, and following further amendments 

was endorsed in 1898. This constitutional draft was put to a referendum, but while it failed on 

a technicality, a second, held in 1899, saw the five eastern colonies vote in favour of 

federation, with Western Australia abstaining. Barton led a delegation to London, Western 

Australia acquiesced – and on 9 July 1900 Queen Victoria gave her assent to an Act that on 1 

January 1901 saw the uniting of the six colonies into the Commonwealth of Australia.230 A 

momentous half century was at an end and a new nation born. 

4.9  Discussion 

The issues and events described within this chapter correlate with some of those already 

recorded in the two previous chapters and those to be discussed later in this thesis. References 

to a yearning for a republic, for example, are reflected in the sense of independence 

developing within both rowing and sculling and the population overall, in rowing’s case as a 

result of its extraordinary popularity. The subject of self-rule will be mirrored in later chapters 

dealing with the establishment of colonial and state associations, while reference to the dislike 

of aristocracy brings to mind the proletarianism and individual identity demonstrated by the 

professional watermen already discussed and the professional scullers yet to appear. This 

equates with Harpur’s reference to the colonists having no sense of cultural inferiority and to 

the populace throwing off the shackles of convictism and establishing a unique Australian 

identity. Indeed the professional scullers were to demonstrate a fierce and parochial sense of 

superiority! There will be further reference to united communities when describing how the 

deeds of the professional scullers inculcated in the community an ever-growing sense of 

nationalism. The subject of colonial constitutions, notably those of New South Wales and 

Victoria, the first conservative and the second liberal, will be mirrored in later chapters when 

what transpired to be a decades long stand-off between the two colonies/states regarding 

amateur and professional status is discussed in depth.  
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Chapter 5: ARTISANS AND AMATEURS 

5.1  Introduction 

This chapter chronicles the exploits of the earliest professional scullers. It also critiques their 

administration, or lack thereof, and relates episodes involving some of the more unscrupulous 

participants. It also describes the technical improvements in boat construction during the third 

quarter of the 19th century and charts rowing’s progress within each colony. Also described is 

the rise of the amateur ideal within the sport, particularly within the clubs being established. 

The beginnings of the Associated Public Schools Head of the River in Victoria are addressed, 

as is the rise to prominence within the professional sculling ranks of one Ned Trickett.  

5.2  The Scullers 

At the start of what became such a defining half-century, the discovery of gold in Victoria in 

1851 saw Melbourne and its port grow rapidly. Among those venturing to the ‘diggings’ were 

a large force of watermen from Van Diemen’s Land, thus leaving regattas in their home 

colony short of entries. Van Diemen's Land Governor Sir William Denison wrote of the 1851 

Hobart Town Regatta: ‘The gold ... at Port Phillip rather interfered with our great race, as with 

everything else: for the whalers found great difficulty in keeping their crews together.’231 In 

New South Wales, however, the sport continued to flourish, to the extent that the North Shore 

Regatta on 24 May 1852 was reported as ‘providing the sport most favoured by the people of 

Sydney’.232 Support for rowing in the ‘mother’ colony was given even greater impetus by the 

professional scullers. Their private match races for stake money became increasingly popular 

in New South Wales, and later in Victoria,233 just as wager boat racing had been in London.  

Predominant among the early winners was John Brennan’s great rival George Mulhall, by 

then approaching the age of forty but 6 feet 2 inches in height and weighing 14 stone.234 

Mulhall’s first victory came just twenty-six days into the second half of the century when at 

the Anniversary Regatta he defeated, among others, his brother Thomas in the licensed 
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waterman’s event.235 And, just as John Brennan had eleven years earlier, Mulhall accepted his 

prize of a new skiff in front of an enthusiastic audience at the Victoria Theatre.236 On 30 

November, at the Balmain Regatta, he again defeated his brother,237 a feat he repeated at the 

Anniversary Regatta of 1851.238 However, the conduct displayed during the watermen’s races 

was not always above reproach; there appears to have been some lack of true sportsmanship, 

with George Mulhall239 – and brother Thomas240 – among the offenders.  

Four months later, at the North Shore Regatta, Mulhall met his match at the hands of a young 

up and coming challenger, Thomas McGrath.241 McGrath, born in what was later described as 

‘the North of Ireland’,242 had first come to prominence on 6 January 1851 when racing one 

Isaac Howard and staking £8 to £7, thereby assuring the winner of £15. The course was from 

Balmain Point to Fort Denison and back, and McGrath won by a quarter of a mile.243 The 

Champion Race, as the 1853 North Shore event was billed, attracted a prize of £25 and a 

silver cup, which McGrath also won with ease. Indeed Mulhall was a distant third.  

Apparently undeterred, Mulhall immediately challenged McGrath to a private match,244 which 

took place on 25 July on Port Jackson for a stake of £50. ‘Long before 12 o’clock the fort, 

battery, and every point that could command a view of the race, was crowded with spectators, 

the interest being greater than could have been expected ...’ reported the sporting newspaper 

Bell’s Life in Sydney. What was initially a close contest deteriorated as a result of several 

collisions, the last of which led to Mulhall withdrawing and the race being declared a draw.245  

Mulhall and McGrath next met at the Balmain Regatta, now held every year on 30 November. 

In the second race, for All-Comers in light skiffs, McGrath won by three hundred yards over 

the forty-minute course. However, there were again several collisions, after which McGrath’s 

coach James Richardson directed a barrage of language at Mulhall described as ‘disgraceful’. 
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It was nevertheless conjectured that the canny older man was saving his energy for the fifth 

race, in watermen’s boats, regarded as ‘the race of the day’, and it was a tactic that bore fruit. 

Having led for half the race McGrath weakened and Mulhall won easily. And, despite the 

incidents, rowing was again referred to as ‘the great national sport of the city of Sydney.'246  

However, concerns were being expressed about the fouling during races and the foul language 

afterwards, notably in an editorial by the Empire: 

If our regattas are to become national, and to meet the countenance and support of the most 

influential people in the community, they must be conducted on English principles, and not 

be suffered to degenerate into mere displays of rowdyism, disgraceful to all concerned. We 

hear complaints from various quarters that the proceedings at the late regatta should have 

been marred by such blackguardism, and we can only express strong hope that for the future 

the same imputation may never rest upon the proceedings.247 

At the Anniversary Regatta of 1854, referred to as ‘the most prominent of those festive 

manifestations with which the anniversary of the colony [is] greeted’, McGrath once more 

triumphed in the Champion Race for light skiffs, with Mulhall ‘a bad third’.248 The North 

Shore Regatta, held on 24 May in recognition, now, of Queen Victoria’s birthday, virtually 

marked the end of Mulhall’s championship aspirations. Thomas McGrath again won, with 

Mulhall, in a boat named, ironically, Who’d Have Thought It, this time in fourth place and the 

recipient of a derisory reception from the crowd. Undeterred, the ‘old man’, as he was now 

being described,249 immediately issued a challenge to McGrath for the Port Jackson 

championship, that race held on 10 July. Over a course of some five miles McGrath proved 

conclusively that he was now indeed the champion, his margin at the end of the race more 

than three minutes.250 
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5.3  Technical Innovations 

As indicated in the previous chapter, there were great technological developments in the 

nineteenth century, and sport was but one of many institutions that felt their full impact. 

Where rowing and sculling were concerned, innovation came initially in the form of improved 

boat design.  

Originally clinker-built, in that the hull comprised overlapping planks, boats of carvel or 

smooth skin construction had appeared in England in 1841 and demonstrated markedly 

greater speed than had their heavier predecessors.251 In 1844 professional sculler and boat 

builder Henry Clasper of Newcastle-upon-Tyne had perfected the original outrigger design by 

using a metal triangular frame to transfer the rowlocks – into which the oar is slotted – from 

the gunwale or side of the boat to an extended point beyond the original position. The 

increased leverage an oarsman was now able to exert therefore made possible the building of 

narrower and therefore faster boats.252 Little wonder Tom McGrath was so dominant: he was 

the first person in Australia to use an outrigger boat.253 Modelled on the Thames wager boats, 

it was covered from stem to stern with canvas, except amidships, and was longer, narrower 

and lighter than its predecessors. The builder was [Andrew] Reynolds254 of Balmain.255  

Later still boats without keels were introduced, again, initially, in England. The first keel-less 

boat was used in 1856 by a Royal Chester Rowing Club crew at Henley Royal Regatta.256 At 

first those using such boats could not sit them level; they rolled from side to side. This factor 

notwithstanding, crews using them were able to beat the old iron-shod keeled boats, and in a 

season or two it was found that the keel-less boats could be rowed as evenly as the old.257 

Such developments were all part of radical modifications in boat and oar design between 1840 

and 1880 that both revolutionised and popularised styles of rowing in England, Australia and 

elsewhere. 
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5.4  Fluctuating Fortunes 

So dominant was McGrath now considered that a report of his win at the 1854 Balmain 

Regatta observed that ‘the race excited but little interest ... as it is obvious that no other man 

has as yet been able to compete with him with any chance of success’.258 But such a man was 

about to appear. 

Jack Dewardt was an Englishman of Dutch descent who prior to arriving in Sydney had raced 

and won in Port Phillip. His record, however, appears not to have been well known, and 

McGrath started a strong favourite for their race, held on 27 February 1855 over a course 

from Fort Macquarie, round Shark Island and back. Fort Macquarie was at Bennelong Point, 

where the Sydney Opera House now stands, while Shark Island is at the mouth of Rose Bay, 

to the east. Followed by steamers and a multitude of small craft, and with Dewardt sporting 

red colours and McGrath light blue, the race began shortly after 11 a.m. McGrath led early 

but at Shark Island Dewardt had overtaken him and was two lengths ahead. In the row home 

McGrath spurted, but Dewardt pulled away and won by four lengths in a time of 39 minutes 

12 seconds over a course variously estimated as between four and five-plus miles. Dewardt 

thus won a massive £400 for a race on which was laid an estimated £5000 in bets among 

spectators. It was also reported that ‘the utmost good feeling prevailed on both sides ... proof 

of the true manly and sporting spirit’ – and that McGrath was not in the best of health.259 

Having won the championship, however, Dewardt returned to Port Phillip, thus forfeiting the 

title. At the Balmain Regatta McGrath regained it by beating Dewardt’s compatriot James 

Edwards. Reference was made in particular to McGrath’s ‘splendid condition and scientific 

strokes’.260 However, the regatta committee had a good many fouls to consider, many of 

which were known to be intentional, thus further indicating a degree of skulduggery among 

the contestants. A further example of such behaviour was that McGrath, known to be entirely 

honourable, was accused in a protest entered by George Green, the head of Green’s boat-
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building company, of paying Edwards £50 to lose their race.261 McGrath sued Green and was 

awarded £50 damages.262  

At the Woolloomooloo Regatta, held on 26 December, in a race for amateur youths eighteen 

years of age and under who had never won an advertised prize in wager boats, one James 

Punch was the winner and his reward £10.263 Punch was destined to play a major role within 

professional for years thereafter. 

5.5  Colonial Progress 

In Van Diemen’s Land meanwhile, some of the splendour of the earlier events had been 

regained. On 2 January 1855 a crowd of six thousand had attended the Hobart Town Regatta, 

the last to be held prior to the colony being renamed Tasmania.264 A recovery ensued, with 

new events initiated at Kingston, Port Esperance, Bridgewater, Sorrell, Longford and Cygnet. 

But Hobart Town Regatta, claimed by some to be the most important in the southern 

hemisphere, maintained its pre-eminent position.265  

In South Australia the opening of a railway between Adelaide and Port Adelaide in 1856 

proved a great stimulus to the Port Adelaide Regatta,266 as did the adoption of New Year’s 

Day as the ongoing date for the event.267 In the west as the second half of the century had 

begun there were frequent rowing and sailing regattas at Perth and Fremantle, and occasional 

events at Albany, Geraldton, Cossack, Port Walcott and Busselton.268 

5.6  Green and McGrath 

The year 1856 saw the emergence within the sculling ranks of Richard Green, the third of five 

sons of the aforementioned boat builder George Green.269 Green the younger raced Tom 

McGrath for £200 a-side on 21 January in a boat he had built himself, on a harbour ‘alive 
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with boats’, and pushed McGrath all the way, losing only by a length-and-a-half. ‘Green 

rowed pluckily throughout, but was evidently over-matched’, Bell’s Life intoned.270 Five days 

later, at the Anniversary Regatta, the roles were reversed. Indeed Green beat McGrath twice, 

first in the licensed watermen’s event then in the champion scullers’ race, in which one of 

McGrath’s blades broke soon after the start.271 In a thinly disguised and slightly contemptuous 

letter to the Empire, Green challenged McGrath to a race in whatever form of boat the latter 

chose,272 an option McGrath elected to ignore. But who, now, was the champion? 

On 22 April Green took on the experienced Englishman Jack Dewardt, the conqueror of 

McGrath a year earlier and now back in Port Jackson. The stake was again for £400, in a race 

from Balmain, round Clark Island and back billed as for the championship of the Port. An 

unusually large amount of money was speculated on the event, while the harbour was 

crowded with pleasure boats of every size and description, and every point of land 

commanding a view of the race was crowded with spectators. Green, still only nineteen years 

old, won by several boat lengths ‘The result of the contest’, reported Bell’s Life, ‘caused great 

satisfaction, especially amongst the native portion of the community. ‘It would be productive 

of more sport if the three ‘crack men’, Green, Dewardt, and McGrath, were to contest, say, for 

a sweepstakes of £200 each’, the newspaper averred. ‘This would, we imagine, afford such a 

treat for the lovers of rowing, as has not been witnessed in these colonies.’273 

No such contest eventuated, but on 24 June Green and Tom McGrath met again, over the 

same course, and again for £400. The betting was even and the race was described as ‘the 

greatest boat race that has ever been pulled in Australia. So splendidly were the two men in 

muscle’, declared the Sydney Morning Herald, ‘that the distance from Clark's Island was 

pulled in the same time as going down’. McGrath used the boat in which he had won many 

previous races, named Messenger after its London maker, while Green’s was family built. 

After a struggle described as ‘desperate’ Green and his boat won narrowly. ‘Such 

workmanship against such a mechanical adversary as Messenger reflects high honour upon 
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the colony,’ trumpeted the Herald, ‘which, beginning with boats, may, by-and-by, build ships 

equal to England’.274 

At the Balmain Regatta the tide of fortune changed again, with McGrath, who had been 

training for the match, leading the All-Comers race from the start, Green suffering an injured 

wrist during the contest.275 McGrath also defeated Green at the Woolloomooloo Regatta, 

leading to speculation that he would soon challenge again for the championship, while the 

win by James Punch in an under 20 race for 12-foot dinghies saw him now identified as a 

young sculler of great promise.276 

Meanwhile Melbourne’s first regatta had been held on the Upper Yarra on 25 March 1857. 

The contestants were chiefly watermen, many of whom plied their trade between Melbourne, 

Richmond and beyond. But there were also events for amateurs, thus giving some impetus to 

those in that category.277 

As 1857 began the rivalry between McGrath and Green continued unabated. In anticipation of 

this, the Anniversary Regatta committee arranged a champion race, which McGrath duly won. 

‘McGrath may now be said to have established his reputation as the champion puller on these 

waters’, the Sydney Morning Herald intoned, ‘he having beaten his antagonist, R. Green, on 

the three last occasions of their meeting’.278 The comment reflected a question to which at that 

time there appeared to be no clear answer: is the champion sculler he who wins a ‘stand 

alone’ championship race – a private ‘money match’ – or is he the man who beats the 

champion at any one of the numerous regattas held?279 

Based on results at that year’s Balmain Regatta, the latter scenario applied. The regatta saw 

the entry of one James Candlish, an Englishman of some repute who, like his compatriot Jack 

Dewardt, had also based himself in Melbourne. Candlish led the all-comers event early, only 

for Green and McGrath to collide in suspect circumstances and each blamed the other. As a 

result Candlish was now described as the champion of Port Jackson.280  
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But not for long. Richard Green challenged Candlish to a private match on 19 January 1858, 

this time on Sydney’s Parramatta River.281 The Herald’s report of the race on 20 January 

noted the ‘state of feverish excitement’ in which Sydney’s sporting community had been kept, 

and the crowds that flocked on board steamers chartered for the occasion [or] into numberless 

small boats. 

The race was contested from Shepherd's Point, close to where now exists the Ryde railway 

bridge, to the Brothers Rocks, just off the suburb of Henley. Green led from the start and won 

as he liked, Candlish being described as ‘far too small and delicate to vie with any success 

against his more youthful rival’. This first race, over what was to become the three miles, 176 

yards championship course, was won in 23 minutes 35 seconds. The Herald declared that the 

race had been decided in favour of ‘the Australian Champion, Richard Green’,282 while Bell’s 

Life in Sydney claimed the event showed ‘in a very favourable light the strong patriotic 

feeling which animates the Sons of Australia’.283  

It should here be explained that given the lack of governance within professional sculling, 

which comprised scullers competing for substantial money prizes in private matches as well as 

in ‘open’ regattas, titles were unofficial, and based on somewhat ‘ad hoc’ arrangements and 

perceptions. Such was Green’s reputation, and that of New South Wales sculling overall, that 

he being accorded the title of ‘champion of Port Jackson’ and ‘Champion of New South 

Wales’ earned him the equally unofficial title of ‘Australian Champion’.284 

Withdrawals and injuries meant that Green and McGrath did not race again until the 

Woollomooloo Regatta on 26 December 1858, with Green once more the victor. James Punch 

won the All-comers' Race in wager boats, and also teamed up with McGrath to contest and 

win a pair-oared race.285 It was the start of a fruitful association, both on and off the water. 

The next engagement for Green and McGrath came on 9 August 1859, for £100 a side and 

‘the championship’, with the venue the Parramatta River championship course. In a race 

watched by the largest crowd yet assembled up-river from Port Jackson Green won by less 
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than two boat lengths after a ‘tremendous struggle’ on a flood tide and into a slight 

headwind.286 Richard Augustus Willoughby Green was now truly considered the best sculler 

in Australia. 

It was now, too, that Green’s backers and admirers set in motion a challenge to ‘the champion 

of the Thames or ... any other Oarsman in the World’ to race him on the Parramatta River for 

a stake of ‘from £500 to £1000 a side’. If staking £500 the challenger would receive expenses 

of £125, while if his stake were for £1000 he would receive £200 for expenses.287 The 

challenge remained open for twelve months – but was not taken up.  

It was not until 7 September 1861 that Green and his old adversary McGrath raced again for 

the championship, with odds of 2 to 1 on Green. He didn’t let his supporters down, battling to 

a win of four boat lengths against unfavourable wind and tide in a time of 27 minutes 56 

seconds.288  

On 24 February 1862, a meeting was held at Tattersall’s Hotel with the object of raising 

public subscriptions in order to send Richard Green to England for a tilt at the world 

championship and provide for his family in his absence.289 He set sail in the Damascus on 23 

April.290 

Green took up lodgings at Henry Kelley’s hotel ‘The Bells’, at Putney, and for the next ten 

months trained with Kelley, who also coached him.291 This delay was caused not so much by 

the onset of [the northern] winter but by financial problems. Subscribers to Green’s cause had 

defaulted on payments for cost of living expenses and stake money. There had also had been a 

delay in the construction of the wager boat he was to use, being built by brother Henry in 

Sydney.292  

The man he was set to challenge, Robert Chambers, also appeared in no hurry to race. As one 

of several winners from northern England to have won the championship of the Thames, the 

former foundry worker turned waterman from Newcastle-upon-Tyne now considered himself 
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champion of England and, by extension, of the world, and demanded the contest be on his 

‘home’ river.293 Eventually, however, Chambers was prevailed upon to travel to London, but 

not until his expenses had been guaranteed. A match was arranged for £400 and the 

championship, to be rowed on the Thames between Putney and Mortlake on Tuesday 16 June 

1863.294 

The day of the race brought gloom and drizzle – yet drew massive crowds. Followed by 

thirteen overloaded spectator steamers, the combatants began their four-and a-quarter mile 

contest just after 2 p.m. Chambers led early but Green then comfortably overtook him, only 

for Chambers to pass him after a mile.295 From then on it was a procession, with Green 

virtually in a state of collapse, and he finished some five minutes adrift, complaining of being 

ill and in pain.296 He later attributed his defeat to severe diarrhoea attacks in the days leading 

up to the race,297 an admission that led to rumours of foul play.298 One of his backers, 

however, believed Green had simply been over-anxious about the race outcome and lost 

weight.299 

Green subsequently entered the Thames National Regatta and won, but not against Chambers, 

who withdrew. He did, however, beat Harry Kelley.300 Both scullers then travelled north to 

Newcastle to challenge Chambers for the championship of the Tyne, but only Kelley 

competed, Green citing ‘physical incapability’. This earned him a rebuke from the Sporting 

Gazette that came close to accusing him of cowardice.301 Green responded by announcing he 

would row Chambers, or indeed anybody else in the world, on the Parramatta for £500 a side 

and guarantee expenses of £150.302 He then sailed for home.  

Again, no such challenge emerged, and it would be thirteen more years before another from 

Australia would be issued. 
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5.7  The Amateurs 

Concurrently with professional sculling, amateur rowing had also been thriving, its progress 

supported in large part by expatriate British oarsmen on colonial duty.303 Indeed as regattas 

developed, rowing authorities tended to draw upon the rules and traditions of British 

rowing.304 Among those who would become notable adherents, both as competitors and 

administrators, were the imperiously named Quarton Levitt Deloitte, later to become a leading 

businessman, and Grantley (G. H.) Fitzhardinge, a future lawyer and judge.  

In those days, however, the term ‘amateur’ did not necessarily infer that races were without 

monetary reward305 or that artisans were barred from amateur events. The Greens, for 

example, were allowed to race as ‘amateurs’ despite their trade being boat-building, because 

at the time only watermen who plied for hire were considered ‘professionals’.306 Joe 

Donnelly, another Port Jackson boat builder, also contested both amateur and professional 

races. Meanwhile, a non-artisan, as Deloitte assuredly was, could enter sculling races for a 

stake of £40.307 The question ‘what is an ‘amateur’ oarsman’ bedevilled rowing and sculling 

from the 1860s onwards. Central to the debate would be different interpretations of the 

amateur ruling held by New South Wales and Victoria. Later rulings would have seen all the 

Greens barred from amateur events by dint of their employment.308  

On 9 March 1859 the Australian Subscription Boat Club had been established on the eastern 

side of Sydney’s Woolloomooloo Bay. The objective was ‘to encourage aquatic sports for 

amateur racing, enable the members of the club to have the use of boats of all kinds and 

classes at any time they may require them, instead of being, as at present, compelled to keep 

their own boat, at much trouble and expense’.309 Among the principal promoters was George 

Thornton, at that time a member of the New South Wales Legislative Assembly and long-time 

starter and umpire of championship sculling contests. Q.L. Deloitte also became a member. 
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Like Deloitte, Thornton too would make a considerable mark on the administration of rowing 

in New South Wales.  

The Subscription Boat Club existed for a relatively short time but among the next to be 

established was the Melbourne University Boat Club, which remains Australia’s oldest extant 

club. It was founded by an outstanding administrator. Professor Martin Howy Irving was a 

graduate of Oxford University, where he had excelled as both an oarsman and sculler. He had 

arrived in Melbourne in 1856, just a year after the city’s university had been established, to 

take up an appointed as Professor of Classics. Still only twenty-five, and believing as he did 

that sport was as important to educating young men as academic training, Irving set out to 

establish a Melbourne University club.310 He did this by organising a race in fours between a 

university crew and a crew from the metropolitan banking establishment, and he himself 

would sit in the stroke seat of the university boat. The date agreed for the race was 3 

September 1859, which became the official recorded date for the founding of the Melbourne 

University Boat Club (MUBC). The race took place between the Botanical Gardens Bridge 

and Princes Bridge, and MUBC won by five lengths.311 

Most of the rowing in Melbourne at that time was contested by professional watermen. An 

Upper Yarra312 Regatta had been initiated in 1857, chiefly for professional watermen but with 

some amateurs competing. Irving’s next initiative was to organise the first Melbourne 

Amateur Regatta. Among the other ideals he sought to inculcate among his students was that 

of amateurism and all that this involved, notably, in Irving’s view, the building of leadership. 

The Melbourne Amateur Regatta thus became the first event of its kind in Australia in which 

men earning their living on the water were separated in competition from those who pursued 

rowing for its own sake.313 The regatta was held on 4 and 5 May 1860 from a point just 

upstream from what is now known as the Henley finish to Punt Road. There were races for 

four-oared outrigger boats and gigs, for pairs and for scullers, and some two thousand people 

attended the event.314 Outrigger boats ultimately displaced the gigs altogether.315  
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In 1861 the Melbourne Regatta committee confirmed the definition of an amateur as ... 

‘anyone who has not entered for a race advertised as for a waterman, anyone who has not 

plied for hire on the water, anyone who has not rowed for a money prize since the Melbourne 

Regatta 1860.’316 An amendment was to be made to this definition in 1870, which excluded ... 

‘anyone engaged in building, letting or tending boats’.317 The Melbourne Regatta committee 

eventually managed the regatta for sixteen years, promoted several inter-colonial races and 

became for many years the arbiter in Victoria on all things rowing.318 

Meanwhile the foundations of a regatta had been established by crew members of the paddle 

steamers that traded up and down the Murray River between Wahgunyah and Echuca in 

Victoria’s north. These ‘river sailors’ would compete against each other while the steamers 

were being unloaded. In this they mirrored the ships’ crews that had competed in Sydney and 

Hobart Town several decades earlier. The date chosen for their first regatta, held at 

Wahgunyah, was 4 February 1860, and it proved a colourful and successful occasion.319  

In September 1860 gold had been discovered six miles from Wahgunyah, resulting in the 

establishment of the town of Rutherglen. The local population increased rapidly and an 

energetic committee of Wagunyah townspeople devised a second regatta on the Murray on 4 

January 1861. This proved even more successful than the first. An estimated three thousand 

people attended, some travelling in buggies and drays from Albury and Beechworth. Races 

for cash prizes were held over a course of one-and-a-half miles.320 Following the 1862 regatta, 

also based on Wahgunyah, the event was switched to Lake Moodemere, where, apart from 

four years when there was insufficient water in the lake, it has been held ever since.321 The 

regatta, run under the auspices of the Murray River Association, a joint venture between 

Corowa, Rutherglen Lake and Wahgunyah rowing clubs, attained great popularity and 

became recognised as a centre of attraction on New Year’s Day.322 
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There had, meanwhile, been a second university club formed. Sydney University had been 

established in 1850; now, ten years later, came the Sydney University Boat Club.323 

Queensland having been declared a colony a year earlier, on 10 December 1860 the first 

Anniversary Regatta was held, on the Brisbane River. It was attended by the Governor and 

Lady Bowen.324 The regatta was then held intermittently until 1879 when, like its counterpart 

in Sydney, it was continued annually and became one of Brisbane’s most popular sporting 

fixtures.325 

On 30 November 1861 an eighteen year old Q.L. Deloitte won a Sydney skiff race ‘for 

amateurs who have been subscribing members of a boat club for the period of two months 

prior to the race’, for which he pocketed ₤10. Then, with brothers William and George, he 

was also in a winning amateur gig four and so shared ₤25.326 On 15 March 1862 what was 

almost certainly the first inter-colonial professional sculling challenge took place when 

Sydney’s James Punch beat Englishman Ben Oxlade on the Yarra River in Melbourne.327 A 

letter to the editor of the Geelong Advertiser in July 1862 revealed there were by now seven 

rowing clubs in the Victorian capital,328 among them the Melbourne Rowing Club.329 

5.8  Expansion 

On 4th February 1863 came the first race ever held between crews from New South Wales 

and Victoria. It was contested in four-oared gigs ‘for amateurs’ over a three-mile course on 

Sydney’s Parramatta River. The umpire was George Thornton and the host colony won in a 

time of 19 minutes 25 seconds.330 The winning crew was W. Mason, H. Freeman, G.H. 

Fitzhardinge, H. B. Fitzhardinge (stroke), M. A. H. Fitzhardinge (cox).331 The Victorian crew 

contained: H. Woolnough, J. Bennett, Martin Howy Irving, J. W. McCutcheon (stroke), and 

W. Williams (cox).332 
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After the race the different interpretations held by the two colonies regarding amateur status 

was debated, Victoria having alleged that the New South Wales crew were watermen – 

because they had rowed against watermen and for money prizes. The Victorian definition at 

that time excluded watermen from amateur contests. The disagreement prevented any 

competition between the two colonies until 1873, although in the intervening years clubs 

crews from New South Wales and Victoria frequently raced against each other.333 

Seventeen days after the Sydney race Tom McGrath easily beat the Victorian Fred Ralph in a 

four-mile outrigger sculling match on the Yarra. The referee was Professor Irving, apparently 

not averse to involvement in the sport’s professional activities despite his amateur leanings. 

McGrath, who was now being coached by James Punch, registered a time of 29 minutes 45 

seconds.334  

McGrath and Punch also began a business partnership, and opened the City Wine Vaults at 

268 Pitt Street, Sydney.335 The venue quickly became a ‘mecca’ for Sydney’s sporting (read 

‘betting’) brotherhood. The pair later opened Punch and McGrath’s Hotel, at the corner of Pitt 

and King Streets, ‘where the same strict attention [would] be paid to the requirements of their 

customers that has rendered the City Wine Vaults so celebrated’.336 

The year 1863 saw the establishment of Ballarat Rowing Club, largely through the efforts of 

one Robinson McLaren, who had rowed in England. McLaren had sculled against a Mr 

Prescott of Richmond on the Yarra on 10 October 1861, won a ₤10 trophy, and returned to 

Ballarat determined to see rowing established there.337 He and other rowing pioneers in the 

area founded the Regatta Club, having organised their first official regatta at Lake 

Burrumbeet, some 20 kilometres west of Ballarat, on 31 January 1862.338 A second regatta 

was held on Burrumbeet on 16 January 1863339, but rough conditions led to Lake Learmonth 

being used for a third, on 25 November that year.340 Given, however, that both lakes were 

some distance from Ballarat, attention turned to the Yuilles Swamp, later to become Lake 
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Wendouree. A course of three chains wide having been cut through the swamp’s reed beds, a 

regatta held under the auspices of the Ballarat Rowing Club took place on 3 May 1864.341  

Another Victorian club, Richmond, initially known as Richmond City, was also founded in 

1863,342 while the establishment of the Fitzroy Boating Club enabled the start of racing on the 

Fitzroy River at Rockhampton in Queensland.343 

Sydney’s Anniversary Day Regatta, still the biggest and most important on the annual 

calendar, was for the returned Richard Green an anticlimax. The committee had arranged a 

champion scullers race especially for him – but no opposition deigned to appear and Green 

‘rowed over’.344 A forgettable year for Green ended with his defeat at the Woolloomooloo 

Regatta on Boxing Day in the all-comers’ skiff race.345 

The year 1865 was reported to have been ‘one of the most successful years in the annals of 

the sport in Port Jackson’. On 1 January, at the Hunter's Hill Regatta, another promising 

newcomer, Al Crook, won the amateur sculls event while the brothers Deloitte, Quarton and 

Charles, won both the double sculls and pair oared contests.346 On 26 January at the 

Anniversary Regatta, Richard Green this time had some opposition in the all-comers category, 

and won, but not so his brother Robert, beaten in the amateur sculls event by one William 

Hickey.347  

5.9  A New Champion 

Hickey, from Newcastle, was of Irish descent and he and his brother Richard were both 

watermen.348 ‘Bill’ Hickey, as he became known, then put the colony on notice when twice 

defeating Green in watermen’s skiffs, first on the upper reaches of the Parramatta River on 24 

June for £170349 then over the championship course on 26 August for £200.350 But neither 

event was for the championship, which nominally Green still held. To round of a successful 
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year, on 16 December Hickey beat an Englishman, Harry White, in outriggers over the 

champion course, for £200.351  

Further success awaited. Prior to his match with White, Hickey’s backers had agreed to 

another contest with Green, over the championship course, for £400 and ‘the championship of 

Australia’. On race day, 20 January 1866, the event was reported ‘to have caused, perhaps, 

more interest than any other boat race that over occurred in the colonies’. 

Both scullers, each in outrigger skiffs, went off at a desperate pace, Green taking a slight lead 

then drawing clear. After a mile, however, Hickey began gaining, then took the lead by a boat 

length, which he held to within a couple of hundred yards of the flag-boat. Here Green made a 

final effort, and dashed up alongside Hickey, but the younger man forged ahead again and 

passed the Brothers three boat lengths ahead. Green was so exhausted he had to be lifted out 

of his boat.352 Hickey defeated Green again at the Anniversary Regatta on the 26 January in an 

all-comers race in light skiffs.353  

Debate now ensued in the Sydney press about the possibility of Hickey emulating Green and 

travelling to England. However, on 13 October on the Parramatta River, Green beat Hickey in 

a non-championship race over a mile,354 then on 15 December beat him again in another non-

championship race over two miles.355 Green immediately challenged Hickey to a 

championship match, to which Hickey responded in a letter to the Sydney Morning Herald. 

He agreed to such a contest – in three months’ time – and asked that Green address all 

communication to McGrath and Punch’s Hotel. He signed the letter ‘Champion of 

Australia’.356 

Back among the Melbourne amateurs, the Banks Rowing Club had been established, on 29 

August 1866. At the foundation meeting Mr J.G.I. Horne of the National Bank stated that its 

objectives were ‘the encouragement of amateur rowing on the River Yarra among bank 

officers.’ All managers of banks in Melbourne were made ex-officio honorary members of the 
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club. This was later amended to ‘chief executive officers of banks in Melbourne’ and the 

custom has been maintained ever since.357 

As 1866 ended, what none of the major participants would have known was that this had been 

the year that the next colonial sculler to challenge for the world professional sculling title had 

made his debut. It was in the St Patrick’s Day Regatta in Sydney on March 17, 1866, in a 

dinghy race for youths under 16, and he finished sixth of seven entries. His name was 

Edward, ‘Ned’ Trickett.358 

On an intensely hot 12 January 1867 Melbourne’s Civil Service Rowing Club was opened. 

The occasion was marked with a procession of boats on the Yarra.359 On 1 August the first 

Sydney University undergraduates’ four-oared race was rowed, apparently inspired by reports 

of England’s Oxford–Cambridge university boat race. A combined first and second year crew 

took on a third year crew. The race was contested over a course from Cowper Wharf at Potts 

Point out to Fort Denison and back, the third year men winning by three lengths.360 

Twenty-three days later William Hickey beat Richard Green for £400 and the championship. 

The course was ‘dotted in all directions ... with craft of every variety and every size, from the 

dingy (sic) pulled by the bare-footed urchin to the handsome, rakish-looking craft of the 

Sydney Yacht Squadron’. Hickey ‘kept up his pulling at a tremendous pace throughout the 

race, and won by a quarter of a mile’. The time, 21 minutes 52 seconds, was the fastest on 

record.361 On 26 October Hickey again prevailed, this time by five lengths, after a struggle 

that saw Green run his outrigger onto submerged rocks and Hickey’s boat become 

waterlogged. Hickey was now the undisputed champion – and £220 richer.362 At the Balmain 

Regatta Ned Trickett combined with one C. Bullivant to win the pairs event for youths under 

18.363  

Hickey maintained his form into the new year by winning at the Anniversary Regatta. The 

event was marred, however, by heavy rain.364 On 11 April what was almost certainly the first 
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‘inter-colonial’ race between amateur scullers took place at the Melbourne Regatta between 

local entry Arthur Nichols and Henry Freeman of New South Wales. Nichols won by six 

lengths and thus became the first Victorian sculler to beat a New South Welshman on home 

waters.365  

5.10  Enter the Schools 

The year 1868 also saw the introduction of the Associated Public Schools (APS) contest in 

Victoria. It arose through the belief held by Dr J. E. Bromby, headmaster of Church of 

England Grammar School, Melbourne, in the importance of sport in schools.366 The first race 

was arranged by two members of Melbourne University Boat Club; J. H. Thompson, a teacher 

at Melbourne Grammar, and J. Johnston, from the Scotch College teaching staff. Each 

coached their school’s four-oared crew.367 The race was rowed on 18 June 1868.  

In its report of the contest The Australasian noted that both crews had undertaken a training 

regimen that included a hard row over the course every evening. 

This, together with all the sports and exercise incidental to a schoolboy's career, soon got the 

youths into good fettle ... Some of them, too, were good specimens of the effects of the 

horizontal bar and other gymnastic exercises in the development of the muscles …’ 368 

The newspaper also noted that ‘some of them were adorned with hirsute appendages which 

would not disgrace mortals of more mature age’. In other words, these senior schoolboys had 

moustaches and/or beards! The course was from a point downriver from ‘the Botanical 

Gardens Bridge’ to where now stand many of Melbourne’s inner city clubs. The banks of the 

river were ‘lined with the partisans of either side who, as the race proceeded, exhorted the 

crews in the most enthusiastic and earnest manner’. Scotch won the race by two lengths and 

what became the Head of the River has been rowed annually virtually ever since.  

From 1868 until 1897 the ‘Head’ races were contested in four-oared string-test gigs with fixed 

seats.369 The term ‘string-test’ referred to a method seeking to ensure the clinker-built boat 
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was fairly and genuinely designed as one of its class. The term ‘clinker built’, as already 

observed, referred to boats built with overlapping planks. The test applied was to stretch a 

piece of string under the keel from oarlock to oarlock and ensure the string touched every 

plank. A further feature of such boats was that they had inboard oarlocks, not outriggers.370 

In Western Australia a Foundation Day Regatta had been held in Perth and attracted more 

than two thousand spectators. Races were held for watermen’s and amateur gigs, pair-oared 

gigs and dinghies, among others.371 That same year the discovery of two abandoned boats in 

the mud at South Perth marked the beginnings of the Western Australian Rowing Club.372 

5.11  Dual Progress 

At Sydney’s 1869 Anniversary Regatta Ned Trickett entered a race for all amateurs under 

twenty-one pulling a pair of sculls in light skiffs. He soon left his two opponents behind, and 

won easily. He also pocketed a prize of £7.373 

The 1869 Victorian amateur rowing season opened with the ten clubs now existing and 200 

oarsmen staging a procession of boats from Princes Bridge upriver and back.374 A further 

indication of the popularity of rowing in the colony was that by this time three boat builders 

were in business in Melbourne: R. S. Fuller, W. T. Greenland and James Edwards.375  

There are conflicting accounts of when the first eight-oared boat was built in England. One 

claim has an eight appearing at Eton College before 1811,376 another that the first was 

launched in 1819 and the second in 1824.377 What is not in dispute is that it was James 

Edwards who built and launched the first eight-oared boat in Victoria, and indeed in 

Australia, on the River Yarra on 23 October 1869. Clinker-built at Edwards’ boathouse at 

Princes Bridge, it was named Victoria. Professor Martin Howy Irving was allocated the seven 

seat.378 In Tasmania the whaleboat, with its long steer oar, had been superseded at the Hobart 

Town Regatta by four-oared gigs with a rudder. The race for licensed watermen had been 
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abolished, more youth races introduced and, significantly, the proportion of races restricted to 

amateurs had increased.379 

Change was also afoot within the professional sculling ranks: the centre of interest in New 

South Wales was shifting northwards. William Hickey of Newcastle having competed in 

Sydney, there now appeared one Michael Rush, from Maclean on the Clarence River in the 

far north of the colony.  

Rush, a migrant from County Tyrone in Ireland, arrived in Sydney in 1861.380 He was 

employed by Michael McGrath, a butcher and brother of Tom McGrath. It is likely that 

watching Tom perform instilled in Rush a desire to follow suit.381 He then chose, however, to 

move to northern New South Wales, where, on the Clarence River, he learned to scull in gigs 

known as butcher boats, so-named because they were the prime means of transporting meat 

between riverside towns.382 Rush first raced on 25 May 1866383 and by 24 May 1869 had 

become champion of the Clarence.384  

It was at this time that Rush and the other members of the colony’s sculling community 

learned that Tom McGrath, one of Richard Green’s great rivals and James Punch’s business 

associate, had died aged just 38. His widow, Jane, continued to operate the City Wine Vaults 

in Lower George Street. It became known as ‘Mrs McGrath’s Hotel’.385 

Rush made his first appearance in Sydney at the 1870 Anniversary Regatta with another 

Clarence River man, Prospero Coulon. They won the all-comers' pairs in light skiffs and 

pocketed £12.386 They then obtained a revealing insight into the tactics and intrigue then still 

inherent within professional sculling. 

  

The day after the Anniversary Regatta Ned Trickett and one of his three brothers, George, 

challenged Rush and Coulon to a race in the same class of boat over the championship course 
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for £50. That evening the two ‘northerners’ repaired to McGrath’s Hotel to accept the match. 

They then sought from a local boatyard, Buckley’s, the same boat, the Victoria, in which they 

had won their most recent race – only to find that the Tricketts had beaten them to it! They 

therefore sought the assistance of boat builder Joe Donnelly, who duly obliged – and on 5 

February they defeated the Trickett brothers by a comfortable margin.387  

On 26 March Rush met Bill Hickey over the same course in watermen's skiffs for £350, 

Hickey laying £200 to Rush’s £150. Rush lived up to his name and led for a mile and a half, 

but when Hickey drew level the challenger was unable to respond.388 On 19 November the 

pair contested the championship in outriggers for £400, with Hickey again the victor.389 

However, on 17 December they met once more in a non-championship match in light skiffs, 

and Rush, who had as his trainer Richard Green, beat Hickey by ‘two hundred yards’.390  

On Monday 7 March, meanwhile, a meeting had been held at the Oxford Hotel, King Street, 

Sydney, at which the Sydney Amateur Rowing Club had been formed. It was attended by 

twenty-five ‘gentlemen’, and ‘every one present was unanimously of [the] opinion that the 

formation of a club for the purpose of improving and encouraging amateur rowers was much 

needed in Sydney.’391 The rules adopted defined an amateur to mean ‘not engaged in manual 

labour’.392 Subscription rates were also decided: one guinea per quarter for active members 

and two guineas per year for ‘honorary’ members. The Earl of Belmore, Governor of the 

colony, consented to be patron (and sent a donation of £5), while George Thornton was 

elected president and Q. L. Deloitte captain.393  

Thornton’s ‘powerful influence’ helped obtain a site for a clubhouse on government land on 

the eastern side of Circular Quay and orders were made for boats, sculls and oars. On 27 

August the Governor declared the club officially open.394 On 17 September came the first 

Sydney Rowing Club Regatta, in which Grantley Fitzhardinge won the single sculls. Also a 

winner that day was cricket umpire-cum-oarsman Edmund Barton, destined thirty-one years 
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later to become Australia’s first prime minister. He was a member of the victorious four-oared 

gig.395  

That year’s Foundation Day Regatta in Perth began with a special race for four-oared gigs 

crewed by amateur gentlemen. It was won by a Perth Rowing Club crew, with the Cambridge 

Club second and the quaintly named Impromptu Club third. And that, apparently, is how the 

members of all three clubs existed: they were very much an ad hoc collection of oarsmen who 

rowed in boats that either belonged to one of their members or were borrowed from someone 

else. Among other races contested were one-lap events for amateur pair-oared gigs and 

dinghies, and two-lap races for whaleboats. The regatta was considered ‘the most interesting 

... that has ever taken place on Perth Water’.396 

At the annual Balmain Regatta, now held on 9 November, a public holiday in honour of the 

Prince of Wales’ birthday, a crew from Tasmania provided some inter-colonial rivalry to two 

Sydney Rowing Club crews in the champion four-oared gig race. It was won by the Sydney 

crew containing C. de B. Deloitte (bow), G. H. Fitzhardinge (2), H. Freeman (3), Q. L. 

Deloitte (stroke), and L. McKay (cox), with the crew described as ‘having in their training 

manifested perfection in the art of rowing’.397 

In Ballarat, meanwhile, Lake Wendouree had throughout the years 1866 to 1869 been 

subjected to an extended drought, transforming it into a parched wasteland. In October 1869 

flooding rains that devastated the district refilled it and for the first time created the broad, 

weed-free sheet of water that exists today. Rowing gained renewed impetus, giving rise to the 

formation of Ballarat City Rowing Club on 18 November 1870.398 

In the final month of the year came the first boat race between Melbourne and Sydney 

universities, in four-oared string-test gigs on the Yarra in Melbourne. The Australasian 

reported that the idea originated with Mr R. Teece, the secretary of the Sydney University 

Rowing Club, who ‘deserves the utmost credit for the pains he has taken in his laudable 

endeavours to initiate here something of that wholesome rivalry that exists between the sister 

universities of Oxford and Cambridge’. The course selected was from the confluence of the 
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Yarra and the Saltwater River (nowadays the Maribyrnong) upriver to the gas works, a 

distance of some three-and-a-half miles. The home crew proved superior, winning in a time of 

31 minutes 4 seconds. Edmund Barton was this time a member of a losing crew. It was 

proposed following this first race that the two universities should row annually, alternating 

between the Yarra and Parramatta rivers.399 Meanwhile the Barwon Rowing Club in Geelong 

had been established.400 

In South Australia there had through the 1860s been a gradual decline in the Port Adelaide 

Regatta as other beachside attractions became popular. The Glenelg Regatta attracted 

attention, while sports such as cricket, football and horse-racing had become commonplace.401 

However, rowing clubs had begun to appear, notably, in 1870, the Port Adelaide Rowing 

Club.402 

At the 1871 Anniversary Regatta in Sydney Bill Hickey beat Richard Green in outriggers,403 

but championship races then appear to have gone into abeyance. Hickey was nominally the 

champion, but when approached by Michael Rush’s backers at Punch’s Hotel in April 1871 

he indicated that as a result of his sculling successes and the wealth he had accrued he was 

pursuing business opportunities.404 With that, Michael Rush returned home to his ever-

increasing family.405  

On 23 December Melbourne University repeated the previous year’s victory against their 

Sydney counterparts, this time over the championship course on the Parramatta. The slow 

time, 27 minutes 55 seconds, was the result of interference by several steamers accompanying 

the event,406 which was not rowed again until 1888. Wesley College had meanwhile sought to 

enter the Victorian Head of the River for the first time, but not before encountering some 

resistance. It was felt by some in the private school hierarchy that ‘as it was an old-established 

race which it was a pity to disturb’ [after three years?!] the incumbent schools, Scotch and 

Melbourne Grammar, should each row Wesley in turn. First, however, Scotch and Grammar 

contested the fourth Schools’ Race, as it was then called, in which, on 16 June, Grammar 
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evened the tally by recording its second win, the College having won the first two contests.407 

On 19 August Wesley were beaten narrowly by Melbourne Grammar but the following day 

beat Scotch convincingly and thus gained due acceptance.408 Also accepted, as Wesley’s new 

headmaster and coach, was Professor Martin Howy Irving.409 

It was in 1871, too, that the Yarra Yarra Rowing Club was established, as the ‘Early Closing 

Association Rowing Club’. The ‘Closing’ was not of pubs, but shops, which closed at 2 p.m. 

on Saturday, and the ‘Association’ was an offshoot of the English association, established in 

1825, and its Australian counterpart, formed in 1855. At a meeting of fifty members at the 

Bull and Mouth Hotel on 23 August, rules were passed, four fours were ordered from boat 

builder James Edwards, and space in his boathouse rented.410  

On 1 April 1872, at the Lane Cove Regatta, Ned Trickett again won a light skiffs event,411 

while in Victoria came the opening of the Bairnsdale Rowing Club.412  

5.12  Tasmania and Western Australia 

In Tasmania the Hobart Regatta committee had decided to include on its program a five-mile 

inter-colonial gig race for bona fide amateurs. So varied and localised were the rules 

surrounding amateurism at this stage however, that a £100 prize was offered. Entries from 

Melbourne were precluded, it having been decreed as far back as 1860 that anyone who 

rowed for cash could not be a bona fide amateur. Any Melbourne oarsman who competed in 

Hobart would therefore nullify his amateur status. The event nevertheless attracted an entry 

from Geelong, together with one each from Sydney and Parramatta, and two Hobart crews. 

An estimated twenty thousand spectators witnessed the spectacle, described as ‘the most 

interesting ... ever rowed in the Australias’, and among visitors from the rival colonies betting 

was brisk. The Barwon crew were favourites, and they led early, followed by the heavier of 

the Hobart crews. The Sydney crew then increased their pace, pulled to the front, and won 
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ahead of the Parramatta combination in a time of 37 minutes 10 seconds. The crew was 

Charles Deloitte, Robert Clark, G. (Grantley) H. Fitzhardinge, M. A. (Arthur) H. Fitzhardinge 

and L. McKay (cox). The Hobart ‘light’ crew was third, the ‘heavy’ crew fourth and the 

favoured Barwon crew last. At the same regatta, a combination of the Sydney and Parramatta 

crews — R. B. Hays, E. H. (Edmund) Barton, Robert Clark and Arthur Fitzhardinge — beat 

four other crews for a £15 prize.  

The Mercury’s report of the event, which took up virtually an entire broadsheet page, also 

included an interesting but significant social commentary: 

Regatta days ... are characterised by the family element, the abounding of juveniles in 

company of mammas and papas. Nor is this referable to any class in particular; all classes, 

and every one, merchants, traders, clerks, mechanics, labourers, costermongers, city Arabs, 

gentle and simple, rough and polished, sporting people, and the more sedately inclined, turn 

out on this, above all other days in the year, to enjoy themselves in the manner most 

congenial to their habits and dispositions.413 

The third and fourth placings by the Tasmanian crew led to some introspection among locals, 

notably surrounding the lack of a rowing club in Hobart. Two weeks after the Hobart Town 

Regatta the town’s oarsmen therefore formed the Derwent Rowing Club, with a view to 

improving boats and rowing techniques and selecting and preparing crews to represent the 

island state in inter-colonial regattas. Initially open to both amateur and professional 

watermen, the founding committee soon overturned the ruling and manual labourers were 

excluded.414  

The decision, however, met resistance. It was deemed too narrow, and likely to affect 

Tasmania’s prowess in future inter-colonial events. The colony, it was felt, should be 

represented by its best rowers – regardless of social status. A petition was sent to the Mayor 

of Hobart requesting a public meeting, at which it was determined that the champion gig race 

should be open to all-comers. The regatta committee subsequently announced that the 1875 

regatta would include two inter-colonial races – one for bona fide amateurs (non-manual 

labourers) and the other for ‘general’ amateurs: those who had not worked as licensed 

watermen within three months of regatta day. No entry was received from outside Tasmania 
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for either. With the help of the Hobart public, however, the Derwent club built up its boat 

fleet, some built in Melbourne and Sydney, and its membership. It also organised a series of 

regattas of its own.415 

The regatta also caused controversy on the mainland, with severe criticism expressed in the 

Melbourne newspapers about the cash prizes so-called amateurs had received in Hobart.416 

Melbourne’s amateur definition at the time was: (1) Anyone who has never rowed as a 

waterman, (2) Anyone who has never plied for hire on the water, (3) Anyone who has never 

rowed for money at or since the Melbourne Regatta of 1860, (4) Anyone who has never been 

employed in building or letting boats, or who has never received money in recognition.417 In 

Sydney, Tasmania and indeed other parts of Victoria, however, ‘amateurs’ were still 

permitted to receive cash prizes. In May 1872, as an extension of the debate, a movement was 

begun in Melbourne to have manual labourers admitted to inter-colonial events.418 

For the Perth Amateur Rowing Club in the early 1870s there appears to have been an element 

of continuity, with a combination stroked by one Augustus Roe setting high standards. The 

crew, rowing in a four-oared gig named Venus recently imported from Melbourne, were in 

1872 described in a report in the Inquirer newspaper as having ‘a style not unknown on the 

Cam or Isis’,419 the rivers that flow, respectively, through Cambridge and Oxford. Despite this 

imperial appraisal, however, Roe apparently had little regard for the preservation of his 

amateur status, frequently choosing to row with artisans. A crew he stroked later in 1872 

contained fishermen brothers Charles and Francis Tondit and carpenter Thomas Mann.420  

Both the Inquirer and the West Australian Times were strong supporters of rowing, and 

provided detailed accounts of each regatta. The editor of the Inquirer even urged the young 

men of the colony to take up the sport.421 But such pleas fell on deaf ears, and for several 

years thereafter rowing in the West was in decline.422  
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5.13 Skulduggery 

As 1873 began, Michael Rush and Bill Hickey resumed their rivalry, first in two races at the 

Anniversary Regatta on Port Jackson, the first in outriggers and the second in skiffs, both of 

which Hickey won comfortably.423 But then on 15 February, on the championship course and 

for £200 Rush became the Australian champion, winning by five boat lengths in 24 minutes 

30 seconds.424  

Given, however, the results at the Anniversary Regatta, the championship event was tainted 

by suspicions that Hickey had ‘thrown’ the race, the Australian Town and Country Journal 

also suggesting that in one or two previous professional sculling contests the ‘race was not 

always to the swiftest’.425 On 27 February the satirical magazine Punch congratulated Rush on 

‘winning a race that was lost from the start’ and inferring that his opponent had ‘rowed 

gallantly to lose’, whereupon Hickey sued the publication for libel – and lost.426 His days as a 

champion sculler appeared over. However, Rush and Richard Green, still Rush’s trainer, 

acquitted Hickey of any wrongdoing, Rush saying he was certain Hickey had ‘pulled as hard 

as he could’ and Green stating that when he had been beaten by Hickey he too had been 

accused of cheating.427  

5.14  Progress on All Fronts 

On 29 March the ten-year rift between New South Wales and Victoria relating to status 

appeared to come to an end with the holding on the Lower Yarra of what is generally 

recognised as the first ‘official’ inter-colonial match between crews from both colonies and 

Tasmania. However, only the Victorian crew was of a composite nature, its members – T. 

Colles, J. Arthur, W. Orr, J. Cazaly and W. Greenland (cox) – coming from the University, 

Melbourne and Warehousemen clubs. The others were club fours: two from Ballarat, and 

once each from Sydney, Hobart and Geelong. The race was held in perfect conditions on a 

slightly longer course than that used by the Melbourne and Sydney university crews three 

years earlier, with the Sydney crew installed as 2 to1 favourites. However, an event that had 
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attracted great interest and resulted in even greater celebration was won by Victoria in 25 

minutes 30 seconds, with the Sydney crew third behind one of the Ballarat combinations.428 

‘No aquatic contest that has yet taken place in Australia occasioned so much excitement’, 

reported the Argus, citing the Sydney Morning Herald. In Sydney itself a large crowd 

gathered outside the Herald’s office to await the result, and when it came many were 

incredulous.429 At a dinner that night, however, the stroke of the Sydney crew, Arthur 

Fitzhardinge, said his crew comprised bona fide amateurs only, whereas the Victorians’ 

included several manual labourers. ‘And people confined in an office had no show against 

men who worked with their arms, or their hands, or in the sun all day,’ Fitzhardinge 

declared,430 thus confirming the essential argument in the divide between amateurs and 

professionals. Also held that day was the second ‘inter-colonial’ amateur sculling race 

following Victorian Arthur Nichols’ win five years earlier. Victoria ensured it retained the 

title by entering the only three scullers to contest the event, the winner P. J. Carter of the Civil 

Service club.431 

Twelve days later a meeting was held at the Shamrock Hotel at Sandhurst (as Bendigo was 

then known) in order to form a rowing club at the nearby Grassy Flat Reservoir.432 Scotch 

College beat Wesley College in the Victorian Head of the River,433 the Corio Bay Rowing 

Club was established in June434, as was, towards the end of 1873, the Footscray Rowing 

Club.435  

On 25 February 1874 the Sydney Rowing Club acquired an eight-oared gig, presented to it by 

a group of nineteen generous citizens of Sydney. It had been constructed by English boat 

builder Henry Clasper, formerly of Newcastle-upon-Tyne but now of Oxford, and the 

developer of the outrigger. The cost of this first eight-oared boat in Sydney was £95/14/10.436 

On 11 July a Sydney Rowing Club ‘branch boathouse’ at Abbotsford was formally opened.437  
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At the end of September the Parramatta River was the venue for the second inter-colonial 

fours race, ‘each Colony to be represented by their own amateurs.’ This time the New South 

Wales crew prevailed, beating Victoria on the championship course in 21 minutes 59 seconds. 

The winning crew comprised G. H. (Grantley) Fitzhardinge, P. J. (Jim) Clark, R. A. (Robert) 

Clark and M. A. H. (Arthur) Fitzhardinge. Some 15,000 people witnessed the event and more 

steamers than ever before followed the races.438 However, inter-colonial fours races then 

lapsed until 1888,439 but not Victoria’s Head of the River, which the Martin Howey Irving-

coached Wesley won for the first time when beating Scotch College,440 victors in the two 

previous years.441 

Michael Rush had meanwhile resolved to defend and confirm his title of Australian champion 

on ‘home’ waters. Not content, however, with a match race against any one of his several 

likely opponents, he helped organise an Intercolonial Champion Sculling Race in outriggers 

on the Clarence River at Grafton that attracted all his rivals.442 Thus it was that on 7 October 

1874 what was called at the time ‘the greatest race in sculling history’ took place, featuring 

the current champion, Rush, two past champions, Richard Green and Bill Hickey, the 

promising Ned Trickett, and two local scullers, Elias Laycock, a timber cutter and bushman, 

and Stephen Newby. The purse was £200. 

The race, also referred to as the Grand Championship of All the Colonies, began around 1.30 

p.m. on an ebb tide at Carr’s Creek, three-and-a-half miles upriver from the Grafton town 

centre, where awaited an immense crowd. They would not be disappointed. Michael Rush 

took an early lead from Trickett, and while Green and Newby were left behind, Laycock and 

Hickey battled for third place. Rush then drew away from Trickett in the closing stages, even 

having time to doff his cap to the crowd, and Laycock saw off Hickey.443 Little did they know 

it then, but for the next several years Rush, Trickett, Laycock and others would battle for 

supremacy before crowds that sculling would never know again.444 Indeed as early as 9 

November at the Balmain Regatta Trickett again proved his superiority over Laycock. 
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It was at this same regatta that a Senior Four comprising C. N. J. Oliver, G. K. Clark, R. A. 

Clark and P. J. Clark won the last amateur race to be contested in New South Wales for cash. 

Their prize was £30.445 The Anniversary Regatta Committee had for some time been 

considering the desirability of defining the qualification of the amateur rower, and decided to 

follow the English practice of disqualifying all who compete for money prizes:  

It was unanimously resolved ‘to consider all persons amateurs who have not entered 

into an open competition either for a stake, public or admission money or entrance fees, 

or competed with or against a professional for any prize, or who has never taught, 

pursued, or assisted in the pursuit of athletic exercise as a means of livelihood, or has 

not been employed in or about boats, or in manual labour on the water.446  

There now came the formation of Sydney’s second rowing club. A meeting of merchants, 

clerks and warehousemen decided to establish the Mercantile Rowing Club, 447 which was 

able to secure land on the western side of Circular Quay, where now stands the southern 

pylon of the Sydney Harbour Bridge.448 The club began active participation late in March 

1875.449 

5.15  The Sliding Seat 

There is little doubt, however, that the most significant development at this time was another 

of a technical nature: the introduction of the sliding seat. It was an invention, indeed, that was 

to completely change the course of oarsmanship. The new seat would not only lengthen the 

stroke but also move the main source of propulsion from the back to the legs.450 

The first to experiment with a sliding seat had been an American innovator, J. C. Babcock, in 

the late 1850s.451 Sliding, however, had been practiced long before then, but could only be 

performed to a modified extent. From 1865, for example, Richard Green’s nemesis, the 

Tyneside professional sculler Robert Chambers, had adopted a method whereby he greased 

his fixed seats and his body moved forward some three or four inches to catch the water at the 
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beginning of the stroke then moved backwards at the finish. This manoeuvre effectively 

added some eight inches to the stroke.452 A crew from the John o’ Gaunt club in Lancaster is 

reported to have used the same method at the Henley Royal Regatta of 1870,453 the year 

Babcock trialled his innovation in a six-oared gig. Sliding seats were used with spectacular 

success in 1872 at England’s Henley Royal Regatta and by both Oxford and Cambridge in the 

following year’s Boat Race.454 By 1874 slides were being adopted in Victoria. However, fixed 

seat boats were still used for racing for some time.455  

5.16  First Eights 

On 20 March 1875, at the Melbourne Regatta, the first eight-oared boat race in Australia was 

held. It was won by Civil Service Rowing Club by a quarter of a length from Warehouse 

Rowing Club and Ballarat City.456 On 22 May the Albert Park Rowing Club in Melbourne 

was inaugurated with a regatta on the lake,457 but when, in July, officials in Melbourne 

challenged Sydney to row a four-oared race ‘for amateurs’, only for Sydney to insist that 

manual labourers be barred, the Melburnians refused.458 Correspondence to The Australasian 

suggested that New South Wales officials wanted to eliminate their closest opposition, a 

proposal that would hamper further development in Victoria.459 It was reluctantly agreed, 

however, that only bona fide amateurs would be selected to row in future contests against 

New South Wales.460 Meanwhile Geelong Grammar School had contested the Head of the 

River for the first time, but were beaten in a preliminary race by Scotch College, who the 

following day beat Wesley.461 

5.17  Enter Ned Trickett 

Having beaten Elias Laycock late in 1874, Ned Trickett won the all-comers event in light 

skiffs at the 1875 Anniversary Regatta, with Laycock again among those vanquished.462 It was 
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a result that clearly reinforced Trickett’s claims – and those of his backers, led by James 

Punch -– for an assault on English sculling. On 17 September Trickett beat Laycock yet again 

when prevailing in a contest for £200 on the Parramatta River. It was noted that ‘while 

Laycock was unquestionably a fine sculler ... his rowing seemed laboured compared with the 

easy, graceful swing of Trickett’s style, which was little short of perfection’.463  

Towards the end of 1875, and aware that following his victory a year earlier on the Clarence, 

Michael Rush was still regarded as the ‘Australian champion’, Ned Trickett several times 

challenged Rush to a match so as to legitimise his claim to be the champion and a worthy 

contender in England. Rush, however, declared he would only accept such a challenge if it 

were held on the Clarence River – for £500!464  

His perceived obduracy led to considerable newspaper correspondence, one commentator 

contending that a wager of £500 was excessive, and that given the winner of any contest 

would have the honour of representing the colony in England, Rush should be prepared to row 

on the basis of honour rather than financial gain. Another noted that Rush was by now an 

extremely successful businessman, and that imposing upon potential opponents such an 

exorbitant wager was therefore dishonourable. 

A little more than two weeks later a letter from Rush was published in the Clarence and 

Richmond Examiner, in which the champion virtually conceded the championship to Trickett.  

Rush first referred to a challenge he had received from Trickett to race on the Parramatta for 

£200. He then invoked the argument used by Englishman Robert Chambers when challenged 

by Richard Green in 1863: that holders of a championship should be able to nominate the 

venue, and that as champion Chambers preferred to row on the Tyne rather than the Thames. 

Why, therefore, Rush asked the newspaper’s readers, should he not choose to defend his title 

on the Clarence rather than the Parramatta?  

Rush then went on to explain why he would only accept a challenge from Trickett for £500.  

When I won the Champion race at Grafton in October 1874, 1 expressed a wish not to 

row any more, nor would I but for the interference of my friends ... and if I am again 
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forced into a race, why not get a prize that will defray expenses. 1 would have to get 

new boats, suffer a severe loss in my business, long training expenses – in fact I would 

have to commence, as it were, anew.  

However, I do not wish to force a race of this kind upon Mr Trickett, nor would I ever have 

mooted such a thing but for the hints thrown out by his own friends that he would get freely 

backed for the amount above referred to.  

Then came the unexpected concession: 

If Mr Trickett’s friends agree to send him to England, I shall retire in his favour. I have no 

wish to row again. I have satisfied my ambition to the fullest extent ... 465 

Trickett’s response was to announce, on the front page of the Sydney Morning Herald, that he 

would within two months race Rush for £500 – on the Parramatta River.466 In the public’s eye, 

the result would determine which of the protagonists was worthy of going ‘home’ as England 

was still referred to, and challenging for the championship of the Thames – and the world. But 

Rush was insistent – it was the Clarence or nothing.467 

The Brisbane Courier summarised the issue thus:  

Rush the champion puller of New South Wales, has virtually resigned the belt. He was hard 

pressed by young Trickett, who beat Laycock. The veteran tried to bluff the coming man by 

refusing to pull for less than £500, but public feeling was too strong for him, and he throws 

up the sponge rather grudgingly, but for all purposes effectually ... Mr Rush is a prosperous 

storekeeper at the C1arence, and attending to his business pays him better than pulling 

matches requiring long training to the neglect of his business.468 

Subsequent newspaper commentary varied in its arguments. Some inferred that as a result of 

Trickett’s wins against Laycock, Rush feared losing his title, and that if he refused to concede 

then his claims to holding that title would be empty ones.469 Another correspondent sided with 

Rush, referring to his emphatic win on the Clarence.470  
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At the Balmain Regatta, meanwhile, Trickett had defeated not only Laycock but also Richard 

Green,471 then, as 1876 began, he again beat Green easily at the Anniversary Regatta.472 It was 

this victory that appears to have sealed press approval, as enunciated by the Town and 

Country Journal:  

Whatever may be the fate of Edward Trickett in his encounter with the champion of the 

Thames for the sporting aquatic supremacy of the globe, his efforts will do good suit and 

service to the country. It will show the English people that Young Australia has a dominant 

love for one of England's greatest national sports. Trickett is a wonderful sculler, and beyond 

doubt the fittest man to represent the colony.473  

On 21 December 1875 a meeting had taken place at James Punch’s hotel to discuss raising the 

funds required to send Trickett to England. It was chaired by a sympathetic member of the 

New South Wales Legislative Assembly, Richard Driver, who estimated the amount required 

was between £600 and £700. Driver appealed to the ‘patriotism’ of those present, stating it 

was important to demonstrate that Anglo Saxon blood had not deteriorated in the colony and 

that the present occupants were worthy descendants of the old stock. Driver’s fellow MLA, 

George Thornton, was also anxious to see the project carried out, claiming people in England 

looked down on the colonists with feelings of disdain, ‘especially in boating matters’. He 

cited as an example a conversation he had when last in the motherland with the current 

English champion, James Sadler, who treated with ‘utter contempt’ a suggestion that an 

Australian might challenge for the title.  

The meeting approved a resolution that Trickett be sent to England ‘to challenge the best man 

there to a scullers' match', and James Punch, by now ‘an old rower of considerable celebrity’, 

stated that if the people of the colony sent Trickett to England, it was his intention to 

accompany him and assist him at his own expense.474 Punch secured the required funds at a 

final meeting, held at his hotel on Saturday 19 February 1876, and the following day Trickett 

and his mentor steamed out of Sydney on the Ellora, bound for England.475 Not just colonial 

rowing and sculling history but Australian sporting history was about to be made. 
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5.18  Discussion 

This chapter has reinforced the remarkable popularity of rowing as the second half of the 19th 

century began, the professional scullers being particularly admired, a degree of skulduggery 

and malpractice notwithstanding. This can in part be attributed to a fundamental lack of 

governance within the sculling sector of the sport, the contestants, their sponsors and 

supporters instead operating totally independently. The challenges to English opponents have 

nevertheless indicated a willingness on the part of the colonial scullers to demonstrate that 

they are far from inferior to their English counterparts but indeed are worthy descendants of 

their imperial contemporaries. The chapter has also reported the rise of amateurism, notably 

among the rowing clubs now appearing, and the beginnings of discord, particularly between 

the colonies of New South Wales and Victoria, regarding the eligibility of amateur and 

manual labour contestants. In a broad sense, therefore, there are two disciplines operating: 

professional scullers and amateur oarsmen, both of which appeal to a broad proportion of the 

population, regardless of status and class. 
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Chapter 6: CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD 

6.1  Introduction 

This chapter charts a remarkable era during which Australia’s professional scullers capture 

the imagination not just of the citizens of New South Wales but all the colonies. For more 

than thirty years they dominate what was then world sculling. Pride of place goes to Ned 

Trickett, who in 1876 becomes Australia’s first world champion in any sport. There follows 

Bill Beach, Peter Kemp, Henry Searle, John McLean, James Stanbury and George Towns. 

The major races are described, likewise the effect of these successes on the colonial 

population. The administration of professional sculling is discussed, and reference made both 

to further technical developments and the gradual demise of the professionals prior to the rise 

of amateurism.  

6.2  Ned Trickett and James Punch 

Born in 1851 in the suburb of Woolwich, on Sydney’s Lower North Shore, Ned Trickett was 

the fourth son of convict and bootmaker George Trickett and his wife Mary. Not long after his 

arrival the family moved to neighbouring Greenwich. Both suburbs are at the junction of the 

Lane Cove and Parramatta rivers.476 The family’s immediate neighbours in George Street 

were the boat building family, the Greens.477 Ned was in his early teens when Richard Green 

was establishing his reputation as the champion of Port Jackson, and had the great good 

fortune to be coached by Green.478  

George Trickett had established a sandstone quarry at nearby Balls Head Bay. As the Trickett 

boys – John, George, William and Ned – completed their schooling they too began working at 

the quarry. Among several notable projects for which the sandstone was used were the wall 

around the water’s edge of the Sydney Botanic Gardens, and the reconstruction of the 

Macquarie Lighthouse at South Head, at the entrance to Port Jackson.479 Such endeavors 
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required that the sandstone be rowed across the harbour,480 an occupation that undoubtedly 

strengthened Trickett the artisan and proved a valuable asset when he turned to professional 

sculling. It was the pinnacle of this profession he was now seeking to reach. 

His companion, James Punch, had retired from sculling481 but was still actively involved in 

the sport in a variety of related roles: coach, sponsor, promoter, bookmaker, hotel proprietor 

and entrepreneur. Trickett was in good hands. 

A telegram from Punch announcing the safe arrival of the pair was reported in Sydney on 10 

April.482 They had arrived in England two days earlier having disembarked at Brindisi in 

southern Italy and completed their journey by train and boat so as to watch the 1876 

university boat race between Oxford and Cambridge. Punch described the race as ‘a grand 

sight, not so much in the pulling of the crews as in witnessing the concourse of all classes of 

people who attended’.  

Punch also reported that Henry Kelley, Richard Green’s mentor thirteen years earlier, had 

advised him to inform the English world champion James Sadler immediately of Trickett’s 

challenge.483 Sadler had secured the title in 1874 and defended it a year later. On 20 May 

came news that the match had been arranged. Trickett and Sadler would row from Putney to 

Mortlake at 5 p.m. on Tuesday 27 June, for the championship of the world and £400.  

Kelley now became more than just an adviser. He accommodated Trickett at his hostelry, 

‘The Bells’, in Putney, began helping him prepare for his contest, and lent him a boat while 

that in which he would race was being built.484 Kelley had put his faith in sliding seats, 

claiming them to be ‘faster’ than fixed seats, to which Punch had responded that Trickett 

‘could pull just as well on the sliding seat as he can on the fixed’. This was the first indication 

that Ned had experimented with this innovation.485  

The boat had been produced by Swaddle and Winship of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and observers 

believed that a more perfect example of boat-builders' work could scarcely be imagined. She 
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was built of the best red cedar, her length was 32 feet 6 inches and her breadth of beam 12 

inches.486 Trickett had subsequently been out every day under Kelley’s guidance, with the ex-

champion doing all in his power to advance the rowing capabilities of his charge, who 

remained in the best of health.487  

The British press and public now knew that Trickett’s style of rowing and his great reach and 

power gave him a real chance of success against Sadler. He was also significantly taller than 

his opponent – six feet three-and-a-half inches to Sadler’s five feet ten-and-a-half – and while 

Sadler weighed just l0 stone 10 pounds Ned was 12 stone three. Aged just 25 he was also 

eleven years younger than his opponent, who nevertheless had the advantage of local 

knowledge. It was perhaps for this reason that among the locals Sadler remained a firm 

favourite.488 

 

At last the great day dawned. Ahead of the two combatants was a tidal course of four and-a-

quarter miles that bisected the counties of Surrey, to the south, and Middlesex, on its northern 

bank. It would take them under two bridges and, in the middle of the race, round a horseshoe 

bend that favoured the sculler on the Surrey side.489 

The referee, Mr W. H. Leverell, sent them away at 20 minutes to six o’ clock, late afternoon, 

and while Sadler took an immediate lead through a higher rate of striking, Trickett’s long, 

sweeping technique saw him draw level then pull away. Maintaining a steady rhythm and 

looking very comfortable, with just over a mile gone Trickett swept under Hammersmith 

Bridge three-and-a-half lengths ahead. Sadler then put in several dogged spurts round the long 

bend and gained on Trickett, who nevertheless covered Sadler’s every move. Trickett passed 

under Barnes Bridge two and a half lengths ahead, and from then on drew gradually away, 

reaching the finishing post four lengths in the lead in a time of 25 minutes 23 seconds.490 

Thus did Ned Trickett become Australia’s first world champion in any sport. However, the 

break in the international undersea telegraph cable, which had tenuously connected the 
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country with the rest of the world for the past four years, meant that it was not until Tuesday 

18 July that the monumental news was received in Sydney. It came in a Reuters Special 

Telegram dated 28 June via Suez and Melbourne. At first those within the Telegraph Office 

refused to believe it, but when all doubts were removed as to the correctness of the 

information, the report generated ‘immense excitement’; there was an overwhelming 

outpouring of joy and astonishment that extended to all classes of the community and the 

resultant enthusiasm knew no bounds. All other items of mail intelligence sank into 

insignificance in view of the welcome news: a son of Australia had attained the proud 

distinction of becoming sculling champion of the world! 

The centre of attraction and focus of attention became Punch's Hotel, long the favourite resort 

of the Sydney sporting community. By three o'clock in the afternoon it had been besieged, by 

a crowd of people eagerly employed in relaying the news, ‘everybody communicating the 

intelligence to everybody else’. The crowd in the streets increased during the afternoon, and 

by dusk the footpaths in King and Pitt streets were virtually blocked. During the evening 

illuminated portraits of ‘Mr James Punch’ and 'Edward Trickett, Champion of the World' 

were hung up outside the hotel, and were objects of interest and admiration to a great crowd 

of people. The excitement on the part of the public continued well into the night.  

Tributes to James Punch were many. ‘Henceforth the name of James Punch will be associated 

with an event that has been looked forward to with a wider interest and a keener anxiety than 

any sporting event in the history of the country’, the Evening News averred. ‘[It] will have a 

significance and a value altogether apart from sporting considerations’.491  

The Sydney Morning Herald also reflected the huge sense of pride Trickett’s win had 

generated. Beneath the headline ‘The Scullers’ Race for the Championship of the World’ the 

Herald declared: 

This is the first time that the champion of England has been beaten by a competitor who has 

not been a native of the British Isles, and the fact that this victory has been won by a native of 

this colony cannot fail to be regarded with pride by every citizen of New South Wales. The 

lovers of this healthy and manly sport will rejoice in the victory for its own sake; the more 

general public will rejoice in it as some proof that the Anglo-Saxon race has not deteriorated 
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in physical stamina by translation to the southern hemisphere; and those who wish New 

South Wales to be well known throughout the United Kingdom as a home for her surplus 

population will rejoice, because this contest will be a better advertisement of the colony than 

the entire edition of any possible Government ... book. That a population of six hundred 

thousand people should have a champion capable of beating the best man out of thirty-two-

and-a-half millions may be some ground for congratulation.492 

In similar vein came this ultimately prescient opinion from the Illustrated Sydney News: 

The fact of a colonial-born man being the challenger gave the affair an international 

character, and consequently the victory of Trickett is an indication that the bone and sinew, 

heart and nerve, which have rendered the athletes of England invincible, may be found as 

well here as there. Should Trickett return to Sydney without meeting a reverse of fortune, it is 

not impossible the Parramatta River may yet bear on its placid bosom the competition in a 

race for the Championship of the World, the holder of the championship having the right of 

choosing on what water he will row.493  

Similar sentiments came from the Grenfell Record: 

There is no doubt ... that the victory will give an impetus to aquatics in the colonies, and we 

can only hope that our native-born champion may hold his well-earned laurels long against 

all-comers and many years elapse ere our beautiful harbour loses the proud prestige so 

recently gained.494  

It could barely have been imagined then that such a choice would be available for the great 

majority of the following thirty-one years. It should also be recorded that news of Trickett’s 

triumph was reported in every colony. 

Trickett and Punch did not return home immediately. Following Ned’s triumph came 

overtures from another English sculler, John Higgins, to contest the newly-won crown, but 

having won the honour for Australia it was the intention of both sculler and mentor that it be 

some time before any challenge was accepted.495 They did, however, visit Canada and the 

United States to assess whether such challenges might come from there.496  
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It was not until their arrival home aboard the Zealandia in the early hours of Thursday 9 

November that celebrations could begin. The formal landing took place at 8 o'clock that 

evening, two gigs making their way from the steamer and delivering Trickett, Punch and their 

friends to Sydney’s Circular Quay, where a band played ‘See the Conquering Hero Come’. 

The moment Trickett set foot ashore he was received with prolonged and loud cheering, from 

a crowd estimated at between twenty-five and thirty thousand – half of Sydney’s population. 

Trickett and Punch then took their places in a four-horse dray, but as the driver attempted to 

start his horses, the crowd removed them and the coach was instead drawn by two or three 

hundred of the champion's most ardent admirers! A torchlight procession, mainly composed 

of firemen, was also formed, and accompanied by fifteen or twenty thousand people this 

remarkable conglomeration made its way through the city to Punch's Hotel. Another huge 

crowd had congregated there, and Trickett and Punch received another rapturous welcome. 

On arrival Trickett ascended to a balcony of the hotel, addressed the crowd in the streets 

below and received prolonged applause. Later in the night he was called upon to address them 

again. Only then did the crowd gradually disperse.497  

The new world champion returned to the local fray at the 1877 Anniversary Regatta and won 

both events he entered, the first in outriggers and the second in light skiffs. His total winnings 

amounted to £22. A far greater reward was to follow. A formal presentation was made to Ned 

of a £900 testimonial, subscribed by the people of the Australian colonies in recognition of his 

victory in London. He was told by New South Wales Premier John Robertson that he had 

‘won honour for all the colonies, would in turn always be honoured by them, and that by his 

deeds the waters of Sydney had obtained a very different position in the estimation of the 

world than that which was previously held’. The ever-humble champion said he wished to do 

more for the colony, and if ever it became his lot to again contest for the honour of Australia 

he would do so ‘with all my heart’.498 Courtesy of Michael Rush, that opportunity arose 

before the end of the year.  

Having won, in October 1874, the Grand Championship of All the Colonies race at Grafton, 

Rush had become ‘Australian Champion’. He had then, in 1876, ‘conceded’ the championship 

to Trickett and ‘retired’. He had since been reassessing and revising his sculling ambitions,499 
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and in an open letter to the Town and Country Journal on 18 November 1876 confirmed his 

intention to ‘row Trickett for the championship’.  

I still maintain that I hold the championship of Australia, and I shall not hand it over to any 

man without a struggle. I expect boats from England shortly; soon after their arrival I shall be 

prepared to meet Mr Trickett. 

Rush further suggested that such a challenge should incorporate Higgins, the Englishman who 

unsuccessfully challenged Trickett prior to the new champion’s departure for home. 

I observe by ... English papers he can scarcely believe that the aquatic championship of 

Old England has been carried to the antipodes; yet such is the case, and either he or 

some other representative of England will have to come after it before England can 

again term her best sculler the champion of the world. 

Ever the businessman, Rush suggested a ‘purse’ of £500 be offered, he and Trickett 

contributing £100 each, the remaining £300 to be raised ‘by the Sydney public’. ‘And if 

Sydney will not give such a prize’, Rush declared, ‘I believe the Clarence River people will’ – 

a clear reference to Rush’s preference for and sense of right to the Clarence River being the 

venue for such a contest.500  

In March 1877, however, it was reported that Rush had challenged Trickett to row him on the 

Parramatta River ‘in ten weeks' time’, an indication that two wager boats Rush had ordered 

from England had arrived. It was further speculated that the challenge thrown out by Rush 

would be accepted by Trickett, both men having any amount of backers with confidence in 

their abilities.501 Come April, though, Trickett had still not accepted Rush’s challenge. It 

appeared he had sold the boat in which he defeated Sadler but since re-purchased it, and had 

also given Sydney builder Joe Donnelly an order for a new boat. He was not therefore 

inclined to accept Rush's challenge until the new boat was finished.502 Two weeks later, 

though, came a report that Trickett had sent a message to Michael Rush ‘to fix the date of the 

sculling match for the Championship’, although it was further stated that Trickett was: 
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 not very anxious for the match, which is not at all a matter for surprise. The tables are 

completely turned since he was so anxious to pull Rush. Trickett had then nothing to lose and 

everything to gain. Now he has everything to lose and very little indeed to win. No doubt the 

title of Champion of the World has too great [a charm] about it for a man to willingly 

jeopardise his chance of losing it. However, there is nothing for it now but the convincing test 

of strength and skill.503 

That contest took place on 30 June 1877, much of the pre-race debate having centred on 

Rush’s refusal to use a sliding seat. As a result, the betting swung heavily in favour of 

Trickett.504 A further factor in the champion’s favour became his decision to use the boat built 

by Joe Donnelly, described as ‘a magnificent craft’ and in which his performances in practice 

using a sliding seat had been described as ‘perfection’.505  

Followed by a fleet of steamers and sundry other craft, and witnessed by crowds estimated at 

between sixty and seventy thousand, about a third of the population of the city and its 

surrounds,506 the two rivals began their hugely anticipated contest at 3.30 p.m., Trickett on the 

north side of the championship course and Rush the south. Almost immediately Rush took a 

slight lead and after half a mile had opened up a gap of just over a boat length. As they 

reached the mile post, however, Trickett ranged up alongside Rush, then almost immediately 

pulled well ahead. He had, it seemed, been simply biding his time, and from then on the race 

became a procession. Trickett even took time to stop and wave to the crowd assembled at the 

Sydney Rowing Club, and not long afterwards crossed the finishing line in a time of 23 

minutes 27.5 seconds.507  

‘If ever a doubt existed … as to the superiority of the sliding seat over a fixed one’, the 

Sydney Morning Herald declared, ‘it was dispelled when we saw the ease with which Trickett 

sent his boat along on Saturday’. The newspaper was unable to resist reporting that ‘Trickett’s 

victory had brought back the Championship of Australia to Port Jackson,’ Michael Rush 

having until that day claimed it for himself and the Clarence. It also reported that a crowd 

even larger than that which had assembled at Punch’s Hotel on Trickett’s return celebrated at 
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the Rose of Denmark hotel at 194 Pitt Street. It had been acquired by the champion earlier in 

the year.508  

For more than a year thereafter Trickett resisted all challenges to his title, preferring instead to 

enjoy his new-found prosperity and family life. He and his wife Maria had three young 

children, while Ned was also managing the International Hotel, on the north-east corner of 

Pitt and King Streets, thereafter known as Trickett’s International Hotel. A further reason for 

delaying his return to sculling was that he suffered an accident at the Rose of Denmark when 

a rolling beer keg crushed the middle finger of his left hand and resulted in the top joint being 

amputated.509 When, therefore, in 1879, he met the ever-ambitious Elias Laycock at the 

Anniversary Regatta, now known as the National Regatta, the world champion’s ‘comeback’ 

to domestic competition was less than successful. Laycock won easily and Trickett, who had 

been suffering bronchitis, appeared to row with less than his usual freedom. Laycock thus 

became Champion of Port Jackson, though not of Australia, much less the world.510  

This was a warning to Trickett that he was vulnerable, and he issued a challenge to Laycock 

to race him again once he was fit and well.511 However, Michael Rush was reported to be 

attempting to master the sliding seat in a bid to return to the fray. He, too, challenged 

Laycock, who accepted, on the understanding that the winner would row Trickett for the 

world championship.512 

The Laycock/Rush race was scheduled for the championship course on 12 April 1879, with 

the portents for Rush appearing unfavourable. A column by ‘Charon’, a long-time 

commentator on sculling and rowing for the Sydney Mail, opined that Rush in training still 

appeared less than efficient in his use of the sliding seat and lacked ‘the dashing and lively 

style of Laycock and the regular and piston-like stroke of Trickett’. The column was 

reproduced in the Clarence and Richmond Examiner513. 

Unfortunately for the northern newspaper’s readers Charon’s prediction proved correct, and in 

a contest for which the stake was £100 a side Laycock prevailed. But not before Rush had 
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surprised both his supporters and Laycock’s by leading for most of the race only to be 

overhauled in the final stages.514  

For Laycock, the prize he had long sought was now just a win away. He had lost every race 

but one to Trickett. He must surely have thought his time had come. He duly issued his 

challenge, for £200 a side, and the race, to be held as ever on the Parramatta River 

championship course, was set down for Friday 29 August 1879. 

One who believed Laycock would prevail was a correspondent to the Queanbeyan Age, who 

declared ‘Trickett will never win the coming match.’ His reasons for so judging the champion 

were that he had been ‘harassed by his great business undertakings; enfeebled by later hours; 

and, without ever being intemperate, has been so fixed in hotel business that a tot, now and 

again, was unavoidable’. The correspondent signed himself ‘Ominous’.515  

Having won the choice of station and selected the south side Laycock kept Trickett waiting. 

Some gentle banter between the friendly rivals ensued, Laycock telling Trickett ‘You’re in for 

a beating.’ At 4.25 p.m. they were sent away, with Laycock leading by a few feet after half a 

mile, but as the mile post was reached Trickett was ahead by half a length. At Putney Trickett 

had increased the lead threefold, and while Laycock attempted a spurt Trickett held him off 

with ease. At Gladesville the champion was eight lengths ahead, so Laycock spurted again, 

but at the finish the verdict was fifteen lengths, and the time 23 minutes 29 seconds. Trickett 

was still world champion, and that night thousands congregated at Trickett’s Hotel, just as 

they had to watch the race.516 ‘Ominous’ was never heard of again. 

A technical feature of the Trickett/Laycock contest was the use by both scullers of swivel 

rowlocks, the invention of which was largely attributed in Australia to Melbourne boat builder 

W.T. Greenland.517 Prior to the race several newspapers carried a comprehensive description 

of Greenland’s piece of sculling technology, ‘in view of the great change the swivel rowlock 

is likely to effect in boating’, and described and illustrated a prototype designed by the 

Melburnian. Instead of the oar being mounted in a square space and kept in place by lashing, 

it could now be placed in a semi-circular mounting revolving round a vertical pin and locked 
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horizontally from above. The articles also pointed out that combined with the sliding seat the 

swivel rowlock would provide a far greater length of stroke. It was also mentioned that 

Greenland’s rowlock was probably an improved adaptation of an American invention used by 

one Edward Hanlan, a Canadian sculler who had been carrying all before him in both Canada 

and the United States.518 Not noted, though, was that Hanlan aspired to Trickett’s title. 

6.3  Ned Hanlan 

Born of Irish parents in Toronto in 1855, Hanlan first gained a reputation as a ‘puller’ among 

the fishermen of Lake Ontario and became Ontario champion. He came to international 

prominence when defeating sculling luminaries from England and the United States at a 

major regatta held on the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia in 1876 to mark the American 

Centenary. He then placed himself in the hands of prominent Canadian businessmen with a 

view to issuing challenges to other leading scullers in the Americas and England. In 1878 he 

challenged Evan Morris for the Championship of America, and won by a length and a half. 

The following year he travelled to England and twice beat the English champion William 

Elliott.519 But the ultimate prize was a contest with Ned Trickett. 

Ned had become fully aware of the Canadian and his intentions, and not all his impressions 

were favourable. Hanlan had been claiming following his wins in the northern hemisphere 

that he, not Trickett, should be regarded as the world champion. Aware as he also was that 

Hanlan had no intention of coming to Sydney to race on the Parramatta but was prepared to 

go to England for a contest on the Thames, Trickett relinquished his right to choose the venue 

and put the matter of a challenge in the hands of two agents in London. In May 1880 they sent 

him a cablegram indicating that Hanlan had accepted his challenge. The race, for £400 a side 

and the championship of the world, was set down for November.520  

This latter piece of intelligence provoked concern within the colonial press, who thought the 

weather in the northern hemisphere at that time of the year would better suit Hanlan.  

‘It cannot injuriously affect the Canadian, who is used to all weathers, [but] it must indeed 

prove very trying to Trickett, who has all his life been resident in New South Wales, which 

colony is so famed for mildness of temperature. However, if Trickett gets home in time to 
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give him a chance of thoroughly preparing himself for the contest, we have no hesitation in 

giving it as our opinion that he will beat the Canadian, though perhaps not with such ease as 

he has gained all his previous victories’.521 

On 12 June Trickett was conveyed by four-horse carriage to Sydney’s Redfern Station and 

farewelled by a host of well-wishers. A further enthusiastic welcome awaited him at 

Parramatta, then again in Melbourne. He boarded the Orient bound for Adelaide – where yet 

another welcome awaited – and then London.522  

Trickett was not this time accompanied by James Punch. He was instead followed to England 

by his rival, good friend and now training partner Elias Laycock. He also engaged Henry 

Kelley once more. As predicted, bleak weather prevailed early, thus adding, Laycock 

observed, to a sense of foreboding on Trickett’s part. However, a brief break on the Isle of 

Wight and then in France appeared to rejuvenate the champion,523 and as race day approached 

his and Hanlan’s training rows were watched by thousands. Betting on the race was massive, 

and following what was reported as a ‘magnificent’ trial row over the course the Friday 

before the race Trickett was pronounced the favourite.524  

Come race day, however, Monday 15 November, the diminutive Hanlan – he was only 5 feet 

9 inches tall – had moved ahead in the betting and was now being backed at 7 to 4 on. The 

weather was fine but cold, and the lack of wind ensured smooth conditions. A crowd 

described as ‘immense’ saw the two scullers sent away just after noon, Hanlan striking thirty-

eight strokes to the minute and Trickett thirty-five. Neither man gained any real advantage for 

the first half-mile, but then Hanlan began to draw ahead and improved his position markedly. 

Try as he might, Trickett could make no impact and as the scullers reached Hammersmith 

Bridge Hanlan was drawing still further away. It soon became apparent that Hanlan was 

‘playing’ with Trickett, for as soon as the defending champion drew up to him the Canadian 

pulled away again, seemingly without effort. He even stopped briefly. An event that had 

become a procession ended mercifully, Hanlan allowing Trickett to come within three lengths 

as he crossed the line in 26 minutes 12 seconds.525 
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An explanation for Ned’s defeat, and a telling prognosis, was provided by the Sydney 

Morning Herald: 

We believe, firstly, that Hanlan is far superior as a sculler to Trickett, and, secondly, we do 

not think Trickett was at all as well as could be hoped ... he was over-trained. We do not 

hesitate to say that he would never beat Hanlan, even in the best of health. With regard to 

Hanlan, probably many years will elapse before such a perfect sculler again appears.526 

It was an analysis that proved correct. Trickett’s defeat created a deep sense of 

disappointment in Australia, where the almost universal opinion had been that he would prove 

the superior sculler. Commentators hoped a lesson might be learned from the loss and that an 

improvement in the standard of sculling would come about, which, had Trickett won, might 

not have occurred.527 Trickett himself was devastated, but would have been mollified by 

newspaper comment encouraging Australians to be justly proud of a man who had held the 

championship for four-and-a-half years and who had the courage and determination to 

journey a great distance to defend it.528 

Rather than return home, Trickett again travelled to Canada, where he was well received and 

competed irregularly. His main motive was to challenge Hanlan to a re-match. But just as 

Trickett had been, Hanlan was intent on ensuring a long-term hold on the championship and 

resisted all of Trickett’s approaches.529 Indeed a report from London indicated that the 

Canadian was not at all keen to race Trickett again.530 In March 1882, however, Hanlan 

relented, and in what might have been a ploy to catch Trickett off guard suggested stakes of 

£500 a side and named a date only six weeks hence. Trickett considered the time frame too 

short and the stakes too high, preferring that they be the customary £200. But when Trickett’s 

supporters in Sydney and London agreed to make up the difference in the stakes Hanlan 

accepted a proposal that the race be in eight weeks. Both now located in London, they began 

preparations, with the ever-reliable Elias Laycock again on hand to assist his compatriot.531 

The contest was to be held on 1 May 1882.532 
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Letters from London indicated that Trickett was in the best of health and confident he stood a 

very good chance against his formidable opponent.533 That confidence may have ebbed, 

however on hearing that Hanlan’s victory was regarded as a foregone conclusion, with odds 

of 7 to 2 and 4 to1 being laid. Indeed just prior to the race these went out to 5 to 1 and 11 to 2 

on the Canadian. Strong headwinds and rough condition gave rise to the possibility that 

Trickett's greater weight might give him an advantage, but the vast crowds lining the banks 

were attracted chiefly, it seemed, by the perfection of Hanlan's sculling. Trickett having won 

the toss he took his position on the Surrey side, and as he and Hanlan got away the Australian 

edged slightly ahead. Hanlan then bent to his work, recovered rapidly, and took a lead of half 

a boat length. The contrast in styles was marked. Hanlan’s boat was travelling steadily and 

with great speed between strokes, while that of the Australian rose and fell visibly and was 

moving sluggishly. At Hammersmith Bridge Trickett was four lengths astern, whereupon 

Hanlan moved out to a six lengths lead. Conditions now became extremely rough, but the 

Canadian sculled steadily through the surf, appearing far more at home in it than his 

opponent. The scullers then encountered a huge barge sitting broadside directly in their path, 

but got round it, by which time Hanlan’s lead was out to 10 lengths, and at Barnes Bridge he 

was two hundred yards ahead. After a brief stoppage to acknowledge congratulations he 

ploughed on to the finish and won by nearly a quarter of a mile. Not content, however, to sit 

and wait for Trickett, Hanlan backed his boat downstream towards his opponent, then when 

Trickett came within two lengths started pulling away to the finish again. It was an 

ostentatious and devastating display of superiority.534  

Trickett immediately sought a passage for home, reaching Sydney early on Wednesday 28 

June 1882.535 To his great relief he received a warm welcome, notably at Punch’s Hotel.536 

Sadly, however, Trickett’s great sponsor had died while his protégé was in Canada, aged just 

42.537  

Despite his second failure in London, Trickett was keen to reassert his position as Australian 

champion. Some, however, doubted his ability to do so, notably the Sydney Morning Herald, 
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which in a scathing editorial even before Trickett had left England stated: ‘We have no desire 

to see Trickett carry our colours into the field again.’538 

Apparently undeterred, Trickett entered a four-man contest on the championship course in 

October 1882 – and failed miserably. Ahead of him were the perennial and seemingly 

irrepressible Michael Rush, an Illawarra blacksmith named Bill Beach, and Elias Laycock. 

Trickett was again reported to have looked unwell and over-trained.539 John Spencer, who 

with his brother Thomas and James Punch had been one of Trickett’s financial backers, 

thought Trickett’s boat was incorrectly rigged. This advice notwithstanding he also advised 

Trickett to ‘give up rowing’ – and told him he and his brother were now backing Bill Beach – 

the ‘coming man’.540 

6.4  Bill Beach 

And so, apparently, Beach was. Born in 1850 at Chertsey, a Thames-side town west of 

London, he had been brought to Australia three years later, the family settling at Albion Park 

in the Illawarra area, south of Sydney. His father, Alick Beach, was a blacksmith at Dapto and 

Albion Park, an occupation young Bill took up at the age of nine. ‘It was swinging hammers 

at the old forge that developed my muscles and toughened my frame and made an oarsman of 

me’ he was to relate years later.541 

Having taken up sculling on Lake Illawarra and become the local champion, Beach was 

persuaded by local businessman John Brown to compete in Sydney,542 and on 24 December 

1881 took out the handicap skiff race for amateurs on Woolloomooloo Bay.543 Among the 

donors of his £12 prize was John Deeble, the owner of Bell’s Hotel at Cowper Wharf, 

Woolloomooloo,544 who was to become his sponsor. A race in light skiffs against one George 

Solomon over the Sydney championship course for £50 a side on 25 February 1882 resulted 
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in Beach winning easily,545 after which came the aforementioned October 1882 contest in 

which Trickett languished and Beach reinforced his potential.  

The two men – the champion and the pretender – did not meet again that year, but in 1883 

they were involved on the championship course in a series of five races that would prove 

defining for both.  

The first took place on Saturday 28 July 1883, for £100 a side. A large crowd assembled and a 

quick time was expected, both the tide and wind being favourable. The muscular and 

moustached Beach, lighter and shorter than Trickett, was a strong favourite, with odds of 11 

to 4 freely laid. Having selected the southern station he got away very smartly, but so too did 

Trickett and for the first half of the race the pace was frantic and both men were fully 

extended. Then Trickett moved ahead. Beach remained within striking distance and 

demonstrated great determination, the race report saying of him that ‘never did a man work 

harder to escape defeat’. Trickett, it was said, ‘never pulled better during the whole course of 

his grand career ... He was once more Ned Trickett in all his glory’, and he reached the 

finishing line in 20 minutes 11 seconds, the fastest time ever recorded over the course. ‘The 

performance of the winner is deserving of all praise and will never be forgotten by those 

fortunate enough to see him once more in his old form’, the report continued. But there was 

praise, too, for Beach. ‘The defeated man is by no means disgraced, and his performance was 

brilliant...’ Mr P. J. Clark, the umpire, handed over the £200 stakes to Trickett the same 

evening and congratulated him on his success, at the same time saying that Beach had rowed 

one of the gamest races ever seen on the course.546 

The second race was contested three weeks later on 18 August, again for £100 a side. Given 

his win in the first race Trickett was installed as favourite, 7 to 4 and even 2 to 1 readily 

offered on his chances. Beach this time used a boat made by Joe Donnelly, loaned to him by 

Elias Laycock. He again won the toss and once more chose the southern station. His choice of 

boat proved inspired, for the Illawarra strong man led for most of the race. There was, 

however, almost a collision early on, which Trickett protested. But while he spurted 

frequently he was unable to make any headway and Beach crossed the line four lengths to the 
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good in 22 minutes 19 seconds. Umpire Clark this time handed the stakes to the winner at 

John Deeble’s hotel at Woolloomooloo.  

The third match was arranged for nine days later, Monday 27 August. The stakes were raised 

to £150 a side.547 A still, calm afternoon with scarcely a ripple on the course awaited the 

combatants, five steamers having conveyed avid punters to the start. Beach, looking 

exceedingly fit, again used Laycock’s boat. The start was even and the pace fast, with Trickett 

the first to draw ahead. At the mile post his lead was three-quarters of a length but he then 

began to show signs that all was not well with him. Beach put on a strong spurt and went past 

– and from there on the race was all but over. Beach extended his lead first to three and then 

four lengths, withstood a push by Trickett then slowed down, and crossed the finishing line a 

comfortable two lengths ahead, his time 20 minutes 44 seconds.548  

It was then that Michael Rush re-entered the equation. Never one to demonstrate any lack of 

confidence, the ebullient and popular Rush, now over 40 and with ten children,549 had 

declared the next man he would row would be Hanlan, if the Canadian could be enticed to 

come to Sydney. With Beach showing every sign of taking over the mantle of Australian 

champion, and aware, therefore, that he might be on borrowed time, Trickett’s fourth race in 

the series was against Rush, for £200 a side. On Saturday 1 December the two great rivals 

faced each other for what proved to be the final time.  

It was barely a contest, Trickett winning as he pleased while for much of the journey Rush 

appeared severely distressed. ‘Trickett never rowed in better form, or with more confidence,’ 

one report stated, ‘and those who remember him in the years ‘76 to ‘79 say he never looked 

better, or rowed better.’550 

Now came the fifth and seemingly decisive race between Trickett and Beach, but not before 

they, Michael Rush and another Clarence River sculler, Donald McDonald, agreed to a plan 

devised by entrepreneur James Hunt, proprietor of the Oxford Hotel in Sydney’s King Street. 

The four would engage in two match races to ascertain which of them should take on Ned 

Hanlan should he condescend to appear in Sydney and, more to the point, agree to defend his 
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world title there. Hunt guaranteed a prize of £150 and each entrant contributed £20 each to a 

sweepstake. The first round of the ‘Hunt Cup’ was rowed on 6 December, Beach beating 

Rush. The following day Trickett disposed of McDonald, a substitute for Elias Laycock, who 

was injured.551 The final, between Trickett and Beach, would be rowed on Saturday 8 

December. 

It was described as one of the greatest aquatic contests yet witnessed in Australia. The 

morning had been intensely hot, but a heavy thunderstorm just before two o'clock ensured 

more comfortable conditions. Trickett was the favourite, based on an impression that Beach 

had not been in the best of form against Rush while Trickett's disposal of McDonald had been 

impressive. Again, several steamers were to follow the race, while others took up positions 

along the course. At Gladesville, Putney, and other vantage points on the river, huge crowds 

were gathered. The water was calm, with a strong ebb tide flowing, and winds light. Shortly 

after 4.30 the contest began. 

Beach, who for once had the northern position, went off at a great pace and soon had a lead of 

almost a length. He increased this to two lengths, and on the steamers odds of 2 to 1 were 

freely offered on a Beach win. Trickett then began to close on the leader, and at the half mile 

point Beach was only half a length to the good. He spurted, Trickett responded. With three-

quarters of a mile covered Trickett drew almost level, but Beach again pulled away and at 

Putney Point spurted again and took a one length lead. Trickett pushed yet again but this time 

made no impact, and now appeared tired. Soon the lead was three then four lengths, which 

Beach extended to six at the finish, crossing the line in 20 minutes 53 seconds. ‘Our next best 

man is one we can be proud of’ declared the Evening News’s reporter. ‘The day was in every 

way suited to finding beyond a doubt who [he was]’.552 

Yet still they were not done. Both entered the champion race for all-comers at the 1884 

Anniversary Regatta on Port Jackson, towards the end of which a foul occurred with Trickett 

leading. He objected, and a re-row was ordered for noon the following Friday, 1 February.553 

The event was widely advertised and attracted immense crowds, every vantage point on and 

beside the harbour occupied, notably at Dawes Point, Milson’s Point and Kirribilli. The water 
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was lumpy as a result of all the steamer and boat traffic, which Trickett appeared to thrive on. 

Having established a two-length lead at Goat Island he skillfully avoided a collision with a 

barge then ploughed on and won comfortably.554  

Then came news that Hanlan was coming. Indeed he had left San Francisco for Sydney the 

previous Monday on the merchant ship City of Sydney. ‘This will tend to liven up matters 

considerably,’ declared the Town and Country Journal. ‘Our professional scullers will be 

putting on their “war paint”.’555 

The Canadian and world champion duly arrived on Saturday 15 March. In recognition of his 

Irish heritage he was accorded a reception on St Patrick’s Day, two days later, arranged by 

James Hunt. It was held, naturally, at the Oxford Hotel. Hanlan was driven in a four-in hand 

through Sydney’s streets accompanied by Ned Trickett and it was estimated some twelve 

thousand greeted the pair. Hanlan’s remarks and genial and cordial nature impressed 

greatly.556  

But who would be his challenger? Which man would take on the responsibility of recovering 

for Australia the championship of the world? On Saturday 12 April 1884 the two most logical 

contenders, Ned Trickett and Bill Beach, faced off – for the last time. 

Every vantage point on the banks of the championship course was taken up, thousands again 

witnessing the event. It was noted that Beach looked in great form and condition, but that 

Trickett appeared thin and over-trained. The race started at 4.35, Trickett took a lead of a half 

a length, but Beach very soon drew up to his opponent then went past him. At the mile post 

Beach had a one length lead and was rowing easily, and just a quarter of a mile later he led by 

three lengths. Trickett attempted a spurt, but to no avail, as Beach maintained an easy pace to 

the finish and won by two lengths. Just after passing the winning post, however, the powerful 

Beach indulged in a brief sprint. Hanlan, who had been watching him closely from the deck of 

a following steamer, gained an insight into what he could expect if the pair were to do 

battle.557 It was later revealed that he had put money on Beach.558 
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That evening the stakes were paid over at the Oxford Hotel. It had long been customary for 

both parties and their sponsors to attend these events, but this time Ned Trickett was not there. 

On 28 April James Hunt informed a meeting at his hotel that Trickett was in poor health and 

had left Sydney for Rockhampton in the steamer Egmont.559 It was conjectured that he had 

been unsettled not only by his loss to Beach but also by the fact that his sponsors, John and 

Thomas Spencer, had transferred their support to the Illawarra strongman – the sculler now 

more likely to defeat Hanlan.560 The Town and Country Journal was in no doubt about 

Trickett’s prospects. ‘After the race it was quite evident that ... [he] was not fit to continue ... 

training any longer, and indeed he was for some days after the match far from well...561 

Trickett did indeed visit Rockhampton, received a warm reception and gave demonstration 

rows there.562 He also investigated business opportunities, including taking over a pub.563 But 

Australia’s first ever world champion in any sport would never again challenge for the world 

professional sculling championship. 

Neither, it seemed, would Bill Beach, at least temporarily, for although he expressed himself 

agreeable to row on the Parramatta he refused to do so on the Nepean River, the venue 

preferred by Hanlan. Beach argued that he was anxious not simply to row Hanlan, but to 

defeat him, but felt certain that he could not do so anywhere except on the Parramatta. All 

sorts of inducements were held out to him, but he rejected out of hand even the most 

tempting, and his refusal had finally to be accepted. This meant that those engaged in the 

business end of Hanlan’s visit had to find someone else to meet him, and eventually Elias 

Laycock, now recovered, stepped forward to fill the breach.564 Hanlan agreed to race for £500 

a side and the championship of the world, the race to be held on the Penrith course on the 

afternoon of Thursday, 22 May over a distance of about three and a half miles.565  

Such was the appeal generated by Hanlan that the New South Wales government proclaimed 

a public holiday for the people of Parramatta, Windsor, Camden and Penrith.566 Indeed the 
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Legislative Assembly voted to adjourn proceedings in favour of watching the contest!567 

Promoters erected a grandstand at the finish able to accommodate some 6000 paying 

spectators, and a seven foot galvanized fence circling the stand invited the entry of a further 

2000 people. Refreshment booths were erected in the enclosed area, operators paying a fee to 

promoters, while special train services were organised, with passengers enticed by packages 

also ensuring entry to the grandstand or enclosure. The race and the transport arrangements 

having been widely advertised in the lead-up to the race, Penrith acquired a carnival 

atmosphere, with a further 6000 people estimated to have converged on the river bank.568 A 

telegraph system had also been installed, from the finishing post to Sydney, to transmit news 

of the event. 

The race started at a quarter to three from what is now known as the Nepean Gorge, with 

Laycock the first to show in front. Hanlan, however, was demonstrating the perfect technique 

for which he was renowned, and after three-quarters of a mile was ahead by a length, 

apparently without exerting himself. From here to the second mile-post Hanlan gradually 

increased his lead, pulling two lengths clear of his opponent and receiving the applause of 

spectators on the banks with a quiet smile. Having rounded a bend into the long, willow-lined 

straight leading to the finishing line, with Hanlan on the east or Penrith side and Laycock on 

the western bank, Hanlan’s lead at the start of the third mile was but a boat length. His 

rowing, though, looked full of effort compared with that of his opponent. The Canadian 

maintained his lead, and while they passed the winning post with the bow of Laycock’s boat 

overlapping Hanlan's stern, the Australian appeared exhausted and Hanlan remarkably 

relaxed. A great cheer went up when the competitors brought their boats together in mid-

stream and shook hands. The winning time was 22 minutes 45 seconds.569 

A few days later Beach’s intransigence regarding rowing on the Nepean reaped its reward 

when Hanlan and his management agreed to a match on the Parramatta River championship 

course. The Canadian made another concession: that the stake would be for £500 a side rather 

than the £1000 a side he had originally suggested.570 The date for the contest would be 16 

August. 
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In assessing Beach's chances of success, a Maitland Mercury columnist, ‘The Vagrant’, 

reminded his readers that despite reports giving Beach’s age as twenty eight ‘I am assured he 

is about thirty-five.’ (He was in fact, almost thirty-four). ‘He is very powerful, of fine 

physique, and has the courage of a bulldog. His career in outrigger rowing has been a short 

and brilliant one, but he has yet a lot to learn. His best performances are those in which he 

met and defeated Trickett, but he, poor fellow, lost his power long ago, and cannot get much 

over a mile. Beach will know the river well, and will do his best to win, as victory means a lot 

to him. Looking at every side of the question, I cannot bring myself to believe that the 

Illawarra man will win, and it is almost a certainty that the Canadian will take the 

championship back with him’.571 

‘The Canadian’, meanwhile, had visited Melbourne and was then due in Brisbane to take part 

in exhibition events. At Melbourne’s Albert Park Lake on Saturday 7 June a crowd of some 

eight thousand paying customers saw him take part in handicap races against local scullers, 

which he won, and against an eight, which he lost narrowly.572 The following Saturday’s 

performance, which followed a mid-week outing on the Lower Yarra, attracted five thousand 

people and largely involved Hanlan in time-trial racing over an out-and-back course, which he 

also won.573 ‘Hanlan's Regatta’ in Brisbane was held at Indooroopilly, upriver from the city, 

and likewise attracted several thousand visitors. The principal event of the day was a handicap 

race that Hanlan won with ease, after which he gave an exhibition of aquatic tricks and 

feats.574  

So great was public anticipation of the August race a steady succession of newspaper 

previews had already appeared. This from the Town and Country Journal nine weeks before 

the event:  

At last Hanlan and Beach are to be brought together ... for the championship of the whole 

world, the former the winner of all [17] matches he has contested during a career extending 

over about 11 years ... Two such remarkably successful oarsmen meeting must be one of the 

greatest events in the history of rowing for all time. Both are immensely powerful, well-built, 

perfect scullers. Hanlan is one that can be relied on to scull the whole distance at top speed, 

no man can intimidate him, and to "bust" him is quite out of the question. Beach is also a 
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very fast sculler, equally determined, almost as skilful and quite as strong, and his endurance 

is marvellous. A great contest may be looked for every inch of the way ...575  

Closer to the day came this from Freeman’s Journal: 

Both men are in full training ... and as the form of the local champion is considered excellent 

... it is thought that the contest will be one of the best over rowed upon the [Parramatta] river 

... Beach is in training at Ryde, and has wonderfully improved since his last race with 

Trickett. His best time up to the present has been 19m. 52s, but he now asserts that he can do 

the distance in 18m. 52s. He is confident of success in the coming contest, and his 

performances are looked upon as highly encouraging. The Irish Canadian, however, is as 

confident of his powers as ever, but looks forward to a hard race. He is in splendid health and 

spirits, and is in training at the Mercantile Rowing Club ...576  

On the eve of the great race, Sydney’s Evening News declaimed thus: 

Tomorrow afternoon ... the public will have the opportunity of seeing one of the greatest 

aquatic events that has ever occurred in the records of the 'water sports' of the world. For the 

past fortnight the training of Hanlan and Beach has been carefully watched, and each day the 

river has presented a lively appearance from the number of people who have taken advantage 

of the public steamers, or made up private parties to visit the sheds. On Wednesday Hanlan 

did his last strong work. He was out in his boat all day and until the shades of night were fast 

falling. Beach did his work early in the morning. Yesterday both men eased off ... and only 

did quiet rowing. [They] are in splendid health and equally confident of victory ... The time 

trials of both ... have been slightly under 20 minutes, but the race tomorrow will probably 

occupy nearly two minutes more, as the tide will not be favourable for a fast race. With every 

appearance of fine weather, there should be an immense crowd on the river tomorrow, and 

every available steamer has been [made available] for the conveyance of the public. The 

Fairlight and the Tomki steamers will follow the race; the former in the interests of Hanlan 

and the Tomki for Beach. Great preparations are being made to convey people by road, and 

the various points of vantage on the river will, doubtless, be crowded with people. Beach will 

row in the yellow and black colours of the Balmain Rowing Club, of which he is an honorary 

member, and Hanlan will wear a blue guernsey and scarlet cap, and the start will be made at 

about a quarter to 4 o'clock. So far as is at present known the men are very evenly matched; 

but, of course, Hanlan's unbeaten record makes him a great favourite. However, the 
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Australian is now thought a good deal of, 2 to 1 is all that can be obtained against him today 

in the betting market, and by the time the scullers face the umpire tomorrow it will be even 

money.  

The newspaper’s Wollongong correspondent also reported, as follows: 

The coming race is the topic, and the opinion amongst the majority, who are not backward in 

standing to it pecuniarily, is that the Dapto man will be the winner. In order to afford their 

miners an opportunity of witnessing the contest, the proprietors of Mount Kcmbla colliery 

will run their colliers from here the night before the race, conveying those who wish to go 

free. The Illawarra Steamship Co. will also be asked to run a special boat, to enable the 

general public to witness the race.577 

That ‘general public’, on a superb afternoon in Sydney, is estimated to have totalled very 

nearly 100,000. Given the river traffic – the official steamers following the race and a flotilla 

of spectator boats – there was some delay on the part of the contestants in getting to the start. 

When they did appear they were lustily applauded, with Beach’s immense physical powers at 

once apparent, his muscles described as ‘standing out like whipcords’.578 Hanlan ‘looked 

small and slight compared with our own champion’. Mutual interchanges were made between 

the scullers and those on the steamers, then some trouble was experienced in getting them 

away, Hanlan evidently being determined to lose nothing at the start. It was just on half-past 

four when they set out, Hanlan going ahead at a terrific pace. Beach, however, pulling 

vigorously and determinedly, kept in close contact. Hanlan led past the first mile-post, beyond 

which he seemed to improve his position a little. Beach, though, showed no signs of distress, 

and appeared to be sculling well within himself. ‘Beach has improved very much in style, and 

for scientific handling of the sculls is very little, if any, inferior to Hanlan,’ it was recorded. 

It was now that a critical move was made. As they headed for Putney, Beach put in a big 

surge, to which Hanlan responded – unsuccessfully. Beach first drew up to the Canadian with, 

apparently, the utmost ease, then got on even terms with him. The excitement at his moment 

was intense. Then came what appeared to be a foul. Whether Hanlan went off course and took 

Beach's water could not be ascertained but as Beach attempted to pass his opponent Hanlan's 

scull struck Beach’s bow, then Beach's scull struck the stern of Hanlan's boat. No delay or 
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locking was perceived, but Hanlan put up his hand to claim a foul. Beach continued on and in 

a few strokes had established a significant lead. In response to cries from his backers Hanlan 

started after Beach, and the Canadian did make some inroads into the Australian’s lead. But it 

was to no avail, as the Illawarra blacksmith went away from him at his leisure, Hanlan now 

looking worn down. From then on the race was a procession, and Beach secured for himself 

the title of champion of the world by fully six lengths in a time of 20 minutes 28.5 seconds.  

Hanlan entered a protest on the foul, but it was not entertained. Indeed he was deemed to have 

caused the clash. Beach looked very little the worse for wear while Hanlan appeared rowed 

out. A race that was expected to be close had instead been convincingly won and it seemed to 

those who witnessed it scarcely credible that the great Hanlan had been defeated. The wildest 

excitement prevailed, and Beach received a tremendous ovation. Opinions varied with regard 

to what would have been the result had Hanlan not stopped rowing, but those who saw the 

manner in which Beach overhauled and passed him ‘cannot have had two opinions about the 

matter’ one reporter opined. ‘It appeared indeed that the suddenness of Beach's spurt and the 

almost lightning-like rapidity with which he passed his opponent, took everybody by surprise. 

If there is any doubt in Hanlan's mind’, the commentary continued, ‘as to Beach's ability to 

row him down, there is sure to be another race, when no doubt Beach's friends will 

accommodate the visitor to any extent ... In the meantime Beach holds the coveted distinction, 

and Illawarra feels proud of her champion’.579 

As did Australia, notably New South Wales, the joy of Beach’s victory now contrasted starkly 

in a reminder from the Sydney Morning Herald of the depths of despair reached four years 

earlier when news came of Hanlan’s first defeat of Trickett. 

To all those who have any difficulty in understanding the extravagant exultation 

attending that [Beach’s] winning, it will be necessary to say: ‘turn back the leaves of 

memory a year or two, remember how Sydney kept awake all one night awaiting the 

arrival of a certain telegram which, coming, sent a sigh and a shudder through the city 

such as might follow on the loss of some object long cherished and dearly beloved’. 
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Hanlan took us into captivity that day, Beach delivered us on Saturday. On Saturday 

New South Wales held the championship of the world once more ...580  

It had also been suggested that for Ned Trickett his leaving of the Sydney rowing scene would 

now be less dampening to his spirits; that Beach’s win and the return of the title to the 

colonies would have relieved the former champion of some sense of failure.581 

Hanlan began lobbying for a return match almost immediately, but just as Ned Trickett’s 

backers had demurred following the victory against Sadler, so too, in the face of Hanlan’s 

urgings, did Beach’s principal agent John Deeble. He would take his time before accepting a 

challenge, preferably from someone other than Hanlan. Deeble also reasoned that so 

convincing had Beach’s win been that bookmakers would not take bets against the 

champion.582 Beach and Hanlan did, however, encounter each other three months after their 

race, both adding to their respective incomes by attending, between 3 and 6 November, an 

aquatic carnival at Melbourne’s Albert Park Lake. Several thousand paid to see exhibition 

rows by the pair.583  

When a suitable challenge did arise it came from the Illawarra. Bill Beach had grown up with 

one Tom Clifford, and when both took up sculling they proved a formidable double scull 

combination. In singles Clifford had won their early races but eventually Beach prevailed.584 

The champion’s task appeared relatively easy when, on 7 February 1885, Clifford was well 

beaten by Hanlan over the championship course,585 and so it proved. Three weeks later Beach 

defended his world title by beating his old friend comfortably in a £400 a side contest.586  

Hanlan would now be denied no longer. The inevitable challenge came immediately. The date 

agreed was 28 March and the stake £500 a side. 

Most judges rated it a very open affair, although judgment was guarded: there was speculation 

in some quarters that in the first ‘clash of the titans’ Hanlan had not produced his best form. 

As one report put it, ‘the glow of pride that we Australians felt in our fellow colonist winning 
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the championship was to a certain extent tempered by the feeling that Beach must beat Hanlan 

again before we could lay the flattering unction to our souls that William Beach is really the 

phenomenon that Hanlan was’. The same report also noted that interest in the race had been 

aroused not only in the colonies but also in Europe and America. ‘Both men are well aware 

what is expected of them, and the struggle on the Parramatta this afternoon is likely to prove 

one of the most obstinately contested and pluckily fought ever known. On the one side Beach 

will be incited by the ambition to retain the title that has brought him so much fame and 

honour; and on the other Hanlan must regain his laurels or retire from the arena in which he 

won both renown and fortune.'587  

Beach having won the toss, he took the southern station, and before 100 yards had been 

covered was half a length ahead, rowing 36 strokes a minute to Hanlan's 34. Before long 

Beach was a length ahead, rowing beautifully, and within half a mile was two lengths ahead, 

rowing 30. The odds then freely offered were 3 to 1 on Beach, who continued to have it all his 

own way. Hanlan occasionally looked around for him, but at the mile post the champion was 

four lengths ahead. Before reaching Putney both men spurted, which resulted in Beach 

increasing his lead by maintaining his form, while Hanlan appeared distressed. He struggled 

gamely, but was quite outpaced, and Beach finished with a magnificent spurt, winning in 22 

minutes 51 seconds by fully eight lengths.588 The colonies could celebrate anew, the 

sentiments of most post-race reports encapsulated by The Australasian.  

All doubts that have existed as to William Beach's right and title to be acknowledged as the 

superior of Edward Hanlan, and consequently the champion sculler of the world, must now 

be considered as absolutely set at rest by the crushing defeat the Australian oarsman, for the 

second time, inflicted on his redoubtable opponent on the Parramatta on Saturday. Both 

scullers were in good health, and every surrounding that could possibly be desired to rate the 

trial satisfactory existed, both as regards time, place, and circumstances. The weather was 

cool and clear, the water as smooth as a millpond. The light easterly wind that prevailed was 

not even sufficient to raise a ripple, and the course from start to finish was clear of obstacles 

or impediments, so that it may be literally described as having been in the sole possession of 

the scullers. Hanlan's own acknowledgment that he has met his better must be concurred in 

by all.589  
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On the following Monday night a large number of Beach’s supporters and friends assembled 

in John Deeble's hotel to witness the handing over of the stakes to the champion. An 

enormous crowd assembled outside the hotel in the expectation of seeing Beach and hearing a 

speech. A closely packed mass of spectators extended for a considerable distance up and 

down King Street and into Pitt Street. It was estimated that in all some 10,000 were present. 

In response to loud calls from outside, Beach appeared at one of the windows on the first 

floor, to be greeted by vociferous cheers. He thanked the crowd for the grand reception they 

had accorded him, and told them that on the first occasion he had rowed Hanlan he did not get 

the credit he thought he was then entitled to, but that through the victory now being celebrated 

he had at last ‘set all doubts at rest for ever’. He assured them that when he rowed Hanlan he 

had rowed the best man the world could produce, besides himself, and thought he had shown 

to the world that Australia could produce a better man than any other part of the world. He 

called for three cheers for Hanlan, which were most heartily given, Beach himself leading the 

applause.590 

The eighth contest for the world championship on the Parramatta River came at the year’s end 

when a young but improving 21-year-old sculler, Neil Matterson, challenged the champion. 

Of above average height and well built, at 10st 81bs the Clarence River sculler was 

nevertheless very light.591 Matterson would row a good race against his formidable opponent, 

but Beach, almost two stone heavier, was expected to win easily.592 And so it proved. With the 

stakes at only £200 a side, a race that excited little interest became a procession, Beach an 

easy winner by a dozen lengths in 24 minutes 11.5 seconds against both tide and wind.593  

It was not until August the following year that Beach again defended his title, and like Ned 

Trickett before him he was required to travel to England to do so. Again, John Deeble 

invoked the favouritism clause: the loyalty Beach now attracted would result in minimal 

betting.594  

Beach arrived in England in May 1886, accompanied by a training partner, Peter Kemp, born 

in 1853 and a product of the Hawkesbury River, north of Sydney. Like Ned Trickett, Kemp 
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was the son of a convict. Also in England was Neil Matterson, vanquished by Beach but also 

considered a useful pacemaker. Kemp and Matterson had raced in 1884, with Matterson the 

victor.595 

Indeed Neil Matterson was first in action, being beaten on the Thames by the English 

champion George Perkins596 but then avenging the loss597 and winning the Championship of 

England, the Sportsman Challenge Cup and £600.598  

With Peter Kemp unwell,599 Beach and Matterson then took part in the International Sculling 

Sweepstakes. The idea of bringing most of the world’s best scullers together on the Thames 

had originated some months previously, when Mr W. J. Innes, of the News of the World 

guaranteed the sum of £500 provided the scullers themselves would meet, and contribute from 

their own purses £200 each. The whole amount was then to be divided into four prizes. Thus 

did William Beach and Neil Matterson of Australia, John Teemer and George Lee from 

America, Wallace Ross of Canada and George Perkins and George Bubear of England join in 

battle for what was described as ‘the greatest rowing contest that has ever taken place...’. The 

preliminary races were to be held on sections of the Putney to Mortlake championship course 

and the final over the championship course itself.  

Matterson gave a good account of himself when in a qualifying heat he beat Ross after a 

closely fought encounter, and was more than competitive when losing in the next round to 

Teemer. But Beach reigned supreme, overcoming, in turn, Lee and Bubear, and, in the 1 

September final, John Teemer. Of Beach it was reported that ‘his great broad shoulders and 

hardly-set muscles seemed to stand out with even more prominence...’, and appearances did 

not deceive. Watched by vast crowds and a huge steamer fleet Beach took control of the 

contest from the start, built a commanding lead and won comfortably. The win netted the 

world champion £1200.600 
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Beach’s ascendancy meant that as the date approached for the defence of his world title 

against Canada’s Jake Gaudaur he became a strong favourite.601 Gaudaur was described as 

aged 29, a powerfully built man, standing 6 feet 1 inch and weighing 12 stone 2 pounds. He 

lived at Creve Coeur Lake, Missouri, the scene, it was said, of many fine regattas, and had a 

recent win against John Teemer to his credit.602  

Come 18 September, great interest was taken in the race – a match for £1000 and the 

championship of the world. The entire course was thronged with spectators, and the 

excitement was intense. Notwithstanding expectations that Gaudaur would row a great race, 

the betting was still in Beach's favour, the champion starting at 5 to I on. The weather was 

fine. Both men were in good condition.  

Gaudaur won the toss and chose the Middlesex side. Both scullers got away quickly, Beach 

rating 40 strokes a minute and Gaudaur 42. They rowed evenly for half a mile, when Beach 

began to forge ahead. Gaudaur, however, rowing well within himself, would not be shaken 

off, and Beach’s friends became somewhat anxious as the ‘American Canadian’ improved his 

position. When, at the half way mark, Gaudaur drew level, they were even more so, the 

betting at this point changing to even money on the challenger. Beach's friends, however, 

stuck to their man, the result being some heavy wagering. Again Beach forged ahead but 

Gaudaur still would not be denied, and rowing 38 to the minute once more forced his boat 

almost level. At this juncture Beach rolled slightly in his boat, and the cry went up: ‘The 

Canadian wins!’ The excitement on the banks of the river reached fever pitch, and as each of 

the scullers made renewed efforts for supremacy they were loudly cheered. Then, two-thirds 

of the journey having been covered, Beach’s superior stamina became a factor and Gaudaur 

began to show signs of distress. Beach was able to gradually draw away until daylight 

appeared between the boats, and rowing gamely to the finish he won by a little more than 

three lengths, amidst the greatest enthusiasm. The time was 22 minutes 29 seconds, with 

Beach's victory appearing the hardest fought since he first defeated Hanlan.603  

The following day Peter Kemp took on the Englishman George Bubear over the same course, 

but there was relatively little interest in a £200 contest. Kemp, who in July had been beaten by 
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first Perkins604 and then Bubear605 was still in less than perfect health, and while he proved 

competitive until the half way mark Bubear won by a length and a half.606 

Astonishingly, given the brief respite, Beach’s second defence of his title on the Thames was 

on the following Saturday, 25 September, against the Canadian sculler who had contested the 

International Sculling Sweepstakes, Wallace Ross. Again, the prize was £1000 and the 

championship. 

There was speculation during the week as to the effect Beach’s struggle with Gaudaur might 

have had on his condition. It was reported that although he had recovered from his alleged 

over-exertion and given a good account of himself over a short spin, he would be physically 

unfit to maintain a championship course struggle. Such reports were received with a 

considerable amount of credence. Ross, conversely, was reported as being in ‘the very pink of 

condition’. Nonetheless the ruling price before the race was 10 to 3 on Beach.  

At Putney the steamers that were to follow the race were crowded, and the banks of the river 

packed long before mid-day, the time fixed for the start. Australians were out in force, the 

Sydney Evening News report stating: ‘It seemed that almost every representative of the Sunny 

South had regarded it as a duty to be present, and, with lusty cheers, to urge the “Australian 

wonder” to yet another victory’. Beach paddled quietly to his station, having won the toss and 

selected the Surrey side. The report continued thus:  

It is hardly possible for a sculler’s opening strokes in any big match to have been watched 

with more interest than were Beach's ... Into the water went his sculls six times, and the race 

was over. Barely ten brief seconds had elapsed from the start to the time when Beach had 

pulled his sixth stroke through. By that time the last hope for the success of America had 

gone. The Australian's claim to the title of 'champion oarsman of this world’ was, barring 

accidents, assured. From the very start Ross was never in it.607  

Indeed he was not. After those first strokes Beach reduced his rate of striking but continued to 

put distance between himself and Ross. Long before Hammersmith Bridge was reached, the 

champion was leading by four lengths. Even a barge coming downriver directly in front of 
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him did not deter the champion, who took quick evasive action and continued to put as much 

distance between himself and Ross as possible. At Barnes Bridge he was leading by more 

than eight lengths – and reduced his effort to a paddle. He won as he liked by four lengths in 

23 minutes 50 seconds, passing the finishing line seemingly as fresh as when he started. The 

win was immensely popular and the champion was hailed with ‘round after round of 

deafening applause’.608 

Beach was subsequently feted, even idolised by Londoners, but celebrations were soured by 

the arrival of Ned Hanlan, still smarting from his defeats by Beach and demanding a race.609 

Beach’s response was to state that by coming to England early in the year he had given 

Hanlan every opportunity to arrange a match had he desired. Indeed he had announced that he 

was prepared to row any man upon any date up to the middle of September. After that he 

would decline to do so, and all who wished to contest for the title of champion of the world, 

should he retain it, would have to meet him on the Parramatta. The Sydney Evening News 

reported that: ‘Beach's conduct is spoken of as being straightforward and manly, and his 

refusal to accept Hanlan’s ‘trick’ is generally approved’.610  

On 14 October, accompanied by Matterson and Kemp, Beach left London on the steamer 

Lusitania.611 Having received enthusiastic receptions en route in Adelaide and Melbourne, 

they arrived in Sydney on 3 December to a tumultuous welcome from a crowd estimated as 

‘at least 100,000 people’ that included Beach’s wife Sarah and the couple’s seven children. 

The champion was met by the president of the New South Wales Rowing Association George 

Thornton and presented to the Governor of New South Wales, Lord Carrington. At the end of 

its five-thousand-word description of the reception the Sydney Morning Herald reported that 

Beach backer Joseph Thompson had sent a letter to the editor of the New York Spirit of the 

Times expressing his willingness to back Beach for £1000 against Hanlan and give the 

Canadian expenses of £250 if he would come to Australia and row Beach on the Parramatta. 

The challenge would remain open for twelve months.612  
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It was just short of twelve months, on 26 November 1887, that the challenge was met; not, 

however, on the Parramatta River but on the Nepean. Both men had been training assiduously 

for some weeks and both were equally confident, although Beach thought he would not have 

such an easy task as on former occasions. Indeed, based on work Hanlan had been doing in 

training, many were prepared to back the challenger.613 A Newcastle Herald correspondent, 

however, bet ‘a Nepean River to a dry gully’ on Beach.614 

The Nepean won. In heavy rain, and with some 10,000 spectators on the riverbank, Beach 

was a boat length clear at the mile post. Although he had to work hard he was never troubled, 

ultimately winning by three lengths in 19 minutes 55 seconds.615 Aged 37 and now the father 

of eight, Beach announced his retirement. He had contested the championship seven times 

and won each race, a record that was never bettered. 

Only days after Beach’s announcement Peter Kemp challenged him to row on the Parramatta 

River for the championship of the world and £500 a side. This created little surprise: it was 

taken as a given among the sculling fraternity that if a champion declined a challenge the 

challenger automatically succeeded him. It was also known that more than one sculler in the 

colony aspired to be world champion, including Tom Clifford, beaten by Beach in 1885, 

while a challenge from Hanlan was regarded as a given.616 Beach formally handed over the 

championship to Kemp on 1 December, whereupon Clifford’s handlers wired Beach’s fellow 

Illawarran, enquiring whether he would meet Kemp for the aquatic championship, and 

Clifford accepted immediately.617 As expected, Hanlan also challenged Kemp, the Canadian 

stating his willingness to row any man in Australia for £500 a side.618 It was therefore decided 

to hold a race between Kemp and Clifford on 11 February 1888 then give Hanlan the 

opportunity of meeting the winner. Bizarrely, Hanlan had also accepted an invitation from 

Ned Trickett to row him on the Fitzroy River in a non-championship race for £500 the 

following May!619 
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The Kemp–Clifford match duly went ahead, a reflection of the perceived worth of the contest 

being that it was for only £200 a side. There was also an ironic facet to the clash: Bill Beach, 

Clifford’s old friend, had for some time been Kemp’s trainer. It was assistance from which 

Kemp obviously benefited because he beat Clifford easily, covering the championship course 

in 23 minutes 47 seconds – accompanied for part of the race by Beach himself, sculling 

alongside!620 The clash with Hanlan could now go ahead, thus returning some perceived 

legitimacy to the world championship. An excerpt from a retrospective report of the race 

provides some indication of the huge anticipation generated and great interest shown in the 

contest by the populace of the time. 

“Hanlan will recover the championship, you'll see," was said over and over again during the 

last two months. Indeed, words to this effect might be heard anywhere and everywhere, for 

truly enough the Champion Sculling Race has been a common subject of conversation in all 

circles of society. Not the successful floating of the recent loan, nor even the silver boom 

could compete with it in popularity. Have we not read in the newspapers every day for weeks 

past of crowded steamers going up the Parramatta to see the scullers in training? And heard 

people talk of "the forthcoming event" in trains, trams, and theatres? Are there any names 

that have been more frequently pronounced or by a greater number of persons than the names 

"Hanlan" and "Kemp" in the period alluded to? No, not even the name M. Pasteur, the 

distinguished French scientist, though it is now prominently before the whole of the 

colonies.621 

The stakes were £500 a side, and the attendance massive, but despite the contestants being 

evenly matched physically Hanlan was unquestionably the favourite. Kemp, however, caused 

a major upset, rowing the race from beginning to end with confidence amounting almost to 

nonchalance and winning in a respectable 21 minutes 36 seconds.  

‘The honour of the championship untarnished remains with Australia!’ Thus did the Sydney 

Morning Herald exult in the result. 

Nobly won by Beach, it is nobly held by his successor, and the good judgment of ‘the 

veteran’ is ratified. To Beach it must be gratifying that his choice proved such a good one ... 

that his confidence was not misplaced [and] Kemp did not allow his formidable opponent ... 
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to snatch from him the coveted prize. [Kemp’s] performance ... was indeed splendid, and far 

exceeded the expectations of his most ardent supporters.622 

For Hanlan there now came a despondent sea voyage to Rockhampton, where he duly met his 

commitment to Trickett. The event attracted great local excitement but little elsewhere – and 

Hanlan won easily.623 

  

There now remained for the Canadian one last challenge in his seemingly obsessive bid to 

regain the world title. It was one that Peter Kemp gladly accepted, and on Friday 28 September 

the combatants met again. The Sydney Morning Herald reported that ‘never before in the 

history of aquatics had so little public interest been taken in a race for the sculling 

championship of the world’, and indeed attendance was sparse compared with previous 

events.624 As for the race itself, after an early clash of oars it became a procession. Kemp 

moved away well before the halfway mark and was adjudged at the finish to be 80 yards 

ahead.625 It was the defeat that ended Hanlan’s first-class career.626  

6.5  Henry Searle 

Peter Kemp, however, would soon also suffer defeat, at the hands of one Henry Ernest Searle 

of Chatsworth Island, on the Lower Clarence River, north of Maclean. From the age of 13, 

Searle, from a humble farming family, had rowed himself, his younger brother and a sister 

three-and-a-half miles to school and back.627 It had been prophesied that ‘with some coaching, 

and a few more years on his head, Searle will be a redoubtable antagonist for the best scullers 

of the day’.628 Now aged 22, he had on 2 January 1888 won the handicap outrigger race at the 

Grafton Regatta by seven lengths.629 Five days later the Sydney Morning Herald noted that ‘in 

Searle ... we have a very promising young sculler. It is to be hoped that the Clarence man will 
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find his way to Sydney shortly’.630 This he did, and under the watchful eye of Neil Matterson 

began training from Ned Hanlan’s former headquarters at Gladesville.  

According to his biographer, Scott Bennett, Searle’s training regimen resembled to an extent 

that undertaken a century later by the nation’s elite scullers and rowers, containing as it did a 

daily mix of weight training, running, sculling and a strict diet. As Bennett remarked, it was 

the program of a man dedicated to athletic success who ‘bound himself unto the single task of 

filling up his body with brute force’. Complementing this then unique form of training was a 

much-admired ‘machine-like’ technique that featured ‘an immense reach forward’ and 

generated ‘a wonderful turn of speed’. In this way Searle advanced from being a promising 

but little known sculler to a challenger for a world championship when, within a period of 

four months he defeated the best scullers of the time.631  

Searle first took on Sydneysider Julius Wulf, on 15 June 1888, for £100 a side. Given it was 

Searle's initial appearance on the championship course the Sydney Morning Herald preview 

reported great interest in the event, with ‘a good few aquatic men’ anxious to see how he 

would perform over a long course against a sculler possessed of such staying abilities and 

strength as Wulf was known to have.632 Searle sculled Wulf to a standstill, surging away in the 

final stages after the lead had changed several times.633  

On 13 July he faced James Stanbury from the Shoalhaven district in another £100 a-side 

contest. Stanbury was two years younger than the Clarence sculler and regarded as equally 

promising. At 12 stone 1 pound he had a weight advantage of half a stone and was known to 

be as plucky as he was strong.634 So he was – but so too was Searle, who later described the 

race thus. ‘For a mile and a half we were dead level, and straining every muscle to get an inch 

on one another. After the severest struggle I just managed to get in first. This was the hardest 

race I over rowed in my life’.635 He won by two lengths in 19 minutes 52 seconds – the fastest 

time ever recorded over the championship course.636  
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A £200 a-side race on 14 September against Danish-born Sydney resident Christian Nielsen 

proved somewhat easier, Searle this time having a nine-pound weight advantage and winning 

by five lengths. Among a number of scullers on the course sizing him up was Peter Kemp, 

while Bill Beach, watching from a following steamer, was known to have a very high opinion 

of Searle. It was agreed by the press after the race that Searle ‘had made a wonderful name for 

himself’ and that ‘this dashing young oarsman may possibly be our future champion’.637 

On the evening of 28 September, at the handing over of the stakes following the Kemp-

Hanlan clash, that ambition came a giant step closer to being realised. Kemp accepted a 

challenge from Searle’s backers, dental surgeons John and Thomas Spencer,638 to race for 

£500 a side and the championship on 27 October.639 All that remained was for Searle to meet 

a commitment to a match in Newcastle on 5 October against local sculler ‘Billy’ Hughes for 

£100 a-side. Many Sydney ‘sports’ were present, among them Peter Kemp. A stiff south-east 

wind was blowing, Searle was swamped and damage done to the ‘cockpit’ of his boat. But he 

was able to recover, put in a tremendous spurt and scull right away from Hughes, the winning 

margin recorded as one hundred yards.640 Peter Kemp had been put on notice.  

Such was the impact Searle had made during the seven months he had been in Sydney that in 

its preview on the morning of his challenge to Kemp the Town and Country Journal stated 

that ‘in Beach, Kemp, and Searle we possess a glorious trinity of splendid oarsmen’.641 Two 

of the three Sydney evening journals tipped Searle to win, and most backers thought Searle's 

staying power far greater than Kemp's.642  

‘No aquatic event in this part of the world ever excited more interest’ declaimed the Sydney 

Morning Herald at the start of its report, ‘nor has any boat race ever been rowed under more 

favourable conditions’. They were expectations and conditions of which Searle took full 

advantage. Described as ‘the most phenomenal sculler that has ever sat in a boat’ and as ‘in a 

condition of absolute perfection’, Searle won easily. He drew away from Kemp after a mile 

and continued to forge ahead, the conclusion of those on the biggest steamer fleet ever to 

follow a championship race being that ‘the Hawkesbury man has met his superior in the ‘fair 
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haired boy’,’ as the Clarence representative was styled. ‘The victory of Searle adds another to 

the long list of aquatic champions born in this colony,’ the Herald exulted.643 Bill Beach was 

loud in his praise of Searle's ability. ‘He is a wonder; I never saw so fast a man in my life.’644 

The win also earned Searle the nickname ‘The Clarence Comet’ – and there were predictions 

he would hold the world title for many years.645 

Now a national figure, Searle travelled to Melbourne, and was received by the Mayor at the 

Town Hall.646 It was also noted during the visit that he was a great favorite with the fair sex.647 

Handsome he might have been, skilful he certainly was – but not long after his championship 

triumph and Melbourne visit Searle demonstrated an errant side to his nature.  

The occasion was the Brisbane Grand Aquatic Carnival, arranged to further promote 

professional sculling among the colonies. It was modelled on the International Sculling 

Sweepstakes event won on the Thames by Bill Beach two years earlier.648 Indeed Beach had 

been lured out of retirement to race at the Carnival, which Peter Kemp, Neil Matterson and 

Henry Searle would also contest. The venue was a two-and-three-quarter-mile course on the 

Brisbane River. 

Searle’s problems began when he and Neil Matterson were drawn in a heat against Beach, in 

which only the first two finishers would proceed directly to the final. In order to secure their 

places, particularly Matterson’s, the two younger men conspired to consistently impede the 

popular veteran during the race. The ploy was successful and Beach was third, but rather than 

disqualify Searle and Matterson organisers placed all of them in repechages or ‘second chance’ 

races.649 Not surprisingly, it was mooted that the race committee had been influenced by 

Searle’s backers, who stood to lose a considerable sum of money should Searle be ejected from 

the event.650 Beach automatically secured his place in the final, as did Searle and Matterson in 
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their repechage, but the former champion withdrew in protest at the younger pair’s conduct. 

Searle duly won, beating Kemp and Matterson easily, but his reputation had been tarnished.651  

A further problem for Searle was that so dominant had he been that he now lacked local 

challengers. His backers therefore cast their collective eyes overseas – and identified the 

current Canadian and American champion William O’Connor as a potential opponent. 

However, just as Hanlan had expressed no desire to travel to Australia – at least initially –

O’Connor likewise demurred. So Searle, like Ned Trickett in 1880, set out for London and the 

Thames. He was accompanied, as friend and training partner, by the ubiquitous Neil 

Matterson.652 

Following a voyage to Naples, during which he suffered severe seasickness, then visits to Rome 

and Paris, Searle made contact with relatives in Eastbourne, on England’s south coast, before 

resuming training on 2 July. Given the lack of exercise during the journey he was by now 

almost two stone heavier than his racing weight, so was quite often out on the river twice a 

day.653 Thousands of people went to see both Searle and O’Connor training. On 28 August 

Searle rowed a private trial that made his supporters more keen than ever to bet on him. English 

observers were by now referring to him as having ‘lungs on the steam engine principle’ and ‘an 

enormous reach’, and admired, too, the way he maintained his speed between strokes.654  

Another who had become a close observer of the form shown by both men was Edward 

Hanlan, who early in August had given Searle a glowing assessment: 

‘Searle is one of the most wonderful athletes Australia has produced ... He far 

outclasses such men as Beach and Kemp, and no one will deny that both are great 

oarsmen. Searle has the advantage of a most powerful constitution and is a phenomenal 

stayer. He is also a spurter of the most extraordinary kind ... and keeps alternating that 

way right through the race. The man that beats him is certainly entitled to the 

championship of the world.’655 
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In a preview of the £500 a side contest in the Town and Country Journal, a correspondent 

using the pseudonym ‘Neptune’ noted that: ‘Both men have sprung into prominence during 

the last eighteen months ... and ... both have achieved such brilliant victories in their 

respective countries that this meeting is looked forward to with intense excitement. There is 

one thing certain, and that is that Searle's capabilities [have] never been tested in any of his 

races in Australia, and what he really can do remains to be proved’.656  

There was barely any difference in the weight of the two colonists when they appeared for the 

contest, Searle a pound heavier at 11 stone 10 pounds, while the betting was 5 to 4 on the 

Australian. In perfect conditions, and watched by an enormous crowd, the pair were sent 

away at 1.25, Searle on the Surrey side. To the surprise of many O’Connor took the lead,  

but after about half a mile caught a huge ‘crab’, enabling Searle to draw level. The pace at this 

stage was described as ‘tremendous’. By the time Hammersmith Bridge was reached Searle 

was leading by two lengths, and from then on seemed to row just as he liked. At Barnes 

Bridge he was five lengths ahead, and finished 12 lengths in the lead, winning in ‘a 

ridiculously easy manner’. Searle was described as ‘quite fresh’ as the race ended, while 

O'Connor was in ‘a very exhausted condition’. The time, 22 minutes 42 seconds, was 13 

seconds slower than that recorded by Bill Beach when defeating O’Connor’s compatriot Jake 

Gaudaur just under two years earlier, but as The Australasian reminded its readers, that was a 

much fiercer race. Sadly for Canadians backing O’Connor betting losses were estimated at 

£80,000. The Australasian summarised the race thus: ‘The fact that O'Connor, whom all 

Americans agreed was the fastest man to he found in their continent, was completely 

exhausted, whilst Searle finished comparatively fresh, would indicate that there is no man 

living who could press the champion to his utmost speed’.657  

Searle’s victory was reported and lauded in every Australian colony. ‘Searle victorious’ 

trumpeted the Perth Daily News658 and the Launceston Examiner,659 while ‘Victory for the 

Australian’ was the parochial heading the South Australian Register used above its story of 

the race.660 The Western Star and Roma Advertiser in Toowoomba applied the descriptive 
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headline ‘Searle wins easily’;661 ‘Victory for Searle’ exulted the Geelong Advertiser662, while 

the Singleton Argus joined in celebrating Searle’s triumph by referring to him as ‘A 

Phenomenon’.663 

On 16 October, having spent time relaxing and travelling, notably to Scotland and back to 

Eastbourne to see his relatives,664 Searle, still accompanied by Neil Matterson, departed 

England. The pair travelled back to Naples and boarded the Orient Line steamer Austral 

bound for home.665 

On reaching Suez, however, Searle felt unwell, and was still feeling ill when Austral reached 

Colombo. Soon after leaving Ceylon666 he complained of a fever, and the ship’s physician, Dr 

Bagshaw, diagnosed typhoid. On reaching Albany in Western Australia a cable was sent to 

Searle’s physician, Dr Lovell, who, accompanied by one of Searle’s backers, Thomas 

Spencer, travelled from Sydney by train to meet the boat at Adelaide. It was here, on 20 

November, that the local press became aware of Searle’s plight. Dr Bagshaw told them Searle 

was ‘seriously ill but not in any immediate danger’. Dr Lovell now travelled on with Searle in 

the hope that by the time Sydney was reached he would have improved.667  

The Austral arrived in Melbourne on Friday 22 November. The following morning Searle was 

taken on a stretcher to the Cut-paw-paw Sanatorium at Newport, north of Williamstown. Now 

under the supervision of Dr Lovell, he had a good night, and on Sunday was reported to have 

improved still further.668  

For more than two weeks newspapers across the land carried regular bulletins regarding 

Searle’s progress. ‘He is progressing as favourably as can be expected’ reported the Sydney 

Morning Herald on 5 December.669 The same day the South Australian Register quoted Dr 

Lovell as saying that Searle was ‘getting on well but [he is] still weak’.670  
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Within four days came the news that Searle had also contracted peritonitis, and there was little 

or no hope of his recovering.671 It was a diagnosis that, sadly but irrevocably, proved accurate. 

Henry Searle, champion sculler of the world, died at ten minutes past nine on the morning of 10 

December 1889, aged just 23. At his bedside were Dr Lovell, Thomas Spencer – and Neil 

Matterson.672 

Reaction to Searle’s death was immediate and passionate as ‘all classes joined in what was a 

truly national demonstration of respect to the memory of the departed hero’.673 Australians 

bemoaned in particular the passing of a young man who had barely reached manhood and 

who had been on the threshold of a marvellous career. As biographer Scott Bennett later 

wrote, Searle was a champion ‘cut off in the very morning of his days and the first flush of his 

successes’.674  

Late on the afternoon of 11 December the people of Melbourne paid tribute to Henry Searle. 

Thousands of spectators thronged Collins and Russell Streets as the hearse, drawn by four 

horses draped in black and followed by a four abreast procession of Melbourne’s sporting 

community, made its way to Swanston Street Station. It was remarked by many that when Bill 

Beach had passed through Melbourne on his way to Sydney following his race against 

Gaudaur on the Thames, thousands met to cheer him. Now, thousands were assembled to 

mourn a successor. Among them were members of the Victorian Rowing Association and 

representatives of rowing clubs, not only from Melbourne but also from Geelong and Ballarat. 

On arrival at Spencer Street the Rev G. Middleton read a part of the burial service before the 

train began the final leg of Searle’s return to Sydney.675 

A large crowd witnessed its arrival there, among them Bill Beach and Elias Laycock. Searle 

was then conveyed to Neil Matterson’s home at Pyrmont. It was predicted the funeral would 

eclipse anything of the kind yet seen in Australia.676 

And so it did. The streets through which the funeral cortege passed were filled with bemused 

mourners, most of whom stood beneath a scorching summer sun. Flags on public buildings, 
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on private residences and on shipping in the harbour were flown at half-mast. Bells tolled, 

places of business closed, and thousands wore the blue and white racing colours of the 

departed sculler. All assembled – rich and poor, old and young – manifested a desire to 

honour Searle’s memory. It was a silent and impressive demonstration of regret at the 

untimely death of one who had added fame to the name of Australia in the Old World. Every 

professional sculler of note was present: Bill Beach and Elias Laycock again, Peter Kemp, the 

veteran Richard Green, a stalwart and now bearded Ned Trickett, Bill Hickey and Michael 

Rush. Searle's father, brother and sister were in a mourning coach, while representatives of all 

Sydney sports clubs took part in a procession that was almost three-quarters of a mile long. 

The hearse bearing the polished oak coffin was drawn by four horses, and was full of wreaths 

and floral emblems. The closer to St Andrew’s Cathedral the procession advanced the more 

tightly packed the streets became. Some stood on balconies, even on housetops: anywhere 

from which they could view the proceedings. Progress was extremely slow, and short halts 

were frequent. The demeanour of the assembled onlookers was silently respectful. Hats were 

reverently lifted and other signs of respect shown as the mourners passed.  

The Cathedral was reached at 5.20 p.m. It had thus been nearly two and a-half hours since the 

procession began. The coffin was borne into the church by the professional scullers. 

Following the service the procession re-formed, and proceeded on to Circular Quay. Shortly 

after sunset the steamer Australian moved slowly away from the wharf en route to the 

Clarence. It is estimated the entire proceedings were viewed by some 170,000 people.677 On 

14 December 1889 Henry Searle was laid to rest at Maclean Cemetery, within sight of the 

river on which he had spent his youth and first learned to row.678  

Within its many tributes on 11 December The Referee referred to Searle, for the last time, as 

the ‘Clarence Comet’, but whether this was a reference to his great sculling speed or his 

mercurial but brief existence – a star that rose so quickly but was extinguished all too soon – 

was not clear.679 Sadly, he would not have learned that two British newspapers had accorded 

him the ultimate accolade. It was recorded in the Sydney Morning Herald on 12 December 
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that the London Daily News and The Sportsman had described Searle as ‘the best oarsman 

who ever sat in a boat’.680  

6.5  End of an Era 

So who now was the world professional sculling champion? During the last few days of his 

life Searle expressed a wish that should he die the championship should be competed for by 

Australian scullers. His request was put in writing, signed and sealed.681 The Daily News and 

the Sportsman, however, believed William O'Connor had prior claim.682 O’Connor himself 

claimed the title, posting $US500 towards a match for $US2500 a side for the championship, 

while John Teemer, the American sculler who had contested the International Sculling 

Sweepstakes event on the Thames in 1886, suggested a similar contest between O’Connor, 

Kemp, Stanbury, Gaudaur, Hanlan and himself.683 In Australia, public opinion favoured Kemp 

resuming the title.684 The debate ended when Kemp’s principal backer, John Deeble, claimed 

the world title on his sculler’s behalf and invited challenges.685 It was a controversy that again 

emphasised the lack of governance of or codification within professional sculling, not only in 

Australia but also in those countries from which Australia’s challengers came.686 

Kemp duly met and easily defeated Neil Matterson in April 1890, the £200 prize perhaps 

reflective of the diminution of interest in and status of the championship now that Searle had 

gone.687 Less than a month later Kemp repeated the performance against John McLean, an 

axeman from the Richmond River,688 only for McLean to reverse the result just before 

Christmas and become the new champion. At the paying over of the stakes at the Royal 

Surrey Hotel, Waverley, on 16 December, the day following the race, McLean said he felt 

very proud to be champion of the world and would do all in his power to keep the honour for 

Australia.689  
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When next he raced, Australia did indeed retain the title – although it belonged not to McLean 

but to James Stanbury, who two years earlier had got closer to beating Henry Searle than 

anyone else. Defeated by some ten lengths,690 McLean thus became the first of the professional 

scullers not to defend a world title.  

Bill Beach said after the race he thought Stanbury was the best sculler in the country but 

could be improved.691 Stanbury proved the revered veteran unerringly correct. He first 

repeated his win against McLean, went on to defend the title three times – then having lost it 

got it back nine years later!692  

Meanwhile a monument had been erected in memory of Henry Searle. On 10 December 1891, 

two years to the day since his death, the memorial was unveiled on one of the Brothers Rocks 

at the finish of the championship course on the Parramatta River. It comprised a pedestal and 

broken column of white Sicilian marble on a sub-base or plinth of Melbourne blue stone. The 

column was covered for one-third of its height with reeds and flutes, while above were 

festoons of native flowers. A bust of the sculler, and cross-sculls and wreaths, decorated the 

pedestal, while on the sides of the plinth were the following inscriptions: ‘Henry Ernest 

Searle, champion sculler of the world, 1888 – 1889. Born at Grafton, N.S.W., July 14 1860, 

Died at Williamstown, Victoria, December 10, 1889.’693 It remains there to this day. 

Having twice disposed of McLean, James Stanbury next met a New Zealander, Tom Sullivan, 

whom he defeated on 2 May 1892 on a shortened Parramatta River course.694 It was the last 

world championship race in Australia until 1904. The nation was facing an economic 

depression, purses were diminishing, and given Stanbury was by now regarded as unbeatable, 

scullers had little incentive to join the professional ranks.695 The championship was next 

contested in 1896, Stanbury venturing to England to defend his title not once but twice. 

The first race was against Englishman Charles Harding on the Thames for £500 a side on 13 

July 1896. Stanbury sported the red and white colours of the Mercantile club in Sydney, of 

which, given he was a professional, he was but an honorary member. According to the Town 
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and Country Journal the race was rowed ‘at a terrific pace’ until Hammersmith Bridge, where 

Stanbury was leading by a boat length and broke the record for the distance. This was 

convincing evidence he had not lost any form during his sculling hiatus, a fact reinforced as the 

race became a foregone conclusion, the Australian winning by eight lengths.696  

Next came Jake Gaudaur, who had given Bill Beach his sternest test fully ten years earlier. Now 

aged 38, the challenger was given little chance by punters,697 with odds of 7 to 4 offered on 

Stanbury. However, after a contest full of incident, including several false starts and a claim by 

Stanbury that he had been impeded while trying to overtake, Gaudaur relieved the Australian of 

his title. Stanbury made little effort once his appeal against Gaudaur had been overruled, and the 

Canadian won by some 20 lengths.698  

The reaction in Australia when it was learned that a title held for so long had been lost was 

one of stunned indifference. ‘For some unexplained reason there was no excitement, and it 

was hardly a leading topic of conversation ...’ observed the Sydney Mail. ‘The result of the 

race will do no permanent harm to Australian rowing’, the editorial continued; ‘rather [it will] 

serve to revive a lost interest’ (a comment, surely, on the long hiatus between championship 

races). ‘But it does seem surprising that our best man should be found a very poor second 

fiddle to a worn-out sculler who has never been regarded as a wonder’, it was further 

observed. ‘That we can regain the championship is very probable, but on the [evidence of] the 

recent race it must be a better man than Stanbury who can try with any certainty of 

success’.699 James Stanbury arrived back in Sydney on 17 October not expecting a big 

reception, and he didn’t get one. As the Sydney Mail again commented: ‘It wasn't much of an 

advertisement to pay a little attention to the defeated sculler, so the crowd which is aquatic 

sometimes, and something else when aquatics are at [a] low ebb, stayed away’.700 

As if to emphasise that it was not just in Australia that professional sculling was waning, it 

would be a further five years before Gaudaur was challenged. When that challenge came, it 

was from Australia, although the challenger was not James Stanbury but George Towns, from 

Newcastle. 
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Towns, a member of a boat-building family, learnt to row by transporting farm goods from 

Dempsey Island, near Newcastle, into the town itself, a distance of some four miles.701 Among 

his early ‘scalps’ had been Chris Nielsen, beaten by Searle in 1889. Towns had rowed Nielsen 

down at Richmond Terrace, on the Hunter, on 29 August 1896 having been led for half the 

three-mile course.702 Such then was his progress and promise that funds were raised through 

public subscription to enable him to travel to England and race, as a first step in challenging 

Gaudaur.703 In doing so Towns ignored the advice of his supporters that he should race 

Stanbury, who was in turn offended, both by Towns’s refusal to challenge him – and the fact 

that Towns was going to England as ‘the representative of Australia’.704  

The Novocastrian’s strategy nevertheless worked brilliantly. By May 1899 he was English 

champion, having beaten local sculler Bill Barry by six lengths over the Putney to Mortlake 

course,705 and on 7 September 1901, five years to the day since Gaudaur had beaten Stanbury 

on the Thames, Towns became world champion. At Lake of the Woods, Rat Portage, Ontario, 

Gaudaur’s home town on the Winnipeg River, 1231 miles west of Montreal,706 Towns had six 

seconds lead at the halfway point of an out-and-back course, and went on to beat the 

Canadian by four lengths in 20 minutes 30 seconds.  

‘All’s well that ends well!’ declared The Referee triumphantly. ‘Towns has prevailed, and 

decisively shown again that Australia in general, and New South Wales in particular, can beat 

the wide world in a sculling boat. And Towns is the more deserving of credit for his victory in 

that he chased the champion to his own lair ... and then beat him’.707 This was, too, a win of 

real significance in terms of Australian nationalism. On 1 January that year five Australian 

colonies had become the Commonwealth of Australia, with Western Australia still to join.  

Despite professional sculling again commanding some public interest708 it was not until 1904, 

that Towns defended his title. In his absence overseas a fellow Hunter native, Richard 

Tresidder, had come to the fore. On 30 July, twelve years since a world championship contest 
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had been held there, some 90,000 spectators flocked again to the Parramatta River, but what 

they saw was more a procession than a race, Towns winning easily.  

Prior to the contest, the referee, Bill Beach, was informed by James Stanbury, now 37, that 

should Towns win he would challenge the champion, the stake being £500.709 That challenge 

was subsequently arranged for 22 July 1905. Press previews referred to Stanbury’s 

courageous pursuit of Searle with no small degree of admiration, his determination in chasing 

the ‘Comet’ down the championship course on 13 July 1888 said to have demonstrated ‘as 

much pluck as the best of them, including Beach’. Given, however, that Stanbury weighed 

more than 15 stone when, under Beach’s supervision, he began his nine months training 

program for the race, and that he had not raced for 13 years, doubts were expressed about his 

fitness.710 However, Towns was reported to have trained for the race for only nine weeks, and 

to have ‘taken matters rather easily’.711  

On the day of the contest craft of every size covered the river and it was widely considered 

that ‘the scene presented had never been eclipsed; not even when Beach lowered Ned 

Hanlan’s colours ... The Parramatta never looked better’ reported The Sydney Morning 

Herald. In perhaps the most surprising result in professional sculling history Stanbury 

prevailed, pushing out to an unbeatable lead at half way and holding on as Towns closed in 

late in the race, held on this occasion on a shortened course that ended at Abbotsford Point.712 

A rematch was inevitable, and came just over a year later. Again, the river was packed, and 

every vantage point on shore taken. In one of the most exciting contests yet witnessed on the 

historic course – which this time reverted to its original length – Towns regained his title. 

Behind in the pre-race betting, he also languished for half of the race, Stanbury having built a 

commanding lead and the betting fraternity on the steamers following declaring: ‘It’s all 

over’. It was now, however, that Towns struck. Sensing that Stanbury had faltered, he 

unleashed a huge spurt, caught his opponent very quickly – and won by an estimated 150 

yards. There were murmurings within the press of a ‘fix’, but it was later learned that 

Stanbury had been suffering before the race from rheumatism in the left arm. The vanquished 
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sculler requested a rematch almost immediately713 – but never took it up. He was nevertheless 

the only one among holders of the world professional sculling championship to regain a title 

so long after he had lost it. 

George Towns raced once more for the championship, on 2 March 1907, against another 

Canadian, Ed Durnan, from Toronto. Durnan had a form of sculling pedigree in that his 

mother was Ned Hanlan’s sister.714 However, in a race held this time on the Nepean, Durnan 

was unable to repeat his uncle’s performance on the same course against Elias Laycock in 

1884, Towns winning as he liked by three lengths.715 

Shortly afterwards, Towns was challenged by his younger brother, Charles,716 an invitation he 

declined. Now 38, he instead retired, and just as Kemp had resumed the title following Searle’s 

death, Charles Towns inherited the world crown by default.717 Towns junior, however, was 

unable to replicate Kemp’s record, losing his first and only race for the championship to 

William Webb of New Zealand on the championship course in August 1907.718 The defeat 

signalled the beginning of a period of supremacy by scullers from both New Zealand and 

England – and confirmation of a reduction of interest in professional sculling in Australia.  

The lack of a central administration and fewer events in the 1890s would certainly have been 

a factor in this demise. This mattered little in earlier years, when sculling competed only with 

horse racing and cricket for public attention, but as sports such as athletics, football, rugby, 

swimming and cycling developed, the public had available events offering closer proximity, 

better venue facilities and greater regularity. A further factor would have been the status of 

the later scullers, whose reputations did not match those of Trickett, Beach and Searle, in 

particular, while a reduction in events also meant a reduction in gambling opportunities.719 

It had nevertheless been a halcyon period in Australian sport: a defining era in which sculling 

and rowing became central within Australia’s sporting pantheon. First had come the ‘pioneers’, 

led by Richard Green, then for twenty-two of the thirty-one years between 1876 and 1907 

seven Australians held the title of world professional sculling champion. Their impact was 
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such that more than thirty years later celebrated bush poet, journalist and author ‘Banjo’ 

Paterson reminisced in celebration of their exploits: 

Beginning with Hickey and Rush, on down through Ned Trickett and Elias Laycock, to 

Beach and Hanlan, Stanbury and McLean, last and greatest of all Henry Searle – we knew 

every man of them, and could tell them by their styles at three-quarters of a mile distance. 

Stalking with their trainers through the little town of Gladesville, they were like Kingsley's 

Gladiators stalking through the degenerate Romans. Elias Laycock could eat a dozen eggs for 

breakfast; McLean, an axe-man from the northern rivers, could take an axe in either hand, 

and fell any tree without stopping for rest; Searle had an extra rib on either side of his body, 

or so his opponents implicitly believed.720  

Scott Bennett concurs. ‘These men were demigods, and they had the adulation of the crowd 

wherever they went’.721 He further quotes veteran sculler and sculling historian Bill Fisher as 

saying that when Beach won a title [and returned home] ‘you would have thought Christ had 

come back to ... earth.722  

The Illustrated Sydney News had said of the scullers that ‘their name is legion … it can be 

fearlessly asserted that no country in the wide world holds such a contingent of really first 

class oarsmen as does New South Wales ... To them Australia owes much. By their successful 

efforts, their skill, and indomitable pluck, we have been placed favourably before the eyes of 

the civilised world as an athletic and hardy people ...’723 

These sentiments have been echoed by British rowing historian Christopher Dodd. ‘Trickett and 

those who came after him were the foundation stone in the Australian measurement of character 

and nationhood through sport’.724 Dodd also paid tribute to the scullers’ ethos in ‘going it alone’ 

with a quote from the reminiscences of colonial merchant and occasional journalist Nehemiah 

Bartley:  

Against footballers and cricketers with their mates around them, and boxers who are allowed 

breathing spaces, the man in the outrigger is in it alone ... No ministering angel with sponges 

or lemons may tend him during these 1200 strictly consecutive seconds of supreme and 

relentless struggle, nearly every one of which brings out a tremendous spring and effort of 
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arm and thigh, of back and loin; 800 strokes per man in each race, and each stroke calling 

hard on every muscle in the body.725  

Bill Beach’s biographer Yvonne Downes has observed that until 1896 there were no Olympic 

Games, and while there were sports heroes, most if not all were in teams. The world 

championship in sculling, she suggested, could well lay claim to being the pinnacle of sporting 

achievement. ‘No other sport carried a title with the same prestige’.726 Little wonder that the 

influential sporting journal The Referee decreed that ‘rowing, and especially the professional 

branch, is deservedly one of our most popular sports ...’727 Such was its popularity, too, at a 

time when the colonies were moving further towards federation, that the exploits of the 

scullers, at home and overseas, had captured the imagination of the population and imbued in it 

a real sense of nationalism. And all of them, it should be remembered, were artisans: Trickett 

the quarryman, Beach the blacksmith, Kemp the waterman, Searle the farmer, McLean the 

axeman, Stanbury also of farm stock, and Towns the boat builder. This was an era that was 

professional in almost every sense. The day of the amateur was yet to come.  

6.6  Discussion 

This chapter has provided further evidence of the popularity of rowing and sculling in the 19th 

century, this time courtesy of the seven professional scullers who by their deeds between 

1876 and 1907 proved themselves not only equal to but better than their English, Canadian 

and New Zealand opponents and put not just Australian sculling but Australia itself on the 

world map. As the Town and Country Journal commented in 1888: ‘Southern hemisphere 

sculling ... made Australians and Australia famous throughout the world’.728 In breaking down 

perceptions of Australia’s cultural and racial inferiority they inculcated within the populace a 

sense of uniqueness within the measurement of social progress and a sense of nationalism in 

the years leading up to federation.  

Metaphors for such popularity were the extraordinary response by all classes to the overseas 

victories recorded by Ned Trickett and Bill Beach, both of whom were welcomed home by 

crowds numbered in the hundreds of thousands. As professional sculling historian Stuart 
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Ripley observed about Beach’s triumphant return: ‘[It] confirmed the significance that sport 

and sportsmen played in the development of a nationalistic psyche. [Beach] had defeated all-

comers and placed Australia and Australians at the forefront of international sport. English 

crowds had seen him out-row northern hemisphere aspirants. His feats fostered perceptions of 

the healthy, strong Australian, while his successes and demeanour provided a role model for 

youth and adult alike’.729 

Sadly the metaphor for Searle was the outpouring of grief by the populace at his passing and 

the massive crowds at his funeral. This, too, epitomised the extraordinary regard in which 

Searle and his counterparts were held. It was, moreover, not only the population at large but 

also the press that welcomed, supported and recorded the exploits of the sculling heroes, 

resulting in saturation coverage that frequently exceeded that given to national and 

international news. The victories recorded by the scullers also meant that over time a good 

proportion of the races were held in New South Wales, from which the world professional 

sculling championship was subsequently administered, albeit in an ad hoc manner. 

Stuart Ripley has also addressed the socio-cultural status of the scullers, in particular the 

relationship between the sculling artisans and their upper class sponsors, and believes that the 

scullers’ working class epithet was ‘based on sound premises’. They were, after all, labourers 

who came from working class families. He has also referred to education levels among 

scullers being, at best, primary grade; to the spectator throngs that lined the riverbanks 

confirming that the sport was for the common folk, and to a master/servant relationship 

between backers and scullers. He has nevertheless also referred to prices of steamer and 

grandstand tickets being aimed at the affluent, and to the fact that the majority of those 

patrons were wealthy gentlemen who enjoyed gambling. Furthermore, the scullers’ backers 

were businessmen with sufficient financial resources to offset the cost of boats, training, 

accommodation, loss of wages and stake money. The ceremonies at which the winners’ 

purses were presented also demonstrated, Ripley contends, that professional sculling was for 

the privileged. It was restricted by ticket or invitation, patronised by civic leaders and 

dignitaries, and the dress code was ‘evening attire’. This, Ripley states, reinforced privilege 

and excluded the majority and poor. So although professional sculling attracted in the main a 
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working class audience and its competitors were plucked from the lower ranks, this does not, 

Ripley believes, automatically classify it as working class.730 

While the death of Searle and its attendant outpourings to an extent marked the beginning of 

the end of the popularity of professional sculling, there is little doubt that this was an era in 

which the associated sports of rowing and sculling were never more popular.  
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Chapter 7: A QUESTION OF STATUS 

7.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the formation of colonial administrations and the rapid expansion of 

rowing and sculling at all levels: club, colonial and national. It also addresses the onset of the 

amateur ideology and colonial rivalries, notably that between New South Wales and Victoria. 

It compares the amateurism conflict within the colonies with that which had developed in the 

‘mother’ country. Finally, as a new century dawns, it describes the resolution of these 

conflicts.  

7.2  Associations Formed 

While there was a lack of governance, scant codification and no central administration within 

professional sculling, such was not the case within the amateur branch of the sport of rowing. 

The development of rowing associations was spearheaded first by Victoria, followed by New 

South Wales.  

The genesis of the Victorian Rowing Association (VRA) was in 1868, when a fierce debate 

among the rowing fraternity about moving the rowing course from Footscray to the Upper 

Yarra elicited a letter to the editor of The Australasian from a reader signing himself ‘Old 

Elswick’. The writer suggested that an association be formed, having the sole control of 

regattas. Interestingly, ‘Old Elswick’ proposed that the committee be formed principally of 

those not connected with clubs, ‘so that their opinion shall not be prejudiced’.731  

In apparent disagreement was Edward (later Sir Edward) Carlile, who in 1870 referred to an 

amendment to the Melbourne Regatta constitution ensuring that the regatta committee 

comprised one member from each of the clubs. What was then simply a committee expanded 

exponentially and the need for a formal association eventually became apparent.732  

It was not until 7 October 1876, however, that this was formally resolved. A meeting was held 

at Edwards’ boatsheds, and largely as a result of the efforts of Melbourne Rowing Club 

member Mr (later Justice) J. H. Hood, the VRA was established, ‘to conduct the Melbourne 
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Regatta and manage Victorian rowing affairs’. Among the founding clubs within the 

association were Albert Park, Ballarat City, Banks, Barwon, Civil Service, Corio, Footscray, 

Melbourne, Melbourne University, Richmond and Yarra Yarra. The committee comprised ten 

‘elected’ members and a representative of each of the clubs, all of which were to subscribe 

£10 annually to the association.733 The first event conducted by the VRA was for scratch 

eights. The final heat, held on Tuesday 28 November, was won by a crew containing, in the 

five-seat, one John Lang,734 destined to become the first major chronicler of the sport’s 

fortunes. Added to the association’s clubs the following year was Hawthorn, initially named 

the Boroondarra Rowing Club.735  

The VRA can claim to be the world’s second rowing association.736 In 1872 questions about 

the amateur status of several oarsmen contesting a regatta in Philadelphia prompted 

discussion throughout the United States rowing community and led to the establishment of the 

National Association of Amateur Oarsmen (NAAO). In 1982 the NAAO merged with the 

National Women’s Rowing Association to establish the United States Rowing Association.737  

The New South Wales Rowing Association (NSWRA) was established on 26 November 

1878, at a public meeting held at the Exchange Hotel, Sydney, ‘to deal with all rowing 

matters in New South Wales’. It comprised members of the Sydney and Mercantile rowing 

clubs and, eventually, any other amateur clubs that wished to join.738 At a second meeting on 

4 December six delegates to the association were elected, three each from Sydney and 

Mercantile.739 The meeting also debated the vexed question of amateur status, and defined a 

bona fide amateur as:  

... any person who has never entered into an open competition either for a stake, public 

money, or admission money, or entrance fees, at or since the Anniversary Regatta of 1875, or 

competed with or against any professionals in any way, or who has never taught, pursued or 

assisted in the pursuit of athletic exercises as a means of livelihood, or who has not been 

employed in or about boats, or in manual labour’.740  
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These stringent parameters would become the subject of fierce inter-colonial debate.  

7.3  Rapid and Widespread Expansion  

The VRA had identified as an administrative priority the arrangement of inter-colonial eight-

oared contests.741 Late in 1877, the year in which eights had first come into general use in 

many of the colonial rowing centres, the association sent a challenge to the Sydney and 

Mercantile clubs in New South Wales. Mercantile took up the challenge, and on 6 March 

1878 the first inter-colonial eight-oared race took place on the Lower Yarra. The Victorians 

led by a length early in the contest only for New South Wales to push hard and threaten to 

take the lead. However, the attempt told on the visitors, and the host combination was able to 

pull away and win by two lengths. The Victorian crew was stroked by George Fairbairn, later 

to become a Senator and knight of the realm.742  

In the meantime Scotch College had won Victoria’s 1876 Associated Public Schools (APS) 

Head of the River,743 but in 1877 it was Melbourne Grammar who triumphed,744 followed by 

Geelong Grammar a year later.745 The first school to take up rowing in New South Wales was 

Sydney Grammar.746 In Queensland two clubs had been established: Commercial Rowing 

Club, the oldest of its kind still surviving, was founded at Brisbane’s North Quay in 1877,747 

the year in which the Fitzroy Rowing Club superseded the Boating Club in Rockhampton,748 

only to become, in 1880, the Rockhampton Rowing Club. Also established in 1877 was the 

Tamar Rowing Club, as a result of an amalgamation between the Tamar and Northern 

Tasmania boating clubs.749 

On 31 May 1879 came the second inter-colonial eights race between Victoria and New South 

Wales, this time in Sydney on the three miles 330 yards championship course used by the 

professional scullers. Each crew contained four men who had contested the initial race. The 

home crew had been selected by the NSWRA in February, but had only been in ‘strict’ 
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training since the beginning of May, based at the Sydney Rowing Club ‘branch’ boathouse. In 

recognition of England’s Oxford–Cambridge boat race, which colonial authorities were 

hoping the inter-colonial event would emulate, the Victorians wore the dark blue of Oxford 

and the hosts Cambridge’s light blue. These colours have never changed. Come race day the 

Victorians jumped out to a two lengths lead but at the half way mark the host crew had 

worked their way back and led narrowly. With the Victorians finding the rough conditions on 

the Parramatta difficult to manage, the New South Wales crew increased their lead, and the 

final verdict was ‘five or six lengths’.750 Thus through these two events was inaugurated an 

annual competition still contested today. In 1901 inter-colonial races became inter-state 

events, which from 1920 onwards were raced for the King’s Cup. 

In Victoria, meanwhile, Scotch College had regained the Head of the River title by 

convincingly beating the holders, Geelong Grammar, on the Barwon. The result meant that 

Scotch became the permanent holders of the Sumner Cup,751 presented in 1875 by the Hon T. 

J. Sumner MLC, who stipulated that the first school to win the cup three times could retain it 

in perpetuity. Scotch had won in 1875 and 1876.752 

On 5 July 1879 came the opening of the Glebe Rowing Club in Sydney, situated in 

Blackwattle Bay to the west of the city. The celebrations included a procession of boats from 

the Sydney and Mercantile clubs, one of them occupied by Ned Trickett. In reporting the 

opening the Sydney Morning Herald suggested the formation of other suburban rowing clubs 

‘which possess equal, if not better, natural advantages for the conduct of rowing and 

racing’.753 On 15 November 1879 the North Shore club opened in Careening Cove. Again 

there was a procession of boats, with Trickett this time a guest, in the stroke seat, of a Sydney 

Rowing Club eight.754  

The following year saw the establishment of the Mercantile Rowing Club in Melbourne, 

destined to become one of the most successful and influential in the country. Its founder was 

William S. Boyd, who had called a meeting of interested oarsmen on 19 September 1880 at 

Young and Jackson’s Hotel. Some in attendance had been or were associated with the 
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Warehousemen’s Rowing Club and had a common interest in the various warehouses in 

Melbourne. The Mercantile club thus became the latest, following Banks in 1866 and the 

Early Closing/Yarra Yarra Rowing Club in 1871, for which group interest outside the sport 

was the basis on which it was created.755 Geelong Grammar, meanwhile, had snatched back 

the schools title when comfortably accounting for Melbourne Grammar on 18 May.756  

There was not yet a Queensland rowing association in existence. Instead clubs, all of which 

had four-oared boats, arranged random ‘championship four of Queensland’ events.757 The first 

such race, for amateurs only, was held at Maryborough on 24 May, 1880, with the home club 

victorious.758 Maryborough also won a regatta for amateurs in Brisbane on 10 December.759 

A further addition to Melbourne’s clubs was the Maribyrnong Rowing Club, later Essendon, 

situated on the Saltwater River close to the Maribyrnong Bridge. The opening ceremony took 

place on 22 January 1881.760 The following month the annual Melbourne Regatta was held on 

the Saltwater River and, with a crowd of between seven and eight thousand in attendance, was 

adjudged by The Argus to have been ‘the finest yet held in the colony.’ A sign of the times in 

terms of the ongoing status debate was that in reporting the Clarke Cup event for senior eights 

particular reference was made to the Footscray crew, all manual labourers, proving much too 

strong for their opponents. ‘Corio rowed extremely well but were ludicrously overmatched’ 

the report declared. ‘The Footscray crew row a very sharp, short stroke. Their strength and 

condition, however, enable them to row what to a bona fide amateur crew would be a killing 

stroke’.761  

It may not therefore have been coincidence that on 17 May delegates from the Banks, Civil 

Service, Melbourne University and Melbourne rowing clubs met to discuss the possibility of 

instituting changes to the Upper Yarra regatta. It was stressed by delegates that the proposal 

was in no way aimed at militating against the success of the Melbourne Regatta; rather, its 

aim was to establish an event exclusively for those coming under the VRA’s definition of 
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bona fide amateur. The date for the regatta was to be 10 December.762 Sadly for the organisers 

heavy rain in the preceding days generated a heavy flow, which saw most crews on the north 

bank severely disadvantaged, despite being allotted a 15 yards start.763 

Meanwhile the Adelaide University Boat Club had been established, on 4 August. Under the 

chairmanship of Mr W. Barlow, B.A., Registrar of the University, Professor Kelly M. A. was 

elected captain and Mr E. Moore Hon. Secretary.764  

Scotch College having in May beaten Wesley in the Victorian Head of the River,765 on 15 

October 1881 had come the first schools rowing contest in New South Wales, between 

Sydney Grammar and Royston College. The race, for the Lord Mayor’s Cup, was part of the 

second NSWRA regatta, held over two weekends on a two-mile course on the Parramatta 

River. Grammar’s potential advantage in being the first rowing school in the colony came to 

nothing, with the College victorious by six lengths in 9 minutes 24 seconds.766 In 1882 

Royston was the only entry, so won in a ‘row over’,767 while Geelong Grammar won the 

Victorian schools event by just half a length from Melbourne Grammar, in a race described as 

‘one of the best contests ever seen on the Yarra’.768 

In Devonport, Tasmania, a meeting had been held on 12 January, at O'Meara's Hotel for the 

purpose of forming a Mersey Rowing Club. It was well attended, and great interest was 

shown by those present. Among committee members selected for the first term was Mr H. 

Ellis as Secretary. It was decided that the annual subscription be £1, twenty-six members 

enrolling during the evening. They resolved to purchase in Melbourne two match boats and 

one practice boat.769 A further meeting at the same venue nine days later saw the election of 

one Major Dumbleton as president and Mr A. McConnell as captain.770 

Five months later came the creation of the Dimboola Rowing Club. A meeting on 12 May 

agreed that two four-oared gigs and a pair-oared ‘pleasure boat’ be procured for the club, the 
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cost to not exceed £100. It was also agreed that a shed measuring 45 feet by 14 feet be erected 

in the reserve. Chairman of the meeting, Mr T. Holderness, said he had ‘canvassed’ the town 

and succeeded in securing forty-five members. Come the election of office bearers the Hon 

Walter Madden MP was unanimously declared club patron, while Mr Holderness became 

president.771 

On 6 June 1882 a meeting at Rush’s Hotel in Grafton agreed to the establishment of an 

amateur rowing club. Michael Rush himself was there, and perhaps surprisingly given his 

time in the professional sculling ranks endorsed the advisability of admitting only bona fide 

amateurs. Unless his suggestion was adopted, he pointed out, the club would be debarred 

from sending representative crews to compete in the amateur races at the metropolitan aquatic 

gatherings. It was an acknowledged fact, he said, that those who gained their living by manual 

labour possessed great advantage over bona fide amateurs in rowing contests, and he thought 

that if the two classes were admitted, the club would not be a success.772 

A club that was in no doubt of its status on the socio-economic stratum was Adelaide’s I 

Zingari Rowing Club. Later to become the Adelaide Rowing Club, I Zingari had adopted the 

name of an upper class English cricket club, which had no headquarters or premises so had 

chosen as its name an Italian phrase the translation of which was ‘the gypsies’. But gypsies 

the I Zingari members were not. Indeed they were hierarchical and undemocratic. A system of 

‘vetting’ membership applications was introduced using the ‘black ball’ method, to ensure 

exclusivity among members.773  

By contrast, a meeting at the Balmain Amateur Rowing Club in Sydney on 26 June 1882 to 

consider club rules took a more moderate and conciliatory approach. It was agreed, albeit by a 

slim majority, that those earning a living through manual labour, such as carpenters, 

wheelwrights, stonemasons or blacksmiths, could belong to the same club as bankers and 

office clerks, professional gentlemen, or gentlemen of no profession. Left undecided, though, 

was whether they could compete together.774 
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The situation overall was deftly and favourably identified by ‘Charon’ of the Sydney Mail. 

Towards the end of 1882 he issued gratis a pamphlet entitled Edward Trickett and Elias 

Laycock, Australia’s Champion Oarsmen in which he stated:  

In this colony in particular rowing has been a sport second to none in popularity, and 

one to which all classes are devotedly attached.775 

The sport continued to expand in Victoria, witness in 1883 the establishment of the 

Wendouree Rowing Club at Ballarat776 and the following year the Shepparton Rowing Club. 

The setting up of the Wendouree club, however, resulted from discontent among members of 

Ballarat Rowing Club, notably that certain others members had not paid their annual 

subscriptions for many years. At an ‘indignation meeting’ the dissatisfied members decided to 

sever ties with Ballarat and form a new club. A meeting was held at the Nag’s Head hotel, at 

which it was decided that the new club would be named Wendouree.777 

Shepparton experienced a more amicable beginning, with newly-appointed club secretary 

John J. Owens instructed to obtain information about clinker-built boats suitable for a club 

anticipating a membership of fifty.778  

The 1883 Head of the River was won by Melbourne Grammar,779 and the following year by 

Scotch. Arthur Nichols, the colony’s first amateur sculling champion sixteen years earlier, 

umpired the 1884 race from the stern of a University club eight!780 

It is instructive to note that the socio-cultural developments in the colonies had been and 

continued to be experienced in England. Professional sculling and rowing enjoyed perhaps its 

most successful decade there during the 1870s, but there had also been significant growth in 

the number of amateur clubs. As a result the status of existing members was being defined 

and re-defined as cultural mores changed. These fluctuations encouraged the establishment of 

new clubs designed to meet new membership criteria but also created fragmentation in the 

sport.781 The most significant result of these developments was the establishment in 1882 of 
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the Amateur Rowing Association, which had as it major goal the barring from rowing clubs of 

manual workers.782  

The year 1884 saw the South Australian Rowing Association (SARA) established – for the 

second time. A meeting to create the association had been held on 8 September 1881. The 

clubs represented were Banks, Legal, Norwood, Port Adelaide and University, and the Civil 

Service club was incorporated in the course of the meeting.783 The first regatta on the Torrens 

Lake784 under the auspices of the new association had been held on 17 December, with 

between five and six thousand in attendance. It was noted that hitherto the principal location 

for the colony’s regattas had been Port Adelaide, but the river venue might now become a 

rival.785 However, the association was usurped for a time by a rival organisation calling itself 

the Adelaide Rowing Association, which came into existence in July 1883786 Its main aim, it 

seems, was to rigidly exclude what were called in the colony ‘trade amateur clubs’; those that 

offered membership to tradespeople.787 After some eighteen months of activity, however, this 

association was disbanded, therefore effecting the second incarnation of the original 

association.788 

Tasmania was encountering similar problems. The Derwent Rowing Club banned manual 

labourers from membership, having, for example, blackballed a portrait painter – because he 

earned a few pounds teaching gymnastics. Rather more liberal were the Bellerive and Tamar 

clubs. But when crews from these clubs beat a Derwent crew at the 1884 Hobart Regatta, 

Derwent protested – because one of the Bellerive crew earned his living as a grocer and was 

not therefore a ‘gentleman amateur’. The Regatta Association upheld the charge,789 and not 

long afterwards the Bellerive club was wound up.790 
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On the mainland Victoria welcomed the City of Warrnambool Rowing Club, inaugurated in 

August, with rowing anticipated to begin two months later.791 The state crew had meanwhile 

gained the ascendancy in the annual inter-colonial eights races by winning four of the five 

contests since 1879, New South Wales’ sole win coming in 1882. On 26 April 1885 crews 

representing Tasmania and Queensland competed for the first time, on the Parramatta River, 

but had to be content with third and fourth places behind New South Wales and Victoria.792 

Queensland’s participation was remarkable given the first eight-oared race in that state did not 

take place until 10 October the previous year, when at the Commercial Rowing Club regatta 

the Brisbane and Kangaroo Point clubs dead-heated. A second race saw Commercial defeat 

Brisbane by half a length.793  

In Victoria the Ballarat City and Williamstown clubs had gone one better. At the Barwon 

Regatta on 4 March they dead-heated twice in the senior eights before being given half an 

hour’s rest prior to what contestants and spectators alike must surely have hoped would be the 

deciding race. Decided it was: Ballarat City won by two feet!794 It has been conjectured that 

this was the only time in the history of eights rowing that the same crews raced three times, 

and on the third and final time the margin was so small. Later in the year the Mercantile 

Rowing Club, initially a tenant of the W. T. Greenland boat building establishment on the 

western side of Prince’s Bridge, opened a clubhouse on the site it still occupies, on the eastern 

side of the bridge.795 

As recorded earlier, rowing occupied a place in Western Australian history from the early 

colonial days, and was an integral part of the sporting and recreational life of the original 

Swan River colony. In 1885, however, when rowing competition could be said to have 

attained its adolescence among most other colonies, Western Australia was experiencing birth 

pangs. But then a brief paragraph in the West Australian newspaper reported that the West 

Australian Rowing Club had printed and published its rules, by-laws and racing regulations. 

The writer was hopeful, but not necessarily confident, that this new body would ‘succeed in 

establishing rowing in the place it should occupy among the pastimes of the young men of 
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Perth’.796 A move was afoot to establish a second club, with ‘membership open to all 

amateurs, that is, men who have not rowed for money’. Thus, in 1887, was established the 

Swan River Rowing Club,797 followed shortly afterwards by the Fremantle Rowing Club.798 

Swan’s first trophy was won on 28 June 1888 at the first Fremantle Regatta, when in ‘the best 

contested race of the day’ a four comprising J. T. Hobbs, B. Hurst, H. E. Hurst and C. Lawson 

(stroke) won by half a length having, in a downpour, been three lengths in arrears. For their 

labours they won a silver cup valued at ten guineas.799  

St Phillip’s Grammar School having won the New South Wales schools’ championship in 

1883800 it was the turn the following year of St Ignatius College.801 In 1885 the St Ignatius 

Regatta was established, the event attracting between two and three thousand spectators, with 

four of the six races for schools and the other two for clubs.802 It was Sydney Grammar, 

however, who later won the Lord Mayor’s Cup,803 a feat they repeated in 1886.804 This was 

also the year in which Victoria began a six-race winning streak in the inter-colonial eights,805 

including two races in 1888.  

At a meeting of the ill-fated Adelaide Rowing Association in 1885 it had been resolved that 

South Australia would be represented in the inter-colonial event in 1886.806 That didn’t 

happen. In fact it was not until 13 November that year that the colony held its first race in 

eights, between a Port Adelaide crew and a metropolitan combination on the Port River over a 

course of some two miles. The event was notable for the fact that the three-man in the Port 

crew, J. Clouston, broke a rowlock, therefore rendering him useless – so he jumped overboard 

in a bid to lighten his crewmates’ load! Not surprisingly, the metropolitan combination 

won.807 At the Port Adelaide regatta on the first day of that year the local Mayor had given 

special prizes for a young ladies' race ‘which was well contested and excited very general 
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interest’.808 It was an event not without significance in the annals of female emancipation.809 

Adelaide Rowing Club had meanwhile been actively helping to promote rowing among the 

city’s private schools. Prince Alfred College had begun rowing in 1883810, with St Peter’s 

College also active by this time.811 

The Breakfast Creek Rowing Club in Brisbane having been established earlier that year it 

opened its shed on 4 September.812 In December the club held a public regatta on Bulimba 

Reach but the Commercial Rowing Club declined to compete as it believed the amateur 

definition adopted by the host club was too liberal.813 Put another way, Breakfast Creek was 

not averse to accepting manual labour members.  

Five years after the formation of the Balmain Rowing Club came another in Sydney with a 

somewhat more proletarian bent than Adelaide’s I Zingari and Brisbane’s Commercial: 

Leichhardt Rowing Club, which, like Balmain, was also in Sydney’s western suburbs. 

Leichhardt was opened on 24 September 1887 by New South Wales’ Premier, Sir Henry 

Parkes.814 ‘The club’ declared Sir Henry, ‘has been formed without any regard to the 

condition of life of those who become members ...the manual labourer and the brainworker 

row side by side in the same boat ... that is how it should be – not only on these bright waters 

but on shore’.815 On 10 March 1888 came the official opening of the Penrith Rowing Club. 

‘With such a river as the Nepean at their very doors’, it was promulgated, ‘the people of 

Penrith ought to be able to keep this club going’.816 

The year 1888 also saw the formation of the Western Australian Rowing Association 

(WARA), with Mr Justice Edward Stone as president and the secretary of the Western 

Australian Rowing Club, Robert Burnside, also taking on the association’s secretarial duties. 

Further appointees were two delegates from each of the three clubs. The new body decided to 

adopt the rules of the South Australian Rowing Association rather than those of New South 
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Wales, thereby including manual labourers and excluding only ‘professionals and those 

employed in and about boats for money or wages’.817  

Also in 1888 came the revival of contests between the universities, the last of which had taken 

place in fours in 1871. The initiative came from the Honorary Secretary of the Melbourne 

University Boat Club, Mr G. H. Freeman, who asked a fellow member, Dr W. Fleming 

Hopkins, to liaise with Adelaide University and request that they challenge Melbourne. This 

challenge, for the first race in eights between intervarsity rivals, was received by Melbourne 

University on 27 January. Sydney University was approached, and it too decided to send a 

crew.818 The race was rowed on a two-and-a-half mile stretch of the Lower Yarra on 6 

October and was won by Melbourne, with Adelaide second and Sydney third. The winning 

time was 13 minutes 5 seconds and the margins four lengths and six lengths.819  

Another inter-colonial first this year was a race on 5 November between school crews 

Geelong Grammar and St Ignatius College, Sydney. Held on a one-mile 580 yards course on 

the Barwon River near Geelong and watched by a crowd estimated at almost four thousand, 

the Grammar School prevailed by some three lengths in a time of 7 minutes 37 seconds. 

Among those watching the race was Henry Searle, who just ten days earlier had beaten Peter 

Kemp to win the world professional sculling title.820 

A month later St Ignatius contested the NSWRA Annual Regatta in both the maiden fours and 

the schools event. They won the former against club crews from East Sydney and Glebe, their 

performance described as ‘splendid, and far better than any crew in the champion race’. They 

then rowed back down the course and, as the only entry, ‘rowed over’ for the Lord Mayor’s 

Cup,821 just as they had done the previous year. 822 Indeed St Ignatius was the only New South 

Wales rowing school active until the end of the decade. Not even its own regatta received 

entries from other schools in either 1889823 or 1890.824 
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Despite there now having been twelve inter-colonial eights races, inter-colonial fours 

contests, last held in 1874, resumed at the NSWRA Regatta on 1 December. Indeed it became 

an Australasian event: a Victorian four stroked by George Upward beat New Zealand, New 

South Wales and Tasmania.825 Upward, originally a member of Corio Bay, joined the Civil 

Service club in Melbourne in 1880, the year in which he also stroked the Victorian eight to an 

easy inter-colonial win over New South Wales. He won again the following year, lost in 1882, 

but triumphed once more in 1883, each time in the stroke seat. Upward’s win in the four in 

1888 was his last inter-colonial race.826 

He was now also a delegate to the VRA, and on the evening of his final win he attended a 

conference held at the Exchange Hotel in Sydney for the purpose of arriving at a definitive 

understanding among the colonies as to the definition of the term ‘amateur’. Colonies 

represented were New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania, with a delegate from New 

Zealand also in attendance. Upward told the meeting that the Victorian definition included 

both bona fide amateur oarsmen and manual labour amateurs, and all races at Victorian 

regattas, apart from those classified ‘professional’, were open to both classes of competitor. It 

was his opinion that the definition should also be applied to inter-colonial events. He added 

that in Victorian country areas it had been found necessary to admit all classes as members in 

order to keep rowing clubs in existence. He thought the NSWRA should meet the VRA on the 

matter – as all the other colonies had adopted the same rule as Victoria. 

A dissenting voice came, however, in the form of John Blackman, a New South Wales 

delegate. Using the pseudonym ‘Trident’, Blackman was also the rowing correspondent for 

the Sydney Mail827 and a member of the Mercantile Rowing Club, so wielded considerable 

influence. He thought a better plan would be to retain the manual labour clause in the rules, as 

from his experience ‘this class of rower would entirely crowd the others out and put a damper 

on one branch of sport, because there was no social equality between these two classes, and 

they would not readily associate’.828 For Blackman, it seems, the manual labour question was 
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not one of status but of class. Little wonder he had been described as ‘articulate and vigorous 

in his efforts to maintain the pristine purity of amateurism’.829 

The conference motion read thus:  

"... it is desirable that in future inter-colonial races shall be open to all amateurs, i.e. 1. 

Anyone who has never entered for a race advertised as for watermen; 2. Anyone who 

has never competed in any open competition or for a stake, money, or entrance fee; 3. 

Anyone who has never earned, or partially earned, his living by rowing, or has taken 

money directly or indirectly in recognition of his skill in rowing; 4. Anyone who has 

never taught, practised, or assisted in athletic exercises of any kind as a means of 

gaining a livelihood or pecuniary benefit; 5. Anyone who has not been employed in or 

about boats for money or wages; 6. Anyone who has never competed in a match in 

connection with which a wager or bet is recognised."830 

Essentially, the meeting resolved to ‘adopt the VRA definition’ of an amateur, which 

Tasmania and New Zealand had also endorsed. Ominously, however, it wasn’t unanimous. 

The conference, moreover, could only make recommendations; it had no binding powers over 

the individual associations. 

In February 1889, after several false starts,831 the Queensland Rowing Association (QRA) was 

established. At a meeting of the Breakfast Creek club just over a year earlier its Secretary had 

been instructed to write to the secretaries of other clubs asking that they join in facilitating the 

association’s formation.832 A subsequent meeting at the Longreach Hotel in Brisbane in 

November was attended by delegates from Breakfast Creek and the Commercial Rowing 

Club. Varying expressions of interest were received from Maryborough and Rockhampton 

rowing clubs. A provisional committee was formed to liaise with the southern associations 

and secure information related to rules and regulations.833 Assistance from the VRA and those 

involved with the Sydney conference enabled the committee to present a preliminary code of 

rules to a meeting in January,834 and on 20 February 1889, the committee’s Hon. Secretary, 
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Mr H. S. Bliss, was instructed to write to the rowing clubs of Queensland and ask them to 

nominate their delegates.835 The Evening Observer felt obliged to report that ‘another rowing 

association has at length been formed and ... is deserving of a hearty welcome. The fact of it 

being the fourth ... of similar undertakings is in no way a bad augury. The supporters of 

aquatic sports who, in spite of the failure of three previous efforts ... are still resolute in 

initiating another, show by so steadily recognising the necessity for an association that they 

are in earnest’.836  

On 17 April the citizens of Adelaide had suffered three days of drenching rain. That night the 

River Torrens rose to an unprecedented level – and swept away the shed and fleet of the 

Adelaide Rowing Club. Fortunately other clubs on that stretch of the river, although deluged, 

escaped major damage.837 Rather than lament the fact that eight years of hard and laborious 

work had come to nothing, the Adelaides, as they were known locally, set about raising funds 

to replace what they had lost and were well supported by the local community.838 A new fleet 

had been purchased from Edwards of Melbourne and the clubhouse totally replaced – in a 

more elevated position – in seven months. On 14 December, a boat christening and opening, 

attended by supporters of the club, celebrated a remarkable feat and a new beginning.839  

In October, meanwhile, had come a return race between Geelong Grammar School and St 

Ignatius College, this time on Sydney’s Lane Cove River, the College prevailing.840 In 

December the second intervarsity contest in eights took place, between crews from Adelaide 

and Melbourne on Adelaide’s Port River, with the home crew victorious by some six 

lengths.841 Sydney Rowing Club had meanwhile welcomed its new boathouse in 

Woolloomooloo Bay.842 

As a result of continued intransigence by New South Wales relating to the amateur definition 

the VRA withdrew its support for the 1889 inter-colonial eights race, only for Victorian clubs 

having some sympathy for the New South Wales stand to organise a crew complying with the 
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amateur terms.843 The Victorians duly maintained their winning run, winning by ‘two to three 

lengths’ on the Saltwater River in Melbourne.  

In the five seat of the Victorian crew was one Stephen Fairbairn, of the Melbourne Rowing 

Club,844 a younger brother of George Fairbairn. In 1886 and 1887 ‘Steve’, as he was to 

become universally known, had been in the Cambridge crew that won England’s University 

Boat Race.845 The coach of the New South Wales crew, who prior to the race had predicted a 

comfortable win, was John Blackman.846 The inter-colonial race was to continue for some 

time under the organisation of the ‘bona fide amateur’ clubs because the Victorian Rowing 

Association did not want a split occurring within its ranks and a non-manual labour 

association set up in opposition to it.847 

In Queensland, the elements were about to conspire in the destruction of two Brisbane clubs. 

On 1 March 1890 the Toowong Rowing Club had been officially opened under ‘very 

auspicious circumstances’ according to the Brisbane Courier. Some two hundred people were 

present, and the weather ‘very favourable’.848 But twelve days later massive floods swept 

away the Toowong849 and Commercial Rowing Club sheds,850 both of which, however, were 

subsequently restored. 

Queensland’s rowing stocks then received a boost. A Breakfast Creek four comprising the 

brothers C. Bell and W. Bell, H. Bell (no relation)851 and W. E. Molle journeyed to Sydney to 

contest the New South Wales Rowing Association Regatta, and won the champion fours race. 

It was the first success for Queensland beyond its borders.852 Molle would also feature later in 

the year as a member of the Queensland crew contesting the fourteenth inter-colonial eights 

race, held on the Parramatta River. With less than half a mile to go Queensland were leading 

Victoria and appeared certain to end the dark blues’ run of victories when Molle broke his 

oar, which jammed in the water and stopped the boat dead. In an act reminiscent of that in the 
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1886 race in South Australia, Molle too jumped overboard, but also to no avail, and Victoria 

won again.853 Meanwhile a race for grammar school fixed seat fours had been held on the 

Brisbane River, Ipswich Grammar School beating their Brisbane Grammar counterparts by 

half a length.854 This is regarded as the first ‘Head of the River’ race in Queensland.855 

Another ‘first’ came when Sydney University beat Melbourne on the Yarra. The three 

universities then contesting the event had thus recorded a win each. A meeting following the 

race agreed that in future it should take place as close as possible to the first Saturday after 

Easter and be rowed over a statute three miles. It was further resolved that it should 

henceforth be held in the respective colonies in rotation.856  

The following year saw the last regatta at Victoria’s Lake Moodemere involving professional 

entrants, largely as a result of continuing debate within the colony about amateur status. The 

Corowa and Williamstown clubs entered amateur crews but cash was the sole prize so they 

could not compete. The original, professional form of the regatta also prevented Melbourne 

crews from competing because they raced under the amateur rules of the VRA and could only 

accept trophies as prizes. Given, therefore, the lack of support for the regatta by local clubs 

the regatta committee investigated the possibility of becoming affiliated with the VRA. A 

letter from the Association’s Secretary, W. B. House, confirmed it was prepared to accept the 

local oarsmen provided they now competed for trophies only. As a result, a rowing body was 

formed under rules similar to those of the VRA, and became the Murray Rowing 

Association.857 An amalgamation of the Wahgunyah, Rutherglen Lake and Corowa clubs, it 

has organised almost every one of the annual Lake Moodemere regattas held since.858 Another 

Victorian regatta, the first at Bairnsdale at which other than local oarsmen competed, was held 

on 28 March 1891 to great acclaim.859 

The first intervarsity eights race on the Parramatta River was rowed on 4 April, with Sydney 

retaining the title. The home crew led from the start to win by six boat lengths from 
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Melbourne, with Adelaide a poor third.860 That same month Mr E. J. Robson, an enthusiastic 

coach from Victoria, established a rowing club at the Sydney Church of England Grammar 

School, North Sydney.861 A month later the Shore School, as it came to be known, easily beat 

St Ignatius in the Schools Challenge Fours.862 On 15 May Scotch College won the Victorian 

Head of the River, thus ending a six-win sequence by Geelong Grammar. The race returned to 

the Lower Yarra on a shorter course that allowed all four crews – the two others being Wesley 

and Melbourne Grammar – to compete in the one race. It was recorded as being one of the 

best ever staged, with the margin between Scotch and Wesley three feet, with only two feet 

separating Wesley and the Geelong crew.863 In September Brisbane and Ipswich Grammar 

Schools again faced off, with Brisbane reversing the previous year’s result.864  

Also in September came the first recorded women’s race in Western Australia, arranged as 

part of the Western Australian Rowing Club’s Ladies’ Day. The two crews comprised the 

wives or daughters of members of Perth’s establishment. The winning crew was stroked by 

Mrs Mina Fraser, wife of the Registrar-General.865  

The greater triumph, however, came a month later when Queensland won the inter-colonial 

eight-oared title for the first time, thus breaking the dominance of Victoria and New South 

Wales. Held on Melbourne’s Saltwater River, the race was Queensland’s almost from the 

start, and they crossed the line three lengths ahead of New South Wales in a time of 18 

minutes 45 seconds, with the host crew two lengths further back. Queensland’s boat was built 

especially for them by James Edwards of Melbourne, and was the only one to be fitted with a 

steel fin on the keel.866  

Just days before the race the VRA had foreshadowed moves to ensure that in future the inter-

colonial race be open to fully representative crews, be they ‘bona fide’ or ‘manual labour’ 

amateurs, as (almost) agreed at the Sydney conference in 1888.867 It subsequently inferred in 

correspondence to New South Wales that if this meant exempting that colony, so be it.868 New 
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South Wales clubs met to discuss the issue, but a motion that ‘those hitherto rowing as 

manual labourers should be admitted into the ranks of the bona fide amateurs’ was defeated 

by 13 votes to 12.869 Until the matter could be resolved the colonies would continue to 

compete using their own status definitions. 

Meanwhile a rowing club had been founded at Nagambie. A successful inaugural regatta on 

Lake Nagambie on 26 January 1892, Foundation Day,870 resulted in a public meeting being 

held in the Mechanics’ Hall on 12 February to consider the advisability of forming such a 

club. John Gordon was elected as the first president, a Mr Hackland became captain, and 

another committee member, Mr Begg, offered the club the use of his sheds for 12 months free 

of charge.871 The fifth annual intervarsity eights race was rowed on the Port River in Adelaide, 

Melbourne University reclaiming the title by just five feet from Sydney, with the home crew 

again well in arrears.872 This may have been the motive behind the president of the South 

Australian Rowing Association, Mr E. G. (Edwin) Blackmore, offering a challenge shield to 

be rowed for annually by crews representing Prince Alfred and St. Peter's colleges. It was 

suggested that Mr Blackmore's action would have the effect of stimulating the boys to 

continue rowing so that at some future time when university oarsmen were required to 

compete against the other colonies there would be a wider field from which to select crews. 

The race was to be rowed in fours on the Port River over a distance of one mile. 873  

The 1892 inter-colonial eights race was held in Brisbane for the first time, but in an 

extraordinary reversal of form the local crew finished an ignominious ten lengths behind the 

winners, Victoria, with New South Wales second.874 Half an hour later, however, the colony’s 

reputation was partly redeemed when M. J. ‘Mick’ Slack won the third race for the Australian 

inter-colonial sculling title following those in 1868 and 1873. Slack headed home New South 

Wales scullers W. Lambert and W. Goulding.875  

The year 1892 was rather more significant for the fact that the international rowing federation 

FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes d’Aviron) was established. Just as rowing and 
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sculling were popular in the colonies, so were they in England and Europe. Among those clubs 

and associations, however, there was little uniformity where rules, race distances, race officials, 

boat design and construction were concerned, and, just as in the colonies, amateurism was a 

vague notion and status rules varied greatly. As Louis Choisy, who was to become FISA’s chief 

administrator for some years said: ‘It was becoming a matter of urgency to put an end to this 

chaotic state of affairs.’ It was therefore decided that delegates from the various rowing nations 

would be brought together in one congress. 

Representatives of the Belgian, French, Netherlands, Italian and Swiss associations had met in 

Brussels on 21 July 1891 and reached agreement on the definition of an amateur oarsman. They 

also agreed to meet the following year in Turin in order to draft a set of rules for international 

racing. The Turin Congress, held on 25 June 1892, resulted in FISA’s creation. Its committee 

comprised delegates nominated by each of the affiliated associations or federations, who 

initially represented Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Switzerland and Spain. England’s Amateur 

Rowing Association sent its regrets. The new organisation would meet every year in the town or 

city hosting the FISA championships. An internal commission was given the task of drawing up 

a set of rules governing regattas, presenting a FISA organisation chart and planning a race 

program for the FISA championships. These would later become the European Championships.  

  

The amateur definition was arrived at: amateur oarsmen competing in international rowing 

events would be those deemed to be so by their own country. Totally excluded were 

‘professional rowers, sailors, watermen, ferrymen, professional fishermen, professional boat 

builders, boatmen, rowing coaches in receipt of payment, crew members who had been hired 

to race and those who had competed in races open to professionals, as defined above’.876 

The 1893 Intervarsity contest on the Yarra was notable for the fact that the winners, 

Melbourne University,877 became the first recipients of the Australian Universities Challenge 

Cup, presented by oarsmen who had rowed for Oxford or Cambridge in England’s annual 

University Boat Race.878 The cup was the initiative of Dr Edmond Warre, a former 
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Headmaster of Eton and himself an Oxford Blue.879 The extraordinarily ornate trophy was 

later renamed the Oxford and Cambridge Challenge Cup880 and has been the perpetual trophy 

at ‘Intervarsity’ ever since. 

The 1893 inter-colonial eights race took place on the Parramatta River, New South Wales 

finishing five lengths ahead of Victoria (their crew now administered again by the VRA) with 

Queensland a similar distance behind in third place.881 The definitive history of Queensland 

rowing adds an interesting footnote to this event, recording that while rowing in Queensland 

had always been a sport for all classes, from professional men to labourers, it was also an 

accepted fact that the organisation of clubs, and later of the QRA, was in the hands of ‘the 

upper classes of solicitors, accountants, doctors, graziers, Members of Parliament etc.’882 

Following two wins by Scotch College in the Victorian schools’ Head of the River, it was 

now Geelong Grammar’s turn.883 Indeed the school went on in the following two years to 

record a hat-trick of victories. In Sydney the Shore School, like Scotch, had also recorded a 

second win in 1892,884 and now also completed a three-in-a-row series of wins when beating 

Sydney Grammar.885 The major trophy at the St Ignatius Regatta was a gold cup donated by 

local residents for the Lane Cove Challenge Eights, the event known ever since as the 

Riverview Gold Cup Regatta. The first winners of the cup were North Shore.886 The Breakfast 

Creek club in Brisbane moved to North Quay and changed its name to Brisbane Rowing 

Club,887 following which the manual labour issue again raised its head, this time in South 

Australia.  

The controversy centred on the annual Port Adelaide Regatta. At previous regattas all rowing 

events had been contested under the rules and regulations of the South Australian Rowing 

Association (SARA). On this occasion, however, the strict definition given to an amateur 

oarsman by that body – that a person who within the previous ten years had been engaged in 

or about the building of boats should be styled a professional, and thus debarred from 
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competing – did not meet with the approval of a number of Regatta Committee members. In 

their view it unjustly excluded many of the port’s workers from amateur races. A motion was 

therefore carried to the effect that all races should be competed for under rules framed by the 

committee. As a result, all members of the SARA and affiliated clubs withdrew from the 

regatta committee, and a number of events that in the past had excited considerable interest 

had to be dropped for want of entries.888 A further consequence was that the regatta’s prestige 

was dramatically reduced and it became very much a local event attracting little outside 

interest.889 

7.4  Enter de Coubertin 

On the other side of the world a French nobleman, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, was planning 

the introduction of an event that was to generate global interest and become the greatest 

sporting spectacle of all. Coubertin was intent on uniting the world in sport by reviving the 

ancient games of Olympia. He was also, coincidentally, passionate about rowing: indeed he 

thought it the ideal sport.890 He rowed even into old age, and among the many pamphlets, 

articles and essays he published in his pursuit of his Olympic ideals a significant number were 

dedicated to rowing and sculling.891 Indeed, when first articulating his Olympic dream at a 

conference at the Sorbonne in November 1892, he invoked both rowing and Australia. 

Addressing the improvement and potential of global press coverage of sport, he referred to 

‘the results of ... a rowing competition on the Parramatta [nowadays travelling] around the 

world and [finding] a place in The Times, which, forty years ago, timidly devoted a small 

corner to announce the first foot races between Oxford and Cambridge.’892  

Amateurism, too, had been integral to Coubertin’s Olympic ideals and writings.893 Two years 

later he became involved in a second Sorbonne conference, Congress Internationale 

Athletique de Paris, the original purpose of which was to study the principles of amateurism 

in sport. In a bid to promote not only his amateur but also his Olympic ideals, Coubertin 
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contrived to introduce as a further agenda item discussion on the restoration of the Olympic 

Games. The congress lasted a week, and ended, on 23 June 1894, with the assembly deciding 

unanimously to restore the Games. It was also decided that the first host city of the modern 

Olympics should be Athens, in 1896.894 

Prior to this second conference Coubertin had contacted sports organisations throughout the 

world, provided conference information and urged them to attend. The only contact he had in 

Australasia was Leonard Cuff, a high profile sports administrator in New Zealand. Cuff 

passed on Coubertin’s information to counterparts in Australia, Richard Coombes from New 

South Wales and Victorian Basil Parkinson, but none of the three was able to attend the 

conference. They were represented, however, by Charles Herbert, secretary of England’s 

Amateur Athletic Association and a close friend of Coubertin. Indeed Parkinson lobbied 

Herbert with regard to amateurism. ‘There should be no discrimination against manual 

labourers’, he insisted; ‘a professional in one sport should not rank as an amateur in another; 

gate money should never be divided among contestants, and anyone who bet on himself 

should cease to be called an amateur’. On the question of re-establishing the Olympics, 

Parkinson requested that initially only a small number of sports common to all countries be 

contested.895 Following the second Paris congress Coubertin decided to establish a group of 

international sports representatives to administer the new concept. Thus was born the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC). Appointed to represent Australasia on the Committee 

was Leonard Cuff.896 

The first Australian newspaper reference to the Paris developments came on 24 July, in the 

South Australian Register, which reported that: 

The International Athletic Congress ... has decided in favour of holding Olympic games, to 

be held every four years in one of the European capitals. The Congress has decided that the 

following sports shall be included in the festivals:—Rowing, yachting, athletic and gymnastic 

exercises, shooting, swimming bicycling and fencing.897 

In October an amateur athletics correspondent using the pseudonym ‘Harrier’ summarised in 

The Australasian the Paris Congress debates relating to amateurism. He noted that the 
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Congress had no power to bind any of the international bodies represented, ‘but now that 

some definite pronouncement has been made on the subject of amateurism, the opportunity 

for full discussion is afforded’. ‘Harrier’ further reported that the exclusion of working men, 

which existed in some rowing associations, was strongly condemned. He also noted that the 

Congress had added a rider: ‘That very exceptionally, unions or associations can authorise the 

meeting of amateurs and professionals provided no money prizes be offered.’ A further 

Congress resolution — that every infraction of the amateur rules involved the disqualification 

of the amateur — had decreed that whoever had been disqualified could not be reinstated until 

the union, association or society to which he was ultimately responsible decided that the 

disqualification had been due to error, ignorance, or in good faith. ‘This leaves the door pretty 

wide open’ declared ‘Harrier’, ‘but perhaps is sufficiently precise for the present. A mutual 

system of disqualification and reinstatement is already in force among the athletic, rowing, 

swimming, and cycling bodies of New Zealand and New South Wales which may in time 

evolve some short, useful, and well defined rules suitable for general application’.898 

Within a year a conference to debate the amateur question was held among various New 

South Wales sporting bodies, at which it was broadly agreed to accept definitions laid down 

by the London Amateur Athletic Association. Delegates from the NSWRA were empowered 

to deal with the question of manual labour amateurs. It was also agreed that an amateur 

forfeiting his status in any one class of sport should forfeit it in all; that all applicants for 

reinstatement were to apply, in the first instance, to the offended association; and notice of 

disqualification was to be supplied by the disqualifying body to all other associations.899 

When the conference resumed two weeks later the main topics of discussion were: Which 

sports would be covered by the definition of an amateur? What constituted an amateur 

sportsman? And how would amateur status be maintained? The following were added to the 

list of existing clauses: 

An amateur forfeits his right to compete as an amateur and becomes a professional by: (a) 

Engaging in athletic, or gymnastic exercises, or personally teaching, training, or coaching any 

other person therein, either as a means of obtaining a livelihood, or for pecuniary gain, or for 

a staked bet, money prize, or for gate money; (b) Competing with, or pace-making for, a 

professional or person under sentence or suspension, in public or for a prize; (c) Selling, 
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bartering, or otherwise turning into cash any prize won by him, or accepting any 

remuneration directly or indirectly from any person for any competition in which he is a 

competitor; (d) Wagering or being in any way interested in a stake, bet, or wager made in 

connection with any competition in which he is engaged. Each association was to be sent a 

copy of the rules for their consideration.900 

Two months later the Secretary of the New South Wales Athletic Association, Ernest Marks, 

received from Greece an invitation to the association to compete in the 1896 Olympic Games, 

due to be held between 5 and 15 April, just over two months away. Marks forwarded the 

invitation to Richard Coombes, the association’s President.901 Coombes, who also wrote for 

The Referee using the pseudonym ‘The Prodigal’, reported however that ‘Australian and New 

Zealand athletes have been invited, but I don’t think any will be able to make the trip’.902 

Leonard Cuff had meanwhile conveyed a similar message to Pierre de Coubertin.903 

Fortunately a young athlete from Melbourne named Edwin Flack had decided independently 

to travel to Athens, where he won the 1500 and 800 metres events.904 Had it not been for 

Flack, Australia would not have been able to boast, along with Greece, that it had competed in 

every Olympic Games. No Australian oarsmen ventured to Athens, and just as well: the 

Olympic Regatta was abandoned because of bad weather in the harbour at Piraeus.905 Indeed 

there would be no Australian rowing participation in the Games until the London Olympics of 

1908.  

7.5  Colonial Intransigence 

Victoria meanwhile had a new club, Footscray City, the Footscray Rowing Club having burnt 

down two years earlier amid suspicions that the treasurer had absconded with the its funds.906 

The first general meeting was advertised for the evening of 4 December 1894, the major item 

of business being to adopt new rules and by-laws and receive a committee report.907  
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The Australian Universities Challenge Cup had been won twice by Sydney University, victors 

on the Parramatta in 1894, some 20 lengths ahead of the holders, Melbourne University,908 

then the following year six lengths in advance of Adelaide University on the Port River.909 

Consecutive wins had also been recorded by Victoria in the inter-colonial eights contest. They 

first avenged on the Yarra in 1894 the previous year’s win by New South Wales in Sydney910 

then won comfortably in Brisbane in 1895 ahead of New South Wales and Queensland. 

‘Teddy’ Powell ensured an 1895 ‘double’ for Victoria when winning the inter-colonial 

amateur sculling championship.911 The eights contest then became controversial when the 

NSWRA protested that R. E. Dawson in the Victorian crew was a ‘cash cyclist’; he rowed as 

an amateur but cycled professionally.912 The Queensland authorities summed up the impasse 

by declaring that (as always) each colony had the right to interpret its own rules.913 

On the Parramatta River the annual schools race had in 1894 been contested for the first time 

under the auspices of the Great Public Schools (GPS) Athletic Association, Sydney Grammar 

defeating the Shore School.914 The following year the roles were reversed, Shore also 

becoming the first recipient of the Rennie Cup, donated by an American Civil War veteran 

Major Zennas C. Rennie, then domiciled in Sydney.915 At the end of the year two ladies’ 

boating clubs had been opened on Torrens Lake, with members reported as being ‘most 

enthusiastic’.916  

The Intervarsity race, by now recognised as second in importance only to the intercolonial 

event, resulted on 2 May 1896 in a second win to Adelaide. The South Australian crew 

headed home Sydney University by seven lengths on the Port River, while Melbourne fell 

foul of high winds and sank a third of a mile from the finish.917  

That same month, at Victoria’s behest, a further inter-colonial conference was held in Sydney 

prior to that year’s contests on the championship course. The main agenda item was, not for 
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the first time, determination of the status of oarsmen who accepted cash prizes in other sports. 

New South Wales submitted an additional clause to the amateur definition – ‘Anyone who is 

not disqualified as an amateur in any other branch of athletic sport’918 – further reinforcing the 

colony’s conservative stance on the issue. Neither Victoria, Queensland nor New Zealand 

adopted the recommendation.919 Victoria subsequently took out the inter-colonial eights 

championship yet again, winning by a little under a length from New South Wales, with 

Queensland a considerable distance in arrears.920 The result brought forth from The Referee a 

front-page commentary New South Wales authorities might have considered gratuitous but 

with which other colonies’ administrators – and the administrators of other New South Wales 

sports – would probably have been in full agreement:  

With one more defeat recorded against them in the Inter-colonial Eight-oar contests it would 

be as well perhaps if the New South Wales Rowing Association now reconsidered their 

position with the view of allowing manual labor amateurs to join their ranks. The inclusion of 

these rowers in the Victorian crews may not be the whole cause of the success of the dark 

blue colours, but it cannot be questioned that New South Wales, in persisting in giving away 

this handicap year after year, is acting more than generously ... If the New South Wales 

Association is content to row against manual labor men when sent by the other colonies, 

there should be no real objection to allow manual labor amateurs ... to sit side by side with 

the other rowers who now represent the colony or compete in club fixtures. There is no great 

question of principle involved in the matter, and the fact that other amateur athletic bodies 

with whom the N.S.W.R.A. are affiliated or associated do not bar manual labour athletes 

should in itself be sufficient to cause the innovation to be approved. It is a sentimental point 

which might be given up with a good grace, for even admitting ... that manual labor rowers 

gain no advantage by their calling, the inclusion of rowers who earn their living otherwise 

than with the pen— and against whom no other reasonable objection can be raised— would 

tend to popularise the sport, and bring about that unity amongst all connected with it, which 

is at once so desirable and so essential for success. If manual labour athletes possess no 

advantages then the distinction is purely a class one, which should not obtain in these 

progressive days ... and seeing that in cricket, football, cycling, pedestrianism &c there is no 

drawing of the manual labor line, surely the rowers can afford to be as liberal-minded as their 

brethren, and at once agree to abolish the present restriction.921 
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As if to reinforce The Referee’s sentiments, the following weekend, in what was to prove the 

last of the inter-colonial fours races, Victoria won from invitees New Zealand and hosts New 

South Wales. The winning four had all been in the Victorian eight the previous weekend. To 

complete the rout, Queenslander Mick Slack regained the amateur sculling title.922  

Among the schoolboys in 1896, Wesley won the APS event for the first time since its initial 

win in 1874, defeating Geelong Grammar in the final,923 while Shore again beat Sydney 

Grammar in the NSW GPS contest, the social nature of the event reinforced in this passage 

from the Sydney Mail’s report:  

Visitors were conveyed up the river on three steamers, the Lady Manning being flagship. On 

this very comfortable boat some hundreds of ladies and gentlemen were provided with a good 

view of the rowing. Also a feature ... was afternoon tea, served in such a manner that all 

could enjoy it without the least discomfort. The steamer Birkenhead was crowded with 

students and friends, and there was no mistake about the enthusiasm of this boatload. They 

started out to enjoy themselves, and undoubtedly they did, particularly that numerous part 

which could claim a direct interest in the schools' championship race.924  

At a Balmain Regatta attended by former world professional sculler Bill Beach, one of the 

winners was the Balmain club’s maiden four, the stroke of which was Andrew Barton 

(‘Banjo’) Paterson.925  

In April 1897, the intransigence of the NSWRA was compounded when the colony withdrew 

from the inter-colonial eights race: ‘in consequence of the condition of the race being such as 

to admit of the inclusion of oarsmen and scullers prohibited by the definition arrived at by the 

Inter-colonial Sculling Conference of 1896 from taking part in inter-colonial rowing contests’ 

(to which only New South Wales had agreed!).926 The state of the debate was encapsulated by 

Perth’s Western Mail. ‘Every year New South Wales has some objection which they raise, 

and in time, unless amended, they will find that they will be left out and that the other 

colonies will carry the race on.’927 Just over a week later, on the Lower Yarra, Victoria duly 

won again, beating by a length-and-a-half Western Australia, for whom this was a first 
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appearance in the event, with Queensland one hundred yard in arrears. There was consolation 

for WA when Teddy Powell, formerly of Victoria, regained the amateur sculling title.928 On 

the championship course in Sydney, Shore had registered three more wins in the New South 

Wales Head of the River929 while in the corresponding Victorian event, held on Melbourne’s 

Albert Park Lake, Melbourne Grammar had recorded their first win since 1883.930 The 

following day, on the Parramatta River, Sydney University won the tenth eight-oared 

Intervarsity race from Melbourne and Adelaide, four lengths separating each crew.931 On that 

day, too, at the Maryborough Rowing Club’s annual regatta, a ladies' champion pair-oared 

race was held in in-rigged clinker waterman's skiffs over half a mile, three Miss Wearins 

occupying the bow, stroke and coxswain’s seats. The race ‘caused a good deal of interest, and 

the fair competitors showed really good form throughout’.932 

In July 1897 the Sydney Mail reported that a meeting of the NSWRA had received a motion 

seeking an amendment to the rules so as to permit the entry of manual labour men who had 

never contested for cash rowing as amateurs. The motion was introduced by the association’s 

secretary, Mr C. H. Helsham, and seconded by, among others, Mr J. Fitzsimons, the treasurer; 

Mr R. Ferrier, captain of Balmain Rowing Club, and Mr V. B. McDermott, captain of the 

University Boat Club. Strongly opposed to the proposal, however, were Messrs J. E. H. 

Kennedy, captain of Sydney Rowing Club, F. Williams, captain of Glebe; V. Horniman, 

secretary of North Shore Rowing Club, and the redoubtable John Blackman –author of the 

Mail’s report! Blackman had informed his readers that the arguments brought forward in 

support of the motion were that a man's occupation should not be a bar to his amateur status; 

that it was class distinction of a most objectionable nature; that the public favour was 

withheld from the NSWRA because of the exclusive definition it had supported, and that New 

South Wales would be better prepared to meet the other colonies if the manual labourer was 

admitted as an amateur. In response to these statements it was contended that the manual 

labourer had never shown a desire to compete for pleasure; that he had made no effort to 

become anything more than a professional; that from his past history in rowing and other 

sports to which he had been admitted he would not be content to row without the hope of 
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some pecuniary benefit; and the public favoured the admittance of manual labourers because 

Victoria had labourers in her crews and New South Wales had none, which accounted for 

Victoria’s successes (which Blackman denied). The vote was lost, 9–7. Blackman then 

offered a somewhat sanctimonious judgment that reflected ‘the class-based conceptions of 

two opposed masculinities which loomed large in discussion of the manual labour 

question’933:  

The ideal amateur is a person of education, refinement, leisure, and means. He rows for 

exercise and pleasure; [and races] because that provides keener pleasure. He does not count 

the cost, nor does he question the gain. As a winner he is fully satisfied with the 

acknowledgment of his relative merit, and seeks neither money nor goods with which his 

victory may be magnified in the eyes of others and his fame sustained in after years. He will 

row because he likes to, and he will win because he can ...  

The manual labour man, of course, cannot be judged on one or a dozen examples. He varies 

very much, from the intelligent, educated artisan down to the factory hand, and further than 

that until we don't know where to stop. I am prepared to stretch the education clause a long 

way; it should perhaps be no bar. Refinement, that may go, so may leisure and means. We 

cannot give away more. He must be a man who rows for exercise and races for pleasure ... a 

man who does not need to row for exercise must have some impure motive for taking to the 

rowing ... No doubt he would get pleasure from winning; but would pleasure alone be all that 

he felt he wanted? Would he ' take a bit ' to go down? Or row his heart out to win ... ? In my 

opinion — which is not that of a new hand — he would not prefer the bitter race with the 

small reward. His model is not the ideal amateur as here drawn; no, it is the world-famed 

professional— the man of perfect skill, cunning, and self -assertion.  

You must bear in mind this, that while the door is closed we know where we are; but if the 

door is to be thrown open, wide open, we should get perhaps a few that would do us no harm, 

but should be sure to get others who would, and then who would go? The desirable, the best, 

those who have done great good for pure sport, they would go; and without them would the 

rowing for exercise, the racing for pleasure any longer be a pastime such as neither count the 

cost nor the gain? By all means let the non-amateur row, let him form clubs, run his own 

show, race as much and for as much as he likes; but don't force us into a partnership where 

we are to give half — perhaps more — of what we have and get nothing in return.934  
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In November 1897, following a meeting of the NSWRA, Blackman reported that the QRA, 

due to host the 1898 inter-colonial events in Brisbane, had written to New South Wales 

suggesting that each colony ‘provide a crew that conformed to the rules of the association 

which the crew represented’. ‘Trident’ considered this an attempt to ‘ride over’ the difficulties 

caused by the NSWRA in refusing to allow 'cash amateurs ' to contest inter-colonial races. A 

motion by the NSWRA executive that ‘the association would be represented in the inter-

colonial eight-oared race in 1898 provided such race was held under the amateur definition 

agreed to by the conference of 1896’ was carried unanimously. Essentially, this meant that 

New South Wales was not willing to allow Victoria to select men who had ever competed for 

cash prizes in any branch of sport. ‘Unless agreement was reached before, there will be no 

crew from New South Wales’, Blackman stated.935 Even when Victoria inserted a new clause 

in its amateur definition that defined as an amateur somebody who had never received a cash 

reward, and also introduced the awarding of trophies,936 New South Wales still objected,937 

and for the second year withdrew from the inter-colonial eights contest. It was won yet again 

by Victoria on the Brisbane River but only by half a length against a game Queensland 

crew.938 The sculling championship was a desultory affair between two ‘locals’, Alick Dennis 

defeating two-time champion Mick Slack.939 Sydney University retained the Intervarsity 

eights trophy, seeing off Adelaide and Melbourne on the Port River, the margins six lengths 

and half a length respectively,940 while Shore again won the GPS event in Sydney.941 At the 

Victorian Head of the River outrigger fours fitted with sliding seats were introduced, and 

were used for the next two years.942 The race, rowed on the Barwon, was won by Geelong 

Grammar.943  

7.6  Class Conflict Continues 

While a Tasmanian delegate had supported the Victorian amateur definition at the 1888 

conference, it was not until a year later that a rowing association was formed in Tasmania. 

Ironically, it comprised four clubs – Derwent and Mercantile in the south and two new 
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northern clubs, Mersey and South Esk – who in 1888 had declared they wanted to row for 

cash prizes.944 As a result, though, of firm resistance from more democratic clubs, the new 

association – the Tasmanian Rowing Association – soon disbanded.945 Derwent remained 

recalcitrant for some time, but from September 1898 it accepted manual labour members – 

and at the next Hobart Regatta won several events.946 When, however, a second Tasmanian 

Rowing Association, based in Launceston, was mooted in 1899, Derwent declined to affiliate, 

instead spearheading the formation of the Southern Tasmanian Rowing Association. The 

northerners persisted with the use of their name, which implied that their association was the 

controlling body for rowing throughout Tasmania.947  

As the 1899 inter-colonial eight-oared race approached, Victoria and Queensland agreed that 

each would select a crew based on its own amateur definition, and invited New South Wales 

to do likewise.948 This the ‘mother’ colony agreed to do.949 However, at a conference in 

Melbourne held on the eve of the race, New South Wales again urged all colonial 

representatives to accept a common definition ensuring inter-colonial rowing was devoid of 

oarsmen who accepted cash prizes in other sports. Queensland changed sides, taking with 

them South Australia – and New South Wales had won the day.950 Victoria naturally dissented 

– and the following day again won the eight-oared colonial championship, well ahead of New 

South Wales, new entrant South Australia and Queensland. Consolation for New South Wales 

came in the amateur sculling championship, their representative, J. J. (Joe) Daley, consigning 

Mick Slack of Queensland to a consecutive second place.951 

It has been conjectured that Victoria’s more liberal stance regarding manual labourers arose 

from its inclusion of provincial and country clubs within its association, many members of 

which were artisans. The NSWRA, however, was an exclusive, metropolitan organisation that 

had little contact with outlying clubs, thus rendering its title a misnomer.952 This concept was 
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reinforced when in 1899 a rival association to the NSWRA was formed: the North Coast 

Rowing Association, comprising clubs from Newcastle to the Queensland border.953 The 

NSWRA’s response was typically astringent: it could not recognise as amateurs those who 

might be qualified under the North Coast association, as the definition proposed was ‘very 

similar to that of the V.R.A’.954 

It can also be conjectured that with Federation imminent and the colonies about to become 

states the amateur question was, in microcosm, both a reflection of and a metaphor for the 

socio-cultural and socioeconomic mores and developments of the time. New South Wales 

adopted the ‘Old World’ definitions that had been, and continued to be, based on class 

distinctions, while Victoria was more egalitarian.955 New South Wales, moreover, the most 

populous colony, was of a singularly ‘free trade’ bent and Victoria ‘protectionist’, the former 

seeking to ensure what it considered its political and economic rights within the new federation 

while the latter defended the rights of the smaller colonies-cum-states.956 Existing meanwhile in 

the centre of this political mix was a class of manual labour amateurs who had their own clubs 

and associations. As has been noted, Leichhardt and Balmain were New South Wales clubs 

supportive of oarsmen in this sector, while among those in Victoria who likewise accepted them 

were Albert Park, Footscray and the Ballarat clubs. 

These clubs received support from an unlikely source. Alfred Deakin, described by ‘Harrier’ in 

The Australasian as ‘one of the ablest lawyers and politicians in Australia’, had received a 

‘circular’ letter sent to several sporting organisations in the colonies by English sports 

administrator, J. Astley Cooper, seeking their participation in key English sporting events ‘viz., 

the AAA Championship, Henley &c.’. In response, several of those organisations had referred 

to major events in England as being ‘too classy’. Mr Deakin responded to Cooper thus: 

I find that the difficulty in giving effect to your plan lies in the contrast between our 

democratic and your aristocratic society. With us there are practically no distinctions of class 

among athletes, except that those engaged in manual work are not eligible for rowing contests 

as against city men. But between these last there is no distinction, and many of our best 

oarsmen are clerks, or engaged in commercial pursuits. In cricket and football even this 

distinction disappears. 
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I believe that your athletic competitions are limited to university or professional men. They 

are numerously represented in our clubs, but to choose a team wholly from them, after 

making the necessary deductions for those who [for] one reason or another are unable to 

leave, is to reduce us to what we should consider a third-rate [team] or crew who would have 

no possible chance with your men. It is this rather than lack of funds that has hitherto 

prevented us from joining you at Henley or the athletic meetings, and I fail to see how it is to 

be overcome. Mere athleticism goes for little, but it is the acquaintanceships and friendships 

that are likely to be formed at such meetings that constitute at least one element of their 

importance, and this would be impossible between men whose habits of life are widely 

different. The initial obstacle, of which 1 hasten to inform you, appears to me serious and 

insurmountable. 

However, it rests with you to determine how far English exclusiveness would be set aside for 

a mixed crew or team, and how far the appearance of such a crew or team in the Mother 

Country would further your idea. Cricket teams, of course, consist of two elements always—

whether yours or ours— and the question is whether similar combinations are possible in 

other contests.  

Now, can any thing be more explicit, fairer or straighter to the point than this? Here we have 

not only Australia but other colonies, anxious and willing to go in for international 

competition on the grand scale, and only one thing intervenes, i.e., our present definition of 

an amateur. It is very serious to reflect on the knowledge that, under existing conditions, not 

only our colonies but thousands of Englishmen, are barred from competition at our big 

meetings. Not for any fault of their own, mark you, but simply because they literally obey the 

Divine command to earn their bread by honest toil. No labour is menial if well done, and it is 

certainly rough upon this mighty class to deny them the pleasure of testing their athletic skill 

against others. Such men as Mr. R. C. Lehmann957 acknowledge this, and that famous 

Cantab958 has sturdily advocated the right of all amateurs to row at Henley, for instance! 

Others of an observant nature are 'tired’—as the Yankees say—of the present farcical 

conditions, and feel constrained to throw in their lot with those who go in for sport as a 

pleasure and not as a business. Edison959 has declared that by the Rontgen rays the blind shall 

be made to see. One cannot help wishing for some scientific appliance to open the eyes of the 

morally blind to the state of latter-day amateurism. Failing that, perhaps the above testimony 

of such a noble sportsman as Mr. Alfred Deakin may assist in doing so.960 
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This debate had raged in England for years as a result of class discrimination, an example of 

which was the definition of an amateur oarsman by the London Rowing Club in 1878 as: 

... an officer of Her Majesty’s Army, or Navy, or Civil Service, a member of the Liberal 

Professions, or of the Universities or Public Schools, or of any established boat or rowing 

club not containing mechanics or professionals ... [He] must not have competed ... for either a 

stake, or money ... or with or against a professional for any prize; nor ever taught, pursued, or 

assisted in the pursuit of athletic exercises of any kind as a means of livelihood, nor ever have 

been employed in or about boats, or in manual labour; nor be a mechanic, artisan or 

labourer.961 

Inherent in this definition is the acceptance of social position as a criterion for amateur status, 

and of professionalism in all its forms as beneath contempt. As already mentioned, in 1882 

those intent on preserving amateur ‘purity’ and keeping English rowing ‘free of the corrupting 

and debasing influences of working class amateurs and manual workers’ established the 

Amateur Rowing Association. In 1890, those seeking a more inclusive and democratic 

approach that championed amateur rowing with no manual labour bar, formed the National 

Amateur Rowing Association.962 Links can be drawn here between New South Wales and the 

ARA and Victoria and the NARA. The situation in England has been perfectly encapsulated 

by British rowing historian Eric Halladay, and also bears comparison with events in the 

colonies: 

Based on the precedent set by events such as the Oxford–Cambridge Boat Race, Henley 

Royal Regatta and the enthusiastic adoption of rowing by Britain’s so-called public but in 

essence very private and elite schools, such as Eton, those involved in the administration of 

the sport in England, most of them middle-class, tried to exercise a degree of social control 

by discriminating against those of working class origin who might wish to participate. This 

form of social engineering was based on a belief in the virtue of amateurism and of the need 

to engage in sport for its own sake. Professionalism was to be avoided because of a 

perception that victory was its only reward and the means of achieving that victory – fouling 

and cheating – were to be resisted. So too were the accompanying problems arising from 

wagers, betting and other forms of commercial exploitation. Many, moreover, by the nature 

of jobs subsequently described as ‘blue collar’, were likely to have an advantage over those 
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whose professions were less physically taxing. Given such arguments, there was a strong 

feeling that it might be better if those who participated in a particular sport were socially 

equal to those who made the rules.963  

Halladay’s sentiments reinforce the perception that English rowing was, and for a long time 

remained, administered by an elite minority. As Melbourne academic June Senyard has 

posited, ‘by looking to Oxford [the elite] rather than the Thames [the proletariat] for the 

origins of rowing, the [elite] claimed the sport for gentlemen’.964 Addressing this issue at club 

level, Pierre de Coubertin wrote: ‘The English in England and, in their footsteps, the English 

in the Dominions [have the view that] a good sports club remains a club whose members are 

gentlemen of the same station (his emphases). That is why, in rowing ... they once declared 

any manual labourer a professional. This was how the university rowers intended to retain the 

rather aristocratic cachet of their sport’.965 

It should also be noted that the rise of amateurism in Australia affected not just rowing but 

several other sports – but in different ways. Like rowing, most forms of athletics were initially 

professional, as was cricket before it graduated relatively seamlessly to the pragmatic form of 

amateurism that served it well for decades. Other sports, notably two football codes, also had 

an ‘amateur debate’ – but in chronological reverse. In 1897 eight clubs broke away from the 

amateur Victorian Football Association and set up the professional Australian Football 

League. A little less than a decade later one rugby code became two. Working class players 

split from the original and rapidly growing middle class rugby union code when union’s 

‘establishment’ refused to compensate them for loss of wages or provide adequate payment 

for injuries incurred while playing, and established rugby league.966 

7.7  Towards a New Century 

Victoria’s inter-colonial eights victory apart, the year 1899 also saw Melbourne University 

halt on the Yarra a two-win Intervarsity run by their Sydney counterparts.967 In Tasmania, the 

fifth in an interrupted series of North versus South boat races in eights was held on the Derwent, 

the South crew winning again, just as it had the previous year and in 1892 and 1893. Indeed the 
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only North win had come in the initial race in 1891.968 The GPS contest in Sydney was won by 

St Ignatius from Shore and Sydney Grammar,969 while Scotch got home on Albert Park Lake 

ahead of Melbourne Grammar and Wesley in the APS Head of the River.970 This event, 

however, was but a prelude to the first eight-oared boat race between schoolboy crews, the 

contestants being Melbourne Grammar and Geelong Grammar. Melbourne Grammar won by 

three-quarters of a length.971 Western Australia held its first schools Head of the River. The 

Western Australian Rowing Club (WARC) having undertaken to coach Christian Brothers 

College and Perth High School, Swans to help Scotch College and Fremantle Rowing Club to 

mentor St Peter’s College, the four school crews faced off on 28 June, on a course from a 

point under Mount Eliza to Perth Yacht Club. Watched by ‘a large assemblage’, St Peter’s 

won the first heat from Scotch, and in the second the High School defeated Christian 

Brothers. In the final the High School beat St Peters by two lengths.972 There having been no 

schools races in Queensland since those between the Brisbane and Ipswich Grammar Schools 

in 1890 and 1891, a race over three quarters of a mile was held in Maryborough between the 

local grammar school and Brisbane Grammar, the visitors winning by a length-and-a-half.973 

The year 1899 also saw the formation of two more clubs, in Western Australia and Tasmania. 

The Bunbury Rowing and Sailing Club was established – despite the protestations of one 

member, a Mr Bond, who said he thought the word ‘Sailing’ should he left out, as rowing and 

sailing were quite distinct from each other. ‘In fact,’ he stated, ‘sailing clubs rather looked 

down on rowing clubs as too much like hard work,’ and proposed an amendment that the 

word ‘Sailing’ be left out. The amendment failed and ‘Rowing and Sailing Club’ it became.974 

In Tasmania the North Esk Rowing Club in Launceston emerged, following a meeting in 

Murphy’s Bridge Hotel on 20 November. A Scottsdale sawmill had generously offered to 

supply a quantity of timber for the proposed building, the Marine Board had approved its 

erection, and Messrs A. and S. Luttrell, Architects, would provide building designs. Mr James 

Boag, of brewery fame, became the club’s first president.975 
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On 12 May 1900, on the Brisbane River, the last inter-colonial eights race was held. Watched 

by a crowd estimated at ten thousand Victoria recorded their seventh consecutive win, ahead 

of New South Wales, Queensland and South Australia. Compensation came for the locals 

when Mick Slack easily won the sculling title ahead of Victorian Charlie Donald.976 The New 

South Wales GPS regatta was won by Shore, from Sydney Grammar.977 The Victorian Head 

of the River, the last in fours but the first with a four-crew, first-and-final format, was held on 

a one mile 300 yards Upper Yarra course between the Botanical Gardens Bridge and Princes 

Bridge. Watched by the largest crowd in years, Scotch College retained the title, heading 

home Wesley, Melbourne Grammar and Geelong Grammar.978 The second contest for 

Western Australia’s Public Schools Challenge Cup was won by Christian Brothers College.979 

The thirteenth annual eight-oared Intervarsity race was contested on the Parramatta between 

Sydney and Adelaide, some parents of Melbourne University students forbidding them to 

travel to Sydney for fear of the existence of plague there. Sydney won by 54 seconds, the 

Adelaide bow man having caught successive huge ‘crabs’ at the start and rendered his crew 

helpless from then on.980 

The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (UK) having been passed on 5 July 1900 

and given Royal Assent by Queen Victoria on 9 July 1900, it was proclaimed on 1 January 

1901 in Centennial Park, Sydney. Edmund Barton was sworn in as the interim Prime 

Minister, leading an interim Federal ministry of nine members.981 The new constitution 

established a bicameral Parliament containing a Senate and a House of Representatives, and 

the office of Governor-General was established as the Queen's representative. The 

Constitution also established a High Court, and divided the powers of government between 

the new states and the new Commonwealth government.982 

The first interstate men’s eights race took place, probably fittingly, on the Parramatta River 

championship course on 4 May 1901. Victoria added yet one more to an unbroken list of 

victories, their eighth consecutive win and twentieth in total. There was consolation again for 

New South Wales, Joe Daley relieving Mick Slack of the title in repeating his 1899 win. It 
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was noted by ‘Austral’ of the Town and Country Journal that it had now become 

characteristic of Australian aquatics that Victorians should excel as oarsmen and New South 

Welshmen as scullers. ‘The mother State has in the latter department of aquatics a splendid 

record’, he wrote, ‘having produced both professional and amateur champions; but somehow 

(whether from lack of organising power, or the adoption of mistaken methods in training, it is 

not easy to say) the strength of New South Wales with the oar never seems to have been 

thoroughly developed and done justice to. It will be for our aquatic experts and the New 

South Wales Rowing Association to discover the true secret, and apply the remedy.’983 

Counter to that argument, however, came Sydney University’s win on the Yarra in the annual 

Intervarsity contest. Watched by, among others, Edmund Barton, now confirmed as prime 

minister, the visitors got home by a bare half length ahead of their Melbourne counterparts 

following the closest race in years.984 

The first interstate women’s rowing competition had also been recorded: a sculling race 

during the Great Federation Regatta staged at Albert Park Lake in Melbourne on 30 May 

1901. Cassie Woolley won the event from her Sydney challenger Elizabeth Messenger. The 

female scullers attracted such public interest that police were required to keep the inquisitive 

spectators at bay. To add to the occasion the Victorian sculler used a Gladstone skiff loaned to 

her by the Governor of Victoria, Lord Brassey, as anything narrower would have been very 

awkward given the full-length skirt Miss McRitchie was wearing.985  

The New South Wales GPS contest saw St Ignatius victorious ahead of Sydney Grammar and 

Shore, the event overseen, as had been the case for much of the previous half-century, by 

administrative stalwarts such as Q. L. Deloitte, the umpire, and M. A. H. Fitzhardinge, a 

judge and starter.986 Following the ‘trial’ race on Albert Park Lake two years earlier, the 

Victorian Head of the River was for the first time officially contested in eights, clinker built 

and with outriggers. Wesley won, ahead of Scotch, Geelong Grammar and Melbourne 

Grammar.987  
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7.8  Resolution 

It was now that the amateur debate resurfaced. On 26 June the ‘working man’s’ newspaper 

the Sydney Sportsman published a scathing attack on the NSWRA, its opposition to manual 

labourers, and the ‘blind prejudice that is openly degrading the sport’. ‘It is obvious to all,’ 

the Sportsman declared, ‘that the art of rowing in these parts is in a state approaching 

quiescence ... The present low stratum to which rowing has descended is ... due in a great 

measure to the fruitless, inactive, and, when aroused, ultra-conservative spirit which 

permeates the association, and as long as matters remain as they are, so long will the sport 

deteriorate and further degenerate’. The newspaper concluded by stating that the amateur 

status being enforced by the association was not only anomalous but absurd.988  

The following year its stance was entirely vindicated, the 1902 interstate eights contest 

proving for New South Wales nothing short of catastrophic. The crew having been promoted 

as ‘the best New South Wales has ever produced’, they finished last, behind even Western 

Australia, for whom the Port River, Adelaide event was their first. Unsurprisingly, Victoria 

won yet again, some two hundred yards, it was estimated, ahead of the New South Welshmen. 

South Australia were second and Queensland third. The debacle brought from the Sydney 

Sportsman another scathing critique. ‘A miserable and unparalleled defeat’, it declared, laying 

the blame on ‘the conservative and stupid body which controls the sport, the New South 

Wales Rowing Association. For out-and-out barefaced mismanagement the [association] has 

reached the lowest depths of public scorn and derision ...’ However, Joe Daley of New South 

Wales saved what was left of his state’s reputation by retaining the amateur sculls title, 

thereby reinforcing the Town and Country Journal’s thesis a year earlier.989 Melbourne again 

halted a two-win streak by Sydney in the Intervarsity race, held at Port Adelaide, the 

Victorians cruising home by three lengths, with the home crew third.990 

Further cracks in the NSWRA’s defences were made at its 8 July meeting when John 

Symington, captain of the Balmain Rowing Club, proposed that manual labourers be admitted 

as amateurs. Eleven delegates – three from Balmain, four from Glebe Rowing Club, three 

from Leichhardt and one from the University Boat Club – voted in favour of the motion, with 
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only nine – three from Sydney Rowing Club, two from Mercantile (one the omnipresent John 

Blackman) three from North Shore and one from the Schools’ Association – voting against. 

Given, however, an association clause that the required majority to alter a rule was not less 

than 2 to 1, the motion was negated. Symington vowed not to let the matter rest.991 

At the 1902 GPS Regatta it was Sydney Grammar’s turn to triumph, its crew beating the 

holders, St Ignatius, by three-and-a-half lengths, with Shore well out of contention.992 The 

finalists in Victoria’s Head of the River contest were Wesley College and Melbourne 

Grammar, Wesley again the victors, by a boat length.993 The first all-schools four-oared race 

in Brisbane since 1899 resulted in a win for Maryborough Grammar School, one length ahead 

of Brisbane Grammar.994 

Not long afterwards came news of the death of George Thornton, the first president of the 

Sydney Rowing Club, at age of 82. For half a century Thornton occupied a position of 

influence and prominence in the public and business life of New South Wales, serving for a 

time as Mayor of Sydney, and as a member of the New South Wales parliament in both the 

lower and upper house.995 He was succeeded at the rowing club by Q. L. Deloitte, its first 

captain.996  

As 1903 began, a new club, the Torrens Boat Club, was established in Adelaide. Its first 

meeting was held at the Norfolk Arms Hotel in Rundle Street on the evening of 6 February, 

with the Mayor of Adelaide, Mr L. Cohen, appointed Patron and Mr J. R. Anderson the 

President. The membership was said to already total between 30 and 40, and the sheds and 

eight boats belonging to ‘the old Banks club’ had been purchased for £60. The new club's 

oarsmen would race ‘in scarlet guernseys, with white hats and knickers’.997  

The 1903 interstate eights race on the Yarra saw only a marginal improvement by New South 

Wales, fourth this time rather than last, that position filled by Western Australia. Ahead of 

them Victoria won yet again, in front of Queensland and South Australia. And this time New 

South Wales’s Joe Daley also failed, beaten in the amateur sculling championship by T. H. 
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(Harrison) Bourke of Tasmania and Victorian Percy Ivens.998 However, Sydney University 

again bucked the trend when it came to the Intervarsity race. The holders, Melbourne 

University, were favourites, but Sydney, regarded as in better physical condition than their 

southern rivals, won with ease, and in doing so maintained the remarkable record of having 

won every such race held on the Parramatta.999  

It was now that John Symington was true to his word. He again gave notice of his intention to 

move a motion that all amateur races should be open to artisans provided their only 

disqualification was that they earned their living at callings involving manual labour. His 

timing was perfect: since the debacle in Adelaide the previous year, advocates of an alteration 

to the definition had again been agitating for change. In addition, the Sydney Rowing Club, 

hitherto representative of the conservative ranks, had decided in favour of the admission of 

manual labourers to amateur rowing competition. (This did not, however, mean that the club 

itself would admit manual labourers as members; only that its members would be content to 

meet manual labourers in open races!).1000 At a general meeting of the NSWRA on 14 July 

John Symington was at last able to achieve his ambition. The 2–1 clause was this time 

rendered irrelevant, the vote being 15–6 in favour of the motion,1001 and a debate that had 

raged for a significant part of the last half-century was at last at an end.  

Not so in England, however. The Amateur Rowing Association, that most conservative 

among international rowing bodies, demonstrated intransigence that was to linger until well 

into the next century and at times impact on Australian scullers and crews competing there. 

This, together with the continuing groundswell of support for the amateur ethos, and the new 

nation’s undoubted ongoing imperial affiliation to the Mother Country, was to ensure that in 

Australia, for more than half of the new century, amateurism reigned supreme.  

7.9  Discussion  

This chapter has examined class relations in colonial rowing through the prism of the 

contentious manual labour question. This generated protracted debate around the status or 

eligibility of participants based on perceptions that manual labourers and other forms of 
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artisan gained an advantage on those among the clerical and business ranks for whom rowing 

was simply a form of recreation. The amateurs tended to be wealthy private school and 

university graduates who saw sport as recreation and certainly not as a profitable business. 

They were also more likely to become administrators of the sport.  

The chapter has also described the decline of old world attitudes and compared resolutions by 

Victoria to the manual labour question with those arrived at in New South Wales and in 

England.1002 The New South Wales Rowing Association definition of an amateur was inflexible, 

whereas that of the Victorian Rowing Association was more pragmatic. To officials in the 

original colony ‘professionalism was viewed as a character trait, a defect in one’s 

personality’1003 while in Victoria a man was an amateur providing he did not row for money or 

receive money from other sports. Indeed in Melbourne it was possible to compete as an amateur 

is some sports but receive money prizes from others.1004 In both colonies, too, the definition of 

an amateur varied from club to club. (Sydney and Mercantile v Glebe and Leichhardt)  

Thus, while the ‘amateur-professional’ debate was ostensibly about fairness in sport, it 

eventually became based on class.1005 In a society, moreover, ‘where binary opposites drove 

the rhetoric of public discourse, the amateur ethic took the moral high ground’,1006 and rowing 

‘moved ... away from its origins as an extension of employment to rowing as a recreational 

contest’.1007 

Also examined and discussed has been the imperial influence exerted within the development 

of colonial rowing, witness the emulation by the Intervarsity contest of the Oxford–

Cambridge boat race and the ‘borrowing’ by inter-colonial eights of their crew colours. 
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Chapter 8: NEW AGE DARK AGE 

8.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the development and progress made by Australian rowing and sculling 

as it transitions from inter-colonial to inter-state competition while maintaining its progress at 

the universities and schools levels. It relates, too, the rapid increase in the number of clubs in 

all states, the continuing emergence of women’s sculling and rowing and the first women’s 

clubs. Also noted are Tasmania’s internecine administrative problems, the deeds of 

expatriates, notably at the London Olympics, the first in which Australian scullers and 

oarsmen took part, and the exploits of their successors at the Stockholm Olympic Games 

when representing Australasia. The war years are recounted, as is the emergence of an iconic 

men’s eight. 

8.2  Steady Progress 

The eleventh GPS Regatta in April 1903 drew plaudits for Sydney Grammar School, 

described as ‘far too good a crew for the others to have any chance of winning. It was 

absolutely the best school crew seen on the river at any time’. A whole 30 seconds behind 

them were Shore, who just held out St Ignatius.1008 The Victorian Head of the River was 

notable for a third successive win by Wesley and a massive ‘crab’ by opponents Scotch 

College that saw two crew members thrown out of the boat!1009  

In Melbourne, plans were being made to establish an Australian ‘Henley-style’ event, and 

thus emulate England’s Henley Royal Regatta. The initiative came from, among others, 

Melbourne Rowing Club members George Fairbairn, Arthur Blackwood and Captain W. C. 

Rivett. It was initially proposed, at a meeting held at Young and Jackson’s Hotel on 22 June 

1903, that the event be called The Victorian Amateur Regatta.1010 Subsequently, however, it 

became the Australian Henley Regatta, and the Melbourne Amateur Regatta Association was 

established to manage the event. Fairbairn became the President and Rivett the Hon. 

Secretary, while appointed Hon. Treasurer was Edwin Flack, Australia’s first ever Olympic 
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gold medallist and an accountant. The regatta would further emulate England’s Henley in that 

the challenge cups to be awarded were identical to those at the Royal Regatta – the Grand 

Challenge Cup and the Ladies’ Challenge, for example. Melbourne’s clubs would be 

encouraged to erect marquees along the riverbank, thus recreating the English Henley’s 

‘enclosure’ ambience. Not content, however, with arranging just one regatta in 1904, and 

much to the chagrin of Sydney’s rowing administrators, the Regatta Association declared it 

would run two Henley regattas that year, the first in autumn and the second in spring.1011 A 

further key decision was to adopt the Victorian Rowing Association’s definition of 

amateur.1012  

When the first ‘Henley-on-Yarra’, as it also became known, was held on 19 March 1904 the 

attempt to create a ‘society tone’ was reported to have been only ‘fairly successful’, despite 

the attendance of the Governor-General and Lady Northcote. However, a very large crowd 

had attended and saw ‘a series of well-contested races in which oarsmanship of a very high 

class was exhibited’. All up, qualifying heats and finals is six events resulted in twenty-seven 

races, on a one mile, one hundred yards course from the Botanical Gardens bridge to Prince’s 

Bridge.1013 Ballarat won the Grand Challenge Cup for eights and the Australian amateur 

champion Harrison Bourke of Tasmania led all the way in the Yarra Challenge Sculls. 

Festivities were brought to an end with a ‘brilliant’ display of fireworks’.1014 

Any hopes that the resolution of the manual labour issue would bring immediate success to a 

New South Wales eight at the 1904 interstate regatta were firmly dashed when, on 7 May in 

Brisbane, the crew finished fourth of five. Victoria were yet again supreme, with Queensland 

and South Australia second and third.1015 Further compounding New South Wales’ 

embarrassment was that the state had no entry in the amateur sculling championship, in which 

Harrison Bourke of Tasmania retained his title.1016 Sydney Grammar also retained their New 

South Wales GPS crown, winning comfortably from St Ignatius and Shore at a regatta 

described as ‘the most successful that has ever been held’.1017 On the Upper Yarra Wesley 

extended their winning run in the Victorian Head of the River to four, this time seeing off 
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Geelong Grammar by a boat length.1018 The 1904 Intervarsity event, also held on the Yarra, 

was won by Melbourne.1019 

The second Henley-on-Yarra regatta on 22 October was marred by inclement weather; it was 

dull, cold, windy and occasionally wet. So well had the regatta been promoted, however, that 

both banks were crowded with spectators. Flags flew, lines of bunting were stretched across 

the river and on the northern bank were moored numerous launches and houseboats. Among 

the winners were two provincial crews. Ballarat retained the Grand Challenge Cup and 

Nagambie won the Stewards Cup four-oared race.1020 So began an event that has since taken 

place annually almost every year and meanwhile fostered a variety of other Australian 

‘Henleys’, among them Henley-on-Maribyrnong, Henley-on-Torrens and the waterless 

Henley-on-Todd in Alice Springs. Following several years in which it had resided in either 

the Edwards or Greenland boathouse1021 the Yarra Yarra club celebrated the opening of its 

own clubhouse, on the site it still occupies.1022  

A highlight of the 1905 GPS Regatta, held on the customary course on the Parramatta River, 

was a display prior to racing of the visiting interstate eights training for the upcoming annual 

contest. Also there was George Towns, Australia’s world professional sculling champion. The 

schoolboy honours went to St Ignatius, who changed places with 1904’s winners Sydney 

Grammar, Shore placing third.1023 A week later, again over the championship course, came the 

interstate eights contest, ‘every point of vantage ... crowded with spectators, anxious to see 

what the Town and Country Journal described as ‘the greatest race in the history of amateur 

rowing in this part of the globe’. It was Tasmania’s first appearance in the event since 1885 

and they gave a great account of themselves, pushing Victoria all the way. New South Wales 

improved to third place, while Western Australia, South Australia and Queensland filled the 

minor placings. Harrison Bourke had begun a good day for the island state by completing a 

‘hat trick’ of wins in the amateur sculling championship over a course from Searle’s 
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Monument to Ryde Bridge.1024 The other major eight-oared contest, Intervarsity, was held on 

Adelaide’s Port River on 10 June, and resulted in a five lengths win for Sydney.1025  

Then came Melbourne’s Associated Public Schools regatta, held on 13 and 14 October, with 

crowds estimated at between seven and ten thousand and the excitement ‘as great as if the 

Melbourne Cup was being decided’. In Saturday’s final the holders for the past four years, 

Wesley, were pushed all the way by Melbourne Grammar, but hung on to win by four feet. It 

was noted that Wesley, Melbourne Grammar and the third contender, Geelong Grammar, 

would meet again at the Henley regatta two weeks hence.1026 

That event, according to The Argus, was ‘a brilliant success’ and ‘a water carnival to rank in 

aquatics as a fixture like the Melbourne Cup in racing [and] the final test match of an English 

cricketing tour... On each bank was a densely packed crowd ...the river alive with ... a 

hundred pleasure boats ... and the whole of the gorgeous blaze of beauty and colour was 

glorifying.’ Among the dignitaries was Alfred Deakin, by now Australia’s second prime 

minister.1027 The Australasian referred to the regatta as ‘undoubtedly the finest aquatic gala 

ever held in Australia’, and estimated the crowd at forty thousand. In a re-run of the recent 

schools event Wesley again prevailed, and Albert Park, one of Melbourne’s less ‘fashionable’ 

clubs, held out Ballarat by just two feet to win the Grand Challenge Cup.1028  

A new club was meanwhile being established in Tasmania, with the assistance of the long-

established Derwent Rowing Club. Derwent’s secretary, Mr E. H. Smith, attended a meeting 

on 18 August of those proposing the first club on the north side of the Derwent River, and is 

said to have offered ‘some valuable hints’. These resulted in the formation of a club and ‘the 

appointment of an influential body of officers’, including as secretary Mr Ernest Okines. 

Among plans promulgated were ‘a great aquatic carnival’ in aid of the building fund.1029 A 

successful concert on behalf of the same cause was held on 22 September,1030 the carnival, 
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patronised by the Governor, Sir Gerald Strickland and Lady Strickland, taking place in 

Lindisfarne Bay on 9 December.1031 Thus was created the Lindisfarne Rowing Club. 

8.3  Expatriates 

For the previous three years those attending the original Henley, England’s Royal Regatta, 

had seen performing with distinction an Australian sculler named Frederick Septimus Kelly, a 

Sydney Grammar ‘old boy’ sent by his parents to England’s most exclusive school, Eton 

College, where he had rowed and from which he had graduated to Balliol College at Oxford 

University. In 1902 Kelly became the first Australian to win Henley’s coveted Diamond 

Sculls, so named because the original trophy was a gold scarf pin made of two small sculls 

and a diamond pendant. The event was regarded at that time as the amateur championship of 

the world.1032 The following year Kelly rowed in the Oxford crew beaten by Cambridge in 

England’s annual Boat Race,1033 but three months later, and now representing the exclusive 

Leander Club, he retained the ‘Diamonds’ and was also in the Leander eight that won the 

regatta’s foremost trophy, the Grand Challenge Cup.1034 Kelly repeated his eights triumph in 

1904 but lost his ‘Diamonds’ title when beaten in a semi-final by the eventual winner, L. F. 

Scholes from Canada,1035 that race programmed soon after the eights race and Kelly by then 

exhausted.1036 In 1905, however, he again completed the ‘double’. He beat an Englishman, H. 

T. Blackstaffe, to reclaim ‘the Diamonds’ and was also in the Leander crew that in the final of 

the Grand Challenge Cup defeated Sport Nautique de Gand, Belgium.1037  

Meanwhile an Australian oarsman who had already been to England and would now return 

was Steve Fairbairn. The man who had rowed in the winning Victorian intercolonial eight in 

1889, won the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley Royal Regatta and twice been in a victorious 

Cambridge crew against Oxford, was to have a profound influence on English rowing for 

more than three decades.1038  
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8.4  Praise and Expansion 

In 1906 came a major shock: Victoria did not win the interstate eights event. A run of twelve 

consecutive victories since 1894 came to an end on the Swan River in Perth when Tasmania, 

second in 1905, won the race for the first time. Watched by a crowd estimated at fifty 

thousand the Tasmanian crew spurted at the one-mile mark to secure a length's lead, which 

they doubled in the second mile. It proved a decisive move. Try as they might the holders 

could make no inroads into Tasmania’s lead. New South Wales filled third place, with West 

Australia and South Australia fourth and fifth. The winning time was 15min 57 seconds. 

Compensation for Victoria came in the amateur sculling championship, Percy Ivens winning 

by 25 lengths.1039 

An example of how well regarded the annual interstate eights contests had become was found 

in the official program printed for the event. The passage also clearly indicated that the 

Corinthian ethic was by now well imbued within the Australian rowing and sporting 

community. 

The word ‘greatest’ is used advisedly. Rowing never has been able to get a ‘gate’, and the 

rowing associations throughout Australia are poor – terribly poor – so that to send crews 

thousands of miles every year is a tremendous achievement.  

[But] if determination and enthusiasm make a thing great, then the Interstate race must be so 

counted. If the severe training and personal sacrifice of the 40 or 50 athletes in the race, 

without any hope of reward – not even a tin pot – make a contest great, then the Interstate is 

again so. And if strength and skill, combined with grit and gentlemanly attributes, 

characterise a set of sportsmen and make their competition great, assuredly is the champion 

race great. 

The history of it is a record of clean sport, and a monument to the survival of pure 

amateurism. The breadth of scandal has never tarnished the bright escutcheon of amateur 

rowing in Australia, and the Interstate race holds the proudest place among the many proud 

records emblazoned on the banner. And long may it continue. May the best crew always win 

and may rowing and the Interstate contests last as long as Australia is a land of sport.1040 
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The 1906 Intervarsity eights race on the Parramatta River also provided a surprise, when 

Sydney University, who had never before lost on their own water, had this time to be content 

with second place behind Melbourne. The Adelaide University crew were a ‘weary distance’ 

behind in third place.1041 At the New South Wales GPS event Shore went from third the 

previous year to first, ahead of St Ignatius and Sydney Grammar.1042 At the corresponding 

Victorian contest Xavier College entered the fray for the first time, only to be beaten by the 

title-holders, Wesley, in a preliminary heat. Wesley went on to beat Scotch College in the 

final, thus extending their winning sequence to six.1043 

In a lighter vein, a Veteran Scullers' Handicap Race and a race for the Ladies' Double Sculling 

Championship of New South Wales were held, on 4 August off Abbotsford, on the 

Parramatta. Thousands of people assembled on the banks and the river was covered with 

boats. Among the veterans were Dick Green, now 70 years of age, Peter Kemp, 54, Bill 

Beach, 50, and Michael Rush, aged 62. The race was won by Kemp. The contest for the 

Ladies' race saw six crews duelling, two of them from coastal New South Wales. The winners 

were Mrs E. Woodbridge and Mrs Hyde of Stockton, from the Misses G. and K Lewis (North 

Sydney).1044  

The Henley-on-Yarra regatta this time attracted some thirty thousand people. It was hoped 

that ‘for the sake of sport and exercise ... a good proportion of [those] who mustered on the 

banks of the Yarra ... will take sufficient interest in rowing to support other regattas and 

races’. Essentially, Melbourne’s Leader reflected, ‘just as in England, in connection with ... 

Henley-on-Thames, the Henley-on-Yarra is a social function, and so long as that feature is 

maintained the regatta is bound to be successful’. It was nevertheless reported that ‘from a 

rowing point of view the regatta fell short of previous successes, notably the paucity of 

competition for the principal challenge events. In respect to entries and excellence of rowing 

on the part of junior and maiden crews, however, it established a record’. Albert Park beat 

Mercantile to retain the Grand Challenge Cup, but the Mercantile senior four scored a good 

win in the Stewards' Challenge Cup event. Mention was also made of the Honorary Secretary 
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of the regatta, Mr John Lang, ‘who again proved by his ability, energy, courtesy and tact that 

he is well qualified to fill his onerous post’.1045  

In Hobart the Sandy Bay Rowing Club had been established, at a meeting in the Town Board 

Offices, Queenborough, on Thursday evening, 7 June. A large attendance of rowing 

enthusiasts unanimously decided that the annual subscription should be £1 1 shilling,1046 and 

some twenty members were enrolled. ‘The new club should receive every encouragement and 

support’ the Tasmanian News opined, ‘as there is no better place than Sandy Bay for 

rowing’.1047  

Early in 1907 came a sequel to the ladies’ double sculls event the previous August when one 

of the winners, Mrs Woodbridge, was challenged by Miss Lewis, from the second placed 

crew, to a race for £25 a side and the single sculls championship of Australia. The contest was 

decided on 23 February on the Parramatta River, on a two-mile course from Searle’s 

Monument to Mortlake, and contained a series of mishaps.  

Miss Lewis, the favourite was attired in a white guernsey with red cap and sash, while Mrs 

Woodbridge wore a pale blue cap and sash over a white armless guernsey. At the start Mrs 

Woodbridge dashed away and at Henley Wharf was two lengths to the good. Just above the 

Abbotsford Wharf, however, she had to stop rowing when a steamer crossed her path. Having 

made up the leeway Miss Lewis’s boat appeared to touch her opponent's, and just before 

Gladesville was reached the scullers again came together and their sculls became entangled. 

Miss Lewis recovered more quickly and drew away to win easily, whereupon Mrs 

Woodbridge lodged a protest. This was rejected, the umpire declaring that the first foul 

resulted from her crossing into Miss Lewis’s course. However, as Mrs Woodbridge did not 

win she was not disqualified. On hearing of the protest Miss Lewis expressed willingness to 

race Mrs Woodbridge over a two-mile course ‘at any future date’.1048  

The 1907 interstate races were contested on the Port River in Adelaide, and Victoria won both. 

They reversed the previous year’s eights loss to Tasmania, Queensland taking third place, while 
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Percy Ivens retained the national sculling title.1049 The New South Wales GPS regatta saw the 

entry of St Joseph’s College into the competition, although unavailingly. ‘Joeys’, as they 

came to be known, were fourth behind St Ignatius, Sydney Grammar and Shore.1050 In 

Victoria Wesley’s run of wins came to an end, their crew beaten in a qualifying heat by 

Geelong Grammar, who were in turn defeated by Scotch.1051 The 1907 Intervarsity contest 

was held on the Lower Yarra, from the Footscray wharf to a point three miles downstream 

close to the river mouth. Sydney won by three lengths from Melbourne and Adelaide.1052 The 

fifth Henley-on-Yarra Regatta having attracted an attendance of 40, 000 people the Henley 

committee were again congratulated. ‘It has given a wonderful stimulus to rowing which 

hitherto has been a sport availed of by very few’ observed the Argus. ‘It has been proved by 

the success of Henley that the people are determined that it shall he a fixture for the spring 

carnival season’. The newspaper concluded its report by noting that ‘the Henley regatta 

committee have done their best to reproduce the conditions of England’s great water carnival, 

and considering the conditions have succeeded admirably’.1053 The regatta was again referred 

to as a social event rather than a rowing fixture, ‘because it is held too early in the season for 

any of the clubs represented to perform at their best’. It was pointed out, however, that the 

rowing clubs were becoming accustomed to making an earlier start in each season to be 

prepared for Henley.1054 

8.5  Troubled Tasmania 

Tasmanian rowing’s administrative reputation having improved, internecine arguments again 

arose, notably around the island state’s ‘north-south’ divide. Since at least 1902 the (northern) 

Tasmanian Rowing Association (TRA) had managed to persuade the organisers of northern 

regattas to adopt its rules. In August 1907, however, the Southern Tasmanian Rowing 

Association (STRA) held a conference attended by all southern regatta committees at which it 

was agreed that all southern regattas would be held under STRA rules – which differed 

slightly from those of the TRA. So incensed was the TRA that it wrote to the Hobart Regatta 

Association (HRA) committee stating that unless it was prepared to run its regatta by TRA 
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rules it would boycott the event. It also declared that anyone who rowed in any regatta not 

conforming to TRA rules would be ineligible to enter any regatta conducted under those rules. 

The HRA refused to budge and the state’s rowing community was rendered even more 

divided.1055 Essentially it had become a struggle between the two associations for the overall 

control of rowing in the state.  

The northern organisation having adopted the title Tasmanian Rowing Association gave 

interstate bodies the impression it was the peak association. The Southern Tasmanian Rowing 

Association naturally resented this, suspecting that the TRA intended to arrange for the annual 

interstate regatta to be held on the Tamar and not the Derwent. The STRA therefore changed 

its name to the Tasmanian Rowing Union (TRU) and sought to persuade the other states that 

it, and not the TRA, controlled rowing in Tasmania.1056 

Throughout the following year no northern crew contested any event at the Hobart Regatta, 

and no southerners ventured north to the Tamar. Most bizarre of all was that both 

organisations entered an eight in the interstate regatta, to be held on the Yarra in May 1908. 

Not surprisingly, the Victorian Rowing Association refused to accept two entries from the one 

state, so the TRA and the TRU arranged a race. Not in Tasmania, however, but on the Yarra 

prior to the interstate event, which the northern crew won by three quarters of a length.1057 

Stroked by the latest member of the Fitzhardinge dynasty, Roger Fitzhardinge, New South 

Wales recorded their first win in the eights race in fifteen years, by a length and a quarter 

from Victoria, with the (northern) Tasmania crew three lengths back in third place.1058  

Controversy also surrounded Tasmania’s entry in the amateur sculling championship of 

Australia, Edwin Jack. A restriction had been imposed upon all the state’s scullers: they could 

not ‘work in or about boats for money or wages’. Jack ‘won’ the race, but some time 

afterwards it was revealed that he worked for his father, a Launceston boat builder. Despite it 

being known that Jack was a committed amateur who had never rowed for cash prizes, he was 

disqualified and the race awarded to the second-placed Victorian, Harold Brasch.1059  
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8.6  Olympic Oarsmen, Pioneering Women, Interstate Clubs 

Brisbane had meanwhile held its first ‘Henley’, the Brisbane Courier commenting, as had 

Melbourne’s newspapers in 1906, that ‘as a social event the first Henley-on-the-Brisbane was 

as great a success as an aquatic one’.1060 A crowd estimated at twenty thousand ‘dressed in 

their best’ to witness not only boat racing but processions of boats of all types.1061 

Three months later Sydney won the Intervarsity contest on Adelaide’s Port River, ahead of 

Melbourne and Adelaide. Coincidentally, the winning distance was the same as that in the 

interstate race, a length and a quarter.1062 The New South Wales schools regatta resulted in a 

win for Shore after ‘as fine a race as one could wish to see’. Shore led from the start, but 

approaching the finish the leading crews were practically level, the winners just getting home 

ahead of St Ignatius and Sydney Grammar.1063 In Victoria it was the turn of Geelong College 

to enter the schools Head of the River for the first time. The school made an impressive debut, 

making the final on the new ‘Henley’ course on the Upper Yarra and testing the winners, 

Scotch, all the way. Xavier were third.1064 The Queensland four-oared schools championship, 

raced solely between Brisbane and Maryborough Grammar Schools since 1899, Brisbane 

holding a five-two winning advantage, now saw the entry of the Southport School into the 

competition. Undaunted by being the ‘new boys’ Southport vanquished their more 

experienced opponents on the Brisbane River, finishing a length-and-a-quarter ahead of 

Brisbane Grammar, with Maryborough in third place.1065 The Henley-on-Yarra carnival, held 

in perfect weather, reached ‘the zenith of success. ‘Henley-on-Yarra may now claim to be the 

greatest amateur rowing carnival of Australia’, declared The Argus. Prime Minister Alfred 

Deakin was there again, and an estimated 60,000 people attended. Mercantile were the most 

successful club, winning the Grand Challenge Cup and several other trophies.1066 

News had meanwhile come from England of the exploits of three Australians who had 

represented Great Britain at the fourth Olympic Games in London. In so doing they had won 

two gold medals and a silver. C. R. (Collier) Cudmore, from South Australia, was in the bow 
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seat of the Magdalen College Oxford crew that won the coxless fours event,1067 while the 

former Diamond Sculls and Grand Challenge Cup winner Frederick Septimus Kelly was in 

the two seat of the winning Leander Club eight.1068 The silver medal was won by Eric 

Fairbairn, who with Englishman Phillip Verdon contested the coxless pairs.1069 All three 

Australians would later serve with distinction in the Great War, but only one would survive.  

Three new clubs emerged in 1908, two of them in South Australia. The Port Pirie Rowing 

Club came into being in January at a meeting attended by the town’s mayor, Mr M. L. 

Warren, who promised to give his active support and hoped the club would be run ‘on purely 

amateur lines’. He was promptly elected president.1070 The genesis of a rowing club came in 

Waikerie in September with the establishment of an ‘Athletic and Aquatic Sports Club’.1071 In 

northern New South Wales a long-awaited rowing club in Lismore was at last founded, at a 

meeting presided over by the Mayor, Alderman R. J. Spinks.1072 It was reported three weeks 

later that more than forty new members had been enrolled,1073 and on 30 September the club’s 

shed was officially opened.1074 Its first captain, C. J. Folbigg, was said by the Sydney Mail to 

have had ‘a good deal of experience on the Clarence’.1075 

At the Sydney Rowing Club annual regatta on 17 October came the first ever reference to 

lightweight rowing. In a race for oarsmen 10 stone and under a Sydney lightweight four led 

home a field of five.1076 The suggestion that there be a lightweight classification is reported as 

having come from the stroke of the Sydney crew, Keith Corden.1077 This event somewhat 

contradicted an item in the ‘Australian Rowing and Sculling Championships Souvenir 

Programme, Nepean River, Penrith 3 May 1958’, which reported that: 

To Canadian Joseph Wright, champion sculler and former coach of the American 

University of Pennsylvania, must go the credit of the introduction of the Lightweight 

class of rowing. When Wright took up the position of crew coach at Pennsylvania in 
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1916 he discovered that he had a number of light but excellent oarsmen not big enough 

to make the varsity Eight. He evolved the idea of having a crew composed entirely of 

these lightweight men. The idea quickly spread to other institutions and in 1919 the 

American Rowing Association officially recognized the 150 lb. class.1078 

Sydney, it appears, beat the Americans to it by some eleven years. 

The year 1908 saw the foundation of the first women’s rowing club in Australia, the Albert 

Park Ladies Rowing Club. Several young ladies who enjoyed rowing on the lake suggested 

that a club should be formed, and Cassie Woolley, winner of the first interstate women’s 

rowing competition in 1901, adopted the suggestion. A meeting was held in Jones's 

boathouse, Albert Park on 14 May,1079 and among foundation members appointed to the 

committee were Cassie Woolley (President), the Misses W. Watkins and F. N. Schollick 

(Vice-Presidents), and Miss Lizzie Latchford (Captain).1080 On 27 March 1909 the club was 

officially opened by the Mayoress of South Melbourne, Mrs F. G. Farr. In unfurling the club's 

flag of white silk with a pale blue centre bearing the initials A.P.L.R.C., Mrs Farr said that 

while the club had been established only recently there were already 50 members. A band 

played selections and afternoon tea was served at the club’s quarters in Jones’s Shed while 

members raced in pairs.1081 

A month later came the inauguration of another interstate ‘Henley’, this time in Perth. The 

‘Henley on the Swan’ [River] carnival1082 incorporated the annual inter-schools event and the 

Western Australian Rowing Association regatta.1083 The schools’ championship, which since 

1901 had been dominated by Scotch College, with six wins, was this time won by Christian 

Brothers College. Scotch had to be content with second place, ahead of Perth High School.1084 

The 1909 GPS regatta, the last to be held in fours, saw Sydney Grammar head home Shore, St 

Joseph’s and St Ignatius,1085 while the race for eights in Victoria was moved from October to 

May and resulted in a win for Wesley from Geelong Grammar and Melbourne Grammar.1086 In 
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Brisbane the Southport School four followed up the school’s 1908 debut by again winning the 

Queensland title.1087 

Come the 1909 interstate regatta in Brisbane, the Tasmanians had accepted that a ‘race off’ 

between a north and south crew made no sense. A plan of action was devised whereby the two 

associations, the TRA and the TRU, would divide control of rowing in Tasmania between 

them, based on a line of latitude passing through Oatlands. They would also conduct a north 

versus south race each year, the winner to have control of rowing in Tasmania for the next 

twelve months. That winner would also select the eight to contest the interstate eights race 

based on the best talent available. A crew containing a good north-south balance was 

selected1088 – and it won the interstate title! In a torrential downpour Tasmania headed home 

Victoria by a length and a half, with New South Wales this time third. The sculling 

championship went to John Towns of New South Wales.1089 The ladies sculling championship 

resumed on the Parramatta, with the holder, Gertie Lewis of Sydney, proving far too strong 

for Mrs Hyde of Stockton.1090  

There now also came a revival within professional sculling, albeit at the national rather than 

international level. Concerned by the fact that this arm of the sport still had no regulatory 

structure in place, and even more concerned to ensure that Australian rowing at all levels 

maintained its international profile, the hitherto amateur purist John Blackman drafted the 

required regulations, and helped institute, as a first step, the introduction of the Australian 

professional championship.1091 A Sydney sculler, Harry Pearce, had contested and lost a race 

in 1908 against Richard Arnst of New Zealand1092, a contender for the world championship. 

Come 1909 Pearce was pitted against one Benjamin Thoroughgood of Newcastle for the 

Australian title. The contest, for £100 a side, took place on 29 May on the championship 

course, and it was Pearce who prevailed.1093 
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The 1909 Intervarsity eights race was won on the Parramatta by Sydney, with Melbourne 

second and Adelaide third,1094 Sydney thus becoming the first university crew since the annual 

contests began to win three consecutive races. The stroke, T. S. Dickson and coxswain R. G. 

Waley had been in all three crews, while Rohan Hickson had coached all three.1095 For Waley, 

greater glory awaited.  

There had for some time been discussions in Murray Bridge, South Australia, about the 

formation of a rowing club, led by a former Port Adelaide oarsman, Leo Liston. In July 1909 

a meeting was held at the town’s Bridgeport Hotel, attended by some thirty enthusiasts, at 

which Mr Liston and colleague George Lush outlined the project. It was resolved that the 

Murray Bridge Rowing Club be formed. Officers elected were the Hon. J. G. Bice MLC 

(Patron), Mr F. H. (Felix) Provis (President), George Lush (Captain), Leo Liston (Vice-

Captain and Secretary).1096 It would not be long before the fledgling club was making its mark 

not just locally but nationally and indeed at the international level.  

Just one month later, and further up the Murray River, a meeting of the town’s citizens held on 

the evening of 23 August unanimously decided to form the Mildura Rowing Club. It would be 

launched possessing two four-oared boats, two pair-oars and one pleasure boat, and the 

subscription was fixed at £1 1 shilling. The President, Dr Parker, said he hoped that rowing 

would be well supported in Mildura, ‘as it was an excellent recreation, and if properly 

indulged in was a splendid form of exercise. Not only did it build up the muscle but it 

developed the character, as perseverance and self-denial had to be exercised by those who 

undertook training and desired to achieve success’. He also hoped the time was not very far 

distant when a representative crew would be sent to Melbourne, or to regattas elsewhere.1097  

In Tasmania came the advent of what, eventually, became the Huon Rowing Club. The Huon 

River’s rowing community, previously professional, were now all amateurs.1098 The 

Tasmanian Rowing Union encouraged Mr J. White, Hon. Secretary of the Huon Regatta 

Association, to establish the an interim Franklin Rowing Club. A crew was formed to 
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compete at the forthcoming Henley-on-Yarra regatta,1099 but the Huonites failed to row up to 

form and were beaten in the heats of the junior and senior events.1100  

There was better news for Tasmania a few months later when the 1910 interstate 

championships were held for the first time in the island state, in Hobart. Local sculler Cec 

McVilly, aged just 20 and from Hobart’s Derwent club, won the national title in front of ‘the 

largest crowd of onlookers that has ever come together in that locality’. They would have 

been concerned, however, by the manner in which McVilly won the race, for over much of 

the course he steered erratically. It led to what would become a prescient observation. ‘If 

McVilly had been able to steer a tolerably true course, he must have been the easiest of 

winners’. It was also observed, however, that ‘there is ... vast room for improvement in the 

new champion, and with good coaching he should be a worthy representative of Tasmania for 

some years to come’.  

In the eights race the host state had to be content with third place, New South Wales winning 

and Victoria second1101 – the first race in ten that Victoria’s stroke, James Donald, had failed 

to win. Indeed the event was significant for the fact that it brought to a collective end the 

intercolonial and interstate careers of four outstanding Victorian oarsmen: Alex Chamley, A. 

B. (Alex) Sloan, Charles Donald and James Donald. Chamley, from the Yarra Yarra then 

Albert Park clubs, made his debut in Victoria’s winning intercolonial eight in 1886, rowed in 

the crew a further nine times – and was victorious in every race. His last win was in 1905. 

Sloan and the Donald brothers made their debut in the winning Victorian eight of 1894. A 

member of the Mercantile club, Sloan was also undefeated, from 1894 to 1898 then in 1901 

and 1902. Charles Donald, a member, first, of the Wendouree club and subsequently Albert 

Park1102, recorded wins between 1894 and 1896, then in 1899, 1902, 1903 and 1905. Only in 

his final race, in 1908, did he suffer defeat.1103 He was also coach of Wesley when the 

Victorian APS regatta was raced in eights for the first time, the school’s first in a series of six 

wins. After a lapse of two years, moreover, Wesley won five more times,1104 thus gaining for 
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‘Charlie’ the title ‘prince of coaches’.1105 His brother, James, who also moved from 

Wendouree to Albert Park, recorded wins in 1894 and 1895; between 1899 and 1903, in 1905, 

1907 and 1908, losing only that final race. And only in 1901, when he was in the four seat, 

did he occupy anything but the stroke seat.1106 Little wonder he was regarded as ‘the prince of 

strokes’.1107  

The Intervarsity race on the Lower Yarra was conducted in high winds that saw the Adelaide 

and Melbourne crews swamped even before the event got under way. When it did, the four-man 

in the Adelaide crew fell off his seat and protested, the umpire, George Upward, calling the 

crews back for a fresh start. At the second attempt Adelaide took total control of the race, 

winning by five lengths from Sydney. It was the university’s first win since 1896 and its third 

since the event began. Melbourne failed to finish.1108  

The first New South Wales GPS championship to be contested in eights took place on the 

Parramatta River from Abbotsford to Mortlake Point, and was won by the Shore School by a 

quarter of a length from St Joseph’s College.1109 Wesley again won the Victorian Head of the 

River, ahead of Scotch and Melbourne Grammar. The four-man in the Scotch eight, Clive 

Disher, would in less than a decade cement a permanent place in Australian rowing history.1110 

In Brisbane the Grammar School halted Southport’s two-win progress, albeit narrowly, their 

four getting home by just two feet.1111 In Western Australia Christian Brothers College again 

won the Secondary Schools’ championship, Scotch and the High School having swamped and 

only Guildford Grammar able to chase CBC home.1112  

On 19 April 1910 a well-attended meeting was held in the Council Hall at Mannum, South 

Australia, to discuss a proposed athletics and rowing club. Three tenders for the erection of an 

athletics hall and boat shed were received, and Mr C. J. Dodd's offer of £242 was accepted, 
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subject to satisfactory financial arrangements being completed. Members' subscriptions were 

fixed at 30 shillings per annum for full members using the boats and gymnasium.1113 

A meeting held in the Masonic Hall, Toowong, on 6 July decided to re-form the Toowong 

Rowing Club, swept away by floods in 1890, with a shed near the Toowong ferry. The 

chairman, Mr R. J. Cottell MLA, referred to ‘the advantages the town possessed in the 

beautiful river reach’. There were already 40 intending members at a small fee of £1 per year. 

Offers of assistance were received from Commercial Rowing Club, which had itself been 

destroyed in the same 1890 flood, and from the Brisbane Rowing Club.1114 On 27 October, in 

the municipal buildings of the Hobart suburb of New Town, the Buckingham Rowing and 

Swimming Club was established.1115 A further meeting eight days later, in the same building, 

was attended by members of other clubs. Mr J. Lord, captain of Sandy Bay, offered the new 

venture two boats, while his counterpart at the Derwent Rowing Club, Mr H. J. McConnon, 

offered ‘one and possibly two’. The club shed was to be located in New Town Bay.1116 

Not to be outdone by Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth, Adelaide had also devised a ‘Henley’ 

regatta. The city’s Chronicle reported that ‘never before has our pretty little river ... presented 

such a brilliant and charming appearance as it did ... when the first Henley-on-Torrens 

Regatta was held, in homage to the Henley-on-Thames Regatta ... and inspired by the Henley-

on-Yarra Regatta’.1117 The South Australian Rowing Association had hoped the carnival 

would ‘draw to the riverside many people who would not be attracted by a racing programme 

alone’ and the event was a resounding success.1118 

The year 1911 began with fiftieth anniversary celebrations of one Victorian regatta and the 

reintroduction of another. The Murray Rowing Association’s Jubilee Regatta, held at Lake 

Moodemere on 2 January, was attended by one of the largest gatherings yet seen in the 

district, with major centres on both sides of the river for a radius of' at least 25 miles well 

represented. Notable among these were Corowa, Wahgunyah and Rutherglen. The principal 

event, the challenge four-oared race, was won by the Lake Moodemere number one crew.1119 
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The Albert Park Lake Regatta, last held in 1901 during federation celebrations, attracted two 

thousand people, leading organisers to declare that the success of future regattas on or about 

the same date, 30 January, was assured. A particular feature of the regatta was races for 

women’s pairs.1120 Another was that sitting in the three-seat of the winning South Melbourne 

maiden eight was one Roy Cazaly,1121 a member of a prominent sporting family who recorded 

several wins during the year and later gained national fame as an Australian Rules 

footballer.1122 

While the future of the Toowong and Buckingham clubs looked assured, for the Mercantile 

Rowing Club in Sydney, fate had other ideas. The second oldest club in New South Wales, 

situated on prime land at Dawes Point, where the southern pylon of the Sydney Harbour Bridge 

now stands, had learned from the Sydney Harbour Trust in the middle of 1910 that its site was 

marked for resumption. Despite concerted rearguard action, at what proved to be the club’s final 

meeting the committee was forced to recommend ‘with much regret’ that it be disbanded. The 

motion was carried unanimously and the meeting concluded with the singing of ‘Auld Lang 

Syne’.1123 

Just ten days later, out of Mercantile’s ‘ashes’ another club arose. A meeting was held at the 

Cremorne Club on 17 August with a view to forming a rowing club in Mosman Bay, on the 

North Shore.1124 The meeting was attended by the President of the New South Wales Rowing 

Association, Mr A. K. Nash, and a significant number of Mercantile members. It was agreed 

that finding a site for a shed was not a problem, and that as a matter of priority Mercantile’s 

redundant shed and boat fleet should be acquired.1125 The rules, colours, and flag of the 

Mercantile Rowing Club were also adopted.1126 The old Mercantile boathouse was duly pulled 

down and re-erected in Mosman,1127 and when the ‘new’ building was opened by Mr Nash on 

1 April, he described it as ‘a handsome structure’.1128 
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On 6 May the New South Wales eight was reported to have had a ‘day out’, so easy was its 

win on the Parramatta River in the annual interstate contest, while Cec McVilly of Tasmania 

also looked comfortable as he retained the national sculling title.1129 The annual intervarsity 

eights race was postponed for two days when on Saturday 10 June Adelaide‘s Port River 

course was adjudged too rough for racing. Forty-eight hours later conditions were perfect as 

Melbourne University cruised to victory over Sydney and the host state’s crew.1130 By contrast 

the New South Wales schools contest saw four crews never separated by more than a length, 

St Joseph’s triumphing by just two feet ahead of Sydney Grammar to claim its first win.1131 

Down on the Barwon Wesley won again after the two Grammar Schools, Geelong and 

Melbourne, had clashed early in the race. The victors thus became the first to receive a new 

race trophy, presented in perpetuity by Geelong Old Grammarian Charles Fairbairn.1132 .1133 In 

Queensland entries originally numbered three, only for Rockhampton Grammar to withdraw, 

leaving Southport School and Brisbane Grammar to continue their rivalry. Southport regained 

the title, finishing two lengths ahead of Grammar, the time for the three-quarters of a mile 

course 4 minutes 25 seconds.1134 In the West Christian Brothers College secured a third 

successive win.1135 

On 29 July there came an indication that Sydney’s rowing and sculling public recalled with 

some fondness the glory days of professional sculling. A crowd on land and water estimated as 

sixty thousand saw Richard Arnst of New Zealand, by now the world champion, defeat 

Australian champion Harry Pearce on the old championship course. Pearce pushed Arnst for 

much of the race, but at the finish was four boat lengths in arrears, the winner recording a 

course record time of 19 minutes 46 seconds. A further indication of the interest aroused was 

that the national sports newspaper The Referee carried its report of the race on a front page 

dominated by a large photograph of Arnst.1136 

On 22 September a meeting of delegates from several of Victoria’s sporting associations met 

to consider the formation of a Victorian Olympic Council, to act in conjunction with councils 
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in the other states in selecting athletes to represent Australasia at the 1912 Olympic Games in 

Stockholm. The meeting was chaired by Basil Parkinson, representing the Victorian Amateur 

Athletics Association. Mr Parkinson noted that once such a council had endorsed the 

nominations of Victorian athletes they should be sent to Richard Coombes, the Australian 

representative on the International Olympic Committee. It was duly agreed that the Victorian 

Olympic Council be formed.1137 It held its first meeting two months later and Parkinson was 

elected chairman.1138 

8.7  ‘Home’ to the Olympics 

It had for many years been the ambition of rowing authorities to send ‘home’ to England an 

Australian rowing crew. An interstate conference on 5 May 1911 had set in train the means by 

which that ambition could finally be realised.1139 In August the New South Wales Rowing 

Association decided to secure the representation of Australia at the Stockholm Olympics, due 

to be held on 18 and 19 July 1912. It was further decided to communicate that decision to the 

New South Wales Olympic Committee and to rowing associations in other states.1140 In 

October the NSWRA supported the nomination by Tasmania of Cecil McVilly to compete in 

the single sculls at the Games, in recognition of his having won the Australian Amateur 

Sculling Championship two years in succession.1141 The association also considered a 

proposal from Victoria that an eight-oared crew made up of rowers from each state be sent. Its 

preference, however was to nominate an all-New South Wales crew,1142 and Australia’s 

representative on the International Olympic Committee, Richard Coombes, informed the 

NSWRA that a crew from that state would be ‘warmly welcomed’ in Stockholm.1143 At year’s 

end the Victorian Rowing Association signified its intention to assist the process.1144  

The following month a twelve-man squad was announced: eight from New South Wales, two 

from Victoria (in recognition of that state’s assistance) and two oarsmen already in England, 

A. B. Doyle and H. K. (Hugh) Ward, a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford.1145 The ‘locals’ selected 
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were Stuart Amess, Roger Fitzhardinge, Henry Hauenstein, Keith Heritage, Sydney 

Middleton, Thomas Parker, John Ryrie and E. Roy Barker, while the Victorians were Simon 

Fraser and Harry Ross-Soden of the Melbourne University Boat Club. Mr W. J. (Bill) 

Middleton of New South Wales was named as coach, with a coxswain to be appointed at a 

later date. In reporting the selections, the Sydney Morning Herald noted that the ‘[NSW] 

association’s appeal for funds had met with a prompt and generous response’,1146 but not, it 

seems, from the Commonwealth government. The Tasmanian Rowing Union was required to 

raise £150 for Cec McVilly after the government refused to help.1147 

The squad contained a number of outstanding oarsmen. Fitzhardinge, son of M. A. H. 

Fitzhardinge, one of six brothers among the founding members of Sydney Rowing Club,1148 

had stroked the winning New South Wales interstate crew in 1908 and 1911. Heritage was in 

the Tasmanian eight that was second in 1905, won in 1906 and 1909 and was third in 1910. 

He then transferred to Sydney Rowing Club and, like Fitzhardinge, was in the victorious 

NSW crew in 1911. ‘Harry’ Hauenstein was in the winning NSW eight in 1908, 1910 and 

1911,1149 while ‘Syd’ Middleton was in the NSW eight that placed fourth in 1904,1150 third in 

19061151 and fourth in 1907.1152 He then joined Hauenstein in the winning 1910 crew, stroked 

by Hugh Ward, then Hauenstein, Heritage and Fitzhardinge in the 1911 crew.1153 Not content 

with rowing success, Middleton had also won a gold medal with the Australasian rugby team 

at the 1908 London Olympic Games1154 and captained Australia against New Zealand in 

1910.1155 He was therefore about to become one of the few competitors to represent Australia 

in two different sports at the Olympic Games. 

The outstanding Sydney University coxswain Robert Waley having also been appointed,1156 

the crew began their official training program in Sydney in February 1912. Weekend then 

mid-week work gave way to daily training. A decision had also been made that the boat the 
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crew would use in Sweden would be the ‘Q.L Deloitte’, named after the oarsman and 

administrator who was now president of the NSWRA.1157 Meanwhile Cec McVilly had been 

entered not only for the Olympic Regatta but also in the Diamond Sculls at Henley Royal 

Regatta.1158 On 10 April the oarsmen left Sydney on the RMS Osterley with other members of 

the Olympic team,1159 and arrived in London on 24 May. It was reported that the eight, like 

McVilly, would also race at Henley,1160 provided Hauenstein’s amateur status was confirmed 

by the Henley authorities. It had not yet been decided whether Hauentstein, a policeman, was 

eligible under Henley’s amateur rules, which excluded all artisans and wage earners.1161 That 

matter notwithstanding, the Australians began training at Cookham, on the Thames, some 

thirteen miles from Henley,1162 with locals who witnessed the eight’s first outing reported to 

have been impressed.1163 The NSWRA then received a cable from England informing it that 

the crew, including Hauenstein, had been accepted by Henley officials. The ‘amateurism’ 

issue had thus been overcome. The crew, which would row in the light blue colours of the 

Sydney Rowing Club for the Grand Challenge Cup, was Ryrie (bow), Fraser, Heritage, 

Parker, Hauenstein, Middleton, Ross-Soden, Fitzhardinge (stroke), Waley (cox).1164  

The first ever race by an Australian eight in England took place on Thursday 4 July 1912 

when the Sydney crew met an eight from the Argonauts club in Canada. The Canadians were 

the early leaders, racing at 43 strokes a minute to the Australians’ 40, but after half a mile of 

the 1 mile 550 yards Henley course Sydney had drawn level. They then forged ahead to win 

by a length and a quarter in a time of 7 minutes 4 seconds.1165 The following day came another 

win, this time against New College Oxford by one boat length in 7.10.1166 Hugh Ward, one of 

the two Australians resident in England chosen for the Stockholm squad, was in the Oxford 

crew.1167 In the final, on Saturday 6 July, watched by a crowd estimated as one hundred and 

fifty thousand, the colonials faced the cream of English rowing in the form of the Leander 

eight. Undaunted, Sydney matched their illustrious opponents at the quarter and half mile 
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marks before, at the three-quarter mile post, taking a lead they would not relinquish. Holding 

their form in the latter stages Sydney crossed the line three-quarters of a length ahead in 7 

minutes 6 seconds, thus securing a famous victory. It was made all the more memorable by 

the fact that the King and Queen attended, Queen Mary presented the Grand Challenge Cup 

— and Q. L. Deloitte was there to see ‘his’ boat win.1168  

For Cec McVilly, however, there was to be no celebration. Drawn in the first round of the 

Diamond Sculls against A. G. McCuIloch, winner of the event four years earlier, the 

Tasmanian gained a length's lead soon after the start, but then began to steer badly and several 

times almost fouled his opponent. McCuIloch pushed ahead at the halfway mark and won by 

six lengths.1169  

The eight’s victory brought forth many tributes, typical of which was an effusive editorial in 

the Sydney Morning Herald: 

The victory of the Australian eight-oar crew at Henley is an achievement which will justify 

an amount of sporting enthusiasm. Our Olympic rowing representatives have ... so covered 

themselves with glory in this preliminary to the world events at Stockholm that nothing 

which may happen there will discount the Thames triumph of Saturday. It has been for long 

the dream of Australian followers of rowing that a representative crew should graduate from 

the inter-provincial contests to the wider arena of international aquatics ... and the desire was 

always based on confidence in the power of Australian oarsmen worthily to carry the 

traditions of Australian sport into a new field. That aspiration has now been realised to the 

full. Moreover, it has been realised at Henley, the world famous centre of British amateur 

rowing, and the annual scene of the most picturesque of all water carnivals associated with 

the sport. An Australian eight-oar crew making its first appearance outside Australia, and in 

that regard opening up a new chapter in the history of sport, has won the Grand Challenge 

Cup. It is a remarkable achievement.1170  

It was learned within a week of the victory that the crew’s boat, the Deloitte, had been sold to 

the Thames Rowing Club for £25, and that in Stockholm it would use a boat, The Referee, 

contributed by the national sports newspaper. It had apparently been the intention of the 

NSWRA to try and sell both boats in England to avoid the heavy expense of bringing them 
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back.1171 On Saturday 13 July it was reported that the crew had arrived in Stockholm and had 

been training on the Olympic course.1172 The ten-crew draw had pitted them against a 

Gothenburg crew representing Sweden, while the Leander eight, one of two representing 

Great Britain, would race against Canada.1173 Then came news that Keith Heritage, the three-

man in the crew, had been replaced by Hugh Ward, he of the New College, Oxford crew 

beaten by the ‘Sydney’ crew at Henley. It was also reported that Leander, one of two crews 

representing Great Britain, had made crew changes and were improving.1174 

In their heat at the Olympic Regatta on 17 July the crew, now representing Australasia, duly 

defeated the Gothenburg combination, the time for the two thousand metre river course 6 

minutes 57seconds. In their heat Leander finished three quarters of a length in front of Canada 

in an ominous 6.22.1175 The results pitted Australasia against Leander in the following day’s 

quarter-final. 

The Age recorded Leander as starting slight favourites and winning the toss for stations, 

leaving the Australians on the outside berth on a course already considered favourable to 

crews on the inside lane. Off the start the ‘Grand’ winners rated 42 strokes a minute, with 

Leander at 40, but the crews shortly settled down to ratings of 40 and 36 respectively. The 

Australians then drew away to a half-length lead, but 200 metres beyond half way, at the 

beginning of the tricky bend now against the Australians, with a bridge to also negotiate, 

Leander made a huge effort and shot the bridge with a slight lead. Beyond the bridge, 

however, the Australians responded and drew level, only for Leander to lift again with some 

300 metres remaining and maintain their two thirds of a length lead to the finish. Both crews 

slumped exhausted over their oars, completely rowed out following a contest ‘likely to be 

considered a classic’, according to the newspaper. The time, 6 minutes 10 seconds, was 

certainly the fastest recorded overall.1176 The following day Leander first disposed of a 

German eight in the second semi-final, then in an ‘all England’ contest late in the day beat 

New College, Oxford in the final by three-quarters of a length in 6.15.1177  
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In a muted post-regatta editorial on the quarter-final the Sydney Morning Herald declared that 

the record having been broken ‘signified that our men rowed with pace, grit, and 

determination’. However, the newspaper took issue with the crew’s high stroke rate. ‘They 

did not display in this race the [judgment] they showed at Henley [when conserving] their 

power in the early stages’. The Herald also quoted criticism of the selectors by former world 

sculling champion George Towns. ‘It is surprising to me the Australians altered the personnel 

of their crew by substituting Dr Ward for Keith Heritage,’ Towns opined. ‘The former is 

essentially a stroke-side man, and appears to have rowed at number 3 [on bow-side]’.1178 

Launceston’s Examiner cited the Stockholm correspondent of Britain’s Sporting Life, who 

believed Leander benefited by the lessons learned at Henley, and their improvement was 

‘most remarkable’. The correspondent also doubted the wisdom of displacing a man who 

formed part of a ‘machine-like crew universally admired at Henley’ for one assimilating the 

New College style.1179 

For Cec McVilly, Tasmania’s first Olympian, wayward steering again brought his downfall. 

Having won his single sculls heat against a German, Stahnke, he was disqualified for ‘cutting 

across’ his opponent.1180  

On his return to Australia the coach of the eight, Bill Middleton, defended the selection of 

Ward over Heritage, declaring: ‘The crew that raced in Stockholm was a better one than raced 

at Henley’. He was convinced, however, that the difference in stations meant well over a 

length’s advantage. ‘I think that if Australia was represented by the same crew that raced at 

Stockholm and met Leander over ten races on a straight course, or over a course equally fair 

to the competitors, we would beat them nine times’, he said. Crew members Parker and 

Hauenstein, who had returned days earlier, agreed with Middleton regarding the course 

disadvantage, but both thought it a mistake to alter the crew.1181  

Subsequent events gave credence to their opinion. In the 1913 Boat Race Ward, the man who 

had stroked New South Wales to victory in 1910, rowed in the four seat (stroke-side) of the 

Oxford eight that won a titanic struggle with ‘an effort which will be memorable in boat racing 
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annals’.1182 A year later he was in the three seat (on bow-side) of the Oxford crew that lost to 

Cambridge in a race described as ‘a mere procession’.1183 

8.8  Countdown to War 

On 29 January 1912 the first ever women’s interstate four-oared contest had taken place on 

Melbourne’s Albert Park Lake, a crew from Brisbane making the long journey worthwhile 

when winning by just two feet from an Albert Park combination. A third entrant, from 

Warrnambool, failed to finish. The ladies were reported to have worn ‘bloomers and 

sweaters’.1184 

The venue for the men’s interstate eights race in 1912 had been the Swan River in Perth. 

Victoria recorded its first win since 1907, ahead of Tasmania, South Australia and a second 

string New South Wales crew.1185 The sculling championship went to Henry Green of New 

South Wales, from the host state’s George Rogers.1186 Melbourne University emulated the 

Victorian state crew by winning the Intervarsity contest on the Parramatta River from Sydney 

and Adelaide,1187 while New South Wales’ GPS clash was won by Sydney Grammar after a 

hard struggle with Shore.1188 Victoria’s Head of the River saw Wesley and Geelong Grammar 

emulate 1911’s first and second placings.1189 In Perth Christian Brothers College took their 

winning run to four,1190 and in Brisbane Southport repeated their 1911 victory.1191 

In Tasmania, the bipolar method of running rowing had come to an end – but only after one 

last ‘north-south’ skirmish. The south having beaten the north in the eights test race on the 

Tamar in 1911, thus giving the TRU the right to select the state crew, the TRA accused it of 

bias and of deliberately omitting two of the best northern oarsmen. It also declined to assist 

with crew preparations and threatened to withhold its share of the expenses.1192 Following the 

interstate regatta, however, the TRA agreed to pay its dues. Early in 1912 the TRA and TRU 
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agreed to disband and establish one state-wide organisation, and to adopt the old and most 

appropriate name: the Tasmanian Rowing Association.1193 The first annual meeting of the new 

organisation was held in Hobart on 19 October.1194  

As a notable year ended Australia’s hopes of hosting the 1920 Olympic Games in Sydney 

were dashed. Mr E. S. Marks, Hon. Secretary of the Amateur Athletics Union, said the Games 

would probably be held at Budapest that year. Mr Marks, who was in Fremantle en route 

home from an International Olympic Committee meeting in Europe, said he had approached a 

good many of the Committee’s delegates on the subject, but ‘distance would probably always 

kill Australasia’s chances’. Referring to the recent Stockholm Olympics, he said they had 

been exceptionally well managed, and Australians had made a favourable impression among 

the competitors and spectators.1195 

The Albert Park Ladies’ Rowing Club had meanwhile been creating its own premises on the 

lakeside, with the new boathouse opened and a four-oared clinker racing boat christened on 1 

February 1913.1196 The first clubs in Tasmania to encourage women’s rowing were Sandy Bay 

and Buckingham. When Buckingham staged the inaugural New Town Regatta on 1 March it 

included the first women’s race to be rowed on the Derwent. The four-oared contest between 

two Buckingham crews and one from Sandy Bay resulted in a win to the latter club by three-

quarters of a length.1197 When the Lindisfarne Regatta was held two weeks later the Sandy Bay 

crew won again.1198 Tasmania’s Commercial Rowing Club, which had taken over the old 

Mercantile club’s boatshed in 1909,1199 now also took over its name.1200 

The 1913 interstate eight-oared contest, rowed on Adelaide’s Port River, was memorable not 

only for the fact that South Australia won the event for the first time, but also for the atrocious 

conditions, which saw three crews – Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland – fail to 

finish. The result also totally reversed that recorded the previous time the event had been held 

on the Port River in 1907, when South Australia finished last. The host state was represented 

by an eight comprised wholly of oarsmen from the fledgling Murray Bridge Rowing Club, 
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with the crew using washboards and their coxswain excelling himself by bailing water for 

most of the race. The other two states to finish were Tasmania and Western Australia, the 

latter several minutes after the winners, having rowed to the shore to empty their boat. 

Tasmania’s Fred Coverdale was somehow able to stay afloat when winning the single sculls 

title.1201 The Port River drama had been preceded by the second race for the women’s four-

oared championship of Australia, rowed on the Brisbane River on 12 April. As in Melbourne, 

the home state prevailed, Queensland again defeating Victoria by two feet.1202  

The twenty-sixth intervarsity eights contest on the Lower Yarra also saw a home win, 

Melbourne University finishing six lengths ahead of Sydney, with Adelaide a further two 

lengths back.1203 Shore and Sydney Grammar headed home St Ignatius and St Joseph’s at the 

NSW GPS Regatta,1204 and in Victoria Wesley stretched their winning run to five with a half-a-

length win over Scotch College.1205 In the West Scotch College ended CBC’s run of four wins 

by leading from start to finish,1206 while Rockhampton Grammar School entered the Queensland 

schools’ four-oared event for the first time and won second place behind Southport but ahead of 

Brisbane Grammar.1207  

From the Henley Royal Regatta came news that Cec McVilly had this time won the coveted 

Diamond Sculls – but had yet again experienced steering problems. This led to claims by 

spectators and officials alike that McVilly had ‘washed’ his English rival, E. D. P. Pinks, a 

claim refuted by others given that on the notoriously narrow Henley course McVilly had a 

comfortable lead.1208 A few days later it was reported that Sydney’s Harry Pearce had failed in 

his attempt to wrest the world professional sculling championship from the English holder, 

Ernest Barry, the contest on the Putney to Mortlake course, downriver from Henley, resulting in 

a comfortable win for Barry in 24 minutes 9 seconds.1209 

Late in January 1914, at the Rising Sun Hotel, Lake Moodemere, the Lake club, established in 

1888, received a deputation from the Rutherglen Rowing Club suggesting the two clubs 
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amalgamate. A long discussion followed, at the end of which it was decided unanimously that 

this course of action was desirable and that the club would henceforth be known as the 

Rutherglen Lake Rowing Club.1210  

The 1914 interstate eights and sculling contests, held on the Lower Yarra on 2 May, were a 

triumph for Tasmania, winners of both. Indeed for Cec McVilly it was a double triumph: he 

regained his sculling title without incident and was coach of the Tasmanian eight. It is also 

testimony to the popularity of what at the time was Australia’s major aquatic sport that 

Melbourne’s Argus felt bound to state: ‘no branch of amateur athletics stands higher in the 

favour of the public of all ranks than rowing’.  

Central to that popularity was the inter-colonial eights race, which had by now taken place 

every year between 1878 and 1914, and in 1888 had been contested twice. In that time 

Victoria had secured the greatest number of wins, 26, being displaced on seven occasions by 

New South Wales, three times by Tasmania, and once each by Queensland and South 

Australia.1211 The event also came to be regarded as unique in world rowing in that in no other 

nation on earth was there an annual rowing competition between six major metropolitan 

centres so widely separated, two of them, Perth and Brisbane, by no less than 3476 miles.1212  

Four scullers – M.J. Slack of Queensland, J. J. Daley of News South Wales, and Tasmanians 

Harrison Bourke and Cec McVilly – had won the amateur championship three times.1213 

For the fourth time in succession Melbourne’s undergraduates won the Australian 

Universities' champion eight-oared boat race. The contest was held on the Port Adelaide 

River, and the Victorians, rowing magnificently, passed the post seven lengths in front of 

Adelaide, with Sydney two lengths further away.1214 Sydney University nevertheless remained 

on top of the winners’ list, having won the event thirteen times, with Melbourne claiming 

eleven wins and Adelaide three.1215 Sydney’s GPS regatta saw Shore retain their title by a 

canvas from Sydney Grammar, with St. Ignatius College third.1216 The win meant Shore had 

overall bragging rights with thirteen wins. In Victoria Wesley were at last deposed, narrowly 
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beaten by Geelong Grammar in a preliminary heat,1217 the Grammar crew then defeating 

Scotch College in the final. For the ‘light blues’ it was the first win in sixteen years.1218 They 

had nonetheless been the best-performed school since the Head of the River contests began, 

with fourteen wins. Perth High School took out Western Australia’s 1914 race, described as 

‘the best contested since 1899’. That was the inaugural event, which High also won.1219 

However, Scotch College headed the winners’ list on seven. The Southport School took their 

winning streak to out to four,1220 but it was Brisbane Grammar, also on seven, who boasted the 

most wins since the Queensland contests began in 1890.  

Early in 1913 a giant of a man named James Paddon, from Evans Head on the mid-north coast 

of New South Wales, had emerged from Australia’s professional sculling ranks to challenge 

England’s Ernest Barry for the world championship. The race took place on 5 September 1914, 

Paddon proving no match for the holder, who retained his title in 21 minutes 27 seconds.1221 It 

was the last of the world professional sculling championship races to take place for five years.  

Indeed for most sports there now began a similar hiatus. For on 28 June, in Sarajevo, Bosnia, 

the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria and his wife had been assassinated by a Serbian student, and 

on 28 July Austria declared war on Serbia. The ‘war to end all wars’ had begun.1222 

8.9  The War Years 

The Great War was to bring rowing, among so many activities, to a virtual standstill,1223 with 

many clubs so reduced in members as to close down altogether.1224 Sportsmen were regarded 

as ideal recruits because of their fitness, and the presumption, based on the muscular Christian 

ideology popularised in the late nineteenth century, that sport also built character and was 

therefore the ideal training ground for war.1225 
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Enlistments began almost immediately, first among them Keith Heritage of Sydney Rowing 

Club. Heritage was sworn in on 11 August1226 just as the NSWRA was approving the next 

season’s regatta schedule. However, the North Shore and Sydney clubs, which were to 

conduct the first two regattas, immediately cancelled them.1227 Barely a month after war had 

been declared, a ‘Smoke Social’ was held in honour of the men of the Adelaide Rowing Club 

who were among the first contingent to enlist,1228 while at the monthly meeting of the Western 

Australian Rowing Association it was decided, ‘owing to the number of rowing men required 

to attend to their military duties’, to postpone indefinitely all regattas.1229 By the middle of 

September thirteen Sydney Rowing Club members had enlisted in the Expeditionary Force,1230 

as had Cec McVilly from Tasmania.1231 The NSWRA’s 1914–15 report ‘recorded with the 

highest appreciation the fact that rowing men responded nobly to the call for volunteers’.1232 

The Queensland Rowing Association, due to host the 1915 interstate regatta, asked all other 

states what they thought should be done. The associations were unanimously of the opinion 

that the event should be postponed until 1916,1233 a decision subsequently extended until the 

end of the war. The annual Intervarsity Regatta was also suspended, between 1915 and 

1918.1234 The only events to continue in New South Wales were the St Ignatius and 

Anniversary regattas, the latter so as to preserve the continuity of the event.1235 The next 

Olympic Games, scheduled for Berlin in 1916, was cancelled.1236 By June 1916, 58 members 

of the West Australian Rowing Club were in uniform,1237 while the total number of Victorian 

rowing club members to serve was eventually estimated to have been 1380.1238 That oarsmen 

responded well to ‘the call’ was confirmed in September 1916 when Ted Kenny, Secretary of 

the Victorian Rowing Association, estimated that from figures in his keeping over four 

thousand rowing men from Australia and New Zealand had been accepted for active service. 

There were those within rowing circles who doubted that such a figure would be exceeded by 
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any other sport.1239 Likewise in England, it seems. A London correspondent for Melbourne’s 

Winner newspaper informed his readers that 'it will be a long time indeed before the Thames 

clubs can repair the tragic loss of strength, for rowing's Roll of Honour is second to none’.1240 

Among the first of Australia’s outstanding oarsmen to make ‘the supreme sacrifice’ was Eric 

Fairbairn, a nephew of George Fairbairn. The 1908 Olympic silver medallist died in action in 

France on 21 June 1915 at the age of 27. The Argus reported that a tribute to the younger 

Fairbairn had appeared in the London newspaper The Sportsman, stating that ‘rowing had 

sustained a severe loss’.1241  

Just over a year later came the news that Keith Heritage, now an army captain, had been 

awarded the Military Cross for ‘meritorious conduct on the field’ in France. The cable read: 

'Captain ... Heritage led a raid in which 20 Germans were killed and four captured. He carried 

a wounded man on his back, single-handed, and throughout the raid set a fine example of cool 

courage.'1242 Then, within days, it was reported that he had been killed, on 25 July 1916. 

Newspaper tributes further revealed that he been with the military and naval force which 

captured German New Guinea, and later fought continuously for five months at Gallipoli 

before landing in France with the first Australian contingent.1243  

Lance-Corporal Roy Milton was killed in action, also in France, in September 1916.1244 Just 

seventeen months earlier he had stroked the Shore School to victory in the New South Wales 

GPS Regatta.1245 

Ironically, but in this case fortunately, the man who replaced Keith Heritage in the 1912 

Olympic eight, Hugh Ward, was reported only to have been wounded: on 20 August 1916, 

‘presumably in France’. When the war broke out, Ward had not long concluded his medical 

course at Oxford but at once volunteered for service with the First British Expeditionary 

Force. As Captain Ward of the Royal Army Medical Corps, he had been wounded once 

before, in September 1915, but was able to return to the front within five weeks.1246 In 
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October 1916 it was announced that he too had been awarded the Military Cross,1247 to which 

he was subsequently awarded two bars. He was also twice mentioned in dispatches1248 

Frederick Septimus Kelly, Olympic gold medallist and musician, had joined the Royal Naval 

Brigade and displayed ‘conspicuous gallantry’ during the evacuation of Gallipoli.1249 In 

September 1916 it was announced that he had reached the rank of lieutenant-commander and 

been awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.1250 Then, however, came news that ‘the 

famous oarsman’ had been killed at Beaucourt-sur-l'Ancre, France,1251 on 17 November while 

leading an attack on a machine-gun emplacement1252 in the last days of the Battle of the 

Somme.1253 

The other gold medallist from the 1908 Olympic Games, Collier Cudmore, survived the war. 

The Magdalen College Oxford oarsman, who as well as winning Olympic gold was also in the 

victorious Oxford crew in the 1909 Boat Race, was nevertheless twice severely wounded.1254 

In November 1917 it was reported that Captain Cec McVilly, by now also the holder of a 

Military Cross, had been wounded twice, and on the second occasion had experienced severe 

abdominal injuries. The report added that McVilly was regarded as ‘a dashing and capable 

officer’ and ‘doubtless the best amateur sculler Australia and Tasmania had produced’. In the 

same report came reference to a fellow Tasmanian, F. A. House, who had been wounded and 

shell-shocked. House had stroked the Tasmanian eight, coached by McVilly, that won the 

Interstate race in 1914. ‘In all his races he was cool and resolute’, the report continued, ‘and 

when it came to a tough finish ... he had the winning grit left in him’.1255 

Also reported, in the English summer of 1917, were regattas held on the Thames contested by 

members of the Australian forces. A Services Regatta on the picturesque Bisham Reach of the 

Upper Thames was held over a half-mile course, the Australian contingent being an eight and 
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a four. The eight, made up of men detailed for service in England after being wounded at 

Gallipoli, managed to defeat by a narrow margin a crew from the Royal Naval Air Service. 

Another regatta, for blinded soldiers, took place at Putney. Several Australian crews 

competed, one of them winning the tub fours race. On 4 August members of the Australian 

Expeditionary Forces in England at the time raced in fours over a course from Chiswick to 

Hammersmith, four crews contesting two heats and a final.1256 On 20 October a Services and 

War Workers Regatta was held from Putney to Hammersmith, with the main race an eight-

oared contest between crews representing England and Australia. The Australians won by 

three-quarters of a length.1257 In the English crew, for reasons unknown, was Harrison Bourke, 

the three-time winner of the Australian sculling championship.1258 A crewmate was Harry 

Blackstaffe, Great Britain’s Olympic sculling champion in 1908. The regatta was part of a 

multi-sport program for servicemen temporarily or permanently unfit for further service in the 

field, who became known as the Wattle Club. It was organised by the Australian Headquarters 

Staff in London.1259 

Back in Australia schools rowing had continued. As mentioned, the 1915 GPS event in 

Sydney was won by the defending school, Shore, stroked by Roy Milton, who caught St 

Joseph’s on the line.1260 Victoria’s Head of the River was also close, Wesley regaining the title 

by holding out Scotch College.1261 The Queensland schools championship saw another first-

time entry win the event, the four from Central Technical College prevailing by two lengths 

over the Southport School and Brisbane Grammar.1262 In Perth the Christian Brothers College 

four won by a canvas from Scotch College, with Church of England Grammar third.1263  

The report by The Age of the Victorian contest captured an ambience among those attending 

that was probably common to each of the school events: 

... there was a subtle difference, scarcely tangible though it may have been. The presence of 

so many men in military uniform, and the fact that the motor cars were not merely decked out 

in the various school colours ... the decorations had a patriotic significance as well ... but the 
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change went deeper than that. It was in the bearing of the crowd itself — a note of 

seriousness not usual with Australians on a gala day. All the public schools have given their 

quota to Australia's fighting line, and there were many present on Saturday whose thoughts 

were with those who are facing the Turkish fire in the trenches on the Gallipoli Peninsula, 

and who perhaps recalled other such days, when their sons, now fighting the Empire's battles, 

were among those who had won a place in the school eight. Even the schoolboys seemed to 

catch the mood of their elders, and were more restrained and subdued than usual.1264 

In 1916 the first Secondary Schools’ Association of Tasmania Head of the River race took 

place, between coxed fours from Leslie House, Launceston Grammar School, the Friends’ 

High School, the Hutchins School, Scotch College and St Virgil’s College. The one-and-a-

half mile course on the Derwent began close to Government House and finished at a point 

opposite the naval jetty. In a desperate finish Leslie House, the lightest crew in the race, just 

held out Launceston Grammar, with the Friends’ School third.1265 St Joseph’s won the GPS 

race on the Parramatta for the second time,1266 while on the Barwon Melbourne Grammar beat 

Geelong Grammar after Wesley had been disqualified for causing a collision and the umpire 

had ordered a two-boat re-row.1267 In Brisbane the Central Technical College repeated the 

previous year’s debut performance,1268 and the Christian Brothers College won again in 

Perth.1269  

Late in 1916 came news of the untimely death of Ned Trickett, who in 1876 had secured 

sporting immortality when beating Englishman James Sadler on the Thames to secure the 

world professional sculling championship and thus become Australia’s first ever world 

champion in any sport. Trickett’s life ended tragically on 27 November at his son’s home in 

the NSW town of Uralla. Frederick was mining gold as a hobby and Ned, aged 65, helped him 

dig a mineshaft — which collapsed. He survived the initial injuries but died later of shock and 

the after-effects of the accident. The Referee on 6 December carried a large photograph of the 

champion on its front page and ‘saturation’ coverage on an inside page as it recorded his life 

and times. Trickett had in his later years been an enthusiastic member of the Salvation Army, 
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and a few weeks earlier the newspaper had published his appeal for war funds.1270 He was 

buried on 29 November in the Salvation Army section of Uralla cemetery.1271 1272 

Come 1917 Sydney Grammar won the Sydney schools contest,1273 while in another poignant 

reminder of the conflict still raging in Europe The Referee’s report of the Victorian Head of 

the River on 12 May recorded that among the large crowd ‘khaki clad old boys [were] very 

much in the picture’. The Geelong Old Grammarians among them would have been 

particularly buoyed, their school winning by two lengths ahead of Geelong College and 

Wesley.1274 Brisbane Grammar took over the schools mantle in Brisbane;1275 in Perth Christian 

Brothers remained dominant,1276 and in Tasmania’s Head of the River Launceston Grammar 

gave a commanding performance and won easily.1277 

The following year Sydney Grammar retained the Major Rennie Trophy, the race described as 

‘one of the finest and most stirring contests seen on the river for many a day,’1278 while to 

Melbourne Grammar went the honour of winning the ‘jubilee’ (50th anniversary) Head of the 

River race in Victoria.1279 Brisbane Grammar maintained its winning run in Queensland in 

what the Telegraph described as ‘the most important fixture of the rowing year’;1280 it was the 

turn of Perth High School to triumph in Western Australia,1281 while in Tasmania Launceston 

Grammar won again by just keeping out the Hutchins School.1282  

*** 

War Ends. 

Germany Surrenders. 
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Armistice Signed. 

Hostilities Cease. 

The descending headlines in The Scone Advocate said it all. The Great War was over.1283 But 

not before, to one Australian oarsman, had gone the ultimate award. ‘For most conspicuous 

bravery, leadership and devotion to duty when in charge of a platoon attack’ on 7 April 1918 

at Bois de Hangard, France, Percy Valentine Storkey of the Glebe Rowing Club in Sydney 

had been awarded the Victoria Cross.1284 

Among the many other Australian oarsmen to receive Orders and Decorations were Harry 

Hauenstein and Sydney Middleton, who, like Heritage and Ward, were from the 1912 Henley 

and Olympic squad. Hauenstein was awarded the Military Medal, while Middleton, who 

reached the rank of Major,1285 was four times mentioned in dispatches and awarded the 

Distinguished Service Order (DSO).1286 

8.9  Towards a New Beginning 

For Australian rowing in 1919, something equating normality resumed. On Saturday 22 

February the Victorian Rowing Association revived its annual regatta. Despite the fact that it 

was not advertised, as a result of the need during an influenza epidemic not to attract a crowd, 

there was a larger attendance of spectators than at many pre-war regattas. The Age reported as 

‘pleasing’ the fact that there were ‘so many returned soldier oarsmen, also old rowing 

enthusiasts, among the spectators, in addition to the many returned soldiers among the 

competitors, and those responsible for the government of the sport feel confident that rowing 

will again be very popular at an early date’.1287 

Sydney’s GPS contest saw Scots College enter the fray for the first time and many spectators 

debate the judge’s verdict of a two-foot win to Sydney Grammar over St Ignatius.1288 

Melbourne’s Head of the River was even closer — a dead heat between Scotch and Xavier, 
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Scotch prevailing by half a length in the re-row.1289 Of the four-oared duels, Brisbane Boys 

College comfortably won Queensland’s contest,1290 Perth High School retained the Western 

Australian title, getting ahead of Scotch College in the last three strokes to win by two feet,1291 

while Church Grammar School also recorded back-to-back wins in Hobart.1292 The first of the 

national pre-war feature events to resume was the Intervarsity eight-oared race. It took place 

on the Parramatta River on 31 August, but was devoid of much of the interest of previous 

contests, only Melbourne and Sydney entering. Melbourne led throughout and won by three 

lengths.1293 There had nevertheless been another university boat club established. At the West 

Australian Rowing Club annual general meeting members were told the University of 

Western Australia had formed a rowing club, and arrangements had been made to use the 

WARC premises.1294 

From Australia’s professional scullers, some of whom, for political or religious reasons, had 

chosen not to enlist,1295 had emerged Alf Felton, of Chatswood, in Sydney. Having served for 

several years in Europe, Felton, a big man, was variously described as ‘the husky Digger’ and 

a ‘Soldier-Oarsman’. He had determined on wresting the world professional crown from 

England’s Ernest Barry, holder of the crown since 1912 having beaten Richard Arnst of New 

Zealand and, as noted earlier, both Harry Pearce and James Paddon from Australia.1296 Barry 

had also served in the war, and been wounded and hospitalised. Well-known in Australia, he 

had once written in a letter to ‘Argus’ from The Referee: ‘What a lot of good boys have left us 

through this war! Worst of all, boys that cannot be replaced.’1297  

The combatants met on 27 October 1919, on the championship course in London, with 

conditions bleak and threatening. The betting as they lined up before umpire Steve Fairbairn 

was 3 to 1 against Felton, aged 27 and facing a formidable opponent ten years his senior. Barry 

had slightly better of the start, only for Felton to head for smoother water while Barry remained 

in the choppier mid-stream. It was an inspired decision by the Australian: Barry laboured while 

Felton established a ten lengths lead, which he held until Barnes Bridge. Barry then made a 
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concerted effort to get on terms and reduced Felton’s lead, but only by four lengths, the winning 

distance recorded as six lengths, and the time 25 minutes 40 seconds.1298 Australia had its first 

world professional sculling champion since George Towns retired in 1907.  

The most notable event for Australian rowing in 1919, however, was a regatta that had taken 

place four months earlier, thirty miles west of the scene of Felton’s triumph. It brought further 

recognition for Australia internationally, and secured for the country a trophy that is still 

contested annually.  

Following the Stockholm Olympics, Sydney Middleton had stepped back from competing and 

turned his attention to the administration of both rugby and rowing.1299 Shortly after the 

Armistice, he was appointed Organising Secretary of the Australian Imperial Force Sports 

Control Board, engaged in arranging, for the several hundred thousand members of the allied 

forces still awaiting repatriation, a series of sporting events.1300 One such event was the Royal 

Henley Peace Regatta, open to crews from the allied forces. Not only did Middleton arrange 

the regatta, among so many other events: he rowed in the first of two AIF eights selected. 

That crew, which unbeknown to all of them was about to obtain Australian rowing 

immortality, was as follows: 

Sergeant A. A. (Archie) Robb, Lieutenant F. A. (Fred) House (both members of Derwent 

Rowing Club and seven and stroke in the Tasmanian eight that placed second in the 1913 

interstate race and won in 1914) ... Lieutenant T. (Tom) McGill, from Sydney’s Leichhardt 

Rowing Club ... Gunner A. V. (Arthur) Scott, Murray Bridge Rowing Club, who rowed in the 

four seat of the winning South Australian interstate crew in 1913 ... Lieutenant Harry 

Hauenstein MM, Leichhardt Rowing Club, and Sydney Middleton DSO, Sydney Rowing 

Club, winners of the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley in 1912, and Stockholm Olympians ... 

Gunner G. W. (George) Mettam, West Australian Rowing Club, three-time member (1911, 

1913 and 1914) of the Western Australian interstate eight ... Captain H. C. (Clive) Disher 

(stroke), Melbourne University Boat Club, stroke of the winning MUBC eight at the 1913 and 

1914 Intervarsity regatta, and in the six seat of Victorian interstate crew in 1914 ... and Sergeant 

A. E. Smedley (coxswain), Sydney Rowing Club.  
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The crew initially trained at Putney, and were coached by Steve Fairbairn. On reaching 

Henley, Lieutenant-Colonel Norman Marshall of the Banks Rowing Club took over the 

coaching, assisted by Sydney Middleton. Harry Ross-Soden, a 1912 crewmate of Hauenstein 

and Middleton’s, also provided coaching assistance. An A.I.F No. 2 eight was also selected. 

Other entries came from the United States, France, Canada and New Zealand, and the 

universities of Oxford and Cambridge. The handsome trophy awaiting the winner had been 

presented for the occasion by His Majesty King George V as a tribute to the allied servicemen 

of the Great War – and was called the King’s Cup. For this one regatta it replaced Henley’s 

Grand Challenge Cup. 

In the opening heats, held on 3 July, the exigencies of a seedless draw saw the AIF No.1 crew 

pitted against the No.2 combination, a crew which had posed problems for their supposed 

superiors, having beaten them in pre-event trials. But not on this occasion: the primary crew 

won by three-quarters of a length. The United States beat France, Cambridge University 

defeated New Zealand, and Oxford were too good for Canada.1301  

In the following day’s semi-finals, the remaining AIF crew was confronted by Cambridge. 

The race was vividly recounted sixteen years later by the crew’s stroke, Captain Disher, in a 

letter to the incomparable Victorian rowing historian John Lang, re-printed in a Sporting 

Globe article commemorating ‘Big Moments in Sport’. Disher’s description begins as his 

crew is leading but beginning to wilt – and with Cambridge beginning a charge for the line. 

‘Cambridge came at us. I expected them to do so. They were a length behind, and seemed to 

be gathering themselves for another spurt, but I hoped that, as in the previous 'dozens' 

[twelve-stroke spurts by Cambridge] no appreciable effect would be noted. 1 let them come 

up a little, then 200 yards from home, called on the crew, who up till then had been rowing 

well. We started off all right, but there was not the response there should have been. I felt the 

effort could not last, and dropped the striking rate down again slightly, and prayed hard for 

the finishing line. Cambridge had got up to a bare half-a-length, and we finished it out, both 

crews having had their fill, but we got there first. I was very disappointed, for I had expected 

the crew’s finish to be a strong point. I felt, however, that I had confirmed a lingering 

suspicion that we were short of a gallop.’  

                                                

1301 Guerin, A., ‘The First King’s Cup Race’, Australian Rowing, vol. 16, no. 1, March 1993, p. 17. 
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But that was only half the story: the crew had almost been disqualified soon after the start, 

when coxswain Smedley steered too close to Cambridge and the bow-side oars of the AIF 

crew overlapped the stroke-side oars of their opponents. ‘Had they clashed, we must have 

been disqualified’, Disher noted. 

So a momentous race finished, and the Australians were to face Oxford, conquerors in the 

other semi-final of the United States. Disher continues: 

‘On Saturday [5 July] at 12.30, we rowed Oxford, and led almost from the first stroke. After 

half a mile we were a length ahead, and they were making up no ground with their efforts. 

Throughout our race we never called for a “dozen", just a call for [a push with the] legs and 

length when I thought our rowing could be improved. I was happy watching Oxford from a 

position ahead, but wondered what their finish would be like. They came at us, it is true, and 

perhaps made up a few feet, but we rowed home with the same old swing to the end, not 

quickening unless it was done unconsciously, winners by a good length in 7 minutes 7 

seconds’. 

It was not until after the race that Disher learned the 1912 Sydney crew had won the Grand 

Challenge Cup in a time just one second faster! 

‘If I had known how near we were I would have been out to knock a few seconds off their 

time. Perhaps it was just as well I didn't, but nearing the finish the crew were going so well 

that if a hard finish had been required it would have been like letting a mob of dogs off the 

leash. You felt as if they were almost crying out to be allowed to go’. 

Immediately after the race the crew were besieged by hundreds of fellow Diggers and 

supporters. General Hobbs, the Corps Commander, leaned on Disher’s shoulder, tears 

streaming down his face, barely able to describe how happy he was. It was Australia's victory, 

and in the rapturous rejoicings all distinctions were removed.1302 Later in the afternoon the 

King’s Cup1303 was presented by Princess Arthur of Connaught to Clive Disher, who received 

it on behalf of the AIF, and each member of the crew received a medal as an emblem of his 

success.1304 Not even teeming rain could dampen their happiness. 

                                                

1302 Sporting Globe, 8 May 1935, p. 12. 
1303 It is possible this was one of three King’s Cups presented during the Inter-Allied sports festival. A King’s 
Cup was presented to the winner of the rugby tournament, and was also reported to have been presented at an 
athletics event. See Messenger, R., Times2, p. 2., Canberra Times, 9 September 2011. 
1304 Goddard, G. H., Soldiers and Sportsmen, Australian Imperial Force Sports Control Board, 1919, p. 94.  
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For Sydney Middleton, the victory at Henley must have been particularly sweet. In 

administering a massive sports program he had felt great strain, but he held his fellow Diggers 

together, pressed the authorities for their comfort, met every difficulty, and in the end was 

himself a winner of one of the innumerable events he was tasked with organising. Clive 

Disher reflected thus:  

It was Syd Middleton's crew. He made it his: in the boat and out of it. He was our stronghold 

in all times of trouble. It required a very strong man to make this crew ...1305 

For his efforts, Middleton was awarded the Order of the British Empire (OBE). Soon, 

however, Disher would have a further role to play – in ensuring that the hard-earned King’s 

Cup would become the annual symbol in Australia of interstate men’s eight-oared supremacy. 

8.10  Discussion 

There is little doubt that this was the era in which Australian rowing and sculling fully 

embraced the amateur ideology, the metaphor through which this embrace took place being an 

almost obsequious rush to emulate England’s Henley Royal Regatta wherever and whenever 

possible. At the forefront of this phenomenon was the apparent need to present the ‘copycat’ 

regattas as social rather than sporting events, just as had always been the case at Henley 

Royal, even going so far as to select the same names for trophies as those presented in 

England. A further example came when the win by the ‘Sydney’ crew at the 1912 Henley 

Royal Regatta was perceived as the ‘pinnacle’ triumph, with the subsequent loss at the 

Olympic Games virtually disregarded. To that extent, therefore Australia also embraced 

imperialism. 

The Corinthian ideal also came to the fore with the reference to sportsmen being regarded as 

ideal recruits because of their fitness, and the presumption, based on the muscular Christian 

ideology popularised in the late nineteenth century, that sport also built character and was 

therefore the ideal training ground for war. 

There can be little doubt, though, that rowing and sculling remained immensely popular, 

witness the comparison of a schools regatta in Melbourne with the Melbourne Cup and an 

Australia versus England cricket test, and the paean of praise for the interstate regattas.  

                                                

1305 Sporting Globe, 8 May 1935, p. 12. 
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Chapter 9: BETWEEN THE WARS 

9.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the resettlement and activities of the Australian Imperial Force crew 

following their Henley win, and the campaign to ensure that the King’s Cup became the 

property of the rowing authorities rather than the military. It deals in detail with the 

resumption of racing at all levels – school, club, and state – the formation of amateur state 

administrations and two national administrations, and ongoing administrative developments, 

too, within professional sculling. Also described is Australia’s growing involvement at the 

international level throughout two decades, first through the emergence of a South Australian 

eight and its bid to contest the Paris Olympic Games in 1924 then latterly courtesy of the 

exploits of the remarkable Bobby Pearce and his performances at both the Olympic and 

Empire Games. 

9.2  Home at Last 

The War having ended, some state administrations favoured a resumption of interstate 

contests early in 1919, but a decision was made to wait until all oarsmen, the winning King’s 

Cup crew included, had been repatriated.1306 Indeed, it was not until September 1919 that the 

members of the victorious AIF crew left England following their Henley triumph.1307 On 

arriving home Clive Disher dutifully handed over the King’s Cup to AIF authorities and it 

was placed in the Australian War Museum, at that time located in Melbourne.1308 The first 

interstate race would not take place until May 1920, in Brisbane.  

One member of the AIF King’s Cup crew, however, couldn’t wait that long. The four man, 

Gunner Arthur Scott, had been home just four days when he was prevailed upon to row in the 

two seat of a Murray Bridge coxed four about to defend its Stewards fours title at the first 

Henley-on-Yarra Regatta since 1914. After just three practice rows the crew won again.1309 As 

                                                

1306 May, A.L., op. cit., pp. 80–81. 
1307 ibid., p. 80. 
1308 Guerin, A., ‘The First King’s Cup Race’, Australian Rowing, March 1993 , p. 17. 
1309 The Referee, 29 October 1919, p. 13. 
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Scott stepped out of the boat after the race he received a great ovation from a crowd estimated 

as 200,000.1310 

Scott was joined at the 1920 Brisbane contest by four other members of the crew that brought 

the King’s Cup home: George Mettam from Western Australia, Tasmanians Archie Robb and 

Fred House, and Tom McGill of New South Wales. Bragging rights went to Scott, South 

Australia winning before ‘an immense crowd’ on the Hamilton Reach by four lengths, ahead 

of Western Australia, Tasmania, New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland.1311 Four 

members of the crew, Scott included, had been in the South Australian eight that was second 

to Tasmania in 1914.1312 The South Australians’ win was described as ‘outstanding ... they 

rowed their long, telling, heavy stroke with utmost command, and their performance in so 

easily lowering the record [was] remarkable.’ It was further revealed that ‘this crew ... has 

been in existence ... for a few years. It has rowed 93 races and won 73, with 11 seconds ... Its 

phenomenal success speaks volumes for keeping a crew together against all-comers’.1313 

The winning of the interstate sculling race for the amateur championship carried with it the 

right to represent Australia at the Olympic Games, being held in Antwerp in August. To the 

great delight of local supporters Queenslander Arthur Baynes finished comfortably ahead of a 

four-man field.1314 However, through his father, he almost immediately declined the 

opportunity to contest the Olympic Regatta. Mr Baynes senior wired the Secretary of the 

Australian Olympic Council in Sydney to inform him that career and other commitments 

prevented his son from travelling to Antwerp, but that he might contest the Diamond Sculls at 

Henley.1315 No such entry eventuated. Indeed Australia sent no entries at all, as a result of 

disagreement between New South Wales and Victoria relating to selection criteria.1316 It is not 

difficult to assume that this disagreement centred on demographics.  

For the first time, the Championship Ladies Fours event was incorporated into the interstate 

program. As was the case with their men’s eight, the South Australian women’s four was a 

club crew, this one from Mannum, and it too won easily, ahead of Queensland and New South 

                                                

1310 Daily Herald (Adelaide), 28 October 1919, p. 3. 
1311 Brisbane Courier, 17 May 1920, p. 7. 
1312 The Argus, 4 May 1914, p. 7. 
1313 The Telegraph, Brisbane, 17 May 1920, p. 4. 
1314 Brisbane Courier, 17 May 1920, p. 7. 
1315 Warwick Daily News, 21 May 1920, p. 6. 
1316 Robinson, M., ‘A history of Australia Olympic rowing – from 1912 till 1992’, Australian Rowing, vol. 19, 
no. 2, June 1996. pp. 18–19. 
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Wales.1317 ‘Oh, it was just lovely!’ said Miss Dorothy Arnold, stroke of the South Australian 

ladies' four, when asked how she fared in the race. ‘Queensland was a canvas in front when 

about one third of the course had been negotiated, but races are not won at these points. We 

just worked solidly at about 28, and gradually went to the front ... Our boat was running 

smoothly, and I ... knew we were winning.’1318 

The South Australians were presented with a valuable silver trophy donated by the United 

Licensed Victuallers’ Association of Queensland for annual competition.1319 It later became 

known simply as the ULVA trophy but was more commonly and affectionately called 

‘Bertha’. Atop the trophy stood a young oarswoman holding an oar and wearing the rowing 

fashion of the era: a wide-brimmed hat, sailor top, billowing bloomers and lace-up shoes and 

stockings. It is said that the craftsman who created the trophy used Dorothy Arnold as his 

‘model’ for the trophy.1320  

When the South Australian men’s eight returned to Murray Bridge a large crowd was there to 

greet them, including one Councillor Parish, Chairman of the Mobilong District Council. Mr 

Parish addressed them on behalf of residents, saying it was ‘probably due to the fact that the 

rowers were only working men that they could not be sent to represent Australia at the 

Olympic contests at Antwerp’. That did not, however, dissuade the state’s Olympic Council 

from vigorously lobbying the Australian Olympic Council in Sydney to send the Murray 

Bridge eight, and, if there were a women’s fours event, the Mannum crew. The reply from 

Oswald Merrett, the Secretary of the Australian Council read as follows: 

Absolutely impossible. Rowing association advised Australian Olympic Council months ago 

time too short organise Australian eight. Even if crew possible, could not arrive by opening 

[of] games, Antwerp, early in August. Would cost at least £5000 and could not arrange 

shipping or lodging. No contest for women rowers.1321 

The ‘Rowing association’ Merrett referred to was probably South Australia’s: there was not at 

that time a national rowing administration. But there was an Australian Ladies Rowing 

Council. It had been formed two days before the interstate races in Brisbane, on 13 May 1920. 

                                                

1317 Brisbane Courier, 17 May 1920, p. 7. 
1318 ibid. 
1319 The Telegraph, Brisbane, 12 May 1920, p. 11. 
1320 Evans, R., Sixty Years of Women’s Rowing 1920–1980, NSW Union of Ex-Oarswomen, Sydney, 1920, p. 1. 
1321 Daily Herald, Adelaide, 7 June 1920, p. 4. 
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A meeting was held under the auspices of the Brisbane Ladies’ Rowing Club, which had 

intimated to clubs and associations in other states the necessity of such a council being 

formed ‘for the furthering of interstate contests and the conducting of them under one set of 

rules and regulations’. Representatives from three states were present and the meeting was 

chaired by Miss E. Marks of Queensland.1322 

9.3  Pursuit of the Cup 

Also under consideration at the interstate regatta had been the future use of the King’s Cup. 

The day after the women’s conference and one day before the regatta, representatives of all 

states conferred, and resolved that the chair of the meeting, Queensland delegate Mr E. 

Colclough, should contact the Minister for Defence with a view to securing the Cup as the 

perpetual trophy for the men’s interstate eights event.1323 However, War Museum authorities 

argued that it was regarded as a trophy of national interest outside its athletic association, and 

so was something more than a sports trophy.1324 At a meeting of the Victorian Rowing 

Association it was recorded that all members of the 1919 crew wanted the Cup to be handed 

over to rowing authorities. They also wanted it to be held in trust by the winning state until 

the next competition. Eventually, a petition signed by Clive Disher was forwarded, through 

the Governor-General, to His Majesty the King, requesting his wishes in the matter.1325 

For months, the Victorians – indeed all states – waited, but no news came. Then, a reply dated 

13th May 1921, received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr Winston Churchill, 

stated that: 'His Majesty commands me to inform you that it is his wish that the Cup should be 

used as a permanent trophy and be competed for annually in the Interstate Eight-oared Race 

of Australia'.1326 From the greatest height, Australia’s military authorities had been over-ruled 

and Clive Disher became the hero of the hour. The King’s Cup could now be contested 

annually. The rotation system put in place ensured that the trophy would be available for 

viewing in each state at least once every six years, and in the winning state for eleven months 

of the subsequent year until it was transferred to the next host state.1327 

                                                

1322 The Examiner  (Launceston), 23 April 1921, p. 11. 
1323 The Telegraph, Brisbane, 15 May 1920, p. 9. 
1324 Daily Mail, Brisbane, 8 November 1920, p. 8. 
1325 The Argus, 3 November 1920, p. 6. 
1326 Buckrich, J., op. cit., p. 95. 
1327 The Age, 10 November 1920, p. 11.  
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9.4  Resumption of Normality 

The year 1920 had also seen the entry for the first time of the University of Queensland into 

the annual Intervarsity race. The Queensland University Boat Club had been established in 

1911.1328 Its eight equipped itself well to take third place on the Lower Yarra behind surprise 

winners Adelaide and the second-placed Melbourne University, but in front of a disappointing 

Sydney crew.1329 Sydney’s GPS final was raced for the first time on a Saturday and contained 

a new entry, the King’s School. It also had to be raced twice. Three eights – Scots College, 

Shore and Sydney Grammar – collided within a quarter of a mile of the finish, and the other 

crews were ordered to stop. Rather than re-row the race it was postponed until Monday1330 – 

and the King’s School won, ahead of Sydney Grammar and Shore.1331 Melbourne’s Head of 

the River was followed by two aeroplanes, one of which, flown by Captain Harry Rigby MC, 

had a Wesley flag trailing behind it. Sadly, Wesley had been eliminated, the race won by 

Geelong Grammar following a stirring clash with Scotch College.1332 The All Schools 

Championship Fours of Queensland was won by the Southport School, ahead of Church of 

England Grammar and Brisbane Boys’ College.1333 The Western Australian event saw Scotch 

College record an easy win,1334 while in Tasmania ‘the enthusiasm of those imbued with the 

sentiment of the friendly rivalry of north versus south was amply catered for: three of the 

crews were from [the host city] Launceston and two from Hobart’. The laurels rested with 

Launceston, the Grammar School’s four winning by five lengths ahead of Hutchins and St 

Patrick’s.1335 

In August 1920 had come a return match between Australia’s reigning world professional 

sculling champion, Alf Felton and the man he had deprived of the title in London the previous 

year, Britain’s Ernest Barry. This time, though, Felton was on home waters, the championship 

course on the Parramatta River, in front of thousands of partisan spectators. The pre-race 

betting favoured Barry, the Briton having been described as in ‘splendid form’, while Felton’s 

                                                

1328 Fay, R., ‘Queensland University Boat Club celebrates its 75th anniversary’, Australian Rowing, vol. 9, no. 3, 
December 1986, p .18–19. 
1329 The Argus, 31 May 1920, p. 5. 
1330 Sydney Morning Herald, 19 April 1920, p. 8. 
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1332 The Argus, 10 May 1920, p. 7. 
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1334 The West Australian, 3 May 1920, p. 8. 
1335 The Examiner, 18 October 1920, p. 4. 
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supporters believed he was ‘not in quite as good a condition as [they] would like him to have 

been’.1336 There had not been such an assemblage at a boat race, it was stated, since the days 

of Beach and Hanlan, an appropriate comment given Bill Beach was the referee. Also noted 

was the fact that Barry was the first Englishman to contest the world title in Australia. It was 

what the public had been waiting for years to see — Barry on the Parramatta in a match race, 

the stake £1000. 

With both tide and wind against them, the combatants rated only 28 in the first minute, with 

Felton almost immediately edging away. He led first by a length, then two and then three, 

with Barry sitting dead astern. However, at the mile Barry was not much more than two 

lengths away, and Felton appeared to be tiring. Then, off Mortlake, Barry spurted and was on 

top of Felton in three or four strokes, and the pair clashed. Felton stopped and held up his 

hand to claim a foul, but umpire Beach told both to continue racing. Barry at once got past 

Felton, by now appearing rowed out, was ten lengths to the good at Cabarita and fifteen off 

Gladesville. Barry continued to increase his lead and swept past Abbotsford 20 lengths to the 

good, finishing amidst great applause more than 40 seconds ahead in 24 minutes 32 

seconds.1337 

Felton later protested against the stakes being paid over and issued a challenge to Barry to race 

again ‘immediately’, but quickly withdrew the protest.1338 At a dinner in his honour the night 

after the race Barry hinted at retirement,1339 which he confirmed five days later.1340 Former 

champion Dick Arnst, a New Zealander resident in Australia, subsequently recovered the title 

when Barry did not respond to his challenge.1341  

On 30 November came news of the death of Gyles Turner, one of Australia’s outstanding 

bankers, president of the Banks Rowing Club for almost half a century and of the VRA for 

almost as long.1342 Rowing historian Field Rickards has recorded that Banks members found it 

                                                

1336 Newcastle Sun, 28 August 1920, p. 5. 
1337 Sunday Times (Sydney), 29 August 1920, p. 3. 
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impossible to estimate the valuable services rendered by Mr Turner to the club, and to rowing 

generally throughout Victoria.1343  

The 1921 contest for the interstate eight-oared championship of Australia saw only three 

members of the 1919 crew compete: Robb, Scott and McGill. The race was held for the first 

time on the Tamar River in Launceston, and saw a new state enter the winners’ list. In a contest 

described as ‘an inspiring, well-earned and deserved success as has belonged to any crew in 

the history of the race’, Western Australia triumphed. The lightest crew in the race, and 

stroked by the oldest contestant, the remarkable 38-year old George Rogers, the ‘sandgropers’ 

bided their time in the first two miles before wearing down Tasmania and winning by three 

quarters of a length. Then came Victoria and South Australia, Queensland and New South 

Wales bringing up the rear. Adding lustre to the winners’ victory was their time: a record 14 

minutes 37 seconds.1344  

For George Rogers the win was but one highlight of a career altogether unique in its diversity 

and extent. A migrant from London in 1907, he won the WA state sculling title the following 

year and remained undefeated for seventeen years. He was also in the Western Australian 

eight in Melbourne in 1908 and stroke of the crew thereafter, gaining third place in Hobart in 

1910 and on the Lower Yarra in 1914, then second place in Brisbane in 1920.1345  

The interstate sculling championship was won by Tasmania’s Gordon Westbrook, while the 

Ladies’ Fours Championship race saw South Australia retain their title ahead of Queensland, 

with Tasmania in third place.1346 

The 1921 Intervarsity Regatta was held in Brisbane for the first time on 31 May, hosted by the 

University of Queensland. Defying the pundits, the local crew led until 200 yards from the 

finish before being overtaken by Melbourne, with Adelaide and Sydney well out of the hunt. 

Melbourne thus brought each of the two founding universities level on 13 wins each.1347  

                                                

1343 Rickards, F., op. cit., p. 33.  
1344 The Examiner (Launceston), 26 April 1921, p. 5. 
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The twenty-eighth in the series of Great Public Schools regattas had been finalised on the 

Parramatta, with Newington College emulating the King’s School’s feat the previous year by 

winning the event on its first appearance. Newington’s performance was described as ‘solid 

and vigorous’ as they under-rated each of their opponents – King’s, Grammar and St Joseph’s 

– all of whom made no impression on the leaders. The crowd was reported as ‘much greater 

than at any of the previous regattas, and the interest taken seemed ... more widespread than 

before’. The river presented an extraordinary sight, comprising as it did small dinghies, large 

ferries, skiffs, canoes, yachts and motor launches.1348 Once in every five years the Head of the 

River contest for schools rowing supremacy in Victoria was transferred from the Yarra to the 

Barwon, as a compliment to the two Geelong schools, Grammar and College.1349 Sadly, 

neither made the 1921 final, but here, too, massive support was noted. Scotch College won by 

a third of a length from Melbourne Grammar, with Wesley two-and-a-half lengths in 

arrears.1350 Queensland’s All-Schools Regatta was rowed on 4 June. The Southport School and 

the Brisbane Technical College had both won the trophy twice, and another win by one or the 

other would give the victorious school the right to retain the trophy permanently. Southport 

proved decisive winners, the Technical College last to finish behind Church of England 

Grammar, Boys’ Grammar and Brisbane Boys’ College.1351 The West Australian Head of the 

River was rowed in execrable weather, wind and rain prevailing throughout. A fine contest 

nevertheless developed, Christian Brothers College heading home Perth High School by a 

length, with Guildford Grammar half a length further back.1352 In Tasmania, six schools vied 

for the title on a one-mile course on the Derwent, three each from north and south. The north 

demonstrated its superiority, three of its crews featuring in the first four places. Launceston 

Grammar won easing up, with Hutchins, who got to within half a length of them, second, 

followed by the two other northern crews, St Patrick’s and Scotch.1353 

In Sydney, on 24 September, the Drummoyne Rowing Club’s new boathouse was officially 

opened, by New South Wales governor Sir Walter Davidson. The boathouse, considered one 

of the finest in the state, was built entirely by voluntary labour, the members having worked 

every Saturday afternoon and holiday weekend for two years. Among those attending was the 
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newly-appointed chairman of the New South Wales Rowing Association, Mosman Rowing 

Club member Harold Alderson.1354 

9.5  In Memoriam 

The year 1921 saw the passing of three major figures whose varying contributions to Australian 

rowing and sculling merited obituaries. First among them, in late July, was John Lang, the 

indefatigable Victorian administrator. Lang had served Melbourne University Boat Club as 

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer for some years, was President in 1913–14, and had been 

Secretary of Melbourne’s Henley Regatta from 1904 to 1914. His crowning achievement was 

the publication of his book The Victorian Oarsman, a record of rowing in Victoria from the 

earliest known racing days until 1919. The work was begun prior to the war and resumed on 

Lang’s return from military service, great time and attention being required as he researched 

in public libraries and newspaper offices. The book was completed and published entirely at 

Lang’s expense, with the net proceeds handed over to the Fallen Oarsmen's Memorial Fund. It 

was for many years the primary rowing record in Australia. Lang had left Melbourne early in 

1921 intent on securing for his sons an English education.1355 It was later recorded that he had 

become unwell while watching a regatta with his family and had died a few hours later.1356 

In September came the death, at 85, in Gladesville, of Richard Green, who almost six decades 

previously had been the first Australian sculler to challenge for a championship in England. 

Green was reputed to have rowed in no fewer than 326 races and won 275 of them.1357 On 1 

December the national sculling community was shocked to learn of the sudden death of former 

world champion Peter Kemp, aged 68. Kemp acquired thousands of admirers in professional 

sculling circles for the encouragement and help he gave to others. It had been only 15 months 

since he had helped Alf Felton prepare for his meeting with Ernest Barry.1358  

9.6  Professional Positioning 

There had since been further movement in the professional sculling ranks. On assuming the 

title when Barry retired, Richard Arnst had taken on compatriot James Hannan, on 11 June 
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1921. On home waters, the Wairau River, Arnst won easily.1359 His reign, however, was to be 

short-lived. Waiting in the wings as 1922 began was another New Zealander, Darcy Hadfield, 

a former amateur champion who had won the single sculls bronze medal at the Antwerp 

Olympic Games in 1920. On 5 January, in his first race as a professional, and this time on the 

Wanganui River, Hadfield demolished Arnst, winning by ten lengths1360 and generating an 

announcement by the vanquished champion that he, too, would retire.1361  

Waiting for Hadfield was James Paddon, who in 1914 had failed in his bid to take the world 

title from Ernest Barry. There were many in professional sculling circles who believed 

Paddon was more worthy than some who had challenged for the title, and had been unlucky 

not to have received further opportunities.  

Come the race, also on the Wanganui River, Paddon, at 13 stone eight pounds, weighed in 

more than a stone heavier than his rival, and used this physical advantage to great effect. After 

a mile he led by three lengths, which he had extended to four as he passed the two-mile post. 

As he completed the three-and-a-quarter mile course he was nine lengths ahead,1362 and had at 

last achieved a long-held ambition. The world professional sculling championship was again 

held by Australia. ‘Argus’ in the Arrow exalted: ‘... no man has been more genuinely entitled 

to the world's sculling championship than James Paddon ... [His] ability has been well 

respected by men whom he challenged for the honors within the past few years’.1363 Respected 

he might have been, but the only people to welcome Paddon and his party home were 

members of the press. Gone, it seemed, were the receptions accorded to the likes of Trickett 

and Beach. It was a sign that professional sculling in Australia was not the force it had 

been.1364 

9.7  Competition at All Levels 

At Sydney Rowing Club, disaster struck. On the evening of Sunday, 26 March fire destroyed 

the club’s shed in Woolloomooloo Bay, adjacent to the Domain Baths. The two-storey 

building was timber-built, and given it housed some 30 boats, attempts to save them proved 
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next to impossible. Ironically, club members had not long brought to the Bay from the club’s 

‘branch’ shed at Abbotsford a variety of craft and equipment, to make way for crews and 

scullers about to contest the interstate regatta.1365 Fortunately, the club was fully insured, the 

claim was paid in full, a new shed was constructed on the same site and was officially opened 

on 18 November.1366 

The 1922 interstate eight-oared championship of Australia, held on 6 May on the Parramatta 

River, brought with it the additional incentive of racing, for the first time, for the King’s Cup. 

Winston Churchill’s letter on behalf of the King had come too late for the Cup to be presented 

in 1921.1367 Again, all six states entered, and pundits veered between the holders, Western 

Australia, and those states that had selected club crews, South Australia and Victoria.1368 

Sentiment, however, lay with New South Wales, particularly given it had been eleven years 

since the race had been contested in Sydney.1369 Again, three members of the 1919 crew were 

taking part: Scott of South Australia, McGill of New South Wales and George Mettam from 

Western Australia. Just as he had been in 1920, Scott was again victorious: his Murray Bridge 

crew proved much too powerful for their opposition. They took the lead from Victoria after 

half a mile and never looking likely to relinquish it, despite only rowing some 32 albeit 

immensely powerful strokes to the minute. Western Australia this time had to be content with 

third place. Tasmania and New South Wales were outclassed and Queensland abandoned the 

race when swamped by an overtaking steamer.1370 Arthur Bull, from the Leichhardt Rowing 

Club in Sydney, had meanwhile earned some compensation for the host state. Using his local 

knowledge to find as much smooth water as possible, Bull covered the shorter sculling course 

in 17 minutes 27 seconds, three lengths ahead of Alan Pitt of Tasmania, with James Burton of 

Victoria third. In the ladies' interstate fours championship, over the regulation half-mile, 

Tasmania managed to stay just half a length ahead of South Australia, and so improve on the 

previous year’s second position, with Queensland two lengths back in third place and New 

South Wales struggling home last.1371  
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The Intervarsity race between eights from the universities of Queensland, Sydney, Melbourne 

and Adelaide was held for the first time in eight years on Adelaide’s Port River. The course 

was from opposite the shipbuilding yards to the southern end of the Commercial Wharf, a 

distance of three miles. After a mile Melbourne were leading but the Queensland crew soon 

passed their southern rivals. At the two-mile mark they had an unassailable lead, and although 

Melbourne reduced the arrears to two lengths the northern visitors got safely home, Sydney 

and Adelaide bringing up the rear. It was later revealed that Queensland competed in a boat 

loaned to them by the South Australian Rowing Association and used by the Murray Bridge 

crew when winning the King’s Cup a month earlier. The umpire was war hero Collier 

Cudmore.1372 

South Australia had meanwhile held its first public schools championship race, thereby 

ensuring that each state now had similar competitions. It was held on the Torrens Lake on the 

afternoon of Tuesday 11 April, the St. Peter’s eight in the southern lane and the Adelaide 

High School crew on the north side. The race was stubbornly contested over the whole 

course, the two boats practically level all the way. Coming under the city bridge both crews 

put all their energy into a final burst, and it was Adelaide High who forged slightly ahead and 

won ‘by a few feet’.1373 

The Sydney Morning Herald’s report of the News South Wales GPS Regatta averred that the 

magnificent final sprint by Sydney Grammar School ‘will go down in the history of school 

rowing as one of the finest efforts yet seen’. Fully a length behind Shore and on even terms 

with St Joseph's, they first drew away from the Hunter’s Hill school, chased Shore hard, and 

passed them almost on the line to gain the verdict by three feet.1374 The Victorian Head of the 

River regatta returned to the Upper Yarra, and proved one of the most controversial in the 

history of the event. Before 40,000 spectators, a preliminary afternoon heat between Scotch 

and Xavier resulted in a dead heat: precisely the result when these two schools met in the final 

of the 1919 event, Scotch winning the re-row. A re-row was called again, for 5.30 p.m., but 

having received medical advice that not all the rowers had recovered, their schools refused to 

let the race go ahead. Lengthy debate ensued, an APS Rowing Committee declaring that both 

crews had forfeited their right to race in the final, which would be conducted between the 
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other two heat winners, Geelong Grammar and Melbourne Grammar.1375 The following day, 

in front of a crowd now estimated at 60,000, a tense and exciting finale to the regatta saw 

Geelong Grammar get home by a quarter of a length.1376 

On the same day, in Brisbane, Queensland’s All-School Fours race took place, over a three-

quarters-of-a-mile course on the Bridge Reach to the University Boat House in the Domain. 

This time Church of England Grammar School were victorious, a length-and-a-quarter ahead of 

the Southport School and Brisbane Grammar.1377 Western Australia’s Secondary Schools’ Boat 

Race, contested in the shadows of Mount Eliza, saw Perth High School get a perfect start and a 

substantial lead and go on to record an all-the-way win ahead of Christian Brothers College, 

Scotch College and Church of England Grammar School.1378 Based on an agreement that the 

four-oared race to decide the championship of the associated secondary schools of Tasmania 

was held alternately on the Derwent and Tamar rivers, the 1922 event was held in 

Launceston. It became, however, somewhat meaningless when only three crews competed, all 

of them local. Launceston Church Grammar School retained the title won in Hobart a year 

earlier, winning by two-and-a-half lengths from Scotch College, with St Patrick’s College a 

further half-length back.1379  

A regatta in Perth on 13 May signalled the entry of a new club for the state.1380 The ANA 

Rowing Club was so-named as a result of support from the Australian Natives’ Association, a 

patriotic political pressure group. In July 1920 the ANA had announced its wish to form three 

clubs; a rowing, swimming and yachting club. The decision to establish the rowing club, not too 

far distant from the West Australian Rowing Club, was announced on 14 October.1381 However, 

financial and administrative problems had delayed the club’s official entry into the Western 

Australian rowing community until 1922. 

In July it was recorded that Arthur Baynes of Queensland had at last achieved his ambition of 

contesting the Diamond Sculls at the Henley Royal Regatta. He had won a preliminary heat,1382 
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but had then been defeated in a semi-final by Walter Hoover of the United States,1383 who had 

gone on to defeat the English champion, Jack Beresford, in the final.1384 Undeterred, Baynes 

won at Melbourne’s Henley late in October, as did, for the fourth time, a four from Murray 

Bridge in the Stewards Cup event.1385 By now the South Australian club was planning for a tilt 

at selection for the 1924 Olympic Games. On 17 December came the passing of Michael Rush. 

Never a world champion, Rush was nevertheless one of the characters of the bygone era in 

which he raced spiritedly against the likes of immortals Trickett and Beach.1386 

As the 1922–23 rowing season began a move was made by the NSW Rowing Association to 

introduce its first official championships in the lightweight class.1387 Two such events were 

contested: the lightweight fours, won by Balmain at the NSW Championship Regatta at 

Parramatta on 9 December,1388 and the lightweight champion eights of NSW, in which the 

Leichhardt club prevailed at the Balmain-Drummoyne Regatta on 10 February.1389 The 

Bunbury Rowing Club having lain dormant since before the Great War, it was now 

revitalised, largely due to the efforts of lawyer and 1921 King’s Cup winner Frank Slee.1390 

Bad weather on the appointed day, 5 May, saw the 1923 interstate regatta in Perth postponed. 

When, two days later, perfect conditions prevailed on the Swan River, with the heights of 

King’s Park ‘thickly thronged’, South Australia won both the King’s Cup and the ULVA 

trophy. All states bar Queensland contested the main event, in which the early leaders were the 

home state’s eight, ahead of Victoria and South Australia. With a quarter of a mile to go, 

however, the holders forged ahead to win by a quarter of a length from WA, with Victoria two 

lengths away third. The South Australians had thus won three of the first four ‘King’s Cup’ 

races, with Arthur Valentine Scott from the 1919 Henley crew aboard each time. Arthur Bull 

of New South Wales easily retained the national sculling title, and South Australia’s women’s 

four recaptured theirs, well ahead of Tasmania and Victoria..1391 
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There remained no formal structure for the overall administration of rowing on a national basis. 

The administrative seeds were sown at the national conference appended to the interstate 

regatta. The South Australian delegates secured the passage of a resolution aimed at forming a 

board of management for the purpose of regulating rowing in Australia and supervising 

interstate contests. A sub-committee was appointed, charged with drawing up a constitution.1392 

At the Intervarsity Regatta, held in Sydney on 1 June, Queensland recorded the most 

comfortable of victories, crossing the line four lengths ahead of Adelaide, with Melbourne and 

Sydney well behind.1393 Support for schools contests throughout the nation appeared to increase 

still further. ‘Never in the history of the NSW Great Public Schools Regatta has there been 

finer rowing than that on Saturday last’, extolled the Sydney Mail, ‘when record crowds 

watched the finals of the ... eights on the Parramatta River. The various points of vantage 

along the historic stream were thronged with spectators, nearly all Sydney apparently being 

present.’1394 ‘Nor was the interest confined to the generation of school age,’ reported the 

Evening News. ‘The old boys of the schools have taken more and more interest in the event in 

recent years, and thousands of them are as keen as the youngsters on the big contest. The 

families and friends of the boys also follow the epic fight for the championship with great 

enthusiasm, and it has come to take quite a big place in the public mind also’.1395 ‘What a 

race! And what a finish!’ began the Sydney Mornings Herald’s report. ‘It will probably be 

many long years before a finer race ... is seen on the Parramatta River ... ’ Sydney Grammar 

were the victors, a half-length ahead of a gallant Newington, with St Joseph’s and Shore third 

and fourth.1396 Melbourne Grammar held off a ferocious finish by Geelong Grammar to win 

the Victorian Head of the River by half a length, the 80,000 in attendance, The Age declared, 

‘manifestation sufficient of the amazing public interest that has developed in connection with 

this collegiate boat race’.1397 In a clash described as ‘one of the finest and most stubbornly 

contested boat races seen on the Brisbane River for many a day’, the Southport School won 

the All Schools Fours event by a mere foot from Brisbane Boys’ College, with Church of 

England Grammar half a length back.1398 The Public Schools Championship on the Torrens saw 
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St Peter’s College beat Adelaide High School by a length and a half,1399 while the Western 

Australian schools contest was won by Christian Brothers College from the High School, 

Scotch College and Guildford Grammar.1400 On the Derwent Tasmania’s secondary schools 

race resulted in Hutchins and Leslie House of Hobart fighting out the finish, Hutchins 

prevailing.1401 

Within the professional sculling ranks, Australia’s James Paddon had enjoyed the easiest of 

victories when, on 23 July he again defeated New Zealander Darcy Hadfield, this time on the 

Richmond River in northern New South Wales. Watched by a crowd estimated at 15,000, 

Paddon displayed brilliant form in rough conditions and took the lead after the first few hundred 

yards. From then on the race was never in doubt, although Hadfield fought doggedly to stay in 

touch. Paddon, a 2–1 favourite, earned £1000 for his efforts and a share of the gate money.1402  

Not to be outdone by its southern rival, on 6 October Sydney held, somewhat belatedly, its 

inaugural ‘Henley’ regatta. Not, however, on a river but, incongruously, on the singularly 

proletarian Leichhardt Canal. Undeterred, spectators were lined six and seven deep along the 

canal banks, the estimated attendance of 8000 by far the largest ever to watch a New South 

Wales Rowing Association event. A carnival effect was created by a band, decorated stalls and 

bunting, and the main contest, for The Referee Henley Challenge Cup, was won by an eight 

from Mosman.1403  

9.8  ‘Paris or the Bush!’ 

In winning the King’s Cup in 1923 South Australia had won the right to represent Australia at 

the 1924 Olympic Games in Paris. Given, however, that their victory came in a three-mile race, 

they were selected on condition that they met any challenges from other states over the Olympic 

distance of 2000 metres. Those challenges duly came, from Victoria, Tasmania and Western 

Australia. The test race was arranged for Saturday 8 March on the Port River. With so much at 

stake, tensions were high, even more so when inclement weather necessitated a one day 

postponement. By then conditions were perfect, and the crews lined up for their momentous 
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struggle. This time Collier Cudmore was the starter, and undeterred by the postponement, a 

massive crowd had again gathered. 

When the gun went Murray Bridge created a surprise by leading out at 44 strokes to the minute 

and gaining a slight lead over Western Australia. At the half way mark the positions had been 

reversed, with Murray Bridge half a length in arrears and Victoria and Tasmania still in 

contention. And so the race remained until, with 300 yards to go, the veteran Murray Bridge 

coxswain Bob Cummings called for ‘a dozen’; code for the hardest twelve strokes his crew 

could muster. By the twelfth stroke the crews were level, so Cummings roared again: ‘another 

dozen’. This time stroke Will Sladden added ‘come on!’ and the crew’s supporters were yelling 

‘Paris or the bush!’1404 The bow of the South Australian boat drove ahead, and despite a superb 

response from the George Rogers-stroked West Australians, Murray Bridge got home by half a 

canvas. The Victorians were but a full canvas away in third position, and Tasmania just one 

length further back. The winning time, 6 minutes, 9.35 seconds, was an Australian record.  

The Secretary of the South Australian Rowing Association, Mr C. A. M. West, revealed after 

the race that he had received a telegram from Mr O. G. H. Merrett, manager of the Olympic 

team. It informed him that £2500 still needed to be raised before the crew could be sent to the 

Olympics, and that an appeal was to be made to the South Australian public for the required 

sum.1405 

Just over a month later Port Adelaide was the venue for the interstate regatta. Now that the 

Murray Bridge eight had gained Olympic selection a Mannum crew represented South 

Australia. The race, this time over three miles, was delayed for an hour due to an accident to the 

Tasmanian boat, which after being repaired was then capsized by the wash of a pleasure boat 

while being towed to the start! Undeterred, it was the Tasmanians who led the crews out, but 

the race then developed into a close tussle between Queensland and New South Wales, with 

South Australia a length back. At halfway this was still the order of proceedings, but a mile 

from home South Australia moved up on the leaders and for a few strokes hit the front, only for 

Queensland and New South Wales to respond immediately in the race for the line. At the end of 

a great contest Queensland were adjudged the winners, by a canvas from New South Wales, 
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with a gallant South Australia only half a length back. Queensland, an all-Wide Bay 

combination, thus recorded their first win since 1891 in the intercolonial event, and their first 

King’s Cup victory.  

The northern state was not, however, represented in the interstate sculling contest, which saw 

the favourite, Les Nimmo of Tasmania, create a huge lead only to capsize when caught by the 

wash of a passing motor launch. This presented Jim Barton of Victoria with a lead of some 

lengths over George Rogers, now switched to sculling for Western Australia, which Barton 

maintained to the finish. The regatta committee decided after the race that although the accident 

to Nimmo was unfortunate and that he was in a winning position, the wash was negotiable and 

the result would stand. The Ladies’ Fours championship was contested by five states – all but 

Tasmania – and resulted in another win for South Australia, from Victoria and WA.1406  

9.9  Associations Emerge 

On 25 April, at the Largs Pier Hotel, a significant interstate rowing conference had been held, 

and a resolution passed, providing for the formation of an Australian Rowing Council, its 

powers being to arrange, prepare and regulate the representation of Australia in international 

rowing. The Council would also meet annually at the interstate regatta venue and determine 

policy and rules relating to the King’s Cup and any other races, while leaving the arrangements 

in the hands of the state association holding the race. It was also agreed that resolutions passed 

by any interstate conference and subsequently ratified by two-thirds of the state associations 

would be binding on all. It was further requested that the national Olympic Council permit 

controlling bodies of each sport in the Commonwealth to select their representatives for the 

Olympics, and raise the necessary funds to send such representatives to the Games.1407 A 

Tasmanian delegate to the conference, Mr E. C. (Erskine) Watchorn, subsequently undertook to 

prepare for the future Council a draft constitution.1408  

On 1 May, at Albert Park, the Victorian Ladies’ Rowing Association was established. The aims 

of the association would be ‘to promote the interests of rowing amongst oarswomen in this 

state’. In addition to Albert Park Ladies the clubs represented were St Paul’s Ladies Rowing 
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Club, Bendigo; Preston Ladies’ Rowing Club and Essendon Ladies’ Rowing Club. Rules for 

the new association were drawn up based on those of the Victorian Rowing Association.1409 

On 31 May, on the Yarra, in perfect weather and in front of a large gathering of spectators, 

the 1924 Intervarsity eight-oared race was decided. Queensland, the holders, were firm 

favourites, their good form and previous fine performances impressing the critics. A good 

start was effected, and Tasmania, making their Intervarsity debut, at once went to the front, 

with Melbourne and Queensland following on even terms. Queensland then took the lead, but 

Melbourne got back on even terms and both crews drew away from the rest of the field. 

Entering the narrow course between lines of shipping, Melbourne spurted strongly and gained 

a lead of a length-and-a-half, but at the Spencer Street bend Queensland pushed again, and 

rowing gamely reduced the lead to half a length. But the spurt came too late, and Melbourne 

got home. Adelaide caught and passed Tasmania, while Sydney were outclassed.1410  

The first of the annual schools races took place in Adelaide, the South Australian Public 

Schools Championship incorporated into the interstate regatta. St Peter’s College repeated the 

previous year’s win against Adelaide High School.1411 Sydney Grammar took the honours on 

the Parramatta. An enormous crowd witnessed one of the greatest finishes ever seen at the 

event, with Grammar, by a sustained sprint, overhauling Shore amidst scenes of almost 

unparalleled excitement.1412 On the same day, over a one-mile course on the Swan River, 

Guildford Grammar School won a tense struggle with Scotch College.1413 In Victoria it was the 

turn of Geelong Grammar to choose the venue, the race automatically conducted on the 

Barwon. Grammar added another laurel to its long list of victories by keeping out the holders, 

Melbourne Grammar, by just one foot.1414 The All Schools contest in Queensland was also a 

mighty tussle, between new entrant Brisbane Boys’ College and Brisbane State High School. 

The College prevailed by three feet, with Church of England Grammar School a canvas back in 

third place.1415 Five crews contested Tasmania’s four-oared Head of the River on the Tamar. 

Launceston Grammar, Scotch College and St. Patrick's College represented the north, 
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Hutchins and the Friends' School seeking to uphold southern pride. This Hutchins did 

comfortably, ahead of Grammar and Scotch.1416 

Sydney’s second ‘Henley-on-the-Canal’ proved a huge success, some ten thousand attending, 

with Mosman retaining their senior eights title.1417 An editorial in The Referee, however, noted 

that the event did not in any way equate with other ‘Henleys’, lacking as it was any semblance 

of the ‘social’ atmosphere encouraged and enjoyed elsewhere.  

There are no houseboats, sloping lawns and pretty punts here. Above the severe looking 

concrete sides of the canal, friends of the crews and rowing enthusiasts sat in a line on 

Saturday, and took a serious interest in the events. With them the rowing is the only thing that 

counts. Henley-on-Canal may become a popular social affair eventually, but that will be 

when the public schools in a body support the New South Wales Rowing Association and 

enter teams’ [sic].1418 

9.10  Olympic Challenge 

The year’s major item of rowing interest, though, was the progress of the Murray Bridge eight 

selected to compete for Australia at the Paris Olympic Games. The crew was given an 

enthusiastic public send-off in its home town on the evening of 6 May, at which reference was 

made to the fact that two of its members, Will Sladden and Wally Jarvis, had been associated 

with the club since its inception.1419 Two days later came a reception in the Adelaide Town 

Hall for the crew and other members of the Australian Olympic team. The team’s assistant 

manager, Mr C. A. M. West, said that in raising the funds they had in order to represent 

Australia, ‘no set of men deserved the title of “amateur” more than the Murray Bridge crew. 

They had travelled Australia at great personal sacrifice as far as their occupations were 

concerned, and they were in the strictest sense “amateur sports”’.1420 Later, at a lunch hosted 

by the South Australian Olympic Council the crew announced it had decided to drop its 

nickname, the ‘Cods’, having for so long tied a small, stuffed Murray cod to the bow of its 

boat when racing, and would henceforth be known as the Australian Olympic crew.1421 The 

all-male team comprised 39 athletes, among them Sydney sculler Arthur Bull and renowned 
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swimmer Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton. Together with masseurs and other assistants, who were 

paying their own expenses, the squad totalled 48.1422 It now left for Europe in the Ormonde, 

on which was a rowing machine for the maintenance of fitness.1423 

In contrast to the eight’s warm departure came a frosty welcome in England, with the news that 

they would not be permitted to compete at the Henley Royal Regatta because they were manual 

labourers and therefore in breach of Henley’s strict amateurism rules. ‘So much for the imperial 

tie of kinship and common citizenship’, snorted the Port Adelaide News.1424 Then came a report 

that the eight and Arthur Bull were in Paris, with the men from the Murray hampered by 

colds. In their first trial on the Seine on Tuesday 8 July, however, they covered a mile-and-a-

quarter course against a head wind on dead water with no tide in 6.57, three-fifths of a second 

outside the record. Fourteen crews would be competing in the first round of the Olympic 

Regatta, to be held on Monday, 14 July.1425 The Australian eight had drawn the centre lane in 

heat three against Spain and Italy.1426 

They gained second place, Italy winning by a length-and-a-half and Spain out of it. The crew 

therefore had to win a row-off with the crews that had placed second in the other two heats if 

they were to qualify for the final.1427 A seed of doubt was sown. The Adelaide newspaper 

Sport reported that while rowing was regarded as an activity for young men, the average age 

of the Murray Bridge crew was 33, with Will Sladden, at stroke, a veteran at 41. They were, 

however, artisans, and therefore exceptionally strong, and were known to cover 60 miles in 

some training sessions.1428  

Alas, such foreboding proved prophetic. In the row off for second-placed crews the Canadian 

eight from Toronto University led from the start, with the Australians sticking to them for 

three-quarters of the journey. But when endeavouring to spurt, they instead ‘died’, and were 

overtaken by Argentina. The crew from Murray Bridge had been eliminated. The Canadians 

won easily, their time 6.37, the Australians ten seconds slower.  
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Interviewed after the race, Will Sladden praised his crew’s efforts. He regretted that, through 

overtraining, they had failed to reproduce their Australian form. He thought, however, that 

rowing in Australia was not of such a high standard as in other parts of the world.1429 The gold 

medal was won by the United States eight, a member of which was Benjamin Spock, later to 

become a world-renowned paediatrician.1430  

Faring better than his team-mates was Arthur Bull, who won his first heat and advanced to the 

final. The Australian led for a while, but, suffering a severe cold, was unable to finish. The 

winner was Jack Beresford of Great Britain.1431 

9.11  Professional Maladministration 

In August, Australia witnessed two professional sculling matches, the first of which took place 

on a course never before used for a world title clash, the Brisbane River. The holder, James 

Paddon, had been challenged by compatriot Alf Felton, the conqueror of, then loser to, 

Englishman Ernest Barry. Felton, who had last raced for the title in 1920, proved no match on 

the Hamilton Reach, Paddon winning by ‘ten or twelve lengths’ in a time, 17 minutes 55 

seconds, never bettered on a three-mile course.1432 A month-and-a-half later Paddon was back 

on home waters, the Richmond River, defending his title against a young challenger, Major 

Goodsell, who had begun his sculling career as an amateur with the Balmain Rowing Club. In 

1920 Goodsell had won the amateur championship of New South Wales by six lengths.1433 His 

challenge lasted all of a quarter of a mile, when the fell out of his boat. Rather than ease up, 

however, Paddon maintained racing pace over the entire course, and with a strong east wind and 

the tide behind him reduced the three-mile time to 17 minutes 7 seconds. Meanwhile, in an 

extraordinary display of tenacity, Goodsell had climbed back into his boat and against all odds 

finished only 42 seconds behind the champion, thereby beating the time Paddon set when 

vanquishing Felton.1434 Paddon then announced he would be retiring. He also announced that he 

would hand back the title to New Zealander Darcy Hadfield, the former champion.  
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There followed a demonstration of the enduring lack of governance within professional 

sculling. Challenges to Hadfield came from three would be opponents: William McDevitt, a 

former Tasmanian now sculling at Drummoyne; the defeated Major Goodsell, and Hadfield’s 

compatriot Pat Hannan.1435 Paddon was prevailed upon to solve the dilemma, either by retiring 

within three months or accepting challenges from McDevitt or Goodsell. Preferring retirement, 

Paddon anointed McDevitt the new world champion. McDevitt immediately received 

Goodsell’s challenge.1436  

The race took place in March 1925, with yet another new venue chosen: Ulmarra, on the 

Clarence River. The contestants were regarded as easily matched, notwithstanding the fact that 

Goodsell was nursing an injured wrist.1437 In the event, the race proved anticlimactic, Goodsell 

winning by some fourteen lengths.1438 McDevitt thus became one of two title-holders who had 

gained the honour by forfeiture and failed to defend it on their first challenge. The other was 

Charles Towns. 

9.12  The Kiwis Are Coming 

There was at the same time a visit to New South Wales by a squad of New Zealand oarsmen, 

who brought with them a sectional eight. It was the first appearance in Australia of an eight-

oared crew from across the Tasman. Among them was the Dominion's champion sculler, Jerry 

St. Clair. ‘They are a very solid lot, and sure to give a good account of themselves’, The 

Referee declared. Also noted was that New Zealanders had thus far rowed and raced almost 

entirely in fours. On only one other occasion had they competed in eights: at the Henley 

Peace Regatta in 1919. The boat they brought with them had been used on the Thames. 

Australian coaches, however, were averse to sectional boats, believing they were not strong 

enough.1439  

The New Zealand eight first gave an exhibition row, at the Balmain-Drummoyne Regatta, as a 

precursor to their contesting the New South Wales Championships a few days later. Those 

who witnessed the first row were greatly impressed, and of the view that a good three-mile 
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struggle would ensue between the visitors and the top New South Wales crews, notably an all-

conquering Mosman eight.1440  

The Sydney Morning Herald report of the event that unfolded began thus: 

The New South Wales Rowing Association held its annual regatta on the Parramatta 

River on Saturday, and the first international eight-oared race ever held in Australia 

went to the oarsmen of another dominion. Twice during the afternoon the colours of 

the local clubs went under to the black sweater with the silver fern.1441 

It continued as follows: 

The New Zealanders' victory in the eights was an impressive achievement, a triumph of 

recovery and stamina, of a rugged strength that maintained the lead mile after mile, yet left 

much in reserve at the finish. Granted that members of the Mosman crew hardly displayed 

their best form, and that they were beaten by not more than three lengths; the fact that the 

New Zealanders led from within 200 yards of the start to the finish, and won easing up ... 

indicates the high calibre of the visitors from overseas. 

Drummoyne, the best of the other home crews, were fully twenty lengths behind. Jerry St 

Clair made it two wins for the visitors in the sculls event, winning a procession by 25 

lengths.1442 

The New Zealanders’ final appearance was on a one-mile course at the St Ignatius College 

Regatta on the Lane Cove River. As well as winning the eights race they split into two fours 

and claimed first and second places.1443 

In April 1925 the women’s interstate fours championship were held in Victoria for the first 

time, at Albert Park Lake. Hosts were the fledgling Victorian Ladies’ Rowing Association. 

The race was held over the regulation half-mile distance, Western Australia leading early, but 
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they were soon deposed, first by South Australia then Victoria and New South Wales. The 

South Australians won by four lengths.1444 

9.13  A National Administration 

The men’s interstate regatta was also held in Melbourne, but not before one of the most 

significant meetings in Australian rowing had been held, at the Amateur Sports Club. The 

much-discussed problem of efficient control of Australian rowing was solved when the 

constitution of the Australian Rowing Council was adopted by delegates from all states except 

Queensland, which was not represented. The constitution provided for the control of 

interstate, inter-dominion and international rowing, the Council acting as an arbitration court 

in the event of disputes between state associations. Each state was represented by a delegate, 

to hold office for twelve months. In all matters except alteration to the standing arrangements 

in connection with the rotation of interstate races, a majority of four to two would carry the 

motion, and become binding on all state associations. Queensland had objected, advocating 

instead a unanimous vote on all matters. The election of officers resulted in Erskine Watchorn 

of Tasmania becoming President and Chairman, and Ted Kenny of Victoria the Hon. 

Secretary. Members elected to the Council were Messrs S. A. Maxwell (New South Wales), J. 

P. Marcus (South Australia) and R. S. Jeffreys (Western Australia). The Council intended to 

introduce a uniform set of rules regarding the Laws of Boat Racing, to control the King's Cup, 

the Sculling Championship and any other race under its jurisdiction.1445 

The following day came the interstate events, held on the Yarra, the major feature of the King’s 

Cup challenge being that there was less distance between first and last crews than ever before. 

Perhaps encouraged by the sighting of a black swan just before the race Western Australia won 

by two-and-a-half lengths ahead of Tasmania, but New South Wales were only half a length in 

arrears, with fractions of a length then separating South Australia, Victoria and Queensland.  

In the interstate sculling race Arthur Baynes of Queensland looked to have the race won after a 

mile but was then overtaken by Arthur Cambridge of Victoria and stopped. He had been unwell 

in the days leading up to the race and whatever was ailing him had reasserted itself. Cambridge 
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held on to win at his first attempt, by three-quarters of a length from A. W. Cuthbertson of 

Tasmania.1446 

The annual Intervarsity race was held on the Brisbane River on 6 June. The University of 

Tasmania, the heaviest crew in the race, had entered the contest only a year earlier but now won 

as they liked, finishing three lengths ahead of Sydney, with Queensland the same distance away 

in third place but a length-and-a-half ahead of Melbourne.1447  

9.14  Hail High 

The first of the 1925 schools races took place on the Torrens on 1 May, St Peter’s College 

defeating arch-rivals Adelaide High by one-and-a-quarter lengths.1448 A day later, amid almost 

indescribable excitement, Sydney High School convincingly won the New South Wales Great 

Public Schools eights championship, thus following the example of the King's School and 

Newington, who had also gained schools rowing supremacy at the first attempt. Where the 

schools diverged is that the High eight’s win was the first GPS championship attained by the 

school in any branch of athletics. To add further lustre to High’s day, the school also won the 

second fours race. 

The eight’s win was all the more remarkable in that in both heat and final High adopted a far 

lower rate of striking than their opponents, but still won by three lengths. Great praise was 

heaped on the crew’s coach, George Hancock, the captain of the Glebe Rowing Club. 

Hancock, it was said, ‘had moulded [his crew] into a first class combination, employing all 

the methods that New Zealand possessed when they downed the hitherto unbeatable Mosman 

crew’. Conversely, coaches of the ‘elite’ schools, Shore and Sydney Grammar, were criticised 

for their perceived ‘English’ methods.1449 ‘High created a magnificent impression by their 

excellent rowing’, reported the Sunday Times. It too compared the crew’s technique to that of 

the recently departed ‘All Blacks’ eight, and in so doing perhaps put some perspective on the 

state of Australian rowing. So extraordinary was the result, and the overall event, that there 

also came from the newspaper this almost rhapsodic editorial: 
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Australia's greatest aquatic spectacle is the annual regatta of the Athletic Association of 

the Great Public Schools. Once it was hedged around with the privacy which the 

controlling body loved, but after reluctantly yielding to the wishes of parents and old 

boys and transferring the races to Saturday, the excitement spread like wildfire. Old 

boys time their visits to Sydney to coincide with this function, which has now gripped a 

public wider than the officials dreamed of a few years ago. Many who never owed 

allegiance to the competing schools join the huge throng on the Parramatta and make 

the event exceed the big Henley-on-Yarra carnival, or the thrilling schools’ events in the 

southern capital, both of which shaded it only a few years back. Sydney's magnificent 

waterway provides a setting that other cities lack, and none of them has eight crews 

fighting for supremacy.1450 

Only hours later a last-ditch effort by Perth High School saw them snatch the Western 

Australian Head of the River from Guildford Grammar. The titleholders appeared to be 

coasting, with the line in sight, when they suddenly seemed to seize up. The High School 

pounced, shot past Guildford, and won easily.1451  

The result of the Victorian Head of the River, this year back on the Yarra, can be encapsulated 

by quoting James Fairbairn when presenting the cup he had donated years earlier to this year’s 

winners, Scotch College. ‘I congratulate Scotch College on the magnificent race they rowed, 

and Wesley College and Melbourne Grammar for the race they made Scotch row.’ With a 

crowd of more than 80,000 in attendance Scotch won by half a length from Wesley, with 

Grammar just a canvas away.1452  

The promise that the annual All-Schools Fours race on the Bridge Reach of the Brisbane River 

would be hotly contested was fully realised. Held on the same day as Melbourne’s ‘head’, 

Queensland’s equivalent was taken out by Brisbane State High School, winners by just four feet 

over last year’s victors, Brisbane Boys’ College. Church of England Grammar were third, three 

lengths behind. 1453 
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The Hutchins School having last year won the Tasmanian schools Head of the River on the 

Tamar, north-south rivalries could almost have dictated that Launceston Grammar would turn 

the tables in 1925 on the Lower Derwent. And so they did, but only after repelling a ferocious 

finish by the Hutchins four by just four feet. Third were the Friends’ School.1454  

Having in March secured the world professional sculling championship by beating an opponent, 

Bill McDevitt, who had obtained the title through forfeit, Major Goodsell now sought to return 

some legitimacy to his status and the event by accepting a challenge from New Zealander 

Patrick Hannan. Goodsell was being coached by former champion and now renowned boat 

builder, George Towns, and both Goodsell and his opponent had opted to use a new Towns 

boat.1455 Another former champion, Bill Beach, would umpire the race, to be held back on the 

championship’s spiritual home, the Parramatta River. The race can best be described as a tense 

procession, Goodsell taking the lead early and never relinquishing it, but Hannan always within 

striking distance. Goodsell won by three lengths in 21 minutes 31 seconds.1456  

He now received a challenge from an unexpected quarter: the recently retiree James Paddon. 

The former champion, it seems, had been persuaded by his supporters that he could recapture 

the title from the youngster, who, when they had first met late last year, had fallen out of his 

boat. Although the attendance indicated a lack of interest compared with the days when 

champions such as Bill Beach were competing, a larger crowd appeared than had at the last 

few races. There was also a big difference between the age, height and weight of the 

contestants, Paddon standing 6ft 4 inches and weighing 14 stone, compared with Goodsell’s 

5ft 11 and 12 stone. But Goodsell, at 25, had youth on his side; Paddon was close to 40.  

Goodsell showed throughout the race that he had improved greatly under the coaching of 

Towns. He also proved that he had an expert knowledge of the river, for he steered an 

excellent course. Paddon, however, did not reproduce his old form, and seemed short of 

condition, particularly in the trying middle mile, in which Goodsell gained fully three to four 

lengths. He nevertheless rowed a wonderfully plucky race, and his last effort, when he pulled 

up on Goodsell at the finish, would be long remembered. The official winning distance was 

one-and-a half lengths, and the time, after a long haul into headwinds, 22 minutes 50 seconds. 
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The 1925 Henley-on-Yarra was reported as a great success in every way — delightful 

weather, keen racing and a big attendance. It was estimated that 150,000 people viewed the 

proceedings. The event of the day was the Stewards' Cup for senior fours, which this year 

outshone the Grand Challenge Cup for eights. In the semi-final the Western Australian crew, 

stroked by the seemingly indestructible George Rogers, engaged in a battle royal with the 

Waikato combination from New Zealand, and got home by eighteen inches. Rogers and his 

crew had an easier row in the final when accounting for a Rockhampton combination. Of 

Sydney’s ‘Henley-on-the-Canal’ no more was heard. 

On 13 February 1926 Melbourne’s Footscray City Rowing Club opened its new boathouse on 

the banks of the Maribyrnong River, opposite Flemington racecourse.1457 On 6 March a large 

number of Haberfield residents and supporters of rowing gathered at Dobroyd Point, on 

Sydney’s Iron Cove, to witness the official opening of the newly formed Haberfield Rowing 

Club. The ceremony was performed by Mr Allan Lloyd, the president of both the Amateur 

Sporting Federation of New South Wales and the Olympic Council. He was accompanied by 

the chairman of the New South Wales Rowing Association, Harold Alderson. The building 

was described as ‘one of the finest sheds in New South Wales’.1458 

The 1926 Ladies’ Fours Championship of Australia was held on 1 May, on a half-mile course 

on the Customs House Reach of the Brisbane River. Only two crews competed, Queensland and 

South Australia, the latter winning by ‘a good three lengths’. The superiority of the South 

Australians, all from the Barcarolle Ladies’ Rowing Club, was exemplified by the fact that after 

a few strokes, the stretcher of the crew’s stroke oarswoman came adrift, and the coxswain had 

to hold it in position. The crew nevertheless began drew away and, ‘rowing beautifully and 

steadily, increased the lead to the finish.’1459 

A week later, also on the Brisbane River, came the men’s interstate championships, the eights 

race contested over the regulation three miles on the Hamilton Reach. All states bar Western 

Australia were represented. Tasmania won by a length from South Australia, who finished 

three-quarters of a length in front of Victoria. The coach of the Tasmanian crew was Cec 
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McVilly, now Secretary of the Tasmanian Rowing Association. Tasmania has not won the 

King’s Cup since. For Arthur Scott, the four-man in the South Australian crew and the only 

member of the 1919 AIF eight still competing, the race proved to be his final King’s Cup 

contest. The two-and-a-half mile race for the men’s single sculls championship was won by 

hometown hero Arthur Baynes, from Jack Goulding of New South Wales and Victoria’s Arthur 

Cambridge. Baynes later announced that his race, too, was his last, but not before being the first 

to receive the President’s Cup, donated by the first President of the Australian Rowing Council, 

Ernest Watchorn.1460 Mr Watchorn had earlier chaired a meeting of the AARC, held in 

conjunction with the interstate regatta, at which an amendment to the Draft Constitution of the 

Council by the Queensland delegate – that resolutions of the interstate conference had to be 

unanimous before they were binding – was accepted by all states. Queensland duly joined the 

Council.1461  

In a curtain raiser to the interstate regatta Church of England Grammar School won the 

Queensland Head of the River by a comfortable one-and-a-half lengths from the Southport 

School, with Brisbane Grammar third. The Brisbane Telegraph commented that the fours race 

between the schools was increasing in popularity. ‘Although but a dim reflection of the GPS 

race in Sydney, each year it appears to be becoming more of an institution in which not only 

the schools but also the general public take a keen interest’.1462 Tasmania’s Head of the River 

race, also in fours, took place on the Tamar on Saturday 29 May, and to the chagrin, no doubt, 

of local supporters, southern crews filled the first three places. Hutchins were first, followed 

by Clemes College (formerly Leslie House) and the Friends High School.1463 In Adelaide, the 

schools contest became an attempt to emulate those generating such fervour in Melbourne and 

Sydney. It was promoted as South Australia’s first official public schools regatta. The major 

race, the eight-oared clash between St Peter’s College and Adelaide High School, proved a 

fine contest from start to finish, St Peter’s holding out the High School by a quarter of a 

length. 'Wild enthusiasm was manifested by the scholars of the two schools on the banks’, 

reported The Mail. It was also speculated that Scotch College would enter the ranks of 

competitors the following year, thus demonstrating some expansion of interest in South 
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Australia.1464 Once again the New South Wales GPS was a thriller. Sydney High School, St 

Joseph's College and Shore raced stroke for stroke over the last 200 yards, with High barely 

retaining their narrow lead and their title until the judge's gun sounded.1465 It was the turn this 

year of Christian Brothers College to take out the Western Australian Head of the River title. 

Drawn on the King’s Park side of the course, CBC were initially led by Perth High but then 

pushed hard and by the Brewery were two to three length ahead. Both High and Church of 

England Grammar made concerted efforts to get on terms, but the College maintained their 

lead to the finish.1466  

9.15  Murder in Melbourne 

The schools regatta generating most headlines, however, was that in Melbourne. It was  

overshadowed by the violent death the night before the final day of Mr Eric Tulloch, the 

coach of the Melbourne Grammar School crew, who had won their heat on Friday and 

qualified for the final. It appeared Mr Tulloch disturbed an intruder in his room at a boarding 

house, Lauriston Hall in East Melbourne, and during a struggle was fatally shot. It was 

thought at first that Saturday’s race might be postponed, but after due deliberation the school 

authorities decided to hold the final but cancel the Fairbairn Challenge Cup presentation 

ceremony.1467 The trophy was duly received by Scotch College, winners by a canvas from 

Geelong Grammar, with a gallant and massively supported Melbourne Grammar School crew 

just two feet further back.1468 Subsequent tributes to Mr Tulloch recorded his 1902 – 1904 

membership of Victorian eights that won the interstate title three years running,1469 his 

responsible position at the Victoria Brewery, East Melbourne, and his war service. He had 

been severely wounded at Gallipoli, rejoined his battalion in France, commanded the 12th 

(Tasmanian) Battalion and was awarded the Military Cross and Bar. He had also coached the 

Melbourne Grammar School crew that won the 1923 Head of the River. Many thousands of 
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people attended the military funeral, as did the Prime Minister, Stanley Bruce, a Melbourne 

Old Grammarian and Cambridge rowing Blue.1470  

The 35th Intervarsity boat race was rowed in Tasmania, on the Huon River south of Hobart on 5 

June. The host university was unable to repeat the previous year’s win, coming third behind the 

victors, Sydney, and Melbourne University. The winning crew, coached by the stroke of the 

1912 Henley and Stockholm eight, Roger Fitzhardinge, was said to have been the best 

combination boated by Sydney University in years.1471 

On 3 May, meanwhile, only two thousand spectators had watched a desultory Monday 

afternoon race on the Parramatta River, in which Major Goodsell easily defeated Tom Saul, 

from the Macleay River and thus retained his world professional sculling title.1472  

9.16  Enter Pearce 

In New South Wales the winter of 1926 heralded a keener interest in amateur sculling, courtesy 

of Sydney silversmiths Walker and Hall, who donated a cup to the state association for a series 

of handicap regattas. These were to be held over six Saturdays, each two weeks apart, over a 

one-mile course. The first regatta was held on 10 July, from Lane Cove Bridge to the head of 

Leichhardt Bay, and was won, off a handicap of ten seconds, by Bert Goulding of Sydney 

Rowing Club, brother of News South Wales President’s Cup representative Jack.1473 The second 

event resulted in a win to Jack Kessell of Drummoyne.1474 Come the third, however, a new 

entrant emerged. Henry Robert ‘Bob’ Pearce, the 20-year-old son of Harry Pearce, twice a 

contender for the world professional sculling title, won the third round off 15 seconds – by eight 

lengths! The younger Pearce had only recently joined the Sydney Rowing Club, and the race 

was his first appearance in open competition.1475 For the next race, held on the Parramatta 

River from Putney to Gladesville, Pearce’s handicap was cut to four seconds – and he won 

again, beating Jack Goulding off scratch by four lengths. He was now being touted as ‘a 

coming champion’.1476 Not surprisingly, the fifth contest, again on the Parramatta, saw Pearce 
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as the ‘scratch’ man, with Goulding off five seconds. The scullers contended with wind, 

rough water and a collier that bore up the course and caused a mass stoppage, but by then 

Pearce had secured a third win.1477 In a preview to the sixth and final race the Sydney 

Sportsman described Pearce's success as ‘one of the wonders of the age,’1478 a reputation he 

lived up to when securing his fourth successive win in the sixth contest, on a slightly longer 

course from Putney to Abbotsford. The result meant that he and S. P. Pye of the Leichhardt 

club, a consistent place getter for all six rounds, had equal points and so faced a row off the 

following weekend to determine the overall winner.1479 Pearce conceded 15 seconds to Pye 

over the one mile Putney to Gladesville course, but using his greater weight, and a technique 

already greatly admired, won by three lengths.1480 

On 21 October the Princes Bridge premises of Melbourne boat builders James Edwards and 

Sons were destroyed by fire. The Richmond Rowing Club, which had recently transferred its 

fleet to the Edwards boathouse, lost all its racing and practice boats, oars and other equipment, 

along with club photographs and records dating back sixty-three years. Several other clubs with 

boats temporarily stored at Edwards’ also experienced losses, notably Hawthorn, Albert Park, 

Essendon, Nagambie, Footscray and Wesley College. In the majority of cases the losses 

suffered were only partly covered by insurance.1481 Just under six months later a similar fate 

befell the nearby Mercantile Rowing Club. In less than half an hour fire destroyed practically 

every boat in its shed. It was feared that boats that were not destroyed had been damaged 

beyond repair. Scotch College also lost two new practice eights temporarily stored at 

Mercantile. Total losses to the club, the school, and to members was estimated at between 

£3,300 and £4,000.1482  

The situation that Mercantile found itself in was accentuated by the fact that the earlier 

destruction of Edwards' boathouse had greatly depleted the boats of other clubs that would 

readily have helped. Other boat builders, moreover, were overwhelmed with work as the 

result of the Edwards fire. However, the situation was greatly improved by the generous 

action of Melbourne Grammar School in offering Mercantile the use of a portion of the 
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school's boathouse and a number of boats, entirely free of cost. The offer enabled Mercantile 

to keep members together at a critical time.1483 With the assistance of some 140 members, and 

despite there being an economic depression, the club was rebuilt at a cost of £2330. A building 

destroyed on Easter Sunday had by Saturday 1 October been resurrected in the form of a new 

structure, on the site of the original building.1484  

The Edwards brothers having then retired from boat building,1485 it was reported late in 1927 

that the Richmond club would be in its new home by the beginning of the new year. The 

clubhouse, being built by the City Council, was to be a two-storey building, with the ground 

floor occupied by the club and the upper storey used by boat builders Jerram and Sons.1486 

Meanwhile Bob Pearce had maintained his meteoric rise, and been selected to represent New 

South Wales at the King’s Cup Regatta. On the one day in the year when rowing supporters 

hoped the river Derwent would be in one of its placid moods, it was anything but, and crews 

and scullers who had undergone a rigorous three to four months' preparation for the races, 

were met by strong northerly winds. These persisted the entire afternoon and created virtually 

a heavy sea through which the contestants had to battle. 

Pearce, however, appeared undeterred, and watched by a record crowd estimated at 30,000, 

won handsomely. He revealed a much more polished technique than any of his three 

opponents, and won by 20 lengths.  

The strong northerly wind worsened. The eights race had to be delayed until late afternoon, and 

finished in semi-darkness. The crews that best handled the conditions were Western Australia 

and New South Wales, who finished in that order ahead of Victoria and South Australia. 

Tasmania and Queensland swamped about half a mile from the finish. When later presenting 

the President’s Cup to Bob Pearce, the premier of Tasmania, Joseph Lyons, later to become 

prime minister, made an astute and prescient comment. ‘All who watched you this afternoon 

felt they were watching more than an interesting sculling race ... They were watching a new 

champion. I hope that you will go on to do even greater things in the future than you have 
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done in the past.’1487 Two days later in Launceston, in perfect conditions, the Ladies’ Fours 

Championship of Australia was held, South Australia recording a fifth consecutive win by five 

lengths from Tasmania and Queensland.1488  

The 1927 schools races were remarkable for the number of winning sequences maintained. In 

Adelaide St Peter’s College had the previous year beaten Adelaide High School in South 

Australia’s first official schools regatta, having before that secured three victories in challenge 

races against High. As anticipated, Scotch College now entered the fray, and won three of the 

six events on the program, but not the eights race. This saw St Peter’s beat Adelaide High yet 

again, and so record their second official and fifth unofficial win in succession.1489 A huge and 

enthusiastic Parramatta River crowd saw Sydney High School sweep to a magnificent victory 

with practically a new combination, and thus extend its winning run to three. High — the 

most recent of the schools to enter the GPS event — had already created a record without 

parallel, for no other school had won twice in the first two years of its entry. On the Barwon, 

Scotch College won the Victorian Head of the River, also for the third year in succession, 

while in Perth Christian Brothers' College retained their title.1490 On the Derwent Hutchins 

won following a restart, multiple clashes having occurred, none of which Hutchins was 

involved in.1491 When, however, the competing schools were unable to agree on a ‘fair 

verdict’ the result was declared ‘Race Abandoned’.1492 In Brisbane a new name was added to 

the victory list. Brisbane State High got home ahead of the Southport School and Brisbane 

Boys’ College, who dead-heated, with Brisbane Grammar fourth.1493  

For a variety of reasons the Intervarsity Regatta was also notable. It was the first interstate or 

international event at Penrith featuring eights rather than the professional scullers of yore. 

Practically the entire population of Penrith assembled to see the race, which the University of 

Western Australia entered for the first time – and won. Thus did rowing become the first 

intervarsity sport to embrace all six states. The event also featured the first intervarsity sculling 

contest , won by Kenneth Flavelle of Sydney University.1494  
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9.17  Goodsell Again 

Having in May 1926 defeated Tom Saul to retain his world professional sculling title, Major 

Goodsell had taken advantage of a flourishing professional sculling circuit on the west coast of 

the United States. Among events in which he had taken part was a marathon race of 30 miles 

from Long Beach to Catalina. He had subsequently been challenged to defend his world title 

by England’s H. A. ‘Bert’ Barry, nephew of Ernest Barry, the former champion. Two years 

younger than Goodsell, Barry had in 1925 won the legendary Doggett’s Coat and Badge race 

on the Thames, and had never been beaten in a scratch race. 

By mutual consent the venue for the showdown was Burrand Inlet, Vancouver, Canada, on 5 

September. Perfect conditions during the training period had on the day of the race turned wet 

and rough, and this proved crucial. Both scullers sought the shelter of a wooded shore as they 

battled the headwind, Barry rating higher and taking an early lead. However, demonstrating 

watermanship that Barry could not, Goodsell took over, led by a length at the first mile and by 

four at the two-mile mark. Barry offered a brief challenge, only for Goodsell to increase his 

lead to twelve lengths at the finish, in one of the slowest times, 24 minutes 55 seconds, ever 

recorded.1495  

Almost immediately Barry challenged Goodsell to a return race on the same course in 

October.1496 This was then postponed until May the following year.1497 Then came the news 

that the pair would race on Boxing Day 1927, again in Vancouver Harbour. The Referee 

surmised that the outcome of the race would not be affected. ‘Barry has become more 

acclimatised, gained valuable experience and has room for improvement in his sculling,’ the 

newspaper stated, ‘but it is apparent Goodsell has only to maintain his form to win’.1498  

Indeed so confident was Goodsell that he announced just before the race that he would be 

contesting his next challenge in August 1928 in Miami, Florida. However, in a total reversal of 

form on the part of both men Barry led throughout the race and won by six lengths in 21 

minutes 4 seconds. The new champion appeared very fresh, while the vanquished Australian 
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was in a state of collapse as he finished, and after the race could not be interviewed.1499 

Australia’s hold on the world professional title had this time lasted but five-and-a-half years. 

9.18  Pearce the Olympian 

Meanwhile the nation’s new amateur champion had won the Yarra Challenge Cup for single 

sculls at Melbourne’s Henley Regatta. Watched by his father, Harry, reported as having 

‘justifiable hopes his son will win at the next Olympic Games’, young Bobby Pearce won with 

consummate ease, six lengths ahead of the New Zealand champion W. A. Stevenson. In the 

major event of the day, the Grand Challenge Cup for eights, Mosman became the first interstate 

club to win the coveted trophy.1500  

Two days later, watched by a large crowd, Pearce the younger contested a pre-arranged 2000-

metre Olympic trial on the Lower Yarra. His winning lead was again six lengths, and his time a 

‘satisfactory’ 7 minutes 21 seconds against the stream. The Age informed its readers that ‘the 

rowing almanac gives the time for only one sculling race in its record of the Olympic Games, 

that at Antwerp in 1920 when J. B. Kelly, the American champion, defeated J. Beresford, the 

English champion, by 1 second in 7 min. 46 seconds on dead water. The two scullers were all 

out for the full distance’. Readers were further informed that ‘the selector, Mr C.L. McVilly, 

submitted his report to Mr E. Kenny, Secretary of the Australian Rowing Council, and 

strongly recommended that H. R. Pearce be nominated as the Australian representative at the 

sculling race for the Olympic Games’.1501 

As the Olympic year began, however, Pearce was confronted by claims made in anonymous 

letters that he had rowed as a professional before competing as an amateur. If confirmed, such 

claims would preclude him from representing Australia at the Olympics, being held in 

Amsterdam in August. The rules governing the Games contained strict provisions regarding 

what constituted an amateur, and unless Pearce could prove that he had in no way infringed 

amateur principles he would be barred from competing.1502 Following further enquiries, and 

suggestions that whoever wrote the letters had confused Bob with another member of his 

extended sporting family, the Australian Amateur Rowing Council advised the NSW Rowing 
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Association that the anonymous allegations against Pearce had not been proved. As a result, it 

could make the necessary nomination to the Australian Olympic Council provided Pearce 

signed an affidavit confirming his amateur status.1503 This he duly did,1504 and towards the end 

of February was confirmed as the sole rowing selection.  

The public also learned more about Australia’s latest sporting hero: that he was born in the 

Sydney suburb of Double Bay in 1905, won his first sculling race aged six – in a contest for 

youths under sixteen! – and that as a result of the famous Les Darcy being a family friend, 

was also a good boxer. He had also won all-schools swimming championships, and his ‘vital 

statistics’ were 6 feet I inch tall and a racing weight of 13 stone 3 pounds. Also revealed was 

that contact had been made with Sydney Middleton, still in London, regarding Pearce’s 

training while in the British capital en route to Amsterdam.1505 

Pearce also became acquainted, albeit fleetingly, with the benefits of success and fame. Mr 

George Wright, manager in Australia for John Dewar and Sons Limited, manufacturers of 

Scotch whisky, instructed boat builder George Towns to build Pearce ‘the finest shell 

procurable, three pairs of sculls, duplicate sliding seats and everything else required in the 

boat.’1506 The new craft was presented to him by Mr Wright at a Sydney Rowing Club 

function on 14 April.1507 

Although not officially selected, Pearce’s father, Harry, announced he would be leaving for 

England on 24 April to make arrangements in London for Bob’s training, and would then 

supervise operations once his son arrived.1508 There came another announcement: Bob would 

not depart Sydney with the Australian team on 1 May but instead defend his Australian title on 

the Nepean on 5 May before joining the ship in Melbourne.1509 

The manner of that defence was nothing short of astonishing. Almost at once Pearce went to 

the front and forged ahead with every stroke. Marsh (Tasmania), Cambridge (Victoria) and 

Buckley (Queensland) trailed out behind him, the distance between each becoming greater the 

further the race went. Even after settling down Pearce kept increasing the lead, with long 
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sweeping strokes rating 25 to the minute. He eventually won by 30 lengths. The champion 

covered the first mile-and-a half in 8 minutes 55 seconds and the full course in 15 minutes 

30.25 seconds, thus breaking the previous record.1510 By contrast, the race for the King’s Cup 

was a thrilling struggle, the result of which was in doubt until the last minute. A high-rating 

Western Australia retained the coveted trophy, closely followed by Queensland and 

Tasmania.1511 The regatta marked not only the 50th anniversary of the start of colonial eight-

oared racing in Australia, but also of the establishment of the New South Wales Rowing 

Association.1512  

Pearce left Sydney the following night to join his Olympic team-mates. There was a happy 

throng at the station to bid him farewell. Cyril Bluett, captain of Sydney Rowing Club, 

presented the young champion, on behalf of his club-mates, with a set of silver-mounted 

brushes engraved with the club's crest.1513 

The 1928 Australian Olympic team arrived in London on 16 June. Pearce had not been able to 

obtain a sculling machine en route so was looking forward to his father taking him in hand on 

the Thames.1514 His boat arrived on another vessel within days, but then came disappointment 

when it was learned that overseas entries for the Diamond Sculls at the Henley Royal Regatta 

had closed on 1 June.1515 Conversely, those for domestic entrants did not close until 22 June. 

The comment was made in one editorial that it was surely the entries from overseas that were 

worthy of more latitude.1516 It was also reported that in training Pearce was giving those who 

had entered big starts, and was overhauling them easily.1517 

On 14 July came the only racing scheduled for him prior to the Games, at the Kingston-upon-

Thames Regatta, west on London. Over a course of seven furlongs Pearce had an easy win in 

the final, defeating D. Guye of the London Rowing Club by twelve lengths, in the fine time of 

4min. 40sec.1518 He won in his gift boat, Peter Dewar, and for his victory was rewarded with a 
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handsome cup. He was also reported to have written, in a letter to a Sydney friend, that he 

was confident of success in Amsterdam.1519  

When next heard of Pearce had arrived in Holland, as had a second boat and his English 

pacer, professional sculler Ted Phelps. The Australian champion was reported to have sculled 

four times over the Olympic course on the Sloten Canal, and although not fully extended had 

covered the distance in 7 minutes l7 seconds, thus beating the course record by nine seconds. 

Searle senior declared his son was never in better form.1520 High praise was also bestowed on 

Pearce by Mr Les Duff, manager of the Australian team. Mr Duff said rowing experts were of 

the opinion that Pearce was the finest Australian sculler since the late Henry Searle, and that 

only sickness could prevent his success at the Games.1521  

The 2000 metre course on the Sloten Canal was so narrow that races could only be conducted 

between two scullers or crews – match racing. Pearce’s first race came on Thursday 2 August, 

against the five-time German champion Walter Flinsch. Such was the margin between first 

and second that Pearce waited almost half a minute for his opponent to finish. Courtesy, 

however, of a perverse cross-head wind, his time was a pedestrian 7 minutes 55 seconds, but 

it was still the fastest of the day.1522 Two days later Pearce again recorded the fastest time and 

the easiest victory, finishing a comfortable eight lengths ahead of Arnold Schwartz of 

Denmark. After taking 40 strokes in the first minute he settled down to 28, and at the finish 

had averaged 26 for the full course. ‘As fresh as a lark: scarcely perspiring’ was a masseur's 

pronouncement at the finish.1523 In the quarter-finals Pearce was drawn to meet Frenchman 

Victor Saurin. His slightly built opponent made a tremendous effort at the start to hold Pearce, 

but the Australian went ahead from the first stroke, this time striking 42 in the first minute. By 

the time the half-way mark had been reached the Australian had a six-lengths lead, only to be 

made aware that a duck and her brood of ducklings were asleep in mid-stream – directly in 

front of him! Laughing, he slowed up so as not to injure them, then resumed his mission and 

recorded a twenty-lengths win.1524 Come the semi-final there awaited Theodore Collet of 

Great Britain. This time choosing to rate 44 in the first minute, Pearce eased back, and at the 
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half-way mark was two lengths clear. Sculling well within himself, he doubled his lead in the 

second half of the race, his time, 7 minutes 1. 45 seconds, a world best. The comment was 

made that ‘the Australian appears to be faster off the mark every time he rows’.1525 

On Friday 10 August Bobby Pearce won Australia’s only gold medal of the 1928 Amsterdam 

Olympic Games when defeating Kenneth Myers of the United States. Gaining half a length 

within seconds of the start, Pearce had clear water at the 750-metre mark only for the American 

to get within a length of him. With 500 metres to go Myers made a final effort but just as 

quickly faded, leaving Pearce to stretch out and go further ahead with every stroke. He won as 

he liked, by five lengths, and receive a huge ovation. So overwrought was Pearce when the 

victor’s huge laurel wreath was draped over him that he wept. As he then sculled slowly past 

cheering spectators the band played ‘God Save The King’. 1526 Pearce’s time, 7 minutes 11 

seconds, would not be bettered at an Olympic Games until 1972, and even then only by less 

than a second.  

With the gold medal came the Philadelphia Gold Cup, designed and created to commemorate 

the victory of American sculler John B. Kelly Snr at the Antwerp Olympics in 1920.1527 The 

Cup was subsequently contested between Games, rivals to Olympic champions challenging for 

the title of ‘amateur champion sculler of the world’.1528 

Having been welcomed at both Perth and Adelaide en route home, the new champion and his 

Olympic colleagues arrived in Sydney on 19 October to a civic reception. Team manager Les 

Duff described Pearce as ‘ the outstanding figure of the Olympic Games, both as an athlete and 

as a personality’.1529 He was the guest of honour a few days later at the New South Wales 

Rowing Association’s annual ball.1530 

Elsewhere this memorable year much else of note had taken place. In Melbourne the boathouse 

the Melbourne City Council had granted the Richmond club permission to build had been 

officially opened at Princes Bridge by the Lord Mayor, Sir Stephen Morell. Sir Stephen, a 

successful senior oarsman at Mercantile Rowing Club, had subsequently become president both 
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of his club and the Victorian Rowing Association.1531 The women’s interstate fours race, held 

on 28 April on the Parramatta, had resulted in a win for a New South Wales four stroked by 

Rose Goodman and coxed by Jim Boultbee, which thus ended South Australia’s run of five 

victories.1532 Not content with winning the Intervarsity eights race at their first attempt in 

1927, Western Australia now recorded a second victory, this time on the Murray at Mannum, 

as did Sydney University’s Ken Flavelle, the sculls holder, this time in a row over.1533  

In the schools’ ‘heads’ Shore won the GPS title for the first time since 1915,1534 St Peter’s 

prevailed for the third time in succession in Adelaide,1535 as did Christian Brothers College in 

the West.1536 On the Tamar the Hutchins School gained some consolation for their 1927 victory 

being declared void when recording an easy win ahead of Clemes College and Launceston 

Grammar,1537 while the Victorian Head of the River was won for the first time by Xavier 

College, who entered the contest in 1904. It was a double celebration for the school, the year 

1928 marking the diamond jubilee of its founding.1538 The entry of St Joseph’s College Gregory 

Terrace into Queensland’s contest necessitated two heats and a final. Brisbane State High 

School won the first heat and Brisbane Grammar the second, the final resulting in a dead 

heat!1539 The schools would each hold the Denis O’Connor Cup for six months.1540  

The 22nd Henley-on-Yarra was beset by poor weather, but nothing dampened the spirits of the 

Mosman eight that returned to defend their Grand Challenge Cup title. Their coach, Ossie 

Wood, believed his crew were ‘a length faster’ than that which had won a year earlier, and so it 

proved. They beat Mercantile by a length-and-a-quarter, leading commentators to surmise that it 

would not be surprising if the crew represented New South Wales in 1929.1541 On 22 December, 

Bobby Pearce made his first appearance at a major domestic regatta since his Olympic triumph 

when winning the New South Wales championship. The current New Zealand champion, 

Angus Jackson, was reputed to be able to extend Pearce, but instead finished fourth as Pearce 
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won by 20 lengths on the Parramatta from Jack Scott of Haberfield, with Jack Goulding of 

Sydney a further seven lengths back.1542  

Two new clubs appeared during the year, one in New South Wales and the other in Tasmania. 

The Nepean Rowing Club was officially opened on 1 October by Harry Alderson. The club's 

boatshed, measuring 80 feet by 20 feet, was erected and painted by members of the club under 

the supervision of a local builder. In the evening a gala night was held at the nearby Log 

House.1543 Despite the New Norfolk Regatta having been in existence for seventy-four 

years,1544 there had until now been no New Norfolk Rowing Club. That matter was put to 

rights as 1928 neared its end.1545  

On 28 January 1929 came another boathouse fire in Melbourne, the Yarra Yarra Rowing Club 

this time destroyed. Furthermore, a life was lost. It was ascertained that a club member, 23-

year-old Cedric Swallow, was in an upstairs room when the fire started. He dashed down the 

staircase and rushed to the front door, which he was dismayed to find was padlocked. He then 

attempted to escape through a back door, but was beaten back by flames and smoke. 

Pounding on the front door with his fists he attracted the attention of people outside. The door 

was smashed down and Swallow rescued, but not before sustaining fearful burns to his face 

and body. He died in the Homeopathic Hospital the following night.1546 The blaze destroyed 

ten Yarra Yarra boats and club records dating back to 1884, while five boats owned by the 

Hawthorn club and four by Essendon had also been lost. It was suspected the fire had been 

started by loiterers identified by a policeman earlier in the evening.1547 

Just over two months later came news of the death of Q. L. Deloitte, at the age of 85. For 70 of 

those years he had a deep and abiding love for and involvement in sculling and rowing, as 

competitor and administrator. He had earned, in New South Wales at least, the title of ‘Father of 

Rowing’. He was laid to rest in Waverley Cemetery.1548 

On the weekend of 4 and 5 May Perth’s Sunday Times declared that ‘the sculling and eight-

oared championships were the main sporting events in the minds of the bulk of the public’, 
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noting that ‘because of the King’s Cup’ several other sporting events had been postponed ‘and 

‘all interest was centred on the rowing on the Swan’. Indeed ‘ever since the visiting crews had 

arrived about a fortnight ago the impending struggle for the proud title of champion rowing 

state in the Commonwealth [had] been the main topic. Western Australians were naturally 

keen to guard jealously a trophy ... it had been so difficult to obtain’. Sadly for the locals their 

hopes were dashed. A New South Wales crew comprised, as predicted, entirely of Mosman 

oarsmen, relieved the West Australians of their trophy by three-quarters of a length, with 

Victoria all of ten lengths back. It was the light blues’ first King’s Cup win, and the first 

interstate eights victory since 1911.  

Bobby Pearce made the long journey west to be confronted with but one opponent, local hero 

Keith Langley. For some time Langley maintained close contact with the Olympic champion, 

but with a mile gone Pearce pushed away to lead by three lengths. Langley challenged 

repeatedly but could make no appreciable impression on his heavier and stronger opponent, 

who nevertheless said after the race that he had been pressed much harder than he had 

anticipated.1549 Thus did New South Wales complete a ‘double’.  

The tenth Ladies Championship Fours contest took place on the Swan a week after the King’s 

Cup races. New South Wales went out hard early, and after a quarter of a mile – half way – 

led by half a length from Victoria, who then faltered at the ANA sheds and the race looked 

over. But on seeing some errant steering on the part of the leaders the all-Essendon dark blue 

crew came again, and putting in a couple of powerful strokes at the finish snatched victory on 

the post by one foot. South Australia were three lengths back in third place. It was Victoria’s 

first victory in the interstate contest.1550 

On a two-and-a-half mile course on the Lower Yarra on 1 June came the Intervarsity eight-

oared race, the first time the universities of all six states had met in Melbourne. The host 

university secured the win, its first since the event had last been rowed in Melbourne in 1924. 

The holder for the past two years of the sculling title, Sydney University’s Ken Flavelle, duly 

recorded a hat-trick of wins.1551 
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The New South Wales GPS crown was won by Sydney High for the fourth time in five years, 

its eight withstanding a withering final burst by a brave Newington crew that failed by just three 

feet to secure the coveted title.1552 In Adelaide a multi-event public schools regatta saw Scotch 

College amass the highest number of points, but it was St Peter’s who again won the major 

prize, the eights – from Scotch.1553 On 4 May Brisbane Grammar took out the Queensland event 

from the Southport School and Church of England Grammar, and also won the second fours.1554 

On the same day the Clemes College four won Tasmania’s annual public schools' Head of the 

River on the Lower Derwent, by two and a half lengths from Launceston Church Grammar 

School. Hutchins were third.1555 Just hours later Christian Brothers College recorded a fourth 

consecutive victory in the Western Australian ‘head’, defeating the High School by half a length 

after a keenly contested race.1556 In Victoria, not content with winning its first title in 1928 

Xavier College recorded a second victory. The schools vanquished this time were Scotch 

College and Melbourne Grammar.1557 A major feature of the event was the size and 

demographic of the crowds, the Argus noting that whereas the Friday heats were watched 

largely by the schools and their followers – ‘schools day’ – the finals attracted representatives 

not only of the schools but also the city – ‘people’s day’. ‘There were thousands in that crowd 

on Saturday who know nothing of the schools and care less save on one day in the year’, the 

newspaper observed. ‘To them it matters little who wins, but if by chance they have decided 

to wear the colours of the winner they are more than satisfied’. The crowd was estimated at 

between 130,000 and 140,000.1558 

On 31 August, just six months and two days since the devastating fire that saw a life and many 

boats lost, the new Yarra Yarra boathouse was officially opened. Built on the site of the old 

club, the whole of the ground floor had been given to boat and oar racks stretching the length 

of the building. It was envisaged that Yarra Yarra, one of the oldest clubs in Victoria, would 

make good progress with such fine premises and an entirely new fleet of boats, and again 

become one of the foremost clubs in the state.1559 
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9.19  Target Hamilton 

As the year ended Bobby Pearce returned to the local fray and contested the NSW 

championships, being decided for the first time on the Nepean. Pearce had no difficulty in 

defeating Jack Goulding; it proved a mere paddle for the Double Bay giant, who was not 

extended over the three mile course and won by eight lengths. Regret was expressed at the 

absence of Haberfield’s Jack Scott, by now regarded as the more worthy local rival to the 

Olympic champion.1560 

The new year brought Pearce a new challenge: the first British Empire Games, to be held in 

Hamilton, Ontario.1561 First, however, came his automatic selection as the state’s sculler at the 

1930 interstate regatta.1562 It is testimony to the impact he had made that the state associations 

were unanimous in their view that Pearce should go to Canada,1563 evidence of that being the 

decision by the Victorian Rowing Association not to send a crew from Victoria but to donate 

£25 to Pearce’s cause.1564 

Pearce himself, however, was not yet fully committed. A carpenter by trade, he, like so many 

others during the stringent economic times now upon Australia, was having considerable 

difficulty finding work;1565 a humbling experience for an Olympic champion. The personal 

expense he might incur should he contest the Empire Games could be considerable. As a 

result, he was reported as stating that he might not go.1566 Indicative of his state of mind was 

that only days later he informed the NSWRA he would not be able to go both to South 

Australia (for the interstate regatta at Mannum) and to Canada for the Empire Games, and 

preferred to miss the former. Jack Scott was selected to take his place in the state squad.1567 

There were also pleas for Harry Pearce to accompany Bobby to Canada.1568 
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Compensation came for Pearce in the form of a new boat for use at the Games, built by 

Messrs A and H. Green at Abbotsford. It was a gift from the Exide Battery Corporation and 

was to be named Exide. Pearce had inspected the craft, and was very satisfied with it. The 

workmanship apparently left nothing to be desired.1569 

On 13 May the Daily Examiner in Grafton reported that Pearce had passed a medical test for 

the police force, leading to conjecture that this would relieve him of his financial concerns. 

Pearce himself was non-committal, saying only that there was no prospect of him being 

‘called up’ [by the police] before the Games. ‘The waiting list is too long’, he was reported as 

saying. ‘Should the necessity arise, I will consider it then.’1570 

It was subsequently revealed that it was the water police that Pearce was considering – but 

therein lay a problem. The amateur rules of the day still insisted that an oarsman working on 

or around boats for profit was deemed to be a professional, thus leaving Pearce in the position 

that should he join the water police he would lose his amateur status and rule himself out of 

contention for the Games.1571 However, the situation became academic when he failed an eye 

test! A defensive Pearce declared his sight was nevertheless sound and would not prevent him 

‘from going to the Empire Games and winning further laurels for Australia as a sculler’.1572 

His spirits would have been lifted by the news that amateur sculling and rowing enthusiasts 

would be raising funds to help him during his time in Canada.1573  

Doubts apparently cast aside, on 26 June Pearce, together with members of a nine-man team 

representing four sports – rowing, athletics, swimming and boxing – departed Sydney in the 

‘Aorangi’ bound for Auckland and Vancouver. No women had been selected.1574 The team 

manager was Hugh Weir, Secretary-General of the Victorian Olympic Council, accompanied 

by a trainer-coach, Harold Fargher. 1575 Also on board, as Bobby’s coach and mentor, was 

Harry Pearce.1576 
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It was now that reports began appearing of Bobby’s intention to turn to professional sculling. 

‘The last has been seen of Bobby Pearce as an amateur sculler in Australian waters’, Truth 

declared. It went on to inform its readers that when Pearce had concluded his involvement in 

the Empire Games a match would be arranged with the new holder of the world professional 

crown, England’s Ted Phelps, Pearce’s pacer in Amsterdam prior to the 1928 Olympics.1577 In 

a race on the Thames, Phelps had recently beaten compatriot Bert Barry, conqueror of 

Australia’s Major Goodsell.1578 The newspaper went so far as to refer to a quote from Harry 

Pearce on the day of departure for Canada: ‘Australia badly wants the great [professional] 

sculling honour ... and when Bobby's engagements are concluded in Canada, a definite match 

will be arranged with Phelps' influential backers.' It was also inferred that Bobby would 

remain in North America.1579 

Pearce junior enjoyed a row in his new boat at Auckland, Pearce senior advising that he 

‘sculled as well as he ever did in his life’, and was very fit.1580 In a letter from Honolulu 

Bobby reported that he had swum in the local baths in Suva and exercised on the ship every 

day on a rowing machine and with a medicine ball.1581 On arrival in Vancouver on 18 July the 

Australian and New Zealand teams were welcomed ‘in fine style’ by officials of the 

Vancouver Rowing Club, whereupon Pearce went for a scull on Burrand Inlet, Vancouver 

Harbour, the site of Major Goodsell’s two clashes with Bert Barry. The teams then moved on 

to Hamilton.1582  

Pearce and his team-mates had been at the Empire Games venue for only a few days when 

there came news from Australia that one Morrie Lazarno was to make a determined effort to 

revive professional sculling there. Mr Lazarno, the owner of the Carlton Club Hotel in 

Sydney, was said to believe that Australia had the talent, which only needed development. He 

was arranging a meeting, to be held shortly, for the purpose of taking steps to recover the 

world title, now held by Ted Phelps. It was further reported that Mr Lazarno was prepared to 

find the backing for Bobby Pearce to bring the title back to Australia. 'The sculling 

championship of the world rightly belongs to this great Commonwealth’, he had declared, 
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‘and we cannot afford it to remain away any longer.' He further stipulated that the race must 

be rowed in Australian waters. The scheme had already been taken up by those identified with 

professional sculling, and a move to open up negotiations for Phelps to come to Australia and 

race Pearce was anticipated.1583  

Unbeknown to Mr Lazarno, however, Bobby Pearce had been considering his future, and 

revealed that he might become a Canadian citizen. While training at Hamilton he had been 

offered ‘an excellent position’ there, and it was understood that he had accepted.1584 The 

Referee declared that the news would not come as a surprise to several of his intimate friends. 

‘He considered his ability should have secured for him in Australia certain and congenial 

employment, which his talents now appear to have done for him in Canada, his having been 

offered and accepted an excellent position’.1585 This was later revealed to be that of a 

‘traveller’, or sales representative, with the Dewar’s whisky company.1586 Pearce’s association 

with the Australian branch of the company prior to winning in Amsterdam had obviously paid 

off. The news brought from the Rockhampton Evening News a scathing indictment of the 

champion’s fellow Australians – and of the nation’s administration of sport: 

The loss of Pearce to Australia will be a severe blow, not only to sculling; but to sporting 

prestige in the broad sense of the term. No Australian champion who won a world's title at 

the Olympic Games has ever been treated with such scandalous lack of interest in his 

personal welfare. Pearce gave up his job to maintain Australia's prestige as a great sporting 

nation at the Olympic Games in 1928. He received the miserable pittance of 5/- a day during 

his absence abroad. On his return all shouted his praises for a week or two, but when the last 

strains of "The Conquering Hero'' had died away Pearce got down to the more practical side 

of life and endeavoured to get a job. He trudged into every store in town. He walked the 

suburbs offering his services even as an unskilled labourer ... Almost in desperation, early 

this year he made application to join the Water Police force [but] his acceptance would have 

meant the forfeit of his amateur status. It is altogether remarkable how Australians draw the 

line between amateur and professional sport. In cricket players are paid £680 plus first-class 

expenses to and from England, and yet they are amateurs. Rugby League footballers get one 
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tenth in a club season of what the cricketers get on tour, yet they are professionals. If they are 

champions, wealthy English clubs offer them lucrative jobs and they are lost.1587  

Controversy notwithstanding, the likelihood of Pearce adding an Empire Games gold medal 

to his impressive list of achievements appeared even more certain with the news that Jack 

Guest, the Canadian who had recently won the Henley Diamond Sculls, would not be 

competing at Hamilton ‘owing to his inability to get into condition’. Guest’s bizarre decision 

meant the Henley semi-finalist Joe Wright, the Diamonds winner in 1928, would have to bear 

the burden of upholding Canada’s reputation.1588 Pearce nonetheless faced another formidable 

opponent in England’s Jack Beresford. By now regarded, inadvisedly, as a veteran, Beresford 

had for some years been referred to as the best amateur sculler in the world.1589 He had won 

the Diamond Sculls three times and been Pearce’s predecessor as Olympic champion in 

1924.1590  

The venue for the Empire Games Regatta was a landlocked harbour, Burlington Bay, at the 

western end of Lake Ontario.1591 The organisers had arranged as the opening event of the 

rowing program a quarter-mile non-medal ‘dash’, a form of sculling popular in North 

America. Pearce and Wright shot ahead, Wright holding a quarter length lead at the half-way 

mark. However, Pearce’s long, powerful strokes carried him past the Canadian, who first 

almost collided with the Australian with 50 yards to go, then stopped, and Pearce won easing 

up.1592 

Poor weather postponed by one day the one race Pearce had come to win,1593 but it mattered 

little as, on Thursday 21 August, he added the Empire title to his list of conquests. He 

defeated, over a one mile, 550 yards course,1594 Beresford (England), Fred Bradley (England) 

and Wright (Canada). The champion paddled up and down the course after his win, and on 

disembarking declared he was ‘very pleased to have won. The victory was worth the long 

journey’.1595 Headlining Pearce’s triumph as a ‘Farewell Win’, Sydney’s Evening News added 
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to its race description the news of an official announcement: Pearce would become a resident 

of Hamilton, as would his father, and Harry Pearce would coach at the Hamilton-Leander 

Boat Club.1596 

Within days came a report debunking Pearce senior’s prospects. It stated he was angling for a 

position with an American university, but if unsuccessful would return home.1597 Early in 

September Bobby discussed for the first time his new job as a representative of one of 

Canada’s largest distilleries. He said he accepted it because it would give him time to row and 

prepare for an assault on the Diamond Sculls in 1931. ‘I will be sorry to leave Australia for 

good’ he said, ‘ ... I am only doing so because in starting this new career I [have been] offered 

what amounts to an executive position with many chances of advancement.’1598 Days later he 

again defeated Joe Wright, in another ‘special’ quarter-mile sculling race on Lake Ontario, by 

three-quarters of a length. The result was in doubt until the last 100 yards, when a 

‘tremendous burst’ gave Pearce the verdict.1599 

Harry Pearce arrived home on 2 October with other members of the Empire Games team, and 

spoke openly about his son's decision to stay in Canada. ‘Bob is a whisky traveller’, said 

Harry, ‘and is attached to the Leander Boat Club, Hamilton, Ontario, where he will also act as 

a coach’. Then came a statement combining bitterness and regret. ‘Strangers in Canada have 

done more for Bob than any of his friends here, and he now has a good job, with a millionaire 

[Lord Dewar] behind him’.1600  

It would not be long, however, before he also had someone beside him. On 4 December it was 

reported that Bobby was to be married in Hamilton six days later. His fiancée, Reita Hendon 

of Sydney, would arrive in Vancouver on Friday, 5 December.1601 She was met by Bobby in 

Toronto the following Wednesday, 10 December, and they were married at 6 o'clock that 

evening in Christ's Church Cathedral, Hamilton. The Rev L. W. B. Broughall, Dean of 
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Niagara, officiated, in the presence of ‘intimate friends’ Mr and Mrs Walter Obernessor, who 

were witnesses.1602  

9.20  Schools Scandal 

While Bobby Pearce had been carving a new direction for himself and finding a new country, 

controversy loomed in Sydney based on the result of the first eights race at the New South 

Wales GPS Regatta. It was a memorable contest, courtesy of a great struggle between Sydney 

High, St. Joseph's and Shore. High, the holders, and still coached by George Hancock, had 

taken the lead after a mile-and-a-half, and, with Shore, drawn away from the rest of the field, 

only for St Joseph's to make a final, desperate effort. They passed Shore and almost caught 

High, who just managed to hold on and so repeat the previous year’s win.1603  

The following week, however, a letter from one James D. Baker appeared in the Sydney 

Morning Herald alleging Sydney High had engaged in ‘professionalism’ in order to win the 

race: 

The GPS rowing has taken such a professional turn in the last six years that it is time the 

school authorities called a halt. It is common knowledge that the crew of one eight has not 

seen the inside of its school for more than a month. Living in a cottage on the banks of the 

Parramatta, these alleged schoolboys cease to trouble about such unimportant things as 

studies, though a flimsy pretence of school in the cottage is kept up. Then on the day of the 

race, bona-fide school pupils are asked to compete with the "professionals ".1604 

High’s supporters ridiculed the allegations, and suggested the letter was written by someone 

jealous of the school’s recent record of success. They also noted that High had rented a 

cottage because, unlike every other school in GPS rowing, the school did not have its own 

headquarters. There was nonetheless criticism of the press coverage and the adulation and 

profile accorded the crews. It was noted that ‘some time ago’ headmasters had decided such 

publicity should be severely curtailed, a proposition that had proved impossible to 

maintain.1605 
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It was subsequently learned that on returning to school following the race the members of the 

victorious eight were called before four masters, were adjudged guilty of having worn 

unconventional singlets contrary to instructions, of having refused to row unless coached by 

George Hancock, and of having taken their grievances to the Parents and Citizens' 

Association. The punishment passed on the crew was that they were ineligible for rowing 

blues. The school captain, a member of the crew, was to stand down from the highest school 

office, prefects would lose their badges, and the crew were instructed to apologise to the 

school in writing. At first they refused to do so, but all except one, Donald Ferguson, finally 

submitted. Ferguson contended that he had nothing to apologise for, and was withdrawn from 

the school by his approving parents.1606  

Adding further to the controversy came the news that a meeting of the Amateur Athletic 

Association of Great Public Schools of New South Wales had disqualified not only Sydney 

High but also Sydney Grammar from the 1930 GPS Regatta, for ‘devoting more time to 

rowing than was consistent with their school work and taking an ‘unfair advantage’ over other 

competitors by giving up time to training’. Of the second and third placegetters, St Joseph’s 

and Shore, however, there was no mention. The first eights event was subsequently declared 

‘No Race’.1607  

In rowing schools elsewhere it was ‘business as usual’. At the South Australian public schools 

championship, contested for the first time by Prince Alfred College and Renmark High School, 

Scotch College were leading St Peter’s College in the regatta points score, with just the final of 

the eights to come – Scotch versus St Peter’s! The holders put paid to Scotch’s ambition of a 

first win in the premier event when beating them by a length.1608 Hutchins scored a decisive 

victory in the Tasmanian Public Schools' Head of the River race, decided on the Tamar on 26 

April. The Clemes four were second, four lengths adrift, with Launceston Grammar two 

lengths further back.1609 The Brisbane ‘head’, held on the Milton Reach, saw the Southport 

School beat Brisbane Grammar by one-and-a-half lengths, with Church of England Grammar 

third.1610 In the one-mile, four-oared West Australian Head of the River, Christian Brother 

College recorded a fifth win in a row, a record for the event and CBC’s fifteenth win in 32 
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races.1611 On the Barwon, Melbourne Grammar were leading when Geelong Grammar steered 

into Wesley and locked blades, which resulted in the race being stopped, Geelong being 

disqualified and a two-crew re-row ordered. Melbourne Grammar again got the better of the 

start and won comfortably.1612 

The 1930 King’s Cup Regatta was held on 10 May at Mannum on the River Murray. As 

anticipated, the President’s Cup was won easily for New South Wales by Jack Scott. The starter 

for the King’s Cup race got the crews away in a good line but in getting into a launch to follow 

the crews accidentally fired the gun again, whereupon all crews stopped and the race had to be 

restarted. A magnificent struggle between Victoria and New South saw the dark blues just hold 

of a withering charge from New South Wales to win by three feet, with the remaining crews far 

distant.1613 A late change saw the Ladies’ Interstate Fours switched to Murray Bridge, where 

New South Wales won by a length from Victoria, with South Australia a canvas away in third 

place.1614 

The Oxford and Cambridge Challenge Cup for Intervarsity eights was won in Perth in 

challenging conditions by the University of Western Australia, ahead of Adelaide, Sydney 

and Melbourne. It was the third Intervarsity win for UWA, thus bringing favourable 

comparisons with Western Australian crews that had won four of the eleven King’s Cup races 

rowed so far.1615 

In London, on 11 October, Ted Phelps beat Bert Barry convincingly on the Putney–Mortlake 

course to retain the world professional title, but there was reported to be little interest.1616 In 

Australia, the major question in sculling circles was ‘Who will follow Pearce?’ Jack Scott had 

won the national title, whereas Jack Goulding had secured the senior sculls crown at Henley-

on-Yarra.1617 The scene was set for a showdown between the two protagonists at the Sydney 

Rowing Club Regatta on 13 December. Sadly, Scott withdrew, citing illness, and Goulding 

won the 2000-metre event with ease.1618 The new year beckoned. 
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9.21  Head of the River campaign 

In Victoria there arose a controversy not unlike that in Sydney relating to the Head of the 

River and the dichotomy between sport and education. Also in question was press coverage of 

the event. At the centre of the debate was the new headmaster of Geelong Grammar School, 

Mr J. R. Darling.  

In a 13 May 1930 editorial headed ‘Schoolboys or Heroes?’ the Argus had criticised the 

Victorian Head of the River, noting that: 

school sport is an excellent thing, in its place, and the [annual schools regatta] is an admirable 

institution when viewed in its proper perspective as a simple test of the rowing skill and 

endurance of crews of schoolboys. But the event has passed far beyond that stage. It has 

become a public spectacle which ranks with the Melbourne Cup as a leading outdoor social 

event of the year. Every agency of publicity [is] enlisted to glorify it. For weeks before the 

race the form displayed by the crew in training is discussed and the prospects of victory are 

canvassed. The names of the boys taking part are public property as soon as the tentative 

choice of crews is made by the respective schools. All this glamour cast around the doings of 

a small number of schoolboys ... fortunate enough, by reason of their physique and their 

ability with an oar, to be chosen to take part in an inter-schools boat race cannot be good 

either for the boys themselves or pure athletics. 1619  

In March 1931 Mr Darling told a gathering of Old Grammarians that while sport had a 

definite place in school life, he believed it had to be secondary to the educational side,1620 an 

opinion the Argus naturally applauded.1621 Darling had also been quoted as desiring that 

‘contests for premierships with rules and regulations [be] set aside, and friendly games 

between the schools substituted’.1622 

In this he was quietly disabused by the headmaster of Wesley College, Mr L. A. (Lawrence) 

Adamson, who for three decades had dominated the administration of both public school and 

Victorian amateur sport.1623 Significantly, Wesley had won the Head of the River ten times 

between 1902 and 1913, thus generating huge publicity for the school. Mr Adamson averred 
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in a letter to the Argus that he did not think Mr Darling could be ‘well acquainted with the 

history of the public schools’ premierships’, pointing out that he, the revered Geelong 

Grammar teacher Mr J. L. (James) Cuthbertson and others had long ago ‘concluded that these 

were by far the best thing for a young country like Australia’.1624 This was based on a belief, 

among others, that school games were the ‘battles of life’, as a consequence of which 

performing well at school portended performing well in life after school.1625 Darling 

responded, claiming that features like premierships and leagues were usually associated with 

professional rather than amateur sport.1626 The two headmasters maintained a courteous 

correspondence for some time, but no doubt to Darling’s chagrin most newspapers continued 

to give the Head of the River saturation coverage.  

A decision was taken by all headmasters, however, to move the regatta to week days, the 

1931 event being held on Thursday and Friday, the 14th and 15th of May. A relatively smaller 

crowd of 60,000 ventured to Friday’s final over the Henley mile, which Melbourne Grammar 

School won in record time – 4 minutes 53.5 seconds – ahead of Wesley and Xavier, despite 

being on the ‘hoodoo’ south station. The previous record – 5 minutes 5.2 seconds – had been 

held by Wesley since 1910.1627 Adelaide’s annual public schools regatta saw the first 

appearance by Prince Alfred College,1628 thus reinforcing the claim by the Advertiser that the 

contest was growing bigger by the year. Some eight thousand flocked to Torrens Lake, on 

which St Peter’s earned yet again the eights title it had first won in 1923.1629 In Sydney 

another massive crowd saw yet another titanic struggle, this one featuring Shore, High and St 

Joseph’s. The margins were just six feet and a canvas.1630 A great crowd also lined the banks 

of the Brisbane River, on which a heavy and very strong Southport School crew headed home 

Brisbane Grammar and Brisbane Boys’ College,1631 while in Western Australia Christian 

Brothers College recorded its sixth consecutive win, a length ahead of Hale School, with Scotch 

College two-and-a-half lengths further back.1632 In Tasmania Clemes assumed an early lead on 
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the Hobart Regatta course, but were pushed hard by a determined Friends School, who failed by 

only by half a canvas to catch their fellow southerners.1633 

Rowing, among many other sports, had for some time been trying to deal with the effects of the 

Great Depression. In May 1930 a decision had been made by the Australian Amateur Rowing 

Council that the expense of conducting the King’s Cup Regatta in 1931 could not be justified. 

The Council therefore determined that, economic conditions permitting, the event should be 

contested in Victoria in 1932 and Queensland in 1934, after which, hopefully, it would again be 

held annually.1634  

However, the ladies’ interstate champion fours race went ahead, their half-mile race on Albert 

Park Lake in Melbourne ending with a canvas covering all four crews. Queensland led until 

about 150 yards from the finish, when New South Wales, stroked for the fourth time by Rose 

Goodman,1635 forged to the front, passed South Australia and then Queensland and won by 

inches. Fourth were Victoria.1636 The 40th annual Intervarsity event was held on the Hamilton 

Reach in Brisbane. The Sydney University crew, one of the heaviest ever entered, won by 

almost twelve lengths, in a time of 17 minutes, 40.45 seconds.1637  

9.22  Pursuit of the ‘Diamonds’ 

It was now that Bobby Pearce again came to prominence. He had announced on 22 January 

from St Catharine’s that he would begin training the following Saturday for his tilt at the 

Diamond Sculls,1638 and by 26 April he had crossed the Atlantic and arrived in England. There 

followed a win at Walton Regatta,1639 then Marlow, where he easily defeated an English 

‘Diamonds’ contestant, Francis Stephen of London Rowing Club. He was now rated ‘certain’ to 

win at Henley.1640  

Come his first race at the Royal Regatta, however, an error of judgment on the Olympic 

champion’s part saw him come close to defeat. Leading by two-and-a-half lengths at the half 
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way mark, Pearce was surprised by his opponent, Tom Brocklebank of Cambridge, who 

unleashed an unexpected but very effective spurt, and Pearce only got across the line half a 

length ahead.1641 His second race, against Frank Gentry of the Ibis Rowing Club, was much 

easier. He was two lengths ahead after 200 yards and five lengths distant at half way, and this 

time his opponent was not allowed to make any further impression.1642 Neither was Dick 

Southwood, of Thames Rowing Club, dispatched by Pearce equally as easily.1643 

His opponent in the final was another Cambridge man, Fred Bradley of Pembroke College, 

whom he had beaten in the Empire Games final. Pearce made an electrifying start, six strokes 

providing him with a lead of a length. He was three lengths up at the half-mile, four lengths at 

half-way, and at the mile post was five lengths clear. He passed the finishing line easing up a 

dozen lengths to the good, in 10 minutes 3 seconds. A stiff wind blew directly against the 

scullers, who, courtesy of one of Henley’s many idiosyncrasies, were also rowing against the 

stream, hence the slow time. Pearce's first action after winning was to paddle across to the 

telegraph office and ask that cables be sent to his father in Sydney and wife in Canada 

informing them of the result. He was the first Australian to win the Diamond Sculls since 

Tasmanian Cec McVilly in 1913. Interviewed later, he declared that: ‘Although living in 

Canada I am still an Australian. 1 hope to represent Australia at the Olympic Games in Los 

Angeles.’1644 He was presented with the coveted Diamond Sculls by the Duchess of York, 

soon to be the Queen.1645 An irony surrounding Pearce’s win was that had his entry for Henley 

in 1928 been received it would have been refused. He was then a carpenter and thus, 

according to Henley rules, a manual labourer. Now a whisky salesman, he was clearly 

‘respectable’! 

So respectable, in fact, that on returning to Canada he received a civic reception, and headlines 

such as ‘King of Canada’ and ‘Pride of the Dominion’.1646 Not content with one trophy, Pearce 

sought another and defended one more before the year was out. On 1 August, at the Royal 

Canadian Henley, St Catharine’s, he became the Canadian single sculling champion when 

defeating old adversaries Ken Myers, from Philadelphia, and the home nation’s Joe Wright, his 
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protagonists, respectively, at the Olympic and Empire Games.1647 On 10 September, he again 

beat Myers when defending, in Toronto, the Philadelphia Gold Cup, presented to him following 

his Olympic victory in Amsterdam.1648 

Shortly afterwards Pearce wrote to Ted Kenny, now also on Australia’s Olympic selection 

committee, stating that he was prepared to represent Australia at the Olympic Games at Los 

Angeles the following year ‘if selected’. Pearce further informed Kenny that his employers 

were prepared to give him the necessary leave and pay his expenses ‘so that the Olympic 

committee could be saved a considerable sum in this respect’. Pearce was also prepared to 

spend three or four months in California preparing for the race.1649 

Earlier in the year, on 6 March, fire had destroyed the Adelaide Rowing Club. Members of 

the club felt keenly the loss of club records, photographs and trophies, some of which dated 

back to the club’s inception in 1882.1650 In common with their Victorian counterparts 

Mercantile and Yarra Yarra, the club was quick to rebuild, and on 31 October the Governor of 

South Australia, Sir Alexander Hore-Ruthven VC, opened a new clubhouse, and eight new 

boats were ‘christened’.1651  

Disaster had also befallen Lismore Rowing Club. Regarded since its inception as one of the 

most flood-liable clubs in the nation, its major fear was realised in February 1931 when 

floodwaters carried away a boatshed only recently erected. At the club’s annual meeting in the 

Council Chambers on 24 September plans were made to secure specifications and call tenders 

for the next new shed.1652 

Mosman’s winning, on 6 February 1932, of the champion eight of New South Wales title, 

ensured the club of the state’s senior premiership for the eleventh consecutive season. 

Mosman had, moreover, won the title more often than any other club. It is an achievement 

that has never been repeated. Credit for the performance was given to coxswain/coach Reg 

Daly, aged just 22, and stroke R. W. Butler, who turned the scales at a bare 10 stone. Mosman 

won the three-mile event by seven lengths in a canter, and their time of 16 minutes 40.25 
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seconds beat the previous record. The regatta also saw the emergence of sculler Herb Turner, 

who in winning the state title by beating Haberfield clubmate Jack Scott, drew comparisons 

with Bobby Pearce.1653 

On 16 April the Victorian Rowing Association held a regatta on the Lower Yarra as a 

preliminary to the interstate championships the following Saturday. A feature event was the 

first open eights race conducted for lightweight men weighing 10 stone or under, irrespective 

of their category – maiden, junior or senior. The race, which had championship status, was 

rowed over a mile-and-a-half course from the docks to Spencer Street Bridge, nine crews 

abreast. Richmond had the favoured position on the south side and took full advantage, 

leading all the way ahead of second and third placegetters Wendouree and Banks.1654 

Come the next weekend, retention of the King’s Cup by the host state’s eight seemed certain 

almost from the start, with the all-Mosman New South Wales crew second, unable to repeat 

their state championship or 1929 heroics. Victoria’s winning margin was three lengths. Third, a 

similar distance back, were Western Australia. The amateur sculling championship had to be re-

rowed on the Monday following a chaotic, indeed farcical first race which saw scullers hit a 

steamer, a pontoon and each other, as did the officials’ and supporters’ boats. In an 

anticlimactic second race Herb Turner of New South Wales led almost all the way.1655 At a 

meeting of the Australian Rowing Council prior to the interstate races it had been agreed that 

the regatta be held next year and revert forthwith to an annual event.1656  

An article in the Brisbane Courier on 9 May featured a photograph of the first ladies eight to 

row on the Brisbane River. The crew had a trial spin in the boat used by the Queensland 

King’s Cup crew.1657 Just days later the Ladies’ Fours championship of Australia was held in 

Brisbane, with New South Wales leading almost from the start. A length behind them 

Queensland and South Australia dead-heated, with Victoria fourth and last.1658 For New South 

Wales stroke Rose Goodman it was the fifth and last race for her state, of which she had won 

four. 
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The year’s first schools event of the year saw The Friends School from Hobart victorious on 

the Tamar’s mile-and-an eighth ‘Henley’ course, ahead of Clemes and St Virgil’s. Had 

Launceston Grammar not hit a pile within sight of the finish the result might have been 

entirely different.1659 It was the second success for Friends since 1917, the year after the race 

was instituted.1660 In Adelaide the public schools regatta was supplanted by the first Head of the 

River regatta in the history of South Australian rowing. In the feature event, eights from St. 

Peter's College, Scotch College, Prince Alfred College and Adelaide High School raced over 

a 1000 yards Torrens Lake course for the Gosse Shield. It was presented in perpetuity by Mr 

(later Sir) James Gosse, a prominent old boy of St Peter's College and distinguished 

oarsman.1661 The first winners of the shield were Prince Alfred College, who defeated Adelaide 

High School in a thrilling final by three-quarters of a length. St. Peter's had the consolation of 

winning every other final on the program.1662 In Perth, on the Crawley-Narrows course, a six-

win sequence of wins by Christian Brothers College came to an end at the hands of a 

powerful Scotch College combination.1663 A sensational race in Queensland saw Brisbane 

State High School become ‘Head of the River’ by just two feet from Brisbane Boys’ High, with 

Brisbane Grammar a canvas away in third place. Indeed, only a length-and-a-half separated the 

five boats.1664 After sixteen years without a win, St Joseph’s triumphed in the New South 

Wales GPS regatta. The school also took out the first fours.1665 It was a fitting way to crown 

the Silver Jubilee of St Joseph’s entry into the GPS contest.1666 Melbourne Grammar made it 

three wins in a row on the Yarra, the minor placings filled by Wesley and Geelong 

Grammar.1667 

The annual Intervarsity contest, this year held on the Huon River at Franklin, saw the University 

of Western Australia lead from start to finish. Using a high rating typical at this time of WA’s 

representative crews, the winners never at any stage dropped below 36 strokes a minute. At the 
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end of the three-mile course they were five lengths ahead of Sydney University, with Adelaide a 

further four lengths back.1668  

Coincidentally, the committee of the Franklin Rowing Club met on 23 June to discuss a 

proposal that it be re-formed as a rowing and swimming club. Consideration had been given 

to moving the boathouse to a more central site near the recreation ground, while for the past 

two years a number of citizens had been endeavoring to form a club for the town’s swimmers. 

Given that building plans had been prepared providing for a boathouse and swimming 

amenity on three-quarters of an acre opposite the new landing stage, the motion to form the 

Franklin Rowing and Swimming Club was passed.1669 

9.23  Los Angeles Beckons 

Attention now turned to Los Angeles, the Olympic Games and Bobby Pearce. Courtesy of the 

Australian Olympic Federation, he had acquired another boat, built for him by A. and H. Green 

of Abbotsford. It was ‘christened’ on 28 May at Sydney Rowing Club’s branch shed by Enid 

Lyons, the wife of the prime minister, Joe Lyons. She named it ‘Mirrabooka’, an aboriginal 

word meaning 'Southern Cross.' Mr Lyons, a Tasmanian, told the assembled multitude he had 

seen Pearce win his first Australian championship on the Derwent in 1927.1670  

In May Pearce received from his ultimate boss in London, Mr P. M. Dewar, a generous ‘leave 

of absence’ letter. ‘I hope that he will not fail to bring honour to his native country, as he has 

done all through his past record,’ Mr Dewar wrote. ‘I was very pleased to be able to give him 

the opportunity to come to England to compete for the [Diamond] Sculls last year, and 

without a doubt his exhibition as a sculler upon that occasion has marked him, in the annals of 

English sport, as the best sculler who has ever plied an oar on the old Thames.’1671  

On 9 June came news from Canada that Pearce would be the recipient of yet another new 

shell, The City of Hamilton, when he left for Los Angeles to defend his Olympic sculling 

title.1672 Six days later it was reported that Harry Pearce had left Sydney for Los Angeles to 
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again be Bob’s trainer.1673 On 22 June Bob arrived in the Olympic city with his shell and oars 

strapped on top of his car, planning to have his first workout early the following week.1674 He 

also gave an interview to the Australian Press Association in which he announced he would 

give up rowing after defending his Olympic title, whether he won or lost. ‘I am a married man 

now’, he said, ‘and must give attention to business. Sculling is hard work and [requires] a lot 

of training.’ Then, as if to reinforce his response, came a statement defying all previous 

domestic expectations: ‘I positively will not turn professional but will just call it quits the 

minute the Olympic Games are over.’ He had been training twice a day with amateur-turned-

professional Major Goodsell, now an American citizen,1675 but had also signed a bond with the 

Australian Olympic Federation to remain an amateur for two years.1676 Meanwhile, 

‘Mirrabooka’ had arrived.1677  

Following weeks of hard training, Bobby had been prevailed upon by his father to ease off in 

the final days before his first heat.1678 The Long Beach Marine Stadium, the venue for the 

Olympic rowing events, awaited.1679  

Due to confront two opponents in his first heat, Pearce met only one, William Miller of the 

United States. Herbert Buhtz of Germany had withdrawn through illness. Pearce was in 

command from the start, with Miller forced into a higher rate of striking just to keep in touch 

with the defending champion. Sculling ‘like a perfect machine’ Pearce reached the finishing 

line a little over a length in front of the American, breathing easily. He thus qualified for the 

final, while Miller faced the repechage.1680 In the second heat Guillermo Douglas of Uruguay 

led at half way from Dick Southwood of Great Britain and Canada’s Joe Wright. However, he 

was unable to withstand the Briton’s vigorous challenge over the final fifty metres, while 

Wright laboured twenty lengths behind. Southwood therefore joined Pearce in the final, with 

Douglas and Wright joining Miller in the fight for the two final places.1681  
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The hapless Wright again finished third, Pearce therefore facing Miller and Douglas in the 12 

August final. There was a brisk breeze blowing across the course as Pearce, in 

‘Mirrabooka’,1682 got away to a flying start, and at 500 metres had put nearly a length of open 

water between himself and Miller. Southwood and Douglas were battling for third place. At 

800 metres Pearce pushed again, and at the half-way mark there were two lengths of open 

water between the two leading boats, which Pearce then increased to three. 

Just beyond the 1500-metre mark, however, Miller made a bid for victory. The crowd came 

alive as the home town hero’s rate of striking increased from 28 to 30, then from 30 to 32, and 

his shell appeared to move forward in great leaps as he cut down the imposing lead Pearce 

had established. But the brawny Australian refused to be concerned by the American's 

startling push, and continued to scull calmly at his accustomed low rate. Only when the bow 

of Miller's shell had reached his stern did Pearce increase his strike rate, and while there was 

now no open water between the boats the Philadelphian could not catch him and Pearce 

slowly but surely moved ahead again. It was both a stirring victory and a gallant defeat. The 

Uruguayan, Douglas was third, and Southwood fourth. Pearce’s time, 7 minutes 44. 25 

seconds, was slow compared with his 7.11 for the distance in Amsterdam in 1928, but it 

mattered not at all. Thus did Bobby Pearce retain his Olympic title, and so become the first 

Australian to win a gold medal at successive Games.1683 

Following the race, Pearce was interviewed by a representative of the Australian Press 

Association. True to his word, he stated: ‘I have rowed my last competitive race’. Then came 

a caveat. ‘I intend to return now to Canada, where I will give several exhibition races.’1684 

Australian tributes were many, typical of them being that in Brisbane’s Telegraph. It referred to 

Pearce as 

the most outstanding and popular athlete at the Olympic Games. His capture of the sculling 

title for the second time represents a rowing feat unparalleled in the history of these 

international contests ... and many of his brilliant performances will be given a proud place in 

the sporting history of the Empire and beyond.1685  
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On 5 September, over an out and back course within the confines of the Long Beach Marine 

Stadium in which the Olympic Regatta had been held, world professional sculling champion 

Ted Phelps of England defended his title against Major Goodsell. The Australian reached the 

2000 metre turning point sixteen seconds ahead of his rival, but with 1000 metres to go Phelps 

drew level, then pulled away. Goodsell rallied briefly but in vain, and Pearce retained his title 

by one length in a time of 17 minutes 10 seconds. Only two thousand people watched the 

event,1686 a factor noted and commented upon by The Referee: 

There was a time when a race for the world's sculling championship in which an Australian 

was a competitor stood out boldly as a classic in sport to stir public interest from one end of 

the land to the other. In the sculling world things have changed tremendously. Public interest 

has decayed. This is due, perhaps, to the sport no longer producing its great champions, 

possessing characteristics that won the support of moneyed men prepared to back them to 

win against all-comers. Since ... the towering pair Jim Paddon and Alfred Felton ... passed 

out of competition, Australian sculling has not developed a professional who held the 

confidence of the public in anything like that which reigned when Mick Rush, [Bill] Hickey, 

Ned Trickett ... Bill Beach ... Harry Searle, Peter Kemp ... and others of old were the leaders. 

Great men all. Professional sculling, as once known in this country, may never revive, to 

flourish as a national attraction with the shores of the Parramatta thick with cheering 

thousands, and the river alive with lop-sided ferry boats packed with enthusiastic spectators. 

The main reason is that there is no longer tangible inducement to young men to devote 

themselves professionally to sculling. Gooodsell's race with ... Phelps at Los Angeles last 

week interested hardly anyone in Australia. Goodsell had ... long since lost any hold he had 

on the imagination of Australians, mainly through residing in the United States. Besides, he 

was never a great champion in the sense that Beach, Searle ...Kemp ... and Paddon were.1687 

On 23 September Harry Pearce arrived back in Sydney and declared that Bobby might, after all, 

turn professional, ‘in which case the title would be his’. He also believed that ‘had Phelps and 

Goodsell rowed in the Olympic final they would have come third and fourth respectively’. He 

also doubted Bob would ever return to Australia ‘since he had been too well treated in 

Canada’.1688 In October Harry received a letter from his son indicating again a degree of 
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uncertainty as to his future plans. Bobby informed his father that the city of Hamilton wanted to 

send him and an eight to Henley next year.1689 

In 1929 the Governor of Victoria, Lord Somers, had established at Westernport what became an 

annual camp that brought together young men of varying social backgrounds in a bid to 

dissipate the restrictive social barriers of the time. When, in 1931, it was decided that the camp 

needed a Melbourne base, Power House was established at Albert Park. It was reported in 

October 1932 that construction of a boathouse at Albert Park was under way and the club would 

soon apply for affiliation with the Victorian Rowing Association.1690 

In Adelaide the Torrens club announced that it would build a new boathouse. In the first week 

of November work began on demolishing the old wooden shed that had housed the club’s 

fleet for some 46 years. The new club was to be one of the largest on Torrens Lake, with an 

approximate length of 65 feet and a width of 45 feet. It would be a two-storied brick building 

with a tiled roof, and ‘would add greatly to the beauty of that part of the lake near the city 

bridge’. The ground floor would contain a full complement of boats and oars and a workshop, 

while plans for the upper storey comprised a clubroom, locker room, committee room, 

secretary’s office and balcony.1691 The boathouse was opened on 4 February 1933,1692 and 

remains the club’s home to this day. 

Another club in the process of regenerating was Lismore, in northern New South Wales. 

Following the loss two years earlier of its new shed, application had been made to the local 

Council for the use of the old wharf site. Permission was granted in March 1933 and the club 

re-formed.1693 

The 1933 Ladies Fours Championship was held on the Derwent River in Hobart on 25 March. 

Given this was the first time since 1921 that Tasmania had been selected as the venue for the 

event, a crowd of between six and seven thousand watched in perfect weather as barely a length 

separated New South Wales and Victoria, with Queensland in close attendance. Victoria 

finished with a remarkable 40 strokes a minute burst to win by a canvas from the light blues, 
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with Queensland a length away in third place. There then followed South Australia and 

Tasmania. The winning time was 3 minutes 58 seconds.1694 

Six weeks later came the turn of the men, on the Brisbane River’s Hamilton Reach, with New 

South Wales winning both the King’s Cup and the President’s Cup. The light blue eight was 

pushed hard by Queensland, just a length in arrears, who in turn led Victoria home by four 

lengths. Still a youngster, Herb Turner retained his title with consummate ease, his win 

reminiscent of Bobby Pearce. 

Earlier in the day, on the Milton Reach, the Queensland schools’ Head of the River had taken 

place, the Southport School registering another dominant display. They finished four lengths 

ahead of Brisbane Boys’ College, who kept out Church of England Grammar School by a foot. 

Southport also won the second fours title.1695 In Adelaide Prince Alfred College retained their 

hold on the Gosse Shield. The first heat resulted in a win to Adelaide High School over Scotch 

College by just eighteen inches, while in the second Prince Alfred saw off previous perennial 

winners St Peter’s – by two feet. The final, however, generated rather less excitement, Prince 

Alfred home by a length-and-a-quarter.1696 In Tasmania the Friends School repeated the 

previous year’s achievement. They led from the start of the Lower Derwent course, but at the 

finish had only half a length to spare over Clemes, with Hutchins a similar distance back in 

third place.1697 In Sydney the GPS champion eights crown was retained by St. Joseph's 

College, by the narrow margin of nine feet from Shore, with Sydney Grammar School 

third.1698 On the Barwon, in what was described as ‘one of the most spectacular races ever 

contested amongst the public school crews’, Wesley College beat the favorites, Geelong 

Grammar, by half a length, with Scotch College a length further back. It was Wesley’s first 

win since 1915.1699 The victory gained by the Hale School four in Western Australia's Head of 

the River race was ‘one of the most decisive in the history of the event’. Only twice in the 35 

races held since the inception of the schools' regatta had Hale School's winning margin of five 

lengths been exceeded. The time, 5 minutes 52 seconds, was regarded as good under any 
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conditions, but given the head wind with which the crews had to contend it was regarded as 

exceptionally fast.1700 

Coach of the crew was the irrepressible George Rogers, who had himself added another 

championship to his long list of achievements by stroking the winning Western Australian 

Rowing Club four to victory at the state championships. Rogers, now well into his fifties, was 

thought to have the longest record of wins of any man in Australia, if not the world. He had 

also won in every known class of boat and race. Although he had won the interstate eights as 

far back as 1921, he was thought to have designs on another King's Cup before retiring.1701 

It was at this time, too, that a meeting was held at the Maylands Town Hall to discuss the 

formation of a rowing club in the town. About thirty prospective members were present, as 

was Mr Y. E. Shaw, president of the Western Australian Rowing Association. A motion to 

form the club having been carried, there came the election of officers, one of whom, Ken 

Grant, appointed assistant secretary, was destined to play a variety of major roles within 

Western Australian rowing.1702 Maylands, moreover, would be the forerunner to two more 

clubs. 

A crowd of several thousand assembled at Penrith early in June for the 42nd annual Intervarsity 

eights contest, which saw Sydney achieve a ‘home town’ win ahead of their counterparts from 

Adelaide and Melbourne. The winning time for the three-mile course was 16 minutes 20 

seconds. The only state not represented was Western Australia – the previous year’s winners.1703 

9.24  Pearce the Professional 

Speculation about Bobby Pearce’s intentions had continued unabated. He asserted early in the 

new year that he continued to train, remained in the amateur ranks, and was considering 

contesting the Canadian Henley at St Catharine’s in the [northern] summer.1704 In June it was 

reported that arrangements had been made for Ted Phelps to defend his world title against 

Pearce on Lake Ontario around the end of August,1705 a story denied by Pearce in a 
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disclaimer.1706 There also remained the question of the bond Pearce entered into with the 

Australian Olympic Federation to the effect that he would not turn professional for a period of 

two years following the 1932 Games. This period did not expire until June 1934. If Pearce 

raced Phelps the Federation would probably insist on a £200 refund of the costs incurred on 

his behalf at the Games.1707 But then, on 17 July, came the news that Pearce has signed a 

contract to meet Ted Phelps in a three-mile match race in Toronto on 1 September. The 

winner would receive £5000, while Pearce had been guaranteed £2500 regardless of the 

result. 'It is not the lure of the prize money that is leading me into the professional ranks’, 

Pearce said. ‘There is something in the blood which demands I should enter further 

competitions in order to attain the last remaining title open to me. I just want to be able to pull 

down that regatta course a little bit in front of Ted Phelps, whom l regard as a very great 

sculler’.1708 The contest would be rowed as part of the Canadian National Exhibition 

program.1709 

It was reported from Canada the day before the race that Mr W. B. Cleland, the Canadian 

representative of the Distilleries Distributing Company Ltd., had backed him for £500 to 

win.1710 Mr Cleland’s hunch paid off handsomely. Over a three-mile, three-leg Lake Ontario 

course requiring a turn round two buoys, his star employee trounced the defending champion. 

Watched by a crowd of some 40,000 Pearce shot ahead immediately and at the first turn led 

by three lengths, a distance he maintained having gone round the second buoy. In the final leg 

he shot away and opened up a massive lead that rendered Phelps helpless. The Englishman 

eventually finished some 400 yards behind the new champion. Thus, in the words of the 

Toronto Globe’s sporting editor, did ‘another Australian assume the mantle held in previous 

years by other of his countrymen.’ 

In stark contrast to the Referee’s editorial a year earlier the Sydney Morning Herald opined that 

Pearce’s victory ‘had not only brought Australia to prominence again in the world of sculling; it 

had lifted professional sculling to the high standard it had held in the golden days of the sport – 

a generation ago’. The race had also proved ‘beyond all doubt’, the paper recorded, ‘that Pearce 
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was far superior to any other sculler in the world’.1711 Of the bond due to the Australian 

Olympic Federation there was no mention.  

The first major event of 1934 was the fifth annual regatta of the New South Wales Ladies’ 

Rowing Association, held in Hen and Chicken Bay on the Parramatta River on 7 April. The 

races were watched by a large gathering, with the main event the annual interstate race for the 

women’s fours championship of Australia. Taking the lead shortly after the start, New South 

Wales were able to stave off repeated efforts by Queensland and won by a length in 3 minutes 

10 seconds. Third were South Australia.1712  

At the annual meeting of the Australian Amateur Rowing Council, held in Hobart prior to the 

interstate events, came a major legislative breakthrough: the Council decided to delete the rule 

that briefly confronted Bobby Pearce in 1930, which excluded from amateur status rowing 

men employed ‘in or about boats’. The motion was submitted by Tasmania’s Erskine 

Watchorn, who said many keen oarsmen, true amateurs at heart, were prevented from rowing 

in King’s Cup races because they had worked on boats. He noted, perhaps waspishly, that the 

ban ‘had probably originated from the English rule ... formulated with the intention of 

confining the sport to gentleman rowers and keeping out manual workers and labourers’. The 

motion passed by four votes to two, and had the effect of re-admitting to the sport men such 

as deckhands on river steamers and workers in shipyards who had previously been 

debarred.1713 

The following day the Derwent resembled a millpond, but shortly before the champion sculls 

were due to start a strong sea breeze sprang up and it became obvious that superior 

watermanship would be required. Herb Turner had plenty, the title holder from NSW moving 

away from the field after three-quarters of a mile and winning by fifteen lengths. By the time 

the King’s Cup race was to be rowed it had become a question of how many crews would get to 

the finish. Eventually four did, New South Wales demonstrating a vastly greater ‘rough water’ 

technique than the other crews and winning by four lengths from Western Australia, with 

Queensland ten lengths back and Tasmania simply surviving. Victoria and South Australia 
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swamped after three-quarters of a mile and abandoned the race.1714 New South Wales thereby 

completed successive double wins, and Turner his ‘hat trick’.  

Adelaide University won the year’s Intervarsity contest, leading from the start at Mannum and 

never being headed. Sydney and Melbourne took the second and third places.1715 Adelaide’s 

Head of the River regatta proved a triumph for St. Peter's College. Not only did the school 

win the eight-oared race for the Gosse Shield but also three other finals. The previous year 

they had won none. A crowd estimated at between eight and ten thousand lined the banks of 

the Torrens as Scotch College won its heat against Adelaide High and St Peter’s defeated 

Prince Alfred College. Scotch, however, were no match for the heavier and more experienced 

St. Peter's combination, who won their first Head of the River by two lengths.1716 

It was the turn of Sydney Grammar to triumph at the GPS regatta. Indeed they triumphed 

twice, winning not only the first eights but also the first fours. For once the weather was 

unkind, a bitterly cold wind making conditions extremely unpleasant. The final of the eights 

was nevertheless a thriller. Shore led initially, closely pressed by Grammar, but then a Shore 

‘shipwreck’ enabled Grammar to take the lead, only for Shore to challenge again in the final 

stages when Grammar crabbed. Over the final 150 yards, however, Grammar regained their 

composure and won comfortably. Sydney High and Scots were never serious challengers.1717 

In Tasmania three southern schools again took the first three places, but while last year the 

order was Friends, Clemes and Hutchins, in 1934 it was exactly the reverse, Hutchins winning 

and Friends third. A strong southerly wind blowing against the tide made for very choppy 

conditions, Launceston Grammar and St Virgils’s foundering and Scotch retiring 

submerged.1718  

In Brisbane on 5 May the Grammar School won by a length from the Southport School, and so 

recorded its fifth win in the 27 years Queensland’s Head of the River has been contested.1719 

Later the same day, in Perth, a powerful Scotch College crew had an easy win in the West’s 

‘head’. Hale School provided the most serious opposition, taking second place two lengths 
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behind the winners; third were Christian Brothers. The time for the mile-long race was 6 

minutes 5 seconds.1720  

Following a ten-year hiatus, Geelong Grammar won back the Fairbairn Challenge Cup and the 

Head of the River title with ‘a splendid exhibition of clean, strong rowing’ on the Yarra in front 

of an estimated fifty thousand spectators. Second were Melbourne Grammar, and third Wesley. 

The response of the winning headmaster, the formidable J. R. Darling, was not recorded, but his 

deputy, Charles Cameron, had every reason to be proud: his son stroked the triumphant crew.1721  

On 1 September a large crowd attended the official opening of the newly-erected Mosman 

Rowing Club boathouse on Sydney’s North Shore. It had been built on the site of the old 

shed, transferred from Dawes Point in April 1910 but recently condemned by the Council. 

The new clubhouse was opened by Sir William Cullen, patron of the club since its 

inception.1722  

Just days later came news that Bobby Pearce had retained his world professional sculling crown 

by beating Bill Miller of the United States at Toronto in 19 minutes 52.2 seconds. Miller, 

vanquished by Pearce at the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics, was in contention during the first two 

laps of the race, but Pearce’s customary burst of late-race speed opened up some fifty yards of 

open water between the combatants.1723  

The year 1934 marked the centenary of the state of Victoria, which the state’s rowing 

community celebrated by inviting a London Rowing Club eight to compete in the Grand 

Challenge Cup at the Henley-on-Yarra Regatta. The crew created a great deal of interest, 

notably as a result of their technique. This was based on the teachings of England-based 

Australian coach Steve Fairbairn, younger brother of the regatta’s president, Sir George 

Fairbairn. ‘Fairbairnism’ as it had become known, incorporated the concurrent use of the legs, 

back and arms at the catch and a greater accentuation of leg drive. Proof positive of the success 

of the technique was that on the one-mile Henley course the London crew beat in the final a 

New Zealand eight from Wanganui by three-and-a-half lengths in 4 minutes 37 seconds. 
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Neither did they appear to be extended.1724 Not content with that performance, a week later the 

visitors also won the Victorian eight-oared title over the two-and-a-half mile Lower Yarra 

course by a ‘conservative’ eight lengths.1725 The results appeared likely to precipitate a move 

away from Australia’s supposedly ‘orthodox’ style and the adoption of ‘Fairbairnism’. There 

might also have been some relief that there was no rowing on that year’s Empire Games 

program! A redeeming feature of the regatta was that Herb Turner, now rowing with the Police 

club, won the Silver Sculls.1726  

A month later, however, disastrous floods resulted in three boathouses being swept away. The 

Xavier College shed, near the Victoria Street Bridge, lost a fleet comprising four four-oared 

boats, three eights, including the club's racing-boat, three pairs and about 50 oars. The 

Hawthorn shed, a little lower down the river, was ‘smashed to pieces’ by the raging waters. 

Fortunately most of the club's racing boats and oars were at Prince's Bridge prior to going to 

Footscray regatta. However, an eight, a clinker practice eight and a tub pair were lost, as were 

a piano and photographs of winning crews from many years past. The Scotch College 

boathouse at Gardiner's Creek was also demolished, the only boat left being an eight kept in 

the Mercantile boathouse. The total loss to the three clubs was estimated at more than £5,000. 

The Yarra Yarra club invited Hawthorn members to use its property until such time as the 

their boathouse could be replaced, while Xavier College would have the use of Melbourne 

Rowing Club boats and Scotch College would go into Mercantile's shed at Prince's Bridge. 

Melbourne Grammar School also offered Xavier and Scotch the use of its boathouse.1727 Later 

came a donation of £25 from Geelong Grammar towards the cost of a new Xavier boathouse, 

which, astonishingly, was officially opened a little over three months after the disaster.1728 So 

was ‘a splendid new ferro-concrete boathouse on the river bank within the [Scotch] college 

grounds’.1729  

The sculling world had meanwhile been plunged into mourning with the death of Bill Beach. 

He died at home in Brownsville, near Wollongong, aged 84. Universally admired not just for 

his victories but also for his humility and sportsmanship, Beach received countless tributes, 
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typical of which was one delivered at his funeral in Brownsville’s small, overflowing church: 

‘He rowed a straight course all his life, even to the very end’. As the service concluded a 

swagman walked off the Prince's Highway to the grave, and taking off his hat stood 

reverently. He then took an envelope from his pocket, and wrote on it: 'Here lies the best man 

that ever lived. ' He placed it on the grave and went on his way.1730  

The Ladies Interstate Champion Fours event, held on the Port River, Adelaide on 27 April, was 

marred by an inefficient starting process. Following the failure of the starter’s gun and another 

false start the crews were sent away by word of mouth, New South Wales winning for the 

second year in succession.1731 Three weeks later, on the Nepean, their male counterparts 

recorded dual wins for the third straight year. Indeed for Herb Turner it was a fourth win. Never 

seriously challenged, he coasted home with a lead of nearly 50 seconds, the experts later saying 

that his quartet of victories ‘had probably set the bow of Turner's boat towards the next 

Olympiad’. The state eight, containing five members of the Police club, had a much tougher 

assignment. Hard pressed over the full three miles by Western Australia, the lightest crew in the 

race, the light blues had little left at the finish but held on to win by two-thirds of a length, with 

South Australia four lengths back.1732 New South Wales claimed another interstate win a few 

weeks later when Sydney University won the 44th annual Intervarsity contest on the Lower 

Yarra and in so doing drew level with Melbourne University on seventeen wins apiece.1733 

The first of the year’s Head of the River regattas saw perennial Adelaide rivals St Peter’s 

College and Prince Alfred College contest the final, which St Peter’s won by an extraordinary 

three lengths. The result meant that St Peter’s won not only the Gosse Shield but also the 

Blackmore Shield, fought for each year by the two schools since 1892. By happy coincidence 

the stroke of the St Peter’s crew was J. G. Gosse, James Gosse’s son.1734 

On 4 May came no less than four Head of the River regattas, in Sydney, Brisbane, Tasmania 

and Perth. The magnificent victory of the Sydney Church of England Grammar School was 

particularly fitting given this was the Silver Jubilee in Sydney of the switch from fours to 

eights and Shore had been the winners of the inaugural eights race. The win brought their 
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total of victories since then to fifteen. There was pandemonium in the closing stages, with 

Sydney Grammar leading by almost three-quarters of a length, but then, over the final 

hundred yards, Shore drew level and in the last few strokes got home by six feet. The Scots 

College were third. Aficionados noted on the day that while crews using the Fairbairn style 

had their triumphs, the winners of the big race were the only ones using the orthodox style.1735 

On the Brisbane River, Brisbane Boys’ College retained their title, and this time also took out 

the second fours race. Second and third in the major event were Church of England Grammar 

and the Southport School.1736 In Tasmania came a first time winner, St Virgil’s triumphing on 

the Derwent ahead of Clemes and Hutchins, southern superiority thereby maintained.1737 In a 

gruelling race over the Quarries-Narrows course Scotch College retained the Western 

Australian Head of the River title after a stirring struggle with Hale School, the verdict just two 

feet. Third were Christian Brothers College.1738  

Apparently intent on making up for lost time, Geelong Grammar repeated the 1934 win that had 

followed a barren period with what was described as ‘the most polished rowing that has been 

seen on the river since the annual event was resumed after the war years’. It was said of the 

winning coach, Mr W. H. Pincott, that he had ‘taken the best features of the true Australian 

style and the Fairbairn method and blended them so harmoniously as to ensure simplicity of 

action, certainty of boat control and effective use of power’. Second were Melbourne 

Grammar and third Scotch College. Seventy thousand spectators saw the light blues record a 

victory that brought them level with Scotch, each now having won twenty Head of the River 

races. Wesley remained on fifteen.1739  

As usual, the Yarra was also host to the annual Henley Regatta, to which an estimated 200,000 

people flocked. The outstanding crew was the New South Wales Police Rowing Club, winners 

of the Grand Challenge Cup for senior eights. The Police had the easiest of wins in the final, 

against Richmond Rowing Club, the official verdict four lengths. The time registered by the 

crew, 4 minutes 42 seconds, was only five seconds slower than that recorded by the London 

Rowing Club the previous year, but the performance was considered superior to that of 
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London’s. They had a fast stream on which to row, while during the Police’s race the tide was 

on the turn. Herb Turner had no difficulty in winning the Yarra Challenge Sculls for the 

fourth year in succession, thus creating a record, with a performance, according to the Sydney 

Morning Herald, that ‘must enhance his claims for inclusion in the Australian team for the 

1936 Olympic Games’.1740 

9.25  Pearce Mark Two 

But then another Pearce emerged. Two weeks after Turner’s Henley win, the Sydney Rowing 

Club included on its regatta program a 2000-metre scratch race billed as a guide to Olympic 

selection. Naturally Turner entered, as did Cecil Pearce, a member of the Balmain Rowing 

Club. A sculler for only three years, and initially casual in his approach to the sport, Pearce 

had subsequently won eight handicap cups and within the previous three months had become 

an attentive trainer. He had also been the frequent recipient of letters from cousin Bob, 

containing all the advice the world champion could give. Cec Pearce therefore had the most 

powerful incentive to make good and had been putting everything into his preparation.  

It paid off. Come the race, with Pearce holding a comfortable three-length lead over Turner 

and about two hundred metres remaining, the four-time national champion capsized. ‘It was 

bad luck for Turner,’ said Pearce later, ‘but at the time I was rowing well within myself. I 

would have won in any case, and am confident ... I [can] beat Turner again.’ 

Over 6 feet tall and weighing 13 stone, Pearce had no illusions about his ability. 

I'm young, and comparatively inexperienced …but now I hope to get somewhere ... I'm going 

to ... try and win the state title. And then, if I am good enough, there are bigger prizes to win 

– Empire Games representation for instance. It's a bit far ahead, but I'd like to scull here in 

1938, and the ... 2000 metres is my pet distance.1741 

There was not long to wait. Just five weeks into the Olympic year, Pearce and Turner 

contested the New South Wales championship over three-miles at Penrith, and Pearce 

prevailed again. He led from the start, and this time, rather than a capsize, Turner suffered a 
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five-second defeat. It was foreshadowed that the Australian selectors would ask for a test race 

over the Olympic distance of 2000 metres.1742  

This was duly arranged, and on 28 February 1936, over a 2000-metre Mortlake to Abbotsford 

course on the Parramatta River, the state champion beat the national champion by four 

lengths. Turner led off the start and maintained the lead for nearly half the distance but in 

choppy and rough water Pearce showed his superiority as a waterman and from Cabarita 

Wharf, where he led by a length, he had command of the race. The two combatants were then 

asked to row together in a double-scull at 3 p.m. the following day, and again at 10 a.m. the 

day after that. The selectors would then consider nominating them for the double sculls as 

well as one of them for the single sculls.1743 

On the first day of trials the pair had a ‘try out’ in a double sculling boat lent to them by 

George Towns. Pearce was in the stroke seat. The following morning selector Bernie 

Williams had them row over 2000 metres, which they covered in a time of 7 minutes 10 

seconds. The Olympic record for the event was 6 minutes 41.25 seconds, set in Amsterdam, 

but at Los Angeles in 1932 the winning time had been 7 minutes 17. 25 seconds. The Referee 

opined that ‘taking into account the fact that this was only their second row, and in a big and 

old boat with only fair conditions, the time was good, and certainly justified them being 

favorably considered for selection’.1744 Williams and the chairman of the New South Wales 

Rowing Association, Harry Alderson, were delighted with the way the two scullers combined, 

and indicated they intended to strongly recommend to the Rowing Council that the pair be 

nominated for the Olympic Games.1745 

But when, on 14 March, the Australian Olympic Team was announced, only Pearce’s name 

appeared. No waiting for the Empire Games for him: the major prize had come first. Of Herb 

Turner, however, there was no mention. It had been revealed that heats and finals of both the 

single and double sculls would be rowed on the same days, and the selectors – Williams, Ted 

Kenny and P. J. ‘Paddy’ Ryan – believed that Pearce's chances of winning the single sculls 

would be jeopardised if he contested both events. The selection of the New South Wales 

police eight was recommended, ‘subject to sufficient funds being available from sources 
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outside the normal revenue of the [Olympic] Federation’ (the NSW Police Rowing Club, no 

doubt) and Harry Alderson, now Vice-Chairman of the Australian Olympic Federation and 

Chairman of the New South Wales Olympic Council, was appointed Team Manager.1746 A 

week later, Herb Turner and Bill Dixon of Sydney Rowing Club were added to the squad as 

emergencies for the eight. Dixon had been a member of each of the New South Wales crews 

that won the King’s Cup between 1933 and 1935, and was in the eight training for the 1936 

interstate regatta.1747 The selectors having requested the cooperation of the Police Club and the 

New South Wales Rowing Association in not drawing on the Police eight when selecting the 

King’s Cup crew, New South Wales would be represented in the interstate race by a strong 

‘second eight’. 

First however came the ladies’ interstate fours event, rowed in Melbourne on 18 April over a 

half-mile course on the Lower Yarra. All states bar Western Australia were represented. 

Victoria led out early from Tasmania and at half way had set up a commanding lead. A burst by 

Tasmania then got them to within a length of the leaders, who must surely have had plenty in 

reserve because they drew away to win by four lengths! Queensland were third.1748 

On 2 May, on the Swan River, the New South Wales ‘reserve’ eight won the eight oared 

championship of Australia, thereby securing a fourth win in succession for New South Wales, 

a feat not accomplished since the introduction of the King’s Cup for interstate competition in 

1920. Establishing a lead in the first quarter-mile, the crew increased its advantage in each of 

the three miles of the race and won by three lengths from South Australia, with Western 

Australia third, another three lengths back. The winners’ time was 16 minutes 22 seconds. 

Cec Pearce assured New South Wales of another ‘double’ triumph when winning the two-and-

a-half mile President’s Cup race with ease, his only other opponent, Keith Langley of Western 

Australia, eight lengths in arrears. Pearce’s time was 16 minutes 5 seconds.1749 

The Swan River was also the venue for the 1936 Intervarsity encounter, Sydney University 

reinforcing New South Wales’ domination by heading home the University of Western 

Australia and Melbourne University. The race was shortened to two miles because of squally 

conditions that made the water on the customary three-mile course from Applecross to the 
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Narrow unrowable for over half the distance. Sydney’s winning margin was two-and-a-half 

lengths.1750 

The first of the year’s Head of the River regattas was held on the Tamar at Launceston, and in 

what was recorded as ‘one of the most dramatic finishes seen in public schools rowing ... for 

many years’ the Launceston Church Grammar School four ‘put in an amazing burst from a 

position a length behind Clemes College and Hutchins School to win by three feet’. It was 

Grammar's first success in the event for eleven years.1751 Sydney’s GPS Regatta was held for 

the first time on the Nepean River at Penrith, moved west, primarily, to take advantage of a 

wider and less crowded course that eliminated the need for heats. St. Joseph's College, who 

shared pre-race favouritism with Shore, took the honours ahead of Sydney Grammar, with 

Shore third, unfortunate victims of a crab when in the lead. The spectacle of eight eights 

rowing side by side over a mile-and-a-half was reported as ‘unique’, and it was doubted if 

such an event had been staged previously in any part of the world.1752 In stark contrast to 

1935’s ‘procession’, Adelaide’s Head of the River was ‘one of the most thrilling eight-oared 

races seen on the Torrens for many years’. St Peter's College won again, but this time by just 

four feet in a gruelling finish with Adelaide High School. The positions might well have been 

reversed had the High School not met with an extraordinary piece of bad luck when, a bare 30 

yards from the finish, a bow end crew member came off his seat just as the High School had 

drawn level with St. Peter's and looked likely to win. J. G. Gosse was again the winning 

stroke.1753 Church of England Grammar School won the Brisbane schools ‘head’ by half a 

length from Brisbane Grammar, with the Brisbane Boys’ College four a canvas back in third 

place.1754 For the third year in succession, and by a margin of more than three lengths, Scotch 

College again won the Perth public schools' regatta. Stroked by Don Barratt-Hill, who the 

previous year had rowed bow in the crew stroked by his brother Gordon Barratt-Hill, Scotch 

took the lead after the first quarter-mile. Rowing strongly and in perfect harmony they drew 

steadily away from the rest of the field and completed the distance without having been 

seriously challenged.1755 In Victoria came a hugely popular win as, on the Barwon, Geelong 

College took the Associated Public Schools title for the first time. Despite a crew change due 
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to sickness a day before the heats, Wesley remained favourites, but in the final the Geelong 

crew was in front from the starting pistol to the finishing gun. They won by a length and a 

quarter ahead of Wesley, with Geelong Grammar half a length further back in third place. The 

winner’s time was 5 minutes 46.45 seconds.1756 

9.26  Berlin-Bound 

Australia’s Olympic rowing squad left Sydney on 13 May in the Mongolia bound for Berlin,1757 

where they would train for six week prior to competing. On arrival Herb Turner and Bill Dixon 

were entered in both the pairs and the double sculls, but would concentrate on the latter, in 

which it was thought they had a better chance.1758 

Towards the end of July, two weeks before the opening ceremony, the Australian eight had 

the hardest row over the Olympic 2000 metres course since their arrival. They started at a rate 

of 40, and maintained 36 practically throughout. They finished strongly and were not 

fatigued. No time was taken, but the coach, George Mackenzie, was delighted with their 

work. In another row over the full course in the afternoon the crew were timed at 6 minutes 

20 seconds, 6.45 seconds faster than Germany’s crew at a regatta on 19 July under similar 

conditions. The afternoon's row also provided a good trial race for Cec Pearce, who started a 

minute ahead and was only narrowly beaten. He broke the course record for single sculls. A 

Canadian coach believed the only sculler to worry Pearce would be the Swiss, Ernst Rufli, 

who earlier in the month had won the Diamond Sculls. Turner and Dixon, in the double scull, 

also had a full-course trial. Their prospects for Olympic honours were deemed ‘less bright 

than those of the eight-oar crew or the single sculler, but they continue to make pleasing 

progress’.1759 

Two days later came a further commentary on the eight. 

There is no question of the Australians' strength and condition, but more polish is still needed 

and they must be prepared for the race to be won in the neighbourhood of 6 minutes if 

conditions are favourable. The American eight from the University of Washington, Seattle, 

average 12.7, and their average age is 21 years. They are taller than the Australians, but they 
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average three pounds lighter. They have not yet rowed against the clock, but are obviously a 

good crew.1760 

On the eve of the Games came a final assessment from Truth of Australia’s rowing form and 

predictions as to its fortunes.  

Cecil Pearce ... should not have much trouble in cleaning up the opposition. The Australian 

has nothing to be afraid of from the representatives of America, Canada, Germany ... the real 

opposition may come from Rufli of Switzerland ... but it is doubtful whether he can stand up 

to the strain of the pace that will be set by Pearce, whom we put down as a certainty. 

The [eight] are recognised as being the finest crew that has been got together for years. The 

average weight is 13 stone, and almost every man, excluding the cox, stands over six feet. 

It has been proved that the orthodox style of rowing as adopted by the present Australian 

eight is the most reliable, and with George Mackenzie as coach, the police crew will go to the 

start packed full of confidence of being able to achieve victory. 

Another hope is the [double scull]. Herb Turner and [Bill] Dixon ... blend well, and have 

[the] experience ... to make victory possible.1761 

The eleventh Olympic Games opened with a spectacular demonstration of the German genius 

for organisation. The dominant impression on foreign visitors was a nation of efficiency in 

uniform. A major quandary among teams marching in the opening ceremony was how to 

acknowledge German dictator Adolf Hitler, who presided over the ceremony. British Empire 

teams saluted in different ways. The Australians, like the British, gave a smart ‘eyes right’, 

but the Canadians gave the Nazi salute.1762  

Berlin's Langesee proved to be a superb venue for the rowing events, and the weather was 

described as ‘brilliant’. In his first heat of the single sculls Cec Pearce drew lane three. In lane 

one was Daniel Barrow of the United States, in lane two the German champion and crowd 

favourite Gustav Schaefer; Josef Hasenohrl of Austria was in four and Charles Campbell of 

Canada in lane five. Schaefer went ahead early, and led from Pearce. At half way his four 

opponents were tightly bunched, but then Pearce trailed off while Schaefer increased his lead 

and won easily by three lengths in 7 minutes 24 seconds. Second was Hasenohrl, third 

Turnbull, fourth, looking lifeless, was Pearce, and in last place Barrow. There was a length 
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between second and third and third and fourth. It was later revealed that Pearce was ‘half-

choked by a severe cold’, but his reputation as ‘invincible’ had dissolved and he was now 

faced with contesting the repechage.1763  

In their double sculls heat the best Turner and Dixon could manage was fifth. They finished 

more than forty seconds behind the German winners.1764 For the eight there was also 

disappointment. They were headed home by Hungary, Italy and Canada – and described as 

‘right out of their class’.1765 Both crews therefore faced repechages. 

The disappointments continued. Pearce put up a better fight in his repechage, despite his cold, 

throwing everything into the first 1000 metres in the hope of establishing a commanding lead. 

He was unable, however, to withstand the challenge by Canada’s Campbell, and in the last 

few hundred metres slowed right down, a spent force. Adding insult to injury came a 

withering press assessment: ‘Clearly he has not the class of his cousin’.1766 Confronted in their 

repechage by Germany and Czechoslovakia, all the Australian eight could do was split the 

Europeans, Germany winning with Australia almost ten seconds in arrears and out of final 

contention.1767 There was, though, one glimmer of hope: Dixon and Turner qualified in their 

repechage for a place in the double sculls final by heading home Poland, Hungary, 

Switzerland and Brazil. The winners of the second repechage, however, Great Britain, 

recorded a time ten seconds faster than the Australians.1768  

In the final Dixon and Turner returned to the wrong end of the finishing order, a lowly sixth, the 

winners, as portended in the repechage, the British pairing of Jack Beresford and Leslie 

Southwell.1769 For Beresford, who at the Empire Games six years earlier had been regarded as 

past his prime, this was a fifth Olympic Games. He had won a medal in each, including gold in 

the single sculls in 1924 and the coxless four in 1932.1770  

The single sculls gold was duly won by Schaefer, following which the regatta closed with one 

of the most remarkable races of the Games. The young and courageous crew from 
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Washington University, fifth at half way, gradually wore down their opponents and won 

brilliantly by a canvas, as a partisan, almost manic crowd, which included Hitler, 

unsuccessfully willed Germany home. Indeed the Germans were third, behind Italy.1771 

In its summary of the Games the Sydney Morning Herald provided what in hindsight was a 

prescient appraisal. 

The Games were splendidly conducted. The regatta was an outstanding example of 

efficiency. The demonstrative patriotism of the German crowds were, however, liable to grate 

on foreign susceptibilities. Most of the Australians think they have seen enough uniforms, 

saluting and parading to last a lifetime.1772 

On arriving home Harry Alderson declared that by Australia’s amateur standards at least half 

the competitors in Berlin would have been considered professionals. Sport, he said, was so 

closely allied with national propaganda that much that was not in accord with amateur ethics 

in Australia was in Europe and America accepted. ‘The British idea of amateur sport is 

refreshing by comparison with the European interpretation,’ he said. ‘Here we play for the 

sake of playing. We provide recreation for the masses. But overseas sport is a matter of 

national importance and the vindication of a political system’.1773 Referring specifically to 

Australian rowing, he said that unless national authorities prepared crews in a similar manner 

to other nations it would be useless sending them away. Instead, he ventured, Australia might 

place more emphasis on the Empire Games, at which it could compete on equal terms. He 

also passed on advice from Sid Middleton, still in London representing Australia’s rowing 

interests there: that having Australia represented by a single club crew was ‘not ideal’, and 

that only by selecting the best oarsmen from throughout Australia would the nation have a 

chance in future Olympic competition.1774  

For one member of the Australian eight, however, the journey to Berlin had provided 

international experience that would one day help inspire him to Olympian heights. He was, at 

just 19 years of age, by far the youngest member of the crew, yet the heaviest, so sat in the five 

seat. His name was Mervyn Thomas Wood.1775  
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As another domestic season began in Australia, the administration of the sport in Tasmania 

underwent further change. The Tasmanian Rowing Association was dissolved and the Southern 

and Northern administrations formed. Delegates from both bodies established the Tasmanian 

Rowing Council, to which both associations affiliated.1776  

In New South Wales, with the state championships looming, all attention was again on Pearce 

and Turner, as well as Bill Bradley of Sydney Rowing Club, winner in the Olympians’ absence 

of the Yarra Challenge Sculls.1777 But then Turner withdrew, citing lack of condition,1778 and at 

Penrith on 6 February Pearce retained his title in convincing fashion. Described as ‘sculling 

probably better than before he went to the Olympic Games’, and with the assistance now of 

his uncle, Harry Pearce, he sculled well within himself to defeat Bradley by eight lengths.1779  

That was also the margin by which he won the President’s Cup at the interstate regatta in 

Murray Bridge, the vanquished opponent this time Len Purves of Victoria. At the half-way 

mark in the King’s Cup there was barely a length between South Australia, New South Wales 

and Tasmania, until the holders made a move and put the host eight under great pressure. But 

South Australia were not to be denied, and timing their finishing push to perfection held out 

New South Wales to win by just under a length. Western Australia were third. It was South 

Australia's first King's Cup victory since the famous Murray Bridge crew prevailed in 1923, 

and only the fifth occasion in 55 years of intercolonial/interstate eight-oared races that South 

Australia had won the championship.1780 A further feature of the race was its transmission 

through a short-wave set in a launch following closely behind the umpires' boat to a point at 

the finishing line. From there it travelled by landline to Adelaide, whence it was broadcast 

through station 5CL to eager listeners throughout Australia.1781 The 1937 ladies’ interstate 

four-oared championship had been held a week earlier on the Gardens Reach of the Brisbane 

River, in conjunction with Brisbane’s ‘Henley’. Tasmania won by a length-and-a quarter from 

Queensland, with Victoria third.1782 After leading throughout on the Brisbane River, Sydney 

won the annual universities' boat race for the Oxford and Cambridge Cup for the third 

successive year. Tasmania were second and Melbourne third. The winning time was 17 
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minutes 13.25 seconds.1783 R. Reid of Queensland was the only starter in the Intervarsity 

Sculls.1784 

The large Hobart crowd that gathered beside the Derwent to watch the first of the year’s Head 

of the River contests saw the return of southern supremacy. Three local school fours 

representing Hutchins, Friends and Clemes College finished in that order in what was reported 

as ‘a neck and neck struggle throughout’. The final verdict was a canvas.1785 In Adelaide, Prince 

Alfred College recorded a dual triumph, winning not only the Blackmore Shield in their annual 

‘private’ duel against St Peter’s College but also the Gosse Shield. Scotch College had little 

difficulty in defeating Adelaide High in the second heat of the ‘Head of the River’ but in the 

final came up against a rampant Prince Alfred combination, the final verdict two lengths.1786 

On the Nepean, Shore enjoyed a remarkable series of triumphs. The school having won the 

second fours then the first fours, the scene was set for a magnificent struggle in the first eights 

race and an almost unprecedented hat trick. The lead changed frequently in the early part of 

the race and the finish became an epic, Shore holding out the Scots College by a quarter of a 

length, with Sydney Grammar a length back in third place.1787 The major schools race in 

Brisbane took place over a three-quarters of a mile course on the Milton Reach, Brisbane Boys’ 

College winning by a length-and-a half from Church of England Grammar School, with 

Brisbane Grammar a further length away third. The College created a record in public schools' 

rowing in Queensland by also winning the second fours, a feat they had first accomplished 

two years earlier.1788 There was an identical outcome in Perth. For the fourth year in 

succession and in convincing style Scotch College secured the Head of the River title and the 

Headmaster's Cup, the school’s second four having also triumphed. Scotch, it seemed, had 

further good oarsmen in the making.1789 Matching their strength and stamina against a gusty 

headwind, Xavier College gained a third victory in the Victorian ’head’, two lengths ahead of 

Wesley, with Melbourne Grammar School a further length away. It was a win for a powerful 

crew, in conditions which suited it admirably.1790 
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Meanwhile the dominant body within the governance of English rowing, the Amateur Rowing 

Association (ARA), had at last been persuaded to remove the manual labour clause from its 

rules. At a meeting with the National Amateur Rowing Association, a rival yet less influential 

body, the ARA had been informed by the NARA’s representative, Charles Tugwell, that ‘no 

other branch of athletic sport throughout the world has found it necessary to legislate 

specifically against the working class and to exclude that class from taking part in its sport on 

the grounds that that class has a physical advantage’. Tugwell therefore suggested that the ARA 

place ‘the definition of an amateur oarsman upon a sound and universally accepted basis ... 

whereby any man who rows for the love of the sport, and does not get an advantage by his 

employment in or about boats, or is not a professional, should be allowed to row under one 

definition, an amateur definition that would be acceptable to all concerned and give offence to 

none, and one that would sweep away any suggestion of class prejudice’. The ARA 

subsequently deleted from its amateur definition ‘the reference to Manual Labour in Clause 4, 

and the whole of Clause 5’. The changes were to take effect from 1 January 1938.1791 

Change was also in the mind of South Australian boat and oar builder Bill Ninham, who had 

been canvassing for orders in Western Australia since 1934 with the ultimate aim of setting up 

in business in Perth. Two of his oars having impressed members of the WA rowing association, 

Ninham moved west and set up a workshop. The first eight ever built in Western Australia was 

a Ninham boat.1792  

Given Sydney had been selected as the venue for the next Empire Games, being held in 

February 1938, racing at the 1937 Henley-on-Yarra regatta was keenly scrutinised. Having 

disposed of the most formidable of the Victorian crews, Albert Park, in the third heat of the 

Grand Challenge Cup, the New South Wales Police eight met Richmond and Mercantile in 

the final and led all the way. Not to be outdone by his clubmates, Herb Turner had a decisive 

win against Cec Pearce, the national champion having hit the bank some fifteen strokes after 

the start. Turner, himself a four-time champion of Australia, thus achieved the remarkable feat 

of having won the Yarra Challenge Sculls at each of his five starts. He was described as ‘in 

form that was not far short of his best’.1793 
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9.27  The Third Empire Games 

All rowing eyes then turned to the Nepean River and the Empire Games Regatta. Ernie Keary, 

coach of the winning New South Wales King’s Cup crews in 1933 and 1934, was appointed 

sole selector, and promptly nominated himself as coach of the Australian eight. Coach of the 

coxed four would be South Australian T. F. ‘Toff’ Qurban. The crews would assemble in 

Sydney on 29 December and go into training the next day. Mr Keary requested that a mile-

and-a-quarter test race be arranged between arch-rivals Turner and Pearce, to be held at 

Penrith on 18 December.1794 A squad of 26 was selected, representing all states.1795 

Turner duly won Games selection, but only after an intriguing contest. The Yarra champion 

had the better start, but Pearce soon drew level, and opposite the Log House led by two and a 

half lengths. Approaching the bridge Turner had made up some of the leeway but Pearce still 

had a lead of a length and a half. Turner now mounted a sustained effort that he maintained all 

the way to the finishing line, which he reached holding a lead of just two-thirds of a length. 

His time was 7 minutes 32 seconds.1796  

There was some consolation for Pearce. He was selected to race in an ‘invitation’ double scull 

contest with Sydney Rowing Club’s Bill Bradley against English brothers Jack and Robert 

Offer, spare men for the English eight. The Australians would use the boat in which Turner 

and Bill Dixon had raced at Berlin,1797 while their opponents’ craft would be that used by Jack 

Beresford and Leslie Southwell when winning the Olympic title.1798  

In the lead up to the regatta, scheduled for 9 February, Ernie Keary resigned as coach of the 

Australian eight due to illness, and was replaced by New South Wales King’s Cup coach Sid 

Raper of Mosman. England, sensing some lack of form in their eight, had recruited Tim 

Turner, who had remained in Australia after stroking the London Rowing Club crew to 

victory at Henley-on-Yarra in 1934.1799 Come the day, Australia secured a slight lead off the 

start, but were never more than three quarters of a length ahead of England, with New 
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Zealand also in contention. Nearing the three-quarter-mile mark, however, Australia were 

looking desperate as England began to get their measure, while New Zealand dropped away.  

England now made their move, and at the Log House led by half a length. Passing under 

Victoria Bridge they had doubled their lead, and while Australia put everything into the finish 

it was to no avail and England were home, New Zealand half a length behind Australia in 

third place. 

It was raining heavily as the fours race began, Australia taking a slight early advantage over 

New Zealand, which the Kiwis quickly reversed. From then on, however, the Australians 

were in command, and powered away to win by a length and three quarters, with Canada 

three-quarters of a length further back. Herb Turner took the lead from the start in the single 

sculls, his opponent, P. H. Jackson having only half an hour earlier rowed in the English 

eight. The verdict, following a polished performance by the Australian, was five lengths. 

Australia also had no difficulty in accounting for England in the invitation double sculls, 

Pearce and Bradley nine length winners.1800  

The results at Penrith helped Australia win pride of place at the Games. There were 70 

competitions conducted, in athletics, swimming, rowing, bowls, boxing, wrestling and 

cycling, with Australia winning 24 gold medals, England 15, Canada 13, South Africa 10, 

Wales 2 and Ceylon 1.1801 

A month later, in Melbourne, twenty-five metropolitan crews entered a ‘combination four-

oared regatta’ at Hawthorn, held to celebrate the opening of the local club's new boat house. It 

was the third and final to be built following the disastrous floods late in 1934.1802 The national 

program resumed, with the interstate ladies’ fours event rowed on the Parramatta River on 16 

April. However, this race also had an international facet to it: a crew of Englishwomen on a tour 

of several states. It was also the first time the event was contested over three-quarters of a 

mile, the extra 440 yards thought to have provided a better race. The visitors had a poor start, 

from which Queensland took advantage, getting out to a two-length lead, but at the half-way 

mark the English crew had drawn level, and they pulled powerfully away to win by two lengths 

without, it appeared, undue exertion. The time was 6 minutes 1 seconds, the result of a strong 
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headwind. Tasmania were second and South Australia third, Tasmania thus retaining the 

interstate championship.1803 

Herb Turner declined to contest the New South Wales sculling championship, duly won by Cec 

Pearce, who in Melbourne on 7 May again won the President’s Cup, thus completing a ‘hat 

trick’ of wins in his first three appearances in state colours. The winning margins also increased, 

the Balmain sculler fully two and three hundred yards respectively ahead of his Victorian and 

South Australian opponents. While all eights started in the King’s Cup race, only two featured, 

New South Wales and Western Australia leading from the start. Passing half way the light blues 

had their bow in front, but with a mile to go WA attacked. In an epic struggle over the last half-

mile the West Australian crew closed fast, and a hundred yards from the finish got their nose in 

front to win by a canvas. Third placed Tasmania were four lengths away.1804 

Tasmania’s Head of the River saw Launceston Church Grammar School repeat the success 

gained two years previously by winning another tight race on the Tamar. When just a hundred 

yards from the finish Grammar ‘crabbed’ and Scotch got to within half a length but the 

holders recovered brilliantly and got home. Third were Hutchins.1805 The New South Wales 

contest on the Nepean was another ‘two-school race’ and also a thriller, Shore winning for the 

second year in succession when holding out Sydney High by just three feet. Newington filled 

third place, from several lengths away.1806 The Western Australian ‘head’ was raced for the 

first time in eights, and it too was close. With the Hale School crew in front with 200 yards to 

go, the race appeared over. However, a magnificent effort saw Scotch College overhaul the 

leaders and win by two feet and so record a fifth successive win. Two lengths away came 

Guildford Grammar School.1807 Brisbane Boys’ College followed up their 1937 Head of the 

River triumph by again annexing the title. They went to the front from the gun, maintained 

their position throughout, and won by a length from Church of England Grammar School, with 

the Southport School third.1808 It was much the same result in Melbourne, where Melbourne 

Grammar regained the crown by taking control of the final and not allowing either Geelong 

Grammar or Scotch College any leeway. As the Argus reported: ‘In its speed over the first 
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quarter-mile and its strength over the last half-mile, the crew had something that its opponents 

... could not match.’ The judge’s verdict was three-quarters of a length and three lengths.1809 

The Adelaide Head of the River was won by Prince Alfred College in a desperate finish with 

St Peter's. The margin was half a canvas, about six feet, one of the closest in the history of the 

race.1810 The 1938 Intervarsity boat race was held on 4 June on the Huon River at Franklin, the 

Sydney University eight producing a withering burst of speed over the last quarter of a mile to 

score a convincing victory over Melbourne. It was Sydney’s fourth win in succession. The 

University of Queensland took third place.1811  

Then, from London, came news of the death of Steve Fairbairn, recognised as the most 

influential Australian in world rowing. ‘It is an event’, recorded the Referee, ‘that has deprived 

the world of its greatest rowing personality. His ideas completely revolutionised modern 

rowing’.1812 ‘To Fairbairn’, it was elsewhere said, ‘more than to any other man, was due a 

striking improvement of the standard of rowing’. He also inaugurated the English Head of the 

River and left a legacy of numerous coaching books.1813 Shortly after Fairbairn’s passing a 

monument to Bill Beach was unveiled on the foreshores of the Parramatta River at Cabarita 

Park, close to the scene of the unbeaten champion’s many triumphs.1814 

It was also reported that Evans Paddon, son of another former world professional sculling 

champion, Jim Paddon, had issued a challenge to Bobby Pearce, by now a resident of Canada 

for some eight years. Accompanied by his father and two training partners, George Cook and 

Percy See, Paddon junior left for Toronto in mid-June.1815 On arrival, Paddon senior wrote to his 

wife contradicting rumours that Pearce was not in his best form. ‘Bob Pearce is in splendid 

condition and rows twice a day’, he stated, ‘and everyone thinks we have not a chance of 

beating him. But we will see.’1816 In a further letter home Paddon revealed there would be a 

preliminary, one-mile race a few days before the major, three-mile contest. Evans Paddon had 

earlier written to a friend explaining that in order that the anticipated crowd viewing the major 
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challenge could see every moment of it, the race would involve three legs, around buoys, each 

over a mile.1817 It was a course identical to that used by Pearce and Phelps in 1933. 

On 3 September Bob Pearce beat the younger Paddon by five lengths over the one-mile course 

on Lake Ontario, his time 6 minutes 8.2 seconds. George Cook and Percy See were third and 

fourth respectively. Pearce had repelled the first challenge: the portents for the second were 

ominous.1818 And so it transpired: Pearce simply annihilated Paddon and again showed that he 

was in a class of his own. ‘Paddon is a first-class sculler but there is only one Pearce’ decreed 

Truth. ‘His lustre is not dimmed one iota by the passing years and ... the further they went the 

more obvious it became [that] the champion could toy as he liked with his opponent ... 

Pearce's power, balance and aplomb were never better demonstrated’.1819  

The final year of two momentous decades began with Victoria depriving Tasmania in Hobart 

of the women’s interstate four-oared title. The race, held on a three-quarters-of-a-mile course 

on the Derwent, was initially dominated by the home crew, only for the Victorians, with 

Essendon grandmother Nell Walsh in the two-seat, to sweep past in the second half of the 

contest and win by three-quarters of a length. Queensland were third.1820 The men’s interstate 

races, held in Brisbane, saw the host crew hoist the King’s Cup after a battle royal had 

developed from half way between Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and New South 

Wales. Victoria then steered outside a course marker and were disqualified but kept rowing, 

whereupon Queensland overtook New South Wales. They then drew level with then overtook 

Victoria 150 yards from the finish to cross the line half a length clear. With Victoria ‘outed’, 

the official result became New South Wales second, one-and-three-quarter lengths behind 

Queensland, with South Australia a further two lengths behind. It was Queensland’s first win 

since 1925. They have not won the King’s Cup since. Cec Pearce stretched his tally of 

President’s Cup wins to four, his time, 14 minutes 9 seconds, a record for the race.1821 These 

were to be the last men’s interstate contests until 1946. Sydney University Boat Club were 

hosts of the 49th Intervarsity eights race, held on the Nepean on 3 June, but Melbourne 

University the winners.1822  
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The Tasmanian schools Head of the River on the Lower Derwent was the subject of a major 

controversy. Launceston’s Scotch College ‘won’ the race in brilliant fashion by rowing down 

Clemes College on the line, only for the umpire to report an infringement of the rules in that 

five of the six crews had finished the race outside the course proper. A meeting of 

headmasters decided that the race should be re-rowed two days later.1823 The course having 

been changed, the Friends School and Scotch fought for the lead for much of the race, but 

Clemes then put in a powerful burst nearing the finish to pass Scotch and were charging at 

Friends when the finish gun fired. Friends had finished the first race in fourth place.1824  

For the third successive year Sydney Church of England Grammar School won the Great 

Public Schools eights championship on the mile-and-a-quarter Nepean course, in a race that 

developed into both a decisive victory and a tense struggle. Shore won by two and a half 

lengths, but behind them just two lengths covered the remaining seven crews, Sydney High 

and Scots College emerging from the pack to take second and third spots.1825 

Living up to the high reputation it had earned locally as one of the best school crews seen on 

the river for some years, Scotch College won the Adelaide Head of the River, defeating 

Prince Alfred College by three quarters of a length in the final after leading all the way. It was 

the first time since 1930 that Scotch had made the final and the win was reported ‘as full of 

merit as it was popular with all concerned’. It was also the first time Scotch had won the 

Gosse Shield. The school was reported as demonstrating ‘the best rowing form of the four 

crews in both its heat against St Peter’s, which it won by a length in 3 minutes 0.25 seconds, 

and again in the final when timed at 3 minutes 2.2 seconds’. There was also a record crowd, 

estimated at 12,000.1826 

In the most evenly contested Western Australian public schools' Head of the River for years, 

Hale School won by a canvas in record time. Aquinas (formerly Christian Brothers) College 

finished second, half a length ahead of Guildford Grammar School, while Scotch College, 

winners for the past five years, were last, although barely a length behind the winning crew. It 
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was noted that the time for the one-mile race, 5 minutes 20 seconds, had seldom, if ever, been 

equalled by senior crews in club events.1827 

For the first time in the history of the Queensland race Church of England Grammar School 

won the ‘double’, the first and second crews both scoring convincing wins. Despite being left 

at the start and letting State High and Brisbane Boys' College open up a good lead, 

Grammar’s first four maintained fine form to gradually overhaul the leaders, and from the 

halfway mark drew away to win handsomely. State High, in front of the Boys' College for 

most of the journey, weakened a little, and the College spurted 50 yards from the line to 

ensure a dead heat for second place.1828 

Under a moist grey sky a crowd of 20,000 lined the sodden banks of the Barwon and yelled 

themselves hoarse in celebration of Melbourne Grammar School's thirteenth victory in the 

Victorian Head of the River and second in succession. A breathtaking struggle it was not. By 

the time the crowd had a clear view of the three finalists there was little doubt that the dark 

blues on the north bank had the race in their pockets. Rowing ‘with the unhurried and 

conscious ease which crews only gain when they can see their opponents' backs’, Grammar 

crossed the line a length and a half ahead of Wesley, with Scotch a length and a quarter 

further back, ‘neither crew disgraced, but beaten by one of the best crews the Head of the 

River races have produced’. The time of 5 minutes 4.2 seconds had only been bettered once 

on the Barwon course.1829 

For a select eight Sydney oarsmen came an invitation from the Henley Royal Regatta 

committee to compete at the centennial regatta in July 1939. Sid Raper was appointed to select 

the crew, which included Bill Dixon of Sydney Rowing Club, Spencer Grace of North Shore 

and Ted Bromley of Mosman. Dixon and Bromley had helped New South Wales win four 

consecutive King’s Cups between 1932 and 1936, and had been in the second-placed Empire 

Games eight in 1938. All non-Sydney Rowing Club members were made honorary members, as 

was the case in 1912.1830 The eight won its first heat of the Grand Challenge Cup, beating 
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Kingston Rowing Club by three feet,1831 but in the semi-final found the Argonauts club from 

Canada far too good, going down by three lengths.1832 

Less than two months later, those who had witnessed with some trepidation Germany’s 

displays of militarism during the Berlin Olympic Games three years earlier had their worst 

fears realised. In March 1939 German forces had annexed Sudetenland, a part of what was 

then Czechoslovakia. As a result, neighbouring Poland readied its defences. Britain and 

France had sworn to defend Poland. Honouring these obligations, the two countries sent 

ultimatums to Adolf Hitler demanding his withdrawal from Poland. Hitler declined to 

respond. On September 1, 1939 German troops swarmed across the Polish border and 

unleashed the first Blitzkrieg the world had seen. On 3 September, Britain’s Prime Minister 

Neville Chamberlain went on radio to announce to the British people that a state of war 

existed between their country and Germany. World War II had begun. 

9.28  Discussion 

Throughout the two decades described above the inherent socio-cultural tensions surrounding 

the issues of class and status within Australian rowing and sculling remained. First came the 

assumption that the Murray Bridge crew could not represent Australia at the 1920 Antwerp 

Olympic Games because they were ‘only working men’. On the eve of their departure for the 

Paris Games in 1924, the Olympics having been described as ‘the aristocracy of amateur 

sport’ and the ‘Cods’, as they were known, as the quintessential amateurs, the crew self-

consciously abandoned their habit of taping a Murray cod to the bow of their boat. It was a 

means both of abandoning their proletarian image and assuming their perceived new amateur 

status. A reality check came, however, when the Henley Royal Regatta stewards refused them 

entry because they were labourers. The second ‘Henley-on-Canal’ regatta in Sydney had 

meanwhile been derided for not being ‘social’, in the manner of its annual Melbourne 

counterpart. 

In 1929 rowing appeared to be at the height of its popularity, witness the fact that in Perth that 

year several other sporting events were postponed in the face of the support for the interstate 

regatta. There continued, too, massive support for schools rowing, thus reinforcing the 
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imperial nature of the sport at that level. However, an indication that rowing crossed social 

boundaries came when on two separate days at the APS regatta in Melbourne two quite 

different demographics watched the racing: an elite ‘schools day’ crowd supported the Friday 

heats, following which, on Saturday, ‘people’s day’, a proletarian crowd watched the finals. 

By contrast came the almost complete decline of professional sculling, the reputation of 

which was only partly lifted in the latter part of the 1930s through the infrequent exploits of 

the by now professional Bobby Pearce. It had also become apparent that Australia’s 

interpretation of the amateur/manual labour laws was far more liberal than that of England. 

Towards the end of the period in question, however, Australia became starkly aware that at 

the international level its form of amateurism was found wanting in the face of sport in other 

countries being regarded as of national importance. A metaphor for the situation was 

Australia’s propensity for relying on a single club crew to take on international opponents 

rather than selecting oarsmen from throughout Australia. 
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Chapter 10: INTERNATIONAL AWAKENINGS 

10.1  Introduction 

This chapter records how the onset of war affected Australia’s rowing clubs, schools and 

events and the manner in which the war effort was assisted. Victory celebrations are also 

recorded, as is a return to normality within all levels of the sport. The retirement of Bobby 

Pearce and the eventual decline of professional sculling is discussed, as is the dominance 

exerted by Pearce’s amateur successor, Merv Wood, and, to a lesser extent, Stuart Mackenzie. 

Indeed the chapter charts Australia’s course through the London 1948, Helsinki 1952, 

Melbourne 1956 and Rome 1960 Olympic Games and the Auckland 1950, Vancouver 1954, 

Cardiff 1958 and Perth 1962 Empire then Commonwealth Games. It also describes the 

introduction of Australia’s first national regatta and Australian rowing’s participation in the 

first world championships. New clubs are introduced and troubled clubs discussed, as are the 

onset of a new category, lightweight rowing, and improved oar design. Contributions made by 

notable administrators are also recorded. 

10.2  War Footing 

The so-called ‘phoney war’ experienced following Britain’s declaration meant that some time 

elapsed before hostilities began and the full effects of the war were felt.1833 In that time there 

arrived on the Australian rowing scene a youngster named Kevyn Webb of Haberfield 

Rowing Club, who in the latter months of 1939 won Sydney’s Walker and Hall sculling 

series,1834 the event that had seen the emergence of Bobby Pearce in 1926. Four months later, 

having only recently decided to ‘try his hand’ at sculling, 1936 Olympic eight member Merv 

Wood won the New South Wales championship with ease, in the process leaving 1938 

Empire Games champion Herb Turner 100 yards in his wake.1835 Webb and Wood were both 

destined, in their own way, to have a marked influence on Australian rowing in the years 

ahead.  
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The Australian Amateur Rowing Council (AARC) had meanwhile been giving consideration 

to a motion by New South Wales that the King’s Cup Regatta, due to be held in that state on 

11 May, be postponed until 1941. Western Australia and Tasmania joined New South Wales 

in voting for postponement; Victoria, Queensland and South Australia voted against. 

According to the rules, this meant the motion was lost and the event could go ahead.1836 New 

South Wales then advised the Council that it believed the international situation provided 

more grounds for postponement than when the interstate rowing championships were 

abandoned for five years during the Great War – and relinquished the right to conduct the 

event. Only then was the project abandoned.1837 The King’s Cup and President’s Cup races 

were not held again until 1946, and neither was the Intervarsity Regatta.1838  

The women’s interstate fours championship nevertheless continued, over a three-quarters of a 

mile course on Adelaide’s Port River. Tasmania withstood a spirited challenge from 

Queensland to win by a length, with New South Wales and Victoria well back.1839 The 

Australian universities boat race was held with little fanfare on the Nepean, Melbourne 

beating Sydney, its only adversary, by four lengths.1840  

The onset of war led to a decision by Tasmania’s schools to hold separate southern and 

northern races on the same day, on the Derwent and Tamar respectively. In Hobart, Clemes 

held off Friends by just three feet, with Hutchins a length-and-a-half back,1841 while in 

Launceston Scotch College broke Launceston Grammar’s long sequence of northern wins, 

with St Patrick’s third.1842 After a lapse of six years Sydney Grammar School regained the 

GPS title on the Nepean. Grammar beat Sydney High School by three quarters of a length, 

with Shore half a length back in third place.1843 A record crowd of 9,000 attended the Adelaide 

Head of the River, in which St Peter’s College and Scotch dead-heated. Scotch having won 

the previous year they kept the Gosse Shield.1844 In Brisbane, Church of England Grammar's 

No. 2 crew were a last-minute replacement for the No.1 crew, having outclassed them in a 

trial – and the ‘reserves’ duly outclassed every other school as well. State High were second 
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and Brisbane Boys’ College third.1845 Taking the lead early in the race, Scotch College easily 

won the Western Australian contest, finishing two lengths ahead of Aquinas College, with 

Hale School a further quarter of a length back.1846 For the first time in several years the final 

of the Victorian public schools Head of the River was rowed on a Saturday, and according to 

The Australasian the return to the original day was ‘highly appreciated’. It also noted that the 

crowd was ‘strangely quiet ... a calm of anticipation: a feeling that here, more than ever, were 

we faced with the problem that confronts us all: what is ahead for our boys? It was 

inescapable’. In the final, Melbourne Grammar stayed clear of Scotch College by a length and 

a quarter, with Geelong Grammar a canvas further back.1847 

In 1941, with Nell Walsh now in the stroke seat, the Victorian women’s four notched up a 

second interstate win in three years, this time on the Yarra.1848 From then on, as had been the 

case when World War One began, rowing activity gradually diminished across the land. As 

oarsmen everywhere enlisted, club memberships dwindled, and while the schools’ regattas 

continued, albeit in a reduced form, the emphasis now was on keeping the sport alive until 

normal operations could be resumed.1849 

There were nevertheless opportunities to help the war effort. The Rutherglen and Corowa 

clubs, for example, loaned boats to Royal Australian Air Force units stationed nearby. Later 

in the war a local committee organised regattas and gymkhanas in aid of the Patriotic Fund.1850 

In Western Australia, rowing clubs were used by the armed forces for logistic support activities. 

The University of WA club was taken over by the RAAF for the storage of materials for flying 

boats stationed in Crawley Bay, while the West Australian Rowing Club was converted by the 

RAAF into a communications base. The Swan River club was used by the American Red Cross 

Association as a social club for submariners and navy personnel for almost the entire war.1851 

In South Australia, a new rowing club was established. As in the remainder of the country 

there was virtually no competitive rowing taking place as a result of the restrictions demanded 

by the war effort. In a bid to relieve railways employees of these demands the South 
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Australian Railways Institute held a meeting on 16 February 1943, and the South Australian 

Railways Institute Rowing Club came to fruition. The initial President was S. A. ‘Johnie’ 

Johnson. With the backing of the influential Railways Institute, the club made a good start. It 

would later become the Australian National Railways Institute Rowing Club, then, in 1994, the 

Riverside Rowing Club. Among its later members would be Colin Smith, a future world 

champion and president of the national rowing federation.1852  

10.3  Peace Celebrations 

The end of hostilities in 1945 was celebrated with a series of Peace or Victory regattas, in 

Australia and overseas. In England, Australian servicemen competed at a modified one-day 

Henley-on-Thames regatta. An RAAF eight was formed to contest the Danefield Cup, which 

took the place of the Grand Challenge Cup, just as the King’s Cup had replaced the Grand 

Challenge Cup in 1919. The crew had only three weeks training together before the race but 

won their heat and semi-final. In the final they met Imperial College, London University, but 

were beaten by a length, and disappointed they could not replicate the 1919 performance by 

the AIF eight.1853 A Victory Regatta in Western Australia on Sunday 16 September marked a 

return to competition in the state. Organised by the ANA Rowing Club, it was the first interclub 

fixture since 1940. The event aroused considerable interest among the followers of rowing and 

was regarded as the first step in reviving the sport.1854 By far the biggest celebration, however, 

was the Royal Hobart Victory Regatta. A huge crowd, estimated at between 50,000 and 

60,000, enjoyed the first peacetime regatta since 1939. Men connected with aquatic sports in 

Hobart who gave their lives in the war were honoured. A memorial tablet was unveiled by the 

Governor, Sir Hugh Binney.1855 

There had meanwhile come news of the death of Sydney Middleton, on 2 September in 

London. A decorated soldier who represented his country as an oarsman and footballer, and 

who played the key role in bringing the King’s Cup to Australia, Middleton had been the 

AARC’s representative in the British capital since 1925. He was 61.1856 
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10.4  Misfortune 

For two clubs the end of the war brought mixed fortunes. Early in 1945 fire destroyed Albert 

Park Rowing Club’s shed and fleet. Towards the end of the year, however, undaunted by the 

effects of either war or its loss, the club had set about reinstating its position as a leading light 

in Victorian rowing, and on 10 November it held the first big regatta of the 1945–46 

season.1857 Not content with halting the Lismore Rowing Club’s progress in 1931, Mother 

Nature chose, in 1945, to inflict further misery on members by ensuring torrential rains swept 

the club away a second time. However, instead of putting in place a reformation program 

similar to that undertaken following the pre-war disaster, members built only temporary 

premises. It was acknowledged that the town had a safety problem in that it lacked both 

sufficient flood boats and experienced oarsmen. It was therefore suggested that the rowing club 

undertake the task of manning flood boats. The club accepted this responsibility, and became 

known as the Lismore Water Brigade and Rowing Club.1858 The city council purchased twelve 

flood boats and four outboard motor boats.1859 

10.5  Return to Normal 

It took many months before all oarsmen were discharged from the forces, but some prescient 

administration on the part of the AARC saw the first post-war King’s Cup Regatta held at 

Penrith on 11 May 1946, with all states bar Queensland competing. Kevyn Webb was in the six 

seat of an all-Haberfield New South Wales crew, while prior to the event the West Australian 

Rowing Association had refused to endorse the selection of one of its selectors, 64-year-old 

George Rogers, as stroke of the crew! It was, however, Victoria who best celebrated the end of 

hostilities, winning the King’s Cup by almost two lengths over the traditional three-mile course 

ahead of the hosts and the Rogers-less WA. Merv Wood had switched to sculling just as the war 

began, then served as a navigator in the RAAF. He next sat in a boat in December 1945, and 

proved good enough to gain selection as the New South Wales entrant in the 1946 President’s 

Cup. His debut became a somewhat hollow affair, however, when the only other entrant, Ron 

Rawlins of Victoria, withdrew. Wood therefore ‘rowed over’.1860  
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The first peacetime Head of the River races in seven years had meanwhile been held. In a 

contest described as ‘one of the most remarkable in GPS history’, the Scots' College won the 

New South Wales title for the first time. Dogged by sickness, the Scots crew had only 

resumed preparations a week earlier at the Riverview Regatta. Rank outsiders, they beat the 

King's School, also unfancied, by half a length, with St. Joseph's a length-and-a-quarter away 

third. It was a victory that had taken thirty years to achieve.1861 Scotch College and Geelong 

College strove mightily for the Victorian title, Scotch gaining the verdict by three feet. In the 

lead early, the Geelong eight lost about three-quarters of a length when one of the crew 

caught a crab, but recovering gallantly they forced Scotch into a tremendous finish that, 

according to reports of the event, would live long in the memory. It was Scotch's 22nd Head of 

River success. On the banks to cheer the school oarsmen were old boys returned from the 

front, some still in uniform. 1862 Rowing with ‘precision and dash’, the Launceston Church 

Grammar School four outclassed their opponents in the Tasmanian ‘head’ on the Tamar, 

winning by two and a half lengths from Hutchins, with Friends third.1863 Rowing on the 

Torrens Lake ‘in brilliant form’, the St Peter's College eight won the South Australian contest 

by a canvas from a tenacious Adelaide High School crew. A crowd of 8,000 presented a 

colourful spectacle. By defeating Prince Alfred College in their heat St Peter’s also won the 

Blackmore Shield.1864 The Queensland All Schools four-oared championship resumed, over the 

three-quarters of a mile course on Milton Reach. A very light Brisbane Boys’ College four won 

comfortably, a length-and-a-quarter ahead of a much heavier Church of England Grammar 

crew. The Southport School were three-and-a-half lengths further back.1865 In the West, 

Aquinas won the closest of the year’s schools clashes, beating Scotch on the Narrows course 

by a mere two feet at the end of a gruelling mile. So close was the finish that the hundreds of 

spectators on Mt. Eliza had to wait anxiously for the crews to row back to the judge before 

they learned that Aquinas had won. Third were Hale School, a length and a quarter away.1866 

Less than a month later, the Australian Intervarsity contest resumed at Mannum, on the Murray. 

The three-mile race was won by Melbourne University, from Adelaide and Sydney.1867 As the 
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year ended, a Haberfield eight won the Grand Challenge Cup at a rejuvenated Henley-on-Yarra 

regatta, while Victoria’s President’s Cup sculler Ron Rawlins defeated Kevyn Webb in the final 

of the Silver Sculls.1868  

10.6  Pearce Retires 

Early the following year, following the abandonment of its Woolloomooloo premises, Sydney 

Rowing Club opened its new clubhouse at Abbotsford.1869 There then came from Canada a 

momentous announcement: the retirement of Bobby Pearce after a stellar 20-year career in 

which, as an amateur then a professional, he was never beaten. Pearce had also served several 

years in the Royal Canadian Navy as a recreational training officer, with an emphasis on 

rowing, swimming and boxing. In anticipation of speculation about his successor in the 

professional ranks, Pearce proposed a contest between leading international contenders, among 

whom was Australia’s Evans Paddon, son of former world champion Jim Paddon.1870 

In the first of the year’s schools Head of the River contests Launceston Grammar School gained 

its sixth Tasmanian title and its thirteenth win overall when, on the Derwent, its first four led 

home Scotch College and the Friends' School.1871 Newington College celebrated its first win 

in the New South Wales event since 1921. Sydney High led over most of the one-and-a-

quarter mile Nepean course, but Newington surged home to win by a canvas. King's School 

were third.1872 St. Peter’s College won the final of the South Australian schools regatta by 

three quarters of a length from Prince Alfred College,1873 while in Victoria it was the turn of 

Wesley College to prevail, albeit by just a third of a length ahead of Geelong College. 

Melbourne Grammar were third.1874 Brisbane Boys' College overcame boisterous conditions 

on the Brisbane River to easily win the Queensland schools ‘head’. Church of England 

Grammar School and the Southport School were second and third, the placings therefore 

identical to those of the 1946 race.1875 The West Australian schools championship, arranged to 

coincide with the King’s Cup regatta, was, like its senior counterpart, postponed due to bad 
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weather, all races eventually taking place two days later. The schools event was a triumph for 

Hale School. They secured the Headmasters' Cup when winning by a third of a length from the 

holders, Aquinas College, who finished a similar distance ahead of Scotch College.1876 

So bad was the weather in the West that the course for the interstate races was reduced to two 

miles. Victoria’s sculling representative Ron Rawlins was this time fit to row but proved no 

match for Merv Wood, the New South Welshman defying the conditions and winning by six 

lengths. In the early stages of the race for the King’s Cup a double triumph for New South 

Wales looked probable, only for Victoria to lift, pull away, and win by a length and a quarter. 

Western Australia were third.1877 The 1947 intervarsity eight-oared championship on the 

Nepean River was won by Sydney, one and a half lengths ahead of Melbourne, with Perth 

third, two lengths further back. The time for the three-mile race was 16 minutes 51 

seconds.1878  

10.7  Olympic Aspirations 

Thoughts within the national administration now turned to 1948 and the London Olympic 

Games. Ray Todd, coach of the Victorian eight that won the 1946 King’s Cup, had at the end 

of that year been named the sole Olympic selector. At a meeting prior to the King’s Cup 

regatta in Perth, the AARC had decided, largely for financial reasons, to confine 

representation at the Games to a sculler, a four-oared crew and two emergencies, who would 

contest the coxless pairs. Merv Wood was by now an automatic selection, while a test race for 

fours representing all states would be held at Lake Wendouree on 3 January 1948.1879  

That test duly took place, over 1850 metres, Victoria and New South Wales rowing stroke for 

stroke over almost the full course, with Queensland out of it almost from the start. Nearing the 

mile post Victoria looked to be pulling away but New South Wales hung on and the last 

stretch was a bitter duel which exhausted oarsmen in both boats. The verdict was Victoria, by 

three quarters of a length.1880 Ray Todd, who had coached Victoria to a second King’s Cup 

win in 1947, nominated the Victorian four intact: Jack Webster (bow), Colin Smith, Hugh 

Lambie, Wally Lambert (stroke) and Tasmanian Tom Darcey (cox). Webster and Lambert 
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had been in the bow and stroke seats respectively of both of Todd’s King’s Cup-winning 

crews. Named as emergencies were the ‘engine room’ of the New South Wales four, Ken 

Goswell and Owen Ruffels.1881  

In Tasmania, Scotch College at last earned its first Head of the River victory. Having in 1939 

been denied the prize when it ‘won’ the race only for a re-row to be ordered and the crew finish 

third, Scotch this time led all the way, comfortably holding off Hutchins and a fast-finishing 

Friends four.1882 In Brisbane, State High School, in their first post-war appearance, led all the 

way to beat Church of England Grammar by half a length. A length behind ‘Churchie’ was the 

Southport School.1883 In the three seat of the winning four was Jim Dowrie, who in future 

years was to make a valuable contribution to the administration of Queensland and Australian 

rowing. Watching on was his father, also Jim – who in 1915 rowed for the same school – with 

exactly the same result.1884 Sydney High School celebrated its 25th year in GPS rowing by 

winning not only the premier event, the eights, but also the first, second and third fours. In the 

main race and the first and second fours, moreover, High crews posted record times. Four 

eights — High, Newington, Shore and St. Joseph's — fought out a gruelling finish, High 

getting home by half a length to record the school’s first win since 1929.1885 Inspired by the 

dash and judgment of their stroke, B. J. Doyle, Xavier College unleashed a well-timed final 

burst to win the Victorian Head of the River. For Xavier, the lightest crew in the race, it was 

the first appearance in a final on the Barwon and the school's first win since 1937. Grammar 

were second and Geelong College third.1886 Brian Doyle thereafter spent much of the rest of 

his distinguished rowing career in the stroke seat, winning Olympic bronze in 1956. His two 

sons, David and Mark, were destined to enjoy even greater success. Taking the lead almost 

from the start, Guildford Grammar School won the West Australian Head of the River, ahead 

of Scotch and Aquinas colleges. The win was a welcome change of fortune for Guildford, 

who in the previous four races had finished at the rear of the field. This year's success was 

their fourth, but the first for 24 years.1887 In South Australia the Head of the River was 

abandoned as a result of an outbreak of poliomyelitis, or infantile paralysis. There were fears 
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within the government that the gathering of large numbers at sports events would increase the 

possibility of infection.1888 

At the 1948 interstate championships, held on the Derwent River on 24 April, Merv Wood 

extended his winning margin against Ron Rawlins to seven lengths, while an all-Haberfield 

crew assured New South Wales of the ‘double’ by winning the King’s Cup. Choppy 

conditions delayed the start and for a while Western Australia led, but the light blues passed 

them with ease to win by a length-and-a-half, with South Australia two lengths further 

back.1889 Over a two-mile course on Perth’s Swan River on 5 June a Sydney University eight 

retained the Intervarsity title, the home state’s crew finishing second.1890 

As a result of Owen Ruffels being unable, for financial reasons, to remain in the Olympic 

squad, Ken Goswell found himself the sole spare man for the coxed four. However, another 

pair appeared, willing to travel to England at their own expense and contest the Silver Goblets 

pair-oared event at Henley Royal Regatta: Ted Bromley of the Mosman Rowing Club and 

Spencer Grace of North Shore. As already noted, Bromley could boast four King’s Cup wins 

and an Empire Games silver medal. Grace had rowed in two second-placed King’s Cup 

crews, and both he and Bromley had been in the Sydney Rowing Club eight that contested the 

Henley Royal Centennial Regatta in 1939. The Australian Olympic Federation agreed to add 

them to the Games team if they reached the final of ‘the Goblets’.1891  

10.8  The London Games 

In 1948 Britain was still recovering from the exigencies of war. Raw materials were in short 

supply and post-war rationing of petrol and foodstuffs was still in force.1892 Little wonder the 

London Olympics were referred to as the Austerity Games.1893 Years later, however, Merv 

Wood was to laud the efforts of the British people in ensuring the event went ahead.1894 
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Bromley, Grace and Wood first contested the Marlow Regatta. In their first heat the pair were 

drawn against Cambridge ‘Blues’ Ran Laurie and John Wilson, already nominated as 

Britain’s Olympic pairs crew. The Australians beat them by two lengths. In the final they beat 

another British crew by three-and-a half lengths. Merv Wood accounted in his final for one of 

Britain’s top scullers, ‘Bertie’ Bushnell, winning by a length-and-a half. 1895  

Now came the Royal Regatta. Prior to leaving Australia Wood had received from the 

Secretary of the New South Wales Rowing Association, John Rook, some prescient advice. 

Fearing that if Wood were to list his occupation on his Henley entry form as policeman, the 

regatta’s strictly amateur regime might regard him as a professional. Rook suggested Wood 

simply insert the word ‘Clerk’.1896 

Now racing for the Goblets, Bromley and Grace won their first two races easily and faced 

Laurie and Wilson again in the final. For much of the race the Australians held a comfortable 

lead, despite some errant steering by Grace in the stroke seat. Then, with 300 yards to go, he 

lost all power and the British pair cruised past the Australians to win by three lengths. It later 

emerged that Grace had suffered inflammation of the appendix. The pair had nevertheless 

achieved their selection ambition and would row at the Olympics. Merv Wood provided 

further evidence of his potential by again defeating Bertie Bushnell, this time by five lengths, 

in the final of the Diamond Sculls.1897  

Henley was also the venue for the Olympic Regatta, held between 5 and 9 August. The 

‘traditional’ course was widened to accommodate three crews abreast, and shortened to 1850 

metres.1898 There was drizzling rain on opening day, but nothing was dampening the spirit of 

the little riverside town, its streets and buildings festooned with flags of all competing 

nations. 

Australia’s fortunes on that first day were mixed. The Victorian coxed four were beaten easily 

by Italy, while in the first heat of the pairs Bromley and Grace finished almost two lengths 

behind Switzerland but ahead of Denmark. Merv Wood, however, raised Australia's hopes 
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with an easy heat win against Eduardo Risso of Uruguay. He was always in the lead and 

spurted in the final stages to finish more than 11 seconds in front.1899 

The four then failed to progress beyond the repechage, but the pair won theirs comfortably 

against Sweden to make the semi-final. Again drawn against the Swiss, with Austria their 

other opponents, and with only the winners to go through, Bromley and Grace beat the 

Austrians but Switzerland again proved too strong.1900 Australia’s hopes thus rested solely 

with Merv Wood.  

Three semi-finals would decide the sculling finalists, heavy rain and a stiff breeze making 

conditions more difficult than on previous days. In the first ‘semi’ Romolo Catasta of Italy 

easily disposed of Argentina’s Tranquilo Capozzo, but the second, three-man contest proved 

to be the race of the regatta. Defending champion, American Jack Kelly Junior, son of the 

1920 Olympic champion, looked to be heading for a win when, in blinding rain, the 

Uruguayan, Risso, caught him just before the line and crossed it two feet ahead. British 

favourite Tony Rowe was nowhere. Wood faced the 1946 winner, Frenchman Jean 

Sepheriades. He took the lead after 250 yards and held it throughout to win by three 

lengths.1901 It looked all too easy. 

It was indeed ‘no contest’, with Wood in a class of his own. The Australian started fast, and 

for a while was challenged by Catasta, but after 700 metres was ahead by a boat length and 

for the remainder of the journey steadily increased his lead with a demonstration of immense 

power. Risso passed Catasta but could get nowhere near Wood, who won by almost fourteen 

seconds.1902 It was the greatest winning margin ever recorded in an Olympic sculling event —

and has never been emulated. 

10.9  Paddon and Fisher 

Having early the previous year identified Evans Paddon as a contender for the world 

professional sculling title, Bobby Pearce now got his wish. Paddon, the Australian champion 

and the last challenger to Pearce a full decade earlier, met Max Fisher, holder of the Australian 

one-mile open title. As in 1938, the race was held on a buoyed three-mile course on Sydney’s 
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Hen and Chicken Bay, finishing at Sydney Rowing Club. In what was described as ‘a ding dong 

struggle for the title’ Paddon prevailed by a mere three-quarters of a length and so pocketed the 

£150 prize. The new world champion’s time was 17 minutes 20 seconds. There to see his 

victory was his father, ‘Big Jim’ Paddon.1903 

10.10  Metropolitan Regatta 

As 1948 ended a new event was added to Sydney’s program: the Metropolitan Regatta. The 

idea belonged to Kevyn Webb, not long back from this time winning at Melbourne’s Henley.1904 

Webb appointed himself Organiser and Regatta Secretary. The all-day regatta on the Sydney 

Rowing Club course comprised thirty-three events, with entries received from New Zealand, 

Victoria and Queensland. The verdict? ‘The best regatta that has been seen in this state’.1905 The 

feature race was the New South Wales sculling championship over 2000 metres. The winner 

was Merv Wood.1906 

The year 1949 saw the resumption of the women’s interstate fours challenge. The event was 

held over the regulation three-quarters of a mile on the Town Reach of the Brisbane River on 

23 April. The winners, in 5 minutes 13 seconds, were New South Wales, by two and a quarter 

lengths from Queensland, with Victoria a further length-and a-quarter back in third place.1907 

The 1949 King’s Cup regatta, held at Murray Bridge on 7 May, assumed even greater 

importance when the AARC announced prior to the event that the winning eight would 

represent Australia at the February 1950 Empire Games in Auckland. This was ‘subject to 

inclusion in the crew of any other Australian oarsmen deemed by the (sole) selector to improve 

it’. A NSW crew largely comprising Sydney University oarsmen duly won the major trophy by 

a huge four and a half lengths ahead of Western Australia and Victoria. Merv Wood stretched 

his winning run to four and the winning margin to 350 yards, ahead this time of John Williams 

of Victoria. It was New South Wales’ sixteenth successive President’s Cup win.1908 
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On the same day, at Evans Head on the Richmond River, Evans Paddon defended his world 

professional sculling title, this time against George Cook. Again, it was a decade since this 

pair had met, with Paddon the easy winner. But in a startling turn of events the challenger 

beat the champion easily. Cook raced with Paddon for over half the journey, but approaching 

the final mile of the three-mile race forged ahead. He went right away in the last half-mile to 

win by nine lengths.1909 It was later revealed that Paddon had been disqualified by race umpire 

George Towns for not making the final turn correctly. ‘When Paddon saw he could not retrace 

his course to the buoy, he merely turned around and completed the course at less than full 

pace,’ Towns explained. ‘I think Cook sculled a splendid race, and do not want to detract 

from the win, but at the same time I want the public to understand the circumstances of 

Paddon's defeat’.1910 Not surprisingly Paddon lodged a challenge for a return match.1911 

Melbourne Grammar won the 1949 Victorian Head of the River in a race referred to as ‘too 

much of a procession to warrant description’. The winning margin was officially three 

lengths, but by the time the finishing line had been reached the Grammar crew were simply 

paddling. Further evidence of the winners’ superiority was that they broke the record for the 

Barwon course in their heat then again in the final.1912 In New South Wales the Shore school 

secured its first win for 10 years when holding out Sydney High by a quarter of a length, with 

Newington and Scots, only half a length back, dead-heating for third place. Shore’s win took 

its Head of the River tally to 19, a performance unequalled by any others school.1913 Brisbane 

Boys' College scooped the pool in Queensland, winning all four events. The finish of the big 

race was the closest seen in Brisbane for years. BBC regained the crown by one-and-a-quarter 

lengths, but only six feet covered the remaining four crews. Church of England Grammar 

School were second, two feet ahead of Brisbane Grammar School, the Southport School a 

similar distance away fourth, and Brisbane State High School a further two feet back.1914 St. 

Peter's College won the South Australian ‘head’ for the fourth consecutive year on the 

Torrens, defeating Prince Alfred College by three-quarters of a length and winning the 

Blackmore Shield.1915 In Western Australia less than two lengths covered all four crews as 
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they fought out the last 50 yards of the Associated Public Schools' one mile course. Excited 

crowds along the foreshore and on the slopes of King's Park saw Aquinas College narrowly 

defeat Scotch College, with Hale School a good third and Guildford Grammar School close 

up in fourth position. Supporters of all schools warmly applauded the crews as they rowed 

back from the finishing point.1916 Handling fast, choppy conditions like veterans, the Friends' 

School crew outclassed their opponents in the last half-mile to win the Tasmanian Public 

Schools Head of the River on the Derwent. Rowed over the last mile of the King's Cup 

course, the contest was watched by a crowd of about 5,000, believed to be an attendance 

record. Friends crossed the line with two lengths to spare ahead of Grammar, with Hutchins a 

length and a quarter away in third position.1917  

Come June, Sydney won its third Intervarsity title in succession, but in deplorable conditions. 

After two weeks of perfect winter weather in Brisbane the worst westerly winds in years blew 

up. The race, on the Bulimba Reach, was reduced to two miles, but even then Tasmania sank at 

half way. Sydney won from Melbourne and Queensland.1918  

10.11  The 1950 Empire Games 

Leichhardt having secured on Lake Wendouree the coxed four berth at the forthcoming 

Empire Games,1919 in a trial on the Nepean for the single and double sculls Merv Wood easily 

accounted for Tasmanian Ian Cook by six lengths. Wood and Sydney clubmate Murray Riley 

also qualified for the double sculls. Jack Webster and Wally Lambert from the all-Victorian 

1948 Olympics four were now pairing, and won their trial against fellow Olympians Ted 

Bromley and Spencer Grace, but faced further testing.1920 On Christmas Eve Bromley and 

Grace easily dismissed a challenge by a Leichhardt pair1921 but on 11 January, again on the 

Nepean, Webster and Lambert dashed the Sydney pair’s hopes when winning the final trial by 

four lengths.1922 
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Just under a month later came Australian rowing's first resounding international success. On 

Lake Karapiro, south-east of Auckland, the nation’s oarsmen won four of the five Empire 

Games gold medals on offer, and a silver. The race of the day was undoubtedly the eights, 

with Australia and New Zealand never more than half a length apart over the whole course. A 

stunning finish saw Australia home by a foot, with England three lengths back in third spot. The 

result of the single sculls was never in doubt. Clearly demonstrating the class expected of an 

Olympic champion, Wood beat his main challenger, Tony Rowe of England, by two and a half 

lengths without being extended, then two hours later he and Murray Riley added double sculls 

gold to the tally. The fourth gold came in the coxless pairs, Webster and Lambert defeating 

News Zealand’s Gould brothers by four lengths in a faultless performance that reinforced the 

merit in their selection. Only in the coxed fours did the host nation flourish.1923  

The results on Lake Karapiro proved prophetic the statement by team manager Ted Kenny on 

his arrival in New Zealand. He declared that rowing in Australia was currently at its peak.1924 

Several members of the squad would also make valuable contributions to the sport in future 

years. Phil Cayzer and Eric ‘Doc’ Longley, members of the eight, became successful coaches, 

while Bill Winkworth from the all-Haberfield four (and King’s Cup winner in 1948) was later 

an outstanding boat race official.  

The Queensland Head of the River was contested on 15 April over a one-mile Toowong 

Reach course finishing at the Regatta Hotel. The title was retained by Brisbane Boys’ 

College, but only just. Brisbane State High School failed by just two feet to relieve the 

College of their crown, Brisbane Grammar a further three feet away in third place. It was the 

closest race ever rowed for the Queensland All-Schools title. The Boys’ College had now won 

the race six times in the past seven years.1925 Another close tussle took place on the Barwon, 

where Geelong Grammar won the Victorian schools title for the first time in 15 years. 

Grammar won by a third of a length from Scotch, with Wesley, in third place, recording 

another two feet verdict. Grammar also took the second and third eights races, the first time a 

public school had ‘scooped the pool.’ 1926 In front of a crowd of approximately 16,000 at 

Penrith, Shore again took the New South Wales schools title, cruising to a length and a half 
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lead and comfortably holding off Scots and King's.1927 There was another start-to-finish result 

in Perth, this one a little closer, Aquinas College staving off challenges from Grammar and 

Scotch to win by half a length and clip four seconds off Hale's 1939 record of 5 minutes 20 

seconds.1928 The Friends School, Hobart, secured its fifth Head of the River title and its second 

in succession when it won on the Tamar from two other Southern crews — St. Virgil's and 

Hutchins.1929 The South Australian schools regatta was cancelled for the same precautionary 

reason as in 1948: an outbreak of poliomyelitis. 

On the same day as the Tasmanian schools raced, the ladies’ interstate fours championship 

took place on the Parramatta River. The host crew prevailed by a length in a ‘come from 

behind’ win, having at one stage been three lengths down. Victoria were second and 

Queensland third.1930 The men’s interstate races followed a week later on a two and a half 

mile course on the Yarra. New South Wales won the King’s Cup for the third year in a row, 

finishing four lengths ahead of Victoria, with WA third, a similar distance away. The time of 

12.40.5 broke the course record, set in 1914, by 52.5 seconds.  

10.12  Wood’s Injury 

Merv Wood, sculling on the Yarra for the first time, had a far less comfortable race against 

Ron Rawlins than previously, largely as a result of a hitherto un-revealed arm injury suffered 

when a small boy. At the age of eight, when climbing a tree, Wood fell to the ground with his 

right arm pinned underneath his body. His elbow was fractured to such an extent that he could 

not use it for six months. He attended hospital for three or four years in a bid to get it right. 

When he was eleven doctors wanted to wire the arm but his father refused to let them. 

Instead, Wood senior encouraged his son to carry buckets of water round the yard to 

strengthen the arm. This worked to a degree, but ever since there had been a slight withering 

in the forearm, with tendons in the two outside fingers also affected. As a result, when 

sculling in rough water and holding his sculls more tightly, the nerves and tendons in Wood’s 

right arm would ‘play up’ and he would race in pain. He would later declare that it was his 
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determination to offset his arm trouble that gave him the will to do better than he would have 

had he been fully fit.1931 To mere mortals it would have been a real handicap. 

And so it was that in the week prior to defending his title Wood had suffered some discomfort 

in his right arm and wrist. With half a mile to go in the race the problem flared up again, and 

in the last 100 yards it was almost impossible for Wood to put any weight on his right scull. 

This resulted in one of the most dramatic sculling finishes ever seen in Australia, the Olympic 

champion managing to keep out Rawlins, the perennial second place-getter, by a mere foot. 

Thus did Merv Wood become the first sculler to win the President’s Cup five times.1932  

For Phil Cayzer, stroke of the victorious New South Wales eight, there was a double 

celebration: on the Monday after the King’s Cup race he was married. He and his wife, Dr 

Melva Lane, walked from St Peter’s Church Toorak under an archway of eight oars held by 

Cayzer’s crew.1933  

The Intervarsity eights contest was held over two miles on the Lower Yarra, Melbourne 

University halting a run of four post-war wins by Sydney when taking the lead at half way and 

beating their arch-rival by three lengths.1934 

Evans Paddon had meanwhile had his 1949 challenge to George Cook accepted – and had 

regained his world professional sculling title. In a race at Evans Head on 22 April 1950, over a 

three-mile, five-lap course around buoys for £300 a side, Paddon led all the way and beat 

Cook by seven lengths.1935 

10.13  Triumph in America 

Merv Wood had also received a challenge: to defend the Philadelphia Gold Cup, the symbol of 

supremacy in the world of amateur sculling and raced for by rivals to Olympic champions in the 

years between Olympic Games. The challenges came from John Kelly Jnr of the United States 

and Britain’s Tony Rowe, winners respectively of the 1949 and 1950 Diamond Sculls. Full 

expenses for Wood and a trainer, coach or wife were offered, and given Wood had never had 
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a coach or trainer, Betty Wood happily accompanied her husband to America. It was reported 

soon after their arrival in Philadelphia that American hospitality had been overwhelming, to 

the extent that Wood sought to reduce his race weight to 185 pounds.1936 He wound up three 

weeks of training on the Schuylkill River by reporting he was in 'excellent shape' to defend 

the Cup ‘against two of the world's greatest scullers’. Summing up his opponents, Wood said: 

'On his record Jack Kelly should be favoured, since he is rowing on his home course ... and 

Rowe is sculling better now than I think he ever has. Am I confident? Well, let's just say I am 

hopeful.'1937 

Local experts were adamant: Wood was the odds-on favourite. He had also drawn the middle 

lane.1938 Over a 2000-metre course on 24 September the Australian champion duly won the 

race, beating Kelly by two and a half lengths, with Rowe a further length back. He finished in 

a time of 7 minutes 14.2 seconds and returned to the pontoon to huge applause from a crowd 

of 60,000. Thus did he successfully defend the Cup he had held since his 1948 Olympic 

victory in London.1939 There was no sign this time of the arm injury. 

As a notable year ended, Queensland’s administration changed its title to ‘Queensland Amateur 

Rowing Council’ to more accurately reflect the sport’s status.1940  

10.14  New Zealand Visit 

Australian rowing authorities had meanwhile accepted an invitation to send an eight and sculler 

to the Canterbury Centenary Games in Christchurch and the New Zealand championships. The 

eight, stroked by Phil Cayzer, was comprised almost entirely of New South Wales oarsmen who 

had won Empire Games gold and the 1950 King’s Cup. Kevyn Webb was selected when Merv 

Wood, by now a senior member of the police force, declined to seek more leave. The other 

international eight to accept an invitation was the University of California crew, whose coach, 

Ky Ebright, had guided US eights to Olympic wins in 1928, 1932 and 1948. 

The Christchurch regatta was held on Kerr’s Reach over a course of approximately 2000 yards. 

The Australian eight won their heat with ease while the American ‘Golden Bears’ had a tighter 
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tussle – and recorded a faster time.1941 Australia and the Californians met in the first semi-final, 

and after a great struggle the Aussies won by three quarters of a length.1942 The Americans then 

won the repechage to qualify for the final, in which Australia got home by a canvas. Kevyn 

Webb contested a semi-final only to lose to New Zealand champion Reg Douglas, but with the 

help of Haberfield clubmate Norm Cannon won the double sculls.1943  

The New Zealand championships, held a week later at Akaroa, mirrored exactly the 

Christchurch results.1944 These were outcomes, especially those recorded by the eight, that were 

to prove decisive when selections for the 1952 Olympic Games were made. 

In training for his sixth assault on the President’s Cup, Merv Wood had paced most of the 

GPS contestants – and tipped the Shore eight to retain the title.1945 They didn’t let him down. 

Forging ahead at the half-way mark, Shore rowed brilliantly to beat St. Joseph's by a length 

and a half, with the King's School half a length away third. Shore's win, their third in 

succession, was the most decisive for many years.1946 Brisbane’s Head of the River took place 

a week later, over a mile on Milton Reach. Brisbane Boys’ College won yet again, in another 

close race, this time by half a length against the Southport School. Brisbane State High were 

third.1947 That same afternoon Scotch College performed the same feat on the Barwon. They 

pushed away from Wesley and Xavier to take the major prize by two lengths. It was Scotch's 

first win in five years but their twenty-third success in the history of the race. Over in 

Adelaide the schools ‘head’ resumed following the previous year’s break, St. Peter's College 

winning its fifth successive title by defeating Adelaide High School.1948 In the West, Hale 

School triumphed in the associated public schools' regatta, winning the title race easily, two 

and a half lengths ahead of the holders, Aquinas, who were a length clear of Guildford 

Grammar.1949 A week later the 1951 schools program was completed in Hobart, where St 

Virgil’s College ‘scooped the pool’ on the Derwent by winning the Head of the River race, 

the junior crews contest and the race for old boys. The previous day the school had won the 

race for third crews. It was the first time in the college's history that it had won all four races, 
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and the first time since 1935 that it had been acclaimed ‘Head of the River’. In the major race 

St Virgil's outclassed the field over the second half of the one mile course to win by one and a 

quarter lengths from Scotch College Launceston and holders the Friends School, who dead-

heated.1950  

Across Bass Strait that day the New South Wales women’s four extended their run of post-

war interstate wins to three by going under five minutes over the three-quarters of a mile 

Yarra course, their time 4 minutes 48.6 seconds. Second and third respectively were Victoria 

and Queensland, the margins three and four lengths.1951 The New South Wales crew was 

steered by twelve-year-old Lionel Robberds, of the Leichhardt Rowing Club, for whom this 

was the first of seven consecutive appearances with the women’s state crew.1952 

The 1951 King’s Cup regatta was held on the Hamilton Reach in Brisbane on 5 May, with 

New South Wales again ‘double’ winners. The eight beat Victoria by a length, with Western 

Australia a further one and a half lengths back. In rough conditions Merv Wood this time beat 

Ron Rawlins by 15 lengths to record his sixth successive President’s Cup win.1953 

It was announced immediately following the King's Cup race that Wood had gained automatic 

selection as Australia’s sculler at the 1952 Olympic Games in Helsinki. The decision was 

made by the AARC at a special riverbank meeting. The Council also announced that Joe 

Gould would select the Olympic eight. Gould, a King’s Cup winner in 1935 and a member of 

the 1938 Empire Games eight, had been New South Wales’ sole selector for several years.1954 

The 1951 Intervarsity eights race, held on Tasmania’s Huon River, saw title holders 

Melbourne and their main challengers Sydney University make history: they dead-heated. 

Their time, moreover, 14 minutes 46 seconds, was a 50 seconds improvement on the previous 

record, set by Adelaide University on the Murray in 1934. Melbourne looked to have the race 

won 200 yards from home, but Sydney, slowly away, surged forward. Melbourne still led 
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narrowly just yards from the line, but the crews crossed together – after three miles! Western 

Australia were two lengths back.1955 

In Lismore the city council had completed construction of a second boathouse to replace that 

washed away in the major flooding the club suffered in 1945. In line with the Lismore club’s 

role as a ‘Water Brigade and Rowing Club’ it was envisaged that it would operate a flood 

control centre able to cope with any emergency, under the control of the local police. The 

building also contained a fully equipped gymnasium and storage for both flood boats and racing 

equipment.1956  

The 1952 schools Head of the River races were remarkable for the fact that five 1951 winners 

repeated their performances. Indeed Brisbane Boys' College and Sydney’s Shore School both 

‘ruled the river’ by winning every event on the program! On the Barwon, Scotch College 

headed home Geelong College and Geelong Grammar, while in Perth Hale School finished 

ahead of Scotch and Aquinas.1957 St Peter's College won its sixth successive Head of the River 

title, beating Adelaide High School by three lengths in the final,1958 while only in Tasmania 

did a new victor appear as Launceston Grammar secured its twelfth Head of the River title 

when defeating last year's winner, St. Virgil’s, by a length. It was Grammar's eighth win on its 

home course.1959 

Winning was also becoming a habit for the New South Wales women’s four. The crew 

extended their state’s run of interstate victories to four on Brisbane’s Bridge Reach, the 

margin a huge six lengths over the three-quarters of a mile course and their time, 4 minutes 47 

seconds against head winds, remarkable. Queensland were second and Victoria third. Thirteen-

year-old Lionel Robberds had to carry one stone of lead to make up the coxswain's weight of 

seven stone, but his voice could be heard, driving his crew, a quarter of a mile from home.1960  

At Murray Bridge, in the first intervarsity sculling race since 1937, Bert Sundstropp of 

Sydney University was too strong for Peter Royce of Adelaide. Melbourne University, 
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described as ‘rowing magnificently’, won the eight-oared championship by two-and-a-half 

lengths, ahead of crews from Sydney, Western Australia, Brisbane and Adelaide. Melbourne 

covered the three-mile course in 17minutes 12 seconds. Three members of the crew were to 

distinguish themselves later in life. Jim Gobbo became president of Oxford University Boat 

Club, rowed in the winning crew, then later, as Sir James Gobbo, became the 25th Governor 

of Victoria. Rod Carnegie was also an Oxford president, and became managing director of 

CRA Limited, the forerunner of Rio Tinto Limited, one of Australia’s foremost mining 

companies. John Button would become a minister in the Hawke Labor government.1961  

10.15  Helsinki  

The dominant event for national rowing in 1952, naturally, was the Olympic Games, due to 

begin on 19 July in Helsinki, Finland. An AARC postal vote had nominated Merv Wood as first 

choice Olympic selection, while the Sydney-based eight chosen by Joe Gould was second 

choice.  

Not surprisingly it was those who had won consistently throughout the past two years then 

proved their credentials in test events held late in 1951 who gained selection in the eight. A 

notable victory came at the Metropolitan Regatta when the crew easily beat strong club crews 

from Sydney and Melbourne in a performance reported as ‘world class’.1962 They then won the 

1952 state three-mile championship by a huge nine lengths, leading commentators to describe 

them as ‘the best crew Australia has produced’.1963 They became an automatic selection for 

NSW at the King’s Cup regatta, due to be held on the Nepean on 10 May.  

However, Tom Chessell, cox and coach on the New Zealand tour and selected to perform a 

similar role in the state eight, warned that the crew would not be at its peak, because it was 

training principally for a 2000-metre race, not a three-miler.1964 It was nevertheless a huge shock 

when Victoria won the King’s Cup by a massive four lengths, giving rise to doubts about the 

‘test’ eight’s Olympic prospects. It was of little comfort that the Victorians set a new course 

record, as did Merv Wood when winning the President’s Cup for the seventh time. Despite 

press criticism however, it was considered that the eight would again produce the form it 
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demonstrated against the Americans in New Zealand, and it was selected intact.1965 The crew, 

from bow, was Bob Tinning and Ernie Chapman of Sydney Rowing Club; a Leichhardt ‘engine 

room’ of Nim Greenwood, David Anderson, Geoff Williamson and Merv Finlay; Ted Pain, 

from Sydney University at seven, with stroke Phil Cayzer and cox Tom Chessell providing 

Sydney RC ‘bookends’. The Sydney reserves for the eight, Don Palmer and Vic Middleton, 

were nominated for the coxless pairs, while Merv Wood’s Empire Games sculling partner 

Murray Riley had qualified with Sydney clubmate John Rodgers for the Olympic double sculls 

event.1966 

En route to the Games most of the squad contested the Henley Royal Regatta, just as the 

Olympic eight had in 1912. The 1952 eight also wore the light blue singlets of Sydney Rowing 

Club. Furthermore, their progress in the Grand Challenge Cup mirrored almost exactly that of 

the 1912 crew: having beaten a Thames Rowing Club eight in a heat1967 they found themselves 

confronting the Leander Club in the final, with both crews due to represent their countries at the 

Olympic Games. This time, however, the result was reversed, Leander the victors by just 0.8 of 

a second, their time, 6 minutes 38 seconds, breaking the course record by six seconds.1968  

Merv Wood also won his first-round heat,1969 and so faced British favourite Tony Fox in the 

final. The Australian won as he liked, beating Fox by two and a half lengths in 8 minutes 12 

seconds to secure the Diamond Sculls for the second time. He had, however, experienced some 

discomfort, having strained his right wrist while training the previous day. Riley and Rodgers 

also made their final, but were beaten by a Belgian double.1970 

The 1952 Olympic Games began on 19 July. In recognition of his win in London four years 

earlier, Merv Wood was given the honour of leading the Australian team at the opening 

ceremony and carrying the national flag.1971 The following day he gave every indication he was 

about to repeat his 1948 achievement, winning his heat in the day's fastest time, 7 minutes, 

44.1 seconds. Among other heat winners were Britain’s Fox and Jack Kelly Jnr of the United 
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States. Australia’s pair, Palmer and Middleton, were also in good form, winning their heat and 

advancing to the semi-finals.1972 

The eight, however, suffered what was regarded as a shock defeat at the hands of Yugoslavia, 

the crew hampered by a rib injury to six-man Merv Findlay. They nevertheless also advanced 

to the semi-finals. Also nursing an injury was Murray Riley, troubled for much of his race by 

a bleeding finger. Consequently he and John Rodgers were beaten by doubles from Argentina 

and Czechoslovakia, and faced a repechage.1973 

Day Two provided more shocks: the defeat of both Merv Wood and Jack Kelly Jnr at the hands, 

respectively, of Tony Fox and Yuri Tjukalov of the Soviet Union. They were, moreover, 

relatively easy wins, and in Wood’s case resulted in the first defeat of his career. He said after 

the race that Fox had ‘jumped’ him soon after half way and he decided not to go after him.1974 

What he withheld was that he was again suffering a recurrence of his wrist problem. The defeat 

meant that Wood, like Kelly, faced an additional race the following day in a bid to make the 

final. 

Members of the Australian eight had a similar story to tell after their semi-final defeat by the 

‘powerhouse’ crews in the event, the United States and the Soviet Union. ‘When the other 

boats cleared out ahead’, said cox/coach Chessell, ‘we decided it was no good bursting 

ourselves just to decrease the losing margin.’ But there was also good news. Merv Finlay said 

he felt ‘quite fit’ throughout the row.1975 The eight would now contest a semi-final repechage. 

Rodgers and Riley put up a brave showing to win their double sculls repechage ahead of 

Great Britain, Denmark and Finland and move into the next round. It had been revealed that 

Riley had a finger nail removed before their first race because of a septic condition.1976 Palmer 

and Middleton also advanced, courtesy of a second place behind Switzerland but ahead of 

France and Argentina. They were now one race away from a place in the semi-finals.1977 

Come Day Three of the four-day regatta Merv Wood atoned for his defeat at the hands of 

Tony Fox by comfortably winning his repechage. He sculled for most of the course at 25 
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strokes a minute, was never seriously worried, and comfortably held off Swiss, Dutch and 

Belgian opponents to make the final. Jack Kelly, however, was eliminated.1978 Also winners 

were the eight. Merv Finlay by now having recovered, they won their way into the final by 

this time beating the Yugoslavs easily. Sweden were third. However, Australia's two other 

crews, the pair and double, were both eliminated.1979 It was nevertheless agreed within the 

team that both crews did well to get as far as they did.  

And so to finals day, on which Australia's flag was hoisted above the rowing course twice. 

In the single sculls final Merv Wood found himself facing two scullers from behind Europe’s 

‘Iron Curtain’, Yuri Tjukalov, a well-muscled 12-stone student from Leningrad University, 

and Teodor Kocerka from Poland. For the first half of the race Wood looked in command, 

Tjukalov having been slow away, content to settle in behind Wood and Kocerka. But 

approaching the half-way mark the Russian began a major ‘push’ that took him past Wood, 

and from then on not once did he appear in danger of losing. Wood, who rowed with his 

strained right arm strapped in a broad bandage, admitted only that the injury had cost him ‘a 

few feet’. Under the circumstances it was a noble effort. Wood took the silver and Kocerka 

the bronze, with Fox this time in fourth place.  

Two hours later the Australian eight was in action, again facing the might of the United States 

and the Soviet Union. This time they rowed magnificently and came close to beating the 

Russians, but remained no match for the crop-haired American crew from the Annapolis 

Naval Academy. They nevertheless headed home both the Leander crew representing Great 

Britain and the German eight. In doing so they secured Australia’s first ever Olympic sweep-

oared medal1980 and, with Wood, put Australia on the Olympic rowing map. 

The year ended with Evans Paddon still world professional sculling champion, but only after 

suffering defeat in April at the hands of compatriot Jim Saul. The challenger, from Macleay in 

northern New South Wales, defeated Paddon at Woodburn, on the Richmond River, in one of 

the closest finishes in the history of professional sculling. At the end of three gruelling miles 

Saul prevailed by just a canvas.1981 Paddon immediately challenged Saul to a rematch1982 but 
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had to wait five months for his chance of redemption. When it came, again at Woodburn, 

Paddon beat Saul by 20 lengths, a win that refuted claims the champion was ‘finished’. 

Paddon nevertheless said he was not interested in any more races unless they were against 

Merv Wood, around whom there remained frequent speculation about his turning 

professional. Wood gave Paddon his standard answer: ‘I have no intention of turning 

professional. Professional sculling would not be worthwhile. Besides, before going to the 

Helsinki Games I agreed to remain an amateur for two years’.1983 

The New South Wales GPS was the first of the 1953 schools contests, Sydney High winning by 

half a length from Shore, with St Joseph’s a canvas back in third position. The time, however, 

8 minutes 25.4 seconds, was the slowest since 1940.1984 Brisbane’s schools regatta over one 

mile on the Milton Reach saw the Southport School record its first win since 1933. The heaviest 

crew in the race, averaging just over 12 stone a man, Southport finished a length ahead of 

Church of England Grammar, who just held off Brisbane Boys’ College.1985 Geelong Grammar 

won the Victorian Head of the River on the Barwon with ‘one of the most powerful school 

crews yet seen in Australia’, its average weight 12 stone 12 pounds. Grammar withstood a late 

surge by Wesley, with Geelong College a canvas back in third place.1986 St. Peter's College won 

its seventh successive South Australian title, but not before a remarkable series of preliminary 

races. The title-holders dead-heated in their first race, against Scotch College, not once but 

twice, before winning the third race by just two feet. In the final St Peter’s met Prince Alfred 

College, who had beaten Adelaide High School in the first round. Given St Peter’s’ exertions 

the odds favoured Prince Alfred, but somehow the champions again found the will to win 

when it counted most, in the final holding off Prince Alfred by a third of a length.1987 The 

Western Australian schools race was an adjunct to the King’s Cup regatta, Hale comfortably 

winning by a length-and-a-half from Scotch, with Aquinas a canvas further back.1988 Rowing 

magnificently throughout, St Virgil's were untroubled to win the Tasmanian public schools 
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championship, held on the Derwent, finishing a huge two and a half lengths ahead of Scotch 

College and Launceston Grammar, who couldn’t be separated.1989 

The women’s fours championship of Australia, rowed on Sydney’s Iron Cove, saw Victoria 

ahead after half a mile, but New South Wales took the lead shortly afterwards and went on the 

win by a length and a half from Queensland, who also went past the Victorians. The light blues 

thus recorded a fifth consecutive victory.1990 

Most of the schools races had been held on 18 April, likewise the women’s interstate race; so 

too was the 1953 King’s Cup contest in Perth. The result was a repetition of the previous year, 

Victoria, stroked for the second time by Bob Aitken, recording successive wins and further 

loosening the light blues’ grip on the treasured trophy. Western Australia were third.1991 With 

Merv Wood electing to take a break New South Wales was represented in the President’s Cup 

by Peter Evatt of Leichhardt, the son of Federal Opposition Leader Dr H. V. ‘Doc’ Evatt. 

Victoria’s Ron Rawlins, second on four previous occasions, must surely have thought his time 

had come, but Evatt the younger ensured his state remained supreme in sculling by leaving 

Rawlins eight lengths in arrears.1992  

10.16  Two Fires 

On the evening of 30 April disaster struck at Sydney’s Glebe Rowing Club: the Blackwattle 

Bay building and the fleet of twelve boats it housed was destroyed by fire.1993 Three weeks later 

fire destroyed a boatshed in Balmain. Four of the eighteen craft burned were owned by the 

Sydney Women's Rowing Club, which had its headquarters at the shed.1994 

The 1953 intervarsity contest at Penrith saw the completion of a unique ‘double’. The 

previous year Neil Everist had been in the winning Victorian King’s Cup eight prior to, at the 

intervarsity regatta, stroking the winning Melbourne University crew. Having again won the 

King’s Cup, Everist now stroked Melbourne University to victory once more.1995  
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The chequered professional sculling career of Evans Paddon took another turn on 13 June 

when, having apparently decided he would, after all, race someone other than Merv Wood, he 

was beaten at Woodburn by one Evan Fischer. The 24-year-old Fischer was reported to have 

‘rowed magnificently’ in beating the title holder by two lengths. Supporters lifted the younger 

man shoulder high from his boat at the end of the race and carried him down Woodburn's 

main street. Paddon, it was said, ‘went down like a true champion. He gave the race all he had 

over the last 100 yards, but Fischer won effortlessly’.1996  

In Adelaide there came news of the death of Sir James Gosse, one of South Australia’s major 

benefactors, whose sporting life had been devoted to rowing in general and the Adelaide 

Rowing Club in particular.1997 

  

10.17  Vancouver Beckons 

Given that, in 1954, another Empire Games beckoned, Australia’s rowing contenders were 

tested early, trials being held on the Nepean River at Penrith on 2 January. First to secure 

selection was sculler Peter Evatt, whose time of 7 minutes 25 seconds over the 2000-metre 

course was nine seconds faster than the previous best set by Herb Turner when Australia 

hosted the Empire Games Regatta on the same course in 1938. Turner was now coaching 

Evatt, who crossed the finishing line 11 lengths ahead of Haberfield clubmate Kevyn Webb, 

with West Australian representative George Hubbard third. The double sculls test bordered on 

farcical, Merv Wood and Murray Riley, the reigning Empire Games champions, covering the 

course in precisely 7 minutes and winning by 120 yards.1998 Three weeks later two of Evatt’s 

other clubmates, David Anderson and Geoff Williamson, were added to the squad. This 

followed a six-length victory in the pairs trials, held at Ballarat.1999 The AARC had decided 

that a lack of funds precluded the selection of an eight.2000 

Conditions for the King’s Cup contest in Hobart on 1 May were very rough, the race delayed 

for three quarters of an hour in the hope that the weather would abate, but to no avail. Victoria 
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made it a hat-trick of wins by leading all the way, with New South Wales and Queensland 

having their own private battle for the minor placings, the light blues just edging out the 

maroons.2001 There was a major boilover in the race for the President’s Cup, with Gerry 

Hubbard of WA, third the previous year, winning by 15 lengths from Barry Green of 

Queensland, with Peter Evatt, the holder and Empire Games selection, a further twelve lengths 

in arrears in third place. It was conjectured that the conditions suited the lighter scullers.2002 

Come the Empire Games Regatta, held on the Vedder Canal, 60 miles from Vancouver, Evatt 

had survived — and indeed had been selected for two events. As well as the single sculls he 

would also row in a four comprising himself, Wood, Williamson and Anderson, coxed by 

Lionel Robberds. His sculling form deserted him again, and he was eliminated in the first 

round, but the four won their heat in the fastest time of the day.2003 The following day 

Williamson and Anderson won bronze behind New Zealand and England before Wood and 

Murray, as expected, retained their double sculls crown by easily defeating Kiwi and Canadian 

combinations. Just three-quarters of an hour later Wood climbed into the four to register a dual 

triumph, the crew holding out New Zealand and England.2004 Wood, the Games’ oldest gold 

medallist, was by now 37 years old.  

Queensland’s women’s four had meanwhile outrowed New South Wales and Victoria to win 

the Australian four-oared championship on the Yarra. Making her debut for New South Wales 

in the bow seat was Margaret Agnew, destined to contribute for decades to women’s rowing 

in Australia.2005 The same day some 25,000 people saw Sydney Church of England Grammar 

School win the 1954 NSW Head of the River in brilliant style on the Nepean River. Shore 

defeated Newington by one and a quarter lengths, with King's one and a half lengths further 

back.2006 At around the same time more than 20,000 public school boys, old boys, their friends 

and relatives had invaded Geelong for the Victorian ‘head’, won by Geelong Grammar ahead 

of Xavier College and Melbourne Grammar.2007 Brisbane’s GPS showpiece attracted a crowd 

of 12, 000 that saw the Southport School win by a length and a half from Brisbane Grammar 
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and Brisbane Boys’ College and thus repeat the previous year’s performance.2008 In South 

Australia St Peters’ run of ‘head’ success came to an end in the first round when beaten by arch-

rivals Prince Alfred College, who thus won the Blackmore Shield. In the second qualifying race 

Scotch College defeated Adelaide Boys High School, then in the final beat Prince Alfred by 

setting a new race record of 2 minutes 54 seconds.2009 In Western Australia the Hale School 

recorded its fourth consecutive win, but only just, having been put under huge pressure by 

Aquinas. Scotch College were third.2010 In Tasmania Launceston Grammar School led all the 

way to win the Public Schools' Head of the River race on the Tamar ahead of Hutchins and St 

Virgil’s.2011 

A weight advantage enjoyed by the Melbourne University eight was a big factor in its victory 

at the 1954 intervarsity boat race, held on the two-mile Crawley-Narrows course in Perth on 5 

June. Battling strong headwinds the heavier Melbourne crew comfortably held off a challenge 

from West Australia to cross the line a length and a half ahead, Sydney finishing a length 

further back.2012  

On 5 August Lower Clarence farmer Evan Fischer retained his world professional sculling 

championship with a comfortable victory on the Clarence River over challenger – and former 

champion – Evans Paddon. Having the previous year defeated Paddon by two boat lengths 

Fischer this time tripled the distance. Rating considerably lower than Paddon, Fischer gave a 

display of sculling described as ‘magnificent’. Paddon, who would turn 41 in November, said 

he had ‘no excuses’. The defeated champion, who had held the title for most of the post-war 

years, said he would now retire from sculling. Fischer, aged 26, who had been introduced to 

the sport five years earlier,2013 would have to wait almost three years before he was challenged 

again. 

10.18  Lismore Disaster 

On 10 February 1954 Lismore was visited by the Queen and Prince Phillip, as part of the Her 

Majesty’s first ever tour of Australia. The visit was described as ‘memorable’ – but would soon 
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become so for all the wrong reasons. Steady rain became very heavy, and local officials 

scrambled to ensure the royal couple had left for Sydney before it got any worse. It did. Much 

worse. It became a massive cyclone2014 generating ‘the most disastrous floods ever experienced 

on the Far North Coast’, the storm lasting some 72 hours. Floodwaters poured into Lismore, 

trapping hundreds and inflicting massive damage, and fifteen people lost their lives. It was 

reported that many more may have done so had it not been for ‘the magnificent work of the 

Lismore Water Brigade and Rowing Club [which] played a gigantic part in averting [greater] 

loss of life. They began their operations on Saturday and continued non-stop until Monday 

when the crisis was over.’2015 

On 2 April 1955, on the Milton Reach in Brisbane, came the only dead heat in the history of the 

women’s interstate fours. The protagonists were New South Wales and Victoria, the light blues 

coming from behind and forcing a re-row of the three-quarters of a mile race the following day. 

New South Wales won, Victoria suffering a breakage.2016 Margaret Agnew was this time in the 

two-seat.2017 

The Milton Reach was also the venue for a significant event in Brisbane schools rowing. On 16 

April the GPS regatta was contested for the first time in eights, and over 2000 metres. Bragging 

rights went to Brisbane Grammar, who headed home the Southport School and Church of 

England Grammar to post their first Head of the River win since 1934.2018 Geelong College won 

the Victorian ‘head’, just a third of a length ahead of Wesley and Scotch College, who dead-

heated.2019 There was an almost identical finish to the New South Wales event, Sydney 

Grammar holding out St Joseph’s by a quarter of a length, with Shore the same distance away in 

third place.2020 In South Australia St Peter’s regained the ascendancy,2021 Hale made it five wins 

in a row in Western Australia,2022 and in Tasmania Launceston Church Grammar repeated the 

previous year’s result.2023 
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10.19  Enter Mackenzie 

Selected in the 1955 New South Wales King’s Cup crew was one Stuart Alexander Mackenzie 

of the Leichhardt club, who the previous season had rowed in the unplaced King’s School GPS 

eight. Despite three of his clubmates, Peter Evatt, Geoff Williamson and David Anderson, also 

being selected for the Port Adelaide event, New South Wales finished third behind Western 

Australia, the lightest crew in the event, and Victoria. The distances were two and a half lengths 

and three lengths.2024 The win resulted in the King’s Cup’s first father and son winners. Jim 

Child stroked WA to victory in 1925: his son Dick was in the 3-seat of the 1955 crew.2025 Merv 

Wood returned to the President’s Cup fray and won, from former clubmate Barry Green, now 

sculling for Queensland, and the holder, WA’s Gerry Hubbard.2026 

The Intervarsity Championship was conducted over a three-mile course on the Brisbane River 

on 4 June. Melbourne University won for the sixth successive time. Queensland jumped out 

of the start to take an early lead, which they maintained for about a mile, but Melbourne 

rowed through them and went on to an easy win. Sydney were third.2027  

The first interstate contest in 1956 saw New South Wales retain the women’s fours title by 

twelve lengths on Sydney’s Iron Cove, ahead of Queensland and South Australia.2028 Then, just 

one week later, came the headline that rocked not only the entire Australian rowing community 

but also the Australian Olympic movement: ‘Mr. Rowing is Dead’. Ted Kenny, Honorary 

Secretary of the Australian Amateur Rowing Council since 1924, Australian rowing's chief 

executive and the man in charge of all arrangements for the forthcoming Olympic Regatta, 

had the previous day died suddenly while walking to his home in Moonee Ponds. Kenny had 

earned the epithet ‘Mr Rowing’ as a result of his services to the sport over a total period of 54 

years.2029 An appeal was launched to provide sufficient funds for a perpetual memorial to such 

a servant of the sport: the Kenny Memorial Medallions, still awarded to members and coaches 

of winning King’s Cup crews and the winner and coach of the President’s Cup.2030 
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A record Penrith crowd of 30,000 saw St. Joseph's College record its first Head of the River 

win for 20 years.2031 ‘Joey’s’ held off a massive challenge by the King’s School, the margin 

just three feet.2032 The Victorian ‘head’, held on the Barwon, saw Geelong College record 

consecutive wins for the first time since they entered the event in 1909. They won by a length 

from Scotch College, with Xavier three quarters of a length away third.2033 In Brisbane strong 

crosswinds prevailed, the first eights getting away at the fourth attempt. Brisbane Boys’ College 

won by a length and a quarter from the Southport School, with Church of England Grammar 

third.2034 St Peter’s won again in South Australia,2035 while in the West, Hale School recorded 

their sixth successive win, but only after a stirring duel on the Swan River with Scotch. With 

a hundred yards remaining there was nothing in it and the huge crowd lining the foreshore 

roared their approval. Hale got home by two feet, with Guildford back in third place. Hale 

thus equalled Aquinas’s six-in-a-row record.2036 In Tasmania Launceston Grammar’s first four 

made it three Head of the River wins in a row for the school.2037 

10.20  Melbourne’s Games 

On 4 and 5 May came the all-important King’s Cup and President’s Cup races on Lake 

Wendouree that would decide the eight and the sculler to contest the Olympic Regatta, being 

held at the same venue in November. Racing was to be over 2000 metres, with heats and 

repechages held over two days so as to conform with Olympic conditions.  

King’s Cup heat winners were New South Wales, Western Australia and Victoria, while 

Queensland won a place in the final via a repechage.2038 The following day New South Wales 

and Victoria went stroke for stroke until the halfway mark, at which the ‘home’ crew led by a 

canvas. From then on Victoria answered every challenge, in the final stages mustering a 

finishing sprint the light blues could not match and winning by three-quarters of a length. 

Queensland were third.  
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New South Wales had nominated for the President’s Cup both Merv Wood, rapidly 

approaching 40, and the 19-year-old Stuart Mackenzie, now also sculling, courtesy of an AARC 

decision to allow such a dispensation in an Olympic year. Both won their heats, and were joined 

in the final by Grahame Squires of Tasmania and Gerry Hubbard of WA. In a race many 

expected Wood to win, Mackenzie moved ahead at halfway, and ensured his selection by three 

and a half lengths, with Squires third.2039 

Coach of the Victorian eight and now sole selector, Bob Aitken invited Fred Benfield of 

Mosman and Ralph Currall from Leichhardt to join crew trials,2040 and Benfield succeeded in 

gaining a seat. The eight thus became Michael Aikman (bow), David Boykett, Fred Benfield, 

Jim Howden, Garth Manton, Neville Howell, Adrian Monger, Brian Doyle (stroke) and Neil 

Hewitt (cox). 2041 Howell and Doyle had been in Victoria’s winning 1952 and 1953 crews, the 

latter stroked by Aitken, and in 1954 were joined by Monger and Manton. 

Further trials at Penrith in September resulted in three more crews being added to the Olympic 

team. The coxless fours test race was won by a canvas by a Leichhardt crew comprising John 

Harrison, Peter Evatt, Geoff Williamson and David Anderson, while Merv Wood and Murray 

Reilly were the double sculls choice and Maurie Grace (North Shore) and Peter Raper 

(Mosman) the coxless pair selection. Trials for other boat classes, held on Lake Wendouree on 

12 and 13 October, saw the final two crews named. The coxed pair of Bob Duncan, Bruce 

Dickson and John Cockbill (cox) was from Albert Park, while an Albert Park/Hawthorn 

combination of Gordon Cowey, Kevin McMahon, Reg Libbis, Ian Allen (stroke) and John 

Jenkinson (cox) won the coxed four place.2042 Australia would be represented in all seven events 

on the Olympic Regatta program. 

Come 22 November and the opening ceremony of the Melbourne Olympic Games, Merv Wood 

was given the honour of being the Australian team flag bearer2043– for the second time. He 

remains the only Australian athlete to have done so. The Olympic Regatta began at Lake 

Wendouree the following day.  
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The Australian eight gave their supporters a dream start on the four-lane Lake Wendouree 

course by winning the first heat, leading Canada home by half a length, with the United States a 

length back in third place. Australia’s time, 6 minutes 5.6 seconds, was the fastest of the three 

heats and the best ever recorded in Australia for a 2000 metres race. The result meant that 

Australia and Canada went into the semi-finals and the Americans into a repechage.2044 A win 

came for the Americans in the coxed fours heat, the Australians caught right on the line.2045 

However, this very young crew –Allen was 19 and McMahon a mere 172046 – also moved into 

the semi-finals. Stuart Mackenzie’s debut saw him ease to a comfortable second behind Soviet 

sculler Vyacheslav Ivanov, both making the next round, but it was an American, Jack Kelly 

junior, son of the 1920 Olympic champion, who recorded the fastest time overall when winning 

his heat ahead of Poland’s Teodor Kocerka.2047 Grace and Raper did enough behind a New 

Zealand coxless pair to also progress, as did their coxed counterparts, Duncan, Dickson and 

Cockbill, second to the Soviet Union. Only in the double sculls and coxless fours were 

Australian combinations consigned to a repechage, the double third behind the Soviet Union 

and Germany, and the four similarly placed behind Canada and Germany.2048 But both won 

through, Wood and Reilly proceeding to the final and the four to the semi-finals.2049 

The momentum in the ‘semis’ was maintained, although the United States eight turned the 

tables on Australia – by just three feet. However, the Americans appeared to give it their all, 

with two of the crew in great distress for some time after the race, while the Australians 

seemed comparatively fresh.2050 Stuart Mackenzie finished second again, this time behind 

Jack Kelly Junior; Australia’s young coxed four continued to impress, gaining second place 

behind Italy, while Grace and Raper also finished second, behind an American pair. However 

the coxed pair, third behind Germany and United States, the eventual silver and gold medallists, 

were eliminated, as were the coxless four.2051 

Come finals day Australia won three medals: Mackenzie a silver and the eight and ‘double’ 

bronze. Mackenzie led from the start, and looked a certain winner until, with 500 metres 
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remaining, Ivanov unleashed a huge finishing effort. The Australian was unable to withstand it, 

the Russian winning by five seconds.2052 He would go on to repeat his Ballarat triumph twice, in 

Rome in 1960 and Tokyo in 1964. In the eights final, described as the finest exhibition of 

rowing seen at the Olympics, the United States, Canada and Australia were for the greater 

part of the 2000 metres journey locked together. Urged on by a crowd estimated at more than 

40,000, the three crews engaged in a thrilling finish, the Americans eventually gaining a one-

length victory from Canada, with Australia a canvas back in third position.2053 The United 

States thus burnished still further its extraordinary record of winning every Olympic eights title 

since the Antwerp Games in 19202054 and Australia replicated the Helsinki performance. Wood 

and Riley won their bronze behind strong combinations from the Soviet Union and the United 

States,2055 while the coxed four and coxless pair both finished fourth.2056 Three medals, five 

finalists and two semi-finalists was nevertheless regarded as satisfying. 

At the end of May 1956 had come news of a knighthood for Harry Alderson. A foundation 

member and past president of the AARC representing NSW, Chairman of the NSW Rowing 

Association for 35 years and Chairman of the Australian Olympic Federation, he received the 

honour for his services to rowing and Australian sport.2057 

The 1956 Intervarsity Championship was conducted over a two and a quarter mile course on 

the Lower Yarra on 2 June and was won by Melbourne University for the seventh successive 

time. In second and third place were the universities of Western Australia and Queensland. 

For the first time, seven crews took part, among them, making their debut, the NSW 

University of Technology, later known as the University of New South Wales.2058  

The 1957 GPS Head of the River was won by Sydney High. It was High’s second win in four 

years.2059 Victoria’s APS ‘head’, the ninetieth, was the last held on the Yarra. It was won, for 

the third year in a row, by Geelong College.2060 In Adelaide St Peter’s College also completed 
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a ‘hat trick’.2061 Brisbane’s ‘head’ saw Brisbane Boys’ College triumph;2062 in Western 

Australia Scotch won their first Head of the River since 1941,2063 while Tasmania’s winner 

was the Hutchins School.2064 

New South Wales made it three wins in a row in the women’s interstate championships on the 

Town Reach in Brisbane, winning by five lengths from Victoria, with the host crew a further 

three lengths back. It was Lionel Robberds’ seventh and final appearance in an event he only 

lost once.2065 

The 1957 King’s Cup race, which reverted to a three-mile course, was contested on the 

Hamilton Reach in Brisbane on 11 May. Victoria won by four lengths from New South 

Wales, with Queensland a further six lengths away. Stuart Mackenzie, not long back from 

beating the resident champion, Don Rowlands, at the New Zealand championships, retained 

the President’s Cup with a 12 lengths win over Tasmania’s Grahame Squires.2066 

A fortnight later came what proved to be the last ever race for the world professional sculling 

championship. For the holder, Evan Fischer, a challenge had been a long time coming. When it 

did, it came from none other than his now three-time challenger Evans Paddon. The venue was 

the same as that for their previous race – Chatsworth Island on the Clarence River – and the 

result, too, the same. Fischer’s winning time, 20 minutes 46.4 seconds, was eleven seconds 

faster than previously.2067 

The 1957 Intervarsity Regatta was held in Hobart on 7 June. Melbourne University beat the 

universities of Queensland and Western Australia by two and four lengths respectively. Men’s 

sculling races, which had been irregular since the completion of Kenneth Flavelle’s hat trick 

in 1929, now began a regular run. This year’s winner was Barry Ninham of the University of 

Western Australia, ahead of Lionel Robberds – who also coxed the fourth-placed Sydney 

University eight!2068 
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10.21  Mackenzie’s Diamonds 

On 6 July 1957, at the Henley Royal Regatta, Stuart Mackenzie avenged his Olympics defeat by 

Vyacheslav Ivanov when winning the Diamond Sculls by four feet. Rowing to a set plan, 

Mackenzie started at a very high rate and crossed into the middle of the course. He was 

several times warned by the umpire to stay in his lane, but as he did not clash with Ivanov 

there was no question of his disqualification.2069 It would not be his last demonstration of 

Henley gamesmanship, nor the last clash with Henley officials. Demonstrating, however, that 

the win was no fluke, Mackenzie subsequently won the European championships at Duisburg, 

West Germany, with Ivanov this time in third place.2070 

Sydney’s St George Rowing Club, trading as Rowers of Cooks River, was formed in 1957, 

the initial membership totalling twenty-four.2071 The club was ‘adopted’ by the St George’s 

Leagues Club and given assistance in building a clubhouse on the Cook’s River.2072 Rowers 

from Sydney, including Kevyn Webb, had called into the Royal Hotel at Taree on their way to 

Easter regattas in Lismore and Grafton and suggested to locals that their town might also 

benefit from a rowing club. A member of the local Aquatic Association, Jim Donnelly, took 

up the proposal. A meeting at George Parvin’s Sports Store on 25th October passed a motion 

that ‘a Club be formed’. At a meeting a month later office bearers were elected, the name of 

the club determined as Manning River Rowing Club, and colours of cerise and blue adopted, 

with black and white as an alternate.2073  

Also inaugurated in 1957 was the Head of the Yarra, an event based on the annual Head of the 

River on the Thames in London for eight-oared crews. The Melbourne organisers received 14 

entries.2074 The event nowadays sees close to 2300 competitors in more than 250 eights leave at 

ten second intervals from the city centre bound for Hawthorn Rowing Club, 8.6 kilometres 

away. Club crews representing every state make the annual pilgrimage to Melbourne. The 

event is nowadays contested on the last Saturday in November.2075 
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For those seeking selection at the 1958 Empire Games in Cardiff, the year began early. Trials 

were held at Ballarat on 18 January for the eight and double scull, and at Penrith on 25 

January for both the coxless and coxed fours and the coxed pair. On Lake Wendouree a 

composite New South Wales crew won the eights trial,2076 while 1956 Olympic bronze 

medallists Merv Wood and Murray Riley took out the double sculls.2077 New South Wales 

also dominated on the Nepean, members of the winning eight in Ballarat splitting into fours 

and winning both categories,2078 while Kevyn Webb and Haberfield clubmate Jim Chapman 

won the pairs.2079  

On 12 April, on the Yarra, with Margaret Agnew back in the crew, New South Wales extended 

to four its run of wins in the women’s interstate fours. Leading all the way, the light blues 

outclassed Queensland, who in turn raced pluckily to finish two lengths in front of Victoria.  

That same day, St Ignatius College won the New South Wales Head of the River – for the first 

time in 51 years! ‘Riverview’ were made to work for the title, Shore but a quarter of a length in 

arrears, with High a length further back.2080 The Brisbane Head of the River was also rowed on 

12 April, the Southport School getting home by half a length from St Joseph’s College Gregory 

Terrace, followed by Brisbane Grammar.2081 In Victoria Brighton, Caulfield and Carey 

Grammar, together with Haileybury and St Kevin’s colleges, were admitted to the state’s 

Associated Public Schools Head of the River.2082 The title, however, went to all-the-way 

winners Melbourne Grammar.2083 The South Australian ‘head’ saw history made, Adelaide 

Boys High School winners for the first time,2084 a feat mirrored in Western Australia with a first 

win to Christ Church.2085 Tasmania saw the last Head of the River raced in fours, the winners 

the Friends’ School.2086 

Six states contested the King’s Cup on the Nepean on 3 May, Victoria, Western Australia, New 

South Wales and Queensland making the early pace. Victoria then gained a clear lead and won 
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by a length and a quarter from WA, with NSW a further length back in third place. It was 

Victoria’s third win in a row.2087 A second interstate sweep-oared event was introduced this 

year: the men’s lightweight fours. This followed a meeting of the international rowing 

federation, FISA,2088 which gave official blessing to the Lightweight category. The American 

delegate having shown to the members present a U.S. Army report stating that the average 

weight of men when drafted into the services was 150 lbs, FISA’s lightweight limit for all 

international races in the class became 10 st. 10 lbs.2089 The first winners of the new 2000 

metre national championship, after a neck and neck struggle with New South Wales, were 

Victoria, in 7 minutes 12.8 seconds. Queensland were third. Steve Roll, then captain of 

Sydney’s Leichhardt club, won the President’s Cup from Grahame Squires of Tasmania and 

Gerry Hubbard of WA.2090 

In 1958 Melbourne’s Intervarsity run eventually came to an end, in poor conditions on the Port 

River.2091 Queensland and Melbourne led out but the Victorians could not maintain the pace and 

the northerners went on to win by ten lengths. It was Queensland University’s first win since 

1934. Third were Sydney.2092 Bill Hatfield from the University of Technology had no 

difficulty in winning the sculling championship, his win all the more meritorious in that the 

boat he had been allocated was in such disrepair that he had to bail out before and after the 

race to remain afloat!2093 

10.22  Cardiff Calls 

With the Cardiff Empire Games now imminent, the selected squad sought pre-event 

competition at Henley Royal Regatta. The Australian eight was beaten by two and-a-half 

lengths by the Trud Club of Leningrad in the final of the Grand Challenge Cup, but Stuart 

Mackenzie retained the Diamond Sculls, again defeating Vyacheslav Ivanov. However, the 

Australian again failed to endear himself to Henley’s authorities when he rowed back up the 

course after the final for a ‘victory lap’ along the Stewards’ Enclosure.2094 Mackenzie 
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eventually won the Diamond Sculls for a record six years in succession, entertaining or 

irritating in turn the Royal Regatta’s patrons. Christopher Dodd described Sam, as he was 

widely known, as having something of the charisma of Ned Hanlan ninety years earlier.2095  

The Empire Games were held from 18 to 26 July. The rowing events, however, were held on 

Lake Padarn in north Wales, Australia winning one gold medal, two silvers and two bronze. 

The gold went to Mackenzie, a convincing winner over New Zealander Jim Hill. When Murray 

Riley became ill, the new Empire Games single sculls champion also partnered Merv Wood in 

the double sculls, the duo winning silver. The other dual medal winner was Lionel Robberds, 

who coxed the eight that also won silver, just a second behind Canada, and also the bronze-

winning coxed four.2096 Kevyn Webb had learned earlier in the season that his partner in the 

pair, Jim Chapman, could not make the trip, and so asked President’s Cup winner Steve Roll to 

step in. The Iron Cove duo won the second bronze.2097 

10.23  End of the Row 

So ended, for Merv Wood, an outstanding national and international career: a complete set of 

Olympic medals, four gold and a silver medal at the Empire Games, and countless national and 

state titles. Given, however, that war robbed Wood of the opportunity to contest another two 

Olympic Games, in 1940 and 1944, it can only be conjectured how much greater that record 

could have been. Success came, too, in his chosen career, Wood eventually becoming NSW 

Police Commissioner. His tenure, however, was not without controversy, due in part to his 

association with Murray Riley, who after leaving the force became involved in criminal 

activities. Wood’s links with Riley were a factor in his decision to resign from the police force 

in 1979.2098  

10.24  Professionalism No More 

The year 1958 finally marked the end of professional sculling in Australia, and indeed globally. 

Having beaten Evans Paddon three times and received no further challenge, Evan Fischer 

announced his retirement as the undefeated champion of the world at the age of just 26. An 
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extraordinary and colourful era was at an end.2099 Of the thirty-one individuals who held the 

world professional sculling title between 1831 and 1957, fifteen were Australian,2100 and all, 

in their own way, had captured the public’s imagination. With the retirement, however, of 

Bobby Pearce, the world professional sculling championship ceased to be the public spectacle it 

had remained for more than half a century, and indeed it became one of the main reasons for its 

demise. There was no way after the Second World War that Australians contesting the title 

would reach Pearce’s level of expertise and popularity. As a result, too, of the growth of 

amateur rowing, which offered rowers and scullers a plethora of opportunities ranging from the 

Greater Public Schools regattas to the Olympic Games,2101 professional sculling’s end became 

inevitable. As if to reinforce this trend, the Western Australian Rowing Association changed 

its name to the Amateur Rowing Association of WA ‘to conform with the strictly amateur 

status of the sport’.2102  

At the same time, a report by the National Capital Development Commission’s Preliminary 

Report on a Championship Rowing Course for Canberra Lakes marked the genesis of rowing 

in the national capital. The report was compiled following consultation with the NSW Rowing 

Association, at that time responsible for rowing in the ACT. The report identified three 

options for an international standard 2000-metre course, resulting in identification of such in 

Central and East Basins, passing under King’s Avenue Bridge. However, this course was 

disregarded because rowing’s world body, FISA, ruled that courses running under bridges 

were unsuitable for international races.2103 

Brisbane’s 1959 GPS Head of the River on 4 April saw the Southport School win by a canvas 

from St Joseph’s College Gregory Terrace and Brisbane Grammar.2104 Two weeks later, on the 

Nepean, Sydney High School gave an outstanding exhibition of precision rowing when 

scoring an easy victory in the New South Wales contest. High defeated St. Joseph's College 

by two lengths, with Shore third, just a foot away.2105 Back on the Barwon Geelong College 

made a quick return to the winners’ list, three quarters of a length ahead of Melbourne 
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Grammar, who held off Geelong Grammar by three feet.2106 St Peter’s snatched back the South 

Australian title;2107 in WA Christ Church repeated its maiden 1958 victory,2108 while having 

been the last school to win Tasmania’s four-oared Head of the River, the Friends School won 

the first such contest in eights.2109 

The 1959 King’s Cup race, held in Perth on 18 April, was the last over three miles. New South 

Wales took the lead at the mile and won by four lengths ahead of Victoria, the host eight two 

lengths further back in third place.2110 Not content with an Intervarsity win Bill Hatfield now 

represented New South Wales in the President’s Cup, and over the last two and a half mile 

course recorded a huge win, 17 seconds ahead of Grahame Squires of Tasmania, with WA’s 

Gerry Hubbard a further four seconds back.2111 Western Australia did, however, win the 

lightweight fours, now contested for the Penrith Cup, donated by the Penrith City Council. The 

crew was also the first from the West to win a national title on home waters, with crew 

members and former King’s Cup winners Dick Child and Don O’Brien now also winners of 

two of the three interstate titles.2112 

The women’s interstate championship, held on the Parramatta River on 2 May, resulted in a 

fifth consecutive win for New South Wales – and a hat trick of wins for Margaret Agnew. This 

time, though, the winning margin was but half a length, Victoria proving valiant opponents. 

Queensland were third.2113 This was the last race over three-quarters-of-a-mile. Future races 

would be over the shorter distance of 1000 metres.  

The 1959 Intervarsity contest took place on the Nepean in perfect conditions. Early leaders were 

Sydney, Melbourne and the University of NSW, but after half a mile of the three-mile journey 

Queensland surged to the front. Sydney fought back, and with a quarter of a mile to go were 

almost level, but they paid for their effort as Queensland drew away to win by half a length. 

Third were UNSW. Bill Hatfield had no problems retaining the sculling title – by 16 lengths.2114  
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Later in the year came news of a second rowing knight, the recipient South Australia’s 1908 

Olympic gold medallist, Cambridge University Boat Race winner and war veteran Collier 

Cudmore.2115 

10.25  Rome Imminent 

With 1960 bringing another Olympic Games, the King’s Cup Regatta was again contested 

early, this time on the Tamar River at Launceston on 19 March. It had been decided, as in 1956, 

that all events should be over 2000 metres, with the eights race a test event for Olympic 

representation.2116 The regatta was run in perfect conditions: at the turn of the tide and with a 

slight following wind. New South Wales and Western Australia led the main race from the 

start, but as the light blues’ coxswain Peter Wade reached for his megaphone when his brand 

new electronic ‘cox box’ failed, he took New South Wales off course, losing an estimated 

three lengths.2117 Victoria took full advantage and led for much of the middle thousand of the 

race, until Western Australia raised their rating as the final five hundred metre mark appeared. 

By now recovered, New South Wales, stroked by Bruce Evans, were also charging. They had 

overtaken Victoria, set out for the leaders, and begun reeling them in. However, Western 

Australia had done enough. They crossed the line three quarters of a length ahead of the 

luckless holders, with Victoria one and a half lengths further back. On a great day for the West 

the Penrith Cup crew retained their trophy by taking command of the race after 200 metres to 

win comfortably ahead of New South Wales and Victoria. The President’s Cup was also won 

easily, by Ian Tutty of the Haberfield Rowing Club, representing New South Wales. Tutty 

finished three lengths ahead of Tasmania’s Grahame Squires, Peter Edwards of Victoria 

third.2118 The AARC had meanwhile resolved that the King’s Cup and President’s Cup events 

be reduced permanently to 2000 metres, the distance already applying to the Penrith Cup. 

The Rome Olympics trials were held at Penrith and Ballarat, the selectors deciding on a full 

complement of seven crews, three each from New South Wales and Victoria and the eight 

from Western Australia. Stuart Mackenzie was an automatic selection for the single sculls, 

Ian Tutty and Kevyn Webb were the double scullers, and the coxless four a Victorian 

combination: Brian Vear, Peter Guest, Peter Gillon and Kim Jelbart. The coxed four 
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contained five New South Welshmen: Max Annett, Graeme Allan, Peter Waddington and 

John Hudson, the crew coxed by Lionel Robberds. From Melbourne University came the 

coxless pair of John Hunt and Terry Davies; Paul Guest (MUBC) and Neville Howell 

(Banks), steered by 13-year-old Ian Johnstone (Banks), were the coxed pair. The West 

Australian eight, containing Rodger Ninham and a future president of the Rowing Council, 

Berry Durston, was coached by Ken Grant. Kevyn Webb would be team captain.2119 

The schools now swung into action, Shore breaking a six-year jinx on the Nepean when 

narrowly defeating Scots College and Sydney High. Two boat lengths covered all three 

crews.2120 In Brisbane the Grammar School triumphed, three quarters of a length ahead of the 

Southport School, with Church of England Grammar closing in.2121 Geelong College retained 

their title in Victoria,2122 as did St Peter’s in Adelaide2123 and the Friends School in 

Tasmania.2124 Scotch reclaimed the West Australian title they had won in 1957.2125 

On Brisbane’s Town Reach New South Wales won the first 1000-metre women’s interstate 

fours race, three-quarters of a length ahead of Queensland, Victoria the same distance away in 

third place.2126 A week later Sydney won the annual Intervarsity contest, held over two miles 

on the Swan River, two lengths ahead of Melbourne, with UNSW a further canvas away.2127 

10.26  Olympic Failure 

For Australian rowing, the 1960 Rome Olympic Games were almost entirely forgettable. 

Australia’s brightest hope, Stuart Mackenzie, withdrew suffering stomach sickness, clearing 

the way for Vyacheslav Ivanov to repeat his 1956 victory. This left as the best-performed 

Australian crew the Lionel Robberds-coxed four – the only entry to reach a final. They were 

fifth. Indeed only one other crew, the coxless pair, reached the semi-final. The four other 
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selections – the coxed pair, double scull, coxless four and eight – were all eliminated in 

repechages.2128  

During what was without doubt a disappointing year, the AARC published membership 

figures for all states, which indicated that Victoria had by far the highest rowing population in 

Australia. Its total number of clubs, 37, was more than double that of New South Wales, with 

17, while at 16 Victoria had twice as many schools rowing. Its total number of schoolboy 

rowers, 900, was more than three times that of New South Wales, with 256. Victoria’s total 

number of participants, 1540, was almost double that of its northern neighbour, on 836, while 

each state had 40 female rowers. Third on the list was Western Australia, which had eight 

clubs, seven schools, 330 schoolboy rowers and 615 participants, including 20 women, while 

Tasmania had eight clubs, 15 schools, 297 schoolboy rowers and 587 participants, none of 

them women. South Australia had 12 clubs, 16 schools, 300 schoolboys, 500 participants but 

also no women, while Queensland, on nine clubs, six schools, 255 schoolboys and 22 women, 

brought up the rear.2129 

It was the turn in 1961 of Brisbane Boys’ College to claim the Queensland Head of the River, 

by three quarters of a length from Church of England Grammar and Brisbane Grammar.2130 A 

crowd estimated at 45,000 were at Penrith to see Shore successfully but narrowly defend its 

crown, ahead of St Ignatius and King’s.2131 Brighton Grammar School and St Kevin’s College 

were admitted to Victoria’s Associated Public Schools contest, but it was Wesley College 

who won the event,2132 while the navy and white colours of Pulteney Grammar School were 

raised high to mark the school’s first-ever South Australian Head of the River 

triumph.2133Christ Church made it three wins in four years in the West2134 and in Tasmania the 

Friends’ School took their total of consecutive wins to four.2135 

On 15 April, on the Parramatta, New South Wales recorded their seventh consecutive 

interstate women’s fours win. Victoria led early from Queensland, with the home state third at 
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half way, but coping better in the heavy conditions the light blues gradually moved ahead to 

win by three lengths from Victoria, with Queensland a similar distance back in third place.  

Just under a month later, at Port Adelaide, Victoria led almost from the start to win the King’s 

Cup by two thirds of a length from New South Wales. WA were third, a further length in 

arrears. Stroke of the winning crew was David Boykett and in the coxswain’s seat a youngster 

named David Palfreyman. He, like Boykett, would also play a significant role in the future of 

Australian rowing. Rodger Ninham of Western Australia had a more comfortable win in the 

President’s Cup, finishing three lengths ahead of Tasmania’s Grahame Squires, Victoria’s Jeff 

Sykes a further length and a half away. The Penrith Cup race for lightweight fours was a 

thriller, New South Wales, stroked by Steve Roll, getting home by a canvas ahead of holders 

WA, with Victoria third, half a length further back.2136  

The 1961 Intervarsity race, over a two-mile course on the Brisbane River, saw Melbourne and 

Sydney fighting for the lead during the first mile, only for Melbourne’s bow man to be ejected 

and the seven remaining members finish last. Sydney won, four lengths ahead of the University 

of New South Wales.2137 

10.27  Looking Forward 

As far back as 1946, then again in 1948, Kevyn Webb had put before national rowing 

authorities the suggestion that Australia establish a national regatta. Nothing came of it. 

Undeterred, and in his capacity, now, as captain of the 1960 Olympic rowing team, Kevyn had 

taken the opportunity to lobby team manager Reg Blundstone, also Secretary of the AARC, 

about progress towards such an event. On his return from Rome, Kevyn was asked by the 

Council to prepare a comprehensive report on how the regatta could be staged. The report was 

tabled at the Council’s 1961 meeting, and following its adoption the six states voted 

unanimously to hold Australia’s first national championship on Lake Wendouree in 1962.2138 

The regatta would henceforward be held every other year.2139  
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Adding prestige to the initiative was the fact that the King’s Cup and President’s Cup events 

would be test races for the eight and single scull at the newly-titled British Empire and 

Commonwealth Games, being held in Perth in 1962. Tests involving the double scull, coxed 

and coxless four, coxed and coxless pair categories would be conducted over the Easter – 

Anzac Day period, at what would be called the National Championship Regatta. Lightweight 

eight and lightweight single scull events would also be held.2140  

There then came from London a report that Stuart Mackenzie had won his first sculling 

contest since his withdrawal from the Rome Olympics. Mackenzie had taken part in a sprint 

regatta at Putney.2141 On 27 May Sydney University easily retained, on the Brisbane River, the 

Intervarsity eights title they had won on the Swan River the previous year. Second were the 

University of New South Wales. Bill Webb, a member of both winning crews,2142 was 

destined two decades later to become the Australian Rowing Council’s chief medical officer.  

10.28  New Oars 

It was in season 1961–62 that Australia’s coaches became aware of technical developments in 

oar design, first demonstrated at the Rome Olympics. The new oars were longer but the blade 

shorter and broader than the thin blades used almost since rowing evolved in Australia. This 

provided greater blade area in the water and less slippage. The new design, termed ‘shovel’, 

was considered a great advance in the use of the oar as a lever.2143  

Coincidentally, Haberfield oarsman Howard Croker had begun his apprenticeship in boat 

building. As Howard was mastering the skills of his chosen trade, he recognised an untapped 

market for good quality crafted oars. Based on his rowing experience, he felt confident he 

could design oars with the sleek curves and lines that make boats travel faster. Having 

completed his apprenticeship, he went with his instincts and established Croker Oars. He first 

worked from his parents’ backyard at Rydalmere, in Sydney’s west, before setting up within a 

factory complex at Meadowbank.2144  
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For the ANA Aquatic Club in Perth, 1962 began disastrously: it was destroyed by fire on 7 

January. The ANA Sailing Club lost its fleet of seven dinghies, the rowing club its boats and 

equipment and the Association a variety of trophies, memorabilia and regatta equipment. This 

included a venerable cannon, used for many years to fire blank shotgun cartridges at the finish 

of races.2145 In Victoria, however, just a year after Monash University had been established, 

the Monash University Boat Club opened. The prime objective of its founders was to 

establish a club able to enter an eight in the Intervarsity Regatta.2146  

The interstate events, now involving heats and finals, took place at Lake Wendouree on 23 

and 24 March. In the first heat of the eights Tasmania defeated Queensland, and in the second 

New South Wales had the measure of South Australia. In the last heat Victoria soundly beat 

Western Australia, by two lengths, in 6 minutes 11.5 seconds, the fastest time of the day. 

However, Western Australia later won the repechage easily, eliminating Queensland and 

South Australia, and so would face Victoria, New South Wales and Tasmania in the final the 

following day. To the great delight of a partisan home crowd Victoria won the King’s Cup by 

half a length, but only after a tense struggle with the West Australians, Tasmania a length and 

a half back in third place. There to present the trophy to winning stroke Neville Howell was 

Dr Clive Disher, stroke of the 1919 AIF eight responsible for obtaining it in 1919. With him 

were crewmates Archie Robb and Tom McGill. 

Stuart Mackenzie, who by now had won the Diamond Sculls for the fifth year in a row, had 

been informed that he must return to Australia to compete for the President’s Cup if he 

wished to be selected for the Commonwealth Games. He declined.2147 New South Welshman 

Ian Tutty made the most of his opportunity, recording an easy four lengths win, Grahame 

Squires of Tasmania second yet again and Jeff Sykes of Victoria a further three lengths back. 

Victoria proved too good in the Penrith Cup contest for lightweight fours, winning by four 

lengths from New South Wales with WA third. Victoria’s coxswain David Palfreyman 

welcomed in the two seat another who would become an Australian rowing mainstay, George 

Xouris.2148 
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On 14 April Brisbane Boys’ College retained their GPS title, a length and a quarter ahead of 

Brisbane Grammar, with Church of England Grammar third.2149 The New South Wales contest 

was won by Scots College, from Newington and Grammar.2150 The Victorian Associated 

Public Schools this year welcomed Carey Grammar to the Head of the River ranks, but it was 

Wesley College who triumphed.2151 St Peter’s College won back the South Australian title,2152 

Guildford recorded the school’s first WA Head of the River win since 1924,2153 and in 

Tasmania the Friends School extended its run of wins to five.2154 

The women’s interstate fours were contested on Melbourne’s Albert Park Lake, New South 

Wales winning by a canvas from Victoria, with Queensland a further length back.2155 Sydney 

University completed a hat trick of Intervarsity wins, this time on the Nepean. Melbourne 

were second, three-quarters of a length away, with Western Australia three lengths in arrears. 

New South Wales’ time for the three-mile journey was a slick 15 minutes 30 seconds.2156  

10.29  A National Regatta 

The much-anticipated national regatta was contested on Lake Wendouree between 21 and 23 

April 1962, with most eyes on the four other test races. Ian Tutty and Barclay Wade of 

Haberfield won the double sculls, and a Corio Bay combination of David John, David 

Caithness, Derek Norwood and David Ramage, steered by Phillip Sarah, the coxed fours. A 

Mosman four of the recently transferred Bill Hatfield and crewmates Maurie Grace, Peter 

Raper and Western Australian ‘import’ Rodger Ninham took out the coxless fours, Raper and 

Ninham also winning the coxless pairs.2157 There thus awaited two major international events: 

the first ever world rowing championships in Lucerne and the Commonwealth Games Regatta 

in Perth. 
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10.30  First World Championships 

The world championships, held in September, were to prove beneficial as preparation for the 

Commonwealth Games. Australia was represented almost wholly by the Victorian eight that 

had won the King’s Cup and gained selection to contest the Games. The exception was David 

Boykett, who joined the crew when Duchan Stankovich withdrew as a result of study 

priorities. The crew was Ian Douglas (bow), Charles Lehman, Boykett, Terry Davies, Paul 

Guest, Graeme McCall, Martin Tomanovits, Neville Howell (stroke) and David Palfreyman 

(cox). Selector and coach of the eight was Alan Jacobsen. The Corio four having declined 

world championships selection, a Melbourne University/Yarra Yarra combination comprising 

John Castle, Robin Jones, Peter Edwards, Jim Howden and cox Kevin Wickham was selected, 

having come a close second behind the Corio four at Ballarat. Ian Tutty was the sculler. 

Twenty-five nations had entered crews in the seven Olympic boat classes. 

The Australian eight finished second in its heat to Canada but the following day rowed 

magnificently in the repechage and so entered the final, in which five crews broke six 

minutes. West Germany won in 5.50.8, ahead of the USSR, France, Italy and Australia, with 

Canada sixth. The Australian four repeated precisely the performance of the eight, while 

Tutty came third in his heat, second in the repechage and fourth in the ‘small’ final, so tenth 

place overall.2158 

Another Australian racing, albeit for Great Britain, was Stuart Mackenzie. Employed in 

England as a chicken sexer, Mackenzie was seeking to topple arch-rival Vyacheslav Ivanov, 

who had beaten him at the 1956 Olympics but succumbed to him when racing for the 

‘Diamonds’.2159 The Russian again beat the Australian when it really mattered, winning by 

more than a length in 7 minutes 07.09 seconds.2160  

10.31  Perth Games 

Prior to the Commonwealth Games changes were made to three crews. Sculling selector 

Kevyn Webb chose Grahame Squires to partner Barclay Wade in the double, thus enabling 

Ian Tutty to concentrate solely on the single. Dissension arose among members of the all-
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Mosman coxless pair and coxless four, and their coach, Wim Sirks. Peter Raper was replaced 

in the pair by Bill Hatfield, then Hatfield and pair partner Rodger Ninham were withdrawn 

from the four and replaced by Simon Newcomb and Graeme Boykett, the two Victorian 

emergencies. The new four’s training problems were exacerbated when Mosman raised 

objections, albeit briefly, to their club’s boat being used by other than the original crew.2161  

The Australian eight, with Stankovich back in the crew in place of David Boykett, had an 

unsettling start to its training on the Canning River when it ran into a course-side pile. It was 

an incident students of the sport might have anticipated. The 16-year-old coxswain, David 

Palfreyman, was the grandson of Tasmanian national champion, Olympic representative, 

Diamond Sculls winner and decorated soldier Cec McVilly – who, as earlier recorded, had 

perennial steering problems. All the bowside oars were damaged, riggers bent and a saxboard 

split. Fortunately Rodger Ninham, selected in the pair, was able to effect repairs in his father 

Bill’s boatshed, while Howard Croker, in Perth on holiday, worked on the oars.2162 Young 

David Palfreyman was totally exonerated. Years later he explained that he was sitting very 

low in the boat, facing in Neville Howell a very large stroke man – and simply did not see the 

pile until the boat was upon it. 

Perhaps not surprisingly the eight were beaten by England in their heat but in the repechage 

defeated Canada and so got through the final, where England and New Zealand awaited. The 

English crew fell away early, leaving the Antipodean rivals to fight for gold and silver. The 

Kiwis led for much of the way – but Paul Guest in the five seat was untroubled. ‘David 

Palfreyman was telling us we were rating 34 with substantial clearance ... New Zealand were 

at 39 with minimal clearance.’2163 Neville Howell was also biding his time, content to wait 

until the last 250 metres before unleashing a huge finish. The Australians took the lead with 

only 50 metres remaining – and won by 0.02 of a second. The time was 5 minutes 53.4 

seconds.  
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New Zealand turned the tables in the coxed fours, that race also close, while Tutty, the double 

scullers and the coxless pair all won bronze. Perhaps as a result of pre-event tensions the 

coxless four did not make the final.2164 

An outstanding career also came to an end. Neville Howell had contested ten King’s Cups and 

won six, then crowned his career with Commonwealth gold, an event regarded at the time as 

the greatest single achievement in Australian rowing since the AIF crew obtained the King’s 

Cup in 1919. Howell therefore announced his ‘retirement’.2165 

Thus ended an era of some accomplishment, with Australia demonstrating its ability to take 

on not only Commonwealth nations but also to challenge at the world championships level. 

But headwinds awaited. 

10.32  Discussion 

The period discussed above marks an almost total switch to amateurism across all levels of 

rowing and sculling: club, state and international events. Reinforcement of this trend came 

when, as 1950 ended, Queensland’s administration changed its title, Queensland Rowing 

Association, to Queensland Amateur Rowing Council. Eight years later, as professional sculling 

finally ended, the Western Australian Rowing Association reinforced the trend when changing 

its name to the Amateur Rowing Association of Western Australia. Symbolic of Australia’s 

adoption of ‘total amateurism’ was the regular participation by clubs or international teams at 

England’s Henley Royal Regatta, the global bastion of amateur rowing. 
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Chapter 11: RARER SUCCESSES 

11.1  Introduction 

While continuing to report on the major interstate, national and international races and events, 

this chapter also deals with developments in crew formations, new clubs, administrations and 

events, and a new major venue. It also refers to regulatory developments and describes 

misfortune befalling certain clubs. Primarily, however, it relates in detail the events and 

decisions leading to a major increase within women’s rowing. 

11.2  Expansion 

There were no international events scheduled for 1963 but a burgeoning domestic calendar 

compensated, the schools again in action early. Newington won the New South Wales GPS 

contest, a canvas ahead of a determined St Joseph’s College, with the King’s School two 

lengths back.2166 The win added lustre to celebrations marking the 100th anniversary of the 

school’s foundation.2167 In Victoria Scotch College took the honours, the school’s first win in 

twelve years,2168 while in Brisbane Church of England Grammar got home by just two feet on 

the Milton Reach from Brisbane State High School.2169 In Adelaide, King’s College celebrated 

its first ever win;2170 Christ Church took back the Western Australian title it had won two 

years earlier,2171 and in Tasmania Launceston Grammar ended the Friends’ School’s five-win 

run.2172  

This year the Women’s Rowing Council added a new event to its interstate program; the 

Australian women’s sculling championship. The first contest was held on the Toowong Reach 

of the Brisbane River and won easily by Helen Evans of New South Wales from Barbara 

Benson of Queensland.2173 Helen thus became the first holder of the Nell Slatter Trophy, 

presented and named by the Queensland Women's Rowing Association as a tribute to their 
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then President.2174 The fours race for the ULVA trophy mirrored the scullers, New South 

Wales winning by a length and a quarter from Queensland.2175  

On 4 May, also on the Brisbane River, Grahame Squires of Tasmania at last won the 

President’s Cup! Having placed third at his first attempt in 1957 and second in six 

consecutive races thereafter, victory was his. Even so, the race was very tight; Squires won by 

a mere canvas from Jeff Sykes of Corio Bay, with a 19-year-old newcomer, Bob Shirlaw of 

Mosman, in third place.2176 In the race for the Penrith Cup, which began in a blinding 

rainstorm, New South Wales sped to an early lead then successfully withstood a late charge 

from Victoria to finish three-quarters of a length ahead. Queensland were third, a further three 

lengths back.2177 With five members of the winning Empire Games crew aboard, Victoria 

were clear favourites in the race for the King’s Cup, which instead turned into a ‘classic’. 

Seldom over the 2000 metre course did a boat length separate the four finalists, and the lead 

changed frequently. Then, with 500 metres to go, Victoria eased ahead and looked to have the 

race won, only for New South Wales to mount another challenge. They failed by a canvas to 

prevent the holders recording a hat trick: third and fourth were WA and Tasmania.2178 

The Intervarsity Regatta, held on 25 May on the Lower Yarra, saw the introduction of 

Monash University into the competition. All eight of the universities now contested the two 

and a quarter miles eights race. Showing no mercy, Melbourne University won by seven and a 

half lengths. Six crews entered a new men’s lightweight fours event, raced over 2000 metres, 

which Melbourne also won, while the single sculls race, over the same distance, saw Allan 

Skinner of Sydney head home Melbourne’s Dally Messenger.2179  

11.3  Olympic Year 

With the Tokyo Olympic Games due at the end of the year the 1964 King’s Cup Regatta, held 

at Penrith on 20 and 21 March, was again a trial for eights and single scullers bidding for 

places in the Australian team. It became an all-Victoria affair. A strong state eight won the 

King’s Cup, pushing out to a three-quarters of a length lead ahead of New South Wales after 
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just 250 metres and maintaining their ascendancy all the way home. Western Australia were 

third, five lengths adrift.2180 The Victorian crew, now the Olympic crew, was Brian Vear 

(bow), David Boykett, Robert Lachal, David Ramage, Paul Guest, Graeme McCall, Marty 

Tomanovits, Terry Davies (stroke) and Kevin Wickham (cox).2181 Peter Edwards claimed the 

President’s Cup for Victoria and the Olympic sculling berth for himself, two-and-a-half 

lengths ahead of Tasmania’s John Moore, who had beaten the title holder, Grahame Squires, 

at the state championships. NSW’s Bob Shirlaw was again third. A clean sweep was 

completed when Victoria’s lightweight four held out New South Wales by just three feet to 

win the Penrith Cup, with Western Australia three quarters of a length back.2182 In the two seat 

of the winning crew was David Palfreyman, and it was stroked by George Xouris.2183 

A week later, on the Parramatta River, Helen Evans not only retained by ten lengths the 

interstate sculling title won the previous year – in exactly the same time, 4 minutes 52 

seconds2184 – she also stroked the New South Wales four to a massive twenty lengths victory. 

It was Margaret Agnew’s final race in New South Wales colours. She had set a remarkable 

personal record of seven out of eight wins.2185  

In 1958 St Ignatius College coach Douglas Baggett had guided Riverview to its first win in 

more than half a century. Not content with providing one remarkable statistic, in 1964 he and 

fellow coach Noel Hammond conjured up another. Adopting their mentors’ ‘European style’, 

Riverview’s first eight won Sydney’s GPS title by an astonishing six lengths.2186 In Victoria 

Melbourne Grammar secured their fourth win since the end of the war,2187 while Brisbane 

Grammar won Queensland’s event ahead of the Southport School and Brisbane State High.2188 

Adelaide’s most successful rowing school, St Peter’s College, regained the South Australian 
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crown,2189 Christ Church made it a double in the West,2190 and the Hutchins School returned 

the title to southern Tasmania.2191 

Rowing’s genesis in Canberra was in 1961, when former oarsmen Dick Luker and Bill 

O’Brien developed a proposal to the National Capital Development Commission for the 

provision of sites for rowing clubs and other facilities. At a meeting on 16 November 1963 

the ACT Rowing Association (ACTRA) had been formed, with Luker as Chairman and 

O’Brien the Secretary. No clubs had yet been established, however, largely because there was 

very little water in the new lake. In fact it was 15 feet short of its optimum level.  

Exacerbating these concerns was the fact that by some extraordinary administrative quirk the 

first event to be held on Lake Burley Griffin was to be the second round of Olympics trials! 

The lack of water naturally meant the event was very much in jeopardy, but then it rained … 

and rained … and rained. In just a week the lake level rose 12 feet and by Saturday 25 April it 

was all but full. The bizarre nature of this turn of events was encapsulated by Kevyn Webb, 

now a national administrator, when stating as the championships began: ‘It seems funny … 

that we will be rowing … where rabbits were running … less than two weeks ago.’ 

Canberra’s first club, the Australian National University Boat Club, had opened on 21 April. 

The Canberra Rowing Club did so on 1 May, with the Burns Rowing Club joining them soon 

afterwards.2192  

The Olympic selections were duly finalised. A Sydney four of Alf Duval, Mick Allen, John 

Campbell and Gary Herford, coxed by Alan Grover, beat the other half of the club eight by a 

length, while Rodger Ninham and Bob Shirlaw of Mosman won the coxless pairs and Barclay 

Wade of Mosman and Gary Pearce of Balmain were selected for the double sculls. Two 

Victorian crews also gained places: a Mercantile coxless four – Anthony Walker, Dick 

Garrard, Simon Newcomb and Peter Gillon – and the Nagambie pair of Neil Lodding and 

Bruce Richardson, coxed by Wayne Gammon.2193 

The 1964 Intervarsity Regatta, held on Tasmania’s Huon River on 30 May, has become over 

the years part of Australian rowing folklore. The results – wins to Sydney in the eights, 
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Melbourne in the lightweight fours and Jack Bennett of Queensland in the sculls – are 

academic: it’s what happened afterwards that gained the event notoriety. Versions still differ, 

but what is not in doubt is that a formal post-regatta dinner having been held, the following 

day rowers from several universities commandeered a Derwent River ferry, the captain was 

rendered ‘off duty’, and for a while the vessel was ‘rudderless’. Police later became involved 

and the students ‘dispersed’.2194 To the dismay of most within the university sporting 

fraternity, Intervarsity officials cancelled the entire 1965 event. 

Also dismayed were members of Melbourne’s Albert Park Ladies Rowing Club and their 

followers. Those administering the overall Albert Park complex wanted the club to relocate 

and rebuild the clubhouse. Sadly, the club’s management could find no way to finance such a 

project, and it was decided that the club should be disbanded. It had been a feature within the 

Victorian rowing fraternity since 1908. 

From adversity, however, came opportunity. A number of members, among them Margaret 

Agnew, newly-arrived in Melbourne, briefly formed the Melbourne Ladies Rowing Club. Led 

by Judy Gallagher, a six-time Victorian representative, the members, including Margaret, then 

made an approach to the YWCA. Its rowing club had been disbanded in 1949 but the 

boatshed remained. The Y’s sports director, Glory Bain, saw advantages in the two groups 

joining forces, and the YWCA club re-formed.2195 

The Tokyo Olympic Games in October 1964 were described by Sydney Rowing Club 

historian Alan May as ‘intensely disappointing’. Not one Australian crew made a final. The 

eight were fifth in their heat and third in the repechage, but then in the petit final for places 

seven to twelve demonstrated much improved form and were second. Peter Edwards and the 

two pairs each finished third in the same round, while the coxed four, fourth in their heat and 

third in the repechage, were fourth in the petit final. The coxless four and the double scullers 

failed even to make the penultimate round. Team manager Alec McLeish stated: ‘It is obvious 

Australia is not in world rowing class,’ while on their return to Australia the oarsmen and 
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coaches insisted that Australian crews needed more international rowing experience if they 

were to regain world standard.2196  

11.4  Disasters 

The first club regatta in the Australian Capital Territory had been hosted by ANU in Lake 

Burley Griffin’s East Basin on 9 August, with conditions described as ‘vile’. Boats were 

swamped as a result of high winds. But that was as nothing compared with what followed on 

26 November. On that day 37-year-old Colin Panton and Burns Rowing Club colleague Bruce 

Shields were rowing a pair, steered by Colin’s nine-year-old son, also named Colin, when 

high winds caught the craft near King’s Avenue Bridge and it capsized. While clinging to the 

boat Shields tried desperately to haul the Pantons back to it but they were swept away and 

drowned. The Col Panton Memorial Marathon is still held on the lake each year.2197 

After a two-year break Scots College won back the New South Wales Head of the River title, 

having taken a leaf out of Riverview’s 1964 book and also experimented with technique.2198 

The same amount of time had elapsed before Wesley won again in Victoria.2199 In Queensland 

the verdict was a dead heat between Brisbane Grammar and Brisbane Boys’ College, with 

Brisbane State High just half a length back in third place.2200 St Peter’s made it two wins in a 

row in Adelaide,2201 as did Hutchins in Tasmania,2202 while Aquinas won its first Western 

Australian title in 15 years, not content with which it recorded a clean sweep of the entire 

program.2203  

The 1965 women’s interstate championships were held at Albert Park on 24 April, Helen 

Evans again stroking New South Wales to victory, ahead of Victoria and Queensland.2204 

Margaret Hansen made it a light blue double when beating Joan Beretta of Victoria in the 

sculling event.2205 This win, however, had the saddest of aftermaths, made all the more 

poignant following the Canberra drownings. Young Joan, a fine middle distance runner who 
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had represented Australia in the 880 yards event at the 1962 Commonwealth Games, had 

since been regarded as one of the most promising young scullers to ever come out of Geelong. 

On 28 July she went missing while training on the Barwon, and her body was not found for 

several days. There was considerable mystery surrounding the tragic death and it received 

wide media coverage.2206 

As part of improving competition administration the AARC published a comprehensive set of 

racing rules. These were to be administered by an Umpire-Referees Committee comprising 

Bob Aitken, Ossie Rosevear and Frank Fazackerley, from Victoria, New South Wales and 

Tasmania respectively. Their first national boat race officials examination was conducted in 

Perth just prior to the King’s Cup Regatta.2207 The national body announced that an 

Umpire/Referees Panel would conduct examinations prior to each interstate and national 

regatta, and issue licences to successful candidates. In future, no unlicensed person would be 

allowed to officiate at these regattas.2208  

The interstate regatta in Perth on 7 and 8 May resulted in a clean sweep for New South Wales. 

In the main race Victoria, replete with Olympians, led for most of the way, but the light blues 

took the lead in the last few metres and got home by just 0.4 of a second. Howard Croker, in 

his first and only appearance in the King’s Cup, was in the two seat of the winning crew. In 

the four seat was his Haberfield clubmate Dennis Tutty, brother of sculler Ian and better 

known as a rugby league footballer. Coached by Kevyn Webb and coxed by Alan Grover, 

New South Wales’ Penrith Cup crew won by five seconds from South Australia and Victoria, 

while Gary Pearce, son of Cec and nephew of Bobby, upheld the family name by winning the 

President’s Cup from John Moore of Tasmania. Tokyo Olympics representative Peter 

Edwards of Victoria was a disappointing third.2209 

11.5  Kiwi Contest 

In November 1965 a series of three test races against New Zealand were conducted; on the 

Leichhardt course in Sydney, at Penrith and at Ballarat. The Australian team of an eight, 

coxless pair and sculler were all from New South Wales. New Zealand won all events except 
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one pairs race, and this, together with the failure to reach any finals in Tokyo, was of great 

concern to Australia’s rowing administrators.2210 Neither would there be a chance of 

redemption at the Commonwealth Games in Jamaica in 1966. Rowing had been dropped from 

the Games’ program.2211 

Tasmania’s Derwent Mercantile Collegiate Rowing Club came into being in 1965 as a result 

of the merger of the Derwent Rowing Club, established in 1871, and the Mercantile Rowing 

Club, formed five years later. The new club was based in the former Derwent clubhouse at 

Pavilion Point, constructed in the early 1950s following a fire that destroyed the old boat 

sheds and most of the equipment.2212  

Tasmania was also the venue for the 1966 King’s Cup Regatta. It was held on 25 and 26 

March on the Huon River at Franklin, and this time it was Victoria’s turn to score the trifecta. 

To the surprise of many, the South Australian King’s Cup eight were ahead at the 1500-metre 

mark, but were hunted down in the final quarter of the race by Victoria and New South 

Wales. The dark blues gained the verdict by 0.4 of a second.2213 Victoria led all the way in the 

Penrith Cup, defeating South Australia by three quarters of a length, with New South Wales a 

canvas back in third spot.2214 The most satisfying win for Victoria, though, was probably Jeff 

Sykes’ claiming of the President’s Cup at his fourth attempt, three quarters of a length ahead 

of Tasmania’s John Moore, with Bob Shirlaw of New South Wales a further two lengths 

away.2215  

When not sculling Sykes had been working with his boat builder father. While there he had 

built the boat in which he had won on the Huon. He and others regarded the craft as ‘radical’. 

Given the admiration and enthusiasm the boat generated, and the fact that he and his father 

diverged where their building concepts were concerned, Sykes junior decided to set up on his 

own in Geelong. So besieged was he with orders, particularly for the ‘radical’ boat, that he 

was forced to declare himself unavailable for a place in the Australian squad at that year’s 

world championships. Jeff Sykes and Associates became the pre-eminent boat building 
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business in Australia, with 40 employees, and Sykes at the helm until handing over control of 

the company in 2000.2216  

The 1966 New South Wales GPS race was one of the tightest and most exciting in years. 

Newington, coached by 1952 Olympic bronze medallist Ernie Chapman, beat Scots by three 

feet, with Shore and Grammar dead-heating for third – just half a length further back.2217 A 

greatly admired Scotch College eight won the Victorian contest,2218 and Brisbane Boys’ 

College were this year outright winners following their dead heat with Brisbane Grammar the 

previous year. The margin was a much more comfortable length and three quarters.2219 

Adelaide’s King’s College regained the crown they first won three year earlier,2220 Aquinas 

appeared to be making up for lost time when retaining the West Australian title,2221 and 

Hutchins completed a hat trick of wins in Tasmania.2222 

For the first time since 1940 the women’s interstate regatta was held on the Port River in 

South Australia. A New Zealand four rowing by invitation were dominant throughout and 

won comfortably. By gaining second place Victoria took the title – and another, courtesy of 

Alison Thorne’s win in the single sculls.2223 The win by the University of Tasmania eight at 

the Intervarsity regatta, held at Mannum, was its first in 41 years.2224 Peter Hoban won the 

single sculls, an early title for Monash University,2225 and Adelaide the lightweight fours.2226  

Australia’s third national championships were held back at Lake Wendouree on 29 and 30 

April. Major interest was in the trials for scullers and crews seeking selection for the second 

World Rowing Championships, being held in Bled, Yugoslavia in September. The AARC 

announced at the end of the regatta that Australia would send Victoria’s winning King’s Cup 

eight, a Victorian coxless four and a coxed four from New South Wales. The Boykett 

brothers, David Ramage and Paul Guest were in the eight, while George Xouris and David 

Palfreyman were joined in the coxless four by Peter Philp and Dick Garrard, two others 

                                                

2216 Personal contact, Jeff Sykes, 19 March 2017. 
2217 May, A.L., op. cit., p. 189. 
2218 Rickards, F., op. cit., p. 110. 
2219 Pritchard, J., op. cit., p. 122. 
2220 Program, Head of the River Public Schools’ Regatta, 1982, p. 19. 
2221 Cooper, W., op. cit., p. 181. 
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destined to make their mark in Australian rowing. The same applied to Alf Duval, in the 

coxed four, and its coach, Allan Callaway. 

The world championships attracted 130 entries from 32 countries (compared with 101 entries 

from 28 countries at the 1964 Olympics). The eight and coxed four reached their semi-finals 

but then had to contest petit finals, the four coming second and therefore eighth in the world 

and the eight fourth and so tenth on the international standings. The coxless four failed to 

qualify for a petit final by 0.4 of a second.2227 

11.6  Course Short 

Two years after the Canberra tragedy, a regatta was held for the first time on Yarramundi 

Reach, at the western end of Lake Burley Griffin. Conditions there proved markedly better 

than on that fateful November day and the ACTRA moved all regattas to the Reach 

permanently. The only problem was that the course was 200 metres short of the international 

standard of 2000 metres. In the mid-1990s the association’s then Patron, Governor-General 

Bill Hayden, was asked if he would mind sacrificing 200 metres of his front lawn at 

Yarralumla. ‘Ask my successor’ was the sage reply. Canberra still lacks an international-

standard course.2228 

There had arrived at the King’s School since the 1966 New South Wales Head of the River 

one Robert (Bob) Buntine, a teacher and rowing coach from Melbourne. Almost immediately 

Buntine transformed rowing at King’s, the first eight winning the 1967 title by a length and a 

half from Newington. It was the school’s first win for 46 years.2229 More would come. On the 

Barwon an outstanding Scotch College crew repeated the previous year’s triumph2230 as did 

King’s College on Adelaide’s Torrens Lake.2231 Officials at Brisbane’s GPS event shortened 

the course when it became apparent that strong winds were making it impossible to bring 

crews onto moored stake boats. It was Brisbane Grammar who were best able to handle the 
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conditions.2232 The Western Australian contest resulted in a dead heat between Scotch and 

Christ Church,2233 while Hutchins made it four in a row in Tasmania.2234 

On 8 April New South Wales regained the women’s interstate fours title on the Parramatta 

River, 17-year-old Evelyn Gardiner in the bow seat making her debut. Her crew’s winning 

margin was a length and a half from Victoria, with Queensland six lengths back. Victorian 

Alison Thorne retained the sculling crown.2235  

New South Wales repeated its 1965 interstate regatta performance – and Victoria’s the 

subsequent year – when again winning all three events, this time at Murray Bridge. The New 

South Wales eight, stroked by Brian Denny, won the King’s Cup by a length and a quarter 

from Tasmania, while South Australia, a young Brian Richardson in the bow seat,2236 were 

third. Victoria were out of the first three for the first time since 1948. The Penrith Cup race 

saw New South Wales lead from start to finish. For coxswain Alan Grover and coach Bert 

Harding, this was a second win. Having placed third three times in the President’s Cup, Bob 

Shirlaw almost had no choice this time but to win! He was followed home by Jeff Sykes of 

Victoria and Tasmania’s John Moore.2237  

The Intervarsity contest, held at Penrith on 27 May, marked the last Oxford and Cambridge 

Cup race to be rowed over the traditional three-mile distance. Melbourne’s eight, still coached 

by Harvey Nicholson, beat the holders, Tasmania, and were reported not to have dropped 

below 38 strokes a minute over the whole course. Monash were third. Harvey’s son Peter 

stroked Melbourne’s lightweight four to victory,2238 while the sculling title went to Dick 

Reddel of Sydney University.2239 

On Sydney’s North Shore the Mosman club was in a quandary. Its bid to build a new 

boathouse close to the clubhouse in Mosman Bay was being stymied. It therefore turned its 

attention to the small corner of Middle Harbour near the Spit Bridge known simply as ‘the 

Spit’. Permits were obtained, planning was approved, and on 10 June 1967 the club’s new 
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shed was officially opened. Captain Stuart Evans described it as ‘second to none in 

Australia’.2240  

11.7  Long Tour 

In August the AARC sent two crews and a sculler on an extensive tour of North America and 

France. The squad comprised a Sydney-based eight, a Victorian coxed four and sculler Bob 

Shirlaw. At the Canadian Centennial Regatta at St Catharine’s the four – Stephen Gillon, 

David Douglas, John Harry, Graeme Boykett and cox Tom Daffy, coached by distinguished 

oarsman and lawyer Hubert ‘Freddy’ Frederico – scored a good win, while the eight, which 

contained promising newcomers Michael Morgan of Sydney and Reg Free from Tasmania, 

was second behind a University of British Columbia crew. At the North American 

Championships on the same course a fortnight later the four again won, ahead of crews from 

the United States and Denmark.2241 It was a win that brought additional kudos. The 

international rowing federation FISA having endorsed the North American Championships as 

a FISA event, the crew’s victory represented a first sweep-oared gold medal for Australia in 

true international competition.2242 The eight managed only third in its heat, behind New 

Zealand and West Germany, but won the repechage to enter the final, in which it was second 

behind the New Zealanders and this time ahead of the Germans. Bob Shirlaw was first in the 

petit final and so seventh overall. Australia’s performance at Vichy and the European 

Championships, where 25 nations were represented, was regarded as ‘promising’. The four 

recorded a passable eighth place overall while the eight improved. It was beaten in a heat by 

East Germany but won the repechage to enter the final, in which it was sixth. Shirlaw did not 

compete.2243 

In 1967, Major Bruce Stark, a former oarsman and member of the staff at Army HQ in 

Canberra, had agreed to assist with the establishment of the Royal Military College Rowing 

Club. He had duly approached the Australian National University Boat Club regarding use of 

their boats until such time as the College was able to acquire its own. Major Stark, who had 

rowed at Scots College in Perth before coaching at Geelong College, became the coach and 

mentor of the RMC eight. Three days-a-week training had begun in April 1967, with the 
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initial target a regatta due to be held early the following year. On 2 March 1968 the good 

Major’s RMC crew entered the maiden eights event at the Daramalan Regatta on Lake Burley 

Griffin. In so doing they became the first military crew to contest a rowing event since the 

Australian Imperial Force number one crew obtained the King’s Cup for Australia at the 

Henley Peace Regatta in 1919. Regrettably, however, the cadets were unable to replicate their 

illustrious predecessors’ triumph – but they came very close. Rowing in an eight-crew race 

over 1500-metres with conditions choppy on Lake Burley Griffin, the cadets failed by just a 

canvas to hold out a strong Lyneham High School crew.2244 

Another Olympic year had arrived, and again trials for the men’s eight and single scull were 

held at an early King’s Cup Regatta. The event was to have been held at Lake Wendouree, but 

severe drought had seen a drastic decline in water levels. With the agreement of the AARC 

the Victorian Rowing Association asked its New South Wales counterpart to hold the trials on 

the Nepean, the VRA to host at Ballarat in 1970. Sponsorship by the cigarette manufacturer 

W. D & H. O. Wills relieved the NSWRA of some of the financial burden it inherited. Come 

the day a Sydney composite eight coached by Allan Callaway won the King’s Cup, but only 

by a second from a strong Victorian combination. The winning time was a very fast 5 minutes 

46.9 seconds. Tasmania were third.2245 For Alf Duval, stroke of the New South Wales eight, it 

was a seventh King’s Cup selection. He had been in the six-seat of the winning 1965 crew.2246 

The President’s Cup was won by Graham Kert of Queensland, seven seconds ahead of Peter 

Edwards of Victoria, with Ian Winter of Tasmania 2.1 seconds back. It was the first 

Queensland win in an interstate event since 1939. The Penrith Cup was also a thriller, and was 

again won by NSW, who produced an amazing finish to overhaul Victoria and win by three 

feet. Third were South Australia.2247  

Having the previous year ended a 46-year drought courtesy of coach Bob Buntine, King’s 

won the New South Wales GPS crown again.2248 It had been Scotch College and Melbourne 

Grammar School who in 1868 raced in the first Victorian schools event, so both were now 

celebrating the centenary of rowing at their schools. Scotch having won that first encounter, 
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Grammar’s victory this year seemed entirely appropriate.2249 Brisbane Boys’ College regained 

the title it had won two years earlier,2250 and Pulteney Grammar School won in Adelaide after 

a seven-year gap.2251 In the West Scotch won the title outright following the previous year’s 

dead heat with Christ Church,2252 and in Tasmania the Friends School halted Hutchins’ four-

year run.2253  

At the women’s interstate championships on the Yarra on 27 April Helen Evans returned to 

the stroke seat of the New South Wales four and recorded a third win from three appearances. 

Jennette Cameron in the bow seat made her first appearance. Victoria and Queensland filled 

the minor placings.2254 The interstate sculling title was also won by New South Wales, 

Margaret Clarke of Newcastle consigning Victoria’s two-time winner Alison Thorne to 

second place.2255 Another event had been introduced: for lightweight fours. The weight limit 

for this category was established at an average weight per competitor of 9 stone, although half 

the crew could weight up to 9 stone 3 pounds.2256 The trophy for the event, the Victoria Cup, 

was presented by the Victorian Ladies' Rowing Association,2257 with much credit for its 

introduction given to Margaret Agnew, by now the Association’s Secretary.2258 Margaret had 

also been selected to stroke the Victorian crew – which duly lifted the new trophy!2259  

The regatta also featured the first national club championship for women. It contained six 

events – and Victorian clubs shared the spoils. The first winner of the Australian lightweight 

single sculls title was YWCA club member Kath Suhr, another strong advocate for women’s 

rowing. The irrepressible Margaret Agnew, partnered by Helen Fraser, won the lightweight 

pairs championship.2260 
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11.8  New Directions 

A further indication of the progress being made by Australia’s female scullers and rowers was 

their entry into the Intervarsity contests, albeit, as with the interstate and national regattas, 

separately from the men’s. The first such event, hosted by Newcastle University, was held on 

the Hunter River at Raymond Terrace on 25 May, and comprised three races: the single scull, 

coxed pair and coxed four. Margaret Clarke, the national champion, won not only the sculling 

title but also, with Beverley Donald and coxswain Pam Passlow, the pairs contest. Sydney 

University took out the coxed fours from Newcastle, Queensland and a crew from the newly-

formed University of Western Australia Women’s Rowing Club.2261  

The men’s regatta took place in Perth, on the Canning River. The eights raced just over two 

miles, the remainder over 2000 metres. Melbourne got past Adelaide in the main race only in 

the final 200 metres, while Michael Reynolds of Queensland University comfortably won the 

sculling title. The coxswain of the winning Sydney University lightweight four was John 

Boultbee, son of former coxswain Jim Boultbee and destined to become a leading national 

and international rowing administrator.2262 The eights race would be the last held over a 

greater distance than 2000 metres. Increasing administrative pressure for a standardised 

course distance and fairer courses, and the focus of state and national programs on the 

Olympic distance, resulted in delegates from the competing universities resolving that from 

1969 onward all races would be conducted over a 2000 metre course.2263 

Trials for the remaining men’s Olympic boat classes were held at the National Regatta at 

Murray Bridge on 17 and 18 May. The outstanding performance came from Victorians Paul 

Guest and David Ramage in the coxless pairs. The Mercantile/MUBC four that had won in 

Canada the previous year also performed well. However, they were graded behind the New 

South Wales eight and Guest and Ramage, and due to limited places within the overall 

Olympic team, only the eight and pair were selected. However, David Douglas from the four 

came into the eight. Allan Callaway was the sole coach, and West Australian oarsman and 
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administrator Bob Hemery the team manager. On the eve of departure the rowing section was 

hailed as the fittest within the entire Australian team.2264  

11.9  Tragedy – and Triumph 

The Mexico Olympic Games regatta was held on a man-made canal at Cuemanco, near 

Xochimilco, at an altitude of 7300 feet. In their heat the eight finished second to West 

Germany by just under a length; New Zealand won the other heat. The winners advanced to 

the final, but Australia soon followed by winning their repechage ahead of the USSR. 

Czechoslovakia and the United States, first and second in the other repechage, also qualified 

for the final.2265  

There were three coxless pair heats. Paul Guest and David Ramage were content to finish 

second in the third of them behind the United States and qualify for the semi-final – in the 

fourth fastest time of the 18 crews. What then unfolded, however, can only be regarded to as 

an Australian rowing tragedy.  

The first three placegetters in the semi-finals would qualify for the final. The Australian pair 

drew a particularly strong ‘semi’ that included Austria and Holland, winners of the other two 

heats. It was also extremely hot. Guest and Ramage had decided to dominate the race. After 

500 metres they had a half-second lead over Austria, with 4.44 seconds covering all crews. At 

the 1000 metre mark, the margin was half a length over Austria, the field now strung out over 

8.45 seconds. At the 1500 metre mark the Australians led by clear water, ahead of Austria, 

with Holland in third place. Guest and Ramage were still rowing easily and looked certain to 

go into the final. 

Then, however, with less than 100 metres to go, David Ramage suffered oxygen debt and 

collapsed. Suddenly, a place in the final was in jeopardy. With Ramage virtually powerless 

Guest tried desperately to keep the boat straight and somehow get it over the line and into one 

of the three qualifying places, but Holland, Austria and then Switzerland overran them. 

Ironically, despite finishing fourth they had rowed 7.41 seconds faster than the winner of the 

second semi-final, in a blanket finish in which the time between first and fourth was just 1.18 

seconds. But it was all to no avail. The Australians’ dream of Olympic gold was over.  
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Obliged to row in what was then called the petit final, the pair changed tactics, ‘which I rather 

suspect was by reason of the black cloud of bitter disappointment that had fallen over us’ Paul 

Guest was to declare years later. ‘We were lying second, trailing Italy at the 500 metre mark 

and had dropped to third place, behind Italy and Hungary, at the 1000 metre mark. At that 

point, we had a talk, turned on the after-burners and secured a lead of some two seconds at the 

1500 metre mark. We won effortlessly by clear water from Poland, Hungary, Italy, France 

and West Germany, who we spreadeagled over 21.39 seconds’.  

Now came further irony: their winning time of 7.19.49 seconds was 7.07 seconds faster than 

the gold medal-winning time set by the East German pair in the final. The Australians, 

moreover, rowed into a 2.6 metre head wind, the strongest velocity recorded throughout the 

regatta in the pair events: the East Germans did not.  

A post-Games report on the pair to the then Australian Olympic Federation read thus: 

there is absolutely no doubt in the minds of all recognised rowing experts who observed this 

wonderful crew that the altitude problem coupled with a badly lopsided draw in the vital 

semi-final were the only reasons why [it] did not return to Australia with a medal. 

It was scant consolation. Guest says he has often been asked over the years whether there was 

anything in his life that he would change. His stock reply has been: ‘Yes, I want back 1.18 

seconds: I’m not asking for much’.2266 He has told the author that not a day goes by when he 

does not think of what befell him and Ramage in Mexico. 

The eight, however, went one better than their 1952 and 1956 counterparts when winning 

silver – and very nearly gold. Perhaps with Guest and Ramage very much in mind the crew 

decided to conserve their collective energies and at the half-way mark were fifth of six crews. 

By the 1500 mark they had passed the Americans, then spurted past Russia and New Zealand 

and gone after the West Germans. They failed by just 0.98 of a second to secure gold.2267 The 

crew was Bob Shirlaw (bow), Gary Pearce, John Ranch, David Douglas, Peter Dickson, Joe 

Fazio, Michael Morgan, Alf Duval (stroke) and Alan Grover (cox). 
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Members of the Australian contingent would not have known it then, but there was a member 

of the Rumanian coxed four competing in Mexico who in later years was to have a profound 

influence on Australian rowing. His name was Reinhold Batschi.  

The 1969 Head of the River season saw King’s again win the New South Wales title, and so 

complete a hat trick, but they prevailed this time only by a canvas, ahead of a determined 

Newington.2268 In Victoria, Scotch College snatched back the title from Melbourne 

Grammar,2269 and in Brisbane it was the turn of Church of England Grammar School, who 

headed home Brisbane State High and last year’s winners Brisbane Boys’ College.2270 In 

Adelaide Pulteney Grammar repeated the previous year’s performance,2271 Aquinas took back 

the Western Australian title,2272 and Hutchins struck back straight away in Tasmania having 

been deprived the previous year of adding to a four-win run.2273 

The men’s interstate regatta, held for the first time at Bundaberg, on the Burnett River, 

marked the 50th anniversary of Australia’s acquiring of the King’s Cup. Given the New South 

Wales eight contained six oarsmen and the coxswain who had won silver in Mexico only 

months earlier, their supporters approached the event with justifiable optimism. Victoria, 

however, had other ideas. With the Olympic eight’s David Douglas aboard, and supplemented 

by Paul Guest and David Ramage, they won the ‘light blue, dark blue’ contest by a length. 

South Australia were four lengths back. Stuart Mackenzie had returned to Sydney, his run of 

six consecutive Diamond Sculls wins having been completed in 1962, but at the state 

championships he was beaten by Bob Shirlaw. However, Shirlaw was in the eight, so 

Mackenzie was named as the New South Wales sculler. A new champion nevertheless 

emerged in Tasmania’s Reg Free. Having rowed in the state’s King’s Cup eight each year 

between 1962 and 1968, his highest place second in 1967, Free had switched to sculling. At 

Bundaberg, in his first appearance in the President’s Cup, he beat the 1966 champion Jeff 

Sykes and the holder, Graham Kirt. Mackenzie was a disappointing fourth. New South Wales 

did, however, win the Penrith Cup, ahead of Tasmania and South Australia.2274  
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The women’s interstate events were held the same day at Port Adelaide. In the fours race for 

the ULVA trophy, Victoria, with Kath Suhr in the bow seat, recorded their first outright win, 

not counting the 1966 result, since 1941. They beat New South Wales by three-quarters of a 

length, with Queensland five lengths back. However, in the newly instituted lightweight fours 

race, New South Wales reversed the order, Evelyn Gardiner, backed up by newcomer Lydia 

Miladinovic, switching to the lightweight ranks and stroking the crew to a three-quarters of a 

length win over Victoria. Queensland were again third.2275 Sydney Rowing Club’s Janis Adam 

made it two out of three for the light blues when winning the sculling championship.2276 The 

second women’s national club championships, held in conjunction with the interstate contests, 

saw Melbourne’s YWCA club victorious in four of the six contests.2277  

The men’s Intervarsity Regatta took place on Lake Wendouree late in May. It was dominated 

by Melbourne, who won the eights, the lightweight fours and a new event, the coxless pairs, 

while Queensland’s Michel Reynolds retained the sculling title. John Boultbee this time 

coxed the second-placed Sydney eight, in which were two others destined to make significant 

contributions to Australian rowing: Chris Noel, a future president of the New South Wales 

Rowing Association, and John St Vincent Welch, soon to play a significant role as a national 

and international boat race official. Cameron Johnston, stroke of the triumphant Melbourne 

lightweight four, was five years away from becoming a world champion, while the winning 

pair was stroked by future world championships representative Will Magennis.2278 At the 

women’s regatta, held on the Canning River in Perth, Anne Ellison won the sculls and was in 

the bow seat of the victorious Sydney University four, while Newcastle University took the 

pairs crown.2279 

11.10  Ladies Only 

There were also moves, in Melbourne and Perth, towards independent clubs for women. A 

group from Melbourne University colleges had in 1968 decided to set up a women’s rowing 

club within Melbourne University Boat Club. In 1969 one of the group, Robyn Lyons, 
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encouraged by Kath Suhr,2280 became the first captain of the Melbourne University Ladies’ 

Rowing Club.2281 In Perth, a small group at the newly established Western Australian Institute 

of Technology established the Curtin University Rowing Club, one of the first sports clubs to 

accept women as full members.2282  

Come 1970, not content with a mere hat-trick the King’s School eight and coach Bob Buntine 

celebrated four GPS wins in a row, ahead of Shore and St Joseph’s.2283 They had certainly 

made up for lost time. Wesley won the Victorian contest following a gap of five years,2284 

while the Southport School took the Queensland title.2285 Pulteney Grammar made it a hat 

trick of wins in Adelaide,2286 while both Aquinas in the West2287 and Hutchins in Tasmania 

recorded a double.2288 

This year’s King’s Cup Regatta took place at Lake Wendouree on 3 and 4 April. The eights 

race saw a great battle between Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania, the Vics getting 

home by just 0.7 of a second. Reg Free successfully defended his President’s Cup title, 6.2 

seconds ahead of Norm Talbot of South Australia, with Dick Reddel from NSW 16.8 seconds 

further back. The Penrith Cup race for lightweight fours saw an end to the dominance of 

Victoria and NSW when a crew from Torrens Rowing Club in South Australia held off a 

desperate finish from their arch rivals, NSW this time second and Victoria and WA dead 

heating for third.2289 The SA crew comprised Colin Smith (bow), Vaughn Bollen (2), Bob 

Cooper (3), Luigi Lippis (stroke), and Geoff Worth (cox).  

The women’s combined interstate/national regatta was held on 9 May, on the Brisbane River. 

The interstate fours event was won by New South Wales, stroke Jennette Cameron recording 

her second win in three appearances. Victoria and Queensland took the minor placings. In the 

corresponding lightweight race positions were reversed. Victoria, with Kath Suhr in the three 

seat, won by a length. Queensland were again third. Janis Adam made it two wins from three 
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for New South Wales when taking out the single sculls title, leading home Victoria’s Val 

Bertrand and Queenslander Shirley Graham – who contested all three events!2290  

The men’s Intervarsity Regatta was hosted in Canberra by the Australian National University, 

Melbourne University recording three of the four wins, including a fourth consecutive eights 

triumph. Melbourne’s lightweight four, with Cam Johnston again stroking, comfortably 

disposed of the host university’s entry, while John Paton and David Bainbridge secured the 

pairs title. Dick Reddel of Haberfield, again representing Sydney University, reclaimed the 

sculling title he had won in 1967. At the women’s regatta, held on a new course, Lake 

Kurwongbah, north of Brisbane, a Melbourne University four comfortably secured the ULVA 

trophy.2291  

Following the men’s national championships, held on the Nepean, the selectors named the 

eight, coxed four, and coxed and coxless pairs that would contest the 1970 world 

championships at St Catharine’s. In a departure from previous practice the eight was a 

composite combination rather than the winning King’s Cup crew. Rod Ellaway and Jack 

Hume from South Australia and New South Welshman Michael Morgan joined Monash 

University’s first Australian representative Kerry Jelbart and his fellow Victorians Paul Guest, 

David Douglas, Stephen Gillon, Graeme Boykett and cox Geoff Godkin.2292 The eight were 

the best performers, gaining fifth place in the final, while the Corio Bay pair of George Xouris 

and Jeff Watt managed a creditable second in the petit final, eighth overall.2293  

11.11  Fate at Work 

For several clubs 1970 had brought mixed fortunes. The Power House fleet of boats had 

moved from Albert Park to the Yarra in December 1969. The official opening took place on 

14 February.2294 On 23 March, however, Richmond Rowing Club’s boatshed, erected in 1928, 

was destroyed by fire.2295 On 18 May Brisbane’s GPS Old Boys’ shed suffered the same fate. 

All boats and equipment were lost except for two old regulation fours stored at the 
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Commercial Rowing Club.2296 In the early hours of 1 August the Footscray City club was set 

ablaze, with all boats and equipment and most of the club’s records and equipment lost.2297  

Just before the 1968 race on Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin in which the Royal Military 

College Duntroon eight he had coached made its debut, Major Bruce Stark had expressed a 

wish to inaugurate an annual contest between the College and the Australian National 

University Boat Club. He had subsequently corresponded with Clive Disher, stroke of the 

1919 Australian Imperial Force crew that had obtained the King’s Cup for Australia at the 

Inter-Allied Henley Peace Regatta in 1919. Brigadier (formerly Captain) Disher had donated 

a trophy for the race, to commemorate his crew. The first contest took place on Saturday 13 

March 1971 over a three-mile course starting just off the university campus and finishing at 

the lake’s East Basin. A hard-fought tussle was won by the students by two thirds of a length 

– and Disher himself was there to make the trophy presentation.2298 

At the New South Wales GPS Regatta St Joseph’s ended a 15-year drought,2299 while for the 

victors in Victoria, Geelong Grammar, there had been a 17-year hiatus.2300 Brisbane’s GPS 

event, rowed over 2000 metres on the Milton Reach, was won by Church of England 

Grammar School.2301 In Adelaide Pulteney Grammar took its number of consecutive wins to 

four,2302 Hale ended a similar drought to St Joseph’s in the West,2303 and in Tasmania Hutchins 

completed a hat-trick.2304 

The women’s interstate championships were rowed on the Nepean River at Penrith on 17 

April, with all races over 1000 metres. In the open fours clash for the ULVA trophy, New 

South Wales held out the Victorians by a third of a length, with Queensland well back. The 

same finishing order was recorded in the lightweight contest for the Victoria Cup. Judith 

Perry and Evelyn Gardiner were bow and stroke respectively in both New South Wales crews. 
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Compensation came for Victoria courtesy of Val Bertrand, winner of the Nell Slatter Trophy 

for the single sculls championship.2305  

A week later came the corresponding men’s event, held on the Canning River in Perth. Norm 

Talbot of South Australia captured his state’s first win in the President’s Cup, beating Ken 

Leach of Victoria by just under a length, with Islay Lee of NSW third. The contest for the 

Penrith Cup was one of the tightest in years, the Victorian combination, George Xouris 

among them, narrowly averting consecutive South Australian wins by just 0.3 of a second, 

with New South Wales 0.2 of a second back in third place. It was Xouris’s last race in 

Victorian colours before moving to Western Australia. An identical story unfolded in the race 

for the King’s Cup, Victoria keeping out the South Australian eight by 0.3 of a second, with 

New South Wales this time all of 0.4 of a second away! For Victorian stroke Kerry Jelbart, a 

member of arguably the most prominent rowing family in Victoria, the race completed a hat 

trick of wins. Along with the likes of crewmate David Bishop, formerly of Adelaide 

University, Jelbart subsequently helped Monash University become a significant force.2306  

Indeed the following month Monash won the Intervarsity eights title on Lake Kurwongbah. In 

the closest race since the 1951 dead heat in Tasmania, they claimed the Oxford and 

Cambridge Cup by just a tenth of a second from Sydney University. Melbourne University, 

holders for the past four years, had this time to be content with wins in the pair and 

lightweight four. The single sculls final saw two President’s Cup contestants in action, Ted 

Hale from the University of Tasmania leading home Islay Lee, now representing Sydney 

University.2307 Lee’s counterpart at the women’s intervarsity event on the Nepean, Elizabeth 

Monti, was one of two Sydney University winners, the other being the coxed four, while a 

University of Western Australia combination won the coxed pairs.2308  

The 1972 King’s Cup Regatta was held on the Huon River at Franklin, Tasmania, on 3 and 4 

March. Islay Lee improved two places on the previous year’s performance to win the 

President’s Cup for New South Wales, pushing past Victoria’s Ken Leach, second again, with 

300 metres to go and winning by over a length. Ted Hale was this time in third place. Both he 

and Lee were destined for greater things. The lightweight fours title went to Victoria, Jeff 
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Sykes joining Cam Johnston in a crew that won comfortably ahead of New South Wales and 

South Australia.2309 With Mexico Olympics silver medallists Gary Pearce, Michael Morgan 

and coxswain Alan Grover aboard, the New South Wales eight this time proved far too good 

for their opposition, winning the King’s Cup in a canter ahead of Western Australia and 

Victoria.2310  

Lake Kurwongbah having impressed twice at the intervarsity level it now became the venue 

for the men’s national regatta, held on 1 and 3 April. Despite cyclonic conditions on Sunday’s 

lay day – it was considered ‘improper conduct’ in those days to hold major sporting events on 

a Sunday – the buoyed course met with great acclaim.2311 Among those claiming titles were 

the composite Haberfield/Glebe double sculling combination of Dick Reddel and Islay Lee; 

the all-Haberfield lightweight double scull containing Steve Roll and another of the club’s 

stalwarts, Col Bullard; and a Melbourne University lightweight eight in which were future 

coach and national selector David Yates, an up-and-coming Andrew Michelmore, stroke Cam 

Johnston and coxswain David England.2312 

There also came a win for the West in the schoolboys’ eights, Aquinas fighting off Brisbane 

Grammar School and Brisbane Boys’ College.2313 Indeed, it was the school’s second win in as 

many weeks. Aquinas had only days earlier regained the Head of the River title they won in 

1969 and 1970, over a course extended to 2000 metres.2314 Brisbane Boys gained some 

consolation for their third place on Lake Kurwongbah when winning the Queensland ‘head’ 

on the Brisbane River, this time finishing ahead of Brisbane Grammar.2315 At Penrith the 

King's School recorded its fifth win in six years, two and a half length ahead of favourites St 

Joseph's, and Wesley College won the Victorian title, their lead over Xavier one and a half 

lengths, Melbourne Grammar half a canvas back third.2316 St Peter’s College recorded its first 
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win in seven years in Adelaide, thus halting Pulteney Grammar’s four-win run,,2317 and 

Hutchins pushed out its number of consecutive wins in Tasmania to five.2318 

On 15 April the women’s interstate championships were held for the first time in Canberra 

and combined with the women’s ‘nationals’. The winner of the interstate sculling 

championship was New Zealander Elizabeth Cato, now resident in and representing New 

South Wales. Coached by Howard Croker, Lizzie, as she became known, pushed ahead at 

half-way and in a tight finish overcame Victoria’s Valmai Bertrand, with Shirley Graham this 

time in third place. Both interstate fours races were won by Victoria, the race for the ULVA 

trophy by two lengths and that for the lightweight fours title by five. Valmai Bertrand was in 

the three seat of the latter crew.2319  

There was a very light women’s entry for the combined men’s and women’s Intervarsity 

Regatta at Taree, at which Monash’s men’s eight and Ted Hale repeated their 1971 triumphs.2320  

11.12  Hostage to Fortune 

The national selectors now announced that an eight, a coxed four and a coxless pair would 

contest the Munich Olympic Games, with Bob Hemery reappointed team manager. Sadly, 

however, the team was to experience great misfortune, even before it left for overseas. The 

original six-man in the eight, Ian ‘Zac’ McWhirter of the Haberfield club, received a cancer 

diagnosis and passed away shortly after the Games, while electrician Brian Denny, from 

Drummoyne, selected to stroke the four, was electrocuted just weeks before the Olympics.2321 

Gary Pearce, Michael Morgan and coxswain Alan Grover were again selected for the 

Olympic eight. They were joined by former New Zealander Malcolm Shaw, John Clark from 

Mosman, Robert Paver and Richard Curtin from Sydney and Victoria’s Kerry Jelbart. Allan 

Callaway was again the eight’s coach. Two other New South Welshmen, John Lee and Phil 

Wilkinson, were in a coxed four with Western Australia’s Peter Shakespear and another 

Victorian, Will Baillieu. He and Jelbart were the Monash club’s first Olympians. Cox Vern 

Bowrey and coach Lance Robinson were from Sydney club Haberfield. Reserves for the 

eight, and selected to row in a pair, were Chris Stevens of Sydney and Glebe’s Kim 
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Mackney.2322 Kim’s father, Wal Mackney, stroked the Australian eight at the Berlin 1936 

Olympics having toured with the rugby union Wallabies to South Africa in 1933.2323 

Sadly, but perhaps inevitably, results were disappointing. Fourth of five in their heat, the 

Australian eight rallied to win the six-crew repechage, only to miss out by one place in a 

semi-final behind West Germany, New Zealand and Poland. They were then second in the B 

final behind Hungary, finishing eighth overall. Winners of the gold were New Zealand, ahead 

of the United States and East Germany. Neither the four nor the pair advanced beyond the 

repechage round.2324 

The year 1972 saw the opening of both the Horsham and Glenorchy rowing clubs. A public 

meeting on 10 March was told of the interest being expressed by Horsham High School and 

the Horsham Technical School. The town’s Pastoral and Agricultural Society was approached 

about use of the poultry pavilion as a boat shed! Six members of the committee guaranteed a 

loan of $3000 for a five-year period, the funds used to purchase two regulation fours and a set 

of ten oars. On 27 June several interested women approached the committee about a female 

rowing competition. The enthusiasm shown by these women was one of the factors in helping 

the club develop.2325  

The inaugural meeting of the Glenorchy club had been held at nearby Rosetta High School on 

14 April 1971. A group of prominent businessmen and professionals from the area, many of 

them from the Glenorchy Football Club, subsequently formed a steering committee to oversee 

the formation of the new club, which was officially established in 1972. Initially all 

equipment used by the club was borrowed from other rowing clubs in the south. A 

sponsorship and fundraising program saw the acquisition of several boats, blades, a trailer and 

coaching runabout. The club initially operated from the old Montrose Bay Yacht Club 

building, which had been vacant. The building was purchased from the yacht club for 

$325.2326 
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11.13  Veterans Introduced 

This was the year when Victoria introduced veteran categories at regattas other than the Head 

of the Yarra. The initiative came from Field Rickards of MUBC and Don Todd of Banks, who 

sought the benevolence of Bill Bradshaw, the Victorian Rowing Association’s head of regatta 

organisation. A veteran was defined as one who had turned 30 years of age, had notified his 

(and later her) retirement from active rowing to the captain of his club, and had not 

participated in a race for a period not less than twelve months from the date of the event in 

which he was entering. The average age of crews had to be a minimum of 35 years.2327  

A year of significant administrative change saw the Australian Women’s Rowing Council 

formulate a long-term plan that would expand the national club championship program and 

provide greater correlation with events on European and Olympic programs.2328 A special 

meeting of the AARC held in Melbourne in November 1972 decided that in 1974 the King’s 

Cup Regatta and the national championships should be combined, the joint event to be 

conducted by the Victorian Rowing Association at Ballarat.2329  

11.14  Marathon Effort 

At 4.10 p.m. on Saturday 10 March 1973 Val Bertrand began a row on the Hopkins River 

near her home town of Warrnambool in a bid to set the 100-mile distance record and enter the 

Guinness Book of Records. The course, set up near the mouth of the river, required a round 

trip of 4.76 miles, up and downstream, and was lit by five buoys with flashing lights. 

Marathon rules allowed a five-minute break every hour, during which Val was replenished 

with a diet of bread soaked in honey, glucose, an energy drink or tea. She was encouraged by 

hundreds of onlookers honking car horns and flashing headlights, while a local radio station 

played her favourite music, which she listened to on the transistor radio she had in the boat. 

Battling first sea fogs and then, as daybreak came, gusting winds, Val fought on, and at 1.13 

p.m. on Sunday 11 March reached the one hundred mile mark after 21 hours and 3 minutes of 

near-continuous sculling. A scrutineer verified all records.2330  
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The New South Wales Head of the River saw St Joseph’s reclaim the first eights title they had 

won two years earlier. The win brought a double celebration: the second eight had also 

triumphed.2331 Scotch College secured their first win in six years at Victoria’s APS Regatta,2332 

while Queensland’s Head of the River was won by Church of England Grammar.2333 

Adelaide’s St Peter’s College repeated the previous year’s success,2334 as did Aquinas in the 

West,2335 while in Tasmania Scotch College called a halt to Hutchins’ four-win run.2336 

On 28 April Victoria hosted the women’s interstate and national championships on the 

Barwon, with all races over 1000 metres. For the first time the contest for the ULVA trophy 

attracted entries from every state – and from a New Zealand representative crew. However, a 

strong and experienced New South Wales four comfortably withstood the trans-Tasman 

challenge, as indeed did Victoria’s. The Kiwis finished third. New South Wales also won the 

Victoria Cup race for lightweight fours, beating the hosts by a canvas. Evelyn Gardiner, now 

Adams, was in the two seat, and Margaret Agnew, now Mackenzie, was the coach. Victoria’s 

representative in the women’s sculls was Val Bertrand, but perhaps understandably following 

her recent exertions she was no match for Queensland’s Shirley Graham.2337  

Not content with winning the elite event in Geelong, the victorious New South Wales 

combination, all members of Mosman Rowing Club, became the first women’s crew to 

represent Australia when repeating their Geelong victory against New Zealand at an Inter-

Dominion race held on 5 May at Murray Bridge. The crew was Sita Carter, Jill Callan, 

Pamela Murray and Jennette Cameron, with ten-year-old Steve Evans the coxswain and his 

father, Bruce Evans, the coach. For Cameron, who had won all but one of her six interstate 

fours contests, the international race was her swansong. 2338  

The women’s race was held in association with the men’s interstate regatta, at which Jeff 

Sykes won the President’s Cup for the second time, but not before dead-heating with Ted 

Hale in the final. Sykes insisted that the re-row be held immediately, despite being, as was 

Hale, totally exhausted. This was perhaps a factor when the second race was held. Sykes won 
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easily. The Penrith Cup was won by Victoria, pushed all the way by South Australia but 

winners by 1.4 seconds, with Queensland well back.2339 The headline result, however, was 

Western Australia’s win in the King’s Cup – the state’s first since 1925. With the recently 

arrived lightweight George Xouris in the seven seat between the much heavier Peter 

Shakespear and stroke Laurie Anderson, WA led from the start and at the half-way mark were 

holding an easy one-length lead. Victoria then set out in pursuit and towards the end looked 

threatening, but could not catch the leaders, who won by a canvas, with South Australia seven 

seconds further back.2340  

At Mildura on 19 May a Monash eight completed an Intervarsity hat trick, getting home just 

0.05 of a second ahead of Melbourne University.2341 Consolation came for the Melburnians in 

the form of Geoff Rees and Andrew Michelmore, who took the pair-oared title by more than six 

seconds, and the university’s lightweight four also won.2342 Islay Lee, representing Sydney 

University, added the Intervarsity sculling title to his portfolio.2343  

11.15  Further Exigencies 

At the beginning of 1973 it had been almost three years since the Richmond Rowing Club had 

lost its second boatshed to fire. In that time, courtesy of other clubs and the co-operation of 

the Melbourne City Council, another shed had been designed and constructed. On 9 March 

1973 the club re-opened.2344 Late in October, however, came another boatshed fire, this one, 

described as ‘a mystery’, inflicted on the Yarrawonga Rowing Club in Victoria’s north-

east.2345 The Ballarat Rowing Club had meanwhile held what proved to be its last annual 

general meeting, at which it was suggested that the club amalgamate with Wendouree Rowing 

Club. At a subsequent meeting Ballarat members voted in favour of amalgamation, which 

took effect from 1 November.2346 In South Australia, work had begun on a new international 

standard course at West Lakes, north of Adelaide. The South Australian Rowing Association 

had proposed that each member club assist in funding the new association boathouse there.2347 
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In 1973, too, the Western Australian Women's Rowing Council was established.2348 

Barely had 1974 begun than southern Queensland was battered by the elements, with several 

rowing establishments suffering massive damage. Disastrous floods on the Australia Day 

weekend resulted in Emmanuel College, Toowong Rowing Club and Brisbane Boys’ College 

losing their sheds, although all boats were saved. The floods also caused severe damage to the 

University and Church of England Grammar School boathouses.2349 

St Joseph’s having won the New South Wales Head of the River in 1973 it was the turn in 

1974 of their Catholic counterparts St Ignatius College/Riverview to do likewise. By an 

extraordinary coincidence Riverview duplicated St Joseph’s feat the previous year by also 

winning the second eights. In the race for the Major Rennie Shield Riverview won 

comfortably, a length-and-a-quarter ahead of Sydney Grammar, with Newington a further 

length away. The Victorian schools contest was much closer, Geelong Grammar winning by a 

metre ahead of Melbourne Grammar, with Scotch College third. In Adelaide St Peter's 

College completed a hat-trick of wins when beating Scotch College by a third of a length, 

with Adelaide Boys High a canvas further back,2350 while in Queensland on the by now well-

credentialled Lake Kurwongbah Brisbane Boys’ College finished a huge 7.1 seconds ahead of 

Brisbane State High School, with ‘Churchie’ third.2351 In Western Australia Aquinas 

completed a hat-trick of wins,2352 and in Tasmania Scotch College repeated the previous 

year’s triumph.2353 

For the first time, as agreed by the AARC in 1972, the King’s Cup and National 

Championships regattas were combined. They were held at Lake Wendouree, Ballarat from 

11 to 16 April, with all races over 2000 metres. Following the instigation by David Boykett of 

a youth category, first at local then state and national levels, a new event had been added to 

the interstate program: the Australian Youth Eight-Oared Championship. The trophy for the 

event was donated by the Australian Amateur Rowing Council’s exceptionally dedicated 

Treasurer, Victoria’s Noel Wilkinson.2354 The President’s Cup was won by George Petelin of 

                                                

2348 Email confirmation, Warren Andersen, Western Australia, 21 March 2017. 
2349 Pritchard, J., op. cit., p. 153. 
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2351 Pritchard, J., op. cit., p. 150. 
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Queensland, who was pushed all the way by New South Wales newcomer Paul Rowe but got 

home by 1.6 seconds. The Penrith Cup contest saw the emergence of an outstanding Victorian 

crew from Melbourne University: Colin Smith, who, since his second place the previous year 

with South Australia had moved to Melbourne; Geoff Rees, a winner the previous year; 

Andrew Michelmore, reserve in 1973, and three-time winner Cam Johnston. The coxswain 

was David England, while coach Peter Philp had guided the 1973 crew to victory. The 1974 

combination crossed the finishing line fully six seconds ahead of South Australia, with 

Queensland a further 7.6 seconds back. New South Wales won the King’s Cup, Queenslander 

Tim Conrad making his debut in a crew, courtesy of coach and selector Maurie Grace, that 

contained a contingent of Sydney University oarsmen. Notable among them were Ian Luxford 

and Chris Shinners, in the seven and stroke seats. In command at half way, the light blues 

were challenged by South Australia throughout the second half of the race but prevailed by 

half a length. To complete a satisfying share of the spoils, the Tasmanian youth eight were the 

first winners of the Noel F. Wilkinson trophy.  

The national regatta was notable for wins by the ‘breakaway’ Western Australian Club 

Joondalup, established in 1968 with the aim of recruiting at the elite end of the performance 

spectrum. The winning King’s Cup crew in 1973 were all Joondalup members. The club won 

the Senior A coxed and coxless fours and the coxed pairs. It was announced following the 

annual meeting of the AARC that Reg Blundstone OBE had retired after fifteen years as 

Honorary Secretary. He was replaced by Queenslander Jack Pritchard.2355  

The women’s interstate championships were contested at Snowden’s Beach, Adelaide on 27 

April, all races over 1000 metres. New South Wales again won both fours races, Jill Callan 

and Pam Murray recording consecutive wins and Evelyn Adams stroking the lightweight 

crew. Queenslander Shirley Graham retained her single sculls title.2356  

On 25 May Adelaide University, stroked by Brian Richardson, won the Intervarsity eights 

contest on the Nepean River at Penrith, beating Melbourne by 5 seconds. It was Adelaide’s 

first win in 40 years.2357  
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11.16  New Developments 

It was now that two major developments occurred. It was announced by the world rowing 

body, FISA, that the world championships would henceforward be contested annually, except 

in an Olympic year, while for the first time women’s and lightweight events were introduced 

to international rowing competition. Accordingly, it was decided that the Australian Women’s 

Rowing Council ‘be invited to accept representation on the [Australian Amateur Rowing] 

Council in regard to matters affecting women’s rowing’. This was because FISA had advised 

Australia’s national administrators that they would only deal with one body in relation to both 

men’s and women’s international rowing.  

In accordance with a policy ensuring that Australia’s rowers and scullers gain as much 

overseas experience as possible prior to the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games, a large team was 

named to contest the 1974 world championships, being held this year in Lucerne. The 

women’s team comprised sculler Shirley Graham and a pair-oared crew of Lydia Miladinovic 

and Evelyn Adams, whose coach, Merv Perry, had probably done more than anyone to ensure 

the rise of women’s rowing. The men’s selections were sculler George Petelin, a Joondalup-

based coxless four, an eight comprising almost all of the winning King’s Cup eight, and a 

pair, Bryan Weir and Steve Newnham, the eight’s reserves. Also Lucerne-bound were the 

victorious Penrith Cup four from Melbourne, now coxless, who would contest what the world 

body called the FISA Championships. 

Sadly, the men’s and women scullers, the men’s pair and the men’s four were unable to 

proceed beyond their repechages, and the women’s pair were eleventh in the petit final. 

However, the men’s eight gave a good account of themselves when, having come last in their 

heat they won the repechage, then failed narrowly to make the final and so were eighth 

overall.2358 

However, for the lightweight four, now coxless, the regatta was a major triumph. Again 

demonstrating the extraordinary form they had shown on Lake Wendouree almost six months 

earlier, Colin Smith, Geoff Rees, Andrew Michelmore and Cam Johnston won their heat 

easily, and in a faster time than that recorded by the other heat winners, Holland. They 

therefore advanced directly to the final. In near perfect conditions, on Sunday 8 September, 
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the Australians led soon after the start and were never headed, almost imperiously increasing 

their lead and finishing an extraordinary two lengths ahead of the Dutch, in a time of 6 

minutes 38.12 seconds. Third were the United States. The winning margin of 5.12 seconds 

was the second largest of all the finals.2359  

All involved would not have known it at the time, but the crew’s success was the forerunner 

to Australia becoming one of the strongest lightweight rowing nations in the world. Neither 

would it have been imagined then that the Lucerne victory had placed Australian rowing on 

the brink of a new age. 

11.17  Discussion 

This chapter has described the myriad and eclectic developments that occurred within 

Australian rowing between 1963 and 1974. 

The formation of the Australian Capital Territory Rowing Association ensured that Australian 

rowing was fully administered, while the gradual addition of national championships – first 

the men’s then the women’s – evolving into an annual, combined state and national regatta, 

demonstrated major expansion. Then came expansion at the international level, with Australia 

contesting the annual world championships and, every four years, the Olympics Games. All 

the while attention was being given to regulation of the sport, witness an overhaul of the 

administration of racing rules. Clubs such as Horsham in Victoria and Glenorchy in Tasmania 

were established, as was a rowing club within Monash University. A major new venue at 

West Lakes in South Australia was also welcomed. Sadly, however, four clubs suffered major 

fire damage, and others were severely affected by flooding. 

All the while, and disturbingly, Australia’s international performances were far from 

satisfactory. Participation in the Tokyo Olympic Games in 1964, the Bled world 

championships in 1966, a 1967 tour of North America and France, the 1970 world 

championships at St Catharine’s, Canada, and the Munich Olympics in 1972 realised just two 

wins, both in 1967. Intervening events such as a three-test series against New Zealand were 

also disappointing. Only the eight’s valiant silver medal at the Mexico Olympics (at which a 

gold was so cruelly lost) and, as the period under review ended, the magical win by the 
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MUBC lightweight four in Lucerne, were all that provided any light within the pervading 

gloom. 

Offsetting an ostensibly unsatisfactory situation, however, was the significant increase in the  

number of events and categories for women, albeit in the second half of the period in 

question. A single sculls championship having been added to the women’s interstate regatta in 

1963, it was not until 1968 that the first women’s national championships took place and a 

women’s intervarsity regatta was introduced. A year later, ‘stand alone’ women’s rowing 

clubs were established at two universities, Melbourne and Curtin, then in 1970 Australia’s 

women rowers contested their own interstate and national regatta. Come 1972 female 

members of the Horsham club in Victoria lobbied successfully for their own intra-club 

competition and the Australian Women’s Rowing Council announced plans to expand the 

national club championships program. In 1973 came the ultimate acclamation: the formation 

of the first women’s crew to represent Australia in an international competition – and win. As 

if to reinforce the progress being made by Australia’s women, a year later female rowers 

globally (along with lightweight men) gained entry to international competition. In terms of 

results, the years under examination surely belonged to them. 
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Chapter 12: ENTER JOHN COATES 

12.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes Australian rowing’s continuing swing away from amateurism and 

towards at least semi-professionalism. Also described is the improvement in the 

administration of national rowing, at the hands, initially, of John Coates, assisted by John 

Boultbee. Australia’s first professional Director of Coaching, Reinhold Batschi is introduced. 

The significant improvements in terms of training, selection, coaching and competition that 

Batschi introduced are covered, as are the major domestic and international events in which 

Australia subsequently took part. Gender equity evolves, with separate women’s and men’s 

regattas becoming a thing of the past and Australian women ultimately rowing at international 

level. 

12.2  The Beginnings of Equity 

As 1975 began, the Geeveston club in Tasmania was seeking, mainly for financial reasons but 

also as a result of lack of membership, to combine with the Franklin Rowing Club. 

Agreement was reached, and on 2 July at the Franklin club’s Annual General Meeting, the 

dual entity became the Franklin Rowing Club incorporating Geeveston Rowing Club.2360  

The 1975 King’s Cup and National Regatta was held a Lake Kurwongbah, the major men’s 

trophy retained by a New South Wales crew containing the bow four and coxswain, Joe 

Donnelly, from the 1974 crew. The President’s Cup was also retained, Bob Alexander 

imitating George Petelin’s 1974 performance and keeping the Cup in Queensland. The 

Penrith Cup was won in a canter by Victoria’s world beaters. The second interstate youth 

eights race, over 1500 metres, belonged to the Victorian number one crew, in the two seat of 

which was a promising youngster named Simon Gillett.  

The women’s interstate championships were held almost a month later on Perth’s Canning 

River course. Grafton’s Cheryl Everson won the sculls title and the Nell Slatter Trophy for 

New South Wales with a comfortable win against Mary Renouf of Victoria. A second New 

South Wales win came in the lightweight coxed fours race for the Victoria Cup, the light 
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blues finishing a length-and-a-half ahead of Western Australia and South Australia, who 

dead-heated. In the major contest, the elite coxed fours for the ULVA trophy, an all-YWCA 

four from Victoria won by an impressive four lengths, ahead of New South Wales and 

Western Australia. Having won as they did, the Victorian crew – Sally Harding, Vivienne 

Roe, Pam Murray and Wendy John, steered by Jan Coxhead – became the first Australian 

women’s four to be selected for a world championships. Their coach was Jack Bennett and 

the manager and emergency Kath Suhr.2361 

For the first time, the Australian Intervarsity Regatta, conducted on the Huon River at 

Franklin, was a combined men’s and women’s event.2362 Now representing the University of 

Tasmania, Ted Hale won the men’s sculls by a massive 32.6 seconds. Winner of the women’s 

event was Kerrie Norrie from Sydney University.2363  

Brisbane’s Head of the River had been rowed on Lake Kurwongbah on 5 April, no doubt as a 

final test for the 2000-metre national regatta course. The winners were Church of England 

Grammar, 3.6 seconds ahead of Brisbane Grammar, with Brisbane Boys’ College third.2364 

The New South Wales GPS saw Riverview repeat 1974’s performance,2365 as did Geelong 

Grammar in Victoria.2366 In Adelaide St Peter’s took their run of consecutive wins to four,2367 

so did Aquinas in the West,2368 while the Friends’ School halted a two-win run by Scotch 

College when securing their first win in the Tasmanian ‘head’ for eight years.2369  

12.3  Council Stability 

Until now, the presidency of the AARC had been an ex officio position bestowed on the 

president or chairman of the state undertaking responsibility for the organisation of the next 

King’s Cup and National Regatta. In the interest of perceived stability an amendment was 

made to the Council’s constitution and Bob Aitken of Victoria became its inaugural Chairman 

for four years, from November 1975. Margaret Mackenzie was the Australian Women’s 
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Rowing Council representative on the Council. It was also decided that from 1976 all states 

could enter three scullers in the President’s Cup, so as to increase the scope and incentive 

within this category.2370 

Come the 1975 World and FISA Championships in Nottingham the Australian men’s 

lightweight four followed up their triumph in Lucerne the previous year with a hard fought 

bronze. As was their habit, the crew went out hard, but found themselves combatting strong 

headwinds in the centre of the course while their opponents, notably France and Great Britain, 

were in more protected lanes. The French won, with Britain taking the silver – whereupon 

racing was suspended because conditions were now ruled as ‘unfair’! This precipitated an 

angry response from the Australian crew’s coach, Peter Philp, who remonstrated at length 

with FISA president Thommi Keller. Bow man Colin Smith has admitted, however, that the 

crew were not as ‘together’ as they had been the previous year, and having been beaten by the 

French at the German championships knew they were in for a battle.2371 The eight performed 

well to reach the final but then failed to reproduce their earlier form and were sixth and last, 

likewise Australia’s sculling representative, Paul Rowe, a lightweight among some very ‘tall 

timber’. The pair of John Clark and Mike Crowley of Mosman, coxed by Terry O’Hanlon, the 

double scull combination of Bill Newton and Dick Reddel, and sculler Bob Alexander failed 

to get past the repechages, thus indicating that overall Australia had much work to do if it was 

to be competitive at the international level.2372 The same applied to the women’s four, who 

were second in the petit final in a small field and placed eighth.2373  

12.4  Coates Steps In 

Since the Mexico Olympics in 1968, Australian rowing, indeed Australian sport overall, had 

slipped behind the rest of the world. Academics such as Professor John Bloomfield and Dr 

Allan Coles were identifying to the Federal Government the need to provide some 

institutionalised support for sport. Of like mind was the manager of the Nottingham team, 

John Coates.2374 
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A Sydney solicitor and a member of Sydney Rowing Club, Coates had a good hard look at what 

was happening within rowing, both at home and overseas, and came to the view that if it had not 

been for three medals – the silver won by the men’s eight at the Mexico Olympics and the gold 

and bronze secured by the MUBC lightweight four – Australia would have been in the doldrums. 

He was determined something dramatic needed to be done, otherwise the sport would remain that 

way: just waiting for an exceptional crew to ‘come out of the woodwork’.2375 

Coates – and others in the Nottingham team – looked in particular at how well organised the 

East Germans were, and decided it was organisation, administration and improved selection 

processes that would get Australia where it wanted to be. They also concluded that Australia 

needed to compete overseas every year, which meant the funding required would be 

enormous. Coates was the prime mover, but others later became involved, such as Sydney 

University Boat Club member John Boultbee, who in 1975 was based in London and an 

Australian delegate to the FISA Congress, and the Chairman of the AARC, Bob Aitken. On 

his return from Nottingham, Coates submitted to the Council what was regarded as a seminal 

report based on his findings, which contained several major recommendations. One was that 

Australia should mount a global search for a head coach.2376 

On 12 December the top floor of the Torrens clubhouse was almost completely gutted by fire 

when a gas cylinder being used by a welder doing renovation work exploded. Fortunately a 

member of the club, Brian Thomas, was in the fire crew that attended the blaze, and the boat 

fleet was saved. The tradesman received cuts and burns to his hands but the club lost much 

treasured memorabilia, including photographs and pennants, and the damage bill was 

estimated at $25,000.2377  

In February 1976, almost five years since the Footscray Rowing Club had been destroyed by 

fire, construction began on a new clubhouse. The designer was active club member Peter 

Williams, recently graduated as an architect. The first stage of the clubhouse was completed 

in time to conduct the Saltwater Centenary Regatta, which commemorated the 100th 

anniversary of the first rowing regatta in Melbourne.2378  
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Following a ten-year hiatus, Newington College won the New South Wales GPS Regatta,2379 

while in Victoria Geelong College also returned to the winning list, at an average weight of 

11 stone six pounds the lightest winners in years.2380 In the Queensland GPS event, again 

contested at Lake Kurwongbah, Brisbane Grammar got home by just 0.6. of a second ahead of 

Brisbane State High.2381 St Peter’s stretched their winning run to five in Adelaide,2382 as did 

Aquinas in Western Australia,2383 while in Tasmania Launceston Grammar School finished on 

top of the winners’ list for the first time since 1963.2384 

The Australian rowing community had meanwhile learned of the death of Clive Disher. The 

man who was arguably Australia’s most revered stroke passed away on 13 March – the fifth 

anniversary of the first Disher Cup race. He was 84. 

The 1976 King’s Cup and National Regatta was held at Penrith between 17 and 21 March. 

Heavy rain and flooding in the two weeks prior to the regatta made difficult the host 

association’s ability to complete course preparations on time. A Sydney-based New South 

Wales eight, stroked by Islay Lee and coached by Michael Morgan, won the King’s Cup by a 

massive 11.6 seconds, leading to comment that the crew should remain intact and represent 

Australia at the forthcoming Olympic Games. This time competing for the host state, Ted 

Hale emerged from the first large field of interstate scullers to win the President’s Cup at his 

fifth attempt, while despite selecting an entirely different crew to that which had won in the 

two preceding years, Victoria again won the Penrith Cup, cruising home ahead of Western 

Australia. Victoria also retained the Youth Eights title, but only just, both Tasmania and New 

South Wales finishing within a second of them. 

A subject of some controversy among the women was the race for the ULVA trophy. The 

official result was Tasmania first, ahead of New South Wales and Western Australia, but it 

was events prior to the race that caught the headlines. Two of the three Victorian selectors, 

Jack and Kath Bennett, had forced the withdrawal of the race favourites amid disagreement 

surrounding the selection of the coach and one member of the crew. Cheryl Everson retained 

the interstate sculling title for New South Wales, with Mary Renouf of Victoria again second, 
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while the women’s lightweight fours event for the Victoria Cup was won by the light blue 

crew ahead of Western Australia and South Australia.  

On the final day, and now representing Melbourne’s YWCA club, the women’s four that had 

been withdrawn from the interstate contest – Pam Murray, Jill Callan, Vivienne Roe and Sally 

Harding – entered the women’s national regatta event, the Jubilee Fours. They proved 

emphatically that they were the best crew in the country, their winning margin 14.6 

seconds.2385 The ACT had its first national champion when Peter Nevett of the Australian 

National University Boat Club won both the lightweight and junior single sculls titles.2386 

Years later the president of Rowing ACT, David Bagnall, stated that Nevett’s achievements 

led to Canberra coming under serious consideration as a national rowing venue.2387 

12.5  Selection Fallout 

After extensive trials on the Nepean River at the conclusion of the championships the Grading 

and Selection Committee – Maurie Grace, Jim Howden and Joe Saunders – nominated the 

squad to contest the Montreal Olympic Games: the men’s eight, pair and sculler, and the 

women’s coxed four. They were nominations that became mired in controversy.  

Fallout centred initially on the men’s eight, from which Tony Brown and Bryan Weir, bow 

and two respectively in the winning New South Wales King’s Cup eight, were excluded and 

replaced by Victorian Brian Richardson and Peter Shakespear from Western Australia. 

Reeking as it did of mollifying the other states rather than selecting what was by far and away 

the fastest crew in Australia, the decision resulted in national media coverage. Questions also 

arose about the men’s pair, Ian Luxford and Chris Shinners, not so much as a result of their 

performance, which was exemplary, but because of suggestions that Maurie Grace, a selector 

but also the pair’s coach, had informed other aspirants that a pair would not be selected. Ted 

Hale’s selection met with approval, and the women’s four remained controversy-free – but 

not for long. 

All four nominations went before the Australian Olympic Federation’s Justification 

Committee – but only three were approved: the three men’s entries. The selectors were unable 
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to gain approval for the women’s four, a decision subsequently endorsed by a full general 

meeting of the AOF. And this when women’s rowing would be contested at the Olympics for 

the first time. It was the second blow for five women who could not have been blamed had 

they decided to desert the sport. But they didn’t.2388  

Following further intense training the Olympic squad left for overseas. With them, and now 

bearing the title Rowing Section Manager, was John Coates. En route to Montreal the eight 

raised hopes of success by twice finishing third at the Lucerne International Regatta, then a 

week later Ted Hale won the Diamond Sculls and Luxford and Shinners the Silver Goblets at 

Henley Royal Regatta. The eight had also won three races at what Coates regarded as a low-

key regatta in Amsterdam.2389 From Canada, however, came sad news. Bobby Pearce, world 

and dual Olympic sculling champion and one of Australia's all-time sporting greats, had died 

of a heart attack. Pearce, who was 70, had been preparing to return to international rowing as 

a commentator at the Montreal Games.2390 

Come the Olympics, the Australian pair could not progress beyond the repechages, while 

Hale was second in the petit final, and so eighth overall. Conversely the eight performed 

brilliantly in their heat, in which they convincingly beat New Zealand and went straight into 

the final. Then, however, they were forced into a seat change when two-man Mal Shaw 

suffered a severe lower back injury in training and was replaced by reserve Peter Shakespear. 

Try as they might, the crew could not reproduce their form in the final and finished fifth, the 

Kiwis claiming bronze behind East Germany and Great Britain.2391 Indeed the East Germans 

dominated the regatta, collecting medals in all 14 men's and women's events. Their women 

won four of the six golds available, and the men five of eight.2392 Only years later were the 

reasons for such dominance revealed.  

12.6  Remedial Action 

For Australia, there was no gold medal in any sport. It was perceived as a national disaster. As 

a result, though, Montreal 1976 became the catalyst for change. John Coates was one of a 

small group of Australian sports administrators responsible for recognising that if Australia 
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was to succeed at the international level, there needed to be significant increases in 

government funding. Criticism of the Federal Government led to the appointment by Prime 

Minister Malcolm Fraser of Australia’s first ever Sports Minister, Bob Ellicott, who took over 

the sport portfolio in 1978. In 1979 Mr Ellicott visited China, where he saw a sports institute 

in operation. On his return he became aware of two significant reports by sporting academics 

Professor John Bloomfield and Dr Allan Coles, both of which recommended the 

establishment of an Australian sports institute. Ellicott subsequently argued for such an 

institute in Canberra: one that would aim to ‘reverse Australia’s sporting talent drain, 

acknowledge the significance of sport in Australia and produce new sports stars who would ... 

do Australia proud in international sport’. The establishment of the Australian Institute of 

Sport (AIS), was announced in January 1980, and it was opened by Prime Minister Fraser on 

Australia Day 1981.2393 At the high performance level, even in sports perceived as amateur, 

the participants were became virtually fully funded. 

Peter Nevett completed a brilliant 1976 season by winning the single sculls at the Intervarsity 

Regatta, held at Ballarat. His was the first Intervarsity win for the Australian National 

University. The Oxford and Cambridge Cup for eights was won by the University of 

Tasmania.2394 

Having broken a ten-year drought in 1976 Newington made up for lost time by again winning 

the New South Wales GPS contest,2395 just as in Tasmania Launceston Grammar repeated its 

1976 triumph.2396 Wesley won the Victorian APS event2397 while in the West Aquinas 

stretched its winning run to six.2398 The Queensland schools regatta switched from Lake 

Kurwongbah in Brisbane’s north to the newly created Hinze Dam on the Gold Coast. 

Brisbane Grammar repeated their 1976 triumph when winning by a length from the Southport 

School.2399 The South Australian Head of the River also moved; from Torrens Lake to West 

Lakes, once a mangrove swamp close to the Torrens River.  
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12.7  New Facility 

A key element in the obtaining of the West Lakes facility was a group of ‘vintage’ rowing 

enthusiasts known as the Resting Rowers Consortium, who raised money for the sport while 

enjoying together, and selling, a variety of South Australian wines. The task of obtaining and 

paying for the land, and ensuring that the South Australian Rowing Association was 

continuously consulted by the developer, West Lakes Ltd, fell to Alan Southcott. Alan was 

one of the founders of the consortium and president of the association. The association’s 

Secretary, Bryan Draper, subsequently became heavily involved in the development of 

the building and course construction, and in ensuring that the overall project remained a 

recreational area. 

The venue was officially named the A M Ramsay International Rowing Course after the head 

of the South Australian Housing Trust, Alex Ramsay, who, Draper recalled, had given the 

association considerable support. He nevertheless believed that while he, Ross Webb, John 

Blank and Alan's son Lindsay were fellow 'architects’, Alan Southcott was ‘far and away’ the 

main visionary and organiser of the project, and that the lake should probably have been 

named after him.2400 The first winners at the new course were Pulteney Grammar School.2401 

West Lakes was then the venue for the 1977 Intervarsity Regatta, at which Melbourne 

University won the men’s eights. It was also learned that MUBC’s ‘Ag’ Michelmore had 

stroked Oxford to victory against Cambridge in England’s University Boat Race.2402 

The 1977 King’s Cup and National Regatta was held on the Canning River course south of 

Perth between 9 and 11 April. The New South Wales eight this time contained eight Sydney 

Rowing Club members, including coxswain Stuart Carter, David Clark of Drummoyne the 

sole exception. The selectors appointed Stuart Mackenzie as coach. The crew won the King’s 

Cup by more than seven seconds, the runners up South Australia finishing just under a second 

ahead of Victoria. The President’s Cup race was also dominated by New South Wales, Ted 

Hale retaining the trophy by getting home 1.7 seconds ahead of fellow New South Welshman 

Dick Reddel, with Queensland’s Bob Alexander 12.4 seconds back in third place. Victoria 

won the Penrith Cup for the sixth time in a row, the crew this time a Melbourne University 
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2401 Personal communication, Phil Mangelsdorf, 5 April 2017. 
2402 Buckrich, J., op. cit., p. 210. 
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combination: Colin Smith, Peter Antonie, Simon Gillett and Geoff Rees, steered by David 

England. The winning margin mirrored that of the New South Wales eight: 7 seconds. It was 

the turn of Tasmania to win the Wilkinson Cup for the Youth Eights, the crew from the Apple 

Isle getting home half a length in front of South Australia.  

No women’s four was selected by New South Wales to contest the ULVA trophy, but a 

Mosman combination was permitted to compete – and it won. The crew was Vicki Spooner, 

Jill Callan, Vivienne Roe and Victorian Sally Harding, temporarily domiciled in New South 

Wales. The cox was Jill McCure and the coach Tim Conrad. The Victoria Cup for women’s 

lightweight fours was won by the state after which the trophy was named, just four seconds 

separating Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia. The Nell Slatter Trophy for the 

women’s interstate sculling championship remained with New South Wales, Evelyn Adams 

taking over the winner’s mantle from Cheryl Everson. 

The stand out results from the national club regatta were Newington’s win over 1500 metres 

in the battle of the schools, Aquinas and Wesley taking the minor placings, and a ‘double’ 

recorded, this time coxless, by the MUBC four that won the Penrith Cup.2403 

12.8  Amsterdam 

Australia’s squad at the 1977 World and FISA Championships in Amsterdam comprised a 

Sydney-based heavyweight eight containing one Victorian; a Melbourne-centric lightweight 

men’s eight containing one New South Welshman; the Melbourne University lightweight 

four, lightweight sculler John Bailey from Sydney, and the women’s four that had won the 

interstate title. The manager was John Boultbee, now returned from London. For some in the 

squad, such as Peter Antonie and Phil Gardiner, this was their first trip overseas. The team’s 

itinerary comprised ‘warm up’ regattas in Munich and Copenhagen and a training camp in 

Meschede, West Germany, before it took on the world in the Netherlands.  

Such a program meant the cost of the tour was far greater for Australia than for almost every 

other competing nation. At that time the state associations contributed in proportion to the 

number of their members selected, and the biggest share of the cost was usually borne by 

New South Wales or Victoria. Team members generally had to pay from $1000 to $3000 or 
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more towards their expenses. The budget in 1977 for the large Victorian contingent amounted 

to almost $30,000, with the AARC stipulating that the money had to be raised before the 

team’s departure. With no assistance forthcoming in those days from the Federal Government 

the task confronting the rowers was huge, and required that while training, each team member 

also devoted a significant amount of time and effort to fundraising. The lightweight four 

embarked on a program incorporating gambling nights, wine sales, raffles, and movie nights. 

It was touch and go to the end, but the Chairman of the Appeal Committee, Harvey 

Nicholson, was able to hand over a cheque to the AARC on 9 July – six days before the 

team’s departure. 

At Munich the Australian lightweight four beat the French world champions with ease, both 

eights gained second place, as did John Bailey, while the women’s four were third. Come the 

two-day Copenhagen regatta the lightweight four won on both days, as did the women’s four; 

Bailey was second again, the lightweight eight also second, with the heavyweight eight 

recording a second and a third place. 

The Amsterdam championships were held for the first time on a man-made course, the 

Bosbaan. In their heat of the lightweight fours, Smith, Antonie, Gillett and Rees decimated 

the opposition in 6:24.63, the winning margin 14.11 seconds. Their time, however, was only 

0.82 of a second faster than the French recorded in holding off, by 4.05 seconds, two of the 

other crews likely to represent the biggest challenge to the Australians, the Netherlands and 

Switzerland. The results meant that Australia and France went straight into the final, while the 

remainder contested repechages.  

All the other Australian entries placed third in their heats. John Bailey then won his semi-final 

and the lightweight eight their repechage, to also make the final. The women’s four had been 

second in their repechage but also made the medal round – the first Australian women’s crew 

to do so – while the heavyweight eight had suffered sickness in the boat and were last in their 

semi-final. It was subsequently revealed that Gordon Clubb, in the six seat, had suspected 

hepatitis and glandular fever. 

Come finals day, Saturday 27 August, Australia won a silver and a bronze medal, the silver in 

dramatic circumstances. The Australian lightweight four led at the 1000 metre halfway mark 

with clear water between themselves and France. With 500 metres remaining, the crew held a 

seemingly unassailable 3.7 seconds lead. Then, however, their frenetic pace started to take its 
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toll, and France mounted a challenge. With 200 metres to go Colin Smith called for a final 

effort, unaware that Peter Antonie in the two seat was totally spent. Peter’s legs had seized up, 

he could barely move, was not using his slide at all, and although still rowing was virtually 

powerless. Five strokes from the line Australia were still clinging desperately to their lead but 

in the last two strokes the French pushed their bow in front to secure an extraordinary win and 

a third consecutive FISA Lightweight Championship.  

Peter’s post-race sentiments are salutary. ‘We raced crazily – probably me in particular ... I 

couldn’t move over the last hundred metres ... We were a very good crew but had little 

thought for efficiency of boat ‘run’. It was all ‘hyper’. I don’t think we raced to our potential.’ 

Smith was to observe years later that the race was a defining moment in Peter’s life – and so it 

proved. 

The lightweight eight won a creditable bronze medal behind Great Britain and Spain, while 

John Bailey earned plaudits when gaining fourth in the lightweight sculls, won by Reto Wyss 

of Switzerland – by one hundredth of a second from Morten Espersen of Denmark. Lawrence 

Kiecatsky of the United States was third. The results meant Australia were the most 

successful lightweight nation at the championships. The women’s four reached their final and 

were fifth, but the men’s heavyweight eight, with Steve Saunders replacing Gordon Clubb, 

could manage only fifth in the petit final, eleventh overall.2404 

It was in 1977 that Croker Oars transferred to Oxley Island on the Manning River near Taree. 

Howard, assisted by his wife, Kay, set up a plant situated on the 70-acre property 

affectionately known as ‘Remo’, Spanish for rowing. Croker Oars is nowadays a 

multinational organisation, exporting to most rowing nations and also manufacturing surfboat 

oars.2405 

The 1978 King’s Cup and National Regatta was held on the Huon River in Tasmania. New 

South Wales recorded a record-breaking fifth consecutive King’s Cup win, but it wasn’t the 

cakewalk most pundits had predicted. Islay Lee’s crew, drawn in an outside lane, had to fight 

hard in the final stages to hold off, by a length, a determined challenge from Victoria, who 

                                                

2404 Poke, R., Peter Antonie, op. cit., pp. 38–44. 
2405 Australian Rowing, March 1985, p. 26.  
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were assisted in the middle of the course by a fast-flowing current. To the great delight of the 

locals, Tasmania filled third place. 

Former Tasmanian Ted Hale completed a hat-trick of President’s Cup wins for New South 

Wales, the Victorian lightweights maintained their mortgage on the Penrith Cup, while much 

to the delight of the locals Tasmania’s youth eight gave a gutsy display in holding off South 

Australia and recording successive wins. 

Both the women’s fours races were won by Victoria. Pam Westendorf, Barbara Griffiths, 

Anne Chirnside and Sally Harding, steered by Susie Gaskin, won the open event comfortably 

from Western Australia and New South Wales, while the lighter four faced a slightly sterner 

test in holding off South Australia, who tried valiantly to bridge the gap over the final stages. 

New South Wales were third. 

Evelyn Adams again won the women’s interstate sculling title. Beaten in a heat by Leisa 

Patterson of Victoria, Evelyn won her repechage and so laid down the gauntlet to Leisa. 

Come the final the reigning champion established a handy lead, settled down in the middle of 

the race and came home over the concluding stages to win by just over a length. Leisa was 

second, with Tasmania’s Shanne McGinniss in close attendance third. 

Islay Lee, together with eight crewmate Steve Handley and coxswain Stuart Carter, also won 

the national coxed pairs title and, with the Clubb brothers, Ian and Gordon, the coxed fours. 

The brothers also won the coxless pairs, while four other members of the New South Wales 

King’s Cup squad, John Sivewright, Steve Newnham, Gary Uebergang and Athol Macdonald 

won the coxless fours. With former South Australian Vaughn Bollen replacing Colin Smith, 

who had temporarily ‘retired’, the Victorian lightweight four replicated its 1977 ‘double’ 

when also winning the national interclub title.2406 Meanwhile, in England, ‘Ag’ Michelmore of 

Melbourne University, but currently President of the Oxford University Boat Club, had for 

the second time stroked Oxford to victory against Cambridge in Britain’s University Boat 

Race.2407  

The New South Wales GPS eights contest was won by Sydney Grammar for the first time in 

24 years – by a third of a length from Newington. In Victoria, Scotch College led all the way 

                                                

2406 Saturday Evening Mercury, 25 March 1978, p. 48; The Mercury, 27 March 1978, p. 32.  
2407 Canberra Times, 27 March 1978, p. 15. 
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to beat hot favourites Melbourne Grammar by a metre. For Scotch coach David Boykett it 

was the first Head of the River win. It was also Scotch’s second big win in two weeks. The 

school had won the national schoolboy eights title at Franklin. The Southport School, coached 

by ‘Chick’ Graham, had dominated Queensland’s lead-up regattas and won the major race – 

but only just. State High were but 0.3 of a second away. The second South Australian regatta 

at West Lakes, over 1500 metres, also saw a cliffhanger. Christian Brothers College led early 

but came under challenge from Prince Alfred College, only to fight back and appear likely to 

win their first ever Head of the River. However, Pulteney then lifted their rating, and in a 

sprint finish lasting 300 metres edged out CBC in the last stroke of the race. The state’s first 

Schoolgirls Head of the River was also held, in fours, and raced over 750 metres. Scotch 

College won by a length from Unley High. In WA Aquinas looked set to record their seventh 

consecutive win, with few giving a young, light and relatively inexperienced Scotch crew any 

chance. But win they did, and most convincingly, leading all the way down the 2000 metre 

course. Launceston Grammar retained their position as the top rowing school in Tasmania, 

gathering in Scotch with 250 metres to go and recording a hat trick.2408 School eights also 

featured on the front cover of the first edition of the Australian Rowing magazine, a 

publication which thenceforward was published quarterly. 

On the Nepean at Penrith Melbourne University won five of the 12 finals at the Australian 

intervarsity championships, but it was arch-rivals Monash who snared the major prize, the 

eights race for the Oxford and Cambridge Cup. Monash won by clear water from the 

universities of Adelaide and Tasmania. Montreal Olympian Chris Shinners, from Sydney 

University, won the champion sculls in fine style.2409 

12.9  Enter ‘Rusty’ 

There had meanwhile been a series of coaching clinics held throughout Sydney, devised by 

Bruce Evans, Michael Morgan and master coach Rusty Robertson, who in 1977 had created 

Australian rowing history when joining the Drummoyne Rowing Club as the country’s first 

ever full time professional coach. Rusty had guided three New Zealand crews to Olympic and 

world championships gold medals. The aim of the clinics was to bring together coaches from 

as many clubs as possible to discuss all aspects of coaching in a bid to ensure uniformity of 
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technique throughout the state. The first seminar was held at Wallacia, near Penrith, in late 

April 1977, and dealt mainly with novice rowing, the basic stroke, and rigging and gearing. It 

was a huge success with, for the first time, coaches at all levels talking to each other, all 

rivalries between crews and clubs forgotten. All realised that what was at stake was the 

raising of the standard of Australian rowing from fourth to first grade. The second seminar, 

also at Wallacia, was held specifically for school coaches, of whom 44 came, some from as 

far as Queensland. Further seminars took place in Sydney, Taree and Hobart. The precept, in 

the long term, was not only to raise standards but also to make selection of composite 

Australian crews from every state more feasible. The administrative drivers of the seminars 

were John Boultbee and John Coates.2410 

A special meeting of the AARC was held at West Lakes in July 1978, the main item on the 

agenda South Australia’s proposals for the 1979 King’s Cup and National Regatta. It also 

resulted, however, in important decisions relating to the sport’s profile and the appointment of 

a National Coaching Director. John Coates, by now Secretary of the Council, was authorised 

to negotiate with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation an agreement for television rights 

for future King’s Cup and national regattas. This was subsequently concluded and rights 

granted for a fee of $1100 in 1979, $1300 in 1980 and $1500 in 1981. The agreement obliged 

the ABC to cover the King’s Cup and other interstate events, with the corporation having first 

option on national interclub highlights. Coates also informed the meeting that a grant to 

enable the appointment of a National Coaching Director would soon be forthcoming from the 

Commonwealth Government. He was authorised to advertise the position, initially 

overseas.2411 

12.10  Copenhagen 

In August came the FISA Lightweight Championships in Copenhagen. The selectors – Jim 

Howden (Victoria), Roger Moore (South Australia) and Bruce Evans (NSW) – nominated a 

three-crew squad of an eight, a coxless four and a sculler. The eight, from bow, was Dennis 

Hatcher, Malcolm Robertson, (both Victorians); Phil Gardiner (NSW), Bob Cooper (SA), 

Lyall McCarthy (NSW), Ian Porter, Jeff Sykes (whose boat-building business was now well 

established), Colin Smith, returned from ‘retirement’ (stroke) and coxswain Adrian Maginn 
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(all Victorians). The four comprised the Victorian Penrith Cup combination of Vaughn 

Bollen, Peter Antonie, Simon Gillett and Geoff Rees. Victorian Andrew McKinley was the 

sculler. David Palfreyman would coach the eight, Peter Philp the four, with AARC Treasurer 

Noel Wilkinson the team manager.  

On reaching Copenhagen following lead-up regattas at Lucerne and Essen, the eight sought to 

maintain its pre-championships form, while the four learned that the French would not be 

competing. The three-time world beaters had finally retired. Andrew McKinley’s task 

appeared formidable. Every holder of the sculling title since the introduction of the FISA 

Lightweight Championships in 1974 would be competing. 

Come Day One the eight did indeed maintain form, winning its heat in a slick 5:52.85 ahead 

of Great Britain, Denmark and the Netherlands and advancing straight to the final. As Spain 

had won the first heat in 5:56.10 the Australians were rightly pleased with their effort. The 

four found themselves in a heat with two of the other top crews, Holland and Switzerland. 

After 1500 metres Holland were over a length in front, with Australia just in front of 

Switzerland. The Dutch won by four seconds, but it was the Swiss who snatched second 

place, Australia third. In his heat Andy McKinley managed only fourth. 

Two days later the lightweight four had only to finish second in their repechage to qualify for 

the final, and had an easy draw against Austria, Sweden and Great Britain. But they eased up 

when leading at the 1200 metre mark, and the British crew went past them to win, albeit by 

just 1.22 seconds. In his sculls repechage Andrew McKinley had the satisfaction of improving 

by one place and qualifying for a semi-final, in which he had his best row of the 

championships but did not make the final. In the petit final for seventh to twelfth place, he 

finished fourth. The gold medal was won by Jose Antonio Montosa of Spain from Morten 

Espersen of Denmark, who thus had to be content with consecutive silver medals. 

Finals day, Sunday 6 August, brought with it a strong crosswind that favoured crews on the 

far side of the course in lanes six to four. Despite the experience three of the crew had in 

Amsterdam the previous year the four and their coach, Peter Philp, decided their best chance 

of going one better this time was to get in front and try to hold on for as long as possible. This 

they did. Rowing in lane three and from right to left through television cameras, they led the 

Netherlands, on their stroke side, by just 0.55 of a second at half way. The Swiss, in lane six, 

were in third place, but a length behind the leaders. The Dutch then went past the Australians, 
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as did Spain, Switzerland dropping back to fourth. With 500 metres to go Holland looked to 

have the race won, but the Swiss had moved up on the far side in the shelter of lane six to one 

third of a length and continued to press hard. Australia passed the Spaniards, but were in turn 

caught by the flying Swiss crew, who in the last two strokes got past the Dutch to claim 

victory by just 0.34 of a second. They were, however, 4.60 seconds faster than third-placed 

Australia. The winners’ time was 6:33.90. 

The Australians, although disappointed, were satisfied they had put in their best performance 

on the day. Simon Gillett, however, believed the Swiss were favoured by the lane draw. 

‘There was no seeding in those days; the lane draw was a lottery. And the Swiss had a 

sheltered lane.’ Indeed more wins came in lane six than any other.  

The Australian lightweight eight also won bronze, behind Great Britain and Holland. For 

Colin Smith there remained mixed feelings. ‘Rowing in the eight was a lot of fun, and having 

the pleasure of Jeff Sykes there was a real bonus. But at the back of my mind was the fact that 

by my not rowing in the four we had traded gold – and the chance to extinguish the memory 

of Amsterdam – for two bronze medals.’2412 

12.11  Karapiro 

The 1978 world championships in New Zealand were without doubt one of the finest ever 

held. The event was not only superbly organised but notable, too, for its simplicity and 

informality. A large Australian contingent took advantage of the close proximity of an 

international rowing contest and gave great support to Australia’s men’s and women’s squads. 

The selectors also took the opportunity to give as much international experiences to as many 

eligible oarsmen and women as possible.2413  

The results, however, were disappointing. The men’s eight, the New South Wales King’s Cup 

crew minus Steve Newnham, comprised Jim Stride, John Sivewright, Steve Handley, Athol 

Macdonald, Gordon Clubb, Ian Clubb, Islay Lee (stroke) and Stuart Carter (coxswain).2414 

They gained a creditable fourth place in a hard-fought final, 4.26 seconds behind East 

Germany, with West Germany and New Zealand claiming the minor medals. The coxed four 
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– Mike Crowley (NSW), Henry Duncan (SA) and Victorians Will Baillieu, Andrew Withers 

and Marty Aitken (cox) – were fifth in their final. However none of the other five men’s 

entries reached the medal round. The same plight applied to all three of the women’s 

entries.2415 

For the first time, however, an Australian squad took with it a doctor, Lindsay Walker, a 

physiotherapist, Wendy Low, and a boatman, Reg Stride. All were from New South Wales.2416 

It was also gratifying to see a number of Australian FISA-licensed boat race officials pressed 

into service. David Boykett, Phil Cayzer, Reg Mackay, Ossie Rosevear, John St Vincent 

Welch, Bill White and Harvey Nicholson all played a role in ensuring virtually incident-free 

racing.2417 

Another ‘first’ was the designing and constructing by Sydney boat builders Sargent and 

Burton of an Australian boat for the men’s eight. The hull shape followed closely that of the 

Karlische boat used by New South Wales crews in the last three King’s Cups.2418 The men’s 

squad also received a considerable grant from the Australian Olympic Federation, as well as a 

Commonwealth grant. Not so the women, however, who were required to embark on a 

fundraising campaign that concluded only days before they left for New Zealand.2419 

The year 1978 also saw, after a short but illustrious existence, the end of the Joondalup 

experiment in Western Australia.2420 The New South Wales rowing community learned of the 

death both of Sir Harry Alderson, Chairman of the New South Wales Rowing Association and 

a servant of the sport for more than 50 years, and renowned coach Allan Callaway. Known 

affectionately as ‘the Commander’ following service in the Royal Australian Navy, Allan had 

suffered considerable ill health, a struggle greater than many knew. Aside from a successful 

coaching record with Sydney High School, the New South Wales King’s Cup eight and the 

Mexico Olympics silver medal crew, one of his many legacies to his sport was the superb 

collection of rowing films he produced.2421 
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12.12  Enter Batschi 

As its title indicated, the AARC was indeed an amateur organisation, and without exception 

all administrators, coaches and officials were volunteers.2422 Early in 1979, however, those 

almost wholly amateur days ended forever. The Council announced the appointment of a 37-

year-old Romanian, Reinhold Batschi, as National Director of Coaching. 

Batschi had been a rowing member of the Romanian team at the 1964 and 1968 Olympic 

Games and had also competed in four European championships, winning a bronze medal in 

1967. He then graduated from the Romanian Sports Coaches’ College in Bucharest and 

coached juniors at the Dinamo Bucharest rowing centre. In 1974 Batschi defected to West 

Berlin, where he was employed as a rowing coach by the National Sporting Council of West 

Germany. A year later two of his crews won bronze medals at the Nottingham world 

championships, his men’s coxed four then winning the bronze medal at the 1976 Olympic 

Games in Montreal. 

Batschi’s employment by the AARC was financed by the Commonwealth Government 

through its sport and recreation grants, and by the Rothmans National Sport Foundation 

through its Chairman, Alan Davidson. The AARC’s Honorary Treasure Noel Wilkinson also 

made a personal financial contribution. In announcing Batschi’s appointment, AARC 

Secretary John Coates said the national body was confident the Romanian would raise the 

performance standard of Australian rowing at all levels and help Australia achieve 

international success.2423 Neither he nor the Council could have known it then, but Batschi’s 

appointment was to prove a major turning point in the annals of Australian rowing. It marked 

the end of an emphasis on eights and the start of small boat rowing, in which the outstanding 

performers could be more easily identified. In this way, Batschi introduced a wholly merit-

based approach.2424 Courtesy, too, of Coates and John Boultbee, it was the beginning of the 

end of the ‘kitchen table’ era and the start of a new and far more professional administration.  

Early favourites for the 1979 New South Wales GPS race were Shore and Grammar, but a 

light and very effective crew from Scots College, coached by the popular Fred Fullerton, 

confounded the critics by leading for almost the entire race. In Victoria it was Melbourne 
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Grammar who carried the day, the school’s first win since 1968 also a resounding one. The 

Queensland schools championships saw the Southport School win the third and second eights 

and take the school to the threshold of a treble never before accomplished. Come the first 

eights race, however, Brisbane Grammar’s coach Alan Bromiley had his crew sit behind the 

Southport crew for most of the race, then unwind a finishing burst that took them to the line 

1.4 seconds ahead. While the victors in Victoria had not won since 1968, South Australia’s 

winners had been waiting since 1942! For Prince Alfred College the wait was well worth it. In 

an immensely exciting race at West Lakes they went past St Peter’s in the last 50 metres to 

win in 4 minutes 35 seconds, the fastest time recorded on the new course. Much of the credit 

for Prince Alfred’s win went to King’s Cup oarsman Graham Coldwell, appointed rowing 

master at the school five years earlier. A light and determined Christ Church Grammar won in 

the West, coached by former state representative and school old boy Murray McHenry. Christ 

Church, like Melbourne Grammar, had not won since 1968 – when McHenry was in the crew. 

The Tasmanian independent schools’ Head of the River was won by Launceston Grammar.2425 

The 1979 interstate and national regatta was hosted in April at West Lakes by the South 

Australian Rowing Association, who had negotiated with Toyota Australia what it referred to 

as a ‘considerable’ sponsorship that would ‘greatly assist’ in helping to meet the overall 

expenditure of the estimated $50,000 to run the event.2426 The interstate events saw almost a 

clean sweep by Victoria, winners of the King’s Cup, the Penrith Cup and all three women’s 

races. Stroke of the Victorian eight was Brian Richardson, a former South Australian, for 

whom this was the first win in thirteen attempts. Making his debut in the coxswain’s seat was 

a youngster named Noel Donaldson. The Penrith Cup contest received three coxless fours 

entries from each state, the Victorian number two crew, stroked by Colin Smith and also 

containing the returned Andrew Michelmore, beating the favoured number one crew, winners 

the previous year. Ted Hale flew the flag again for New South Wales when winning the 

President’s Cup for the fourth time, the state’s youth eight also triumphing. A strong 

Victorian women’s four repeated their 1978 ULVA trophy triumph, their lightweight 

counterparts equally impressive when completing a hat tricks of wins. State colleague Mary 
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Renouf at last broke through for her first interstate sculling win following four bids, two of 

them in second place.2427  

A highlight of the national interclub regatta was Dick Reddel partnering visiting British 

sculling champion Tim Crooks in the double sculls, the popular Haberfield member thereby 

achieving the unique record of having won the event seven times, twice with clubmate Bill 

Newton and on five other occasions with a different partner. Man of the regatta, however, was 

Sydney Rowing Club's captain Islay Lee, winner of four championships. Lee stroked Sydney 

crews to wins in the coxed fours, coxed pairs, and the club eights, and rowed in the bow seat 

of the winning quadruple sculls crew.2428 

The 1979 Intervarsity Regatta was held, just as the Queensland schools regatta had been, on 

the Hinze Dam. The feature race, the men’s senior eights, was won by Adelaide University, 

who led all the way and just held out a determined Sydney University crew. The highlight on 

the women’s program was the newly-introduced eights race. Latrobe looked to have the race 

won until Melbourne unleashed a fast finish, and despite catching a huge ‘crab’ they got home 

by a metre.2429  

12.13  First Lightweight Women 

Not long after the King’s Cup and ‘Nationals’, and in response to an invitation from the 

United States to compete at the American championships in Detroit, the Australian Women’s 

Amateur Rowing Council named Australia’s first lightweight women’s rowing team. It 

comprised a coxed four from the YWCA club in Melbourne coached by Kath Bennett, and a 

coxless pair, also Victoria-based. The championships would take place from 14 to 17 June. As 

a result, however, of unforeseen travel delays that would see them arrive only 36 hours before 

competing, the squad opted instead to contest, a few weeks later, the Canadian 

Championships at St Catharine’s, Canada, venue for the 1970 world championships. 

The championships’ slogan was ‘[Five Days in a Row’, and the Australians were warmly 

welcomed. There were 17 entries in the fours and 15 in the pairs. Both crews won their heats 

easily and recorded the fastest times. Come the four’s 1000 metre final, at the half-way mark 
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the six crews could not be separated. By 600 metres the Australians — Mary Lou Johnston, 

Christine Betremieux, Michele Wright, Anne Maree Cox (stroke) and coxswain Jane 

Davidson — had taken a length while rating 36, and in headwind conditions held their form to 

the finish. Their time was 3 minutes 55 seconds, with crews from Toronto and Washington 

second and third. The pair won even more convincingly. Roslyn Barnard from Corio Bay and 

Monash University’s Andrea Giles raced away to a four lengths lead, and rating 38 into the 

wind won in 4 minutes 4 seconds ahead of club crews Hamilton Leander and St Catharine’s. 

When selecting the squad the aim of the AWARC had been to establish women’s lightweight 

rowing at international level. The challenge had been effectively met.2430  

Given 1980 was an Olympic year, Australia’s squad for the 1979 World and FISA 

championships in Bled was a large one. First in action were the lightweight men. Sculler 

Steve Spurling could not advance beyond a repechage, but the lightweight four, in which was 

a deserving 35-year-old Drummoyne oarsman, Graham Wearne, were second in their heat and 

the semi-final. In the challenge round, however, they were overhauled by the field having 

been second at half way. The gold went to Great Britain, containing brothers Ian and Stuart 

Wilson. The lightweight eight, stroked by Simon Gillett, with Peter Antonie in the five seat, 

replicated the four’s performance: a qualifying second place then sixth in the final, 2.57 

seconds from the bronze medal. Mary Renouf’s international debut was mixed: a nervous fifth 

in the heat, then a win over 1978 world junior champion Martina Schroter of East Germany in 

the repechage before faltering again and finishing fourth in the semi-final. Mary then finished 

third in the petit final and ninth overall. The women’s four, stroked by Sally Harding and 

coxed by Susie Palfreyman, were beaten by the East Germans in their heat but had the look on 

the crew from the Soviet Union, who were using a boat in which the coxswain sat between the 

two and three seats! The Australians were second again in the semi-final — in their fastest 

ever time of 3 minutes 21 seconds — but in the final finished fifth behind an ‘eastern bloc’ of 

crews led by the Soviets. The men’s pair, Victorians Steve Shirrefs and Alex Sloan, were 

sixth in their heat and fourth in the repechage, so advanced no further, while a much-vaunted 

coxless four were third in their heat behind the Soviet Union and France but then sixth in the 

repechage having been in third place at half way. All hope now rested with the eight, who in 

their first heat were second behind the East German world champions. In the semi-final they 

went one better when powering over the course in 5 minutes 39.21 seconds to win by just 
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under a second from the Soviet Union and New Zealand. With the Richardson-Donaldson 

combination in the stroke and coxswain’s seat, and Ted Hale, a controversial selection, at 

five, a medal beckoned. In the final Australia began brilliantly and went out on equal terms 

with the ‘Easties’, only for the American eight to stop with rigger problems, thus causing a re-

start. Australia’s second start was not quite as good, although after 500 metres they were a 

close third behind the Soviets and East Germans. Towards half-way the Germans took a lead 

they would not surrender while the Russians were being challenged by Australia and New 

Zealand. With 500 metres to go the Kiwis began a brilliant finish — and 100 metres further 

on Australia’s medal had gone. New Zealand snatched the silver from the Soviet crew, with 

Australia a gallant fourth. For a second year in succession Australia reflected on what might 

have been. East Germany won five of the seven men’s finals, a ‘clean sweep’ averted by 

Finland’s Pertti Karpinnen in the single sculls and Norway’s Hansen brothers in the 

‘double’.2431 

12.14  A Joint Administration 

Australia at this time was one of only two rowing nations – the other was the United States – 

to have separate administrations: the AARC and the AWRC. As already indicated, the 

international federation, FISA, only recognised one body from each country. In Australia’s 

case, that body was the AARC, to which each state provided a delegate to the Council – as did 

the AWRC. 

Serious discussion on the issue had begun in Australia following the 1978 world 

championships in New Zealand. During the championships John Coates, Bob Aitken and the 

NSWRA delegate to the AARC, Laurie Stepto, discussed the matter in depth with Nely 

Gambon, from the Netherlands, head of the FISA Commission on women’s rowing. Mrs 

Gambon reported to the following FISA Congress that ‘the organisation of women’s rowing 

in Australia is completely separate from that of the men, so that oarswomen find themselves 

in an unfavourable and isolated position.’  

A working party to investigate the mechanics and consequences of amalgamation at state and 

national level was therefore formed. It comprised Bob Aitken and the AARC’s Tasmanian 

delegate, Doug Clark and, from the AWRC, Victorians Ruth Klinge and Kath Bennett and 
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Maree Gibson from Western Australia. The report of the working party was tabled at the 

December 1979 meeting of the AARC, held in Brisbane, at which the AWRC delegate was 

Queensland's Wendy Alexander. Despite reservations regarding some aspects of the report, 

Council resolution 190/79 urged all states to achieve unification of their men's and women's 

rowing associations. The decision was unanimous – and the AARC and the AWRC also 

amalgamated. 

12.15  New Selection Criteria 

Selection of Australian state and national crews had for some time been almost invariably 

based on the best club and state crews respectively. There was virtually no examination of 

individual and perhaps ‘hidden’ talent in other crews. In 1978, for example, the New South 

Wales King's Cup crew was from one club, Sydney, and the national eight from one state, 

New South Wales. Indeed, the men’s selection policy was described as ‘hogtied’ to the King’s 

Cup, and it was alleged little or no effort was being made to reform the system. 

Not long after the 1979 world championships the national grading and selection committee – 

National Director of Coaching Reinhold Batschi, Jim Howden, Bruce Evans and Roger 

Moore – issued a directive that oarsmen and women seeking international selection in 1980 

must attend a series of three selection trials. These would be held in conjunction with the 

South Australian, New South Wales and Victorian championship regattas.2432 It had already 

been foreshadowed that nominees for men’s sculling or crew events should contest trials in 

small as well as larger boats. The trials would take precedence over King’s Cup and National 

Regatta events as the basis for Australian selection, with emphasis placed on results in small 

boats – pairs and single sculls – at the national interclub regatta.2433 

As 1980 began, the Australian rowing community learned that long-serving AARC Chairman, 

Victoria’s Bob Aitken, had been awarded an MBE in the 1980 New Year’s Honours List. Bob 

had reached the highest level as an oarsman, coach, boat race official, selector and 

administrator.2434 The AARC had meanwhile appointed a new chairman, and successor to 

Bob, Western Australia’s Berry Durston. Berry took up rowing at Hale School, and only three 

years later was not only in his state’s winning King’s Cup crew but also in the eight that 
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contested the Rome Olympics. Among his many administrative positions had been manager 

of the WA King’s Cup squad and president of the Amateur Rowing Association of Western 

Australia, while he also, in 1977, gained his umpire’s licence.2435 

Another rowing appointment made was that of Anne Lelleton, to the position of State 

Director of Rowing in Victoria. One of Anne’s first tasks was to accept a King’s Cup and 

National Regatta sponsorship cheque from Pyrox Ltd, Melbourne-based manufacturers of 

nationally-marketed gas heating appliances.2436 Anne’s was thought to have been Australian 

rowing’s first ever professional administrative position, and Pyrox its first sponsorship. 

The three Olympic trial regattas duly took place, at West Lakes, Penrith and Ballarat. An 

improved standard was noted at the end of the Penrith regatta, the West Lakes event having 

been severely curtailed due to high winds. As the final trial at Ballarat concluded, Reinhold 

Batschi declared: ‘The best rowers have been consistent and the national squad will be 

strong.’2437 

The 1980 King’s Cup and National Regatta, held on Lake Wendouree, for the first time in 

many years saw all states obtain a share of the interclub titles. Particularly exciting was the 

men’s pairs final, in which South Australians Rob Lang and John Bolt just held out 1976 

Olympians Ian Luxford and Chris Shinners. For the second year in succession Victoria won 

the King’s Cup, thereby dashing New South Wales’ hopes on two counts. The first was that 

Ted Hale having already won the President’s Cup for the interstate sculling championship – 

for the fifth year in succession – and a Drummoyne lightweight four the Penrith Cup for the 

lightweight fours – thus ending Victoria’s nine-year domination of the event – all was set for 

the first ‘hat trick’ of interstate event wins since 1967. Since 1968, moreover, New South 

Wales had always won the King’s Cup in Olympic year. But not this time. On their home 

course Victoria began a charge for the line with 500 metres still to go, shook off South 

Australia and began hunting down New South Wales. With five strokes left the race still 

belonged to the light blues – but a final surge got Victoria across the line just 0.29 of a second 

ahead. Victoria also won the youth eights and, again, all three of the women’s interstate 
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finals. Indeed, in the Nell Slatter Trophy clash for the women’s interstate sculling 

championship, Victorians filled the first three places, the winner Mary Renouf. 2438  

The 83rd New South Wales Head of the River saw the King’s School put in a powerhouse 

effort to win from one of the pre-race favourites, Newington. The holders, Scots were this 

time third. There was little doubt about who would win the Victorian title, Melbourne 

Grammar having already won the Victorian championship and national school titles. Coming 

into the Queensland ‘head’, Brisbane Grammar’s motto was ‘Two in a Row in the Year 8-0’, 

and so it proved. The school’s eight won a magnificent contest on the Hinze Dam, keeping 

out Church of England Grammar by a third of a length, with the Southport School third. The 

result gave coach Alan Bromiley his fourth win in five years. On 19 April, at West Lakes, 

Christian Brothers College won its first South Australian schools title. The fact that CBC’s 

time was the slowest recorded since the event switched to the ocean-side venue worried the 

crew and their school not at all. In direct contrast to the South Australian result, the Western 

Australian Head of the River was won by Aquinas College for the 32nd time. The margin, 

moreover, was enormous, Aquinas finishing 11.4 seconds ahead of Scotch, with Guildford 

third. Also convincing winners were the Hutchins School in Tasmania, who ended 

Launceston Grammar’s four-year winning streak.2439 

The top rowing university this year was without doubt Melbourne, who, on Canberra’s Lake 

Burley Griffin, won seven of the nine events on the expanded Intervarsity program, including 

the Oxford and Cambridge Cup. Stroke of the Melbourne crew, Paul Reedy, was destined for 

rowing stardom, while in the five seat was Mark Carnegie, son of Sir Roderick Carnegie, the 

aforementioned Oxford University Boat Club president. Carnegie senior had been in the 

winning Melbourne University crew in 1952 and 1953. Coach of the Melbourne crew, Adrian 

Maginn, was cox of the Australian lightweight eight that had won bronze in 1978 at the FISA 

lightweight championships in Copenhagen. Melbourne’s women’s crews also flourished, 

notably the eight and two fours that emerged from it. Stroke of the eight and one of the fours, 

Margot Foster, was yet another who would play a significant role in Australian rowing, as 

both competitor and administrator.2440  
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12.16  Boycott Concerns 

Throughout the early part of 1980 great uncertainty surrounded that year’s Olympic Games, 

due to be held in Moscow between 19 July and 3 August. This was as a result of the invasion 

of Afghanistan by the Soviet Union in December 1979. The Australian government was one 

of several, led by the United States, demanding that their nation’s Olympic sports boycott the 

Games. On 23 May the Australian Olympic Federation met in Melbourne to decide if 

Australia would send a team to Moscow. ‘John Coates … sent a telegram reminding [the 

AOF] members that they were bound to consider only one factor: whether an effective 

boycott existed. If it did not, they were … bound to vote in favour of accepting the invitation 

to go to Moscow.’ By a margin of six to five the AOF decided to go.2441  

Australia’s rowing selectors had announced a preliminary Olympic squad immediately after 

the King’s Cup and National Regatta – the last of four Olympic trials. They now announced 

that the crews to contest the Moscow Olympics would be a men’s eight and coxless pair – and 

a women’s coxed four. The eight would be chosen from Bill Dankbaar, Henry Duncan, Bruce 

Keynes, Tim Willoughby (South Australia); Steve Handley and Islay Lee (New South 

Wales); Jim Lowe, Brian Richardson, Andrew Withers and Tim Young (Victoria), while two 

other Victorians, David England and Chris Dane, would be cox and coach respectively. The 

pair comprised John Bolt and Rob Lang from South Australia, and Reinhold Batschi would 

coach both crews. The women’s four would be selected from Anne Chirnside, Sally Harding, 

Pam Westendorf, Verna Westwood (Victoria) and Pauline Kahl (New South Wales). The cox 

and coach combination was a family affair: Susie and David Palfreyman respectively. The 

women’s crew would be the first to represent Australia at an Olympic Games. The Section 

Manager this time would be Australian rowing’s ‘other John’ – John Boultbee. Following 

training camps at Penrith, Murray Bridge and Bundaberg the squad left for Europe. 

A further result of the extraordinary uncertainty surrounding the Moscow Games was that the 

Olympic team’s fund-raising efforts were greatly impaired. Consequently, the team had left 

Australia still in need of a great deal of financial support. All those integrally involved with 

the team’s wellbeing were requested to make every effort to ensure the required funds were 

raised. Not the least of these was AARC Secretary John Coates, who distributed an appeal 
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letter to every one of Australia’s clubs and schools. Coates, who was to be Administration 

Director of the overall Australian team in Moscow, also secured the financial backing of the 

Seamen’s Union of Australia, which stepped in when the team’s major corporate sponsor, 

Shell, withdrew.2442  

The Australian rowing squad contested five regattas prior to the Games; two at Grunau in 

East Germany, two more in Lucerne, then a two-day event in Amsterdam, where the eight 

gained a third then a good second place. However, the pair were not in finals contention. The 

women’s four beat crews from the United States, Canada and West Germany, but these 

nations were boycotting the Olympics. East Germany, the Soviet Union, Romania and 

Bulgaria lay in wait.  

Come the Games, at no time did the pair pose a serious threat to their mainly European 

opposition. Last in the heat, they were more impressive in the repechage, reverted to heat 

form in the semi-final, then gained fourth place in the petit final and tenth overall. The 

women’s four were seeking to improve on their fifth place in Bled a year earlier. In their 

three-crew heat they were last, behind Bulgaria and Romania, then in a repechage were again 

third, behind the Soviet Union and Romania – but in front of the British four. They were in 

the final. There, however, they faced opposition from four eastern bloc nations who were 

between seven and nine kilograms per seat heavier than them – and it told. They could 

therefore only repeat, not improve upon, their 1979 performance, finishing last behind East 

Germany, Bulgaria, the Soviet Union and Romania. Everything, therefore, rested with the 

eight – and again there was disappointment. In the heat they were well behind East Germany 

and Czechoslovakia, but then raised hopes when scorching to a convincing repechage win 

over Montreal silver medallists Great Britain – in the second fastest qualifying time. Once 

more, however, there came a reversal of form at finals time, and the crew, well up with the 

leaders until half way, faded away and were fifth. For the second Olympics in a row, so much 

was promised, so little gained.2443 For two of Australia’s boat race officials, however, came 

the ultimate accolade. Reg Mackay and John Welch were selected by FISA to officiate at the 

Games.2444  
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12.17  Golden Girls 

In August came news from Canada that Australia’s lightweight women had emulated the 

performance of last year’s squad and won gold and silver medals in the lightweight fours and 

pairs at the 98th Canadian Henley. The gold medal winning four was Barbara Phelan (bow), 

Gwenda Bennetts, Barbara Griffiths, Lesley Cummins (stroke), Allison Davidson (cox). The 

coach this time Brian Dalton. Also gold winners, in the pairs, were Janell Williams and Kim 

Brown, coached by the versatile John Welch, who also mentored silver medal winning sculler 

Sandra Rourke. 

The men’s squad at the FISA Lightweight Championships in Hazewinkel, Belgium, 

comprised a coxless four and emergency, and sculler Mike Smith. The four was seated 

Graham Gardiner, Charlie Bartlett, Clyde Hefer and Simon Gillett (stroke). Phil Gardiner was 

the spare man, and the coach Rusty Robertson. Manager of the team was Chris Dalton from 

Tasmania, whose first international assignment this was after several years as manager of 

state squads. 

The four contained oarsmen who throughout the domestic season had been great rivals. So 

close had their pairs races been that Bartlett and Gillett, from Melbourne University, and 

Gardiner and Hefer, from the Drummoyne club in Sydney, were obvious selections for the 

four. They proved unbeatable in Hazewinkel, their final virtually won from half way. Second 

were Great Britain and third Spain, the time six minutes 30 seconds. The crew were the first 

from Australia since 1974 to win gold at a FISA championships. Smith was fifth in the petit 

final.2445  

The four’s performance, and the progress the Drummoyne club had made in the past two 

seasons, made even more extraordinary the decision by the club earlier in the year to part 

company with Rusty Robertson. The master coach had been told that the club would in future 

only retain amateur coaches, a euphemism, some thought, for the club no longer being able to 

afford him.2446 However, a sponsorship deal with Tooths Brewery and the NSW Department 
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of Sport and Recreation announced in November enabled the NSWRA to retain Rusty as the 

state’s Executive Director of Coaching.2447  

From Tasmania came news of another award in the Honours List, this time to Marj Spurling, 

for a lifetime of service to rowing and the community. Marj, a member of the Reeconian club 

in Devonport, received a Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for the support she had 

given rowing over forty years, women’s rowing in particular. She was also the first female 

member of the Tasmanian Rowing Council.2448  

An oarsman who had rendered great service to British rowing had arrived in Melbourne to 

settle. As noted, Stuart Wilson, with brother Ian, had rowed in the Great Britain lightweight 

four that won at the Bled world championships in 1979. During an earlier extended stay in 

Sydney Stuart had been selected in the 1978 lightweight eight squad, but had to withdraw 

because he did not meet residential requirements.2449  

As a notable year ended the AARC re-appointed Bruce Evans to the Grading and Selection 

Committee, and appointed two new selectors; Willie Hay from South Australia and Islay Lee, 

now in Queensland. Hay was a former captain of Adelaide Rowing Club, stroke of the South 

Australian King’s Cup eight in 1969 and 1970 and its coach in 1980. Chairman of selectors 

remained Reinhold Batschi. The Committee would be responsible for selecting Australian 

representatives in six categories: men’s heavyweight and lightweight, women’s heavyweight 

and lightweight, and FISA junior men and women.2450 The Council also announced what it 

believed to be a bold new selection policy taking in all four years of the next Olympic cycle. 

For those oarsmen and women bidding to represent their country at the Los Angeles Games in 

1984, the message was clear: the program is already under way, and Olympic-class crews are 

not developed in just one or two years. All nominees should be aiming for selection in each of 

the years prior to the Games. Sculling and racing in small boats, such as pairs, was again 

encouraged, in a bid to improve technique and make it easier to generate a standard technique 

throughout Australia. The task of comparing individuals would also be easier and fairer. The 
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Council further announced it would be applying for a Federal Government grant so as to be 

able to appoint a National Executive Director.2451  

As 1981 began the national selectors took on the huge task of finding squads to compete at 

the myriad venues hosting World and FISA championships. The first trials of the new 

Olympiad took place within two weeks of each other, the Victorian championships held 

between 30 January and 1 February, and the New South Wales event on 15 and 16 February.  

Lake Wendouree was on its best behaviour for the first regatta, held in glassy conditions. The 

two compulsory trial events, the coxed fours and coxless pairs, resulted in a ‘double’ to 

Olympian Tim Willoughby and fellow South Australian John Bentley. With Robert Lang and 

Charlie Winter, also from SA, they won the coxed fours ahead of New South Wales 

combination Jordi Martin, Graham Jones, Jim Battersby and Graham Edmonds before also 

taking the pairs, in which they finished ahead of Battersby and Jones, with Lang and Winter 

third. The champion sculls race saw twenty-year-old Victorian Bruce McNaughton lead Ted 

Hale for 1900 metres, but he had no answer to the five-time national champion’s finishing 

sprint. A brilliant effort by 1980 gold medallists Graham Gardiner and Clyde Hefer in the 

lightweight pairs was a highlight, but the absence of Simon Gillett through illness meant that 

neither he nor Charlie Bartlett contested the trial. Peter Antonie, who had failed to gain 

selection in the national lightweight four in 1980, had turned to sculling, and provided the 

shock of the day when winning by a length ahead of Melbourne University clubmates Steve 

Spurling and Stuart Wilson. However, Spurling and Wilson won the double sculls ahead of 

Antonie and Phil Gardiner. Olympian Pam Westendorf and new partner Jacqui Marshall 

easily won the women’s pairs trial, then with Diane Smith and Joanne Mitchell from Barwon 

recorded a two lengths win in the fours. Mary Renouf made hard work of winning the sculls – 

by just half a length from Rosemary Hoffman – but it provided her with double wins as she 

and Marina Di Martino had earlier won the double sculls. 

And so to Penrith, which also provided good conditions. Ted Hale was this time challenged 

by Neil Manefield from Toowong, and as at Wendouree was well behind his opponent, only 

to have the crowd on their feet as from 200 metres out as he slowly but surely narrowed the 

gap to win literally in the last stroke. In the lightweight sculls Peter Antonie made it two from 
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two when again beating Spurling and Wilson. His time, 7 minutes 14 seconds, was only 6.8 

seconds slower than Hale’s. Mary Renouf also recorded a repeat performance in the women’s 

sculls.2452  

There now came a shock announcement from Bruce Evans. ‘Personal commitments’ made it 

necessary for him to relinquish his post as national selector. Bruce had served with distinction 

for several seasons.2453 The AARC duly appointed Don Croot to fill the vacancy. Croot, a 

New Zealander but now a member of Sydney’s Balmain Rowing Club, had also been 

appointed Australian team manager this year.2454  

On Sunday 12 April, on the Hinze Dam, a South Australian eight coached by Bill Dankbaar 

won the King’s Cup for the first time since 1937. Tasmania’s lightweight four, stroked by 

Bruce House and coached by David Poulson, scored a sensational win in the Penrith Cup, Ted 

Hale won the President’s Cup for an unprecedented sixth year in a row – and the home state 

captured the youth eights title. For the third year in succession Victoria won all three of the 

women’s interstate events. The most successful club was Melbourne University, whose 

strength in depth won it the NSWRA Centenary Oar, but pride of place among individual 

inter-club contestants went to Leanne Turner and Gai Allen of the Mosman club in Sydney, 

together with Pauline Kahl of Sydney University and Shanne McGinnis, now with Glebe. 

Each won three titles.2455  

For the second year in succession King’s won the New South Wales schools title. On a 

swollen Nepean River the Parramatta-based school won by a length from a luckless 

Newington, second four years in succession. In Victoria, Melbourne Grammar scored a 

brilliant two-length victory over Geelong College. Rowing into a stiff north-easterly 

headwind on the Barwon, Grammar took control after just 300 metres of the 1500-metre race 

to win the Fairbairn Cup for the third successive year. Hamish McGlashan, in the Grammar 

crew for the second time, was destined for greater things. The regatta was notable for the fact 

that four schools competed in the first races for girls. These were held over 800 metres for 

first and second fours, the former category won by Geelong College, co-coached by 

international oarswoman Anne Chirnside. Other schools to compete were Melbourne 
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Grammar, Lauriston and Morongo. At the Queensland ‘head’ Brisbane Grammar’s boys 

imitated Melbourne Grammar by also recording a ‘hat trick’. The Adelaide public schools’ 

regatta at West Lakes drew a record crowd to a race won by St Peter’s by a length-and-a-half 

from the holders, Christian Brothers College. In the West, on the allegedly ‘unfair’ Narrows 

course, Christ Church Grammar prevailed, ahead of Aquinas and Guildford Grammar. 

Following the race a number of school officials pleaded with organisers for the event to be 

switched to the Canning River course, but to no avail. In Tasmania the Hutchins School 

retained its Head of the River title when trouncing a field of six on the Huon River. The 

winning margin was four lengths.2456 

The venue for the 1981 Intervarsity Regatta was Perth, for the first time since 1968, the hosts 

the University of Western Australia. However, it was Melbourne University crews who 

monopolised the victory dais, winning eight of the nine events on the men’s program. Mark 

Carnegie was again in the winning eight, the MUBC crew coached this year by Brian 

Richardson. The women’s eights was won by Sydney University, ahead of crews from the 

universities of Western Australia and Melbourne, while consolation came for the host 

university when it took out the women’s fours ahead of Melbourne and Sydney.2457 

It was now that leading coach Michael Morgan ended a 20-year association with Sydney 

Rowing Club and accepted the post of full-time professional coach with Mosman. He took up 

the new position on 1 June.2458 Another of rowing’s hard working administrators appeared on 

the Queen’s Birthday Honours List. The AARC’s long-serving Treasurer, Noel Wilkinson, 

was awarded the British Empire Medal ‘for services to the sport of rowing’. Noel was 

nominated for his fundraising efforts on behalf of his club, Banks, the Victorian Rowing 

Association, and the AARC.2459 

12.18  Dual Gold 

Australian crews and scullers duly contested international events, pride of place going without 

a doubt to the brilliant 1980 men’s lightweight four, who at the Munich World and FISA 

Championships achieved what many thought impossible – a second gold medal to add to that 
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won last year at Hazewinkel. In yet another superb performance the crew – Graham Gardiner, 

Charlie Bartlett, Clyde Hefer and Simon Gillett, coached by Rusty Robertson – earned a place 

in Australian sporting history. They became the only rowing combination to win successive 

world titles. Gillett, with two gold medals, a silver in 1977 and a bronze a year later, carved 

his own niche – as the most successful oarsman ever to represent Australia. A four month 

program that comprised 3000 kilometres of rowing and each crew member lifting 400,000 

kilograms in the weights room, was geared to such perfection for those needing to keep their 

weight down that the crew weighed in at an average 69.5kg – their lightest in two years. 

Come the final it was the crew from the Netherlands that loomed as a major threat, having 

won their heat in the fastest time. However, a firm belief in their ability, particularly to dictate 

the race, put the Australians in control from start to finish – and they won by clear water. 

Their colleagues, however, fared less well, fellow lightweights Peter Antonie and Phil 

Gardiner in the double scull and Steve Spurling in the single both finishing eleventh. The 

men’s heavyweight four of Graham Jones, Jim Battersby, Tim Willoughby, John Bentley 

(stroke) and Michael Sim (cox), swept through lead-up regattas undefeated and went to 

Munich tipped as almost certain medallists. In the final, however, the crew started and 

finished sixth and last. The women’s coxless pair, Jacqui Marshall and Pam Westendorf, were 

second in the petit final and eighth overall.2460 

In 1975 several European rowing nations had met in Italy to discuss providing international 

competition to young oarsmen and women at the ‘second level’ of the sport: that below the 

elite level. It was decided a new tier of competition was needed, so that younger athletes of 

similar age and experience could compete more equably against their peers prior to 

graduating to the elite level. This class eventually became known as Senior B, open to all 

athletes under 23 who had not won a medal at the Olympic Games or senior world 

championships.2461 The decision thereby bridged the gap between the existing junior and elite 

levels. It also resulted in the elite level eventually being defined as Senior A. 

In the Men’s Senior B Cup at Essen, with Reinhold Batschi and team manager John Boultbee 

on hand, the highlight was a win for Murray Doust and Bruce McNaughton in the double 

sculls. They tackled their final on a ‘catch us if you can’ basis, which worked to perfection. 
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Australia also sent a Mercantile coxed four to the World Junior Championships in 

Pancharevo, Bulgaria, where they finished a creditable fourth, just 0.6 of a second from 

bronze. In the bow seat was a youngster named Sam Patten.2462 The crew, and their coach, 

Mike Manley, had as their manager Sue Bartlett, younger sister of lightweight gold medallist 

Charlie Bartlett. Sue thus became the first woman to manage an Australian men’s 

representative team. She had previously overseen the 1980 women’s lightweight team in 

Canada, having twice led the Victorian ladies squad.2463 

12.19  New Courses 

There now came not one but two announcements relating to new rowing courses. Victoria’s 

Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation, Brian Dixon, confirmed that an international 

standard rowing and canoeing course would be built at Carrum, 30 kilometres south-east of 

Melbourne. Subject to Federal Government finance, work on the project was expected to 

begin in 1983 and be completed in time for Victoria’s 150th anniversary celebrations, due to 

begin in November 1984. It was therefore almost certain that the 1985 King’s Cup and 

National Championships would take place at Carrum, on a course 2300 metres long, 135 

metres wide and 2.5 metres deep. The $6 million State Water Sports Centre would include 

buildings for administration, boat storage and maintenance, regatta control, first aid and social 

functions. Mr Dixon said Victoria’s two ‘traditional’ venues, Lake Wendouree and the 

Barwon River at Geelong, had been other site options, but Carrum was chosen for its 

accessibility to Melbourne residents.  

A meeting of the Tasmanian Rowing Council had voted to support the development of an 

international rowing course at Weekes Flat on Lake Barrington, 20 kilometres south of 

Devonport. This followed a detailed feasibility study, conducted by the Lands Department, 

into the best site. The Huon River at Franklin, Lake Dulverton at Oatlands, and Lake Birralee 

near Hagley, were all considered unsuitable.  

The department opted for Lake Barrington for numerous reasons. It was a vast and permanent 

body of water, deep and still, and free of river flow and currents. It was also well sheltered 

from prevailing winds, permanently free of weed growth, and had controlled water levels. 
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There was also a vast off-course area for training, and the natural amphitheatre landscape 

would provide spectators on an elevated shoreline excellent views of the entire 2000 metre 

course, which could be permanently buoyed. Also noted, however, were the present poor 

accessibility and the lake’s relative remoteness. That notwithstanding, Lake Barrington had 

been visited a year ago by Reinhold Batschi, whose praise for and approval of the venue was 

immediate. It was hoped the state government would approve funds in the near future and so 

get the project under way.2464 

12.20  New Selection Policy 

Early in 1982 the AARC released its 1982 – 1984 National Selection Policy. It was promoted 

as the principal document concerned with the development of Australia rowing at a national 

level but which also vitally affected the conduct of rowing at state level. It was drafted by 

AARC members Bill Cooper (Western Australia) and Ian Mitchell (New South Wales) in a 

bid to clearly express the responsibilities of those involved in the selection process – rowers, 

coaches, the selection committee and the Council. At its heart was the belief that small boats 

were the key to success. It set out the categories to be considered for selection, the number of 

competitors to be selected within each category and the criteria within each. Also dealt with 

were nomination and selection procedures, the trialling process and the selection of 

coaches.2465 

A National Rowing Coaching Committee had been formed in 1981 to implement a National 

Coaching Accreditation Scheme. The committee comprised the National Director of 

Coaching, Reinhold Batschi, and a coach from each state. Secretary of the committee was 

John Boultbee. The committee’s task had been to implement a coaching regimen similar to 

that existing in most other Australian sports and in countries such as Canada, Great Britain 

and West Germany. The scheme would operate under the auspices of the Australian Coaching 

Council, whose role was to administer a certification scheme for all Australian sports.  

The Committee had met on several occasions, to design coaching courses and put them into 

effect. Committee members Reinhold Batschi, Peter Shakespear, David Bishop, David 

Poulson, Rusty Robertson, Willie Hay, Terry Mulligan and John Boultbee first designed a 
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Level One course aimed at beginner and school crews. They had subsequently run Level One 

seminars in all states except Tasmania, with more than 200 coaches attending. These were to 

be accredited as Level One coaches and would receive a certificate from the Australian 

Coaching Council to that effect. Courses at Level Two and above were foreshadowed.2466  

12.21  Coates Resigns 

In April the AARC held its AGM, and with regret accepted the resignation of John Coates as 

Council’s Secretary. John had in the four years he was in the position achieved much for his 

sport. He took particular pride in having overseen the amalgamation of the men’s and 

women’s associations. A ballot of the state associations had decided in favour of transferring 

all remaining funds belonging to the AWARC to the AARC’s coaching accreditation scheme. 

John’s ‘parting gift’ to the Council was to secure from the Department of Home Affairs and 

Environment $7000 each for the men’s open and lightweight fours, to assist their preparation 

for 1982 international competition. It came as no surprise to some that John had recently been 

appointed President of the New South Wales Olympic Council and a member of the 

Australian Olympic Federation executive.2467 The AARC duly appointed John Boultbee as 

John Coates’ successor, and Peter Shakespear took over Boultbee’s position with the Rowing 

Coaching Committee.2468 

The venue for the 1982 King’s Cup and National Regatta was Penrith, which between 31 

March and 4 April saw some magnificent racing, and confirmation from South Australia of 

the tremendous strength that had emerged a year ago. The state eight again won the King’s 

Cup by withstanding a huge challenge from a totally unfancied Tasmanian combination, 

Victoria taking third place. The Apple Isle did, however, retain the Penrith Cup, Ian Jordan, 

Ashley Wilkes, Michael Partridge and Bruce House again consigning Victoria to second 

place, with New South Wales this time third. Victoria did, however gain massive consolation 

courtesy of Andrew Cassidy, who brought to an end Ted Hale’s remarkable run of six 

President’s Cup wins. The New South Wales youth eight salvaged some pride for their state 

by winning the Wilkinson Trophy. For the fourth year in succession Victoria’s women 

achieved the interstate trifecta, Margot Foster, Jo Dickson, Jacqui Marshall and Pam 
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Westendorf, coxed by Kaylynn Fry, dominant in the ULVA Trophy race. Barbara Griffiths 

stroked the lightweight crew, thereby achieving her third win, while sculler Mary Renouf 

collected her fourth. South Australia’s dominance in the national club events came through 

wins in the Senior A pair and coxed four, the Senior B four and the Junior coxed four.2469 

The winner of the New South Wales Head of the River, for the third successive year, was the 

King’s School, a clear three lengths ahead of Sydney Grammar and Shore. In sharp contrast 

was the Victorian GPS contest, in which Melbourne Grammar held on to win narrowly from 

Carey Grammar and St Kevin’s College, thus stretching their run of victories to four.2470 The 

girls’ contest was again won by Geelong College.2471 The Queensland ‘head’ saw a first time 

win for St Joseph’s College Gregory Terrace, who thereby defied predictions of a win by 

either Brisbane Grammar or the Southport School. Two weeks before the South Australian 

duel St Peter’s had succumbed to Pembroke College in a ‘pre-head’ contest, but come the big 

race were clear favourites. For the second year in succession they drew the sheltered inside 

lane and won comfortably, ahead of Prince Alfred College, with Pembroke third. Aquinas 

won their thirty-third Western Australia Head of the River with a powerful burst over the last 

500 metres, while on the Franklin River Hutchins retained the Tasmanian title.2472 

The 1982 Intervarsity Regatta took place on Lake Wendouree, and again Melbourne 

dominated, winners this time of five of the nine events, including the Oxford and Cambridge 

Cup for men’s eights. Others wins came in the men’s lightweight four, and the women’s 

eight, open four and lightweight four. The men’s sculls were won by Jim Battersby of Sydney 

University, from Paul Reedy of Melbourne, with Sam Golding of Deakin a close third. 

Ceinwen Frisch from the University of Queensland won the women’s sculls – by 41 seconds! 

Melbourne easily retained the Centenary Cup for aggregate points, ahead of Sydney and 

Monash. 2473 

12.22  First Executive Director 

In July the AARC announced the appointment of Denis Ford as its first full-time National 

Executive Director. Denis’s duty statement included the raising of sponsorship for future 
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Australian teams so that some of the fundraising pressure could be lifted from team members 

and state associations. He was also charged with organising coaching courses and preparing 

reports and submissions to State and Federal governments regarding rowing’s interests. 

Indeed one of his first tasks was to prepare a submission to the Federal Government for 

rowing to be included in the Australian Institute of Sport program.2474  

That same month came the first of the year’s international events, a Senior B contest in 

Vienna. This was not a FISA event, but one organised by a separate group of European 

federations and called the Match des Seniors. Australia sent a four, a pair and Western 

Australian sculler Tony Lovrich – and reaped rich dividends. The pair, Victorians David and 

Mark Doyle, won gold, leading from the start in their final, increasing their lead every 500 

metres and winning by 5.5 seconds. The coxed four, stroked by Mosman’s Graham Edmonds, 

were beaten only by West Germany, and so earned silver. Tony Lovrich finished in sixth 

place.  

A three-boat team also contested the FISA Junior Championships at Piediluco in Italy. The 

Torrens/Port Adelaide coxed four looked impressive in their heat but in the final were 

overpowered and finished sixth. Sculler Marilyn Kidd from Nepean Rowing Club looked a 

certain medal prospect when recording the second fastest time in her heat, but come the semi-

final she was overcome by anxiety, broke twice at the start and was disqualified. She 

nevertheless remained a great prospect. Australia’s third entry, Canberrans Paul Thompson 

and James Galloway, coached by Peter Shakespear, finished behind a local pair in their heat 

but won the repechage. Come the final, they earned a creditable fourth place behind East 

Germany, the Soviet Union and Italy. 

For Australia’s lightweight women the Royal Canadian Henley at St Catharine’s had become 

a happy hunting ground – and in 1982 nothing changed. A coxed four and a coxless pair won 

gold and silver respectively. The four – Barbara Griffiths, Gay Allen, Leanne Turner and 

Barbara Phelan, coxed by Alison Davidson – were confronted by a strong headwind, but won 

by a length from the United States’ Lightweight Development Camp crew. The pair – Julie 

Ellett and Kate McLoughlin from the Australian National University Boat Club in Canberra – 

had a poor row in their heat but made amends in the final. Coach Brian Dalton reported that 
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‘the pair, being the tough little fighters they are, pulled out a magnificent fighting row to 

come second behind the Potomac crew [US national title holders] and pushed the Argonaut 

crew [the Canadian title holders] into third place’.2475  

By contrast, the performances of the senior and lightweight squads at the World and FISA 

Championships in Lucerne were disappointing. The men’s coxed four, Mary Renouf in the 

‘single’ and the women’s pair, Jacqui Marshall and Pam Westendorf, finished seventh, eighth 

and ninth respectively, thus failing to achieve the target set for them by the selectors of a 

place in the final.  

The men’s lightweight eight – a combination built around members of Tasmania’s winning 

Penrith Cup four and the 1980 and 1981 world champions – on paper looked lethal. It won the 

tougher of the two heats in 5 minutes 52.89 seconds, beating reigning champions Denmark 

and outpacing Italy. But it proved to be their best row of the regatta – four days early. In the 

final, raced in light rain and with a faint tail breeze, the Aussies led to the first 500 but then 

faded just beyond half way into third place. Italy and Denmark took over the running, then 

Spain got past Australia to steal the bronze. Just 2.69 seconds separated the winners from the 

fourth placegetters.2476 There was, however, one Australian performance that brought acclaim. 

Kevyn Webb, the doyen of Australian regatta commentators at this time, was the English-

speaking commentator at the championships and won wide acclaim.2477  

12.23  Towards Lake Barrington 

On 18 October the Tasmanian government gave its full support for the development of an 

international rowing and sprint canoe course at Lake Barrington. The long-awaited decision to 

spend $1.7 million in joint State/Federal funds on the project was regarded as due reward for 

local administrators, who were compelled to mount an extraordinary lobbying campaign 

against other sporting organisations. The course would now be zoned off to all other sports, 

notably water-skiing, and state parliament would rush through legislation to enable the 

construction of access roads and off-course facilities to commence early in 1983. The lake 

was to be the venue for the 1984 Australian Rowing Championships.2478  
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It was around this time that the 2 July 1975 Franklin/Geeveston clubs’ merger ended. A 

Franklin member at that time, Karen Newbon, possesses club letterhead which shows 

‘incorporating Geeveston’ with a line through it from 1982. It would not be until 22 

November 1985, however, when the club became incorporated, that it officially reverted to 

the Franklin Rowing Club.2479  

Towards year’s end came the news that one of Australian rowing’s ‘grand old men’, Ray 

Todd, had died. He was 85. Ray’s contribution to rowing spanned 64 years as competitor, 

coach, administrator and commentator. From Wendouree, he rowed in three King’s Cups, 

coached three more – and managed at another three. He was both coach and selector of the 

1948 Australian rowing team and instrumental in Lake Wendouree’s selection as the 1956 

Olympics venue. For 44 years Ray wrote rowing news for the Melbourne Herald, and 

founded Victoria’s Old Oarsmen’s Association.2480 

The first event in the new year was the Australia Day Veterans’ Regatta, held on Canberra’s 

Lake Burley Griffin on 23 January. Based, however, on the number of entries – from all states 

– the regatta was becoming known as the National Veterans’ Regatta. More than 210 oarsmen 

and women competed – 70 more than in 1982 and 110 more than contested the inaugural 

event in 1981. These statistics reflected the increasing popularity of veterans rowing 

Australia-wide.2481 

In the meantime Reinhold Batschi and Don Croot had been joined on the selection panel by 

Willie Hay and Simon Gillett.2482 Selection trials for international events being held in 1983 

took place at Ballarat, Penrith and West Lakes in January, February and March. Now came 

the final test: the national regatta that preceded the interstate events, both contests taking 

place on Perth’s Canning River course between 6 and 10 April. 

In the Senior A men’s four and pairs championships South Australia were in a class of their 

own. Tim Willoughby and John Bentley won the pairs for the third year running, while 

Steven Mann, John Quigley, Graham Keynes, Mike Nielson and cox Gavin Thredgold held 

off a fast-finishing NSW combination to win the fours title. Having come through the heats of 
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the Senior A sculls in easily the fastest time, St George sculler Tim McLaren was leading by a 

length at half way when a foot stretcher broke and he capsized. Jim Battersby took full 

advantage and went on to win, with Tony Lovrich and Gary Gullock dead heating for second 

place.  

Competition within the lightweight men’s ranks was as fierce as ever. The coxless fours title 

again went to Buckingham, their main rivals the Barwon/MUBC combination maintaining 

unrelenting pressure every stroke of the way. The margin was just 1.09 seconds. In the 

coxless pairs race, however, the Victorians turned the tables, Brian Digby and Steve Spurling 

overhauling Tasmanians Paul Harvey and Michael Partridge in the final 300 metre and 

winning by a second. No less intense was the race for the lightweight single sculls title, 

MUBC’s Peter Antonie winning from Alan Pollock of St George, with another MUBC 

sculler, John Mackenzie, in third place. 

Among the women Mary Renouf used her sliding rigger2483 to full advantage when winning 

the single sculls crown, and pairs partners Jacqui Marshall and Pam Westendorf spreadeagled 

the field to win the Senior A pairs by 11.5 seconds. Jacqui also stroked the winning 

Melbourne composite four containing Joanne Dickson, Margot Foster, Susan Chapman and 

cox Susie Palfreyman. They won by three lengths.  

South Australia clinched the King’s Cup for the third year consecutive year, wearing down 

Victoria, who had led for 1900 metres, with a magnificent finishing sprint. Equally close was 

the battle for Penrith Cup supremacy, Tasmania and Victoria separated for the majority of the 

race by just a couple of seats until David Poulson’s crew – Paul Harvey, Michael Partridge, 

Ian Jordan and Bruce House – drew away to win by a length and secure a Tasmanian hat 

trick. In the interclub sculling final Western Australia’s Tony Lovrich had finished a close 

second to Jim Battersby of New South Wales. Come the interstate contest however, and to the 

delight of a partisan home crowd, Lovrich turned the table on his east coast rival, pulling 

away in the final stages to become WA’s first President’s Cup winner since Rodger Ninham 

in 1961. The Wilkinson Cup event for youth eights, now extended to 2000 metres, saw South 

Australia and Victoria cross the line ‘locked together’. It took the judges fifteen minutes to 

award the race to SA – by 0.03 of a second. Yet again Victoria won all three of the women’s 
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interstate races. It was now five years since any other state crew had won any state title. Mary 

Renouf won the sculls for the fifth time, while the ULVA Trophy for elite fours had now been 

in Victoria’s possession since 1978 and the Victoria Cup for lightweight fours one year 

longer.2484  

Once again there was no stopping the King’s School in the New South GPS contest, a fourth 

successive win recorded on the Nepean. This left Ken St Heaps within touching distance of 

becoming the first coach ever to win five first eight titles. His crew had a length over the rest 

of the field after 250 metres and dictated the race throughout. Brighton Grammar became the 

first of the ‘new’ schools – the others being Caulfield, Carey and St Kevin’s – to win the 

Victorian Head of the River. Wesley had been the favourites all season but Brighton led after 

500 metres and were never headed. The name of their stroke was Andrew Cooper.2485 Carey 

Grammar’s girls entered the fray this year, but they couldn’t stop a Geelong College ‘hat 

trick’.2486 As a result of low water levels, the Queensland contest was reduced to a 1500-metre 

race for the first time since the event began in 1955. This change notwithstanding, Brisbane 

Grammar recorded their sixth win in eight years, only to be disqualified for allegedly 

impeding a Brisbane Boys’ College crew who were a length-and-a-half back in fourth place. 

A subsequent appeal by Grammar was upheld, only for the GPS Headmasters’ Association to 

declare the race a ‘non-event’ – four months later. Third last year, Pembroke at last broke 

through for its first ever win in the South Australian schools contest, coming from behind to 

win by over a length from Scotch and Christian Brothers College. Western Australia’s 84th 

Head of the River, won by Hale for the first time in twelve years, became a ‘family affair’. 

Hale’s stroke, Ben Rosser, was the son of John Rosser, the coach of the crew, whose father, 

Gra, had stroked Hale to victory in 1923 and coached John to Head of the River wins in 1954 

and 1955. The Tasmanian ‘head’, held on the Home Reach course of the Tamar River at 

Launceston, was again won by Hutchins, who led from the start.2487  

The venue for the 88th Intervarsity Regatta was the Killarney course on Sydney’s Middle 

Harbour. Sydney University relieved last year’s winners, Melbourne, of the Oxford and 

Cambridge Cup when heading home the University of New South Wales, the title holders this 
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time third. It was Sydney’s first win since 1964, and remarkably it was Dr Eric Longley who 

coached the winning ’64 and ’83 crews. MUBC were also relieved of their hold on the men’s 

lightweight fours event – by Queensland University. However, Melbourne made almost a 

clean sweep of the women’s program, denied only in the pairs by the Australian National 

University combination of Julie Ellett and Denise Rennex.2488  

News had meanwhile come of another Australian success at Oxford University. Rhodes 

Scholar Graham Jones, a member of Mosman Rowing Club, had been in the six seat of the 

Oxford crew that won the 1983 Boat Race against Cambridge. Better still was the news that 

Graham had been appointed President of the Oxford University Boat Club, so would almost 

certainly contest the race in 1984.2489 

12.24  Duisburg 

Early in August the Australian rowing team, comprising elite and lightweight men’s eights 

and scullers, left Australia bound for the 1983 world championships at Duisburg, West 

Germany. Following training camps in Breisach, on the Rhine, and then Munich, the squad 

arrived in Duisburg on 23 August. Five days later, Day One of the championships, the senior 

eight had a row described as perfect, winning easily and forcing their East German, 

American, Canadian and West German opposition into a repechage. Tim McLaren was fifth 

in his heat, which was by no means an indication of his ability. His scull had not been 

modified as requested, so he had been experiencing gearing and rigging problems, which led 

to him injuring his back. The following day lightweight sculler Allan Pollock was second in 

his heat and a somewhat nervous lightweight eight third, both therefore moving into a 

repechage. A decision was then made to send the senior eight to Essen, to prepare for their 

final on less congested waters.  

As the eight trained, Australia’s lightweight eight and sculler progressed, the eight to their 

final and Pollock to a semi-final, which he won in the fastest time. Tim McLaren won his 

repechage, but then found himself facing all three medallist from the Lucerne 1982 

championships. He missed the final by one place, but had the satisfaction of achieving his 

goal of a sub-7-minute time.  
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The penultimate day of the championships brought blustery tail-wind conditions conducive to 

fast times. Unfortunately, given his semi-final result, Allan Pollock was fifth, five seconds 

covering the entire field. Not so the lightweight eight, who at the half-way mark were leading, 

only to be overtaken by Spain in the third 500 and earn silver. For Peter Antonie in the five 

seat it was the second such world championships medal, and third overall.  

And so to the final day. Tim McLaren raced in the petit final of the sculls – and won with 

relative ease to gain a final ranking of seventh. The eight were drawn in lane one, somewhat 

out of the strong cross-tail wind enjoyed by crews in lanes three to six. A bad start was 

followed by a recovery that put Australia in the lead at the first 500. At half way, however, 

New Zealand had pushed past the Aussies as, by the 1500, had the East Germans. Australia 

nevertheless held on to third place, which they later regarded as a disappointment. Others, 

however, saw it as a significant achievement, with an Olympic medal twelve months hence by 

no means out of reach. For Sam Patten in the bow seat, much more was to come.2490 

12.25  Trans-Tasman Duelling 

Contests between Australia and New Zealand had begun in 1888, but it was not until 1961 

that a coordinated, team-based event was arranged. From 1974 until 1981 a Colts series of 

races were held for under 23 scullers and crews, the venues alternating year by year. In 

September 1983 there came a four-test series in New Zealand in which Australia triumphed, 

with talent such as Craig Muller, Steve Evans, Mark Doyle, Paul Reedy, Robyn Grey-

Gardiner and Karen Brancourt emerging.2491  

Sadly, Steve Evans’ grandmother, Rose Evans, had died in June after a long illness. As Rose 

Goodman she had stroked three New South Wales fours to Australian title wins, and was a 

Life Member of both the Mosman Rowing Club and the New South Wales Women’s Rowing 

Association. But it was not only the New South Wales rowing community that mourned Rose: 

she was known and admired throughout Australia.2492 

A 34-year-old solicitor from Burnie, David Schier, was elected President of the Tasmanian 

Rowing Council, his major priority the overseeing of preparations for the 1984 King’s Cup 
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and National Regatta at Lake Barrington. David was the first northern president of the state 

body for 71 years.2493 Anne Lelleton resigned her role in Victoria. She had during her three 

years in the position secured several sponsorships and introduced rowing to more than twenty 

schools.2494 Perhaps more importantly, the October meeting of the AARC announced the 

appointment of Colin Rawson as National Executive Director to succeed Denis Ford. It was 

thought Colin’s professional background in health and fitness promotion saw him well 

qualified for the position. One further qualification was that he had twice been a member of 

Victoria’s King’s Cup squad and had won several state titles. The AARC had also received a 

grant of $100,000 for season 1983–84 from the Federal Department of Sport, Recreation and 

Tourism. This represented an increase of $35,000 over the previous grant, reflecting rowing’s 

prestige as an Olympic sport and the recent success of national crews. Authors of the 

submission document were John Coates, now President of the ARC, and John Boultbee.2495  

Early in 1984 Victorian coach Alan Jacobsen released a book, Australia in World Rowing, 

said to be the first definitive history of Australian rowing.2496 There were those who thought 

that essentially it was the story of Victoria in Australian rowing. The book was nevertheless 

regarded as a worthy addition to Australia’s somewhat sparse collection of rowing 

literature.2497 The AARC, which had been incorporated on 15 November 1982, announced that 

it had dropped the word ‘Amateur’ from its title, and that it was now simply the Australian 

Rowing Council.2498 It can be surmised that the decision was partly as a result of two of the 

Council’s senior officials now working in a professional capacity. 

By winning the NSW Head of the River title for the fifth consecutive year, the King’s School 

eight and coach Ken St Heaps earned a place in the state’s rowing history. They beat the 

record of four wins held by Shore and equalled by King’s last year. Unsurprisingly, King’s 

and Shore went into the 2460 metre race as equal favourites, but it was King’s, containing 

five members of last year’s crew, who prevailed, in 7 minutes 38.4. seconds. In Victoria 

Wesley won its first ‘head’ title since 1977, coming from behind with a well-timed sprint to 

deny Melbourne Grammar. Victoria’s girls’ schools having established a formal and 
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independent regatta, Methodist Ladies’ College, coached by Susie Palfreyman, won both the 

first and second fours. Brisbane Grammar had dominated Queensland’s lead up regattas but 

on the ‘big day’ they met a stern challenge from the Southport School. With 300 metres to go, 

however, Grammar gained an edge and won by just under a second. In South Australia 

Pembroke College led from start to finish, beating traditional rivals St Peter’s by a length-

and-a half. Winless since 1978, Scotch College imitated Pembroke by dominating the West 

Australian race throughout, rating 38 strokes a minute over the final 300 metres. Their time of 

4:37.4 over the 1500 metre course broke the former record by over ten seconds. The 

Tasmanian Head of the River was held for the first time at Lake Barrington, but there was no 

change in the result, Hutchins stretching their winning run to five.2499 

  

12.26  Plaudits from Keller 

At the 1984 Australian Rowing Championships, also held at Lake Barrington, the standard of 

rowing was regarded as the best yet seen in Australia. This led to the maximum possible 

number of oarsmen, women, coaches and officials being endorsed by the Australian Olympic 

Federation to compete at the Los Angeles Games. The lake itself was hailed as the best in 

Australia, and according to FISA president Thommi Keller, one of the best in the world. 

‘Lake Barrington is comparable to the Rotsee course in Lucerne, regarded as the world’s 

best’, he said. Mr Keller strongly recommended that Australia apply to hold an international 

championship in 1990. The ARC was known to be supportive of a bid by the Tasmanian 

Rowing Council to hold the 1990 FISA Lightweight Championships.  

The King’s Cup was won in record time by a powerful New South Wales eight stroked by 

Steve Evans and coached by Rusty Robertson. Their time, 5 minutes 36.99 seconds was a 

second faster than the record set by South Australia the previous year. It was NSW’s first win 

since 1978. The President’s Cup race was breathtakingly close, Victoria’s Paul Reedy 

winning by just 0.1 of a second from WA’s Tony Lovrich. A day earlier, in the final of the 

national interclub event, Lovrich had prevailed, ahead of Ballarat’s Gary Gullock, with Reedy 

third. These three, together with Sydney’s Tim McLaren, were subsequently selected as 

Australia’s first ever Olympic quad. The Penrith Cup was won by a Melbourne University 
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crew representing Victoria, Phil Gardiner, Charlie Bartlett, Peter Antonie and Steve Spurling 

winning in the world-class time of 6:14.1. The youth eights title also went to Victoria, the 

crew containing two youngsters named Michael McKay and James Tomkins, while Anne 

Piper of New South Wales denied Victoria of another clean sweep in the women’s interstate 

contests when winning the sculling title.2500  

The 1984 Intervarsity regatta was an opportunity to ‘test’ Lake Barrington. It also became 

another chance for the Melbourne University Boat Club to assert its considerable authority 

within the varsity rowing community. MUBC won the men’s eights and lightweight fours, 

while their women took out the eights, the open and lightweight fours and, courtesy of Jacqui 

Marshall, the women’s sculls. The NSWRA Centenary Cup, awarded annually to the 

university recording the highest aggregate points score, was therefore presented yet again to 

MUBC, winners every year since the trophy was first awarded in 1978.2501  

12.27  The Los Angeles Games 

The Moscow Olympics having been boycotted by the United States and some of its ‘western’ 

allies, the 1984 Los Angeles Games were likewise disregarded by ‘eastern bloc’ nations in 

retaliation for the 1980 protest. For Australian rowing the event was regarded as an 

outstanding success.2502  

The quad, or ‘awesome foursome’ as they were described in the Australian Rowing report, 

first entered a pre-Games regatta at Los Gatos, sixty miles south of San Francisco, where they 

competed in what, according to stroke Tony Lovrich, ‘was supposed to be the American 

National Championships, but which, compared with our ‘nationals’ seemed like a mid-week 

country regatta’. They won, against weak opposition, a bonus being the opportunity to race 

for the first time on a buoyed course. Steering problems were revealed, but come finals day, 

according to Lovrich, ‘“golden foot” Paul Reedy [in the bow seat] had it all under control’. 

There then came a downturn in their training performance, which got so bad coach Rusty 

Robertson suggested they ‘go out for the evening, forget about rowing, and relax’. He also 

gave them the following day off. It worked. On resuming training the crew improved 
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remarkably and after five days’ practice on the Olympic course were ready to compete. They 

drew the easier of the two heats, against Spain and the Unites States, and won easily. In the 

five days between heat and final they prepared themselves mentally, according to Lovrich, 

‘for nothing less than winning the gold medal’. Come the day they raced exactly to plan, 

recording even better times to the 500 and 1000 than they had expected and had a clear lead. 

Come the 1500, however, Canada were closing in, and while the Australians held them off 

they were unaware of where the West Germans were on the other side of the course. By the 

narrowest of margins the Germans got home first – by 0.43 of a second – Lovrich, Reedy, 

Tim McLaren and Gary Gullock taking silver. After the race Lovrich paid particular tribute to 

coach Rusty Robertson, ‘not just for the quad but for Australian sculling. Australia had never 

entered a quad before, but Rusty turned what began as a risk into a near certainty, and sculling 

in Australia can now expand on what he achieved for us.’ 

The eight – Craig Muller (bow), Clyde Hefer, Sam Patten, Tim Willoughby, Ian Edmunds, 

Jim Battersby, Ion Popa, Steve Evans (stroke) and Gavin Thredgold (cox), coached by 

Reinhold Batschi – maintained the third place won by Australia the previous year at the world 

championships. The United States, desperate to win on home waters, were thwarted by 

Canada, while Australia’s late charge at the leaders consigned New Zealand to fourth place.  

Although there may have been some disappointment, given the eastern bloc’s absence, that 

Australia’s position did not improve, the result nevertheless confirmed Australia as one of the 

top rowing nations in men’s elite competition.  

Given their relative inexperience, the bronze won by the women’s four – the first ever 

Olympic medal by an Australian women’s crew – was an outstanding result. For all crew 

members – Robyn Grey-Gardiner (bow), Karen Brancourt, Susan Chapman, Margot Foster 

(stroke) and cox Sue Lee – the Olympic regatta was their first major international race. The 

first three named had been in the 1983 Senior B four that contested the first Trans-Tasman 

contest, while Foster, with Chapman and Lee, was in the Victorian four that had won this 

year’s interstate title. The gold was won by Romania, just under a length ahead of Canada, 

with Australia, a similar distance back, just keeping out the United States. For Bill Dankbaar, 

who had coached the 1983 Senior B crew in New Zealand and had progressed this year to the 

Olympic coaching position, the bronze medal represented an impressive international 

coaching debut. 
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Other members of the Olympic rowing team were sculler Jacqui Marshall, Robert Booth and 

Jim Stride in a pair, a coxless four comprising David Doyle, Jim Lowe, Duncan Fisher and 

John Bentley, and coach Peter Shakespear.2503 Don Croot was Section Manager and John 

Coates Assistant General Manager to team leader Bill Hoffmann.2504  

Later the same month, at the FISA Lightweight Championships in Montreal, an Australian 

women’s eight took part in the first ever lightweight event for women – and gained a plucky 

second place behind the United States.2505 The venues for the second annual Senior B series of 

regattas against New Zealand were Brisbane, Canberra and Penrith, Australia again winning 

the overall points score series.2506 The selectors also sent a four and sculler to the FISA 

Championships for Juniors in Jonkoping, Sweden. An all-Mercantile Victorian four – Steve 

Hair, Peter Tomanovits, Darren Hope, Stuart Wade (stroke) and Peter Bester (cox), coached 

by Phil Ainsworth – won bronze. They were Australia’s first medal-winning junior crew.2507 

12.28  Into the Institute 

Early in September, still basking in the afterglow of Los Angeles, Australian rowing learned 

of a development with the potential to accrue even greater success. The Federal Minister for 

Sport, John Brown, announced that rowing had been admitted to the Australian Institute of 

Sport in Canberra. The news was regarded as marking a new era for the sport in Australia. A 

total of 24 scholarships would be offered in 1985, 18 for the Senior B team and six for the 

FISA junior squad. Three coaching positions, two full-time and one part-time, would be 

created on a four-year contract basis. The Institute’s Director, Dr John Cheffers, indicated that 

he favoured the continuation of the current practise whereby some national crews used AIS 

facilities for part of their training despite not being AIS members. The commencement date 

would be 22 April 1985.2508  
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A month later, and not surprisingly, Reinhold Batschi was appointed the Institute’s Head 

Coach, an addition to his role as the ARC’s National Director of Coaching.2509 A lakeside base 

was established at Yarralumla, Batschi convinced that Lake Burley Griffin, with its wide open 

spaces and lack of commercial traffic, was the ideal location as the national centre for rowing. 

The move to the Institute came to be regarded as the beginning of an Australian rowing 

revolution,2510 with other, state-based institutes of sport soon to follow.  

The year 1984 also saw the genesis of another club in Western Australia. The Albany Rowing 

Club was established on the banks of the Lower Kalgan River, some 18 kilometres from the 

Albany town centre.2511 Bill Waterfield, the long-serving Secretary of the Victorian Rowing 

Association retired, and was elected one of only seven life members of the Association.2512  

12.29  ‘Worlds’ Bid Successful 

The new year began with what was undoubtedly a momentous announcement, made at the 

FISA Extraordinary Congress in Rome: the 1990 World Rowing Championships would be 

held in Australia, the venue to be Lake Barrington. Not the lightweight championships, 

moreover, but the world championships. Australia’s delegates to the Congress were John 

Coates, John Boultbee and David Schier. It was they who were responsible for obtaining 

unanimous agreement for the proposal. It was also deserved reward for the Tasmanian 

Rowing Council, in successfully developing Lake Barrington between 1980 and 1984 and 

running an outstandingly successful 1984 Australian Rowing Championships. Perhaps the 

most enthusiastic supporter of Lake Barrington, however, was FISA president Thommi 

Keller. The Congress also decided to extend the international racing distance for women to 

2000 metres and for junior women to 1500 metres.  

It was now that further coaching appointments were made at the AIS. Bob Marlowe, a 

Canadian, was given special responsibility for sculling coaching. Bob was coach of the 

Canadian quad that had won bronze at Los Angeles. The coach appointed with special 

responsibility for women was Peter Shakespear. A 1972 and 1976 Olympian, Peter had 
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coached the national junior team in 1982, the Senior B team in 1983 and the Los Angeles 

men’s four.2513  

An article by Victorian oarsman Sam Golding in the March 1985 edition of the Australian 

Rowing magazine discussed rowing’s place within Australian sport, in terms both of its 

profile and its socio-cultural standing. Golding cited, for example, a report by journalist and 

author Peter Cole-Adams on the front page of The Age that was, ostensibly, about the silver 

medal won by the Los Angeles men’s quad but which also delved into the sport’s social 

standing. Cole-Adams averred that ‘Rowing has ... certain traditional social connotations – 

Oxford and Cambridge, boaters and blazers, private schools – which strike many as 

irredeemably elitist’.2514 Believing that these implications were disparaging of rowing, 

National Executive Director Colin Rawson wrote a letter to the editor in a bid to debunk what 

many in rowing knew to be a widespread myth: that rowing was solely the province of private 

schoolboys. This ignored, Rawson countered, all the best oarsmen and women in Australia, 

all that they had striven for wherever they went to school, and therefore trivialised their 

performances. Golding further noted that the private schools’ Head of the River regattas 

received more media coverage [in any one year] than all of the state crews and national 

regatta winners put together. He also set out the reasons why rowing needed more media 

coverage: to recruit and hold on to aspiring youngsters, to gain public support for an optional 

sport, to gain sponsorship and donors, and to be eligible to receive grants from state and 

federal governments. The article’s author also referred to the ‘hundred thousand’ spectators 

who turned out to see the professional scullers in the 19th century, and how, before the Great 

War, the Victorian Football League fixtures schedule was predicated around the Victorian 

Rowing Association’s regatta program. He hoped that rowing might one day return to such 

halcyon times.2515  

Golding’s article was followed by two similar offerings, the first entitled ‘Rowing and the 

Media’ and the second ‘Media Contacts’. The author bemoaned the fact that a sport which 

demanded so much of its participants in terms of time and physical endurance received 

relatively little publicity, and while not totally ignored by the media, received scant attention. 

A blueprint was provided for promoting the sport nationally among all media – print, radio 
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and television – that hopefully would persuade sports editors everywhere and the wider public 

that while sports fans do indeed have their favourite sports, they also have a catholic 

knowledge of and interest in so many others – rowing included. Essentially, the articles were 

a bid to wean the media and the public off a narrow menu of AFL, rugby league, rugby union, 

cricket and tennis and on to a broader sporting spectrum.2516  

There were nevertheless signs of increased professionalism within the sport, witness the 

sponsorships obtained and donations received. Chartered accountants Deloitte Haskins Sells 

agreed to sponsor the Australia-New Zealand Junior Rowing Challenge for three years. The 

Seaman’s Union of Australia, which, since 1980, had continued to support rowing with 

annual donations, contributed to an international boat fund that enabled the ARC to own boats 

in Europe for use by Australian national crews. A grant of $100,000 came from the Australian 

Commonwealth Games Association for the funding of the 1985 Senior A team in preparation 

for the Commonwealth Games in 1986, while a $40,000 grant for further international 

competition was allocated by the Australian Sports Commission. By arrangement with the 

Queensland Rowing Council, the state’s coaching director, Canadian Alan Roaf, was 

appointed to the part-time position of National Director of Coaching Education. Under Alan’s 

direction successful Level Two coaching courses had been held, in WA, Queensland and 

Victoria. A South Australian, Matthew Draper, had meanwhile been appointed to the position 

of temporary assistant coach at the AIS.2517 

The New South Wales GPS Regatta was almost totally dominated by the Shore School, 

winners of five of the six events, including the first eight. The crew was coached by Bob 

Shirlaw, bow man in the silver medal eight at the 1968 Olympics. Given it was Shore’s first 

win in 24 years there were many delighted old boys, John Boultbee among them, willing to 

carry the boat up to its trailer. Not content with training and racing, Peter Antonie had also 

taken up coaching – with Carey Grammar. The Carey eight didn’t let their coach and 

supporters down, despite a bold bid by Scotch, who at the 1000 metre post led by a length. 

With 400 metres to go, however, Carey changed gear, overtook Scotch, and won by half a 

length. In the girls’ first fours final, Geelong Grammar won by two-and-a-half lengths from 

Geelong College. In Queensland, Brisbane Grammar and the Southport School led out. After 
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500 metres, however, the Southport eight had a half-length lead which they would not 

relinquish. They crossed the line 4.9 seconds ahead Grammar, one of the largest margins in 

the history of the event. In South Australia St Peter’s had won most of the preliminary events 

and so went into the major race firm favourites. The crew took control in the middle stages of 

the race, only for Pembroke College to close in on them. Despite some ragged bladework over 

the closing stages St Peter’s hung on, and won by less than a length. In the 1984 West 

Australian Head of the River Scotch had led unchallenged from start to finish. This year a 

different strategy emerged, the crew content to sit towards the back of the field, surging to the 

front only in the last 600 metres. They covered the 2000 metre Narrows Bridge course in a 

record time of 6 minutes 15.1 seconds. A crowd of some 4000 flocked to Lake Barrington for 

the Tasmanian Independent Schools race, to see if Hobart school Hutchins could create 

history by winning the prestigious event for the sixth consecutive year. They could indeed. 

Despite the best efforts of first Scotch Oakburn and the ‘dark horse’, Launceston Grammar, 

Hutchins moved clear over the final 500 metres and won by two lengths.2518 

The 1985 national regatta was held on Lake Wendouree and sponsored by Pilkington ACI, 

which for some time had been supporting the Victorian Rowing Association. Victoria duly 

won six of the seven interstate titles and 20 of the 47 events on the national regatta program. 

The host state won the King’s Cup by surging to the lead after only 600 metres. From half 

way onwards it was ‘no contest’. The crew’s young stroke, James Tomkins, was referred to as 

‘brilliant’. Victoria also continued their domination of the Penrith Cup event, and for the 

second year running produced an outstanding youth eight, fast enough to have gained third 

place in the King’s Cup contest. The state’s representative in the President’s Cup, Gary 

Gullock, Olympic silver medallist in the Australian quad a year earlier, headed home a 

promising newcomer from Queensland, Richard Powell. Gullock had already won the 

national interclub title and, with Geelong’s Andrew Cassidy, the double sculls. For the eighth 

successive year Victoria won the ULVA trophy for women’s coxed fours – barely surprising 

given Olympic bronze medallists Sue Chapman-Popa and Margot Foster were in the three and 

stroke seats. This pair had also won three national titles – the pairs, fours and eights. Their 

lightweight counterparts, however, had to dig very deep to defend a Victoria Cup title held 

since 1977. They held out New South Wales by just 0.3 of a second. The sole non-Victorian 

win came in the women’s sculls, Queensland prodigy Adair Ferguson winning the Nell Slatter 
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Trophy with ease, 10.1 seconds ahead of Tasmania’s Urszula Kaye. It was a performance that 

clearly demonstrated Adair was the best women’s sculling prospect for many years. Like 

Gullock, she too had won the national title. James Tomkins and Ian Belot won the national 

pairs title for Mercantile, while Melbourne University’s Peter Antonie blitzed a field of 30 

competitors in the lightweight sculls, just as he had done in all three selection regattas. 

Regatta commentator Roger Wilson rated Antonie the most likely medal prospect at the world 

championships.2519  

The Intervarsity Regatta was held in mid-May at a this time chilly Ballarat. Melbourne 

University dominated, winning seven of the ten titles. Melbourne’s men won the Oxford and 

Cambridge Cup for eights, their seventh win from the last eight races, as well as the pairs, the 

lightweight fours and the single sculls, won by King’s Cup oarsman Hamish McGlashan. The 

three finals won by Melbourne’s women were the eights, coxed fours and lightweight fours. 

Adelaide University won the women’s pairs and the University of New South Wales the open 

fours, while Queensland’s Jackie Kelly secured the single sculls title.2520  

Prior to this year’s world championships came the announcement from FISA that the 

previously ‘stand alone’ FISA Lightweight Championships would be incorporated into the 

World Championships. These were to be held at Hazewinkel in Belgium – and Australia 

would welcome its first world lightweight champion.  

12.30  Enter Adair 

Adair Ferguson, barely known outside her native Queensland, had taken up rowing in 1984, 

but it was not until 1985 that she tried sculling. She had a solid foundation of aerobic fitness 

through years of daily running, cycling and swimming, and excellent coaching support. When 

she won the national lightweight title by a comfortable margin – 26 seconds! – and the 

interstate title, national selection was assured. Her coach, Noel Langton, developed for her a 

precise, four-month program, with the major emphasis on a sound technique that could be 

maintained at racing speed for 2000 metres.  

Come Hazewinkel and the world championships Adair won her first heat comfortably – by 

9.28 seconds. She then had to wait four days for her semi-final, which she planned not to win: 
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she just wanted to get into the first three. So intense was the race, however, that at half way 

the entire field was in with a chance. Adair therefore opted to clear away, which she did, 

winning by 4.29 seconds. 

Adair and Noel knew that the main rival in the final was Maria Macoviciuc from Romania. 

They also knew she was faster than Adair. They planned to rely on Adair’s endurance, and 

her ability to maintain or even increase speed over the whole distance.  

The plan worked perfectly. The Romanian was 3.5 seconds ahead at the 500, and increased 

the margin to 4.61 seconds by half way. She still led by 4 seconds at the 1500 mark, but come 

the 1750 Adair sensed that Macoviciuc was faltering. Taking to perfection Noel’s advice not 

to shorten up she caught and passed the Romanian, and as she crossed the line was ahead by a 

length. Adair Ferguson was Australian rowing’s first female world champion.  

A further medal came, courtesy of the women’s lightweight four, Gayle Toogood, Amanda 

Cross, Denise Rennex and Karen Riedel, coached by Brian Dalton, winning bronze behind 

West Germany and the United States. 

For other Australian team members fortunes were mixed. The men’s lightweight eight 

finished fifth in their final, half a second from bronze. Their ‘heavy’ counterparts, containing 

a new generation of oarsmen in a post-Olympics year, finished fourth in their heat, following 

which coach Phil Cayzer switched James Tomkins, making his international debut, into the 

stroke seat. The crew were third in the repechage, only fifth in the semi-final having been 

involved in a collision on the way to the start, then were third again in the petit final to be 

ninth overall. Peter Antonie, plagued by flu, struggled into his petit final and was fifth.2521 

The Australian Senior B team, now based at the AIS in Canberra, undertook two tours, the 

first to England’s Henley Royal Regatta, Lucerne and Banyoles in Spain. They wore the red, 

white and blue uniform of the AIS except at the tour-ending international regatta, at which 

they wore Australian colours. At Henley the men’s eight were beaten in their first round by 

Princeton University of the United States, a fate that also befell the Canberra double sculling 

combination of Andrew Fairfield-Smith and former Queenslander Bruce Hick when racing a 

Senior A combination from New Zealand. On reaching Switzerland, however, the pairing had 
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the satisfaction of eliminating the Kiwis early in the regatta but then finished eleventh overall. 

The women’s pair, Kate Hall and Debbie Bassett, finished a close fourth in a straight final 

behind crews from East and West Germany and the Soviet Union, while the men’s eight won 

the petit final.  

Now came the main objective: the Match des Seniors at Banyoles. Sadly, Fairfield-Smith and 

Hick had to be content with fourth place, in what was regarded as the toughest event on the 

program. The honour of gaining the squad’s first medal, a silver, went to the women’s pair, 

who finished behind West Germany but ahead of Great Britain. Silver was also the reward for 

an improving men’s eight, beaten by a length by a huge West German crew.2522 For two 

members of the Australian crew, Lake Banyoles would one day provide even richer pickings. 

Their names were Andrew Cooper and Michael McKay.  

The second tour, in September, was to New Zealand, the squad contesting two regattas, both 

on the South Island at Lake Ruataniwha, near Twizel. Hall and Bassett won both their races, 

while Bruce Hick took to the single and won both of his. However, he and Fairfield-Smith 

faltered twice in the double, as did the men’s eight. Split into two fours, however, they 

flourished. The coxless four won by half a second, then a four steered by Andrew Cox 

containing Cooper, McKay, Richard Finlayson and Paul Thompson secured a series victory 

for Australia in the final race.2523  

It was announced in October that the President of the ARC, John Coates, had accepted a one 

year appointment to manage Brisbane’s bid for the 1992 Olympic Games. Paris and 

Barcelona were also in the running. John had moved to Brisbane but would retain his 

presidency of the Council. He had also been appointed Deputy Chairman of the AIS.2524 

Eighteen days into a new year came the Australian Veterans’ Championships in Canberra, 

attended by perennial winners such as Bob Bradley from South Australia, Patty Pinkerton 

from Western Australia, Graham Wearne, Jeff Andrews, Col Bullard and Denise Phillips 

from Sydney and from Melbourne Don Todd, Phil Ainsworth and Terry Phillips. A t-shirt 
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worn at the regatta encapsulated the veterans’ ethos: ‘The older we get, the better we 

were’.2525  

12.31  Cadbury Confirmed 

There then came the announcement of a major sponsorship of Australian rowing – by 

Cadbury Confectionery. A six-figure sum would be available to the ARC for the next three 

years. The sponsorship represented the first major commercial support for rowing nationwide. 

The first activity under the sponsorship arrangement would be Cadbury’s assistance in the 

preparation of 1986 teams, notably that going to the Edinburgh Commonwealth Games. 

Rowers in teams leading up to the next Olympic Games in 1988 would also be covered. 

Cadbury’s support for domestic rowing events would include the King’s Cup and National 

regattas in 1987 and 1988 and the national selection regattas over the next three years in 

Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. Also covered would be the 1986 and 1988 Trans-Tasman 

test series, and the training of Australia’s under 23 and under 19 crews. 

In very hot conditions on the Nepean River, Shore won the New South Wales Head of the 

River for a second year. In the Gold Cup, two weeks prior to the ‘head’ and over a one mile 

course, Shore had been beaten easily by Newington. Shore’s six-man, Robert Burgess, only 

just recovered from a skiing accident the previous August, was put in the stroke seat, which 

he had occupied last year. Shore beat Newington home by half a length. Conditions for the 

Victorian schools race were cold, the event dominated by Geelong Grammar. The school won 

both the Head of the River and the second eights, and in the girls’ events Grammar won both 

the first and second fours. On Queensland’s Hinze Dam hot favourites the Southport School 

fought of a strong challenge from Brisbane Grammar to regain the GPS crown. Coached by 

Islay Lee, Southport got home by the slender margin of 1.79 seconds. At West Lakes 

conditions were perfect. St Peter’s took full advantage by winning in 4 minutes 31 seconds, 

thereby slashing four seconds off the previous best time. The Western Australian Head of the 

River was won by Christ Church Grammar – by just 0.1 of a second. The crew surged to the 

front half way down the Narrows course, closely followed by Aquinas. It was the leaders’ 

ability to maintain their length that just got them home. The Hutchins School from Hobart 
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stretched their winning streak to seven on Lake Barrington, dominating the race from the start 

and winning by a length-and-a-half.2526 

Lake Barrington was also the venue for the 1986 Intervarsity Regatta – and a ‘home town’ 

victory. The University of Tasmania men’s eight, coached by dual Penrith Cup winner and 

1982 world championships representative Michael Partridge, scored what the pundits 

regarded as a surprise win in the Oxford and Cambridge Cup event, Adelaide University 

having been installed as favourites. Adelaide led for the first half of the race, then faded, 

leaving Tasmania, Melbourne University and Monash to fight out the finish. Coincidentally, 

previous Tasmanian wins had been in 1976 and 1966. In 1982 Sam Golding of Deakin 

University had finished third in the men’s sculls. He now won the event, at the same time 

recording Deakin’s first ever Intervarsity win. Not content with one victory, Deakin also took 

out the men’s fours. The premier women’s event, the eights, was won by Melbourne 

University, the club winners yet again of the Centenary Cup for the highest aggregate points 

score.2527 

The Victorian government now announced that the State Water Sports Centre at Carrum had 

been given the go-ahead’.2528 Given, however, that four years ago it was trumpeted that the 

Centre would ‘almost certainly’ host the 1985 King’s Cup, the project was in effect behind 

time. The venue for the national regatta therefore became West Lakes, a ‘first’ for the 

organisers being the installation of an Omega Photosprint photo finish and timing system that 

made the judges’ task much easier. The ‘gold’ sponsor was the State Bank of South Australia.  

Victoria won ‘only’ five of the seven interstate titles, yet again demonstrating extraordinary 

strength in depth. The state took its total of King’s Cup or interstate wins to 48 since the race 

was first held in 1878. They won by two lengths, one of the largest margins recorded, in a 

time, 5 minutes 44.29 seconds, that took eight seconds off the West Lakes record. The crew 

was Jim Lowe, Ion Popa, David Doyle, Michael McKay, Ian Belot, James Tomkins, Mark 

Doyle, Neil Myers and cox David ‘Chips’ Colvin. Victoria’s Phil Gardiner, Simon Cook, Joe 

Joyce and Brian Digby also won easily, the Penrith Cup in their state’s hands for a third year. 

Victoria’s youth eight also recorded a ‘hat trick’. The President’s Cup, however, went to 
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Queensland, won in commanding fashion by Richard Powell. The comment was made that 

Richard was a sculler who was ‘improving rapidly’, which augured well for his prospects of 

Commonwealth Games selection. Victoria’s women, challenged by only two other states, 

New South Wales and Western Australia, stretched their total of successive ULVA trophy 

wins to nine. Sue Varley, Felicity McCall, Sue Chapman-Popa and Margot Foster, coxed by 

Sarah Danckert, won effortlessly. By contrast, the women’s lightweight fours contest was 

tight, Victoria holding out South Australia by just 1.2 seconds. The win stretched Victoria’s 

total of consecutive wins to ten. The women’s interstate sculling title was won by NSW’s 

Anneliese Voorthuis, the race overshadowed however by the national open weight contest, in 

which world lightweight champion Adair Ferguson took the title by 4.47 seconds ahead of 

fellow Queenslander Ceinwen Frisch. The convincing wins by Adair, and also Peter Antonie 

in the lightweight sculls, had pundits relishing their Commonwealth Games prospects.2529  

This year’s Junior Challenge contests against New Zealand were held at Lake Ruataniwha 

then on Kerr’s Reach on the River Avon in Christchurch. New Zealand got the better of 

Australia, although Nepean Rowing Club sculler Edwin Sargent won both his races 

comfortably – a good lead-up to his participation at the World Junior Championships in 

Czechoslovakia later in the year. New Zealand won both the girls’ single sculls and fours 

races as well as the only boys’ fours race, but Australia saved some face when winning the 

second of the two boys’ eights contests.2530 

In June Australia received a visit from the President of FISA, Thommi Keller, accompanied 

by Bill Knecht, a member of the United States eight that won Olympic gold in 1964 and now 

a member of the FISA umpires panel. This brought the opportunity for Australian umpires to 

sit for FISA licences. Successful candidates were Berry Durston, Bob Duncan, Bob 

Pennington, Pat Maguffie and Bill Mattes. These umpires thus joined John St Vincent Welch 

and Reg McKay on the FISA umpires’ panel. Meanwhile National Director of Coaching 

Education Alan Roaf had returned to his native Canada to take up the position of Executive 

Director of the Canadian National Coaching Institute.2531 
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12.32  Dual Duels 

In 1986 Australia’s elite oarsmen and women faced two international contests, both of them 

taking place in the United Kingdom. First would come the Commonwealth Games, being held 

in Edinburgh in July, before the team moved south to Nottingham and the World 

Championships in August.2532 The Commonwealth Games team was the largest ever: a total of 

42 oarsmen and women, eight coaches and two officials. Not all would contest the world 

championships.2533 Most eyes were on the men’s and women’s eights and the two lightweight 

scullers, Adair Ferguson and Peter Antonie.  

They would not be disappointed – although Adair almost was. Come the Edinburgh 

assignment the reigning world champion, still mentored by Noel Langton, had to dig very 

deep in the face of a huge challenge by Philippa Baker of New Zealand. She got home by just 

0.33 of a second. For Peter Antonie, though, it was all too easy. Fresh from an emphatic win 

in Lucerne, he won his heat with ease, then in the final headed home Peter Tattersall of 

Canada and England’s Carl Smith. Course-side commentator Neville Oliver described the win 

as ‘a brilliant technical performance in conditions that [were] not easy’. A few minutes later 

Peter Antonie was, for the first time, atop an international winner’s dais. The two eights also 

won easily.2534 Silver medals came the way of Richard Powell in the open sculls, Paul Reedy 

and Brenton Terrell in the double, the men’s and women’s lightweight fours and the women’s 

open fours. Recipients of bronze were the men’s four and women’s pair.2535 

And so to Nottingham. In a preview to the world championships Britain’s Rowing magazine 

had described the lightweight sculls as ‘one of the toughest events in the world’. Peter 

Antonie was about to find out just how tough. He was unable to fend off Raimund Haberl of 

Austria in the first heat, but was also second, this time comfortably, in his repechage. Come 
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the semi-final he was confronted by the reigning champion, Bjarne Eltang of Sweden, and 

again was second – but into the final. Two days later, just before the race, he asked his 

MUBC clubmate Stuart Wilson for advice. ‘Think what you have to go through to get back to 

this exact point next time’, Wilson said. ‘You might as well do it now’. Antonie did ‘do it’, 

but only after an astonishing race that saw him clear well away, only for the field, Bjarne 

Eltang in particular, to come back to him. With 250 metres to go Eltang drew to within half a 

boat length. Antonie responded, and appeared to be holding the Dane out, only for Eltang to 

come again. With ten metres to go, and nothing left, Antonie forsook the use of his slide and 

took four rapid strokes sitting almost on ‘back chocks’. As they crossed the line it was 

impossible to ascertain who had got there first, but after an almost unbearable delay the 

verdict came – Peter Antonie, Australia, by .02 of a second. ‘Thus did one of Australia’s most 

dedicated competitors at last win a well-deserved visit to a world championships victory 

dais.’2536 

So too, did the men’s eight, although far more easily. In their first heat they were second, 1.38 

seconds behind the Soviet Union, then were headed in the repechage by the United States. 

They were nevertheless in the final, the race plan focussing on staying with the Russians. It 

worked perfectly. The crew that had rowed well with a tailwind at Strathclyde was presented 

with another at Nottingham, and in a powerful, composed and confident display took the lead 

just after the half way mark and headed home the Soviet Union, the United States, Italy and 

East and West Germany to record a brilliant 5.33.54 and achieve Australia’s first ever (and 

still only) eights win at a world championship. At 4.07 seconds theirs was the widest victory 

margin at the regatta – and Peter Antonie’s the narrowest. Sadly, Adair Ferguson was unable 

to recapture her 1985 form but still made the final and was fifth.2537 Overall the 1986 

international results were four gold, five silver and two bronze medals at the Commonwealth 

Games and two golds at the world championships. They were, an editorial in Australian 

Rowing exulted, the best international results in the history of the sport.2538  

Having absorbed and assessed these great results the ARC announced the Australia 1990 

Rowing Challenge, a bid to increase the pool of experienced competitors and coaches from 

which to select the Australian rowing team at the 1990 World Championships in Tasmania. A 
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full team would comprise 42 men, 28 women, six coxswains, a number of reserves and up to 

20 coaches in most boat classes. The National Coordinator of the Challenge would be 

Western Australian 1960 Olympian Berry Durston.2539 The ARC also launched an appeal for 

funds so as to establish an Australian International Rowing Foundation able to provide 

finance for the training and participation of Australian representative crews from 1987 to 

1990 and thereafter.2540  

The final international contest of the year was the Senior B Trans-Tasman Series, held at the 

now popular Lake Barrington, for which this was, nevertheless, the first international event. 

Australia won the three-day ‘gold versus black’ exchanges, but the trans-Tasman rivals were 

overshadowed by an outstanding ‘guest’ team from the United States, who won all three races 

in each of the four events they contested – the men’s coxed and coxless fours and the 

women’s four and pair. Australia’s Jacqui Kelly won all three women’s sculls races, the first 

of which she won’t have forgotten. Paddling to the start she hit a marker buoy and toppled 

overboard into ice cold waters. After being rescued by an officials boat she regained her 

composure and won narrowly.2541  

12.33  Dual awards, honours 

It was now that Australian rowing received belated but nonetheless welcome and significant 

publicity boosts courtesy of two sports award ceremonies. The first was on 9 December, at a 

Confederation of Australian Sport function in Melbourne broadcast nationally by the Seven 

network. The eight was named Team of the Year and Reinhold Batschi Coach of the Year in 

recognition of the wins at Edinburgh and Nottingham. Peter Antonie made the final three in 

the ‘Best Single Sporting Performance’ category, but unfortunately came up against golfer 

Greg Norman, at that time in his heyday. Early in January came the ABC Sportsman of the 

Year awards, relayed from Perth, at which the eight were again named Team of the Year. 

Soon afterwards, on Australia Day 1987, the Honours List revealed the awarding of Medals of 

the Order of Australia to all the world champions and coach Reinhold Batschi.2542 
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John Coates, too, received an award of sorts: he was appointed General Manager of the 

Australian Team going to the Seoul, South Korea, Olympic Games in 1988.2543  

There had meanwhile been movement within the ARC, notably the resignation of Jack 

Pritchard as Queensland’s delegate. Jack had been a Councillor since 1972 and its Secretary 

between 1974 and 1978.2544 He was replaced by Dr Steve Hinchy, manager of the successful 

Edinburgh and Nottingham teams.2545  

The New South Wales GPS honours this year went to Newington, triumphant for the first 

time in ten years and also winners of the second eights.2546 This feat had been achieved at the 

1986 Victorian APS regatta by Geelong Grammar, first eight winners again this year. This 

time, however, Wesley were the second eights winners.2547 Wesley’s girls also won the first 

fours contest.2548 The Queensland schools Head of the River was taken back to Lake 

Wivenhoe and won by the Southport School.2549 In South Australia there came a first-ever 

win, by Unley High School,2550 while in Perth Aquinas prevailed for the first time in six 

years.2551 In Tasmania bragging rights went to the former Scotch College, now Scotch 

Oakburn College following a co-educational merger.2552 

A highlight from the 1987 King’s Cup and National Regatta at Lake Barrington was Peter 

Antonie’s claiming of the lightweight single, open weight double and quad titles. The win in 

the double with Paul Reedy against New Zealanders Eric Verdonk and Conrad Robertson was 

rated the race of the regatta. Other highlights were the emergence of an outstanding 

Mercantile four stroked by James Tomkins, and the domination of women’s rowing by the 

squad from the AIS. Tomkins also stroked Victoria to its third straight King’s Cup win, the 

state successful too in the youth eights and both women’s fours events. The two interstate 

sculling titles went to Queenslanders, Richard Powell and Ceinwen Frisch, while in a thriller 

New South Wales snatched victory in the Penrith Cup from Victoria. The winning crew – 
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Bruce Hick, Derek Mollison, Nick Hunter and Merrick Howes – were all from the ACT, not 

yet a rowing ‘state’.2553 

At the Intervarsity regatta, held at Penrith, came a major surprise: Melbourne University did 

not win the Centenary Cup for the university scoring the most points! That honour went this 

time to the University of New South Wales, who beat the holders by just two points. The 

University of Queensland were third. The Cup had been in Melbourne’s grasp since it was 

first awarded in 1978.2554  

Australia’s first international assignment this year was the World Junior Championships, held 

in Cologne early in August. All four Australian entries made their finals, with the best of the 

bunch sculler Janusz Hooker. Coached by Bruce Evans at Mosman, Janusz ‘tested the water’ 

in his heat and was third, before improving one place in the repechage. Come the semi-final 

he led the field home and recorded the fastest time, so high hopes were held for the final. 

However, he could not quite match the speed of his Russian and East German opponents, but 

rowed a brave race and finished third, five seconds behind the winner, to gain Australia’s only 

medal. Just out of podium places were the men’s and women’s pairs, while the men’s four 

finished sixth.2555  

The annual Senior B three-test contest was held at Lake Karapiro in New Zealand. Australia 

prevailed, but only just: the final points score was 88–83. Australian winners of all three tests 

were the men’s eight, the coxed and coxless fours, the lightweight fours, the double sculls and 

lightweight double sculls.2556 

The 1987 world championships were held on a windy Lake Bagsvaerd in Copenhagen from 

24 to 30 August, and for Australia they proved a major disappointment. The men’s eight and 

Peter Antonie defended their titles, but this time they could manage only fourth and fifth place 

respectively. As John Boultbee stated in his report for Australian Rowing, to move from the 

top of the world to being simply finalists was a bitter experience. Also fourth were the 

women’s lightweight four. The open women’s four were seventh, while both the men’s four 
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and men’s lightweight eight were eighth. No other crews made the top twelve.2557 Post-event 

comment centred on the wind, and therefore the unsuitability of Lake Bagsvaerd as a world 

championships venue.2558 

These disappointments notwithstanding, David Schier had returned from Copenhagen 

declaring there was widespread interest in Europe, North America, Asia and New Zealand 

regarding Australia’s preparations for hosting the 1990 world championships in Tasmania. 

David, who was Chairman of the highly successful King’s Cup and National Championships 

at Lake Barrington in 1984 and 1987, was by now head of an organising committee that 

contained General Manager Brian Roe, Director of Finance Chris Brooks, Don Kahl and 

Kerry Dawkins. John Boultbee, John Coates and Greg Hartung, General Manager of the 

Australian Sports Commission, were willing consultants.2559 

Problems meanwhile remained where the Carrum course was concerned. Those involved had 

been hopeful of having the new State Water Sports Centre open in time for the 1987–88 

rowing season, but following heavy winter rains the weir constructed as part of the water 

course had collapsed, causing havoc. Carrum would not now host the forthcoming selection 

trials, as planned. These would instead be staged at Ballarat.2560  

The December 1987 edition of Australian Rowing contained a long interview with Reinhold 

Batschi that provided pertinent insights into his selection and coaching philosophy. He told 

his inquisitor, Laurie Woodman from the Australian Coaching Council, that when he arrived 

in Australia each state had different rowing styles. His primary task had been to introduce a 

national, uniform technique so as to be able to select rowers from different clubs and states. 

His new policy was therefore based on finding the best individuals rather than established 

crews. He also trialled contenders in small boats – scullers in doubles and sweep-oared rowers 

in pairs and fours – and believed more frequent high performance events were required. As a 

result the New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian championships were used for 

national selection purposes. Then, following the national regatta, also a selection event, final 

week-long trials were held before final combinations were put together. That way, Batschi 
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contended, the selection process became much fairer. Asked if the AIS program had benefited 

rowing, the Head Coach said ‘a certain professionalism’ had come to the sport, the Institute 

providing a full time training existence. Batschi noted that the eight which had won at 

Edinburgh and Nottingham was the first to come through the new system.2561 

The 1988 Head of the River at Penrith saw Newington and Shore installed as joint favourites, 

the choices justified as both drew away early from the rest of the field. Newington led by half 

a length at halfway but Shore closed in and passed Newington in the last 400 metres.2562 

Geelong Grammar blitzed the opposition in the Victorian boys’ race, the official margin a 

length and a half. Second were St Kevin’s College.2563 Lauriston hosted the twelve-event 

Head of the Schoolgirls regatta, the first fours race won by Geelong Grammar.2564 The 

Queensland Head of the River, rowed at Lake Wivenhoe, saw Brisbane Grammar win by a 

whopping 7.1 seconds,2565 while in South Australia came a win for Pembroke, who rowed a 

controlled race to pass the favourites, Unley, then hold off Christian Brothers College. State 

champions Unley High won the inaugural schoolgirls’ first eights race. On 26 March history 

was made on Lake Barrington when Dominic College from Hobart won their first ever Head 

of the River. In the 70th contest for the Independent Schoolboy Eights the College led at the 

750 metre mark only for Hutchins to draw level. However, Dominic found two extra ratings 

points and got home by just 80 centimetres. Third were title holders Scotch Oakburn.2566 In 

Western Australia Guildford won the Head of the River for the first time in 26 years.2567 

12.34  A Drenching 

The abiding memory for those who either competed in or attended the 1988 ‘nationals’ at 

Penrith was the weather. It rained ... and rained ... and rained. For a large Victorian 

contingent, however, that mattered little. Peter Antonie and Paul Reedy took out the senior A 

double sculls in 6 minutes 6 seconds, a good time even allowing for a swollen stream, after 

which they combined with Hamish McGlashan and Gary Gullock to win the quad sculls. 
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Having won the senior A pairs, James Tomkins and Sam Patten linked up with Michael 

McKay, Richard Howden and coxswain Graeme Barnes to also win the coxed fours. 

Elsewhere, Edinburgh silver medallist Richard Powell came from behind in the men’s sculls 

to beat South Australian Brenton Terrell and Victoria’s Gary Gullock, while home town 

heroine Marilyn Kidd, a winner of silver and gold in Edinburgh, retained the national title she 

had won a year earlier by getting past Adair Ferguson late in the race. Adair, though, had the 

upper hand in the double sculls, she and Gillian Campbell, from the Leichhardt club in 

Sydney, beating Kidd and Tasmania’s Urszula Kay.  

On the final, interstate day of the regatta the Victorian King’s Cup eight rocketed over the 

course in 5 minutes 25.99 seconds, well ahead of South Australia and a disappointing New 

South Wales. Stroke Peter Antonie, a lightweight no longer, was content to hold the rate down 

to 35 over much of the course, but at the 1500-metre mark, and with a two lengths lead, the 

Victorians opened right up, and crossed the line in the fastest time recorded since the King’s 

Cup was first raced over 2000 metres in 1960.  

Victorian crews had already won the Penrith Cup and the ULVA trophy. For South Australia 

there was consolation in the President’s Cup, Brenton Terrell this time heading home Paul 

Reedy and Richard Powell, neither able to reproduce the previous day’s form. New South 

Wales too gained some consolation for a poor King’s Cup row when winning the youth eights 

and women’s lightweight fours. The youth eight, stroked by Janusz Hooker, won the race of 

the regatta when just getting home against a fast-finishing Victoria. The winning coach was 

Stuart Evans, brother of Bruce and son of Rose. Wins to Queensland came in the women’s 

sculls and youth fours. The sculling title went to Adair Ferguson, who came home ahead of 

Gillian Campbell and Urszula Kay, in an event that left some wondering why Marilyn Kidd 

had not been selected for New South Wales.2568 

Intervarsity this year was in Brisbane, Melbourne University winning back its championship 

status when victorious in the Oxford and Cambridge Cup and the women’s fours, and second 

in the women’s eights, lightweights fours and sculls.2569 
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12.35  Rowing for the Disabled 

As part of the Australian Bicentennial Authority’s Sport 1988 program, the Australian 

Rowing Council and a group of rowing administrators in Western Australia had undertaken 

the development of a nationwide rowing program for the disabled. The program would 

provide them with the opportunity to participate in a sport previously beyond their ability. 

ARC Secretary John Boultbee, Assistant Secretary Jacqui Marshall and Western Australia’s 

Patty Pinkerton had successfully applied for a Bicentennial grant to cover the costs of 

developing the program. A proviso within the grant was that recipients compete at regattas, in 

particular the 1988 National Regatta at Penrith. 

There also came the need to design boats that would offer safe rowing for those seeking to 

take up the sport. Existing boats, such as tub pairs and fours, were perceived as lacking the 

stability required by the disabled. Patty Pinkerton, who had worked for a boat builder in the 

United States, sought advice from the Western Australian Disabled Sports Association and 

the Elite Disabled Athlete Assessment Council at the University of Western Australia. Their 

advice having been received, boat builders Jeff Sykes and Associates developed a modified 

single scull with a catamaran-style hull construction. The modified scull enabled those with a 

disability to row to their ability, the basically untippable double hull design providing a safe 

and stable platform. The sport could now be offered to a broad range of people with 

disabilities, including amputees, paraplegics, quadriplegics, and those with cerebral 

disfunctions such as spina bifida and cerebral palsy. It could also be offered to the elderly.2570  

Four events were held at the National Regatta. They were contested by athletes from New 

South Wales, Western Australia, the Netherlands, the United States and Great Britain having 

disabilities ranging from head injuries to spina bifida and quadriplegia. Three categories of 

racing were conducted: Category 1 – fixed seat with limited upper body use (quadriplegic); 

Category 2 – fixed seat (paraplegic, spina bifida) and Category 3 – sliding seat (head injuries, 

single amputees). As a result of the pilot program in WA and New South Wales, disabled 

rowing opportunities became integrated into rowing clubs and regattas throughout 

Australia.2571 
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In July came a mission to Italy by an Australian Lightweight and Junior Team. Of the seven 

entries, three won medals. The women’s lightweight four – Brigid Cassells, Leeanne 

Whitehouse, Marina ‘Minnie’ Cade and Justine Carroll, coached by Barbara Gillett – won 

silver behind China. For Brigid it was the second such medal. She had been in the women’s 

eight at the 1984 FISA Lightweight Championships in Montreal. A medal of the same hue 

went to a promising young junior sculler from Bendigo, Jason Day, while the women’s junior 

four – Gabrielle Menzies, Celia Paterson, Fleur Spriggs, Courtney Johnstone (stroke) and 

Georgia Green (cox), coached by Peter Shakespear – brought home bronze.2572  

12.36  Setbacks 

Within the elite ranks problems had arisen during a pre-Olympics European tour when the 

men’s eight was narrowly beaten at Henley by the British Olympic eight in the final of the 

Grand Challenge Cup. This followed a sixth place in Lucerne. Never mind that sculler 

Hamish McGlashan had won the coveted Diamond Sculls, a quad stroked by Peter Antonie 

had won the Queen Mother Cup and a development eight had won the Ladies Plate for second 

division eights: the ‘big one’ had got away. The eight’s defeats had a telling effect on morale 

and the future composition of the crew, to which Andrew Cooper and Mark Doyle were 

recalled in place of two oarsmen, Richard Finlayson and David Fogarty, for whom this was 

their only Olympic opportunity. Further controversy arose when the selectors decided that 

results achieved by three female scullers at European regattas were unsatisfactory, and no 

women would be going to the Olympics.2573  

For John St Vincent Welch the news was all good. He had learned from the FISA Panel of 

Umpires that he had been selected as a member of the Jury at the Seoul Olympic Games 

Regatta. John was one of 20 chosen from most rowing nations. Selection for the Jury was 

based on several criteria: age, capability, experience, and factors related to the involvement of 

the candidate’s country.2574 Also appointed – as General Manager of the 1990 World Rowing 

Championships – was Brian Roe, a sports administrator with wide experience in the 

organisation of national and international sporting events. Brian would be based in 
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Devonport.2575 At the club level it was reported that members of the Lismore Rowing Club in 

northern New South Wales had been working ‘furiously’ during the winter months on the 

erection of a new boatshed next to the man-made Lismore Lake. It was anticipated that the 

new shed would avoid the flooding problems of the former riverside site, while the lake 

provided a straight, six-lane 600 metre course.2576 

In August came a three-test Senior B series against New Zealand, this time at West Lakes. 

The Australian team stamped their authority on the event immediately by winning 12 of the 

14 first test events. David Fogarty was in the seven seat of the winning eight. It was a start 

from which the New Zealanders never recovered. Team manager Andrew Guerin believed the 

results achieved indicated that Australian rowing had a bright future, and looked forward to 

his athletes continuing to improve in the run up to the 1990 world championships in Tasmania 

and the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona.2577 

The immediate future, however, would not be so bright. For Australian rowing, the Seoul 

Olympic Games became a case of ‘so near and yet so far’. The poetic pairing of the eight’s 

reserves, Mal Batten and Sam Patten, looked to have been a welcome surprise, the crew 

performing well in training and then in their heat. In the repechage, however, a perceived lack 

of racing experience saw them miss out on a semi-finals berth by one place. The quad – 

Richard Powell, Brenton Terrell, Paul Reedy and Peter Antonie – sculled consistently in their 

heat to be second in a field of five behind East Germany, and in the semi-final were a place 

further back, behind Norway and the Soviet Union. But they were in the final. Based on 

times, the Australians appeared to be at the tail of a tightly packed group of six finalists 

arguing about the colour of their medals. Following a solid first 500 Antonie and his 

crewmates looked like candidates for a minor medal, the Italians heading the field. At half 

way, however, Norway made a big push for home and took East Germany and the Soviet 

Union with them, thus consigning Australia to fifth place, ahead only of West Germany. They 

were but 2.98 seconds from bronze. Sculler Hamish McGlashan had experienced only average 

results during the domestic season, but his winning of the Diamond Sculls at Henley 

propelled him into Olympics contention. That form continued as he won his heat and was 

second in the semi-final. Come the final, however, won by Thomas Lange of East Germany, 
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with Peter-Michael Kolbe of West Germany second, McGlashan missed his opportunity for 

bronze when passed in the final stages by Eric Verdonk of New Zealand. The eight, coached 

by Reinhold Batschi and with seven of the 1986 world champions aboard, were second in 

their heat behind West Germany, who this year had been undefeated. In the repechage the 

Australians were headed by Great Britain, who in their heat had been third, which seemed to 

indicate that an outstanding performance would be required in the final. Come the medal 

round their early sharpness wasn’t there, and while they raced with some effect after the first 

500, too much distance had been lost. The West Germans remained undefeated, the Soviets 

snared silver and a crew from the United States that had improved with each race won bronze. 

The Brits were fourth, Australia fifth, ahead only of Los Angeles Olympic champions 

Canada.2578  

12.37  Coates Resigns, Boultbee Departs 

On 26 November, at an Australian Rowing Council meeting in Melbourne, John Coates 

resigned the presidency. He cited as the main reason the fact that he had been ‘spreading 

himself too thinly’, having extended his activities beyond rowing to the NSW Olympic 

Council and the Australian Olympic Federation. He had therefore concluded that the Council 

needed more active support than, in recent times, he had been able to give. Other 

organisations at which John had accepted appointments were the Institute of Sport and the 

Sports Commission. Strategic as ever, he timed his resignation to start at the beginning of an 

Olympiad, and suggested that future presidential terms coincide accordingly.  

Also made official was Reinhold Batschi’s decision to resign the administrative position of 

National Director of Coaching so as to devote his energies full time to coaching at the AIS. 

Appointed as AIS apprentice coach was Canberran Paul Thompson, an Australian 

representative at Junior and Senior B level and King’s Cup winner with Victoria in 1985. 

Another with international experience, Canberra’s Ellen Randell, became a junior coach as 

part of a bid by the Institute and the Council to foster women’s rowing at that level. 

Moving on were the national selectors. Don Croot retired, while Willie Hay and Simon Gillett 

were replaced. The new team was now Tasmanian coach David Poulson, Peter Antonie’s 

coach David Yates, and world lightweight championships bronze medallist and Penrith Cup 
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winner Dennis Hatcher.2579 Moving up – to Tweed Heads, south of the Gold Coast – was 

sculling champion-cum-boat-builder Ted Hale,2580 while Australian rowing again received 

great support from the Australian Sports Commission in the form of a $148,000 grant as part 

of the 1988/89 Sports Development Program.2581  

‘Boultbee is FISA-bound’ came the headline in the March 1989 edition of Australian Rowing, 

and so he was. The Secretary of the Australian Rowing Council had been appointed to the 

newly-created position of Secretary-General of FISA, world rowing’s governing body, the 

post having previously been filled on an honorary basis by Switzerland’s Denis Oswald. In 

securing it, Boultbee became the first Australian to hold such a position with an international 

Olympic federation. The 38-year-old Sydney barrister would therefore quit his legal practice 

in June and move to Switzerland, home not only to Oswald but also FISA president Thommi 

Keller.  

The appointment was widely seen as a tribute to Boultbee’s drive and efficiency. John Coates, 

now Vice President of the Australian Olympic Federation, said Boultbee had made a 

‘magnificent’ contribution to Australian rowing – and to the Olympic movement.2582 The 

editorial by Ken Matts in Australian Rowing said the loss of ‘the two Johns’ would 

‘undoubtedly be a blow after their many years at the forefront of the sport. While no-one is 

irreplaceable, the hard work that Coates and ‘Bolts’ have put ... into their work will ... be 

difficult to follow.’2583 The ARC’s acting president Bill Cooper said: ‘When John Boultbee 

leaves to take up his new job in Switzerland, Australian rowing will lose one of its driving 

forces. Our loss will be international rowing’s gain.’2584 

At the FISA Extraordinary Congress in Athens there was a unanimous vote in favour of a 

change of boat class in the women’s international program. The coxed four would be replaced 

by the coxless four at both senior and junior level. The Congress also decided to extend the 

junior (up to 18) race distance from 1500 metres to the full 2000 metres.2585  
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12.38  Talent Identification 

It was now that the ARC, assisted by the Australian Sports Commission and the AIS, 

introduced a scheme thought to be unique in Australian sport. It was based on models pursued 

to great effect in eastern Europe, particularly East Germany. The scheme, largely 

administered by senior coach Peter Shakespear and AIS physiologist Dr Allan Hahn, involved 

the systematic identification and development of young talent which had never before 

considered rowing as a sport they might pursue. Studies were made of more than 120 top 

class rowers, with the emphasis on identifying characteristics that separated national finalists 

from the remainder. Based on the study’s findings, simple field tests were devised – then 

administered to more than five hundred 14–16 year old girls and boys attending secondary 

schools and colleges in the ACT. About 50 were found to have at least some of the necessary 

characteristics – good height, long limbs and potentially high oxygen uptake – and were asked 

to undergo more comprehensive testing at the AIS. As a result, a squad of 24 was established. 

They began training and racing, and over the next 17 months would make a progressively 

increasing commitment to their new sport.2586  

Their more experienced peers had meanwhile been contesting the year’s Head of the River 

regattas. In New South Wales Newington won both the first and second eights, thereby 

repeating 1987’s performance,2587 while in Victoria Geelong Grammar’s first eight recorded a 

fourth consecutive win. In winning the girls’ fours Geelong College smashed the course 

record, clocking 5 minutes 53.8 seconds for the 1500 metre course ahead of Wesley and 

Geelong Grammar.2588 Montreal Olympian Ian Luxford had a perfect end to his sojourn in 

Tasmania, his Hutchins crew winning in style on Lake Barrington after two narrow defeats. 

Luxford was headed for Brisbane Boys’ College,2589 who were third in the Queensland ‘head’ 

behind the Southport School and Brisbane Grammar.2590 In South Australia Christian Brothers 

College secured their second title and Unley High repeated their 1988 schoolgirls’ win,2591 

while in Western Australia Aquinas won back the title it had captured two years earlier.2592 
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There had in 1988 been an ‘informal’ WA Schoolgirls’ Head of the River, won by St Hilda’s. 

Perth College now became the first winners of an official event.2593  

Further to the development of a rowing program for the disabled in Western Australia came 

the launching of similar programs in Queensland and Victoria. Jacqui Marshall, this time 

assisted by coach and Disabled Rowing Committee colleague Kaye Crawford, visited each 

centre, contacting rowing clubs and disabled organisations and conducting clinics. The 

Brisbane launch was held at Toowong Rowing Club, while the Victorian venue was the 

National Water Sports Centre at Carrum, now in use and hosting regattas.2594  

12.39  Cyclone Ned 

At the National and King’s Cup Regatta, held on the Wellington Dam at Collie, Western 

Australia, disaster struck. Following three perfect racing days, Cyclone Ned tore through 

everything in its path and ensured that not a stroke would be rowed on the two final days of 

the event. For all involved – the hundreds of competitors and coaches, those following their 

progress, and the organisers who had spent eighteen months in pursuit of what for three days 

had been a perfect regatta – the outcome was a cruel blow. Perhaps only Richard Powell and 

Marilyn Kidd would have taken any satisfaction from the event. Both had retained their 

national sculling titles. In the days following the cyclone attempts were made to ensure that at 

least the King’s Cup and other interstate trophies were contested this year, with Anzac Day at 

Carrum touted as a suggestion. However, the states were unable to agree about which events 

and the idea was abandoned. All of the 1989 interstate events would therefore appear in the 

record books as ‘No Race’.2595 An informal Interstate Eight-Oared Challenge was 

subsequently arranged, crews from South and Western Australia travelling to Carrum to take 

on Victoria, who, stroked again by Peter Antonie, won with ease.2596  

While at Collie, the ARC had held its annual meeting, at which Victorian administrator and 

boat race official Reg McKay was elected the Council’s new President. Taking over from 
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John Boultbee as Secretary was another Victorian, Los Angeles Olympics bronze medallist 

and lawyer Margot Foster.2597 

It had been meanwhile been announced in Adelaide that Simon Gillett was to be the first full 

time rowing coach at the South Australian Sports Institute. Simon would be working as head 

coach in conjunction with the South Australian Rowing Association.2598 Not long afterwards 

came another announcement: Australian rowing would soon have a new National Coaching 

Director. Peter Stocker, a 33-year old Swiss currently running his country’s coaching 

education program, would take up his appointment in September when joining the Australian 

team at the world championships in Bled, Yugoslavia. Peter’s role would be similar to that he 

had in Switzerland, the emphasis being on improving the education of coaches rather than the 

coaching of crews and scullers.2599  

The 1989 Intervarsity Regatta was held at Carrum early in July, with the hot favourites for the 

Oxford and Cambridge Cup a Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology eight coached by 

Noel Donaldson that contained James Tomkins and Mal Batten. The race was won, however, 

by Monash, by two lengths, from RMIT and Melbourne University. Reports of the race 

subsequently centred on RMIT being disadvantaged, ‘copping the worst of the [wind] out on 

station 7 ... against Monash [who] started in lane 2’. They were comments that did not bode 

well for the fledgling course.2600 

12.40  Junior Gold 

On 6 August came great news from Hungary – the Australian women’s four had won gold at 

the World Junior Championships in Szeged, Hungary. It was the second gold medal won by 

an Australian women’s crew, following the success of the 1986 women’s eight, but the first at 

junior level. All members of the crew – Samantha Stewart, Ballanda Sack, Anna McFarlane 

and Courtney Johnstone – were products of the AIS. They won by defeating West and East 

Germany in a time of 7 minutes 43 seconds. They were behind early, but a sustained push in 

the second half of the race saw them home. Their winning margin was a healthy 2.91 seconds, 

the ‘Easties’ a further second back.  
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The women’s head coach at the Institute, Peter Shakespear, was overjoyed. ‘It’s absolutely 

fabulous’, he said. ‘We knew they were a medal chance, but this really something.’ The 

popular West Australian paid tribute to the crew’s coach, Ellen Randell – and Reinhold 

Batschi. ‘Ellen is a coach with a great future’ Shakespear declared. ‘She has tremendous 

dedication and character, and the girls have obviously responded accordingly. Batschi, 

meanwhile, is the architect not just of the Institute’s program but Australia’s great success 

overall in recent years.’ Left unsaid, but noted by his peers, was Shakespear’s huge 

contribution to the win having initiated the talent identification scheme that ‘discovered’ three 

of the four girls in the crew. Prior to the championships the crew had beaten New Zealand at 

Lake Barrington in the Trans-Tasman Challenge.2601 

12.41  Cadbury Withdraws 

Only days after the great news from Hungary, however, the Australian Rowing Council’s 

major sponsor, Cadbury, confirmed it was withdrawing its support. The company would not 

continue the present agreement when it expired at the end of the year. Little wonder, perhaps, 

given consecutive weather-affected national regattas. The Council’s new president, Reg 

McKay, described the decision as ‘unfortunate’, but said the rowing community could not 

afford to be negative. ‘We know we have a great product,’ Mr McKay said. ‘We also have 

faith in our ability to more than reciprocate any sponsorship deal.’ He added that rowing had 

much to offer, particularly in 1990 when Australia would be hosting the world 

championships. ‘Next year’ he said, ‘will be a great year for Australian rowing – and 

someone out there stands to reap real benefits’.2602  

Looking further ahead, an agreement had been reached between the NSW government and the 

Penrith Lakes Development Corporation to establish an international rowing course at 

Penrith. It was anticipated that construction of the 2.25 kilometre course would be completed 

in 1995. The state’s Minister for Sport, Bob Rowland Smith, said the project would enable 

Sydney to bid for state, national and international events. The new course would provide for 

eight 15 metre-wide lanes and would have an east-west bearing, in accordance with the 

prevailing winds. Trees would be planted along the banks of the course to further reduce wind 
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effect, while a media road would run its entire length. The course had been designed in 

consultation with the NSW Rowing Association and was fully endorsed by FISA.2603 

Early in September, on Lake Ruataniwha, Australia made a clean sweep of the annual three-

test Senior B series against New Zealand, with a number of team members, such as Jason 

Day, Celia Patterson, Fleur Spriggs and Georgie Green, making a successful transition from 

the junior ranks. Lightweight scullers to emerge were Gary Lynagh and Simon Burgess, while 

the men’s eight contained two particularly talented oarsmen named Rob Scott and Nick 

Green.2604  

12.42  Doping Tests Introduced 

Soon afterwards FISA announced it would be one of the first international sports federations 

to carry out large-scale unannounced doping checks in training from 1990 onwards. These 

checks were to be concerted and more comprehensive than previously. According to Dr Hans 

Howald, head of FISA’s medical commission, the organisation was not attempting to act as a 

‘doping police force’. It would instead seek to protect rowers from the unwarranted suspicion 

directed at all elite athletes by the public and media after Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson had 

been found guilty in 1988 of taking steroids and stripped of his Olympic gold medal. 

The measures to be taken would include: 

• The setting up of a testing group of some 12 operators. Groups of two members would 

be established, each from different countries, who would carry out a series of tests. 

These operators would be trained intensively in December 1989. 

• All associations who had entered teams at the 1989 world championships would be 

required in January to submit the names of its oarsmen and women in training squads 

for the 1990 world championships, or likely to be in such squads. 

• Visas for the operators would be organised well in advance, to allow them to carry out 

the testing at any time. 

• Testing would be concentrated specifically on anabolics and diuretics, and would be 

carried out on a number of rowers from each country. 
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• In 1990 FISA would be allocating 75,000 Swiss francs to the program so ensure that 

testing would be both thorough and intensive.2605 

12.43  Funding 

In January 1989 the Australian Sports Commission had foreshadowed a large increase in 

sports funding. This was largely as a result of overtures by John Coates to the Federal 

Minister for Sport, Senator Graham Richardson, during and after the 1988 Seoul Olympic 

Games. Rowing was identified as one of a number of Olympic sports to be considered for a 

share of an additional ten million dollars per annum for elite development. The ARC was 

asked how much it would cost to put in place programs to optimise performances. An interim 

plan and budget was prepared by Peter Shakespear, John Boultbee and Reinhold Batschi, for 

consideration by the ARC at Collie in April. Boultbee and Batschi then represented rowing at 

a meeting of the Sports Commission in Adelaide, at which sports presented their proposals. 

On 22 August the Commission identified seven sports for additional funding for elite 

development – and rowing was one of them. It would receive an injection of funds amounting 

close to three quarters of a million dollars for calendar year 1990, in the areas of coaching, 

Institute scholarships, athlete development and state programs – among others.2606  

12.44  Bled World Championships 

The 1989 world championships were held in Bled, Yugoslavia, one of the most picturesque 

rowing venues in the world. Australia had eight entries, four of which made their finals. Adair 

Ferguson marked her return to international competition by winning her heat in dominant 

fashion, and was the fastest semi-finals qualifier. Come that race, however, disaster struck 

when a rigger pin worked loose and she could go no further. Team manager Andrew Guerin 

pleaded with officials to allow Adair to contest the petit final, despite not finishing the course 

– and they acceded to the request. She won in a time very close to that of the gold medallist. 

The standard in the men’s double sculls was immensely high, but that deterred double scullers 

Paul Reedy and Peter Antonie not at all. The pair beat Spain, Portugal and Japan in their heat, 

then in their semi-final were content to finish third behind the Netherlands, the Olympic 

champions, and Austria. In the final Norway took the gold ahead of the Dutch and the 
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Austrians, Australia finishing a brave fourth. Head coach Reinhold Batschi later bemoaned 

the lack of international preparation. ‘If they had competed in Europe beforehand they could 

have got a medal.’  

The men’s lightweight four, second in their heat and second again, comfortably, in the semi-

final, chose the medal round to have their worst row and were sixth, while their female 

counterparts’ fortunes were quite the reverse. The women’s four finished a long last in their 

heat, a very short second in the semi-final, then come the final were deprived of the bronze in 

a photo finish. After a wait lasting fully five minutes they were told they were fourth – by six 

one-hundredths of a second. The photo finish judge was Reg McKay.2607  

12.45  Death of Keller 

Just three weeks later came news that would stun the global rowing community – Thommi 

Keller, its revered FISA president for 31 years, had died unexpectedly of heart failure in 

Monte Carlo. He was 64, and only four weeks earlier had been re-elected unanimously. 

During Thommi’s term in office the number of associations affiliating with FISA had grown 

from 39 to 67, and included countries such as Algeria, Zimbabwe, Israel and Sri Lanka. Reg 

McKay said Thommi Keller had moulded FISA‘s member countries into a strong and united 

body. ‘He had a powerful personality and exhibited strong leadership’, Mr McKay said, ‘but 

while he had a tough exterior he was a kind and fair man.’ Mr McKay spoke for many when 

he said Thommi would be missed next year at the Tasmania world championships. ‘He was 

looking forward to what was to have been his last regatta as FISA president.’2608 Following a 

respectful transition period it was announced that Thommi’s long-standing deputy, fellow 

Swiss Denis Oswald, would succeed him.2609  

The 1990 New Year’s Honours List contained another stalwart within Australian rowing – 

John Boultbee. John became a Member of the Order of Australia (AM) for the long and 

distinguished service he had rendered his sport over so many years. The award was 

universally applauded.2610  
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12.46  Rusty Too 

But then, just three weeks later, came news of the death of another giant of the sport, Rusty 

Robertson, recognised as the finest rowing coach in the southern hemisphere and one of the 

best in the world. Rusty collapsed at Penrith on 17 February after a coaching session with the 

New South Wales King’s Cup and national regatta squad, and despite every effort to revive 

him he died in Nepean Hospital of a heart attack. He was just 63.  

Rusty first came to prominence as a coach with an Oamaru four that won Commonwealth 

Games gold in 1962. There followed a list of unparalleled achievements: two Olympic and 

one world championships gold medal with New Zealand crews, one Olympic and one world 

championships silver, and one Olympic and two world championships bronze.  

Having elevated the Drummoyne Rowing Club in Sydney to premier position in Australia and 

joined the New South Wales Rowing Association as coaching director, Rusty continued to 

succeed at national and international level. His Australian international medal tally became 

two world championships golds and an Olympic and world championships silver medal. He 

made himself available to all state coaches and visited many country clubs.  

The Executive Director of the NSWRA, Terry Maher, said Rusty was known as ‘The Master’. 

‘His friendly, quiet and unassuming nature endeared him to athletes, coaches and 

administrators,’ said Maher. ‘Respected and admired, he had the gift of being able to achieve 

superhuman efforts from his crews’.  

An estimated 1300 family, friends and rowers attended the funeral at St Joseph’s Hunter’s 

Hill, among them Don Rowlands, former president of the NZRA and many members of New 

Zealand’s 1972 Olympic gold crew. Among Australians mourning Rusty’s passing were the 

1980 and 1981 world lightweight champion crew, members of the 1984 Olympic quad, and 

both Steve Evans and Peter Antonie. Also there were John Coates, Reg McKay and Reinhold 

Batschi.2611  
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12.47  First Doping Checks 

Virtually unnoticed amid the despondency surrounding the passing of Keller and Robertson 

came confirmation that the first official doping checks in rowing had been carried out. The 

FISA testing team comprised two members of the doping committee, Dr Helmut Pohlentz 

from the German Democratic Republic and Great Britain’s Dr Peter Thompson. Four Italian 

rowers had been tested at the national rowing centre in Piediluco. The Italian association had 

been informed by FISA headquarters two days earlier about the impending test and given the 

names of the athletes being tested. Further testing had taken place the following weekend. The 

program could not have had a better start. All 39 samples, from international rowers 

representing ten member associations and selected at random, had proved negative.2612 

12.48  Head of the River Season 

At the New South Wales GPS regatta at Penrith Newington maintained their supremacy with 

a comfortable win ahead of St Ignatius and Shore.2613 The Victorian Head of the River, held 

on the Barwon, saw Geelong College get away to an early lead, and they were never headed. 

The schoolgirls’ fours final was a much closer affair, Geelong Grammar holding off a fast-

finishing Geelong College to win by a canvas. The APS headmasters subsequently decided to 

retain the Barwon as the venue, the consensus being that the facilities at Carrum were not at 

this stage sufficient for such a large regatta attracting 20,000 people each year.2614 The 

Queensland schools event was raced on a Lake Wivenhoe course extended to 2000 metres, 

and was won by Brisbane Boys’ College from 1989 winners the Southport School. A year 

earlier a significant number of Queensland’s girls’ schools had decided to take up rowing. 

Accordingly, the Queensland Girls’ Secondary Schools Sports Association conducted its first 

Head of the River, over a 1500-metres course on the Milton Reach. The inaugural winners 

were Somerville House, from St Margaret’s Anglican Girls’ School and Brisbane State 

High.2615 In South Australia St Peter’s won for the first time in five years and Scotch took over 

the schoolgirls’ mantle.2616 Western Australia’s Scotch boys won for the first time in six 
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years2617 and the Penrhos girls secured their first title in the second girls’ ‘head’.2618 Hutchins’ 

boys retained the Tasmanian crown.2619 

12.49  King’s Cup and National Regatta 

The President of the Tasmanian Rowing Association and Chair of the Organising Committee, 

David Schier, announced shortly before the 1990 King’s Cup and National Regatta that the 

event would be sponsored by the top quality men’s and women’s clothing retailer Country 

Road.2620 He also reinforced the fact that the regatta would be very much a final rehearsal for 

the November world championships. Within an hour of competition starting, however, an 

albeit extremely rare south-westerly front blew in, and for much of the rest of the regatta 

tested the abilities of competitors and the nerves of officials to the absolute limit. A monsoon 

in 1988, a cyclone last year ... surely not a third catastrophe! The national inter-club finals 

stayed on schedule despite an unseemingly stiff breeze, then all day during the interstate 

events the wind roared. But conditions were at least fair, and with new FISA president Denis 

Oswald and the organisation’s Oceania representative Don Rowlands in attendance, 

Barrington stood the test – just. 

James Tomkins and Sam Patten of Mercantile won three national titles, in the pairs, coxed 

and coxless fours. So did Jenny Luff from Nepean, now sculling at the AIS. The New South 

Wales and Victorian champion added the national singles crown to her portfolio – Adair 

Ferguson a surprising fourth – then combined with second placegetter Gillian Campbell of 

Leichhardt to take out the double sculls. The pair were joined later in the day by Adair and 

fellow Queenslander Ceinwen Fay, and won the quad with ease. The race of the day – and of 

the regatta – was the men’s sculls, in which Richard Powell hunted down Peter Antonie and 

took the last stroke first to win by just 0.12 of a second. Later that day Antonie and Paul 

Reedy won the double sculls title ahead of Powell and fellow Queenslander Wayne Diplock, 

but for the ultra-competitive Antonie it would have been scant compensation.  

The following day his bid for not only revenge but also for a place in the history books as the 

first winner of the King’s Cup, Penrith Cup and the President’s Cup was reduced by the wind 
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almost to a farce. Powell this time stole the race early, the much lighter Antonie battling as 

always right to the finish. With the winds at their fiercest and almost blowing him backwards, 

he took several strokes to get across the line. From Adair Ferguson came a remarkable form 

reversal as she overcame the previous day’s loss, heavier opposition and the conditions to win 

the interstate title. The sunshine state also won the ULVA trophy. Veteran Victorian 

lightweight Phil Gardiner did make history, winning the Penrith Cup for the sixth time. 

Victoria also won the Youth Eights, the women’s lightweight fours and, in an eight stroked by 

James Tomkins, the King’s Cup.2621  

12.50  Tight Trans-Tasman Series  

Towards the end of April a young Australian team successfully defended their country’s hold 

on the two-day Trans-Tasman Junior Challenge, but the Lake Karapiro contest went down to 

the wire. On Day One the Newington eight that had won the national schoolboys title and the 

New South Wales GPS contest experienced a rude awakening. Battling strong crosswinds and 

driving rain, they were outclassed by their Kiwi counterparts, who led from the start and 

secured a two lengths win over the 2000-metre course. In the men’s fours, Australia could do 

no better. The account was squared, however, by its women’s squad, a combination of AIS 

members and graduates from the Canberra-based talent identification scheme. The eight and 

four both won, the latter by an extraordinary 19 seconds. For two members of the winning 

four, great things were foreshadowed. Their names were Emmy Snook and Megan Still. The 

scullers had contrasting fortunes, Richard Sargent from the Nepean Rowing Club winning by 

25 seconds but Jenny Clarke from St George languishing in third place. 

But not for long. The following day, in perfect conditions, Jenny shot away early and won by 

nine seconds. Her win, and repeat performances by Richard Sargent and the two women’s 

crews, sealed a hard fought contest. Sargent and the women’s eight were selected to contest 

the World Junior Championships in France in early August.2622  

12.51  Cooper Steps Down, Country Road Steps In 

On 27 April, at the annual general meeting of the Amateur Rowing Association of Western 

Australia, Bill Cooper announced he was stepping down after seven years as president. For 
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ten years Bill had also been the ARAWA’s delegate to the ARC, where his efficient 

administration and calm counsel was highly regarded. He was also the acknowledged expert 

on constitutional matters for both organisations. As WA’s most experienced boat race official, 

Bill would continue to serve the sport in that capacity, and as a registrar.2623 

Australian Rowing then received a considerable boost when Country Road announced they 

would sponsor the sport nationally, initially for a year. The company would supplement its 

sponsorship with an in-store marketing campaign featuring members of national teams. 

Rowing people everywhere were encouraged to support Country Road by patronising the 

company’s chain of stores. Paper giant APPM became the first major support sponsor when 

chief executive Bill Paisley handed a cheque for $50,000 to 1990 world championships 

organising committee chairman David Schier.2624 

12.52  Stocker Leaves 

Departing the scene, however, was Peter Stocker, who since arriving in Australia a year ago 

had been based at the Rowing Council office in Canberra. During his brief time as Coaching 

Director Peter had played a role in charting rowing’s future course, largely through the Model 

of Excellence exercise required of the administration as a result of rowing’s selection by the 

Australian Sport Commission as one of the ‘super seven’ sports. He also implemented the 

Intensive Training Centre Scheme and played a role in setting up the State Coaching 

Directors’ Network. Fundamental differences arose, however, where perceptions of Peter’s 

role and position were concerned. These could not be resolved, and he resigned. As a result of 

his decision Professor Theo Koerner, an East German in Australia as part of an AIS 

international exchange agreement, accepted the role of Head Coach of the Australian world 

championships team. 

Given the team would be competing at home, several crews had embarked on a pre-world 

championships tour of Europe, notable among them a promising coxless four. Nick Green, 

from Melbourne University, had joined Mike McKay, Sam Patten and James Tomkins from 

the Mercantile club. Accompanied by coach Noel Donaldson, the crew first won at Roudnice 

in the Czech Republic – and broke the course record – then repeated the performance at 
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Lucerne, winning in the extraordinary time of 5 minutes 52.80 seconds.2625 Melbourne 

journalist Bruce Eva described the four as ‘awesome’, and declared ‘world rowing has been 

placed on notice: something awe-inspiring has stirred in Australia’.2626 The silver medal-

winning quad at the Los Angeles Olympics had briefly been described as an ‘awesome 

foursome’ – but this time it stuck. The junior team had meanwhile returned from their world 

championships, held at Aiguebelette in France, a silver medal gained in the men’s fours.2627  

12.53  Intervarsity 

The 1990 Intervarsity Regatta was hosted by the University of Queensland at Wivenhoe Dam. 

A westerly headwind blew down the course all week, thus providing no lane advantage, then 

on finals day came perfect conditions. Seventeen universities competed. The men’s eights 

race was a thriller, Queensland getting home in 5 minutes 55.5 seconds having been a length 

off the pace with 500 metres to go. The university’s first Oxford and Cambridge Cup win 

since 1958 also ensured it became the overall points winner.2628 

In Western Australia came another cultural ‘breakthrough’. Having for one hundred and five 

years been an exclusively male bastion, the state’s second oldest club, Swans, opened its 

doors to women. A major advocate for change had been senior oarswoman Miriam 

Borthwick.2629  

12.54  World Championships Hosts 

‘The competitors are ready ... the course is ready ... the championships can start.’ On Saturday 

27 October, having repeated this message in French and German, FISA president Denis 

Oswald declared open the 1990 World Rowing Championships.2630 History was being made. 

Tasmania was hosting for the first time a world championships in an Olympic sport.2631 

Day One, however, proved disappointing for Australia, supporters having to wait until the 

afternoon session for a ‘local’ crew to cross the line first. The honour went to Peter Antonie 
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and Paul Reedy, winners of the second heat of the double sculls. Adair Ferguson was third in 

her heat of the women’s lightweight sculls, while in the corresponding men’s event Tim Wise 

was sixth, and the men’s lightweight four were pushed into second place by the Netherlands. 

The women’s coxless four, double scull and coxless pair, together with the men’s coxed four, 

would also face repechages. 

The first session on Day Two of the championships saw Shelley Murtagh and Tasmanian 

Sandra Harvey, coached by Sandra’s husband Paul, gain a respectable third place in the 

lightweight double sculls, but in the slower heat. A degree of consternation would have been 

apparent following the heats of the women’s lightweight fours, as the crew stroked by 

Rebecca Joyce was slowest in a small field of seven. In the men’s lightweight quad, however, 

with Tasmania’s Simon Burgess and Stephen Hawkins at each end of the boat, a solid second 

was gained in the fastest of three heats. Second was also the place gained by Australia’s 

lightweight men’s eight, in a first heat fully three seconds faster than the second. The 

women’s eight suffered the same predicament as the lightweight four, but then came 

Australia’s second win of the regatta as Nick Green, Mike McKay, Sam Patten and James 

Tomkins did only what was necessary in cruising home a full four seconds faster than the 

time recorded by East Germany in the first heat. A fourth place in heat one was all the men’s 

quad could manage, and the day ended on another ‘downer’, the men’s eight fifth and last in 

their first hit out. 

Repechage day saw fourteen Australian entries in action, Adair Ferguson’s second place in 

the lightweight sculls providing a good start. The men’s lightweight four won, ahead of 

France, and women’s double scullers Jenny Luff and Gillian Campbell, in second place, also 

went through to the final. Lightweight sculler Tim Wise and the men’s lightweight double, 

Sam Golding and Rob Gardner, also placed second and made the semi-finals. Later in the day 

their female counterparts made the medal round, as did a women’s lightweight four seemingly 

content to cruise home in fourth place, and a men’s lightweight eight that was second to the 

United States. The men’s quad, second to Italy, went into the semis. Into B finals were the 

women’s four and pair, the men’s coxed four and men’s eight, but the women’s eight was 

eliminated. 

Come the semi-finals the men’s lightweight quad pushed Italy all the way to claim second 

spot and a place in the final, their race seven seconds faster than the first semi-final. Peter 

Antonie and Paul Reedy maintained their momentum, their third place time four seconds 
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faster than the winners of the first semi. The men’s lightweight double had to be content with 

a place in the B final, likewise Tim Wise and the men’s quad. 

As Saturday’s B finals program got under way strong winds blew, witness Tim Wise’s time 

of 8 minutes 20.42 seconds when placing fifth in the lightweights sculls. The lightweight 

double were only 16 seconds faster when winning their event and thus placing seventh 

overall. The women’s four were second in theirs, and so eighth, while the young pair, Anna 

McFarlane and Samantha Stewart were a creditable ninth, the place also gained by the men’s 

coxed four. The remaining two B finals saw the men’s quad, stroked by Richard Powell, lead 

the field home and the men’s eight finish second behind Italy.  

And so to the finals. The men’s lightweight four – Tim Brew, Gavin Russell, David Belcher 

and John Keogh – finished just two seconds away from bronze, the gold medal going to West 

Germany. Defending champions East Germany gave a commanding performance in winning 

the women’s double sculls, in which Australia’s Jenny Luff and Gillian Campbell were fifth. 

Now came the men’s double sculls final, in which Peter Antonie and Paul Reedy paced 

themselves in the first 500 metres so as to be close to the leaders. Just before the half way 

mark the East Germans edged ahead, but soon afterwards the Austrians chased and passed 

them, while in the difficult conditions the smaller Australians were paying something of a 

price. But they were still close to the leading crews, and while in the third 500 the gold and 

silver medals were decided the Australians were able in the final quarter to hold off a fast-

finishing American crew and earn what was widely regarded as ‘a very good bronze’ – and 

Australia’s first medal of the championships. 

The men’s lightweight eight finished fifth and Shelley Murtagh and Sandra Harvey sixth in 

the lightweight double, while in the single Adair Ferguson had probably the most forgettable 

race of her life as she struggled behind four Europeans and an American in the lightweight 

sculls final, the gold won by Metta Bloch Jensen of Denmark. 

The final day provided ideal conditions, the wind swinging round to tail and gradually 

increasing as the day went on. For Australia came another bronze, in the lightweight quad, 

Simon Burgess, Gary Lynagh, Bruce Hick and Stephen Hawkins overhauling the Dutch in a 

race for the line that saw Italy edge out France for the gold. The women’s lightweight four 

went one better. The crew – Amanda Cross, Pam Westendorf, Sally Ninham and Rebecca 
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Joyce – had qualified seventh and last, but in the final led at halfway and held on bravely to 

take the silver medal behind Canada. 

Now came what was clearly the most highly anticipated race of the regatta – the men’s 

coxless fours. It was not high noon but 3.50 as Nick Green, Mike McKay, Sam Patten and 

James Tomkins, the newly anointed ‘Awesome Foursome’, kept their date with destiny – and 

they didn’t disappoint. Roared on by an enormous crowd that was surely being heard in 

Devonport, the crew led all the way to finish in 5 minutes 52.20 seconds, well ahead of the 

Netherlands and East Germany. It was a victory that put the seal on a result unprecedented in 

Australia’s world championships and Olympic history. It also served notice on world rowing 

that Australia was aiming for the ‘big league’.2632  

The regatta was also memorable for the fact that it was the last international sporting event 

that the German Democratic Republic, or East Germany, contested. The two Germanys, 

divided since 1949 when East Germany became a communist satellite, had decided following 

the collapse of the Soviet Union on a process of reunification. The final act of sporting 

reconciliation came at a memorable closing ceremony when, West Germany having won the 

men’s eights and East Germany come third, the sixteen oarsmen climbed down from the 

lakeside dais and rowed away in boats each of which now contained four West Germans and 

four from the East. It brought the house down.2633 

12.55  Death of Kevyn Webb 

In the middle of the year Kevyn Webb had been the second rowing identity to be listed in the 

Honours List. The Haberfield Rowing Club stalwart was awarded an OAM in the Queen’s 

Birthday listings. No-one would have denied Kevyn the honour. He had made a magnificent 

contribution to his club, his state and his sport, and his award was richly deserved.2634 Sadly, 

he had little time in which to enjoy the plaudits that came his way. Still president of the 

NSWRA, he died on 15 November, apparently after a long illness. He was 67. The funeral 

was conducted five days later at the Northern Suburbs Crematorium, with family and friends 

of all ages paying their respects to a truly committed rowing visionary.2635  
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12.56  Coates Moves On 

On 16 November 1990, twelve days after the end of the world championships, the executive 

board of what was now the Australian Olympic Committee met in Sydney to discuss whether 

Australia should bid for the 2000 Olympic Games. Because Berlin and Beijing were reported 

to have special claims for those Games, the AOF’s president, Kevan Gosper, canvassed the 

view that it might be best to save Australia’s next try for the 2004 Olympics. After it had been 

decided unanimously to make a bid for 2000 the board discussed the merits of the three rival 

cities – Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne – and arrived by consensus rather than ballot at a 

decision in favour of Sydney.  

Kevan Gosper had meanwhile accepted a prestigious position in London with the Shell 

company, of which he was a senior executive. He was reluctant to lose the presidency, but 

accepted advice that it would be inappropriate for him to run the AOC from overseas. In a 

gesture that typified his fundamental decency, Gosper nominated as his successor John 

Coates.2636 The man who had done so much for Australian rowing in the latter part of the 

twentieth century was now entrusted with the task of taking all of Australia’s Olympic sports 

into the twenty-first. 

12.57  Discussion 

The chapter has explored and discussed in detail the emergence of Australian rowing and the 

means by which this emergence had been generated and managed at all levels, from schools 

to universities to clubs, then state associations and the national organisation. It has looked at 

virtually every facet of the sport, from the days of ‘chook raffles’ to its introduction of rowing 

for the disabled and its evolvement into a contemporary organisation engaging in gender 

equity and with a corporate base encompassing both sponsorships and government funding. 

For athletes at the elite level the sport had become a full time, high profile entity within a 

totally professional system, the advancement of which has been to a great extent guided by 

John Coates, with the assistance of John Boultbee. Essentially, this chapter has charted the 

progress of Australian rowing from a time when it was regarded as an ‘also ran’ to its 

emergence as a genuine competitor on the global rowing stage.  
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Chapter 13: AN OARSOME DECADE 

13.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes an extraordinary decade in the history of Australian rowing, in which 

the sport experiences hitherto unforeseen success and at the end of which hosts an Olympic 

Regatta. At the heart of this success are the stunning results obtained by a crew that had 

become known as the Oarsome Foursome. The chapter also deals with extensive 

administrative change, some of it contentious; significant increases in government funding, 

the national association’s dealings with the international rowing body, FISA, and the adoption 

of a new name. All major annual events are described, as is a development in oar design, the 

significant influx of women to the sport, the progress made by the disabled sector and the 

introduction of lightweight rowing to the Olympic program.  

13.2  Administrative Changes 

As a new decade began the Australian Rowing Council, its activities and responsibilities 

having increased enormously, ushered in changes to its structure. An executive board took 

over the day-to-day administration, supported by a second tier of state-based councillors. Reg 

McKay, proud father of world champion Michael, remained president, assisted by New South 

Welshman Jon Lanning (Director, Finance) and popular South Australian administrator Bryan 

Draper.2637 The Council also had a new Chief Executive Officer, Bob Hemery, who took up 

his position in January 1991, based in Melbourne. Bob had been president of the Amateur 

Rowing Association of Western Australia following a successful career with Swan Rowing 

Club, of which he had been a member for 40 years. His business career had largely been in 

public relations, and more recently in finance consultancy. Bob would also be on the 

executive board.2638 The state councillors were Tony Brown (NSW), Graeme McCall 

(Victoria), Dr Steve Hinchy (Queensland), Berry Durston (WA), David Schier (Tasmania), 

with Bryan Draper also representing South Australia. Meanwhile tributes to the ‘Awesome 
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Foursome’ continued, the crew beating a star-studded field to win the ABC’s Team of the 

Year award.2639  

13.3  Heads of the River 1991 

On 23 March pre-race favourites Newington confirmed their ranking as the top New South 

Wales GPS crew with a devastating Head of the River win on the Nepean. The crew were 

under challenge until the three-quarter mark, but then upped their rating and surged ahead of 

the pack for a convincing win, their time 7 minutes 11.91 seconds. Second were Scots 

College, 5.79 seconds in arrears, with the King’s School a further 2.61 seconds back in third 

place. It was Newington’s third title in succession.2640 The first ever NSW Schoolgirls’ Head 

of the River was also contested, on Middle Harbour at Roseville, the first eights race won by 

Loreto Normanhurst.2641 The Victorian ‘head’ resulted in a win to Geelong Grammar, ahead 

of Geelong College and Brighton Grammar. All three crews shattered the course record. 

Victoria’s headmasters were yet to make a decision about when the Head of the River would 

be transferred to Carrum, where fairer conditions would prevail for all crews and a six-lane 

2000-metre course used rather than the four-lane, 1500-metre, slightly curved course on the 

Barwon.2642 The girls’ first fours title went to Geelong Grammar.2643 At the Queensland boys’ 

‘head’ the 1990 result was reversed, the Southport School beating the holders, Brisbane Boys’ 

College, with the Anglican Church Grammar School filing third place.2644 The newly formed 

Brisbane Schoolgirls’ Rowing Association conducted the second Girls’ Head of the River 

Regatta on the Milton Reach, Somerville House again winning the major race, the eights, 

ahead of Brisbane State High and St Margaret’s. An impressive sixteen additional races were 

on the program, Somerville winning three while St Margaret’s and Brisbane State High 

recorded five apiece.2645 In South Australia St Peter’s won both the first and second eights and 

Walford the schoolgirls’ ‘head’,2646 while the Hale School recorded its first win in the Western 

Australian Head of the River since 19832647 and Penrhos retained the girls’ ‘head’ title.2648 In 
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Tasmania the Hutchins school first eight again proved to be the premier crew in the state, 

leading all the way from the odds on favourite Scotch Oakburn. The crew was coached by 

Australian representative and Commonwealth Games gold medallist Urszula Kay.2649 

13.4  National Regatta and Selections 1991 

The Country Road National and Interstate Rowing Championship, held at West Lakes 

between 3 and 7 April, were described as ‘one of Australia’s best regattas’. A surprise result 

among the national interclub events was the defeat in the men’s pairs of Mercantile’s coxless 

fours world champions Andrew Cooper and James Tomkins by AIS combination Rob Scott 

and Nick McDonald-Crowley. The margin, however, was just 0.62 of a second. Another 

surprise came when the composite double scull combination of Queenslander Richard Powell 

and Victoria’s Jason Day held out 1990 world championships bronze medallists Paul Reedy 

and Peter Antonie, representing Melbourne University Boat Club. The men’s lightweight 

sculls was won by Tasmania’s Stephen Hawkins ahead of his three crewmates in the bronze-

winning lightweight quad at last year’s world championships. 

Come the interstate contests Victoria, stroked by James Tomkins and with Andrew Cooper in 

the seven seat, recorded a sixth consecutive win in the King’s Cup. To the great delight of the 

home crowd South Australia won the lightweight fours race for the Penrith Cup, while 

Queensland won the Youth Eights for the first time in a decade. But it was Peter Antonie who 

captured the headlines when winning the President’s Cup for the interstate sculling 

championship. Thwarted by fierce winds a year earlier, Antonie now revelled in perfect 

conditions and became the first oarsman to win all three of the major interstate trophies. The 

versatile veteran had the previous day taken out the national interclub sculling title, so also 

completed a rare ‘double’. The interstate women’s sculling championship was won by Jenny 

Luff from New South Wales, Victoria retained the women’s lightweight fours title and New 

South Wales the ULVA trophy.2650 

Exactly one month later came the final national selection regatta, at Carrum. Peter Antonie, 

again in stunning form, further reinforced his claim to being the top single sculler in Australia 

by holding out determined efforts from both Richard Powell and Jason Day. Jenny Luff was 
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equally impressive when winning the women’s event, ahead of Gillian Campbell. The pair 

then combined to win the double sculls contest with ease. The men’s double was a repeat of 

the West Lakes result, Powell and Day again too good for Reedy and Antonie. 

For James Tomkins and Andrew Cooper came revenge, the pair consigning West Lakes 

victors Rob Scott and Nick McDonald-Crowley to third place behind Victorian runners up 

Matt Dingle and Peter Murphy – and winning by a huge seven lengths. The withdrawal of the 

Australian world champions from the coxed fours event as a result of an injury to Nick Green 

left the field wide open – and provided a thrilling finish. The AIS combination of Nick 

McDonald-Crowley, Rob Scott, Jaime Fernandez and Simon Spriggs, coxed by Georgie 

Green, won by just a metre from a Sydney crew coached by Michael Morgan. The women’s 

fours was dominated by AIS combinations, the winning crew containing Megan Still, Jodie 

Dobson, Kate Slatter and Fleur Spriggs. Minnie Cade, Deidre Fraser, Pam Westendorf and 

Rebecca Joyce won the corresponding lightweight race. The men’s lightweight fours trial saw 

South Australians Tim Brew, David Belcher, Gavin Russell and John Keogh deliver a repeat 

performance of their Penrith Cup triumph, while Stephen Hawkins again won the lightweight 

sculls. He repelled a determined finish by Bruce Hick – and recorded a time three seconds 

faster than that posted by Peter Antonie earlier in the day.2651  

13.5  Trans-Tasman and International Junior Challenges 

In the middle of July the Australian Under 23 team made a successful trip to New Zealand for 

the annual Trans-Tasman series of regattas. The venue this year was Lake Karapiro, which 

hosted the hugely successful 1978 World Rowing Championships. The team comprised 

athletes from all states and the ACT, and demonstrated an encouraging depth of talent. The 

first of the three regattas contained five events, while in the second and third there were six 

races. The results for all three days were identical, Australia winning the women’s double, the 

men’s lightweight four, the men’s double and the women’s four, and New Zealand the men’s 

lightweight double. The second and third regatta featured a men’s eights race, both of which 

Australia won. Team manager Margot Foster therefore brought home the Rusty Robertson 
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Trophy, while several of the successful athletes would go on to greater things, notably 

Richard Wearne and Jaime Fernandez in the men’s eight.2652  

Following the Trans-Tasman Junior Challenge, won by Australia,2653 came the Junior World 

Championships at Banyoles early in August, Australia’s team comprising a women’s four and 

double scull and a men’s sculler and four.  

The women’s four won their heat and proceeded straight to the final, giving coach Ellen 

Randell time to put the finishing touches to her crew. The double, however, were in a field of 

19 entries, which meant the girls, Carmen Klomp and Anna Ozolins, contested a heat, 

repechage, semi-final and final. They were, moreover, an average of between ten and fifteen 

kilograms lighter than their major opposition.  

The men’s sculler was a young man from Queensland, Duncan Free, who was coached by his 

father, Reg. Free the elder had represented Tasmania eleven times and Australia on three 

occasions. The younger Free won both his heat and semi-final, the heat easily and the semi by 

almost a length. The men’s four, coached by Alan Bromiley, were beaten in their heat by 

Great Britain, by just 0.73 of a second. It was already apparent, however, that these were the 

crews that would fight out the top two places.  

Come finals day the women’s four passed the 1500 metre mark in second place but then 

faded, able only to finish fourth. For the girl in the three seat, however, Bronwyn Thompson, 

better days would come. The double started slowly and were never in the medal hunt, 

eventually finishing fifth, but for them, too, greater things beckoned.  

In his final Duncan Free faced strong opposition from German and Soviet scullers. He had 

beaten the Russian in the semi-final and did so again in the medal round, but a German, 

Marco Schwalbe, proved too good, finishing five seconds ahead of Duncan in 7 minutes 

05.61. The Australian had nevertheless won a silver medal, the first in what was to prove an 

illustrious career. In their final the men’s four were third at the 500 metre mark behind Great 

Britain and a Czech crew, but as anticipated it again became a two-crew race between the 

British and Australians. With 50 metres to go the Aussies’ bow ball was in front, but the 

British crew took the last stroke first and got home by 0.29 of a second. Like Bronwyn, 
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Carmen, Anna and Duncan, however, the stroke of the crew, Bo Hanson, would also see 

better days. The overall result, therefore, was two well-won silver medals, which took 

Australia to seventh place in the world junior rankings.2654  

13.6  Improved Funding  

On the eve of the Australian Rowing Team’s departure for Vienna and the 1991 world 

championships, the Australian Rowing Council was able to report that the sport’s great 

benefactor, the Australian Sports Commission, had provided $258,000 in STEP (Sports 

Talent Encouragement Plan) grants and $68,000 in Elite Coaching grants. These funds would 

greatly alleviate the financial burden placed on team members and coaches.2655 A well-

received innovation was the preparation of a Team Guide, which created much interest both 

in Australia and overseas and also helped generate more media coverage. A bigger, better 

edition was foreshadowed for Olympic year.2656 

Come the championships, the Awesome Foursome had lost Sam Patten to medical study 

commitments but gained Andrew Cooper. In retaining the world title the crew recorded 

Australian rowing’s first back-to-back world championships. James Tomkins, Cooper, Mike 

McKay and Nick Green, coached by Noel Donaldson, led all the way into a strong headwind 

but were pushed hard by a Unites States crew that improved on its fifth placing at Lake 

Barrington a year earlier. It was later conjectured that Sam Patten might find it hard to regain 

his seat.  

The Australian lightweight quad also won gold. Stroked by Stephen Hawkins, backed up by 

Bruce Hick, Gary Lynagh and Simon Burgess, the crew won a titanic struggle over the final 

200 metres to hold out Sweden by just 0.05 of a second, with France a close third. The crew, 

coached by Tim McLaren, thus improved two places on its bronze medal performance in 

1990.  

Peter Antonie had elected to go solo, and faced much heavier opponents. Against all odds he 

made the final and finished an amazing fourth behind Germany’s Thomas Lange. The same 

position was filled by the men’s lightweight eight and four, while Jason Day and Richard 
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Powell in the double had to be content with fifth place, six seconds behind the Dutch winners. 

Seven men’s and women’s crews made A finals, and the remainder all contested B finals, thus 

ensuring that every Australian entry reached the top 12 in the world rankings.2657 A major 

feature of the Vienna regatta was the introduction by the host broadcaster of a purpose built 

TV catamaran able to work at will across all six lanes. The result was spectacular and gritty 

close-ups of the action on the water.2658 

13.7  Intervarsity 1991 

The 1991 Intervarsity championships, staged in hot conditions at Penrith on 5 October, were 

dominated by the University of Queensland. UQ took out both the men’s and women’s eights 

and the women’s lightweight four, while Maki Takken won the women’s sculls. Second was 

Ballanda Sack from the Australian National University, who teamed up with fellow 

Australian representative Kathy Stock to win the women’s pairs and was also in the winning 

four. Adelaide University also recorded two wins, as did the Australian National University, 

while the universities of New South Wales and Melbourne had to be content with one each.2659 

13.8  Administrative Movements and Awards 

When John Lanning resigned in September, the Council asked Victorian Ray Hammon to take 

on the duties of Finance Director pending a new officer being elected.2660 At a special meeting 

of the Council on 14 December Ray was elected to the position. A public accountant, he was 

also the new ARC Councillor for Victoria.2661 Another notable Victorian, Roger Wilson, who 

had been writing about and commentating on rowing for twenty years, was appointed by the 

ABC to cover the 1992 Olympic Regatta. It was the first time Roger had been called upon to 

participate in overseas coverage of the sport.2662  

Having early in 1991 been awarded the ABC’s Team of the Year award, as 1992 began the 

crew now known as the ‘Oarsome’ Foursome received the prestigious Sport Australia Team 

of the Year award for the successful retention of their world title. Honours were also 
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bestowed on three rowing stalwarts all of whom had devoted a lifetime to their sport, be it as 

oarsmen, coaches or administrators. Bill Burbidge (Western Australia), Phil Cayzer (NSW) 

and Bryan Draper (South Australia) all received the Medal of the Order of Australia.2663 

13.9  Heads of the River 1992 

The New South Wales GPS title again went to Newington, who successfully fended off a 

formidable challenge from St Joseph’s to secure the school’s fourth victory in a row. Joey’s 

had won all four of the earlier fours races and come second behind Newington in the second 

eights. The second girls’ Head of the River, this time rowed on Iron Cove, saw Sydney Girls’ 

High win the first eights title. Given its several other successes the school was also awarded 

the Betty Deer Rosebowl as winner of the overall points score contest.2664 In Victoria Scotch 

College won its first Head of the River since 1978, taking the lead after a keen battle with 

Brighton Grammar then gradually increasing it. Carey Grammar improved in the latter part of 

the race and consigned Brighton to third place. Scotch’s time for the 1500-metre course was 4 

minutes 25.3 seconds, slower than the record set the previous year by Geelong Grammar. The 

girls’ Head of the River fours contest was won by Geelong College, all the way winners by 

two-and-a-half lengths, ahead of Geelong Grammar and Carey Grammar. The College had 

earlier in the season won the Victorian and Australian schoolgirls’ fours titles.2665 The eights 

race was won by Genazzano.2666 In Queensland Brisbane Boys’ College regained the title they 

won in 1990, ahead of Anglican Church Grammar and Brisbane Grammar.2667 The girls’ 

regatta saw a changing of the guard, Brisbane State High School triumphant at their third 

attempt having been third in 1990 and second last year. Somerville this time had to settle for 

second, with a new school, All Hallows, third.2668 St Peter’s recorded a South Australian hat-

trick of wins, securing the Gosse Shield by this time upsetting pre-race favourites Prince 

Alfred College. Walford again won the schoolgirls’ title.2669 The 93rd Public Schools 

Association Head of the River in Perth was won by Christ Church Grammar – but only just. 

Grammar overtook Wesley 50 metres from the finish but the crews were locked together as 

they crossed the line, neither knowing the outcome for several minutes. The verdict – Christ 
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Church by 0.55 of a second, their time for the 2000 metre course six minutes 28 seconds. 

Third were Guildford Grammar.2670 The girls’ Head of the River saw Penrhos record a hat 

trick of wins.2671 In Tasmania, girls’ rowing schools had since 1987 been contesting their 

‘head’ in fours, Dominic College in that time recording three wins and St Patrick’s College 

two. It was now that the girls graduated to eights, with the first winner Scotch Oakburn 

College. Hutchins’ boys won for the fourth year in a row.2672 

13.10  Nationals 1992 

The 1992 National and King’s Cup Regatta was held at Carrum, the course’s worst 

characteristics exposed as variable strong winds blew across the surrounding flat land. There 

were also some significant withdrawals, notably Richard Powell, still recovering from a bout 

of glandular fever. Late in the week Jason Day also withdrew through illness.  

The fastest time on Day One was recorded by the renamed Oarsome Foursome, winners of 

their heat of the coxed fours in 6 minutes 43 seconds. Sam Patten, now resigned to no longer 

being with his former crewmates, stroked another Victorian crew (‘the four with more’) and 

they too won their heat. However, a stress fracture of the ribs from which Patten was 

recovering prevented him from continuing. The following day the Foursome members split 

into two pairs, both progressing to the next round. Day Three proved the most eventful, 

courtesy of strong winds that saw Nepean sculler Anita Derks tip over and briefly become 

trapped under water. Day Four, national finals day, saw the emergence of a new women’s 

pair, Megan Still and Kate Slatter from the AIS winning by four seconds. James Tomkins and 

Andrew Cooper cruised to a three lengths win in the men’s event, with Nick Green and Mike 

McKay second. Leading the women’s sculls with 100 metres to go, Gillian Campbell hit 

course buoys and slowed down, thus allowing doubles partner Jenny Luff a win by two 

seconds. Peter Antonie was one second slower than his winning time in 1991 when beating 

Stephen Hawkins by 2.8 seconds in the men’s sculls. This race was to prove critical come 

Olympic selection time, as was the men’s double, in which Antonie and Paul Reedy 

languished in fourth spot. Surprise package Craig Jones and Alastair McLachlan from the AIS 

claimed the title. The race of the day, however, was the final of the men’s lightweight sculls, 
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in which Gary Lynagh and Bruce Hick dead-heated. The major surprise come the final day’s 

interstate events was the gutsy win by Pip Alder in the women’s sculls race for the Nell 

Slatter Trophy. Pip became the first West Australian to win the trophy since it was introduced 

in 1963. The winner of the President’s Cup was Robin Bakker of Queensland – a reserve for 

Richard Powell! The Penrith Cup, Youth Eights and Women’s Fours titles were all won by 

New South Wales, while Victoria triumphed in the Women’s Lightweight Fours and, for the 

seventh time in a row, the King’s Cup.2673  

13.11  New Oar Design 

Meanwhile the greatest change to oar design since the 1960s had been taking place. Oars 

having long, narrow blades were being replaced by fuller, shorter blades known variously as 

‘spoons’, ‘spades’, ‘shovels’ or ‘tulips’, and eventually as ‘cleavers’. The main difference 

between the 1960s and early 1990s oars was the increase in the angle at the top of the new 

blade so that on entry it was parallel with the water surface and water did not flow over the 

top. The bottom half of the blade was also squarer than previously, which produced an overall 

increase in blade area. Trials in Germany led to the US company Concept II running trials and 

amassing anecdotal information that indicated the bigger blade also provided greater 

leverage.2674 Sculler Sam Golding had used cleavers for the first time at the national regatta, as 

had fellow Victorians Lyle McCarthy and Brian Digby.2675  

Another devotee was Peter Antonie, who had acquired two sets from Jeff Sykes. At the 

request of the national selectors – David Yates, Dennis Hatcher and David Poulson – and to 

the amazement of a large sector of the Australian rowing community – Peter had been 

training in a double scull in Melbourne prior to final Olympic trials at Lake Barrington with 

Stephen Hawkins.  

‘I had tested a lot of oars, designed my own oars, and even carved my own oars in the past’, 

Antonie said, ‘and had thought rowing oars would not change dramatically. But out these 

things came, and the day we used them in the double, about a week before final selections, 

that was it: just ‘Yes’ ’. Richard Powell and Jason Day, now both recovered from their 
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respective ailments, were still using standard blades. They were to ‘match race’ Antonie and 

Hawkins twice in Tasmania, once on Saturday and again on Sunday.  

With Antonie in the stroke seat and Hawkins bow, the new pairing won the first race by three 

seconds – about a boat length. In the second trial on Sunday they knew they only had to 

repeat the Saturday performance and they would almost certainly be going to the Olympics. 

They succeeded in the most emphatic manner possible, this time increasing the margin to 4.5 

seconds and recording, albeit with a following wind, the extraordinary time of 6 minutes 10 

seconds. So good was the performance that Antonie was reminded of an earlier exceptional 

experience. ‘It felt like it did in 1988 when I stroked the Victorian King’s Cup eight with 

people like James Tomkins and Michael McKay behind me’.2676  

13.12  Trans-Tasman Contests 

Australia’s first international challenge this Olympic year came in April when the Trans-

Tasman Junior Team contested a three-regatta series on Lake Ruataniwha in New Zealand’s 

South Island. A ‘contest’ it was not, however, Australia retaining the Devonport Cup by 11 

races to 1. Among the outstanding performers were the victorious Newington College GPS 

eight.2677 Next came the Trans-Tasman Under 23 series, held in June on Lake Wivenhoe. On 

Day One Australia won six of the seven races, missing out only in the man’s pairs, then on 

Day Two the Kiwis cut Australia’s margin to five by also winning the men’s eights. The final 

day, though, mirrored the first day’s achievements. Stroke of the men’s double scull was 

Duncan Free, while in the bow seat of the men’s lightweight double was Victorian newcomer 

Anthony Edwards.2678 

13.13  Vale Noel Wilkinson 

Amid the ongoing euphoria there also came sadness. In the middle of 1991 Australian 

rowing’s first ever Life Membership had been awarded. On a motion of the Queensland 

Amateur Rowing Council, seconded by the Victorian Rowing Association, it had been 

unanimously agreed ‘that the honour be awarded to Mr Noel Frederick Wilkinson AM BEM 

for long and outstanding service to the sport of rowing and the Australian Rowing 
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Council’.2679 Almost exactly a year later, on 21 June 1992, Noel died. For more than half a 

century he had played a leading role within Australian rowing, at the club, state, national and 

international level. He was a member of the 1956 Olympic Regatta Organising Committee 

and manager of three Australian rowing teams, and in later years – 1977 to 1990 – he held the 

position of Honorary Treasurer of the Australian Council. Indeed he was fiercely ‘honorary’ 

in the contribution he made to the sport he loved, never holding any remunerated position. 

Life membership of his club and his state association, together with his imperial and national 

honours, were further testimony to the esteem in which ‘Wilkie’ was held by his peers and his 

country.2680 

13.14  FISA Congress, Lightweight Lobbying 

The 1992 FISA Congress was held in Turin, the city and the date chosen deliberately. FISA 

had been founded in the Italian city on Saturday 25 June 1892. To commemorate the 

centenary, rowing’s world body chose for the meeting the closest working date to ‘foundation 

day’, Monday 27 June. In further celebration of the event a 272-page ‘coffee table’ book had 

been produced containing the results of every major rowing event, notably the Olympic 

regattas. Also recorded was FISA’s leadership relating to anti-doping policies and the start of 

the Thomas Keller era, leading to the introduction of more than 70 member nations.2681 

The ARC’s delegates at the Congress were Reg McKay, David Schier and Tony Brown. High 

on their agenda, and that of many other delegates, was the debate within the international 

rowing community regarding the entry of lightweight categories into the Olympic program. 

The IOC had insisted there could be no additions to the program, only replacements. Australia 

led the debate, based in part on the primary tenet that only ten percent of the world’s 

population were the size of heavyweight rowers. Following sometimes tense discourse it was 

decided that the men’s pair with coxswain and four with coxswain should be removed from 

the Olympic program and replaced by the lightweight men’s four minus coxswain and 

lightweight double sculls, while the women’s four without coxswain was to be replaced with 
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the lightweight women’s double sculls. The decision ensured that FISA would now put the 

proposal to the IOC for consideration the following year.2682 

13.15  Olympic Prelude 

Apart from the men’s double and the Foursome, also selected to contest the Olympic Regatta 

was a women’s double, the national champions Gillian Campbell and Jenny Luff. For 

Campbell the selection ended a four-year wait following her exclusion, with Adair Ferguson, 

from the Seoul Games. The AOC delayed ratification of a men’s eight and quad and a 

women’s four pending good performances at the Lucerne Regatta.2683 Reinhold Batschi had 

meanwhile been appointed Head Coach.2684 

At Lucerne, in mid-June, the Oarsome Foursome confirmed their world champion status by 

again winning gold, while Antonie and Hawkins were second behind a German combination. 

Among other opponents were the Netherlands, who were third, and a fifth-placed Austrian 

crew. Of the provisional Australian crews in other events, the eight did best with a fifth place, 

the women’s four were sixth and the men’s quad, winners of the petit final, seventh. All were 

confirmed in the Olympic team.2685  

The squad now moved on to Amsterdam, where Antonie and Hawkins first beat a modest 

Danish crew. Missing that day, Saturday, were the Dutch world champions Nicolaas ‘Nico’ 

Rienks and Ned Zwolle. They were saving their effort for Sunday, because Queen Beatrix 

was due at the regatta. Rienks instead followed the Aussie duo on a bike. The following day 

Antonie and Hawkins beat the Dutch – and the Danes again – by some ten seconds. The 

women’s double and men’s quad won, and all crews made their finals except the Oarsome 

Foursome. They were beaten twice in successive days. 

For a crew unbeaten in two years it was shattering. Coach Noel Donaldson and head coach 

Batschi therefore hatched a three-point plan in a bid to regain both initiative and momentum. 

The Foursome would now use cleaver blades; they would ‘get away from it all’ at a camp in 

Varese, Italy, and a positional switch would see Nick Green in the three seat and Andrew 
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Cooper at bow. The remainder of the squad were bound for Sempach, near Lucerne, for a 

final training camp on Lake Sursee. 

13.16  Double Gold 

The Olympic Regatta venue, Lake Banyoles, was some 120 kilometres north of the Olympic 

city. FISA had therefore arranged for all rowing teams to be accommodated in a ‘rowing 

village’ close to the course rather than the official Olympic Village in Barcelona. Australia 

entered eight of the fourteen events on the program: the women’s single, double scull and 

coxless four, and the men’s pair, double scull, quad scull, coxless four and eight. Of these 

entries, two were ‘reserves’: sculler Andrea Coss for the women and a men’s pair, Nick 

McDonald-Crowley and Matthew McArdle. On arrival, the Foursome’s confidence now 

improved, team members became aware that cleaver blades were by now in almost universal 

use. And it was hot, very hot.  

Not surprisingly the reserves made early exits. The men’s quad – Richard Powell, Hamish 

McGlashan, Robin Bakker and Jason Day – were ninth, having been third in their heat behind 

Norway and Switzerland then fifth in the semi. Jenny Luff and Gillian Campbell also placed 

third in their first race, behind Romania and New Zealand, and so were into the semi-final. 

Sadly, however, they drew all three of the previous year’s medallists, could finish only fourth, 

and so were in the B final. They then finished second, eighth overall after hitting buoys. It 

was a disappointing end to a promising season. Third place was also the position in which the 

women’s four – Jodie Dobson, Emy Snook, Megan Still and Kate Slatter – finished their heat, 

behind Germany and France. But they then claimed second place in the repechage behind the 

United States and so made the final, in which they finished sixth. The men’s eight were 

second in their heat behind the United States, third in the semi behind Romania and Canada, 

and fifth in the final.2686 

All now relied, therefore, upon six oarsmen: a pint-sized pair of scullers who had come to this 

position from ‘left field’, and a four that had won everything for the past two years and were 

hot favourites. 
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The Channel 7 commentator for both finals was Peter Landy, better known to his audience as 

a member of the network’s Australian Rules football commentary team. But what neither they 

nor perhaps the majority of rowing followers knew was that he had learned to row at Xavier 

College. He later ‘kept his hand in’ as a member of Melbourne’s Hawthorn Rowing Club, and 

when free of ‘footy’ commitments frequently contested events on the Yarra.  

As the six best double scull crews in the world raced out of the start, from left to right on 

television screens to which so many were glued, Peter Landy was calm, professional and 

impartial. He reminded his audience that the Austrian double, Arnold Jonke and Christoph 

Zerbst, had won at the 1990 world championships, and the Netherlands crew of Hendrik 

Zwolle and Nico Rienks were the reigning world champions. Landy also noted, however, 

perhaps for the benefit of his non-rowing audience, that the Australians were significantly 

smaller and lighter than every other crew in the race, the Austrians and the Dutch in 

particular. 

They certainly were. ‘Ned’ Zwolle and Nico Rienks were undoubtedly the biggest crew in the 

final. Zwolle was 197 centimetres tall and weighed 94 kilograms, while defending champion 

Rienks’ ‘statistics’ were 196 centimetres and 88 kilograms. Peter Antonie estimates the 

Austrians were not as tall as the Dutch and also marginally lighter. But none of them, quite 

definitely, had ever been lightweights. Peter, by comparison, was 182 centimetres tall and 

approximately 76 kilograms, while the diminutive Hawkins was 177 centimetres tall and ‘sub 

75 kilograms’. Little wonder he and Antonie had been dubbed ‘the Pocket Rockets’. 

After 500 metres Spain, on the far side, rating 39 strokes a minute and obviously intent on 

impressing a ‘home’ crowd, were leading narrowly from the Australians, on 38, with the 

Netherlands less than a metre further back. Poland were fourth, the Austrians content to bide 

their time in fifth place, and Estonia last. But only 1.84 seconds covered the whole field. 

Just before the halfway mark Antonie and Hawkins made a small push, and hit the lead – just. 

Their time was 3:07.69 and their rating down one point to 37. But the Dutch were but one 

hundredth of a second in arrears and looking ominously comfortable on 34 strokes a minute. 

So were the Austrians, who had now moved into third place and were rating even lower on 

33. Even now the medals appeared decided: Spain’s early pace had seen them slip back three 

places, and the Poles and Estonians were bringing up the rear. But the two Australian bantams 

were now very much in contention – and the excitement levels among the Australian 
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contingent at the course and those in front of television sets around the world began to rise 

significantly.  

As the race moved into its critical third quarter the pace remained relentless. The Austrians 

raised their rating by one point, but the Dutch, perhaps as planned, increased theirs by three, 

to 37 strokes a minute. Antonie kept the rate at 37, Hawkins called for the major push – and it 

worked: the pair were now clearly in front. As they went past the 1500 metre mark, in 

4:43.13, the Australians led by half a length from the Austrians, with the Dutch now almost a 

boat length behind them. Could the ‘pocket rockets’ possibly be about to inflict on their giant 

opponents a hitherto unimagined defeat? Could they deliver a knockout blow and record an 

astonishing victory? 

Into the final 500 metres of the race they went, and having conserved leg power, the 

Australians now drove them down as never before. Another 250 metres went past, still the 

Australians held the lead – but now the margin was being reduced. ‘Here come the Austrians,’ 

Landy intoned, the urgency in his voice now palpable. The Dutch were no longer in 

contention but yes, the Austrians had begun to claw their way back. Still Antonie maintained 

a high rating, still the Australians maintained their immaculate form, but still the Austrians 

kept coming. It was almost unbearable 

Antonie increased the rating still further in what by now appeared a desperate attempt to hold 

out their fast-finishing opponents, just as Peter Landy abandoned any pretence at objectivity. 

As the Austrians closed in, he instead appointed himself Antonie’s coach… ‘Go, Peter, go! 

You can take the gold from here. But you are going to have to keep the pressure on the end of 

the blades!’ As if… 

Then came the final, wide shot of the race covering the last ten strokes, and now there was no 

way Antonie and Hawkins could lose. They maintained their rating, their desperation and 

their stunning form to the last stroke, and as they shot across the line, Landy yelled: ‘You 

little beauties!’ – an Aussie epithet that was both perfectly accurate and utterly appropriate. 

Australians everywhere joined them, marvelling at and rejoicing in a frenetic and utterly 

fabulous victory. Antonie collapsed backwards in a combination of exhaustion, delirium and 

total relief – and in what appeared a demonstration of ungainly gratitude grasped at Hawkins’ 

legs, then forearms, and finally grabbed him round the neck. In doing so he let go of both 

sculls, leaving an equally exhausted Hawkins the responsibility of ensuring the boat stayed 
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upright and that there was not an undignified and embarrassing end to a stunningly polished 

performance. Then, just as he had on Lake Sursee two weeks earlier, Antonie stood up, arms 

outstretched, as if declaring to the world that yes, he was the Olympic champion. 

And so he was. It had taken 15 years, but now Peter Antonie, brilliantly assisted by a 

crewmate even smaller and lighter than himself, had reached the Olympic pinnacle. It was 

Australia’s first ever win in the double sculls, and its first Olympic rowing gold medal in 44 

years – since Merv Wood won the single sculls title in London in 1948.2687 Australia’s 

winning time was six minutes 17.32 seconds. Austria were second in 6:18.42, and the 

Netherlands third in 6:22.82. Then came Estonia, Poland and Spain. It was Australia’s fifth 

gold medal of the Olympic Games,2688 the judgment of the three selectors having been 

vindicated in the best way imaginable. 

Overjoyed by the result was John Coates. The crew had named their boat after him. ‘It was 

the first and only time I passed an Olympic finishing line first’, Coates exulted, in reference to 

the boat. ‘I was very, very proud of that fact, and of the association’.2689  

The win by the double ensured that the Foursome now felt even more pressure on them to win 

gold. The crew had expected, amid all the pre-Games ‘hype’, that it would be them who 

would be making both history and the headlines, and following superb form in their heat and 

semi-final they were again favourites. But now Antonie and Hawkins had achieved their 

unexpected victory one day before them. The pressure was in no way relieved when an 

ecstatic Antonie told them on arriving back at the team’s accommodation ‘Righto, boys … 

I’ve done my bit, now it’s your turn!’2690 

Despite that pressure the Foursome’s performance in the final was faultless. They had a good 

start followed by a fast first 1000 metres. James Tomkins had said that any crew that kept 

with them would pay the price later in the race, and so it transpired. The Australians took a 

small lead at half-way, where the Americans also made a move. Tomkins and his crew 

withstood the challenge, then with 750 metres to go, issued another of their own. It proved to 

                                                

2687 Poke, R., Peter Antonie, op. cit., pp. 153–155. 
2688 ibid., p. 157. 
2689 ibid., p. 155. 
2690 ibid., p. 159. 
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be the winning tactic. From then on the race was never in doubt.2691 In the most exemplary 

and emphatic manner imaginable the crew confirmed their status as favourites and won 

Australia’s second rowing gold medal of the Games in 5 minutes 55.04, more than a second-

and-a-half ahead of the United States, who held a similar advantage over Slovenia. And the 

Foursome, too created history: they were the first Australian crew to win an Olympic gold 

medal in sweep rowing. Peter Antonie gleefully remembers visiting the four’s flat and waiting 

for them after they had won. ‘James Tomkins walked up to me, looked me in the eye, and 

said: ‘Don’t you ever do that to me again!’2692 

13.17  More Medals 

Australia completed a momentous international year when, at the World Junior and 

Lightweight Championships in Montreal, the team won the women’s junior pairs, the 

women’s lightweight fours and men’s lightweight double sculls. It also secured three silver 

medals. The junior pair were South Australians Alison Davies and Victoria Toogood, coached 

by Simon Gillett. Victorians Minnie Cade and Deirdre Fraser, together with Virginia Lee of 

New South Wales and the ACT’s Elizabeth Moller, won the lightweight coxless fours ahead 

of favourites Great Britain after appearing to throw away the race in the first 250 metres when 

catching a huge ‘crab’. The men’s lightweight sculls combination, Bruce Hick and Gary 

Lynagh, half of the lightweight quad that had won gold in Vienna a year earlier, maintained 

the form they had demonstrated in Lucerne by finishing 1.55 seconds ahead of Austria, with 

arch-rivals Switzerland third. The winning time was 6 minutes 24.68 seconds. The silver 

medals came courtesy of three juniors crews, Sinclair Taylor and Tim Kent in the double 

sculls, David Cameron and Duncan Ashby in the pairs and another South Australian 

combination, Carmen Klomp and Anna Ozolins, in the double sculls.2693 There to see them 

perform was Peter Antonie, who, rather than travel home to a hero’s welcome, instead flew to 

Montreal to support an old friend, Brian Dalton, coach of what proved to be the winning 

women’s lightweight four. Antonie’s comment on Dalton’s triumph? ‘They finally gave him 

such a good crew even he couldn’t stuff it up!’2694 

                                                

2691 ‘Australia’s best year’, Australian Rowing, September 1992, pp. 7, 26. 
2692 Poke, R., Peter Antonie, op. cit., p. 161. 
2693 ‘Australia’s best year’, Australian Rowing, September 1992, pp. 7, 26.  
2694 Poke, R., Peter Antonie, op. cit., pp. 162–163. 
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13.18  Intervarsity 1992 

The final domestic event on the 1992 program, hosted by the Adelaide University Boat Club, 

was the Intervarsity Regatta at West Lakes. It was estimated to have been the biggest yet, 

having attracted some 350 competitors. Queensland University won the Oxford and 

Cambridge Cup, and to the great delight of the locals Adelaide University, stroked by Alison 

Davies, won the women’s eights. However, Melbourne University regained the Centenary 

Cup for the most points accumulated.2695 

13.19  New Club, ‘State’, Rejection and Reward 

No doubt as a result of his contribution to Australia’s Olympics performance Tim McLaren 

was appointed director of coaching at the newly-created UTS/Haberfield Rowing Club, and 

was joined by Ellen Randell. They were to be assisted by Michael Wilson, one of the key 

figures in the negotiation of the new venture.2696 Meanwhile the ACT Rowing Association 

was to hold discussions with its parent body, the New South Wales Rowing Association, 

about the ACT obtaining statehood. There were a number of compelling reasons for such a 

move, notably that the ACT now had self-government and the association was largely self-

funded.2697 

As 1993 began Michael Eastaughffe had replaced Roger Moore as South Australia’s 

Councillor, and Sydney Rowing Club had again rejected a proposition that the Sydney 

Women’s Rowing Club merge with them. An editorial in the March edition of Australian 

Rowing chided the club, referring to the number of schoolgirls entering the sport and the 

opportunity being denied them. Even Swan River Rowing Club in Perth, a male bastion for 

years, had realised the importance of having women as full-time members.2698  

For James Tomkins there came another award. The global Amateur Athletics Foundation, 

formerly the Helms Foundation, named James the outstanding athlete, not just in Australia but 

throughout the Oceania region, in recognition of the achievements of the Oarsome Foursome. 

Previous winners had been Clive Disher, Bobby Pearce and Merv Wood. Both Nick Green 

                                                

2695 Buckrich, J., op. cit., p. 253. 
2696 McLennan, R., ‘News From the states: New South Wales’, Australian Rowing, December 1992, pp. 27–28. 
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and Stephen Hawkins received an OAM in recognition of their achievements in Barcelona, 

James Tomkins and Peter Antonie having already received the award. Rowing had earlier 

received further kudos at the Sport Australia Awards. Team of the Year were the Oarsome 

Foursome, while Noel Donaldson was named Team Coach of the Year.2699 

13.20  Heads of the River 1993 

The 1993 New South Wales Schoolgirls’ Head of the River was held at Penrith as part of the 

NSWRA/St George Regatta. Sydney Girls’ High retained the ‘highest points score’ trophy, 

winning among other events the lightweight and open fours. However, winners of the first 

eights this time were North Sydney Girls’ High School.2700 A week later came the boys’ 

contest and high drama as the King’s School eight denied Newington a record fifth 

consecutive title. King’s, who had been Newington’s closest rivals all season, won by 3.2 

seconds.2701 On the Barwon, Geelong College returned to the winners’ list after a two-year 

hiatus by heading home Melbourne and Geelong Grammar,2702 the latter triumphant at the 

girls’ regatta.2703 The Queensland girls’ ‘head’ was won by Brisbane State High School, ahead 

of Brisbane Girls’ Grammar and Somerville, and the boys’ by Brisbane Boys’ College, who 

led home the Southport School and Gregory Terrace. This would be the last such event on the 

Brisbane River.2704 In South Australia Prince Alfred had dominated boys’ racing throughout 

the latter half of the season and took that form into the final to secure the school’s first win in 

nine years. Stroked by Anna Muecke, Walford never looked like losing the girls’ race, despite 

the rain, and powered down the West Lakes course to beat Scotch by a massive eleven 

seconds.2705 The Western Australian Schoolgirls’ Head of the River was again won by 

Penrhos, who with 100 metres to go turned on the power to deprive St Hilda’s of the win. 

They thus extended their winning run to four.2706 The state’s schoolboys’ ‘head’ was won by 

                                                

2699 ‘ARC News: More awards’, Australian Rowing, March 1993, p. 4. 
2700 ‘Sydney GH do it again’, Australian Rowing, vol. 16, no. 2, May 1993, p. 34. 
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Guildford Grammar.2707 In Tasmania the Hutchins School eight again reigned supreme, as did 

Scotch Oakburn at the girls’ regatta.2708 

13.21  National Regatta 1993 

The national and interstate regatta at Lake Wivenhoe in Queensland was described as one of 

the best ever staged. Apart from the fine weather throughout the five days of competition the 

rowing was of a high standard. Among winners of national titles was former West Australian 

Emy Snook, now with the AIS, winner of the women’s sculls, while Peter Antonie again 

prevailed in the men’s event.2709 Victoria won the King’s Cup for the eighth time in 

succession, Western Australia unable to withstand a sustained sprint over the closing stages as 

Victoria, stroked by Mike McKay, got home by nine one hundredths of a second. The 

winning time was 5 minutes 36.76 seconds. The women’s interstate race for the ULVA trophy 

also went to Victoria, who, stroked by Georgie Douglas, won by a length ahead of New South 

Wales and South Australia. The President’s Cup became a battle of the lightweights. Jason 

Day from Victoria led early but in the third 500 Olympic champion Stephen Hawkins, 

representing Tasmania, turned on the turbos and came home a length ahead of Gary Lynagh 

of Queensland and Bruce Hick of New South Wales. The women’s race, and a sculling 

double, went to Emy Snook, now representing New South Wales, a convincing winner ahead 

of title holder Pip Alder of Western Australia and Queensland’s Marina Hatzakis. In the 

closest ever finish of the Wilkinson Cup for youth eights New South Wales were declared the 

winners by 1/100th of a second from Victoria, officials having deliberated for more than 

twenty minutes. South Australia won a tight Penrith Cup race ahead of Tasmania, while yet 

again Victoria won the corresponding women’s race for the Victoria Cup, but only just. New 

South Wales were but a tenth of a second in arrears.2710  

13.22  Lightweight Triumph 

At an Extraordinary FISA Congress in Budapest in January further progress was made 

towards lightweight men and women contesting the Olympic Games. Again, specific 

categories discussed were the men’s lightweight four and lightweight double scull, and the 
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women’s lightweight double scull, it being envisaged that they would replace the men’s coxed 

four and coxed pair and the women’s coxless pair. However, opponents of the motion had not 

wanted the open weight status of the Olympics affected. ARC president Reg McKay 

nevertheless supported the motion, as did leading rowing countries such as Canada, Italy, 

China, Denmark, Austria and the Netherlands. Each based their arguments on the statistical 

evidence of average body weights in different countries and regions. The developing and 

mainly lightweight countries insisted they needed the Olympic ideal to boost funding, and that 

the domination of Olympic rowing by European and North American countries was to the 

long-term detriment of international and Olympic rowing competition. FISA president Denis 

Oswald weighed into the debate, saying rowing needed worldwide promotion, participation 

and competition for the future of the sport. The Congress agreed, voting 81 votes to 39 in 

favour of the motion.2711  

The Executive Board of the International Olympic Committee approved the new Olympic 

rowing program submitted by FISA, and confirmed that at the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games 

the men’s lightweight four and double would replace the coxed four and coxed pair, and the 

women’s coxless pair would be replaced by the women’s lightweight double scull.2712 

13.23  Two Trans-Tasmans 

The Junior Trans-Tasman Challenge, held in May at West Lakes, comprised a four-event 

regatta on each of three consecutive days. For many contesting the event this was their first 

experience of rowing at international level. The Australian women’s double, Erica Neill and 

Kate Muecke, were far too strong for their Kiwi opponents, winning by large margins each 

time. Ralph Cruickshank and Rob Plater in the men’s double also won each of their races 

convincingly. However, New Zealand turned the tables in both the women’s coxless four and 

the men’s eight, the contest therefore resulting in a tie. This nevertheless meant that Australia 

maintained the trophy, having won it outright the previous year.2713 

On Lake Karapiro the Australian Under 23 team won its eleventh consecutive Trans-Tasman 

Challenge against New Zealand to retain the Rusty Robertson Trophy, the two nations again 

contesting the same seven-race program three days in a row. Australia recorded a clean sweep 
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in the men’s eight, double scull, the women’s double and lightweight double, New Zealand 

doing likewise via the men’s lightweight double and women’s four. Only in the men’s 

lightweight four was an Australian clean sweep denied, New Zealand winning race two.2714 

13.24  Batschi Downgrades 

Reinhold Batschi had meanwhile made a second major decision. The man who had led and 

dominated Australian coaching since coming to Australia in 1979 and for whom 1992 had 

been a halcyon year, resigned his position of national head coach so as to again concentrate 

solely on his responsibilities as head coach at the AIS. Named as a temporary replacement 

was Theo Koerner, the East German who made such a success of the position leading up to 

and during the 1990 world championships in Tasmania. Professor Koerner would be 

responsible for supervising crews entering the Lucerne International Regatta, would attend the 

world championships team assembly on 2 August, and remain with the Australian team until 

the end of the championships on 9 September.2715  

13.25  Schoolboys’ Triumph 

On the other side of the world an Australian schoolboy crew pulled off a totally unexpected 

but ultimately historic victory at the prestigious Henley Royal Regatta. The Brisbane Boys’ 

College eight, coached by 1976 Olympian Ian Luxford, was the first Australian crew to not 

only enter but win the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup, originally instituted in 1946 for 

public schools in the United Kingdom. Having been opened to overseas entries in 1964, 

fifteen foreign crews subsequently won the event, but the Brisbane school’s victory was the 

first by an eight from the southern hemisphere. In order to reach the final the crew overcame 

England’s Cheltenham College, Holy Cross Secondary School from Canada, La Salle College 

High School from the United States, and England’s Kingston Grammar School. In the final 

they defeated an eight from arguably the most prestigious school in the world, Eton 

College.2716 
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13.26  Junior and Senior ‘Worlds’ 

At the 1993 World Junior Championships in Aarungen, Norway the Australian team secured a 

gold, silver and bronze medal, all seven entries contesting finals. Top of the range were the 

South Australian pair, Peta Coudraye and Amy Safe, who led home Romania and Great 

Britain in a time of 7 minutes 35.73 seconds. Their fellow South Australian Sports Institute 

colleague Sally Newmarch took the silver in the single sculls, behind Germany’s powerful 

Katrin Rutschow. The Trans-Tasman Challenge combination, Rob Plater and Ralph 

Cruickshank, capped the team’s great performance with a bronze in the double sculls behind 

Germany and Austria.2717  

The senior world championships were this year held in Roudnice, in the Czech Republic, a 

nation only since the first day of the year following the self-determined split of the federal 

state of Czechoslovakia into the Czech Republic and Slovakia2718 The Oarsome Foursome 

took a break from international competition, and to the surprise of some and the regret of 

many the Antonie-Hawkins partnership was no more. Not only were the two geographically 

incompatible, but, temporarily at least, double sculling no longer suited Peter’s lifestyle. He 

was by now well advanced on his business and economics degree, and had decided it was a 

lot easier for him to fit the single into his work and study commitments. Hawkins, too, was 

back in the single in Tasmania, with a view to challenging for the world lightweight crown. 

Peter surmised that perhaps he and Hawkins did not want to put together again something that 

had been so good and perhaps would be hard to replicate. Ever the competitor, however, he 

linked up with fellow Victorian Jason Day in a double.2719  

Come the championships Australia maintained its new-found international reputation by 

winning a gold and two silver medals, and ten crews from a squad of fifteen made finals. 

Leading the charge were the lightweight double of Bruce Hick and Gary Lynagh, coached by 

Bob Bleakley, who made it ‘two from two’ following their exploits in Montreal a year earlier. 

Having been led by the still dangerous Swiss for much of the journey the pair left their best 

until last and powered home to win by 0.09 of a second, with Italy third. The women’s pair, 

Tory Toogood and Alison Davies, had already demonstrated great promise when winning 
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gold in the junior pairs in Montreal. In their first outing in the senior ranks they came from 

well back in the field to grab silver from a United States pair, a French combination taking 

gold. Stephen Hawkins secured a full set of medals with his silver in the lightweight sculls. 

Tasmania’s favourite rowing son hit the lead just before the 1750 metre mark when Britain’s 

Peter Haining hit a buoy, but the Scot regained his composure and was too strong over the 

final stages, winning by half a length. A major disappointment, however, was the Antonie-

Day combination who found themselves out of the final when finishing fourth in the semi. 

Making their debut at a world championships were a squad of disabled rowers, who made an 

excellent start. Western Australian Michael Briggs led all the way in the sliding seat event to 

take gold, while compatriot Roger Blake, from Tasmania, won silver in the fixed seat 

category. Rowing thus became the first Olympic sport to include disabled events at its world 

championships.2720  

13.27  ‘The Winner is ... Sydney!’ 

In September came the stunning announcement from the IOC that Sydney had been awarded 

the 2000 Olympic Games. There were many who had been involved in the bidding campaign 

from the outset, when the Sydney 2000 committee unveiled its logo in May 1991. Not the 

least of them was the President of the Australian Olympic Committee, John Coates, for whom 

Sydney’s successful bid was a personal triumph. It was noted that the likely venue for the 

Olympic Regatta would be the Nepean Lakes complex already under construction at 

Penrith.2721 

13.28  Intervarsity 1993 

The last major event of the year was the Australian Universities Regatta, held at Collie in 

Western Australia, venue for the ill-fated 1989 National Regatta. Ironically, nothing much 

changed where the weather was concerned, but this time the regatta was completed, with 

Adelaide University the clear winner, particularly in the women’s events. Their eight, four 

and pair won by clear margins.2722  
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13.29  Administrative Change 

The year 1994 began with a major resignation – that of ARC President Reg McKay. 

Executive Board member Roger Moore also resigned and CEO Bob Hemery flagged his 

retirement. At issue was the alleged inability of the Council to attract major commercial 

sponsorship despite Australia’s unprecedented Olympic and World Championships successes. 

Comparisons were also made with the success achieved by some states in gaining 

sponsorship. A further factor was the perceived lack within the Council of a national media 

network. 

  

This latter item was quickly resolved and a network set up, with the assistance of state-based 

personnel having some media experience. WA Councillor Berry Durston became acting 

president: he and finance director Ray Hammon would conduct the affairs of the Council until 

a new board was established in March. Noted following the transformation was the 

unenviable task Reg McKay had undertaken following the successful Coates-Boultbee years. 

His dedication to rowing throughout some of the sport’s most successful times was also 

lauded. Noted too was the fact that Reg had been re-elected in 1992. Bob Hemery retired on 

17 February having produced a 1991–1995 Development Plan – and seen the number of 

active rowers in Australia rise from 16,000 in 1990 to more than 28,000 in 1993.2723 Bob 

would continue to be a volunteer member of the ARC Marketing and Public Relations 

Commission.2724 

13.30  Well Earned Award 

The Canberra rowing community had meanwhile been delighted with the news that triple 

world champion Bruce Hick had been awarded an OAM in the Australia Day Honours List. 

The award was for ‘services to rowing’, notably Bruce’s achievements in being a member of 

the world champion lightweight quad in 1991, and, with Gary Lynagh, the double sculls 

world champions in 1992 and 1993. A degree of mystery arose, however – because Gary 

missed out! There had been a similar occurrence in Britain, when Olympic gold medallist 
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Steve Redgrave was awarded an OBE but partner Andy Holmes was overlooked. However, 

Holmes received his medal the next time round, and it was anticipated Lynagh would too.2725  

13.31  Heads of the River 1994 

Having in 1993 had a five-win NSW Head of the River run ended by King’s, Newington this 

year struck back immediately, while Sydney Girls’ High won back the trophy they had 

secured in 1992.2726 In Victoria, both the boys’ and girls’ races were won by Geelong 

Grammar.2727 The Queensland Head of the River this year switched to Wivenhoe and was won 

by St Joseph’s College Gregory Terrace.2728 Somerville House won the girls’ event by a 

canvas from Brisbane State High School, followed by All Hallows.2729 St Peter’s regained the 

boys’ crown in South Australia, with Walford taking their run of wins in the girls’ race to 

four.2730 In Western Australia Aquinas won back the boys’ crown it had last worn in 1989,2731 

and Methodist Ladies’ College (MLC) won their first title.2732 The Tasmanian result fell to 

Scotch Oakburn College for the first time since 1987 while the girls’ race, like WA’s, was 

won for the first time ever by The Friends’ School.2733  

13.32  Tasmanian Nationals 

The major feature of the national championships at Lake Barrington was the return of the 

Oarsome Foursome to competition, their first since the 1992 Olympics triumph. While they 

had only begun full training two months earlier, they showed they had lost none of the skills 

that had taken them to the top of the world in Barcelona, their winning time a respectable 6 

minutes 02.25 seconds.2734 Come the interstate events Emy Snook, representing New South 

Wales, completed a resounding national/interstate ‘double’ by stamping her authority on her 

race early, leading by three, five and eight seconds at the first three ‘500’ markers and by ten 

at the finish. Awaited with eager anticipation was the corresponding men’s race between 

Victoria’s Jason Day, who a day earlier had wrecked Peter Antonie’s bid for a fourth national 
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title, and Stephen Hawkins, winner of the national lightweight title the previous day and now 

representing Tasmania. The locals were looking to Hawkins for a repeat of last year’s race at 

Wivenhoe, when he had rowed Day down, but it didn’t happen. In the second 500 of the race 

Day opened up a three-second gap, and using the holding headwind to his advantage eased 

home to emulate Emy Snook’s performance. The Penrith Cup for lightweight fours saw South 

Australia dominate again, and it was anticipated that in the corresponding women’s race for 

the Victoria Cup, the state after which the trophy was named would extend its winning run to 

17 years. A day earlier, however, a Western Australian crew had won the national title – and 

in the interstate event repeated the effort, thus ending Victoria’s long run. With the Oarsome 

Foursome aboard Victoria were always favourites for the King’s Cup, and so it proved. The 

dark blues were three seconds ahead at half way and maintained their lead to the finish, ahead 

of New South Wales and Queensland.2735 

13.33  Timing Protest 

Following the national regatta the editor of the Australian Rowing magazine, Ken Matts, 

railed against the inability of the ARC and the private schools to agree about the timing of the 

six annual Head of the River regattas, which in previous years had quite frequently clashed 

with the ‘nationals’. Ken’s timing was a bit out: this year, for the first time in several years the 

respective dates had not clashed, and schools from every state had been able to attend 

Australia’s premier event. Based on previous years, however, Matts noted that it would be of 

benefit to the sport if a large turn-out of schools at Australia’s premier event could be 

repeated annually.  

In recent years, meanwhile, there been an increased number of entries from schoolgirl crews. 

In a barely disguised swipe at the boys schools, Matts opined that their female counterparts 

‘do not seem to be tied to old, outdated beliefs held by private boys school administrations; 

that their school competition is more important than the sport itself’. Opinion at the course, 

Matts further noted, ‘was that if only half of those girls continued rowing once they left 

school [and progressed] to club competition in every state, women’s rowing in the future 

would indeed be very strong’.2736 
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13.34  Sydney Sees Sense 

A year after it had again rejected a merger proposal by the Sydney Women’s Rowing Club, 

Sydney Rowing Club, as reported in the March 1994 edition of the Australian Rowing 

magazine, ‘finally caught up with the rest of the world’ and after 123 years amended its 

constitution to allow the entry of women as equal members.2737 The first to walk ‘where no 

woman had walked before’ was 17-year-old Julia Daffy, who had been admitted to the club in 

January as ‘its first competitive woman rower.’ Interviewed in April while competing at the 

national championships, Julia said: ‘There is a good club spirit and I haven’t had any 

problems ... In fact just the opposite – I have plenty of offers to carry my boat and I never 

have to wash it! It’s great; all I have to do is row.’2738  

13.35  Hale Expands 

One of Australia’s premier boat builders, Ted Hale, continued to carve out his niche in the 

market, not on home soil but in China. Hale concluded a deal enabling him to establish a 

factory in the city of Zhaoqing building single sculls. He anticipated producing his full range 

of racing boats once local workers had been trained by Australian experts.2739 

13.36  Generational Changes 

A major transformation had meanwhile taken place at the top of Australian rowing’s 

administration, key positions filled almost simultaneously. Islay Lee, a member of Sydney 

Rowing Club, a dual Olympian, and three-time stroke of winning New South Wales King’s 

Cup crews, had become the new president. In a major address to the 1994 King’s Cup dinner 

in Tasmania shortly after his ascendancy Lee pledged to make Australian rowing ‘even 

stronger than it is already ...’. He paid tribute to his predecessor, noting that during Reg 

McKay’s presidency ‘Australia enjoyed more international success than at any other time’. 

Also lauded were John Coates and John Boultbee. Coates, according to Lee, ‘more than 

anyone ... could see the need for our sport to become much more professional in its 

administration and coaching’. Boultbee, he averred, ‘provided the sport with a 

professionalism which was the envy of all other sports. His eye for detail [was] renowned, 
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and was recognised when he was appointed Secretary-General of FISA’. Lee told his 

audience that a major priority would be to address the loss of school rowers to the sport once 

they had left school, and called on clubs to be more proactive where their recruiting was 

concerned.  

The new CEO was David Schier, former president of the Tasmanian Rowing Association and 

chair of the 1990 World Rowing Championships organising committee. David had been 

Tasmania’s delegate to the ARC since 1984 and a member of the Australian delegation to 

FISA congresses since 1985. He noted following his appointment that he was part of a 

generational change. Joining him on the Executive Board would be Victorian dual Olympian 

and three-time King’s Cup winner Jim Lowe (Director, Finance), and four-time Queensland 

sculling representative and now international coach Bob Bleakley. New South Wales 

administrator Jon Lanning returned to the fold. State Councillors were Tony Brown (NSW), 

Andrew Guerin (Victoria), Ray Ebert (Queensland), Michael Eastaughffe (South Australia) 

and Berry Durston (Western Australia), while replacing David Schier as Councillor for 

Tasmania would be David Williams.2740 

The final member of the new administration was Simon Gillett, whose international success 

as a lightweight oarsman had carried over into his coaching. Simon had just finished a 

successful stint as head rowing coach at the South Australian Sports Institute following three 

years as National Director of Coaching Education, and he had taken his state to the stage 

where it was once again a force in Australian rowing. Testimony to this were the wins at Lake 

Barrington in the men’s lightweight four, the women’s four and the women’s youth eight. 

Simon would now be Australia’s Head Coach.2741  

One of the first decisions made by the new administration was to withdraw from the Senior B 

series against New Zealand. It believed the selection of national crews for the under 23 

competition was not the best way forward, and proposed instead an international under 22 

competition in 1995 open to other nations, New Zealand included. The Council hoped in 

particular to attract Asian nations. It saw no need, however, to discontinue the Trans-Tasman 

Junior Series – despite New Zealand winning this year‘s contest at Ruataniwha!2742  
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13.37  Trans-Tasman Turnaround 

Indeed, at West Lakes in July the Kiwis very nearly won the final Under 23 Trans-Tasman 

Challenge as well, only for two Australian crews that had lost their first two races to undergo 

a dramatic change in form on the last day. The women’s four – Christina Bursill, Bronwyn 

Thompson, Sarah Foster and Toni Reside – had in races one and two trailed the New Zealand 

crew, although not by much. In the final race the crews again went stroke for stroke before the 

Australians held on to a narrow lead. The four were ably supported by the women’s double, 

Margot Tidey and Fleur McIntyre, who also reversed a two-race deficit. Consistent winners 

over the three-day series of races were the men’s double, Ralph Cruickshank and Matt 

Cordery.2743 

13.38  More Medals  

The Australian Under 23 team that contested the international Nations Cup Regatta in Paris 

won two silver medals and a bronze. Haberfield twins Geoff and James Stewart won the first 

silver, holding their form in a close final behind Italy but ahead of Norway. Likewise the 

men’s lightweight double, Darren Balmforth and Chris Ohlrich, second behind Sweden but in 

front of another Norwegian combination. In the corresponding women’s event Anita 

Bollinger and Joanna Morgan pushed away from Norway in the final 500 to gain bronze 

behind Germany and Italy.2744  

The Australian World Junior Championships team returned from Munich with one gold and 

three bronze medals. The recipient of massive plaudits was Amy Safe, who, following her 

pairs gold in 1993, had made a hugely successful transition to sculling. Following a titanic 

struggle with Celine Garcia of France down the 1972 Olympics Games course, Amy won her 

second world junior title – by just 0.19 of second. Her fellow South Australians, Tami Stone 

and Anna Tree, grabbed double sculls bronze behind crews from Switzerland and Germany, 

while the men’s coxed four – Neil Oakes, Wade Barber, Ben Chapman and Monte Golding, 

steered by Stuart Masson – made it a South Australian trifecta when they too took bronze, 

behind Romania and Germany. The men’s double, Martin Inglis from New South Wales and 
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Queenslander Haimisch Karrasch, couldn’t get past the winners, France, and the second-

placed Germans.2745  

13.39  The Gold Medal Plan 

Meanwhile the activities of the new administration had been centred on a Federal 

Government initiative aimed at ensuring Australia’s success at the Sydney Olympic Games in 

2000 – the Gold Medal Plan (GMP). Throughout July and August rowing’s new CEO and 

Head Coach had meetings with officers from the Australian Sports Commission, including its 

Executive Director, Jim Ferguson. As a result, the budget allocation for rowing within the 

Plan, subsequently referred to by the government as the Olympic Athlete Program, exceeded 

$3 million, inclusive of the AIS budget of $826,000. Key priorities identified were 

international competition ($1.1 million), national camps ($326,000), state-based Intensive 

Training Centres ($500,000) and athlete support scholarships ($290,000). David Schier said 

the Commission’s officials had made it clear that funds identified within the GMP were 

contingent on results. Jim Ferguson told a Sydney workshop in May that success measured 

mainly by medals was essential to continued funding under the Plan.2746 

13.40  Implementation 

Simon Gillett was meanwhile planning to negotiate with state associations, state-based 

institutes of sport and academies, to discuss the establishment of training centres under the 

umbrella of the Gold Medal Plan. The initial priority was to identify rowers likely to seek 

selection for the 1995 junior and senior world rowing championships, then to identify those 

aiming to be in 1996 and 1997 teams. Simon was backed up by his CEO, who stated that the 

institutes and academies had a fundamental role to play over the following six years in the 

delivery of world championships medals. ‘The targetting of funds for rowers and coaches in 

the development stage from junior to senior, and the provision of support services, sports 

science, testing, domestic travel and equipment, will ensure the overall success of the GMP’, 

David Schier said.2747 
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13.41  Falling Short 

En route to the Indianapolis world championships venue Australia’s huge squad contested a 

Commonwealth Regatta at London, Ontario. The overall medal tally following two days of 

competition was seven gold, eleven silver and two bronze.2748 The world championships 

medal tally would prove somewhat more frugal.  

At the behest of Simon Gillett a record number of twenty-one Australian entries faced the 

starter at Indianapolis. Of that number, twelve crews made their finals, and four won medals – 

but none gold.  

Ranked highest were the men’s lightweight four, Andrew Stunnell, Bruce Hick, Gary Lynagh 

and James Seppelt, who gained a well-earned silver medal behind Denmark, Germany taking 

the bronze. For Hick and Lynagh this was the fifth world championships medal, including 

three golds, since 1990. A promising Sydney Rowing Club pair had emerged during the 

domestic season, Richard Wearne and Robert Walker, coached by dual Olympic gold 

medallist Harald Jahrling from the former East Germany. They fully earned their selection 

with a brave bronze behind Great Britain’s Olympic champions Matthew Pinsent and Steve 

Redgrave and a German combination. In the women’s pairs France surged past Romania at 

the 1750 metre mark, leaving Australia and Germany rowing stroke for stroke. Anna Ozolins 

and Carmen Klomp were up to the challenge and also won a plucky bronze. The women’s 

four were fourth at the 500 and 1000, only a length off the pace. The crew – Alison Davies, 

Megan Still, Kate Slatter and Tory Toogood – then went past Germany but couldn’t catch the 

winners, France, and second-placed Romania, settling instead for a well-earned bronze medal. 

Sadly, Nick McDonald-Crowley and Peter Antonie could manage only ninth in the double, 

while Stephen Hawkins was last in the petit final. It was later revealed he had been far from 

well.2749  

Head coach Simon Gillett said at the end of the regatta that to some extent the results 

indicated the generational change in Australian rowing. He said Australia had a large pool of 

extremely talented athletes either making their way into the elite ranks or being exposed to 

international competition. He also criticised the conditions the competitors had to contend 
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with, many competitors renaming the venue Windyanapolis!2750 There were those, however, 

who thought Simon had been too ambitious.  

13.42  Plaudits 

At a function some weeks after the world championships Amy Safe became the first South 

Australian athlete to adorn the Wall of Honour at the South Australian Sports Institute twice. 

The honour recognised her great win at the World Junior Championships, and the fact that she 

had subsequently been promoted to the women’s quad that gained fourth place in 

Indianapolis. Amy thereby became the first Australian to have competed at the junior and 

senior world championships in the same year.2751  

13.43  A Resignation 

Meanwhile Bruce Greenland had replaced Ray Ebert as ARC Councillor for Queensland, and 

Dennis Hatcher had resigned from his position as a national selector, a position he had held 

for six years. In his letter of resignation Dennis noted that Australian rowing’s fortunes were 

at an all-time high, and he had been privileged to have been involved. The highlight, he said, 

had been the Barcelona Olympic Games.2752  

13.44  World Masters 

Late in September came the World Masters Games in Brisbane, rowing held on the Wivenhoe 

Dam. The regatta attracted almost a thousand competitors, some two hundred of whom were 

from overseas. Among the winners were Olympians Robin Bakker and Ian Luxford, while the 

irrepressible Jeff Sykes and crewmate Jeff Watt managed to contest events in three categories: 

C, D and E. A standout performance among the women came from Western Australia’s Patti 

Pinkerton, winner in the C sculls, pairs, quad and eight.2753 

13.45  Intervarsity 1994 

The 1994 Australian Universities Championships were hosted at Lake Barrington by 

Tasmania University Boat Club. A major feature of the event was the weather, with snow, 
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hail, gale force winds and sunshine all prevalent. However, races on the two final days were 

rowed in close to perfect conditions. Overall winner of the event was the University of 

Western Australia, who the previous year had only managed fifth place.2754 

13.46  Long-Range Aims 

Three members of the Oarsome Foursome, triple world lightweight champions Bruce Hick 

and Gary Lynagh, world junior sculling champion Amy Safe and several more 1994 world 

championships medallists were among 180 rowers and scullers who assembled in Canberra on 

Thursday 8 December for a trial marking the start of Australia’s bid for Olympic gold at 

Atlanta and Sydney. They became part of a spectacular armada of up to 140 boats that on 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday morning contested a 5.5 kilometre time trial on Lake Burley 

Griffin. Their performances were measured against prognostic speeds it was estimated would 

win gold medals at the 1996 Olympic Games.  

The idea of rowing’s ‘first fleet’ came from Simon Gillett, now resident in Canberra. Gillett 

had noted that at this time of the year Australia’s major opponents, all of them from the 

northern hemisphere, were at the endurance stage of their training. He therefore decided that 

given most world championships were held north of the equator, Australia’s high 

performance rowers should link their training to the northern hemisphere calendar.  

‘Until now we’ve raced all through Australia’s summer, selected our national crews, then put 

them through an endurance phase just as our northern hemisphere opponents begin racing,’ 

Gillett conjectured. ‘Linking our program to that of our opposition should enable us to be far 

stronger than in previous years when we race in Europe and North America prior to and at the 

world championships during Australia’s winter.’  

It was a revolutionary idea that David Schier said would involve fundamental changes to 

Australia’s national rowing calendar. ‘We’re in the process of taking a long hard look at the 

structure of our sport. It’s not beyond the realms of possibility that Simon’s suggestion will 

mean fundamental changes to our program,’ Schier said.  

All three weekend trials saw scullers and crews being sent away at 30 second intervals. 

Friday’s trial involved single scullers and pairs, with larger boats taking part on Saturday and 
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Sunday. The camp was the first of several Gillett had planned for Australian contenders. The 

fourth member of the Oarsome, Nick Green, was trekking in Nepal during the trials. Gillett 

said he hoped walking was not all Green was doing at high altitude.2755 

13.47  ACT Advances 

At its final 1994 meeting late in November the ARC foreshadowed the prospect of the ACT 

Rowing Association becoming its seventh member state. The ACTRA had for many years 

been affiliated to the NSWRA. The Council granted the Canberrans observer status forthwith, 

their full membership contingent upon meeting set criteria a year hence. Queensland had been 

the last state to join the then AARC – in 1926, almost 70 years ago.2756  

13.48  Drugs Appeal 

In late January 1995 FISA Secretary-General John Boultbee paid a visit to his homeland, and 

at a media conference held at the UTS Haberfield club in Sydney announced that FISA had 

not detected one case of steroid abuse in the past four years. He added that in rowing any 

athlete found to have taken steroids was automatically banned for life. He therefore urged 

sports banning steroid users for short periods to reconsider their penalties, because the lenient 

approach only encouraged abuse. John was accompanied by British superstars Steve 

Redgrave and Matthew Pinsent, in Australia as part of a training camp. Redgrave, the winner 

of three consecutive Olympic gold medals, announced he would retire after the 1996 Games 

in Atlanta, having, he hoped, won the fourth gold medal that would make him the sport’s 

most successful oarsman.2757  

13.49  ‘Heads’ 1995 

Sydney’s Shore School, coached by 1976 Olympian Gary Uebergang, had been experiencing 

a particularly successful season, winning the state youth eights championship and every other 

schools race. Little wonder they added the GPS title to their list. Given the progress being 

made on the Penrith Lakes project, it was the last time the race was rowed on the Nepean.2758 
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The schoolgirls’ title was won for the first time by the Wenona School in North Sydney.2759 In 

Victoria Carey Grammar triumphed for the first time in ten years,2760 while the Geelong 

Grammar girls completed a hat trick of wins.2761 Brisbane Grammar School came from 

nowhere to win the Queensland boys’ title, in the process beating last year’s winner and 

runner up, St Joseph’s and Brisbane Boys’ College.2762 The girls’ contest was won by 

Somerville House from St Margaret’s Anglican Girls School and Brisbane State High.2763 In 

South Australia there came a rare victory for Seymour College. The school had not won the 

Head of the River for two generations: since 1954. Not content with one such win, however, 

the college also won the second eights! Walford experienced contrasting fortunes. They won 

the girls’ head for the fifth year running.2764 In the West Aquinas repeated their 1994 win,2765 

as did Methodist Ladies College,2766 while in Tasmania the Hutchins School took back the 

boys’ title it had lost in 1994 and Launceston Church Grammar won the girls’ title for the first 

time.2767  

At the other end of the age spectrum, a future convenor of the New South Wales GPS, Mick 

Smith from Sydney University, had notched up his 32nd state championship at the age of 

38.2768  

13.50  Weather Reprieve 

Six years after the ’cyclone regatta’ at Collie in Western Australia, at which almost the entire 

national and interstate finals were wiped out, the 1995 event in WA’s south-west was blessed 

with fine weather all week. The major highlight was the Oarsome Foursome’s return to the 

top of the dais, the crew keeping out a Sydney combination, albeit by just a second. Another 

was Emy Snook’s completion of a double hat trick. She first won the women’s national 

sculling title for the third time in succession, then a day later emulated that performance when 

again winning the interstate title, on this occasion for Western Australia. Also a highlight was 
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Peter Antonie’s return to the winners’ list, when, in the final of the national sculls contest he 

reversed the 1994 result by consigning reigning champion Jason Day to second place. Richard 

Wearne and Robert Walker added the national coxless pairs championship to their list of 

achievements in an all-the-way win, but there was an upset in the women’s pairs when fellow 

world championships bronze medallists Carmen Klomp and Anna Ozolins were beaten by 

Melburnian Gina Douglas and Sydney’s Jenny Luff. Sydney’s Shore School proved without 

doubt that theirs was the best schoolboy eight in Australia. They also won the first fours. The 

schoolgirl laurels went to Brisbane’s Somerville House, who won the schoolgirl eights race. 

Come the interstate contests New South Wales won the President’s Cup, courtesy of Rhett 

Ayliffe, both the men’s and women’s youth eight races, and, for the first time since 1976, the 

Victoria Cup for women’s lightweight fours. The Victorians won the Penrith Cup and the 

final two races, for the ULVA trophy and the King’s Cup. In the women’s fours race they 

dethroned 1994 champions South Australia, while in Australia’s premier race for men’s eights 

Victoria took their total of consecutive wins to twelve when holding out New South Wales by 

a mere half second. The host state’s eight were third.2769 

13.51  ‘Bolts’ Takes Over 

In June the Australian Sports Commission announced that the successor to Australia’s 

‘marathon man’ Robert de Castella as Director of the Institute of Sport would be John 

Boultbee. ‘Bolts’, as he was widely known within the Australian rowing community, had for 

six years had been Secretary-General of the international rowing federation FISA but was 

now coming home. Speaking prior to his departure he said he would come to the job with no 

preconceptions about the Institute and how it should be run. ‘I think it’s helpful that I’m 

coming from outside Australian sport at the moment’, he said. ‘It means I don’t have any 

preconceived ideas about how the institute should work for any particular sport, so I can start 

by working with the sports and finding out what they want to achieve’.2770 Meanwhile Jim 

Lowe had resigned as the ARC’s Finance Director.2771 
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13.52  Dual Trans-Tasman Wins 

The Trans-Tasman Junior Series at Lake Karapiro had resulted in an overwhelming 

Australian win, the visitors claiming 24 of the 27 races. The regatta saw the emergence of a 

young coaching talent from Canberra, Andrew Randell.2772 The mooted Under 22 Trans-

Tasman series duly took place, on Lake Wivenhoe, with Australian contestants this time 

representing their states rather than their country. Highlights were wins in both single sculls 

races. South Australian Anna Tree won the women’s event and David Cameron of New South 

Wales the men’s.2773 

13.53  Contrasting Fortunes 

At the Nations Cup Under 23 World Championships, held at Groningen in the Netherlands, 

Geoff and James Stewart won gold in the pairs, thereby going one place better than in Paris a 

year earlier.2774 The men’s lightweight four – Andrew Butler (Ulverstone), Tim Wright 

(Wendouree-Ballarat) and the Toowong pair of Ben Cameron and Alex Ridgway – finished 

only 0.72 of a second behind gold medallists Great Britain, while the lightweight double of 

Tim Hawkins (Lindisfarne) and Robert Mitchell (UTS-Haberfield) grabbed a gutsy third 

place behind Sweden and Denmark. By the end of an encouraging regatta the team’s results 

had taken Australia to second place on the overall standings.2775 

The World Junior Championships in Poznan, Poland, saw gallant performances under 

adverse, even dire conditions, none of them to do with the weather. The problem was 

salmonella poisoning, which affected almost 60 athletes from several nations. The Australian 

team was one of the worst affected, with twelve cases, which led to three of the team’s eleven 

crews withdrawing and team doctor Steve Hinchy working overtime. The win by the 

women’s pair, Emily Hayes and Shea Crumlin, was described by the team’s manager, Peter 

Huggett, as ‘amazing’. Emily’s original partner, Kerryn Hill, was one of the poisoning 

victims, so Shea was plucked out of the withdrawn women’s eight to make up was a very 

‘scratch’ crew. They struggled to make the final, but having got there showed they had what it 

takes. They surged to the lead at the half-way mark and held out a fast-finishing Germany by 
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half a second, Russia taking the bronze. The coxed four from Shore School had not been 

affected in any way and won by half a length from Belarus and Croatia. The coxless four from 

Mercantile had been hard hit, team manager Huggett therefore pulling together a crew from 

members of the eight who were not ill. Grant Precians, Stephen Stewart (younger brother 

Geoff and James), Adam Woodward from Newington and Zac Kirkham from Sydney Rowing 

Club won the silver medal. They could not overcome Denmark but held out third-placed 

Spain.2776 

13.54  A Sport in Crisis 

For Australian rowing, therefore, results at the national and international level had thus far 

been extremely promising. However, with the 1995 world championships in Tampere, 

Finland, rapidly approaching the sport was plunged into a crisis, based on concerns having 

arisen about Simon Gillett’s administration of the high performance program. Indicative of 

the unrest was the response by a significant number of coaches already in Europe with the 

senior team to a resolution of the ARC board on 26 July inviting them to advise whether they 

wished the head coach to participate in the final phase of their crews’ preparations. So 

vehement were the coaches’ feelings about the matter they demanded the ARC recall Gillett 

to Australia immediately.  

Of particular concern was the budget, allegedly in deficit to the amount of $200,000. Team 

members had reported that meals for the team had been cut back to two a day, and some were 

living in cheap and unsuitable accommodation, such as backpacker hotels. Others alleged that 

by his poor handling of funds and travel arrangements Simon had jeopardised their chances of 

Olympic selection.2777 A subsequent editorial in the Australian Rowing magazine referred to 

there having been ‘one problem after another’ since Simon’s appointment, and cited disputes 

surrounding selection and arguments with coaches at the Australian Institute of Sport.2778  

Gillett, though, had not been with the senior team for the past three weeks but with the under 

23 team at the Nations Cup then the junior team in Poland. In a media release circulated on 7 

August CEO David Schier stated that the junior team’s manager, Peter Huggett, had told him 

Gillett’s performance with the junior team had been ‘first class’ and his relationship with 
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coaches and rowers ‘excellent’. ‘Similar sentiments were expressed by the manager of the 

under 23 team, Michael Eastaughffe’, Schier said. He nevertheless added that in making its 

decision the Board would be guided by the coaches’ representative on the Board, Bob 

Bleakley.2779  

Faced with a predicament none would have wished so close to the world championships, the 

ARC Executive Board met on 8 August and resolved that Simon ‘should withdraw from 

Australia’s senior rowing squad for the balance of its current European tour’. In making its 

decision the Board had access to information from Simon, team manager David Taylor, and 

Harald Jahrling, now Head Coach at the New South Wales Institute of Sport and coach of the 

men’s pair at the ‘worlds’. The Board acknowledged receipt of a letter signed by six of the 

twelve coaches in the senior team, advising that they lacked confidence in Simon to do the job 

of head coach and did not want him involved with the team for the remainder of the European 

tour. The Board also found there were other coaches who, while not expressing a lack of 

confidence in Simon, agreed that his association with the 1995 senior team be 

discontinued.2780 Simon returned to Canberra a few days later, saying he felt confident about 

his future despite the complaints that resulted in his recall.2781  

As the principal source of funds for the Australian Rowing Council, the Australian Sports 

Commission subsequently announced it would undertake an administrative review of the 

sport, its functions and responsibilities. In a letter to ARC board members the Commission 

indicated the review was not targeted at individuals: rather, it would recommend practices, 

policies and procedures be put in place to ensure the future of rowing in Australia. Rowing 

was now more internationally competitive than at any time in its history, the Commission 

noted, and there was potential for great success at the Atlanta and Sydney Olympic Games. In 

order to reach its full potential, however, rowing needed the backing of a strong and cohesive 

administration having the full support of its constituents. The Commission provided terms of 

reference for the review, with the objective of making recommendations on the resources, 

functions and responsibilities of the ARC in administering the sport nationally. Matters to be 

considered included the structure of the organisation, its membership, the roles and 
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responsibilities of the Council’s board and staff, and the lines of authority within the 

organisation.2782 

In the meantime, however, the Council had been relieved of its management of the High 

Performance Program, now in the hands of an Interim High Performance Committee 

comprising a member of the Australian Olympic Committee executive, Doug Donoghue, and 

recently installed AIS Director John Boultbee.2783 Its brief was to run the High Performance 

Program, funded by the AIS and AOC, thus allowing the ARC to concentrate on building up 

funds to pay off the debt that had been incurred (and financed by the States) until it was 

financially ready to take back the Program.2784 

13.55  Golden Girls 

When at last the Australian team were able to put the administrative crisis behind them, the 

most outstanding performances in Tampere came from women. Rebecca Joyce won the 

lightweight single sculls gold medal, thus emulating Adair Ferguson’s triumph ten years 

earlier, while the women’s pair, Megan Still and Kate Slatter, became the first Australian 

women’s crew to win a sweep-oared world title. For Rebecca the result was rich reward for an 

athlete who, since her silver medal in the four at Lake Barrington in 1990 had battled personal 

and health problems but never wavered in her determination to again succeed. For Megan and 

Kate it was one more stage in a progression begun with a sixth place at the Barcelona 

Olympics in the four and the Indianapolis bronze in the same class of boat in 1994. Their 

male counterparts, Richard Wearne and Rob Walker, went one place better than in 

Indianapolis to win a well-earned silver, this time getting within half a length of Redgrave and 

Pinsent. In the lightweight double scull Bruce Hick continued his seemingly unstoppable 

medal quest, partnered this time with Anthony Edwards, who had made his world 

championships debut in the 1993 lightweight quad and placed second in this year’s 

President’s Cup race. The pair won a hard-fought bronze behind Switzerland and Sweden, 

having beaten the Swiss world champions in the semi. The highly anticipated return to the 
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international scene by the Oarsome Foursome saw the crew take fifth place, a somewhat 

sobering result for a crew bidding to make an assault on gold in Atlanta.2785  

The medal winning performances of four adaptive rowers in Tampere (two golds and two 

silvers) were sufficient to retain Australia’s number one ranking, held since the first world 

championships at Racice in the Czech Republic in 1993. Pride of place among the medal 

winners were Roger Blake (Fixed Seat category) and Ben Felten (Vision Impaired 

category).2786  

13.56  ‘Coops’ Goes 

On returning from Finland the Oarsome Foursome became a threesome, bowman Andrew 

Cooper announcing his retirement.2787 The affable Victorian said he was leaving rowing 

because he had ‘lost the fire in his belly’. ‘It just boils down to a passion thing, and I’ve lost 

that’, he said. ‘I felt I couldn’t commit myself 100 per cent to the Atlanta campaign, and it’s 

not fair on the others if one is not committed’. Cooper was in the 1986 crew at the 

Nottingham world championships that became the first Australian eight to win gold in 

international competition, but then turned his back on the sport after the 1988 Olympics in 

Seoul. He watched on as, with Sam Patten in the crew, the Foursome won the 1990 world title 

at Lake Barrington. But when Patten decided to finish his medical studies ‘Coops’ was 

coerced back into action and helped the ‘Oarsomes’ to consecutive wins at the Vienna world 

titles in 1991 and the Barcelona Olympics in 1992.2788  

13.57  Popular Intervarsity 

In late September a record 24 universities contested the 1995 Intervarsity Regatta on Lake 

Wendouree, the Oxford and Cambridge Cup for the men’s eights contest going to Melbourne 

University. The outstanding individual performance came from James Burton of Griffith 

University on the Gold Coast. He won the single sculls then teamed up with Duncan Free to 

win both the pair and double scull.2789 
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13.58  Gillett Falls 

On 8 October the axe fell on Simon Gillett. The announcement was made by the Rowing 

Council’s president Islay Lee following a meeting of the Council and key officials in Sydney. 

Mr Lee said the decision arose as a result of the Australian Sport Commission taking over, 

through the AIS, the Council’s high performance program. ‘The decision meant the 

Commission also withdrew the high performance funds’, the president said. ‘Those funds 

included monies through which Simon Gillett was retained.’ Lee emphasised that the Sports 

Commission’s decision applied to the 40 weeks until next year’s Atlanta Olympic Games. ‘It 

enhances both our preparations and our prospects’, he said. ‘We therefore look forward to 

working closely with the new director of the AIS, John Boultbee’.  

Mr Lee said the moves by the Sports Commission also presented the Council with the 

opportunity to review its administrative structures. ‘The Commission’s executive director, Jim 

Ferguson, attended the Sydney meeting, and told us his organisation would work closely and 

co-operatively with us on the current review of those structures’, he said. ‘He also told us he 

thought Australian rowing was on the verge of a golden era. We greatly appreciate his input 

and interest, and are certainly taking steps to ensure our administrative structures are 

improved’.2790  

The interim administration moved swiftly to refocus a fragmented sport, announcing the 

following day the appointment of Reinhold Batschi as head coach leading into the Atlanta 

Olympics. Batschi had guided the Australian rowing team at four Olympics, from 1980 to 

1992. John Boultbee said Batschi’s appointment was designed to ‘bring a divided sport 

together. Obviously there is a lot of work to do to regain the confidence of the rowers and the 

coaches ...’ Having only recently returned from his high level position with the world rowing 

body, FISA, Boultbee was regarded as uniquely qualified to administer an overview of 

Australian rowing.2791 Batschi said he believed the sport was capable of equalling the two gold 

medals captured in Barcelona, but stressed this would only be achieved if all coaches, athletes 

and administrators worked together. ‘My job is to restore morale in the national team. My 

first priority is to give each athlete a fair go, and give each crew the best possible chance.’2792  
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13.59  Rebranding 

The ARC’s annual general meeting, held late in November in Melbourne, heralded other 

major changes, notably a new name. The organisation would now become Rowing Australia. 

The name change, together with an expanded and restructured board, were highlights of what 

Islay Lee called a ‘watershed’ event. ‘We wanted, following difficult times of late, to signal a 

fundamental change of direction’ he said. ‘The new, dynamic and ... more marketable name is 

just one of several of the weekend’s positive outcomes’. Lee added that the Board had been 

expanded from five to eight so as to spread an increasing administrative load. ‘By increasing 

the size and changing the structure of the Board we shall be better able the manage the types 

of pressures being brought to bear on many sports as a result of greatly increased federal and 

state funding. Meanwhile, all professional positions are to be answerable to the Chief 

Executive Officer. This will ensure tighter administrative control and accountability, and will 

also ensure that no position operates independently of the administration’.  

Rowing Australia’s president said the annual meeting had also received assurances from 

representatives of the Australian Olympic Committee and the Australian Sports Commission 

that the national body would assume administration of the high performance program after the 

Atlanta Olympics. ‘After Atlanta, at which we expect outstanding results, Rowing Australia 

will again administer a truly national and international program’, Lee declared. He also noted 

that the Australian Capital Territory Rowing Association would now operate as a separate 

‘state’, entirely independent of New South Wales.2793  

13.60  Early Start 

On 7 December, at Penrith, some eight months before the 1996 Olympic Games, almost 200 

competitors gathered for long distance trials conducted under the auspices of the Interim High 

Performance Administration. It was the start of what John Boultbee termed ‘the Atlanta 

Assault’. Several outstanding prospects had emerged since the Barcelona Olympics, but 

interest also centred on those who helped make rowing Australia’s most successful sport in 

1992 – the three remaining members of the Oarsome Foursome and fellow gold medallists 

Peter Antonie and Stephen Hawkins. Prominent among those who had cemented reputations 

since Barcelona were Rebecca Joyce and fellow 1995 gold medallists Megan Still and Kate 
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Slatter. Joyce also exemplified a new development – the introduction of three lightweight 

events into the Olympic program: the men’s and women’s double scull and the men’s 

lightweight four.  

Racing at Penrith took the form of five kilometre time trials on the Nepean in single sculls or 

pairs, with contestants sent away at 30-second intervals over a course ending near the Penrith 

railway bridge. They were then graded and starting orders adjusted over four days of trials, 

and the numbers gradually culled. Some athletes were switched to fours and eights. 

Overseeing the process were a newly appointed selection panel of Reinhold Batschi, Dr David 

Yates from Melbourne University and Mosman’s Dr Graham Jones. At the end of the first 

trials, Dr Yates said Australia could win three gold medals in Atlanta, with the main chances 

the women’s pair and the men’s and women’s lightweight doubles. Still and Slatter showed 

they had lost none of their form since their Tampere triumph, while in the lightweight double 

category the major problem for the selectors was who to leave out. Last year’s pairings of 

Bruce Hick and Anthony Edwards, and Virginia Lee and Joanne Morgan had performed well, 

but so too had Hick’s former partner Gary Lynagh, Tasmania’s Darren Balmforth and fellow 

apple islander Sandra Harvey. The form of Foursome members and Peter Antonie had been 

steady without being spectacular, the only real setback for the four being an arm injury to 

Richard Roach, the initial replacement for the retired Andrew Cooper. On hand to fill the 

breach, however, was Victorian Drew Ginn. Stephen Hawkins had been unable to reproduce 

the form everyone wanted to see, but he was determined to stay in contention. 

On the first day of 1996 two hundred days remained until the Atlanta opening ceremony. Four 

days later 70 athletes began a two-week camp in Canberra marking the second stage of the bid 

for Atlanta gold. It was not a selection camp, according to the ARC’s High Performance 

Manager Matthew Draper, but an opportunity to assess potential combinations. ‘The Penrith 

trial allowed selectors only four days in which to experiment’ Draper said. ‘They now have 

two valuable weeks in which to evaluate a number of combinations before proceeding to 

racing trials’. At the end of the camp Reinhold Batschi declared that Australian rowing was 

on target to produce its best ever Olympic results.2794  
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Two weeks later came trials at the new, state-of-the-art International Regatta Centre at 

Penrith, the Sydney region’s newest Olympic facility. There was a major surprise when the 

Oarsome Foursome suffered their first domestic defeat in seven years at the hands of a 

composite crew containing the two fastest pairs in the country, Haberfield’s Stewart twins, 

and Richard Wearne and Robert Walker from Sydney Rowing Club.2795 Megan Still and Kate 

Slatter looked bound for Atlanta, while also seemingly assured of a place were Bruce Hick 

and Anthony Edwards, winners in convincing style of the men’s lightweight double. In the 

corresponding women’s event Rebecca Joyce and Virginia Lee put in a performance 

described as ‘world class’, but results elsewhere were inconclusive. In what would 

undoubtedly be her last bid for an Olympic berth Adair Ferguson made steady progress but 

faced daunting opposition, with further trials still to be held. Sadly, the debilitating illness 

suffered by Stephen Hawkins had proved too much and he slipped from contention. Someone 

secure in the knowledge that he would be in Atlanta was Andrew Guerin, nominated by the 

interim administration of rowing’s High Performance Program as team manager, the role he 

had fulfilled in 1992.2796  

The Olympic trials entered their final phase when the cream of the sport assembled again at 

Penrith on 24 February for competition the selectors hoped would provide most of the 

answers. However, they recommended that the men’s pair and single scull selections be held 

over until the Australian Championships, being held between 12 and 17 March. At the end of 

five gruelling days in which results fluctuated wildly, the three original members of the 

Oarsome Foursome were given the opportunity to defend the Olympic coxless fours title they 

won in Barcelona. Having performed exceptionally well in the trials, Mercantile’s Drew Ginn 

would join his fellow Victorians.2797 It was a remarkable transformation for an oarsman who, 

only six months earlier, had been in the bow seat of an Australian eight that had finished 13th 

at the world championships. Also defending an Olympic title would be Peter Antonie, his 

partner this time Jason Day, with whom he had finished seventh at the 1993 world 

championships.2798  
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13.61  Crucial Nationals 

Come the national regatta the men’s pairs race lived up to its pre-event hype – and produced a 

result anticipated by very few. Unheralded in the early rounds, a composite men’s pair, 

Queenslander David Weightman and Western Australian Rob Scott, created the upset of the 

championships when surging from last to first in the eight-crew field. Second were Nick 

Green and James Tomkins from the Oarsome Foursome, closely followed by crewmates 

Drew Ginn and Mike McKay. Pre-event co-favourites the Stewart twins and Rob Walker and 

Richard Wearne were fourth and fifth respectively. Selector Graham Jones said after the race 

the pairs selection would be confirmed at the conclusion of the regatta. ‘I suspect we may 

need until then anyway’, he said. Australia’s Olympic medal prospects were reinforced when 

members of lightweight double scull crews finished first and second in their single sculls 

events. Bruce Hick held off Atlanta partner Anthony Edwards in the men’s final, while world 

champion Rebecca Joyce led home Games crewmate Virginia Lee. In third place was Adair 

Ferguson, her Olympic dream over.2799 The interstate regatta saw Bronwyn Roye and David 

Cameron win both sculling titles for New South Wales, and Rebecca Joyce demonstrate her 

versatility by stroking the state’s lightweight four to victory. South Australia took home the 

ULVA trophy and Victoria, with the Oarsome Foursome in the stern end of the boat, secured 

yet another King’s Cup win.2800  

Then came the announcement of the Olympic squad – and confirmation that Weightman and 

Scott had secured the pairs berth.2801 Not anticipated was the selection of Harald Jahrling as 

their coach.2802 Most of the eight selections, notably Megan Still and Kate Slatter in the 

women’s pair and the Oarsome Foursome, were as anticipated, with Peter Antonie and Jason 

Day in the men’s double selected for their third and second Games respectively. Boats still to 

qualify were the men’s and women’s eights and the women’s squad scull. All three would be 

required to finish first or second at a qualifying regatta at Lucerne in June. No women’s 

sculler was nominated.2803 
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13.62  Change of President 

Islay Lee had meanwhile decided to retire from his position as president of Rowing Australia. 

The catalyst for the decision was that Islay, Deputy Principal at the King’s School, 

Parramatta, had been offered the position of Principal at Rockhampton Grammar School in 

Queensland. He had concluded that the demands of the new position and, in particular, its 

location, militated against his continuing as ARC president and chairman of the board.  

In his time in the position Islay was considered to have played a pivotal role in leading the 

then ARC through the process of restructuring, which had begun at rowing’s first ever 

national conference in May 1995. According to Tasmania’s Councillor, David Williams, 

Islay’s chairmanship of the 25 November Council meeting in Melbourne had been 

exceptional, and the sixteen-point resolution for administrative and constitutional change 

adopted by the meeting had changed irrevocably the future direction of rowing in Australia. 

‘Islay wanted to ensure changes were made for the better,’ Mr Williams said, ‘to ensure that 

Rowing Australia was representative, its Board functional and effective, and the interests of 

all involved in the sport protected’. 

Elected unopposed for the presidency was Queensland Councillor and medical practitioner Dr 

Steve Hinchy, by now well known as both doctor and manager of several Australian rowing 

teams. A prominent member of Sydney Rowing Club, Keith Jameson, became Director of 

Finance. Elected to the board were well know boat builder Jeff Sykes, NSWRA board 

member David Sollom and national umpire and SARA board member Bob Pennington. Bob 

was subsequently appointed deputy chairman. Also elected were two outstanding 

international oarsmen, James Galloway and Sam Patten. James, holder of a senior marketing 

position with BP Australia, had won gold in the eight at the 1986 world championships in 

Nottingham and was in the crew that came fifth at the Seoul Olympics in 1988. Sam, a 

medical specialist and maiden Awesome Foursome member, had not rowed competitively 

since 1992. Previous board members John Lanning and Bob Bleakley did not seek re-election. 

The Board subsequently met representatives of the interim administration: Messrs Boultbee, 

Donoghue, Batschi and Draper. It was agreed that control of the high performance program 
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would return to Rowing Australia towards the end of the year, and that Steve Hinchy would 

also be a member of the interim administration during the transition phase.2804  

13.63  A Call for Equality 

It was not long after these appointments and developments had been announced that a letter to 

the June edition of the Australian Rowing magazine expressed concern that no female had 

been appointed to the board of Rowing Australia. Sophie Morrison, a member of the 

Melbourne University Ladies’ Rowing Club, acknowledged that female representation in 

rowing administration was a complex issue, and there were no simple remedies. She stated, 

however, that what had just occurred had been an ‘obvious’ opportunity for Rowing Australia 

to make a small, positive effort to increase female participation in decision making. ‘It is now 

a missed opportunity’, she continued. ‘The more opportunities like this one are missed the 

less incentive there is for any woman to get involved’. Neither did Ms Morrison propose that 

women be appointed to ‘token female’ positions. ‘There are women with valuable skills [able 

to] enhance rowing administration, and they are the people who need to be given the 

opportunity to make a contribution’ she stated. ‘Women are key stakeholders in the sport of 

rowing. In Victoria, women’s rowing is growing at a phenomenal rate. At school level the 

Head of the Schoolgirls regatta is the largest ... in the southern hemisphere. At club level, 

female participation is rising steadily, while male participation is declining slightly’.  

The Melbourne club administrator also referred to an Australian Sports Commission proposal: 

that sporting organisations include in their development procedures a gender equity action 

plan incorporating special measures to achieve a more even representation of the genders 

across all aspects of their sport. ‘Similar plans have been implemented as a government 

requirement in the areas of employment, education and training’ she pointed out, ‘and they 

are well accepted as good management practice’.2805 

13.64  Heads of the River 1996 

At the national regatta the Shore School had defeated Newington in the schoolboy eights. A 

week later, again coached by Gary Uebergang, they won the first New South Wales Head of 

the River held on the new international rowing centre at Penrith Lakes. It was only the third 
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time the regatta had been held over 2000 metres rather than the old one and a half mile 

distance: the two previous occasions were in 1946 and 1947. Another variation this year was 

that the eight schools contested a ‘first and final’ event, with those considered ‘favourites’ in 

the middle lanes. Having won every one of their races this season, Shore weren’t about to lose 

this one. They finished 4.4 seconds ahead of Newington in what was described as the 

‘blistering’ time of 5 minutes 42 seconds.2806 The girls’ Head of the River contest resulted in a 

first-time win for Sydney Church of England Girls’ Grammar School (SCEGGS).2807 In one of 

the most exciting finishes in years on the Barwon Carey Grammar completed back-to-back 

wins, the first such achievement since Geelong Grammar’s four 1986–89 victories. In a 

stirring finish Carey held out Melbourne Grammar by a third of a length, and in recording 4 

minutes 10.2 seconds beat by five seconds the course record held by Geelong Grammar since 

1991.2808 At the schoolgirls’ head the Geelong Grammar four, which had secured the 

Victorian and Australian championships, made it four titles in a row, winning by a length 

from Carey Grammar and Geelong College. Their coach was Lyall McCarthy.2809 

Queensland’s ‘head’ was won by Gregory Terrace. Coached by John Bowes, the Terrace crew 

were never headed, although Brisbane Grammar ran them very close. The win generated 

amazing scenes as scores of Terrace boys swam out to the winning eight.2810 The schoolgirls’ 

event was won for the first time by All Hallows, ahead of Somerville and Brisbane State 

High.2811 In South Australia St Peter’s regained the Gosse Shield,2812 and the Wilderness 

School became first time winners.2813 In WA Trinity College recorded its first win, a photo 

finish separating the Trinity crew and Scotch by just 0.2 of a second. Here too the eight was 

swamped by schoolmates – and coach George Xouris was hugged by excited parents. It was 

for George the end of a three-year plan to raise the school’s stocks after twice finishing 

second to Aquinas College.2814 The girls’ head saw MLC complete a hat-trick of wins.2815 On 
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Lake Barrington Scotch Oakburn College boys won Tasmania’s Head of the River by a 

massive four lengths, the girls’ event going to the Friends School.2816 

13.65  Trans-Tasman Contests 

The 1996 Trans-Tasman Junior Challenge, held at the Sydney International Regatta Centre in 

April, resulted in a win to the hosts, who thus retained the City of Devonport trophy. Australia 

dominated the men’s events, while New Zealand’s strong showing centred on the women’s 

eight, four and double scull. But it wasn’t quite enough.2817 The second Trans-Tasman Under 

22 Regatta, now to be known as the Australasian Under 22 Regatta, was held on 

Queensland’s Lake Wivenhoe. The same format as the previous years was used, scullers and 

crews from Australian states racing against their Kiwi opponents. The Rusty Robertson 

Trophy was retained by Australia by 40 points to New Zealand’s 32.2818  

13.66  The ‘Assault’ Begins 

The Australian Olympic Committee had meanwhile named the Australian quad as Janusz 

Hooker (NSW) Ron Snook (WA), Bo Hanson and Duncan Free (both Queensland). The 

crew’s reserve would be the ACT’s Craig Jones.2819 However, Jones was immediately called 

up to fill in for Jason Day, Peter Antonie’s partner in the double. Day had been ordered out of 

the boat for two weeks to recover from a back injury he sustained in the gym.2820 

David Weightman and Rob Scott made a sound start to their pre-Atlanta tour of Europe with a 

second place at the Cologne International Regatta. The pair finished less than a second behind 

a German combination.2821 The following day the Australians reversed the result, this time 

winning by a second in 6 minutes 36.71 seconds.2822 Two weeks later came the Duisburg 

Regatta, at which the pair were just edged out of first place by a French crew. The women’s 

pair, Kate Slatter and Megan Still, were third behind combinations from Germany and the 
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United States, but only a boat length adrift. The Oarsome Foursome were also third, pipped 

by Slovenia and France but in close contact and overlapping at the finish.2823 

Back in Australia Jason Day was given the go-ahead to continue his Olympic campaign after 

a final trial and fitness test in Sydney. He had been given until 21May to prove he could cope 

with the demands of training in the double with Peter Antonie. Day, Antonie and their coach, 

Tony Lovrich, left two days later to join the Australian team in Europe.2824 

A week before the Lucerne International Regatta, due to start on 31 May, coach of the men’s 

eight, Steve Evans, made key seating change, moving last year’s world championships silver 

medal pair Robert Walker and Richard Wearne to the critical seven and stroke seats. At the 

other end of the boat were the Stewart twins, Geoff and James. Bronwyn Thompson had 

moved into the stroke seat of the women’s eight. Most surprising of all, however, was the 

decision to switch Michael McKay to the stroke seat of the Oarsome Foursome, thus changing 

places with James Tomkins.2825  

On 8 June, at the special Olympic Qualifying Regatta, the two eights, the women’s quad and 

sculler David Cameron ensured they were Atlanta-bound. The men’s eight challenged 

Olympic champions Canada all the way down the picturesque Rotsee course to gain the all-

important second place. The women’s eight pushed Great Britain to a Rotsee record, thereby 

ensuring that coxswain Kay Hick joined sculler husband Bruce in the Olympic team. The 

women’s quad – Jane Robinson, Sally Newmarch, Marina Hatzakis and Bronwyn Roye – 

qualified by beating crews from Ukraine, Romania, Poland, New Zealand and Lithuania. 

Hatzakis and Roye were also selected for the double scull.  

The surprise inclusion was sculler David Cameron, who provided a stunning and unexpected 

ending to the team’s selection bids. Needing to finish in the first three, Cameron, from the 

Lower Clarence club in northern New South Wales, won his Games spot by chasing home 

Norway’s Frederick Bekken having been fourth and out of the hunt at half-way. A notable 

opponent overhauled was Great Britain’s world lightweight champion Peter Haining. Nine 
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boats having qualified in Tampere a year earlier, Australia would therefore contest thirteen of 

the fourteen events on the Atlanta program.2826  

At the European championships, also held on the Rotsee, Weightman and Scott moved into 

Olympic medal contention by winning gold in a close tussle ahead of France and Italy. 

Australia also won three silver and two bronze medals. Silver was claimed by the Oarsome 

Foursome, Edwards and Hick in the lightweight double, and the men’s quad scull. Megan 

Still and Kate Slatter, together with double scullers Bronwyn Roye and Marina Hatzakis, won 

bronze. As the regatta ended, head coach Reinhold Batschi declared: ‘The aim now is to turn 

bronzes to silvers and silvers to gold.’2827 

This they did at Amsterdam two weeks later, winning 13 gold medals across the two-day 

international regatta. Among the second day winners were Peter Antonie and Jason Day in the 

double and the Oarsome Foursome, both heading home crews from arch-rivals Italy.2828 

13.67  Nations Cup Gold, Silver 

From Hazewinkel in Belgium came news of Australian crews taking part in the Nations Cup 

regatta, the unofficial under 23 world championship. Gold was won by a coxless four 

comprising Tom Atkinson and Glen Loftus from Western Australia, and Sydneysiders Robert 

Mitchell and Michael Wiseman, while the Sydney-based coxless pair of Alistair Gordon and 

Daniel Burke claimed silver behind Croatia.2829 

13.68  Guerin Projections 

On the eve of the Games of the XXVI Olympiad, at which Atlanta became the third American 

city to host the Summer Olympics, the Australian rowing team’s Section Manager Andrew 

Guerin said recent form indicated the team contained six strong medal chances – ‘and hope 

for more’. Heading Guerin’s list was the lightweight men’s double, who but for a 

heartbreaking mishap in 1995 would have been coming into these Games as world 

champions. ‘They would be the most certain prospect’, Guerin declared. He believed the 

current form of David Weightman and Rob Scott and the men’s quad put them ‘up there’ in 
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his deliberations, along with Megan Still and Kate Slatter in the women’s pair and the 

lightweight double, Virginia Lee and Rebecca Joyce. Last but probably not least, Guerin 

included the Oarsome Foursome in the list.2830  

His predictions were almost perfect, the lightweight men’s double choice only slightly awry. 

Ten of Australia’s 13 entries made finals, and six won medals.  

13.69  Outstanding Results 

Pride of place rested with the Oarsome Foursome, who during the preliminary rounds had 

been content to fill minor placings, conserve energy, and give nothing away. When it 

mattered, though, they were a different crew. Racing in an unfancied outside lane the 

Foursome allowed Romania and Italy to expend their energies in the first half of the race, then 

in what coach Noel Donaldson called ‘the premiership quarter’ they moved into third place 

before, in the last 500, powering past France and Great Britain to an imperious victory. Stroke 

of the crew, Mike McKay, declared the win even more satisfying than Barcelona. James 

Tomkins agreed. ‘Last time it was a relief to win, because we were favourites. This time 

we’re ecstatic.’ Others noted it was little wonder they won: they had five men in the boat. The 

crew had named their shell Andrew Cooper. The Foursome were the first Australians to win 

back-to-back rowing golds since Bobby Pearce won the single sculls in 1932 having also won 

in 1928.2831 

Megan Still and Kate Slatter had qualified easily for their pairs final, content to finish second 

behind the dangerous United States pairing, Missy Schwen and Karen Kraft.2832 Come the 

medal round the Australians had control until the Americans powered up alongside to force a 

photo finish. The verdict was not long coming: gold to Australia. In Finland last year Kate 

and Megan, coached by Paul Thompson, had become the first Australian women to win a 

world title. They were now the first to be crowned Olympic champions. It was the 

culmination of an eight-year Rowing Australia program aimed at identifying outstanding 

women rowers following a Seoul Olympics that saw no women at all in the Australian 

team.2833  
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Male counterparts David Weightman and Rob Scott had looked promising through all 

previous rounds. They had won their heat to qualify for the semi-final, in which they took the 

lead at half way then cruised home first ahead of France and Croatia.2834 Weightman predicted 

a close race in the final, saying Britain’s Steve Redgrave, already a three-time Olympic 

champion, and his Barcelona partner Matthew Pinsent, would have to row faster than ever 

before to beat them.2835 Come the final the Brits jumped out to a lead of a length-and-a-half, 

an unheard of effort that no doubt rendered their opponents shell shocked. Towards the end of 

the race Weightman and Scott had reduced the lead to half a length – but it was too late: 

Redgrave, the dyslexic secondary schoolboy, had won his fourth Olympic gold medal and 

Pinsent, an Old Etonian, his second.2836 The Australians had nonetheless done themselves and 

Australia proud, and provided the national selectors with more than a degree of vindication.  

The following day came three more medals, all bronze; in the women’s and men’s lightweight 

double sculls and the men’s quad. The women’s double comprised Virginia Lee and Rebecca 

Joyce, both world champions. Virginia had been a member of the Australian lightweight four 

that won gold in Montreal in 1992 and Rebecca was the reigning world lightweight single 

sculls champion. Acknowledged slow starters the pair, who had only been together for four 

months, planned to stay in touch with the leaders then force the pace in the middle of the race. 

They were fourth with 500 to go, then overtook Italy, but couldn’t rein in Romania, the 

winners, or the United States. Both were nevertheless content. ‘We couldn’t have done any 

more, Virginia said later. ‘The only thing that didn’t go to plan is that we didn’t cross the line 

first!’ 

Anthony Edwards and Bruce Hick, winners of bronze a year earlier, planned to press for an 

early lead then hold on. They led to half way but were overhauled by Switzerland and found 

themselves in a struggle with the Netherlands. Switzerland’s Gier brothers, Markus and 

Michael, cleared away to win by a boat length, the Dutch pair holding out ‘Eddie’ and Bruce 

by 0.2 of a second. ‘It was our best race’, Edwards said later. ‘We knew we’d done all we 

could’.2837 
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The men’s quad – Janusz Hooker, Duncan Free, Ron Snook and Bo Hanson2838 – won their 

heat and in their semi-final were second behind Italy. In the final they pushed the Italians out 

of the medals but succumbed to the might of two hugely powerful crews from Germany and 

the United States.2839  

From two of Australia’s coaches had come two medals. Harald Jahrling had coached not only 

the men’s pair but also the women’s lightweight double, while the affable and self-effacing 

Tim McLaren had guided the fortunes of the men’s lightweight double and quad. Sadly, Peter 

Antonie ended his Olympic career in disappointment. He and Jason Day failed to qualify for 

the double sculls final. The injuries and illness suffered by Day in recent months had proved 

costly.2840 It would also have been of little comfort to Peter that Bruce Hick and Anthony 

Edwards had named their boat after him.2841  

Australia’s medal tally in Atlanta – two gold medals, a silver and three bronze – saw it 

installed as top rowing nation in the world.2842 Richard Yallop, a gentle yet forensic observer 

of elite sport for The Australian newspaper, observed that rowing, which only nine months 

ago was in turmoil and warring with itself, largely as a result of the friction surrounding 

Simon Gillett, had achieved beyond its dreams. Asked to comment on the rowing team’s 

phenomenal success, head coach Reinhold Batschi said it been made possible as a result of 

good management and planning, the injection of government funds, good coaching – and 

talent. Ever the perfectionist, however, and with one eye no doubt on future prospects, Batschi 

cautioned against hubris. ‘We can’t sit on our backsides and think we’re the best in the 

world’, he said. ‘We’ve done well in the smaller boats but we’re not doing so well in the 

bigger boats, like the eights’.2843 John Boultbee, part of rowing’s new look administration, 

said Batschi ‘deserved a lot of credit’ for the results. ‘What amazed me is how, within weeks 

of Reinhold coming [back] as head coach, and the interim administration settling in, things 

were immediately on track. It showed the sport in Australia was very sound’.2844  
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13.70  Acrimony Remains 

Despite the results, however, tensions lingered. Former president of the ARC, Islay Lee, who 

oversaw much of Simon Gillett’s time as head coach, believed Gillett should have been given 

far more credit for the Atlanta results. ‘Unfortunately only a few of us recognised his genius 

before the successes that were the outcome of his extraordinary coaching and managerial 

prowess’, Lee declared. ‘The people in high places that removed him rather than ... find ways 

to harness his abilities should forever hold their heads in shame. In 1996 Australia recorded 

its best ever results in any Olympic Games thanks to Simon Gillett, and that is why I tried to 

keep him at the helm even after we lost funding from the ASC’.2845 David Schier, described 

Gillett as ‘a flawed genius ... it was a tragedy things turned out as they did’.2846 

13.71  Juniors Also Shine 

Following a superb Olympic Regatta came the junior world championships at Strathclyde in 

Scotland. From seven entries Australia secured two gold medals, a silver and a bronze.2847 

Stuart Reside, from the ECU-Perth Rowing Club was one of 23 vying for single sculls glory. 

Coached by Nick Garratt, Stuart had beaten food poisoning at the 1995 world juniors, Ross 

River virus at the start of this year, and a sensitive back. With astute coaching and a 

disciplined adherence to race plans, he had made the final. At the halfway mark he felt fresh 

so decided on a progressive build up to the finish. At the 1500-metres mark he hit the lead, 

and just got home ahead of Guennadi Tapunov of Belarus, the margin 0.79 of a second.2848 

Nick Garratt’s other entry, the double scull combination of Tim Perkins and Jonathan Fievez, 

also made the final. At the 500 metre mark the Australians were fifth, 2.42 seconds off the 

pace. They then pushed through to lead at half way and through the crucial third 500 

maintained boat speed. The Yugoslav double launched a concerted challenge over the last, 

desperate 400 metres but the Australians held on and got home by just 0.18 of a second. 

Third, five seconds adrift, were Switzerland. The coxless four, from Adelaide, coached by 

Barnaby Eaton, won their position on the team by way of an appeal against non-selection. 

Having reached the final, Paul Bastiaans, Neil Lapworth, Leigh Chapman and Aidan Burrell 

found themselves sixth and last with only 500 metres remaining, but they were just four 
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seconds from the lead. Lapworth called for more power, the boat surged – and the crew 

missed the gold medal by three one hundredths of a second. Slovenia won gold and Germany 

the bronze. The women’s pair, Shea Crumlin, a 1995 gold medallist, and Kristina Larsen, 

struggled in the elimination rounds but lifted in the final to produce their best row and also 

win bronze.2849  

13.72  Enter Brian Richardson 

On 28 August Rowing Australia president Steve Hinchy announced that Australia’s head 

coach for the next four years would be Brian Richardson, currently head coach in Canada. 

Under Richardson’s guidance Canada had equalled Australia’s medal tally of six in Atlanta, 

thereby reinforcing its global status. Originally from Adelaide, Richardson was a member of 

the Australian eight at both the Montreal and Moscow Olympic Games, placing fifth both 

times. He had also contested three world championships and rowed in fourteen King’s Cup 

crews, eight South Australian and six Victorian, winning the final two. His interstate coaching 

or co-coaching portfolio included five King’s Cup wins, while at the international level he 

had coached two crews at the 1986 Commonwealth Games, four at the world championships, 

including Peter Antonie and Paul Reedy, winners of 1990 bronze, and the 1992 Olympic 

eight.2850 Richardson had also been a member of the Australia II crew that won the America’s 

Cup in 1983.2851 

13.73  Farewell Bill Waterfield 

One who had stepped into retirement was Bill Waterfield, Administration Officer/Secretary of 

the Victorian Rowing Association. Bill had played a guiding hand in shaping Victorian 

rowing into one of the largest and strongest rowing states in Australia. He said he was 

particularly proud of his role in breaking down the barriers that people had about rowing 

being an elitist sport, and that only people with a certain background could succeed at it. 

‘Anyone off the street can be involved in rowing’ he declared, ‘and unless we tell people that, 

rowing will go nowhere’.2852 
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13.74  New Course Mooted 

Meanwhile water consumers in the Nagambie area, and users of Lake Nagambie, had been 

advised that Goulburn Murray Water had begun a draw down of the lake, to enable work to 

begin on the Goulburn Weir structure and the Cattanach Canal Offtake. In conjunction with 

this draw down the Strathbogie Shire Council would take the opportunity to begin 

construction of an international-standard rowing course along the southern edge of the 

lake.2853  

13.75  Intervarsity 1996 

On Lake Burley Griffin came the annual Intervarsity Regatta, in which Jenny Luff, 

representing the University of Technology, Sydney, won three titles; the double sculls, pairs 

and fours, the latter two with Marina Hatzakis. James Stewart was in the winning UTS men’s 

eight while Kate Slatter stroked the Adelaide University women’s eight to victory.2854 

13.76  Four on the Move 

From Switzerland had come news that Matt Smith, an American, had been appointed to 

succeed John Boultbee as Secretary-General of FISA. Smith had been FISA’s development 

director for the past four years.2855 Shortly afterwards Joy Woolridge made history by 

becoming the first Australian woman to obtain a FISA umpires licence.2856 From the editor of 

the Australian Rowing magazine came a farewell. Ken Matts had produced four editions a 

year since 1988, 28 editions in all, and the time had come for him to do other things.2857 His 

was a magnificent contribution to his sport, a sentiment expressed in the September 1996 

edition of the magazine by CEO David Schier.2858 

Schier himself, however, would soon be on the move, as a result, largely, of the decision by 

Rowing Australia in January 1997 to relocate to Sydney, home of the forthcoming Olympic 
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Games. David opted to remain in Victoria, saying that while he would miss being directly 

involved with rowing he would maintain his links with the sport.2859  

13.77  FISA in Sydney  

The world rowing body, FISA, held its Extraordinary Congress in Sydney between 13 and 16 

February 1997, and took the opportunity to inspect the Olympic rowing course at Penrith. 

FISA’s president, Denis Oswald, said: ‘The course is excellent, and also the facilities around 

the course. The fact that [it] is being used already, three years prior to the Games, gives us ... 

confidence we will have excellent Olympic competition’. FISA’s new Secretary, Matt Smith, 

noted that the Sydney Organising Committee for the Olympic Games (SOCOG) was much 

further advanced than any other Olympic Games he had experienced.2860  

13.78  Oarsome Projections 

Come March, the Oarsome Foursome announced they had set their sights on a third 

consecutive Olympic gold medal. According to Nick Green, it was the prospect of winning at 

a ‘home town’ Games that had lured the quartet back on to the water. Their cautious coach, 

Noel Donaldson, said they would still have to earn their way into the team; no seats would be 

reserved for them. ‘But they have proved over the years that they are quality athletes’, he said, 

‘and you never underestimate people of that quality ...’. The four said they would pace 

themselves at first, with no intention of contesting the world championships in September.2861  

13.79  Peters New CEO 

Later in the month came an announcement that former Surf Life Saving Australia general 

manager Darren Peters had been appointed the new chief executive of Rowing Australia. The 

sport’s president, Steve Hinchy, said that while at Surf Lifesaving Peters had been responsible 

for ‘tremendous’ development of the ‘service sector’ of the sport – schools and clubs and the 

development of coaches and officials.2862  
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13.80  Heads of the River 1997 

Plagued by sickness and crew changes, Newington College shocked their rivals when winning 

the New South Wales Head of the River at Penrith, the more fancied King’s School and St 

Joseph‘s taking second and third spot. Much credit was given to Michael Morgan, Newington 

coach for the past 23 years. The school’s win meant that the 1968 Olympic silver medallist 

had coached seven crews to victory in the past 11 years.2863 Loreto Normanhurst reinforced its 

dominance of the New South Wales girls’ Head of the River when recording its third win in 

the eight years since the event was introduced.2864 In Victoria Melbourne Grammar staged a 

major upset, having qualified three seconds slower in the semi-finals than event favourites 

Brighton Grammar. The Grammarians took the lead in the final 500 of the 1500-metre race to 

record their first Head of the River win since 1982.2865 At the Schoolgirls’ ‘Head’ Geelong 

Grammar won the eights and the fours, Charlotte Coote stroking both crews. The eight rated a 

consistent 34 strokes a minute down the 1500-metre course ahead of MLC and Laureston, the 

four keeping at bay Wesley College and Carey Grammar.2866 In Queensland Brisbane 

Grammar, co-coached by 1976 Olympian Tim Conrad, became the most successful Head of 

the River school in the history of the event, courtesy of a crew experts rated as the best ever. 

Gregory Terrace were second, almost four seconds away, and Brisbane Boys’ College third. 

Prior to the 1997 showdown Brisbane Grammar and the Boys’ College had shared the spoils 

at 12 wins each.2867 The girls’ Head of the River on Lake Wivenhoe was won for the first time 

by St Margaret’s after a massive struggle with All Hallows, the margin just 0.6 of a second. 

Third were Somerville House.2868 Not considered a major threat before the event, St Peter’s 

won the South Australian boys’ contest for the 43rd time – more often than all the other 

schools combined. Walford won the girls’ title for the sixth time in the past seven years.2869 

On Perth’s Canning River another prolific winner, Aquinas College, won the West’s ‘head’ 

for the 35th time by holding out last year’s debut winners Trinity College by a bow ball – 0.2 

of a second. It was coach Don O’Brien’s 13th ‘head’ win.2870 MLC extended their winning 
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schoolgirls’ run to four, ahead of St Hilda’s and Penrhos College.2871 In Tasmania Scotch 

Oakburn won both the boys’ and girls’ eights.2872 

13.81  Selection Conundrums 

Just prior to the 1997 National and King’s Cup Regatta, due to be held on Lake Barrington 

between 1 and 6 April, discussion arose surrounding interstate selection criteria. South 

Australian Jaime Fernandez and Nick Porzig of Western Australia had moved to the AIS in 

Canberra and been named in the Australian Capital Territory eight, while another Western 

Australian, Olympic silver medallist Rob Scott, had been selected for the already strong New 

South Wales crew. The Victorian Rowing Association’s recently appointed general manager 

Jane Allen, said her state would not protest about the perceived ‘bending’ of the criteria, but 

had written to Rowing Australia outlining its concerns about oarsmen who had moved to 

states other than those with which they were first registered. The Victorians, wary of 

‘manufactured’ results and the event becoming a race between institutes, wanted the 

definition and duration of residency clarified. It was ascertained, however, that under current 

Rowing Australia rules rowers could compete for any state [or territory] as long as he or she 

had been a bona fide resident for six months.2873 

13.82  King’s Cup Boilover 

Come the event itself, it was the Australian Capital Territory that produced one of the biggest 

surprises in the history of the King’s Cup when recording an all-the-way win in just its second 

appearance in the event. Fifth on debut last year, the ACT eight went out hard with Victoria, 

then put in a big effort in the middle of the race and built an unassailable lead. Looking more 

composed with every stroke, and rowing into a headwind, the underdogs won by more than a 

boat length in 6 minutes 11.88 seconds. The victory ended the longest run of wins in the 

history of the event, Victoria having won every race since 1985. For the ACT it was the first 

win in any category at the interstate regatta, the territory having gained rowing statehood only 

last year. The crew was Craig Jones (bow), Bruce Hick, Anthony Kearns, Stuart McCrae, 

Jaime Fernandez, Nick Porzig, Nick McDonald-Crowley, David Porzig and cox Brett 
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Hayman. There was consolation for Victoria in the women’s fours, the dark blues, stroked by 

Bronwyn Thompson, winning from the ACT and South Australia in 7 minute 27 seconds. 

Having won the national single sculls title and, with brother Marcus, the double sculls, 

Queensland’s Duncan Free also won the President’s Cup for the interstate sculling 

championship. His father and coach, Reg Free, won for Tasmania in 1969 and 1970. New 

South Wales won the Penrith Cup ahead of the more fancied Victorians, but there was 

revenge for the southern state in the corresponding lightweight women’s event ahead of 

Tasmania and New South Wales.2874  

13.83  Nations Cup Triumph 

Australia’s international season began like no other, with the Under 23 team travelling to 

Milan and winning a massive seven medals at the Nations Cup. Pride of place went to sculler 

Sally Newmarch from the Torrens club in South Australia and a women’s coxless four 

comprising Sarah Chisnall from Melbourne University Ladies, Kath Burke and Jodi Winter 

from Sydney Rowing Club and Nepean’s Christina Larsen. Having in 1993 won a silver 

medal at the World Junior Championships, Sally Newmarch became in 1997 Australia’s first 

female Nations Cup gold medallist by powering out of the start, leading all the way, and 

finishing comfortably ahead of her French and Italian rivals. The four also dominated their 

final, and while the field closed up in the latter stages they were able to hold on and win by 

almost a length and then clear water from New Zealand and Canada. The silver medals came 

courtesy of four male entries. Toowong Rowing Club’s Atlanta Olympian Haimish Karrasch 

had switched to lightweight sculling following the Games and now made his international 

debut, finishing just 1.90 seconds behind Michal Vabrousek of the Czech Republic. The 

lightweight double, Karl Parker from Nepean and Curtin University’s Glen Loftus, ‘put the 

foot down’ in the final stages to pass France and edge to within three seconds of the winners, 

Italy. The coxless four – Zack Kirkham and Matthew Long from Sydney Rowing Club and 

Adam Woodward and Stuart Welch from UTS Haberfield – were fourth with 500 metres to 

go, then chased home Romania, failing by 1.7 seconds to catch them. New Zealand were 

third. Their lightweight counterparts – Ben Clarsen of Sydney University, Tom Paul from 

Barwon and Toowong’s Jeremy Lawrence and Scott Fraser – found themselves in the closest 

race of the regatta. The French four then pounced and in the final 500 the Australians went 
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with them, but France held on – by just 0.2 of a second. Third were Switzerland. The sole 

bronze was won by the third Australian women’s crew to medal, the lightweight double of 

Kisahn Lamshed and Jo Lips, both from Adelaide’s Riverside Rowing Club. They led to half 

way but were then overtaken by Spain and Germany, finishing 3.7 seconds off the gold medal 

time. 

13.84  World Juniors  

Then came the World Junior Championships at Hazewinkel, with five more medals coming 

Australia’s way, among them two more golds. Sixteen-year-old Amber Bradley, from ECU 

Perth, was crowned world junior single sculls champion. Competing in her first international 

regatta Amber led all the way in the final, head coach Brian Richardson later commenting that 

she had ‘all the makings of an elite athlete ...’. The other gold came courtesy of Adelaide’s 

Aiden Burrell and Neil Lapworth, winners of the coxless pairs, who thus went one place 

better than David Cameron and Duncan Ashby a year earlier in Montreal. Burrell and 

Lapworth won in a time of 6 minutes 58.04 seconds, ahead of Germany and Croatia. The 

women’s coxless four – Jasmine Colley and Selina Lorimer from Sydney Rowing Club, 

Kyeema Doyle from Nepean and Mosman’s Joanna Ferguson – qualified via a repechage for 

the final, in which they went stroke for stroke with Romania only to fail by just 0.87 of a 

second to win gold. The men’s double, Michael Smith and Shaun Coulton from the 

Commercial club in Brisbane, recovered from a huge ‘crab’ in their first heat to win a silver 

medal behind a British pair, while their training partners in the women’s quad – Khaleda 

O’Neill from Commercial, Carlie Blake-Stein and Kirsty Harris from the GPS club and 

Karren Worrell from Toowong – won bronze behind Germany and Switzerland.2875  

13.85  The Kiwis Conquer 

Back at home Rowing Australia and the New South Wales Rowing Association hosted the 

second Australasian Under 22 Regatta at the SIRC. This time it was the Kiwis who 

celebrated, the result of the three-day regatta decided by the last two races. The New South 

Wales men’s eight recorded a time of 7 minutes 37.25 seconds when holding off their Kiwi 
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counterparts, but New Zealand’s women’s eight, who finished in 8:16:84, were too good for 

Victoria.2876  

13.86  Senior Worlds 

At the senior world championships, held in September at Aiguebelette in southern France, the 

honours lay squarely with two lightweight crews – the women‘s pair and the men’s eight. 

Elisa Blair and Justine Joyce, both from Victoria and with trans-Tasman experience behind 

them, had thrown down the gauntlet to their opposition at the Lucerne Regatta, winning by 

ten seconds and thus becoming outright favourites, despite Elisa still being young enough to 

qualify for the Under 23 team. Come Aiguebelette, and faced only with five opponents in a 

first and final six-crew field, Elisa and Justine led at every 500 mark, and when the United 

States crew came at them in the closing stages they increased the tempo and won by two 

seconds. The men’s eight had remained unbeaten throughout its European tour, but the last 

time Australia had won a medal at the world championships in their event was 1983. The final 

became the closest race the eight had contested all season. At the first 500 all six crews were 

within 1.5 seconds of each other. Australia led by 0.8 of a second at half way, and 1.5 seconds 

with 500 to go. The British then powered into second place, taking Canada with them, and 

closed in rapidly on Australia, who held on to win by 0.3 of a second. Not content, however 

with just two medals the Australian squad also won a silver and two bronze. A scratch 

combination of David Cameron, reserve for the men’s quad, and Nick McDonald-Crowley, 

spare man for the men’s eight, took aboard coxswain David ‘Chips’ Colvin and won silver in 

the coxed pairs, almost running down the United States on the line. The Free brothers, 

Duncan and Marcus, encountered in their final a very fast German double, which left Italy, 

Australia and Norway to fight out the minor placings. Norway claimed silver and the 

Australians covered the final 500 two seconds faster than the Italians to claim bronze. The 

men’s eight again contained Rob Walker, Richard Wearne and twins Geoff and James 

Stewart, but now also had Drew Ginn aboard. During its European tour it had won in Paris 

and at the Holland Beker Regatta in Amsterdam before lifting the Grand Challenge Cup at 

Henley Royal Regatta. In last place at the first 500, only fifth at half way, then with 500 to go 

in fourth place, the crew then charged past the British eight and closed to within less than a 
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second of the winners, USA, and second placed Romania. For coxswain Colvin it was the 

second medal of the championships, and the first medal for Australia in this event since the 

Nottingham gold in 1986.2877  

  

13.87  Largest Masters 

The 24th FISA Masters Regatta, held at West Lakes in November, attracted 1800 competitors 

– the largest rowing regatta ever held in Australia. Clubs from 30 countries were represented, 

20 of them winning medals, and the weather was perfect. Among local scullers to shine were 

Bob Bradley, Rod Ellaway, Roland Dankbaar and John Bolt. Joanne Lombardi from the 

Mannum Rowing Club paired up with Margaret Berg from the Lake Washington club in the 

United States, one of the four races she won. The last day of racing was for mixed crews. A 

tough wind blew for much of the day, which caused some problems in crews getting onto 

stake boats. A well-planned social calendar was appreciated by all who took part.2878 

13.88  Second Equity Plea 

There now came a further plea for gender equity, this time from Margaret Mackenzie. 

Addressing a WomenSport meeting in Sydney, Margaret stated that since the amalgamation 

of men’s and women’s rowing there had been from the men at the national level little or no 

consultation with the women. She agreed that there was some representation or participation 

when it came to decision-making, ‘but in no way is it gender equal’ she said. ‘Women in 

decision-making positions are in an absolute minority’. She cited as an example the fact that 

‘for the past five years New South Wales has had one female [committee] member among 

seven men’. Margaret noted, however, that in New South Wales women comprised 44 per 

cent of competitors, and that at the recent national championships female competitors had 

been in the majority. She also said that the greatest growth area in the sport was in schoolgirl 

rowing. Addressing coaching, Margaret believed only five per cent of certified coaches were 

women, and only one, Ellen Randell, had been selected to coach at world championships or 
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Olympic level. She further noted that in New South Wales about a quarter of regatta officials 

were women, and that at national level the ratio was even lower.2879  

13.89  Penrith Intervarsity 

The 1997 Australian University Championships were held on the Sydney Olympic course at 

Penrith. The regatta was dominated by the University of Technology, Sydney, who took the 

Centenary Cup with a massive 126 points. Among winners of the six events in which UTS 

triumphed were Richard Roach in the men’s single sculls, James Stewart and Stuart Welch in 

the men’s pairs, and Marina Hatzakis, Rebecca Joyce and Jenny Luff in a women’s eight 

coached by Ellen Randell.2880 

13.90  Zurich Sponsorship, Athletes’ Commission, New Editor 

As the 1998 rowing season began Rowing Australia announced a four-year principal 

sponsorship with the financial services company Zurich. The arrangement comprised support 

for the national team, the Australian rowing championships and the Rower and Crew of the 

Year Awards. The peak body had also established an Athletes’ Commission, a six member 

group chaired by Peter Murphy, an Atlanta Olympian, six-time member of winning Victorian 

King’s Cup crews and now a member of the Rowing Australia board. The other five members 

were Rebecca Joyce, Michael McKay, Atlanta Olympian and world championships gold 

medal coxswain Brett Hayman, another Atlanta Olympian and four-time world 

championships representative, Georgina Douglas, and three-time Olympian, 1990 world 

champion and world championships and Olympic bronze medallist Dr Sam Patten.2881 

Meanwhile the Australian Rowing magazine had another editor, Rupert Guinness, a former 

Sydney Rowing Club oarsman and now full time editor of Total Sports magazine. Rupert 

nevertheless agreed to also take on the rowing title in an honorary capacity.2882  
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13.91  Order Restored 

For the holders of the King’s Cup, the ACT, there was to be no repeat of their historic win in 

1997. On the newly-opened but somewhat dusty course at Nagambie the host state ensured a 

return to the natural order of things when seating all members of the Oarsome Foursome in 

the middle of the King’s Cup boat, thereby consigning New South Wales and Western 

Australia to second and third places. This time the ACT were fourth. A Victorian four stroked 

by Bronwyn Thompson won the premier women’s event. The South Australian crew, with 

Kate Slatter in the stroke seat, were second and the ACT third.2883 Indeed the ‘Vics’ won six 

of the eight interstate titles, the remaining four being the men’s youth eights, in the bow seat 

of which was a young Karsten Forsterling; the women’s youth eights; the women’s sculls, 

courtesy of ‘Gina’ Douglas, and the women’s lightweight four stroked by Elisa Blair. The 

slim pickings among other states were salvaged by Queensland’s Duncan Free, who retained 

the President’s Cup, and the New South Wales Penrith Cup four.2884 Free and Gina Douglas 

had earlier won their respective national sculling titles.2885  

13.92  More Morgan Magic 

Michael Morgan again worked his magic with Newington. Having won the schoolboy eights 

title at the national regatta the ‘black and whites’ also triumphed at the New South Wales 

Head of the River.2886 The schoolgirls honours went for the first time to Pymble College.2887 In 

Victoria Scotch College won the boys’ ‘head’.2888 The Schoolgirls’ regatta, run by Sacred 

Heart College, attracted more than 1400 competitors, with the senior eights clash won by 

Geelong Grammar. Brisbane’s Head of the River for the O’Connor Cup resulted in a win for 

the Anglican Church Grammar School – the first in 23 years. The winners’ coach was dual 

Olympian Peter Shakespear.2889 The Queensland girls’ contest saw a first time win for 

Stuartholme,2890 a feat mirrored in South Australia by the Wilderness School. Their male 
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counterparts, St Peter’s recorded a third successive win.2891 Aquinas retained their West 

Australian boys’ title2892 while in the girls’ event Penrhos College ended MLC’s four-win 

run.2893 In Tasmania the Hutchins School won the boy’s event and the Friends’ School the 

girls’.2894  

13.93  Adaptive Rower and Others Honoured 

The Reeconians club in Tasmania had meanwhile bought a double scull with a bit of history. 

Built at Tweed Heads by Ted Hale, the nameless craft had been used by lightweight women at 

the 1990 world championships in Tasmania. Somewhat belatedly the club decided to 

‘christen’ the boat, committee members recommending it should be named ‘Jolly Roger’ in 

recognition of one of its adaptive members, Roger Blake. A four-time national champion, 

Roger had competed at two world championships that included adaptive rowing, winning 

silver in Roudnice in 1993 and gold at Tampere in 1995.2895 

Three members of the national rowing community were recognised in the Queen’s Birthday 

Honours List. Doug Donoghue became a Member of the Order of Australia, for his 

involvement in Australian rowing at the club, national and international level and with the 

Australian Olympic movement. Dr Steve Hinchy and Dr Bill Webb received the Medal of the 

Order of Australia, Steve for his services to rowing at club, state and national levels and as an 

administrator and team medical officer, and Bill for his services to sports medicine, in 

particular as the Principal Medical Officer of Australian rowing.2896  

13.94  International Program 1998 

Despite only entering nine events at the World Junior Championships at Ottensheim in 

Austria, Australia still finished third overall in the medal count having garnered one gold, a 

silver and two bronze medals. Pride of place went to single sculler Kelly Matthews, who led 

out early in her final and was never headed. Kelly responded to late challenges and won in 7 

minutes 43.5 seconds, ahead of Chinese and German opponents. A silver medal came 
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courtesy of double scullers Taryn Langdon and Lisa Staruskiewicz, who put in the fastest 

third five hundred to move into third place. They then caught and passed the British crew but 

not the German. The bronze medals were won by sculler Tom Laurich and the coxless pair of 

Mark Kurko and Mark Sparnon. Laurich was third at half way, a position he maintained to the 

finish behind his Estonian and German opponents. Kurko and Sparnon were fourth at both the 

half way and 1500 marks but then drew level with a tiring French crew before chasing 

Yugoslavia and Germany and sealing their bronze.2897 

Stuart Reside had meanwhile been making a successful transition from junior to senior B. 

With the help of Marty Inglis, Peter Hardcastle and Shaun Coulton he celebrated his 

‘graduation’ by claiming gold at the Nations Cup regatta in Ioannina, Greece.2898 The win was 

one of four gold medals obtained by Australia, the others being the men’s eight, coached by 

Chris O’Brien; the women’s four – Kristina Larsen, Emily Martin, Angela Heitman and 

Diedre Coates, coached by Adrian David – and Rob Dalimore’s lightweight double, Jillian 

Burston and Kisahn Lamshed.2899  

As part of their world championships preparations members of the Australian team contested 

regattas at Hazewinkel and Amsterdam, the second and third of three regattas comprising a 

recent FISA innovation, the World Cup. At Hazewinkel, with the Oarsome Foursome in the 

squad but still in recovery mode, a new coxless four emerged: the Stewart twins, Ben 

Dodwell and Bo Hanson, coached by Tim McLaren. The crew led home Romania and France, 

pushing through in the last 100 metres to win by 1.12 seconds in 5.53:97. James Tomkins and 

Nick Green battled a German pair, who held their lead to the finish. Mike McKay and Drew 

Ginn, in third place for most of the journey, were overtaken by Croatia crew and finished 

fourth. In the women’s pairs Anna Ozolins and Jodi Winter, suffering some sickness, also 

won silver. Leading with 750 metres to go, they were worn down by a British pair. The men’s 

lightweight four had a great battle with Denmark and Austria. The Danes were too powerful, 

finishing 1.12 seconds ahead of the Australians. Darren Balmforth, Anthony Edwards, Simon 

Burgess and stroke Rob Richards felt they had given notice of their potential. The women’s 

quad – Jane Robinson, Marina Hatzakis, Sally Newmarch and Bronwyn Roye – finished 2.03 
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seconds behind Denmark, while the women’s eight also took silver, behind Romania, whose 

winning margin was 4.87 seconds. 2900  

And so to Amsterdam. Australia won the men’s eights, the masters, the Oarsome Foursome, 

and the UTS apprentices uniting for the first time and triumphing easily in 5:24.71. The men’s 

lightweight four also won, in the open event. The women’s quad, this time with Kerry 

Knowler replacing Sally Newmarch, won by almost four seconds, thus setting up an 

interesting contest for the final seat between Kerry and Sally Newmarch. The women’s 

lightweight quad broke the course record, 2.14 seconds ahead of the Dutch crew, a result 

Brian Richardson regarded as ‘most encouraging’.2901  

By Day Five of the 1998 world championships in Cologne the Zurich Australian rowing team 

was on the cusp of achieving its best ever results. A total of twelve crews had qualified for 

finals. This dramatically strengthened the odds of Australia bettering its tally of five medals 

won in France a year earlier, or perhaps even the six won in Atlanta in 1996. Regrettably only 

five medals were won: the men’s coxed pair and coxed four won gold, the coxless pair silver 

and the women’s quad and men’s lightweight four bronze. Again it was the Oarsome 

Foursome members who did the heavy lifting. The first gold came from the coxed pair of 

Nick Green and James Tomkins, steered by Brett Hayman, who fought back from a slow start 

to win in 6 minutes 45.01 seconds ahead of Italy and the United States. The other half of the 

Foursome, Mike McKay and Drew Ginn, picked up a second medal, a silver, in the coxless 

pairs, their time, 6 minutes 24.23, two seconds behind Germany. The results augured well for 

the fours final the following day. The Olympic champions duly led from start to finish to win 

in 6 minutes 9.43 from Croatia, Italy and the Unites States. Coach Noel Donaldson was in 

raptures. ‘This has been a great regatta for us’, he said, ‘especially given the tough program 

we’ve had. Winning the coxed four world title is as good as any other world title we’ve won’. 

Bronze medals came from the men’s lightweight four and women’s quad. The four – Darren 

Balmforth, Simon Burgess, Anthony Edwards and Rob Richards – faced the reigning world 

and Olympic champions Denmark, who won in 6 minutes 1.53 seconds. Australia tussled 

with France and Austria for the minor placings, finally finishing third behind the French. The 

women’s quad faced Germany and Russia, and in a plucky performance Sally Newmarch, 
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Jane Robinson, Bronwyn Roye and Marina Hatzakis finished third. It was a similar story for 

Australia in the men’s lightweight coxless four, which Denmark, the world and Olympic 

champions, won in 6 minutes 1.6 seconds. Australia jousted with France and Austria for the 

minor placings, finally finishing third behind the French.2902  

13.95  New Masters Chairman 

Australian masters rowing had meanwhile appointed a new Chairman, with boat builder Jeff 

Sykes taking over the reins from the long-serving Bob Hemery. Jeff, an elite athlete for many 

years, had continued to play a major role within the boat building industry and on the board of 

Rowing Australia. He had also found time to be an enthusiastic top class masters rower, and 

had not long returned from the fourth World Masters Games in Portland, Oregon.2903  

13.96  Intervarsity 1998 

The 1998 Universities Championships were hosted by Adelaide University at West Lakes, 

some 25 tertiary institutions taking part. The University of Western Australia retained the 

Oxford and Cambridge trophy in a slick 5 minutes 45.95 seconds, one of the fastest times 

recorded on the course. Indicative of the high standard displayed was the win in the men’s 

pairs, Robert Douglas and William Tait from the Australian Catholic University beating a 

crew from the University of Technology Sydney containing international oarsmen Stuart 

Welch and James Stewart – by 0.05 of a second! In the men’s sculls there was all of 1.8 

seconds between the first three finishers, Tim Perkins of Western Australia prevailing ahead 

of Stephen Stewart, brother of James and Geoff, also representing UTS. Third was Randall 

Baker from the University of Tasmania. The University of Adelaide won the women’s eights 

for the fourth time in seven years, winning by two lengths ahead of Melbourne University. 

Amber Halliday provided the hosts with their only medal by way of a classy win in the 

lightweight sculls.2904  
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13.97  Head of the Yarra Landmark 

On 6 February 1999 the 40th Head of the Yarra was celebrated. In recognition of such 

longevity a record 102 eight-oared crews took part in the 8.6 kilometre haul from 

Melbourne’s Henley staging to Hawthorn, among them school crews, country Victoria clubs 

and a number of interstate entries. A Melbourne University Boat Club eight was flagged away 

first and duly won the event, in part no doubt because it was the only entrant that did not need 

to engage in any serpentine overtaking! A further advantage might have been that Peter 

Antonie was in the seven seat. The Victorian private school community might have been 

somewhat embarrassed by the fact that Adelaide’s Prince Alfred College blitzed the field in 

the School A division, while Deputy Premier Pat McNamara’s Nagambie eight tasted success 

in the open mixed eight category.2905  

13.98  Nationals 1999 

Prior to the 1999 Australian Rowing Championships and King’s Cup Regatta, amendments to 

the interstate program were announced. The women’s four and lightweight four events would 

be replaced by women’s eights and women’s lightweight quad scull races. The changes 

brought the national program into line with the international program.2906 Aspiring world 

championships and Sydney Olympic Games contenders duly gathered in Adelaide on 9 March 

for a six-day battle for supremacy at national club then state level. More than 2000 

competitors, including overseas entrants, provided those watching with plenty of action and 

excitement. Also there were the selectors. Performances during the national championships 

would determine positions for the August world championships and, indirectly, the Sydney 

Olympic Games.  

A major feature of the national event was the men’s and women’s pairs contests. The 

women’s race was won by the relatively new combination of 1996 Olympic champion Kate 

Slatter from South Australia and Victoria’s Rachael Taylor. Following an explosive start the 

fledgling crew encountered choppy conditions before crossing the line in 7:09.81. An exultant 

Slatter said after the race that for a new combination to have such speed so early was 

‘fantastic’, and declared that they had much more to give. In the men’s pairs James Tomkins 
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and Drew Ginn demonstrated their pairs versatility when winning in 6:31.26. Their good start 

helped them hold off the NSW combination of Bo Hanson and Ben Dodwell.  

Duncan Free maintained his dominance in the interstate men’s sculls, recording a hat trick of 

wins for Queensland and surpassing his father’s ‘double’ in 1969–70. Free junior finished in 

7: 01.43, just ahead of a fast-finishing Tristan Pascall from Western Australia. The women’s 

race went to New South Wales, Bronwyn Roye finishing eleven seconds ahead of Victoria’s 

Gina Douglas. Roye had also won the national title, from Canada’s three-time Olympic gold 

medallist Marnie McBean. Winners of the Penrith Cup were Tasmania, stroked by Simon 

Burgess, ahead of Victoria and Western Australia, while the youth eights title was won by 

Victoria, from New South Wales and Queensland. The inaugural interstate women’s eights 

race for the Governor-General’s Trophy generated much interest and the event lived up to 

expectations. Here, too, the winners were Victoria, who crossed the line in 6 minutes 16.88 

seconds ahead of New South Wales and South Australia. There finally came a stunning start-

to-finish King’s Cup win by Western Australia, the victory breaking a 26-year drought for the 

state. The crew, stroked by Stuart Reside, who chose to forego a bid for the interstate sculling 

title, scorched down the West Lakes course in 5 minutes 33.90 seconds, ahead of Victoria and 

Queensland.2907  

13.99  Shore Clean Sweep 

School rowing history was made at the New South Wales Head of the River on the Olympic 

course at Penrith when, on Saturday 27 March the Shore School won all six races – the four 

fours contests and two eights events. A clean sweep such as that had not been achieved since 

the same school won all five races in 1952. After a nervous false start in the last race on the 

program, the first eights, Shore led for the first 100 metres but for the next 1600 Newington 

prevailed. They were, however, never more than three metres in front of Shore. In the final 

250 metres Shore’s stroke, Mat Chave, put his foot down and secured a famous win by 1.7 

seconds in a time of 5.55.4.2908 The following day Pymble again took the girls’ title.2909 

Victoria saw massive celebrations as Xavier College won their first Head of the River since 

1948 – more than half a century ago. In the corresponding girls’ event Geelong College had 
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waited only seven years before celebrating their victory.2910 Brisbane Grammar took out the 

Queensland boys’ title, thereby regaining the trophy won in 1997,2911 while the Brisbane 

Schoolgirls’ Rowing Association Head of the River proved once again to be one of the year’s 

biggest spectator events. More than 9000 supporters lined the regatta course at Lake 

Wivenhoe as St Margaret’s School won the race for first eights, holding out Somerville House 

by half a length, with St Aiden’s third.2912 Prince Alfred College won the South Australian 

boys’ title and Walford the girls’2913 while the West Australian contests were won, 

respectively, by Trinity and St Hilda’s.2914 In Tasmania both the Hutchins School and the 

Friends’ School retained the their titles.2915  

13.100 Canberra Masters 

On the weekend of 22 and 23 May rowers from all over the country flocked to the 1999 

Australia Masters Rowing Championships on Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin. Some 520 

contestants and 150 officials made the trip. The participation of visually disabled rowers 

Robert Altamore, from Canberra Rowing Club, and Nepean’s Ben Felten was welcomed by 

all. Both won medals and were widely applauded. Also inspirational among the contestants 

were Olympians Ian Allen (Melbourne 1956), Brian Vear (Rome 1960 and Tokyo 1964), Paul 

Guest (Rome1960, Tokyo 1964 and Mexico 1968) and Kim Mackney (Munich 1972). Many 

other former national champions were there, led by Masters chairman Jeff Sykes, all showing 

glimpses of their old form during the two-day regatta.2916  

13.101 Franklin Name Change 

For one of Tasmania’s oldest clubs, the Franklin Rowing Club Inc., there came, on 16 July, a 

name change. The club would now be known as the Huon Rowing Club Inc., so as to be more 

representative of the Huon Valley. The new club’s colours also changed; to royal blue, gold 

and red, thus better reflecting the heritage of clubs in the Huon.2917 
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13.102 Top Tallies 

At the Nations Cup regatta in Hamburg, Australia’s medal tally was the largest ever – four 

gold, three silver and a bronze. Karl Parker and Kishan Lamshed each won their single sculls 

finals, while Elizabeth Windle and Natalie Legge saw success in the pair, likewise Amber 

Halliday and Hannah Every in the lightweight double. A silver to sculler Kelly Matthews was 

backed up by both the women’s four and men’s lightweight four, while the men’s lightweight 

quad won bronze.  

A fortnight later, in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, Australia’s youngest international team tackled the 

World Junior Championships, winning gold in the men’s coxless four and bronze in the 

coxed, while Kyeema Doyle and Erin Crawford added a bronze medal to the tally in the 

junior pairs2918  

13.103 Best Ever Performance 

The 1999 FISA World Rowing Championships, held at St Catharine’s, Canada from 22 to 29 

August, saw the best performance ever from the Australian team. Seven medals were won – a 

gold, three silvers and three bronze – and the squad qualified 11 of a possible 14 boats for the 

Sydney 2000 Olympic Games.  

The gold was won by James Tomkins and Drew Ginn, who took out the pairs title by 

outclassing the field and cruising home in 6 minutes 19 seconds, just outside the world best 

time of 6:18.37. Had the pair been pushed they would surely have shattered the world mark. 

For Ginn it was a second world championships gold medal – and for James Tomkins a sixth. 

In achieving this mark Tomkins also became the first and still only oarsman to win a world or 

Olympic title in every ‘sweep’ event.2919 The silver medals were won by the men’s coxless 

four – the Stewart brothers, Bo Hanson and Ben Dodwell – the men’s lightweight four, 

comprising Rob Richards, Anthony Edwards, Darren Balmforth and Simon Burgess, while 

the men’s lightweight double sculls combination was Bruce Hick and fellow Olympian 

Haimish Karrasch. Winners of bronze were the men’s quad – Peter Hardcastle, Jason Day, 
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Duncan Free and Stuart Reside – a women’s pair, Rachael Taylor and Kate Slatter, and the 

women’s lightweight double of Sally Newmarch and Virginia Lee.2920  

13.104 Test Regatta Monitored 

The Australian University Championships, held on Lake Wendouree, was a low-key affair. 

Melbourne University, coached by Paul Reedy, won the men’s eights.2921 An absolutely vital 

regatta now took place at Penrith – the Olympic Test Regatta.  

As anticipated FISA officials were predominant, all keen to monitor the course and facilities 

as well as the organisational capacity of the Sydney Olympic Committee for the Olympic 

Games (SOCOG). Fortunately the course behaved well, with no sign of the usual September 

winds, and the FISA hierarchy expressed themselves ‘extremely satisfied’ with the facilities 

and impressed with the organisation.2922  

13.105 Nick Green Retires 

On 28 September 1999 there came a sad announcement from Nick Green, a founding member 

of the legendary Oarsome Foursome: he was retiring. His inability to recover from a back 

injury, originally sustained 11 years previously, forced a decision that marked the end of an 

era for one of the founders of the original Oarsome Foursome. ‘I could not guarantee the 

others that I would not break down’, he said. ‘It would not be fair of me to continue and affect 

their preparations for Sydney’. 

Green had first injured his back in 1988 when he had suffered some minor disc inflammation. 

Being a rookie in the team and not wanting to jeopardise his position, he continued to train 

and compete. On and off over the next few years he managed the problem reasonably well, 

missing a few domestic regattas but no major international competitions. By the time 1998 

came round, however, the situation had become serious. Two discs in the lumbar part of his 

spine were classified as degenerative and three in his thoracic section were considered 

bulging. The surrounding muscles would then seize up, trying to compensate for the 

inefficient functioning of the problem area. ‘The more I kept going the worse it got’, said 

                                                

2920 Spicer, T,et al, ‘Australia succeeds at world events’, Australian Rowing, December 1999, pp. 16–18. 
2921 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/university-championships/1999.php  
2922 Boultbee, J. et al, ‘News’, Australian Rowing, December 1999, p. 24. 
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Green. ‘I wasn’t even able to walk freely’. In the lead up to the 1998 world championships in 

Cologne Green would spend up to three or four hours a day receiving treatment, just to get 

him through training. After collecting gold at these championships he decided to take 12 

months off to allow his back to heal in time for the Sydney Olympics. Instead of getting 

better, however, it continued to get worse, and he was forced to make perhaps the toughest 

decision of his life. ‘I would dearly loved to have finished in front of a home crowd in Sydney 

and have the opportunity to race for a third gold medal, but I know that it is the right 

decision’, he said. ‘I had a great run, and achieved some amazing things. I am content in 

knowing that I have no ‘if onlys’ hanging over my head’.2923  

13.106 Olympic at Last 

And so, at last, came the Olympic year. Not surprisingly the major talking point within the 

national rowing community remained the impact Nick Green’s retirement would have on the 

selection of both the men’s pair and coxless four, gold and silver medal crews at the 1999 

world championships. The problem was compounded by Drew Ginn twice being 

incapacitated, first as a result of a cycling accident and then also by severe lower back pain. 

As a result, the consensus where the selectors were concerned was to delay making decisions 

relating to both crews until the last possible moment.  

The first test for aspiring Olympians was the national interclub and interstate regatta, held at 

Penrith in March. At the end of a week of fierce competition Georgina Douglas had improved 

her Olympic selection prospects by retaining for Victoria the Nell Slatter Trophy for women’s 

sculls. A comfortable 5.41 seconds separated ‘Gina’ from Queensland’s Marina Hatzakis. 

Queenslander Haimish Karrasch etched his name into the record books when winning the 

President’s Cup, less than a second separating him and Martin Inglis from New South Wales. 

Victoria won the women’s youth eights from New South Wales and Western Australia, and in 

a stirring finish WA took out the corresponding men’s race by just 0.21 of a second from 

Victoria, New South Wales off the pace. South Australia made a small piece of history by 

winning for the first time the Victoria Cup for lightweight quad sculls, while in the Penrith 

Cup race Tasmania proved too strong for the rest of the field and won comfortably. Gina 

Douglas won her second winner’s medal of the day when sitting in the six seat of Victoria’s 

                                                

2923 Banning, Jo, ‘Green backs out’, Australian Rowing, December 1999, p. 14. 
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eight ahead of South Australia and New South Wales, then was able to watch her brother Rob 

snare a third gold medal for the family as a member of the Victorian eight that won a 

sensational race for the King’s Cup. Finding themselves more than a length behind the ACT 

crew after 1200 metres, the ‘Vics’, stroked by James Tomkins, pumped the stroke rate up 

from 37 to 41, then in the final 500, in which the rating went up to an astonishing 45, they 

surged through to win in 5:38.74, 1.63 seconds ahead of the ACT, with NSW third.2924  

The four crews nominated to the Australian Olympic Committee following the national 

regatta were Kate Slatter and Rachael Taylor in the coxless pair, coached by Paul Thompson; 

Virginia Lee and Sally Newmarch in the lightweight double, their coach to be Harald 

Jahrling; Bruce Hick and Haimisch Karrasch in the men’s double, under the watchful eye of 

Bob Bleakley, and the men’s lightweight coxless four – Darren Balmforth, Simon Burgess, 

Anthony Edwards and Rob Richards, their mentor to be Sam Le Compte.  

More would follow, with particular interest in the men’s pair. James Tomkins and Drew Ginn 

had proved in 1999 that barring illness or injury they would be regarded as potential gold 

medallists, but Drew had been unable to contest the national regatta as a result of a cycling 

accident and the lower back problem. In the pair’s absence, David Weightman and Rob Scott 

had won the national title and so remained in contention, as did UTS’s Bo Hanson, Ben 

Dodwell and Geoff and James Stewart, second and third in the pairs final.2925  

13.107 The Schools 

Another feature race at the national regatta had been the schoolboy eights, won by Sydney’s 

St Joseph’s College ahead of the 1999 victors Shore. However, come the ‘return bout’ at the 

New South Wales Head of the River the holders again prevailed, ‘Joeys’ relegated to third 

place behind Riverview.2926 The NSW Schoolgirls event also saw the holders win, Pymble 

securing a third triumph ahead of Queenwood and PLC Sydney.2927 In Victoria the respective 

boys’ and girls’ winners were Geelong College and Geelong Grammar,2928 while on Lake 

                                                

2924 Oakley, W., ‘2000 Zurich Australian Rowing Championships, March 6–12’ Australian Rowing, vol. 23, no. 
1, April 2000, pp. 8– 11. 
2925 Oakley, W., ‘2000 Zurich Australian Rowing Championships, March 6–12’ Australian Rowing, April 2000, 
pp. 8– 11. 
2926 Barnes, R. et al, ‘Regatta Roundup’, Australian Rowing, vol. 23, no. 2, August 2000, p. 28. 
2927 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales)  
2928 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Victoria)  
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Wivenhoe the Southport School won Queensland’s boys’ first eights race.2929 At the same 

venue All Hallows secured the girls’ title, ahead of the favourites, St Margaret’s.2930 Scotch 

College ended a ten-year hiatus in South Australia, the girls’ school also winning,2931 while in 

Western Australia Hale’s boys broke a ten-year drought and St Hilda’s girls made it two wins 

in a row.2932 The Hutchins School completed a Tasmanian Head of the River hat-trick, while 

St Michael’s Collegiate girls’ school celebrated a first-time win.2933 

Not long after the Victorian Head of the River came an announcement from the Nagambie 

Lakes Authority that it would host the 2001 regatta. This followed a meeting of the eleven 

schools which constitute the Associated Public Schools of Victoria. The organisation voted 8–

3 for Nagambie over the Barwon course at Geelong. Other venues considered but not 

supported were Carrum and Ballarat. 

The Victorian ‘head’ had been held on the Barwon since 1957, when it switched from the 

Yarra. The motive for the move to Nagambie centred on the fact that the Barwon course was 

restricted to four lanes compared with Nagambie’s eight. There were also questions about the 

fairness of the river course. A cross wind created uneven conditions, which affected crews 

that had performed best in the elimination rounds. There was a widely held view that the best 

crews in the 2000 competition did not win the finals.  

The backlash from the schools and their coaches was strong, and caused the APS to order a 

review prior to the 2001 competition. An APS delegation visited four sites, including 

Nagambie, which became the favoured venue. APS spokesman Paul Sheahan, of Melbourne 

Grammar School, said the decision was for 2001 only, and that a review would follow. He 

confirmed that at Nagambie crews would race over 2000 metres.2934  

                                                

2929 Poke, R. et al, ‘News’, Australian Rowing, August 2000, pp. 24–25. 
2930 Poke, R. et al, ‘News’, Australian Rowing, vol. 3, no. 3, December 2000, pp. 24–25. 
2931 Program, Schools Head of the River Regatta, March 31st 2007.  
2932 IGSSA (WA) records. 
2933 Program, Sports Association of Tasmanian Independent Schools, 2016 Tasmanian Head of the River Regatta  
2934 Nagambie Lakes Authority media release, 15 June 2000. 
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13.108 Intervarsity 2000 

Intervarsity this year was held at Ballarat, and dominated by Melbourne University, winner of 

six events: the men’s eights and lightweights sculls and the women’s pair, eights, lightweight 

sculls and lightweight quad.2935  

13.109 Water Borne Impediment 

Sydney Games organisers had meanwhile been taking a range of measures to prevent floating 

aquatic plants from interfering with events at the Sydney International Regatta Centre. Recent 

unseasonable rain and favourable growing conditions had resulted in the plants floating to the 

surface and hampering rowers and canoeists. The Olympic Coordination Authority (OCA) 

commissioned leading experts in freshwater ecology to advise on measures and rectify the 

problem. The OCA agreed on a program that would prevent water inflow from the catchment, 

control growth, and remove plants that were directly under the competition zone.2936 As a 

result, two further selection regattas were held at Penrith, between 12–16 April and 5 and 10 

May.2937  

13.110 World Cups 

In the lead up to the Games Australia contested the second and third of the three World Cup 

regattas held in Europe – Vienna in June and Lucerne in July. In Vienna the best row of the 

regatta was that by Rachael Taylor and Kate Slatter in the women’s pair. They beat Canadians 

Emma Robinson and Theresa Luke in the final. Also impressive were James Tomkins and 

Drew Ginn, the latter seemingly recovered from his back problem. They came from a length 

behind at 900 metres to win well. Significantly, David Weightman and Rob Scott could only 

manage sixth place, almost ten seconds in arrears. The men’s eight won silver but were 

disappointed with the result, having squandered the lead to Great Britain halfway through the 

race. The women’s eight recorded a determined third place.  

The men’s eight made amends by winning the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley Royal Regatta. 

At the third World Cup Regatta in Lucerne, twelve crews raced, ten making finals, with the 

                                                

2935 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/university-championships/2000.php  
2936 Bowden, B., ‘Sydney 2000 taking fresh steps to control weed’, Australian Rowing, August 2000, p. 7. 
2937 Sloan, P. et al, ‘News’, Australian Rowing, August 2000, p. 26. 
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Olympic-class medal tally one gold, two silvers and two bronze. Sadly, a recurrence of his 

back injury meant that Drew Ginn had to be replaced by Sydney’s Matt Long, a reserve for 

the eight, who to his credit combined superbly with James Tomkins. Having in the semi-final 

fought off a seemingly improving Weightman and Scott by just 0.65 of a second the pair won 

the final in 6 minutes 38.98 seconds, with Weightman and Scott again well adrift. Taylor and 

Slatter beat their Canadian rivals again but could not overcome a Romanian combination, 

while Australia’s other silver medal came when an apparently improving men’s eight, with 

Mike McKay in the five seat, finished just 0.31 of a second behind Great Britain, having had a 

poor start. The women’s eight won a second bronze, while the UTS men’s four celebrated 

James Stewart’s return from illness with a medal of the same hue.2938 The national selectors, 

David Yates and Graham Jones, subsequently announced that the Australian Olympic rowing 

team would comprise six men’s entries and six women’s. Sadly, Drew Ginn would not 

contest a second Olympic Games.2939 

13.111 Lead-Up Regattas 

Australia had meanwhile been contesting two other international regattas in Europe, the 

Nations Cup Under 23 contest in Copenhagen and the World Junior Championships in 

Zagreb. In Denmark the men’s eight, quad and coxless four and the women’s quad all won 

silver, while Kelly Matthews claimed bronze in the women’s single sculls. The Zagreb regatta 

resulted in two medals being won: a brilliant gold in the men’s pair courtesy of West 

Australians Neil Denis and Stefan Szscurowski, and a gallant silver for another WA 

combination in the women’s fours behind the United States. The win by the pair was the 

second for Denis and Szscurowski. Last year, in Plovdiv they had been in the winning four.2940 

13.112 The 2000 Games 

Between 13 and 27 August the senior squad attended a pre-Olympics training camp at 

Penrith. From 28 August to 12 September the squad underwent a similar training camp in 

Bundaberg. On 15 September the Games of the XXVII Olympiad began. 

                                                

2938 ‘Zurich Australian team’s European tour, June–July, 2000’, Australian Rowing, August 2000, pp. 8–10. 
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The Sydney 2000 Olympic Regatta proved to be one of Australian rowing’s most successful 

campaigns ever. Australian crews made ten of the twelve finals and won five medals, three 

silver and two bronze. But no gold ...  

The first medal came courtesy of Rachael Taylor and Kate Slatter, a silver in the women’s 

pairs, their Romanian counterparts again too good. Slatter nevertheless became Australia’s 

most successful female rower ever. There were three people in the men’s pair, James Tomkins 

and Matt Long having named their boat Drew Ginn. After a poor start the Australians came 

home strongly to take bronze behind France and the United States, an excellent result given 

they had only been together for two months. The last race of the first day of finals created 

massive interest worldwide, with Stephen Redgrave of Great Britain seeking to win his fifth 

gold medal in consecutive Olympics. It was 1.30 in the morning in the UK and an estimated 

seven million people were watching the race. The Australian four – James Stewart, Ben 

Dodwell, Geoff Stewart and Bo Hansen, coached by Tim McLaren – was hoping to spoil the 

party, while the Italians could not be written off, and the event proved to be as good as it gets. 

As was their custom, the Brits led all the way, hanging on in the face of huge Italian and 

Australian challenges – and Stephen Redgrave achieved rowing immortality. In anticipation 

of the victory Britain’s Princess Anne was in attendance and presented Redgrave and his 

crewmates with their gold medals – Redgrave’s fifth and Matthew Pinsent’s third. 

International Olympic Committee president Juan Antonio Samaranch honoured the legendary 

oarsman with a special pin. There was a real sense in the crowd that history had been made, 

and the ovation was enormous.  

On the final day, after a week of perfect weather, came two outstanding races, the men’s 

lightweight fours and the men’s eights. The Australian four – Simon Burgess, Anthony 

Edwards, Darren Balmforth and Rob Richards – led all the way. With 50 metres to go they 

appeared to have won their country’s first gold medal, but the French caught them right on the 

line. In the last race of the regatta, the men’s eights, the danger crews were the United States 

and Great Britain. Australia – Christian Ryan, Alastair Gordon, Nick Porzig, Robert Jahrling, 

Stuart Welch, Daniel Burke, Jaime Fernandez (stroke) and Brett Hayman (cox) had a poor 

start and at halfway were trailing the leaders. They appeared written off. Come the final 500, 

however, they made up massive distance and in the final 50 metres were gaining virtually a 
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seat per stroke on Great Britain. But the line was too close, the Brits hung on – and 

Australians were left to ponder what might have been.2941 

13.113 Success 

So, despite all the gloomy prognostications uttered ad nauseam for years prior to the event, 

the Sydney 2000 Olympic Rowing Regatta was a tremendous success. FISA President Denis 

Oswald certainly thought so. He declared in his closing remarks to a vast crowd that 

‘Sydney’s Olympic Regatta was the best ever’. Just days later the President of the IOC, Juan 

Antonio Samaranch, used precisely the same phrase when describing the Games themselves. 

So while, at Penrith, no gold medal was won, it was salient to recall the size of the nations, 

and their populations, from which most of the gold winners came. Australia had nothing to be 

ashamed of: the nation’s oarsmen and women won enough silver and bronze to remind the 

world that our rowers and scullers remained a force to be reckoned with. 

13.114 Discussion 

This chapter has examined in detail arguably the most successful decade in the history of 

Australian rowing, at all levels of its development. It also serves to complete the sport’s 

transformation from a developing entity to one that has become fully professional, with its 

athletes at the elite level at the very least semi-professional.  

  

                                                

2941 Wilson, M., ‘Sydney Olympic Games Review’, Australian Rowing, December 2000, pp. 10–13. 
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Chapter 14: DAWN OF A NEW CENTURY 

14.1  Introduction  

This chapter describes the period between the celebrating of a successful ‘home’ Olympic 

Games in 2000 and the London Olympic Games in 2012. In the interim come the Athens 

2004 and Beijing 2008 Games and annual world championships. Described too are 

Australia’s fortunes at several other international levels – Trans-Tasman, Junior, Under 23 

and Senior world championships. The annual National and Intervarsity championships and the 

annual private schools’ contests are also recorded.  

14.2  Olympic Experiences 

Still basking in the euphoria of a spectacularly successful Olympic Games, and keen no doubt 

to ensure that a legacy program was put in place as soon as possible, the Australian Olympic 

Committee organised, between 10 and 14 January 2001, the inaugural Sydney Youth Olympic 

Festival. Some 160 athletes, ranging in age from 15 to 19 and from all Australian states and 

New Zealand, contested ten summer sports. The major priority was to give up-and-coming 

athletes ‘an Olympic experience’. An all-sport opening ceremony took place at the Sydney 

Entertainment Centre, the rowers accommodated in an Olympic-style ‘village’ at the Western 

Sydney University campus, Richmond. All athletes attended lectures on drugs and diet, while 

special guest Michael McKay, from the Oarsome Foursome and the Sydney Olympic eight, 

shared his Olympic experiences. Rowing’s regatta was held on the Olympic course at Penrith, 

a highlight being the win in the men’s pairs by Stefan Szscurowski and Neil Dennis, the 

reigning world junior champions.2942 

14.3  Thompson to UK 

It was also at this time that one of Australia’s most successful coaches announced he was 

heading overseas. Paul Thompson, coach at the Sydney Olympics of the silver medal-winning 

women’s pair, Rachael Taylor and Kate Slatter, had elected to sign a four-year deal with 

Britain’s Amateur Rowing Association covering the lead-up to and participation at the 2004 

Athens Olympic Games. Having coached at the AIS for ten years, Paul would now guide 

                                                

2942 Long, A., ‘Sydney Youth Olympic Festival’, Australian Rowing, vol. 24, no. 1, April 2001, p. 14. 
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Britain’s light and open weight women’s crews and the men’s lightweight squad. He would 

be following fellow Australian Marty Aitken, who had just finished a stint as Switzerland’s 

head coach and would now also coach in Britain.2943 

14.4  Decisions on Futures 

Meanwhile a considerable number of Australia’s Olympic medal-winning rowers, such as 

Kate Slatter and James Tomkins, had elected to take time off and contemplate where life 

might now take them, be it their rowing, their careers, their education or family life. In their 

place were a group of younger aspirants, Stefan Szscurowski and Neil Dennis included, who 

over the past few years had won medals not only at the World Junior Championships but also 

at international competitions such as the annual Trans-Tasman challenges and international 

Under 23 events.  

However, not all 2000 Olympic team members were taking a sabbatical. Twins Geoff and 

James Stewart would be resuming their pairs partnership, having indicated a desire to race at 

Athens. Four members of the women’s eight who finished fifth at the Sydney Games were 

also seeking national selection: Jodi Winter, Kristina Larsen, Vicky Roberts and Emily 

Martin.2944  

14.5  Celebrations 

There had meanwhile been time to celebrate the Sydney Games, none more deserving than 

Kate Slatter and Rachael Taylor, who, at the Novotel Homebush Bay on 10 February, became 

the first women to win Rowing Australia’s annual Rower of the Year award. Kate and 

Rachael won ahead of fellow pairs exponents James Tomkins and Matt Long, and the men’s 

eight: Christian Ryan, Alastair Gordon, Nick Porzig, Robert Jahrling, Mike McKay, Stuart 

Welch, Daniel Burke, Jaime Fernandez and Brett Hayman. Achievement awards were also 

made to Kate, James, Mike McKay and Peter Antonie in recognition of their outstanding 

contribution to Australian rowing at Olympic Games and World Championships.2945  

                                                

2943 ‘Thompson recruited by Britain’, Australian Rowing, April 2001, p .6. 
2944 Wilsom, M., ‘The new Olympiad’, Australian Rowing, April 2001, pp. 8–10. 
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14.6  Coaching Changes 

The High Performance Program now underwent several changes, as a result, notably, of Brian 

Richardson’s decision to resign as head coach and return to Canada. This led to the 

appointment of Noel Donaldson and Harald Jahrling as, respectively, the new men’s and 

women’s national coaches. Both brought with them a wealth of international and domestic 

experience. They officially took up their new roles in early February, but both had already 

been involved with the setting up of the structure of the national program for the next four 

years. They had also visited state institutes and academies to outline the intentions of the 

national program to all athletes and coaches.2946 

14.7  National Regatta 

The first national selection regatta had been held during the Victorian state championships at 

Nagambie early in March. A month later came a second series of trials, during the National 

and Interstate Regatta at Lake Wivenhoe. Duncan Free again demonstrated he was by far the 

best men’s single sculler in Australia by taking out the national club championship and 

regaining the interstate crown. Duncan’s time of six minutes 47.72 when winning the 

President’s Cup was a personal best and one of the fastest times ever recorded by an 

Australian. The women’s interstate sculling title was won in impressive style by former world 

junior champion Amber Bradley. Having missed Olympic selection Amber appeared to have 

a point to prove: she won the Nell Slatter Trophy by more than a length. With the apple 

farmer from Geeveston, Simon Burgess, and fellow Olympic silver medallist Darren 

Balmforth aboard, Tasmania’s lightweight four completed a hat trick of Penrith Cup wins. 

Both major eights races were won by Victoria, their women’s and men’s crews again resisting 

challenges from New South Wales. An indication of how passionate the ‘Vics’ are about 

interstate racing was that their men’s eight won without the services of James Tomkins, Mike 

McKay and Drew Ginn.2947 

                                                

2946 Poke, R. et al, ‘News’, Australian Rowing, April 2001, pp. 24–25. 
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14.8  Osaka Games 

This year, for the first time, the Australian Olympic Committee was invited to send a team to 

compete in the multi-sport East Asian Games, held in Osaka, Japan, from 24 to 27 May. The 

Games are held every four years, in the year after the Olympic Games. The rowing team 

contained 25 athletes and racing was over 1000 metres rather than 2000. There were thirteen 

events, so given the restricted number in the Australian squad, more than half ‘doubled up’. 

Results were nevertheless outstanding: Australia won seven of the 13 finals and all 

contestants gained a podium finish. Winners again were Stefan Szscurowski and Neil Dennis, 

not only in the pair but also the eight. Others to double up and win, in the four and the eight, 

were Luke Pritchard, Julian Voller, David Dennis and Luke Pougnault. The men’s lightweight 

double, Deon Birtwistle and Joshua Frichot, the women’s pair, Livia Laborczfalvi and 

Kyeema Doyle, and Canberra scullers Mitchell Punch and Donna Martin were also worthy 

winners.2948 It was thought that participation in the event had been valuable preparation 

heading into the newly-named World Under 23 Regatta in late July.2949 

14.9  Schools Contests 

The nation’s schools had meanwhile been in action, the New South Wales schoolboys Head 

of the River this year won by the King’s School. A day later, again at Penrith, the schoolgirls’ 

event saw Pymble College increase their winning run to four.2950 The Victorian ‘head’ was 

contested for the first time at the Nagambie Lakes course, Geelong College winning the boys’ 

event and Geelong Grammar the girls’.2951 For the third time in succession Brisbane Grammar 

reclaimed the Queensland boys’ title,2952 St Margaret’s girls doing likewise for the second 

time.2953 Prince Alfred College regained the South Australian boys’ crown, and the Scotch 

College girls retained theirs,2954 while in the West Wesley’s boys triumphed for the first 

time,2955 as did the Methodist College girls.2956 The Friends’ School in Hobart broke a 27-year 
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drought on Lake Barrington when winning the boys’ contest, while their female counterparts 

regained the title lost in 2000.2957 

14.10  International Programs 

Final trials were held at Penrith between 4 and 6 May for all invited Senior A and Under 23 

athletes and all juniors nominating for selection. The senior team would be contesting 

England’s Henley Royal Regatta, the Munich World Cup regatta and the Lucerne World 

Championships. The Under 23 team would also contest the Munich event before racing at the 

World Under 23 event in Linz, Austria, and the juniors would take on their international 

counterparts at the World Junior Championships in Duisburg, Germany.2958 

Also Henley-bound were New South Wales Head of the River winners King’s, who in early 

July ‘followed in the puddles’ of Brisbane Boys College, who in 1993 had won the Royal 

Regatta’s Princess Elizabeth Cup. It was the first time in the King’s School’s 170-year history 

that it had entered the event. On its way to the final the eight beat opponents from the United 

States and Europe, then triumphed in the final against England’s Radley College. The crew 

was coached by Andrew Randell and Simon Pennington.2959 Also victorious were a combined 

Southport College and St Joseph’s quad, winners of the Fawley Cup,2960 while Duncan Free 

won the coveted Diamond Sculls2961 and the Australian women’s eight the Remenham 

Challenge Cup.2962 

A week later four members of that eight, Jane Robinson, Julia Wilson, Jo Lutz and Vicky 

Roberts, won gold at the Munich World Cup Regatta, thus securing world championships 

favouritism. Also gold winners were the women’s lightweight quad: Catriona Roach, Sally 

Causby, Amber Halliday and Jo Lips, coached by Adrian David. The women’s eight, 

comprising those in the four together with Emily Martin, Kristina Larsen, Jodi Winter, 

Rebecca Sattin and coxswain Carly Bilson, won silver.2963 
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At the World Under 23 Regatta in Linz, Australia garnered the extraordinary total of three 

gold medals, one silver and two bronze. Pride of place went without a doubt to the female 

contingent within the team, who won all three golds. The women’s four comprised, from bow, 

Kyeema Doyle, Livia Laborczfalvi, Belinda Talbot and Kaye Anstee, and were coached by 

Debbie Fox. The quad was seated Kelly Matthews, Amber Bradley, Sally Robbins and Donna 

Martin. Their coach, Alan Bennett, also guided double scullers Andrea Price and Catriona 

Oliver to victory. The silver medal went to Neil Dennis and Stefan Szscurowski, the pair 

transitioning brilliantly to the Under 23 ranks just one year after winning the world junior 

title. Their coach was Uwe Bender. Bronze was delivered by the men’s quad, Shaun Coulton, 

David Crawshay, Tom Laurich and Brendan Long, coached by Reinhold Batschi, and by a 

lightweight four, the Bob Bleakley-coached combination of Tim O'Callaghan, Simon Strong, 

James Wilmott and Stewart Wood.2964 

The World Junior Championships, held in Duisburg between 7 and 11 August, saw the 

emergence of sculler Scott Brennan. Coached by fellow Tasmanian Sam le Compte, Brennan 

won both his heat and semi-final comfortably. In the final, however, British sculler Matthew 

Langridge led out while Brennan put in a great middle 1000 metres to bridge the gap, and led 

into the last 500 metre. The effort cost him, however, and Langridge was able to regain the 

lead and head the Australian home. It was nevertheless a promising debut.2965 

Then came the World Championships, held in Lucerne between 18 and 26 August, an event 

dominated brilliantly by Australia‘s women. In a performance described as a defining 

moment in Australian rowing, the squad won gold in the fours, eights and lightweight quad 

sculls.  

The first win came from the four, who in a dominant performance cruised home ahead of 

New Zealand and the Netherlands. The ‘cruising’ was deliberate: the eights final was due the 

following day. The four’s contest brought with it some mid-race drama, the boat’s 

amplification system failing at the first 500, making it difficult for the crew to hear cox Carly 

Bilson. But rather than panic they maintained their race plan, moved out to a narrow lead, 

then in the next three minutes rowed harder than ever before. Challenges came, from 

Germany and Romania, but the Australians held on and won by half a length. They had turned 
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Munich silver into Lucerne gold. The lightweight quad’s performance matched the weather – 

sizzling hot. In their heat they had beaten the world’s best time for the event. They now 

blitzed the field, and in the process shaved another 1.83 seconds off their record time.  

The senior member of the women’s squad, two-time Olympian Jane Robinson, said of the 

results: ‘I think Australian women’s rowing has come of age. We have always had the talent: 

this year we left nothing to chance and that gave us the confidence’. From the men there was 

a more sombre story, Duncan Free the best performer with a gallant fourth in the single 

sculls.2966 For Neil Dennis and Stefan Szscurowski the event became a step too far. The pair, 

who until now had made extraordinary progress, were this time twelfth.2967 At a gala event 

later in the year the women’s four shared the Rower of the Year award,2968 while tributes were 

also paid to Lyall McCarthy, coach of the women’s four and eight, and the lightweight quad’s 

coach Adrian David.2969  

14.11  University Contests 

Back on the domestic scene women continued to dominate, in particular those from Sydney 

University who, late in September, contested the Australian University Games Regatta at 

Penrith. Sydney had a representative in each of the seven women’s finals, and won three of 

them: the sculls, lightweight quad and the eight, which contained World Under 23 gold 

medallist Livia Laborczfalvi. Two Sydney men’s crews also won: Dan Burke and Al Gordon 

in the pairs, and a lightweight four. Rebecca Sattin, from the winning women’s eight in 

Duisburg, teamed up with fellow University of Canberra student Taryn Langdon to win the 

pairs, and both were also in the winning Canberra four.2970 

14.12  Season Launch 

On 9 October came the launch of the AIS scholarship program in Canberra, followed by a 

camp for men and women, with crews spending time predominantly in ‘big’ boats. It marked 
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not the end of the 2001 season but the beginning of an exceptionally long season 2001–

2002.2971 

14.13  Schools 2002 

At the 2002 New South Wales GPS Regatta the King’s School made it consecutive wins, 

while Pymble’s girls recorded five from five.2972 In Victoria Melbourne Grammar recorded its 

first win for six years while its female counterparts at Geelong College took over the winners’ 

mantle from Geelong Grammar.2973 The Queensland boys’ head was won by Brisbane Boys’ 

Grammar for the first time since 1993,2974 while St Margaret’s retained the girls’ crown.2975 

Adelaide’s Prince Alfred College held on to the boys’ trophy, while Walford won back the 

South Australian girls’ title held by Scotch College for the past two years.2976 In the West 

Christ Church triumphed, thus ending a ten-year hiatus, while the Methodist Ladies’ College 

first eight retained their title,2977 and in Tasmania the Friends’ Schools held on to both the 

boys’ and girls’ crowns.2978  

14.14  Nationals 

This year’s Australian Championships, held at Nagambie in Victoria, were marked by the 

return to the national fray of James Tomkins and Drew Ginn. They dominated the national 

pairs event then helped the Victorian eight record its third consecutive King’s Cup win. 

Winners of the women’s pairs title were Monique Heinke of UTS and Emily Martin from 

Wendouree Ballarat. Western Australia’s Amber Bradley, representing the AIS, won the 

single sculls title and Duncan Free the men’s. Amber followed up with wins in the eight and 

double scull (with Dana Faletic), both then winning the quad with fellow AIS members 

Donna Martin and Sally Robbins and presenting Amber with a fourth title. 

The interstate sculling title, however, was just beyond her, a heavy interclub workload 

perhaps responsible. Not that the winner, Dana Faletic, representing Tasmania, had been any 
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less active. The Penrith Cup race for lightweight fours followed a similar script, Tasmania 

leading early and Western Australia making a late, frantic sprint to the line. This time, 

however, the crews could not be separated, the judges therefore awarding two gold medals. 

Duncan Free added a sixth interstate sculling title to his resume, then, as had so often been the 

case when the King’s Cup was the prize, Victoria stepped up another level and won by more 

than a boat length from Western Australia.2979 New South Wales won the women’s eights 

title,2980 the original ULVA trophy now known as the Queen’s Cup.2981 

14.15  End of the Pearce Era 

It was now that Australian rowing learned of the death of the last descendant of the inimitable 

Pearce family. Cec Pearce, born in Double Bay on 5 May 1913, died in Sydney on 27 March. 

Cec, who sculled for Australia at the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, was first cousin to the 

great Bobby Pearce.2982  

14.16  Lightweights Lobbying 

Meanwhile lightweight rowing had come under threat once more, the Program Commission 

of the International Olympic Committee having recommended that, outside of combat sports 

and weightlifting, there should be no weight category events. FISA, Rowing Australia and 

other international federations lobbied hard to ensure that lightweight events remained on 

rowing’s Olympic program after the Athens Games in 2004.2983 A staunch ally was John 

Coates, who thought it ‘very important we resist any suggestion that lightweight rowing 

should go, because at this stage that is where more of the developing countries are able to 

participate ...’.2984 Notwithstanding the fact that rowing’s lightweights, male and female, are 

far closer to the average weight of the world’s population than those rowing at the elite level! 

An editorial in the October 2002 edition of Australian Rowing by new editor Michael Wilson 

reported that the next IOC session would take a vote on the issue, and opined that it would be 

a pity to see participation in the sport cut even further. Such an action, Wilson stated, would 
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rob a great number of lighter people of the opportunity to compete at the highest level, adding 

that lightweight events were frequently the best, witness the final of the lightweight fours at 

the Sydney Games.2985 The Executive Board overturned the IOC recommendation and 

lightweight rowing continued at the Olympics.2986 

14.17  Schoolgirl Expansion 

A branch of the sport that nowadays had a virtually unassailable position was schoolgirl 

rowing. In Victoria the Head of the Schoolgirls Regatta had grown from a single day event to 

the largest regatta in the southern hemisphere. The number of girls’ schools offering rowing 

was far greater than the number of boys’ schools having the sport as part of their curriculum.  

Figures relating to schoolgirl rowing had increased six-fold over the past fifteen years, 

whereas the number of schoolboys rowing had remained static. There were now two girls 

rowing for every boy. It was conjectured that this was because of an increase in the number of 

girls’ schools offering rowing, and the growth in the size of rowing programs within 

schools.2987  

14.18  International Program Expansion 

There now began an international calendar year for Australian rowing hitherto unprecedented. 

The nation’s crews and scullers would be contesting the second then the final World Cup 

regatta as well as the World Under 23 Regatta, previously the Nations Cup, then would come 

the World Junior Rowing Championships and World Championships.2988 Given, too, it was 

the half-way mark of the current Olympiad, the teams selected would be larger than ever.2989 

As always, the selection process across all squads was an exhaustive and exhausting one. All 

seats in every boat were declared vacant, including those occupied by last year’s world 

champions. A crew eliciting particular interest was the men’s pair, James Tomkins and Drew 

Ginn, who at the May selection regatta declared they had been hindered by weeds. The 
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following weekend they raced in Canberra and performed to a level that ensured their place in 

the team.  

14.19  Regatta Campaign 

The first regatta of the campaign was the second World Cup round in Lucerne, at which Ginn 

and Tomkins faced the British combination, James Cracknell and Matthew Pinsent, hitherto 

unbeaten in 25 races. The Australians led them home by more than a length, thus sending a 

clear message: ‘We’re back’. Also at Lucerne were the women’s four, who won well, and an 

eight that recorded a solid third place.2990 

Now came the World Under 23 Regatta, held in Genoa, Italy, in late July. Australia’s team 

recorded exceptional results: three gold medals, three silver and two bronze. It also claimed 

trophies as the most successful lightweight nation and winner of the women’s overall points 

score contest. The gold medals went to the women’s pair, Kyeema Doyle and Catriona Oliver; 

the women’s four, comprising Krysten Winkley, Sarah Outhwaite, Sara Richards and Danielle 

Ackland; and the men’s lightweight quad, George Jelbart, Michael McBryde, Deon Birtwistle 

and Steve Kuzma. 

Silver medals were claimed by Mitchell Punch in the single scull, the women’s quad of Liz 

Kell, Lisa Starr, Andrea Price and Natalie Long, and the men’s lightweight pair, Tom 

Nicholls and Ross Brown. Bronze went to lightweight double scullers Megan Campbell and 

Marguerite Houston, and to the men’s lightweight four: Stewart Wood, Tim O’Callaghan, 

Tom Gibson and Simon Strong.  

Team manager Graham Tanner described the results as ‘fantastic’. ‘This ... performance 

[showed] the depth of rowing in Australia and the level of commitment ... ’2991 A commitment 

it very definitely was. The team members – and no doubt their families – were required to 

contribute a large proportion of their travel and accommodation expenses.  

Australian rowing now experienced one of its best overseas regattas ever, the final World Cup 

round in Munich. The senior team accumulated ten medals: three gold, five silver and two 

bronze. The women’s four, lightweight quad and lightweight double all won. The women’s 
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eight went one better than in Lucerne, collecting silver, a feat also achieved on debut by the 

men’s double and lightweight four, and by the men’s eight and women’s quad. Craig Jones 

and Peter Hardcastle led all the way in the double only to be overhauled in the last 100 metres 

and take bronze. Duncan Free, who was not contesting the world championships due to the 

pending arrival of his first child, finished seventh.2992 

It was now the turn of Australia’s youngest international rowers to shine, at the World Junior 

Rowing Championships held between 7 and 10 August in Trakai, Lithuania. Team manager 

Peter Huggett summed up the performance thus: ‘Very satisfying, very rewarding. I am so 

very proud of these young rowers.’ Huggett, who was managing his eleventh junior team in 

succession, pointed out that his team was the first ever to return to Australia each member 

having won a medal. ‘We all had a great regatta’, Huggett said. ‘The dedication by the whole 

team was fully professional in all aspects’.  

The team’s tally was two gold medals, a silver and a bronze. The first gold, however, almost 

wasn’t. Sculler Hally Hames had to overcome multiple hurdles before winning. Unable to 

train at full pressure due to a stress fracture, Hally was required to prove her fitness before 

leaving Australia. The 18-year-old Higher School Certificate student from Kirrawee High 

School in southern Sydney also had to balance her studies with her training. Having finished 

fourth in the double sculls at last year’s junior championships, in this year’s final, in appalling 

head wind conditions, Holly led out, lost the lead in the middle of the race but stayed calm, 

then sculled back past the field to finish a length in front of opponents from Latvia and Italy. 

Her time, 9 minutes 00.50 seconds, indicated the severity of the task. The men’s coxed four, 

Ed Yorston, Ian Allsop, Peter Maiden and Matthew Ryan, coxed by Oscar Bell and coached 

by Andrew Randell at Drummoyne, had an average weight of 90 kilograms and ploughed 

their way through the rough conditions to lead all the way. Their time was 6 minutes 57.8 

seconds, 1.53 seconds ahead of a highly fancied Romania, with France third.  

In the men’s single Eugene Arendsen picked up the silver medal, despite having been in the 

boat for only 18 months. Eugene, from Surfers Paradise, had a useful mentor in Duncan Free. 
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The final medal, a bronze courtesy of women’s pair Mallory Baxter and Alexandra Doyle, 

was all the more remarkable because Mallory had only been rowing for ten months!2993 

14.20  Regattas Various 

In a bid to reinstate rowing on the Commonwealth Games program members of the men’s 

senior team entered the Commonwealth Championships at Nottingham – and ‘cleaned up’. 

They won all seven events they entered and topped the medal tally. Following two week in 

Munich, where short, sharp work was the order of the day, the team flew to Spain, where they 

were joined by the Adaptive rowers.  

In the interim, Australia’s rowing veterans had recorded great results at the FISA World 

Masters Regatta at Prague, in the Czech Republic. Outstanding for Australia was Western 

Australia’s George Xouris, who won the single, double and quad sculls events. A winner of 

the King’s Cup in 1973 and several national titles, George had in more recent years been 

instrumental in developing some outstanding talent within his state.2994 

The Trans-Tasman Under 22 Regatta, briefly known in the late 1990s as the Australasian 

Under 22 Regatta, now further evolved and became the Youth Cup, a contest between 

Australian states and teams from the North and South Islands of New Zealand. It was held at 

Lake Barrington and won by New South Wales. This first year, however, the Rusty Robertson 

Trophy was awarded on an Australia v New Zealand basis.2995 

14.21  The World Comes to Spain 

The 2002 world championships were held on the Lacartuja regatta course in Seville, one of 

the major historical centres in Europe. According to legend the city was founded by Hercules. 

It is the largest in southern Spain. The world championships were held over eight days, with 

finals split into two groups over two days. With two days remaining there were still twelve 

Australian crews in contention, six men’s and six women’s.  
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The first to race were the women’s four, with Vicky Roberts the only survivor from last 

year’s winning crew. She was joined this time by Kristina Larsen, Jodi Winter and Rebecca 

Sattin. With 500 metres gone the Australians led by just over a canvas, and at half way by half 

a length, Canada and Germany the chasing crews. With 500 to go Australia led by clear 

water, then given the following day’s eights final did only what was required to win, two 

thirds of a length ahead of Canada, China a length back in third place. Australia’s time was 

just 0.64 of a second outside the world’s best.  

The next race, the men’s coxed pairs, saw Tom Laurich, Robert Jahrling and cox Michael 

Toon in action. Germany cleared away early, ahead of Romania, with Australia in third place 

and the United States fourth. The Americans then got past Australia, the Romanians wilted, 

and the Aussies held on for a well-earned bronze. 

Billed as the race of the regatta was that between Australia’s James Tomkins and Drew Ginn 

and arch-rivals the British pair, James Cracknell and Mathew Pinsent, unbeaten in twenty-five 

races until vanquished by the Australians at Lucerne. At half-way the Brits led by more than a 

length, and were going away, Australia sparring with three other crews, Croatia, South Africa 

and Yugoslavia. At the finish Great Britain had triumphed, South Africa flew home second 

and Croatia grabbed bronze, which the Aussies missed by just 0.05 of a second. All four 

crews beat the world’s best time, 6 minutes 18.37 seconds, but the fortune pendulum had 

swung back Britain’s way. 

Also world’s best time breakers were the Australian women’s lightweight quad, a totally 

different crew – Zita van der Valle, Marguerite Houston, Miranda Bennett and Hannah Every 

– from the one that had won and broken the world time a year earlier. After a comfortable 

heat win they were raging favourites, but they had a poor start and with 500 gone trailed Italy. 

Then came a push, and at the 1000 they led by more than half a length. The Netherlands crept 

up on Australia, who with 500 to go led by just 1.01 of a second, but then the foot went down 

and nobody was going to catch them. It was gold to Australia, the new world’s best time now 

6.29.55.  

Next came the women’s lightweight double, with Sally Causby and Amber Halliday bidding 

to beat reigning world champions Germany. The Germans got the better of the start and at the 

first 500 had their bow in front, but at half way the positions had been reversed. Australia 
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maintained their momentum, and with 500 to go began to pull away. The Germans fought 

back but Australia would not be denied and won well. 

The squad’s last race was the women’s eights, with Australia as the defending champions the 

ones to beat. The early leader, however, was the United States, a canvas in front at the first 

500, with Australia fourth but not panicking. At half way the order was the United States, 

Germany and Australia, then with 500 to go Australia was second and closing in on the 

Americans. But to no avail. The United States hung on to win gold by just 0.85 of a second, 

with Australia second and Germany third. 

The result meant that Australia finished fourth on the medal table, an outcome regarded as 

‘very satisfactory’. There had been big improvements since last year, particularly in the men’s 

events. The plan now was to maintain that improvement, with next year a crucial one. 

Two other ‘very satisfactory’ results were those recorded by Australia’s adaptive rowing 

squad, a coxed four – Ben Vines, Ben Felton, Brett Horeton and Glenn Blackly, steered by 

Susie Edwards – and Peter Taylor in the fixed seat single scull. The four, which had come 

together at the end of July and trained up to ten times a week, showed great strength and 

determination, and with the all other members of the Australian team cheering them on won 

gold ahead of Spain and the United States. Peter Taylor claimed bronze.2996 

14.22  World Masters 

The Victorian city of Ballarat experienced another ‘gold rush’ early in October when 

competitors from all over the world descended on Lake Wendouree to take part in the World 

Masters Games Regatta. A total of 1750 competitors and 680 boats arrived, testimony to the 

increasing popularity of masters rowing globally. Unofficially, organisers declared it the 

biggest regatta ever held in Australia. There were 656 races, one every four minutes over 

almost five days. Among ‘legends’ of the sport competing were Paul Guest, Jim Lowe, Chris 

Shinners, Ian Allen, George Xouris, Jeff Sykes, Steve Evans, Pam Westendorf and Jacqui 

Marshall. True to the spirit of masters rowing, the contestants, men and women alike, not only 

rowed hard but partied hard afterwards, much to the delight of local hostelries. There were 

reunions, too, notably among crews from Australia and the United States that had competed 
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on the lake 46 years previously, at the Melbourne Olympic Games regatta. The event was 

magnificently staged by the Victoria Rowing Association, which received massive 

plaudits.2997  

14.23  Bombing Atrocity 

As Australians awoke on the morning of the regatta’s final day, however, there came news 

from Bali in Indonesia of a senseless and evil bombing atrocity that eventually took 202 lives. 

Most were international holidaymakers. The Australian rowing community was shocked and 

deeply saddened to learn that among the victims was one of its own: promising young 

Tasmanian oarsman and sculler Tim Hawkins. Tim was the younger son of noted coach Steve 

Hawkins and wife Judy, and brother of 1992 Olympic champion Steve junior. Tim had been a 

champion in his own right; he had also rowed for Australia, at the 1994 world championships 

in Indianapolis and the 1995 Nations Cup in Groningen, the Netherlands. He was 28 years 

old.2998  

14.24  UTS Dominant 

The Australian University Championships were also held on Lake Wendouree, the University 

of Technology men dominant, with Steven Stewart and James Chapman members of the 

eight. Sydney University’s women were equally outstanding.2999  

14.25  Additional Administrators, Media Opportunity 

At the start of 2003 Australian rowing welcomed a new CEO, Andrew Dee. A career sports 

administrator, Andrew came to rowing from the Australian Sports Commission, where for ten 

years he had guided the fortunes of a number of sports on the AIS program. Another to put his 

hand up was Dr David Yates, now Chair of the national selection panel. Congratulations were 

also due to Bob Blake, a major founder of the admirable Disrow program that introduced 

rowing to people with disabilities. Bob was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia in 

the new year’s honours list. Meanwhile James Tomkins and his fellow Oarsome Foursome 

members were featuring in a series of television commercials for ‘Golden Valley Gold’, 
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thereby enjoying, literally, the fruits of their labours. It was to their credit that almost seven 

years after winning their second Olympic gold medal the crew remained marketable. It clearly 

demonstrated that the Oarsome Foursome had made a lasting impression not just on 

Australian rowing but Australia sport.3000 It also helped offset, at least in part, justifiable 

complaints from many followers of the sport that Australian rowing received little other 

media attention and a complete lack of television coverage.3001 

14.26  Champion Course 

From Western Australia came news of a future rowing course at Kelmscott, south east of 

Perth. The proposed 120-hectare facility, named Champion Lakes, would become only the 

third international-standard rowing course in the country. Rowing WA president Craig James 

confirmed that the new facility would be able to host state and international competitions. The 

course would be 4.5 metres deep, 2200 metres long and 150 metres wide.3002 

14.27  Schools 2003   

The 2003 schools heads of the river were meanwhile being contested. In New South Wales 

the Shore School prevented a King’s hat trick, while the Pymble Girls College completed two 

hat tricks in succession!3003 The Geelong Colleges won both the boys’ and girls’ races,3004 

while in Queensland history was made, Nudgee College winning the boys’ race for the first 

time. Somerville won the girls’ contest for the first time in ten years.3005 In Adelaide St Peter’s 

averted a Prince Alfred College hat trick and the Wilderness School won the girls’ event.3006 

Christ Church retained the boys’ trophy in the West and the MLC girls made it three in a 

row,3007 while in the Apple isle a Hutchins win averted a Friends School boys hat trick and the 

Friends School girls completed one.3008 
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14.28  Olympians Return 

A return to the sport of a number of Sydney Olympians had been noted, notably Jaime 

Fernandez, known as ‘Hammer’, stroke of the men’s eight that won Olympic silver in 

Sydney. ‘There’s unfinished business’, he said. These sentiments were shared by crewmates, 

notably dual Olympic gold medallist Michael McKay, who affirmed they wanted to avenge 

the disappointment of not winning gold at their home Olympics. Back too were Geoff Stewart 

and Bo Hanson, who had won bronze in the coxless four behind Great Britain’s ‘Redgrave 

four’ and Italy.3009  

14.29  Coates Pleased 

The second Australian Youth Olympic Festival was again held at Penrith. The racing was 

dominated by a Queensland squad that won nine of the fourteen gold medals on offer. The 

two winning eights were presented with their medals by AOC president John Coates, who 

was pleased with what he saw. ‘I do not think we will see many of them in Athens, but from 

what we have seen today we are certainly in good shape come Beijing.’3010  

14.30  Barrington Nationals 

The 2003 national regatta was held at Lake Barrington from April 22 to 27, culminating as 

always with the interstate events. Amber Bradley was in a class of her own in the women’s 

sculls, winning for Western Australia by four seconds, while the women’s eights was won by 

New South Wales, stroked by Kristina Larsen. The evergreen Simon Burgess was again in the 

stroke seat of the Tasmanian four that won the Penrith Cup, Duncan Free extended his 

President’s Cup wins to seven and Victoria won the King’s Cup for the fourth year in 

succession.3011  

14.41  European Campaign 

Late in July the 2003 Under 23 World Regatta was held in Belgrade. Australia’s medal tally 

was four golds, four silvers and a bronze. The regatta saw again the progress being made by 

young Tasmanian Scott Brennan, now being jointly coached by Sam Le Compte and Noel 

                                                

3009 ‘National Team Selection’, Australian Rowing, March 2003, pp. 6–10. 
3010 ‘Australian Youth Olympic Festival’, Australian Rowing, March 2003, p. 12. 
3011 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/interstate-championships/2003.php  
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Donaldson. The winning men’s quad contained two ACT scullers, Henry Gundry and Tom 

Westgarth, coach Gordon Marcks also a Territorian. Overseeing the winning men’s 

lightweight four was Rhett Ayliffe, while the victorious women’s double, Elizabeth Kell and 

Sarah Outhwaite, were coached by Debbie Fox.3012 

Shortly afterwards came the Junior World Championships, the venue Schinias in Greece, and 

the result for Australia two gold medals and a silver. The men’s coxed four headed home Italy 

and South Africa, the margins tight on the 1000 metre course. Harry Horwitz, Angus 

Campbell, Rupert Sheridan and Alexander Carey, coxed by Robert Williams, got home by 

just over a second in 2 minutes 59.13. The women’s double, Sally Kehoe and Tara Kelly, also 

shaded an Italian crew, Hungary this time third. The Australians’ time was 3.26.85 and the 

margin a healthy 3.76 seconds. Annika Naughton and Natalie Bale earned their silver behind 

the Netherlands but in front of Poland.3013  

On 24 August a prize greater than victory lay beyond the finishing line as Australia’s oarsmen 

and women embarked on their world championships campaign in Milan. Every boat winning 

a medal or meeting qualification criteria would also qualify their category for the 2004 

Olympic Games in Athens. Most Australian eyes would be on Atlanta Olympic gold 

medallists and 1999 world champions Drew Ginn and James Tomkins and their bid to 

displace the reigning world pairs champions James Cracknell and Matthew Pinsent.3014  

Displace them they surely did. Ginn and Tomkins surged out of the start and by half way were 

clear of home town favourites Guiseppe De Vita and Dario Lari. Croatia’s Skelin brothers, 

Sinisa and Niksa, turned up the heat in the home stretch but the Australians resisted their 

challenge in imperious fashion and finished more than half a boat length ahead in 6 minutes 

19.31 seconds. They had signalled their 2004 Olympic Games intentions in the most emphatic 

way possible. South Africa were third, Cracknell and Pinsent fourth and Italy fifth.3015 It was 

for Tomkins a seventh world title. 

                                                

3012 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-u23-championships/2003-Belgrade.php  
3013 http://www.worldrowing.com/events/2003-world-junior-championships/  
3014 The Age, 25 August 2003. 
3015 Sunday Tasmanian, 31 August 2003.  
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A second gold came courtesy of the women’s quad, who six weeks earlier had beaten the 

seemingly invincible Germans at a World Cup regatta in Lucerne.3016 Adopted Canberran Jane 

Robinson, Tasmanian pair Dana Faletic and Kerry Hore, and Western Australia’s Amber 

Bradley led from start to finish, cruising home in 6 minutes 46.52 seconds after being three 

and a half seconds ahead at the 1500. Belarus were second, and Germany, unbeaten in twelve 

years, third.3017  

Australia’s other men’s pair combination, this one coxed, won silver. Luke Pougnault and 

Jonathon Fievez, steered by Marc Douez, were second behind the United States but ahead of 

Canada.3018 Silver was also claimed by the men’s lightweight quad, Tasmanians Deon 

Birtwistle, Shane Broad and Sam Beltz, together with Queenslander Michael McBryde. The 

crew, coached by Tasmania’s John Driessen, finished two seconds behind Italy. Third were 

Germany.3019 Sally Causby and Amber Halliday in the women’s lightweight double 

demonstrated the depth of women’s sculling when coming second to Germany but ahead of 

Romania, a factor further exemplified by the lightweight women’s quad – Bronwen Watson, 

Sally Newmarch, Marguerite Houston and Miranda Bennett – third behind China and the 

Netherlands.  

This was the first regatta at which Australia’s adaptive rowers were in every way part of the 

team. A mixed four of Jennifer Emerson, Julia Veness-Collins, Gene Barrett, Ben Felton and 

cox Susie Edwards, all from New South Wales, repaid the compliment by triumphing in style. 

Equally satisfying at the end of a momentous regatta was that Australia had qualified for 

Athens in 12 of the 14 events.3020  

14.32  Intervarsity and Trans-Tasman 

Queensland’s Wivenhoe Dam was the venue for the 2003 Intervarsity Regatta, but it was 

Sydney University’s day, courtesy of wins in the women’s pair, four and eight. The 

University of Queensland represented its state well, winning four events: the men’s four and 

lightweight four and the women’s single and double sculls. Third on the results ladder came 

Melbourne University, winners of the men’s lightweight sculls and women’s lightweight 

                                                

3016 The Mercury, 2 September 2003. 
3017 Canberra Times, 2 September 2003. 
3018 Courier-Mail, 1 September 2003. 
3019 The Mercury, 2 September 2003. 
3020 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-championships/2003-Milan.html  
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quad. There was compensation for the University of Technology Sydney’s fourth place: the 

men’s eight won the major trophy, the Oxford and Cambridge Cup.3021  

The 2003 Trans-Tasman contest for the Youth Cup, held at West Lakes in October, again 

featured the best under 21 rowers from all Australian states and New Zealand, the Kiwis this 

year competing as North Island and South Island. Each team comprised nine male and nine 

female members and had to include at least two lightweights and a coxswain. With points 

awarded for all positions, 9 for 1st, 8 for 2nd, down to 1 point for 9th, most of the 64 races 

resulted in intense and exciting contests.  

The climax of the regatta saw all team members race in eights. The women's eight contest was 

won by New Zealand’s South Island, a length in front of Victoria, the host state third. The 

men's eights saw a win to New South Wales, with New Zealand North Island second, just 0.6 

of a second in front of Queensland. 

The overall winners, however, with 106 points, were Victoria, who were thus awarded the 

Rusty Robertson Trophy. In second place was Queensland, with 89 points, who just tipped 

out New Zealand North Island, on 87.3022  

14.33  Respite for Champions 

For those at the top end of Australia’s rowing spectrum seeking Olympic selection in 2004, 

there was to be little respite. Another series of trials would begin on 18 December3023 and end 

on 29 February 2004.3024 Having, however, been named the international crew of the year, 

James Tomkins and Drew Ginn had been granted some respite. The pair were pre-selected for 

Athens, but would still take part in the trials. Tomkins was thus guaranteed a fifth Olympics 

and Ginn a second, eight years after his first.3025 

                                                

3021 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/university-championships/2003.php  
3022 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/trans-tasman-series/2003-youth.html  
3023 Daily Telegraph, (Sydney), 18 December 2003. 
3024 Herald Sun, 2 December 2003. 
3025 Daily Telegraph, (Sydney), 18 December 2003. 
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14.34  Focus on Athens 

The national and international sporting media were focusing now like never before on Athens 

and its Olympics preparations. Few outlets were optimistic, their previews and 

prognostications predicting dire outcomes. Typical of the commentary was a scenario devised 

by Paul Mulvey, European Correspondent of Australian Associated Press, in which Greek 

Prime Minister, Costas Simitis, is in Beijing inspecting work on the 2008 Beijing Olympics. 

‘I’m impressed,’ Simitis says. ‘Yes, we’ll have everything ready by 2006,’ says his Chinese 

host. ‘So will we,‘ Simitis replies. 

Olympic organisers, however, insisted all would be ready for the Games, due to open on 13 

August. Athens Organising Committee president Gianna Angelopoulos-Daskalaki believed 

the Games and its legacy would be a revelation for the Olympics, Greece and the rest of the 

world. ‘The Olympic ‘homecoming’ will be an opportunity to reawaken the true spirit and 

meaning of the Olympic Games, by educating people around the world about the Games’ 

ancient roots and values,’ Angelopoulous-Daskalaki said. ‘In addition, it is an opportunity to 

reintroduce Greek history and introduce our contemporary accomplishments to the world.’3026 

The announcement of Australia’s Olympic rowing team was made on 2 March, with James 

Tomkins and Drew Ginn heading the men’s squad. Bo Hanson, Michael McKay, the Stewart 

twins and their younger brother Stephen were in the men’s eight, and Scott Brennan and 

Duncan Free in the quad. Canberra’s Craig Jones would contest the single, and his partner, 

Amber Bradley, had this time won Olympic selection, as part of a strong women’s sculling 

squad.3027 

14.35  Script Spoilt 

At the national regatta, held at Nagambie, James Tomkins won what was billed as his ‘last’ 

race in Australia as part of a four-man crew, teaming up with Drew Ginn, Bo Hanson and 

Geoff Stewart in a Mercantile/UTS combination.3028 All that was required now was a King’s 

Cup win. The following day, however, New South Wales spoilt the script when winning the 

Cup for the first time since 1984 and consigning Victoria – and Tomkins – to second place. 

                                                

3026 Australian Associated Press report, 10 February 2004. 
3027 Canberra Times, 2 March 2004, p. 24. 
3028 The Age, 15 March 2004, p. 16. 
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New South Wales also won the women’s eights race for the Queen’s Cup,3029 while having 

won the women’s interclub sculling title Amber Bradley captured the Nell Slatter Trophy for 

the women’s interstate event. She was also named Australia’s 2003 Rower of the Year.3030 

Duncan Free won the interstate sculling title yet again, and Simon Burgess was this time in 

the bow seat of the Tasmanian lightweight four that won the Penrith Cup.3031 

14.36  Tactical Switch 

Not long after the ‘nationals’ came news from Great Britain that Matthew Pinsent, winner 

with the legendary Steve Redgrave of the 1992 and 1996 Olympic pairs gold medal and the 

coxless fours gold in Sydney, had elected, with his current pairs partner James Cracknell, to 

contest the Athens Games in the fours, not the pairs.3032 Such, by now, was Tomkins’ and 

Ginn’s reputation. The decision, however, would elevate Pinsent to British superstardom 

second only to Redgrave. 

14.37  Schools 2004 

The Shore School retained the New South Wales boys’ Head of the River title, while 

Pymble’s girls extended their winning run to seven.3033 Scotch College won the fourth ‘head’ 

race to be contested at Nagambie, while the girls’ race was won for the first time by Carey 

Grammar.3034 In Queensland Anglican Church Grammar School, coached by Bruce 

Greenland, won the boys’ race, while St Aidan’s secured the schoolgirls’ title.3035 In South 

Australia Prince Alfred College took back the South Australian boys’ crown from St Peter’s, 

and the Walford girls meted out the same fate to the Wilderness School.3036 In Western 

Australia Trinity scored their first victory this century, the first since 1999, and Trinity’s girls 

reached a hat trick of wins.3037 The southern Tasmanian Hutchins boys repeated 2003’s 

triumph, while the Friends’ girls made it four wins in a row.3038 

                                                

3029 Daily Telegraph, (Sydney), 15 March 2004, p. 70. 
3030 The West Australian, 16 March 2004, p. 62. 
3031 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/interstate-championships/2004.php  
3032 Australian Associated Press NewsWire report, Jordan Baker, 4 June 2004. 
3033 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales)  
3034 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Victoria) 
3035 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Queensland)  
3036 Program, Schools Head of the River Regatta, March 31st 2007. 
3037 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Western_Australia)  
3038 Program, Sports Association of Tasmanian Independent Schools, 2016 Tasmanian Head of the River 
Regatta. 
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14.38  Athens 

Given the lack of a gold medal in Sydney, the Athens selection policy was changed so as to 

ensure the objective was gold medals, not just medals. Given they were the current world 

champions and had won the early pair-oared events during the selection process, the men's 

pair was the first crew selected. The selectors then prioritised the men's eight in the sweep 

events, the men's quad in the sculling events, the men's lightweight four in the lightweight 

events, the women's quad in the women's sculling categories and the women's eight in the 

sweep. The team departed for Europe, the men's crews training at Varese in northern Italy and 

the women’s at altitude at St Moritz, Switzerland. They competed with some success at both 

the Lucerne and Amsterdam regattas then travelled to Athens on 8th August prior to the start 

of the Olympic Regatta. This would be conducted from 14th to 22nd August at Schinias, 

north-east of Athens. 

In 2003 the course had been the venue for the World Junior Championships, and such were 

the rough conditions that boats sank and racing had to be conducted over 1000 metres. It was 

therefore anticipated similar conditions would prevail this time round – but apart from one 

day when rowing was postponed the weather was perfect. 

So too, were James Tomkins and Drew Ginn, who repeated their 2003 Milan performance and 

won in almost nonchalant fashion, Tomkins even stopping before the finishing line! Second 

were Croatia and third South Africa. The result confirmed the 39-year-old Tomkins’ current 

reputation as Australia’s greatest ever rower. His third Olympic gold eclipsed the two won by 

Bobby Pearce, Mike McKay and Nick Green. It was a second gold for Ginn following 1996.  

Australia also won a silver and two bronze medals. The silver went again to the men’s 

lightweight four – Glen Loftus, Anthony Edwards, Ben Cureton and Simon Burgess – who 

were just edged out of for gold by arch-rivals Denmark. Italy took the bronze. The men’s 

eight, with Michael McKay aboard, pushed hard all the way but could not overcome the 

winners, the United States and silver medallists the Netherlands. The women’s quad – Dana 

Faletic, Rebecca Sattin, Amber Bradley and Kerry Hore – world champions last year but this 

time placed fourth behind Germany, Great Britain and Ukraine, were promoted to the bronze 

position when the Ukrainians were disqualified for substance abuse.  
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Thoughts were spared for the women’s double, Sally Newmarch and Amber Halliday, 

likewise the men’s four, David McGowan, Rob Jahrling, Tom Laurich and David Dennis, 

both in fourth place. However, the event that, for all the wrong reasons, captured global 

headlines was the women’s eight’s final, in which Sally Robbins, in the six seat of the 

Australian boat, stopped rowing with the crew challenging for a medal with less than 500 

metres to row. The story went global, with the stricken crew fronting a media conference the 

following day in an uneasy show of public unity and Sally blaming anxiety for her collapse. It 

emerged that she suffered a recurrence of the problem, which she had been dealing with for 

some time, and had worked with doctors and psychologists in a bid to overcome it. Sally said 

she would try to regain the crew’s trust.3039  

On 16 September the entire Olympic team took part in a welcome home parade in Sydney, 

down George Street from the Rocks to the Town Hall.3040 It had emerged that the men’s 

rowing team was ranked number one in the world in Athens, with the men and women 

combined equal first with Germany.3041 The Australian Olympic Team finished an 

extraordinary fourth on the gold and overall medals tally.3042 

14.39  Three More Golds 

Meanwhile, Australia’s Junior and Under 23 teams had also met success. Sculler Sally Kehoe 

won gold at the World Junior Championships in Banyoles, Spain, as did Annika Naughton 

and Natalie Bale in the coxless pairs. A third medal, a bronze, came in the women’s fours.3043 

The World Under 23 Regatta in Poland a week later reaped a total of seven medals, including 

gold in a coxed four stroked by Fergus Pragnell and a second medal, this time silver, for the 

remarkable Sally Kehoe.3044  

14.40  Intervarsity and Trans-Tasman  

Late in September, the annual Intervarsity Regatta was hosted at Lake Barrington by the 

University of Tasmania, the University of Melbourne proving dominant. Melbourne won the 

                                                

3039 Canberra Times, 25 August 2004, p. 1. 
3040 Sydney Morning Herald, 16 September 2004, p. 1, 6. 
3041 Herald Sun, 1 October 2004, p. 93. 
3042 The Age, 17 November 2004, p. 23. 
3043 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-jr-championships/2004-Banyoles.php  
3044 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-u23-championships/2004-Poznan.php  
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men’s fours and the first men’s lightweight coxless fours race, their women taking out the 

women’s single, lightweight quad and eight, which contained the promising Phoebe Stanley. 

Melbourne also won the mixed eights. The Oxford and Cambridge Cup for men’s eights was 

won by a Sydney University crew containing the well travelled Fergus Pragnell and a 

coxswain of promise, Marty Rabjohns.3045 

The 2004 Trans-Tasman Regatta for the Youth Cup, again held in Adelaide, saw a lightweight 

team added to the events list. The teams now comprised 10 men and 10 women. The winners 

this year were Tasmania.3046 

14.41  Donaldson ‘Supremo’ 

Shortly afterwards Rowing Australia announced in Melbourne the appointment of super 

coach Noel Donaldson to the position of High Performance Director. Donaldson, who had 

guided the Oarsome Foursome to both their 1992 and 1996 Olympic triumphs and three world 

championship, admitted the sport’s Athens experience had provided multiple lessons about 

athlete management. These, he said, were already being addressed. Answering now to 

Rowing Australia president Pat McNamara, Donaldson was given four years – until the 

Beijing Olympic Games in 2008 – to achieve the world’s best team objective. He would also 

oversee both teams, men’s and women’s.3047 

14.42  New Magazine 

The Australian Rowing magazine having ceased publication in March 2003 after 25 years, 

another, Rowing MagOZine, emerged in July 2005. This time the journal was in the hands of 

a private publisher, Fabmag Publishing, rather than Rowing Australia.3048 Among the 

contributors to the first edition were the Australian Rowing History website’s proprietor 

Andrew Guerin, renowned television sports commentator Gordon Bray, multi-medallist 

Amber Halliday, and another female rowing champion, Rebecca Joyce, who would edit the 

publication.3049  
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3047 The Age, 1 October 2004. 
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The first edition of the magazine contained an obituary to Ted Bromley, once described as 

Australia’s finest oarsman, and subsequently a wealthy benefactor of the Mosman club, New 

South Wales and Australian rowing. The major part of Bromley’s working life was spent in 

the timber industry: he owned mills throughout New South Wales. He had four consecutive 

King’s Cup wins between 1933 and 1936, won a silver medal at the Empire Game in the 

men’s eight, and in 1948, with his long-time but sometimes unlikely pairs partner Spencer 

Grace, contested the 1948 London Olympic Games. He became convinced that the future of 

Australian rowing lay in the widespread adoption of pair-oared rowing – forty years ahead of 

his time.3050  

14.43  Schools 2005 

In races leading up to the 2005 New South Wales Head of the River the Shore School came a 

close third to St Joseph’s and King’s. With two weeks remaining before the big race major 

changes were made to the crew’s seating, only the stroke retaining his seat. Bow was moved 

to seven, two to six etc., and the others likewise moved. The result was an improvement in 

timing, rhythm and boat speed. Come the big day Shore led early and at the half way mark 

were two seconds up. An expected challenge from King’s failed to materialise, but with 500 

metres remaining St Joseph’s led, albeit by only 0.2 of a second. However, Shore rallied, and 

with 250 metres to go mounted a planned surge. The margin at the finish was just 0.78 of a 

second, Shore thus completing a hat trick of wins.3051 The Victorian ‘heads’ resulted in a 

repeat of the 2004 events, Scotch College winning the boys’ race and Carey Grammar the 

girls’.3052 A repeat win also came in the Queensland boys’ race at Wivenhoe, Anglican Church 

Grammar victorious again. The girls’ event, however, was won for the first time by St 

Margaret’s, on the Hinze Dam.3053 In South Australia St Peter’s boys wrested back the title 

they had won in 2003, while the Pembroke School secured the girls’ crown for the first 

time.3054 In the West the Christ Church boys followed St Peter’s in winning the title secured 

two years earlier, while in securing the trophy for the first time the Penrhos girls ended 

                                                

3050 Pollitt, C. & Campbell, M., ‘Oarsome: A tribute to Australia’s finest oarsmen’, Rowing MagOZine, 
July/August 2005, pp. 10–12. 
3051 Shirlaw, R., ‘OzSchool: NSW Head of the River 2005’, Rowing MagOZine, July/August 2005, pp. 43–44. 
3052 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Victoria) 
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3054 Program, Schools Head of the River Regatta, March 31st 2007. 
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MLC’s four-time winning run.3055 The Hutchins School boys completed a hat trick of wins in 

Tasmania, the Launceston Church Grammar girls winning for the first time in ten years.3056  

14.44  Government Funding 

It was at this time that the Federal Government announced it would invest some $380 million 

in Australian sport in the year 2005–2006, to assist high performance programs, increase 

sports activity among young Australians and deliver on the government’s anti-doping 

commitments. An additional $52.3 million over four years would be paid to sports’ high 

performance units so as to maintain Australia’s position in world sport. The funding 

incorporated four key areas: an $11 million investment in a European base providing purpose-

built 50-bed accommodation, sports science and sports medicine facility for athletes and 

coaches; the receipt by national sporting organisations of funding totalling $14.3 million to 

identify and retain world-class coaching staff; the further receipt of $13 million towards 

Australia’s involvement in international competition, and an additional $14 million to directly 

support Australian athletes preparing for the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.3057  

14.45  Nationals 2005 

The National and Interstate Regatta, rowed at a venue, the Sydney International Regatta 

Centre, rapidly becoming regarded as one of the finest rowing facilities in the world, was an 

outstanding success. It had everything: a distinctly international flavour, a triumphant ‘last 

hurrah’ for legendary Tasmanian apple farmer Simon Burgess, and an extraordinary total of 

882 students entered, from 93 schools across the country.3058  

The men’s sculls was won by Mercantile’s David Crawshay from Scott Brennan of 

Lindisfarne, who, with fellow Tasmanian Brendan Long, took out the double sculls title. Two 

other Tasmanians, Sam Beltz and Cameron Wurf, were first and second respectively in the 

lightweight sculls, then combined to win the lightweight ‘double’ and were also in the 

winning lightweight quad and eight. The latter was stroked by Simon Burgess, for the last 

time. Swan River’s Ben Cureton was in the winning lightweight pair and four. First and 
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second in the women’s sculls were Queensland’s Sally Kehoe and Western Australia’s Amber 

Bradley, who mirrored the men by combining to win in the double, and were also in the 

winning quad. Margeurite Houston from Adelaide University won the women’s lightweight 

sculls and, with Kirsty Fleming from the Huon club in Tasmania, the lightweight double 

sculls. The pair also linked up with Jacqui Bain and Kirsten Scobbie to win the lightweight 

quad sculls title.  

Come the interstate events Sally Kehoe was again outstanding, although pushed all the way, 

this time by Dana Faletic of Tasmania. The Victorian women’s eight was triumphant again. 

Tom Gibson, Sam Beltz, Cameron Wurf and Simon Burgess, coached by John Driessen, 

recorded Tasmania’s seventh Penrith Cup win in succession, Burgess a member of each crew. 

Courtesy of Scott Brennan, Tasmania also lifted the President’s Cup, while Ben Cureton 

rounded off a successful regatta as a member of Western Australia’s winning King’s Cup 

eight. 

The national regatta was sponsored by DHL, contractors in international parcel and freight 

transportation. The company’s support helped lift greatly public awareness of the event, 

notably by way of a widely acclaimed television ‘special’ on Fox Sports and the production of 

a twin-pack collector’s DVD. These provided the widest coverage of the sport since ABC 

Television broadcast the interstate regatta ‘live’ in the 1980s. The challenge now for the 

Australian rowing fraternity appeared to be convincing its administrators that the purpose-

built and superbly maintained Sydney International Regatta Centre should become the 

permanent, annual home of the National and Interstate Regatta. It was accepted among some 

that a move to a permanent venue might not receive full backing from everyone involved in 

rowing, especially those who traditionally enjoyed the ambience of the various interstate 

venues. However, the overwhelming reaction to the 2005 DHL ‘nationals’ suggested that the 

majority would welcome the move, and that hard decisions had to be taken for the long-term 

viability of rowing.3059 

14.46  Funding for Clubs 

Rowing Australia, in its most recent strategic review, had set for itself a formidable high 

performance vision in relation to the Beijing Olympic Games: To be Australia’s leading 
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Olympic sport and the world’s leading rowing nation in competition, development and 

governance. To assist in attaining these challenging goals Australia’s peak rowing body 

launched an initiative that would provide funds for clubs who, based on set criteria, were 

regarded as elite. This would enable them to employ leading coaches and continue to 

undertake elite development of athletes directly involved in the national program. The clubs 

successfully applying for elite funding were UTS (NSW), Melbourne University, Sydney 

University/ Sydney University Women’s Boat Club, University of Queensland, Mercantile 

Rowing Club, WA Institute of Sport/Rowing WA, Tasmanian Institute of Sport/Tasmanian 

Rowing Council, and the South Australian Institute of Sport/South Australian Rowing 

Association.  

14.47  More BROs 

The national body also appointed six more boat race officials: Lyn Bayliss (WA), Bob Cook 

and Nick Hunter (ACT), Carolyn Schomberg (Queensland), Greg Smith and Chris Watson 

(NSW). Cook and Hunter became the first BROs to represent the ACT, thus fulfilling one of 

the objectives of the Rowing Australia Umpires Committee – to have a BRO in every state 

rowing association.3060 

14.48  Biggest Masters 

The Australian Masters Rowing Championships in Rockhampton were the biggest ever, more 

than 900 crews competing. A feature of the event was the interstate races for Category D 

crews, three states and a territory sharing the honours. The ACT women’s quad won by 

almost five seconds, the men’s quad contest was claimed by Victoria by a similar margin. The 

honours in the women’s eights went to New South Wales and in the men’s eights to 

Queensland, stroked by 1976 Olympian Ian Luxford.3061 

14.49  Three out of Three 

At the first of the year’s World Cup regattas, held at Eton, Australia’s women’s squad 

achieved a remarkable feat: they came first, second and third in the final of the women’s 

pairs. The winners were Sarah Outhwaite and Natalie Bale, followed by Sarah Heard and 
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Emily Martin. Not to be outdone, Pauline Frasca and Robyn Selby-Smith snatched third place 

right on the line. Sculling in her first senior competition Sally Kehoe was paired with Amber 

Halliday in the double scull, in which they were third.3062 The squad then contested an 

invitational 1700-metre event at the Palace of Versailles, near Paris, at which Kehoe and 

Bradley competed in a quad with Robyn Selby-Smith and Catriona Sens and won, while the 

eight also triumphed, ahead of Germany, Great Britain and France. Following a solid block of 

training in Varese the squad contested World Cup III in Munich, gaining silver and bronze in 

the pairs, a silver in the double courtesy of Kehoe and Bradley, and a win in the eight.3063 

14.50  Fourth Title 

At an Extraordinary Congress in Dubrovnik, Croatia, the world rowing body FISA had voted 

to upgrade international Under 23 rowing. The contest that originated as the Match des 

Seniors in 1976 and in 1992 became the Nations Cup now transitioned from ‘World Under 23 

Regatta’ to ‘World Rowing Under 23 Championships’.3064 The first such event took place in 

Amsterdam in August, Noel Donaldson noting that ‘without question, the status of this regatta 

... has seen the standard of competition rise to an unprecedented level’. Winners of silver for 

Australia were Tara Kelly and Anna McRae, in the double, while in the lightweight 

equivalent Alice McNamara and Jessica Huston won bronze.3065 

14.51  Gifu 

At the first senior world championships ever held in Asia, at Gifu in Japan, Australia won the 

women’s fours and eights and the men’s coxed pairs. There also came a silver medal in the 

women’s pairs and bronze in the women’s double. 

For a significant number of the squad, Gifu was their debut at the top level. Noel Donaldson 

described it as ‘relatively young and inexperienced in Senior A competition’. Some may not, 

therefore, have welcomed the heavy rain and wind created by a threatening typhoon that 

forced officials to postpone the start of the event for 24 hours. When the championships did 
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get under way, the stand out performances by the women’s squad wiped out a year of post-

Athens speculation about their prospects, particularly in the eight.  

First, however, came the coxless fours, in which Robyn Selby-Smith, Emily Martin, Pauline 

Frasca and Kate Hornsey proved an unstoppable force far too good for Germany and Belarus. 

Not to be outdone, the men’s coxed pair, Queenslanders Sam Conrad and Hardy Cubasch, 

steered by Marc Douez, finished seven seconds ahead of Italy, with the United States a further 

three seconds back. 

In its first heat, a broken bolt on Sonia Mills’ rigger gate meant the women’s eight had to 

qualify for the final through a repechage. Come the medal round the favourites, the United 

States, blazed out of the start but then faltered, Australia then finding themselves challenged 

by Romania. A gripping second 1000 metres ensued, with little between the crews, but 

eventually Sarah Outhwaite, Sonia Mills, Fleur Chew, Sarah Heard and coxswain Lizzie 

Patrick also became golden girls as the crew came home some two thirds of a length ahead of 

the Romanians, with the Netherlands third. For coach Bill Tait it could not have been any 

better. 

Sarah Outhwaite, the only returnee from the Athens crew, won her second medal, a silver, in 

the pairs with Natalie Bale. They chased home an experienced New Zealand combination, 

Juliette Haig and Nicky Coles. Another Kiwi crew, the legendary Evers-Swindell sisters, 

Georgina and Caroline, won the double sculls, their fourth championship in a row, ahead of 

Bulgaria and Australia’s Amber Bradley and Sally Kehoe. Dominic Monypenny won sculling 

gold in the adaptive event, thus situating the team impressively high on the medal tally. Also 

impressive were New Zealand, who had their most successful world championships ever, the 

highlight of which was having their national anthem played four times in succession on the 

penultimate day.3066  

14.52  Trans-Tasman 2005 

The 2005 Trans-Tasman contest at West Lakes went down to the wire. After three days of 

competition it was the last race of the regatta that decided which of Australia’s states or New 

Zealand’s two islands would take home the Rusty Robertson Trophy. It was New Zealand 
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North Island, charging home to take gold in the women's eights, who decided the contest, 

ahead of New Zealand South Island. Tasmania, in third place, was the best of the Australian 

crews.3067 

14.53  Hinze Dam Intervarsity 

The Australian University Games took place at the Hinze Dam late in September, James 

Chapman from UTS the winner of the men’s sculls. Prominent in the winning University of 

Sydney four and eight were Fergus Pragnell and Francis Hegerty. Their coaches were Rhett 

Ayliffe and Marty Rabjohns. Winners of the women’s pairs were Sarah Cook and Sally 

Keogh from the University of Canberra, while stroke and cox respectively of the winning 

University of Sydney women’s eight were Kyeema Doyle and Katie Foulkes. Unsurprisingly, 

Sydney University won the points score trophy.3068 

14.54  Thor Nilsen Visit 

In October came a visit to Australia by Thor Nilsen. The renowned Norwegian coach had 

been employed to conduct a strategic review of Rowing Australia’s high performance 

programs and provide insight into the effectiveness of current practices against those 

considered world’s best. Nilsen met key personnel from within each of the state institutes and 

academies of sport to assess all aspects of elite programs, including depth of talent in athletes, 

quality of coaches, and selection processes. He presented his findings and recommendations 

to key personnel at a forum conducted at the AIS from 18–20 November. 

14.55  Adaptive Rowing Foreshadowed 

Rowing Australia had meanwhile entered into an agreement with the Australian Paralympic 

Committee to facilitate the delivery of an elite program for adaptive rowers. An Adaptive 

Rowing High Performance Plan was being drafted that would outline the way in which the 

program’s key performance indicators could be met. It was hoped Australia would be 

represented at the 2006 world championships by two adaptive crews, the aim then being to 

have three crews at the 2008 Beijing Paralympics, the first time rowing would be included at 

the event. 
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14.56  First Level 4 Coaches 

The Rowing Australia Board had also considered a submission based on the new National 

Coaching Accreditation Scheme to accredit Rowing Australia’s first Level 4 coaches. The 

national body subsequently announced the Level 4 accreditation of Reinhold Batschi, Noel 

Donaldson, Brian Richardson and Lyall McCarthy. In their capacity as elite coaches they 

would mentor colleagues completing the Level 4 program and form an assessment panel to 

review the work of other coaches completing accreditation projects.  

14.57  Awards 

On 26 November came the 2005 Rower of the Year Awards, held at Melbourne Rowing Club. 

The awards recognised athletes, crews and their coaches who had experienced an exceptional 

season. They also recognised volunteers who gave up their spare time to assist the sport in 

various ways. The award to the Male Rower/Crew of the Year went to the Tasmanian men’s 

interstate lightweight four, with the Female equivalent going to Western Australia’s Sarah 

Outhwaite. The Coach of the Year was Lyall McCarthy, the Volunteer of the Year South 

Australian Michael Eastaughffe, and the Rowers’ Rower of the year disabled sculler Dominic 

Monypenny.3069 

14.58  In Remembrance 

Amid all the triumphs, however, had also come sadness and tragedy. On 11 June Tasmania’s 

head coach Sam Le Compte died, just five weeks after being diagnosed with mesothelioma, 

an asbestos related cancer. He was 54 years old. Sam, a New Zealander, had held his position 

for eight years, during which he developed a Tasmanian Institute of Sport rowing program 

regarded by some as the best in the country. Respected throughout the rowing world, he 

coached two Australian men’s lightweight fours to Olympic silver medals, and was 

instrumental in Tasmania’s lightweight men’s four winning seven successive Penrith Cups.3070  

Just over a month later, on 18 July in Zeulenroda, Germany, dual world junior rowing 

champion Amy Gillett, nee Safe, a convert since her rowing days to cycling, was killed when 
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an inexperienced female driver lost control of her car and ploughed into six members of the 

Australian Institute of Sport women’s road cycling team. Amy was at the head of the group.  

She had, following her junior rowing triumphs, competed at the 1994 senior world 

championships in Indianapolis, in which her quad came fourth, and in 1995 in Tampere, 

Finland, where she was unplaced in the single sculls. In 1996 she was selected in the bow seat 

of the women’s eight at the Atlanta Olympic Games, the crew fifth in the final. Such was 

Amy’s personality, her crewmates called her position ‘the sun deck’. She represented 

Australia twice more, both times in the bow seat of the world championships eight; at 

Cologne in 1998, the crew coming fourth, and at St Catharine’s, Canada in 1999, their 

position this time fifth. She was devastated not to have been selected for the Sydney 2000 

Olympic Games, and thus made what in hindsight was a fateful decision: to switch to cycling.  

Amy and Simon Gillett were married in January 2004. Following his wife’s death, at 29, 

Simon established the Amy Gillett Foundation, which had three aims: to support the other 

victims of the horror crash, set up scholarships for young female riders, and raise awareness 

of cycling safety in Australia.3071  

A sad trifecta was completed with the passing of Don Todd, a stalwart of the Banks Rowing 

Club in Melbourne and, with Field Rickards, an original promoter of masters rowing. Don 

completed the Head of the Yarra thirty times.3072 

14.59  Schools 2006 

The New South Wales schools Head of the River was won for the third time this decade by 

the King’s School. At the girls’ regatta Pymble’s wins were extended to nine.3073 Victoria’s 

Scotch College equalled King’s’ total by completing a hat trick of wins, while the Geelong 

College girls recorded a second.3074 A switch to Queensland’s Hinze Dam obviously suited the 

Southport School boys. They recorded their first win since 2000. The Somerville girls had last 

won in 2004 and did so again this year.3075 St Peter’s repeated last year’s Adelaide ‘head’ win 

to take their total of triumphs since 2000 to four, while for the Wilderness girls it was their 
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second, having also won in 2003.3076 In Western Australia the Christ Church boys completed 

their second ‘double’ since the beginning of the century, having won in 2002, 2003 and 2005, 

and Methodist Ladies’ College regained the title they had held between 2001 and 2004.3077 In 

Tasmania the Hutchins School boys extended their winning run to four and the St Michael’s 

Collegiate girls enjoyed their first win since 2000.3078 

14.60  Poor Conditions 

Some 1400 contestants and three hundred coaches descended on Tasmania’s Lake Barrington 

between 6 and 12 March for the 2006 national and interstate championships, and were met by 

driving winds that made things tough for everybody and resulted in some races exceeding ten 

minutes. Indeed competition was disrupted mid-week, regatta officials closing the course for 

several hours until conditions eased. In the final days, however, the weather improved 

markedly and fast tailwinds resulted in new course records.  

The first two days were taken up with small boat selection races. Locals were delighted to see 

Tasmanians dominate early, Dana Faletic and Scott Brennan claiming victory in their 

respective open single scull finals and Tom Gibson and Sam Beltz finishing first and second 

in the lightweight singles final. Athens Olympics sculler David Crawshay proved he was as 

handy with one oar as he was with two when stepping in for Duncan Free to help Drew Ginn, 

Sam Conrad and Hardy Cubasch post victory in the coxless fours. Victoria’s women having 

again won the interstate eights contest, Ginn also won the last race of the combined 

interclub/interstate regatta, stroking Victoria’s men to a comfortable 5-second King’s Cup 

win. The local headlines, however, were dominated the following day by the Tasmanian 

men’s lightweight four’s winning of the Penrith Cup. Sam Beltz, Tom Gibson, Cameron Wulf 

and Deon Birtwistle ensured their state retained the title for the eighth consecutive year. 

Unbeknown, meanwhile, to almost everyone in attendance, Sally Robbins had made a quiet 

and unobtrusive return to the sport.3079  
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14.61  Penrith Intervarsity 

The 2006 Intervarsity Regatta on the Olympic course at Penrith again saw Melbourne and 

Sydney fighting it out for overall honours. The key wins for Melbourne came in the men’s 

fours, with Cameron McKenzie-McHarg in the bow seat, and the women’s pairs and eights, 

both featuring Phoebe Stanley and a promising newcomer, Kim Crow. Alice McNamara won 

the women’s lightweight sculls. For Sydney, Nick Hudson and Andrew Wilson won the 

men’s double and were in the winning men’s eight stroked by Fergus Pragnell and coxed by 

Marty Rabjohns. Deakin University also produced a promising double scull pairing, Sarah 

Heard and Kate Hornsey.3080  

14.62  International Campaigns 

It was conjectured following the first of the season’s World Cup regattas in Munich that 

Australia had much to look forward to during its 2006 World Rowing Championships 

campaign. The newly-selected team had punched above its weight in collecting two silver and 

five bronze medals and finished third on the medal tally behind leaders Germany and the 

second placed Great Britain. The lightweight pair of Tim Smith and Tim O’Callaghan were 

first on the dais having rowed through Denmark and taken silver behind Germany. Athens 

Olympics silver medallist Ben Cureton was on board the lightweight four that collected 

bronze, while the women’s quad led through the 1000 metre mark but were overhauled by 

Great Britain and had to settle for silver. The men’s quad, stroked by Dan Noonan, improved 

rapidly throughout the three days of racing and won bronze. The women’s eight, with Kim 

Crow in the five seat, also won bronze behind winners Germany and Romania, the men’s 

eight also third, unable to catch Germany and Poland but ahead of Great Britain.3081 

At World Cup II, held at Poznan, Australia confirmed its status as a dominant force in 

international rowing when the Senior A team won two gold medals, two silver and two 

bronze. Leading the charge were dual Olympic champion Drew Ginn and pairs partner 

Duncan Free, winner of quad bronze at the Atlanta Games in 1996. For Ginn, it was the first 

major test since he and James Tomkins won Olympic gold in Athens two years ago. The pair 

progressed easily to the final, in which they led from start to finish. The result guaranteed 
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their world championships selection. Also impressive were the men’s eight, who mirrored the 

pair’s performance by winning both heat and final. It was one of Australia’s rare wins in the 

eight and a big improvement on the bronze medal won three weeks earlier. The men’s 

lightweight four won silver behind Ireland, while the women’s pair, Emily Martin and Sarah 

Heard, had to settle for bronze behind two German crews. The women’s doubles contest saw 

New Zealand’s Olympic champions the Evers-Swindell sisters again dominate, ahead of two 

Australian crews, Sally Kehoe and Dana Faletic taking the silver and Catriona Sens and Sonia 

Mills the bronze.3082  

England’s 2006 Henley Royal Regatta received a considerable number of entries from 

Australia, notable among them the King’s School, Sydney. King’s contested the Fawley Cup 

for under 19 men’s quad sculls, and on the way to the final beat the Windsor Boys School, 

Sydney University/UTS composite and Leander/Maidenhead. Their rivals in the final were 

another Australian combination, a composite Sydney/Mosman crew, who they beat by a 

length. Their coach was Andrew Randell. A King’s School ‘old boy’, Sam Loch, now 

studying in the United States, stroked the winning Princeton University eight to victory in the 

Ladies Challenge Cup, while Murray Keeble, formerly from Monash University, was in the 

seven seat of the London University eight that won the Thames Cup. Their coach was Paul 

Reedy, originally from Melbourne University but by now a long-term coach at London 

Rowing Club.3083  

The World Rowing Under 23 Championships at Hazewinkel in Belgium garnered a further 

four medals. Pride of place went to the women’s four – Verena Stocker, Annika Naughton, 

Charlotte Walters and Renee Kirby – who led from the start and extended their lead 

throughout the race. The men's coxed four – Ned Kinnear, Chris Clyne, Fergus Pragnell and 

stroke Nick Andrew, steered by David McGrath – had a much tougher task. They maintained 

a narrow lead until the 1500 metre mark but could not withstand a blistering finish from arch-

rivals New Zealand over the final quarter of the race, the margin a mere 0.59 of a second. 

Italy took the bronze. The women’s pair, Phoebe Stanley and Katelyn Gray, started slowly, 

but by half way had hauled themselves into second place. Come the finish Romania took the 

gold, the race for the two minor medals won by Germany. The margin between all three crews 
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was just 1.82 seconds. Australia’s men’s lightweight quad took the other bronze, having been 

in fifth place with 1500 metres to go before coming home strongly. Gold and silver went to 

Great Britain and Italy.3084 

At the 2006 World Rowing Junior Championships in Amsterdam Australia’s team picked up 

a gold and a bronze. Having reached the final of the pairs in one of the slowest qualifying 

times, Adam Wertheimer and Jono Hookway appeared rank outsiders. Rowing in an outside 

lane the duo instead headed the field home and relegated defending champions Romania to 

third place. The silver went to Serbia-Montenegro.3085 The pair, from the Hutchins School in 

Hobart, were coached by Jono’s father Russell. The boys’ quad scull – Hugo Struss, Bede 

Clarke, Alex Scharp and stroke Kurt Spencer – got away well and contested the lead with race 

favourites Germany. However, a late charge from Croatia saw them overtake the Australians, 

who had to settle for bronze. The composite crew, from New South Wales, Victoria and 

Queensland, was coached by John Bowes of Sydney Rowing Club.3086 

The 2006 world championships were held between 20 and 27 August at Eton Dorney, west of 

London, in the shadow of Windsor Castle. London had by now been selected as the Olympic 

city and the venue would be hosting the 2012 Olympic Regatta. The 2006 event received the 

largest entry ever, more than a thousand athletes from 64 nations taking part.  

The regatta was a triumph for Australia’s women, winners of two gold medals, two silvers 

and a bronze, pride of place going to Brooke Pratley and Liz Kell in the double sculls. They 

rowed a mature and controlled race to wrest the world title from New Zealand’s Evers-

Swindell twins, who had dominated the event since 2002. The Kiwis finished with bronze, 

behind Germany, in what was arguably the race of the regatta.3087 It was also Australia’s first 

ever women’s double sculls gold at a world championships.3088 The Australian four, in which 

Jo Lutz and Amber Bradley joined two of last year’s winners, Robyn Selby-Smith and Kate 

Hornsey, made it three wins in three finals for Australia on Day One, Drew Ginn and Duncan 
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Free having dominated the men’s pairs final. It was Duncan’s first world title, at the age of 

33. 

Day Two of the finals saw Dominic Monypenny retain his adaptive single sculls title, winning 

by thirteen seconds and completing Australia’s gold rush. In the women’s quad Russia had 

the best of the start, followed by Great Britain and Australia. With 500 metres to go the Brits 

edged ahead, but the Russians responded, winning by just half a second. The British crew 

were second, Australia third. The crew was Catriona Sens, Sonia Mills, Dana Faletic and 

Sally Kehoe. This result, however, was subsequently amended when the Russians were 

disqualified for doping, the Australians thus becoming silver medallists. The women’s 

lightweight double, South Australians Marguerite Houston and Amber Halliday, won both 

their heat and semi-final but in the medal round just failed to keep out the Chinese 

combination, the margin 1.45 seconds. Third were Greece. The women’s eights were greeted 

with a fast tail wind, to which Australia responded with a slow start! The United States won 

the gold, two-thirds of a length ahead of Germany, Australia, in third place, denying China 

the bronze. It was a second medal for Australia’s winning four – and the first at a world 

championships for Kim Crow, in the five seat of the eight.3089  

Back at home the 2006 Youth Cup Regatta was conducted in Adelaide for the fourth 

successive time, the organising committee, again led by Barbara Fenner, once more doing a 

sterling job. It was New Zealand, competing again as one entity rather than two islands, who 

headed the point score, closely followed by South Australia and Queensland.3090 

14.63  McLaren ‘Poached’  

Master coach Tim McLaren had meanwhile announced that he had accepted a coaching 

position in California and would shortly be leaving Australia. His club, UTS, arranged a 

farewell dinner to thank him for his service over the past fourteen years. Among Tim’s 

greatest achievements was his coaching of Peter Antonie and Stephen Hawkins to gold at the 

1992 Barcelona Olympics.3091  
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14.64  Status Analyses  

In January 2007 Rowing Australia Inc became a public company so was now Rowing 

Australia Ltd. The development coincided neatly with an article in the Rowing MagOZine by 

Olympian and world champion sculler Amber Halliday, who had the unusual distinction of 

being not only an elite athlete but also, now, guest editor of the MagOZine. Amber outlined 

the levels of funding available to elite rowers, and declared that the sport was leaving its 

amateur status behind and heralding a new professional era.  

She also referred to a speech made by the President of Rowing Australia, Pat McNamara, at a 

function to celebrate the end of the 2006 world championships at Eton Dorney. Pat, she wrote, 

had pledged ‘to help put more than $1 million in the pockets of elite athletes over the next 12 

months’. It was greeted with loud applause from the rowers – and even louder applause from 

their parents!  

Amber further revealed that rowing was the sport enjoying the highest amount of government 

funding. Critics, however, pointed to this as an admission of the sport’s inability to attract 

private sponsorship. Those guiding rowing noted that it was an expensive sport: equipment 

cost a lot, likewise travel, and most major international rowing events were held in the 

northern hemisphere. Happily, however, the sport had produced performances justifying the 

expense.  

According to the Rowing Australia website, in the period 2006–2007 rowing would receive 

$5.29 million of government funding through the Australian Sports Commission. This, 

however, from a budget topping $200 million. The Australian Olympic Committee also 

funded the activities of Rowing Australia, even in non-Olympic years, support being given to 

the organisation’s overseas touring programs. Each athlete and official would, based on likely 

team size at the next Olympic Games, receive $3000. Under the same program RA would 

receive $171,000 per annum throughout the quadrennium 2005–2009. 

Amber stated it was a real privilege to be part of Australia’s rowing elite and not go 

backwards financially. ‘But we row against [fellow] professionals’, she says. ‘We look across 

at the start of an A-final at the world championships and there are probably only one or two 
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other crews who are not funded as full-time rowers. At the moment this does not seem to 

affect the results at the finishing line, but for how long will this last?’3092  

14.65  Schools 2007 

At the younger end of the rowing spectrum Australia’s private schools were again in Head of 

the River action, the King’s School in Sydney retaining its title. Pymble’s girls hadn’t lost 

since 1998 and weren’t about to in 2007, taking their run of victories into double figures.3093 

In Victoria the Scotch College boys reached half that total, while Geelong Grammar’s girls 

won their first title since 2001,3094 a feat mirrored in Queensland by Brisbane Grammar’s 

boys. St Margaret’s girls regained the crown they had won two years earlier.3095 Adelaide’s St 

Peter’s College extended its winning run to four,3096 while Walford became the first of South 

Australia’s girls’ rowing schools to reach three wins since the start of the century.3097 In 

Western Australia Trinity Grammar took back the title won in 2004, but the major celebration 

was for the Perth College, winners of the girls ‘head’ for the first time.3098 Scotch Oakburn in 

Tasmania won for the first time since completing double wins in 1997, while The Friends’ 

School girls recorded their first win since their predecessors completed four successive wins 

in 2004.3099 

14.66  A Stalwart Retires 

In the lead up to the national regatta the Victorian championships were held. They were 

notable not only for the quality of the rowing but also for the retirement, after fifty years, of 

leading umpire Bob Duncan. Bob, an Olympian in the coxed pair at the 1956 Games, ended 

his rowing career shortly after the Olympics, only to re-appear at an Australia Day regatta a 

month later as assistant starter. Further invitations followed, and in 1961 Bob started the 

Victorian schools’ Head of the River. He maintained the position for forty years, retiring in 

2002. In 1962, at Ballarat, he started his first King’s Cup. He started his last at the new 
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Sydney International Regatta Centre in 1996. Bob sat his FISA exams in 1968, and was one 

of the few Australians to pass. He was the umpire co-ordinator during the 1990 world 

championships at Lake Barrington, and umpire at the 1991 world championships in Vienna. 

In 1995 Bob enjoyed his last world championships as an umpire, at Tampere, Finland, 

knowing that FISA had a reputation as only allowing Europeans to be starters. He took the 

organisation on – and demanded a starting opportunity. Facing down every one of FISA’s 

excuses, Bob won the day, and was the starter not once but twice. He retired as a FISA 

umpire, aged 65; from national and Head of the River duties at 70, and from Victorian 

umpiring at 75.3100 A great contribution by a great servant of his sport. 

14.67  Windblown Nationals 

Windy weather had become something of a tradition at the national regatta, and that at 

Nagambie between 5 and 11 March proved no exception. Strong, gusty winds blew during 

what was also the first selection regatta, the contestants required to demonstrate good 

technique and receive a modicum of good luck as they battled the elements. Indeed such were 

the conditions that many races had to be rowed in a time trial format. 

However, there was no shortage of highlights. Relative newcomer Pippa Savage dominated 

the podium, first winning the single sculls ahead of Tasmania’s Kerry Hore, with Sarah 

Outhwaite snatching bronze from fellow West Australian Amber Bradley in a photo finish. 

Pippa and Kerry then unleashed a sizzling performance in the double sculls, rowing through 

2006 world champions Brooke Pratley and Liz Kell in the final stages. Sarah Cook and Kim 

Crow, members of the bronze-winning women’s eight at last year’s world championships and 

now at the AIS, handled some rough water well when winning the national pairs title.  

In the men’s sculls Victoria’s David Crawshay went one better than his silver medal behind 

Scott Brennan in last year’s race, then with 2006 representative Chris Morgan won the double 

sculls. One of the most anticipated races was the men’s pairs, in which 2006 world champions 

Drew Ginn and Duncan Free, second last year, now won gold. Negotiating a strong side chop 

the duo held their form to establish a commanding six-second lead over fellow internationals 

Karsten Forsterling and Christian Ryan. In front of an enthusiastic crowd Drew and James 
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Tomkins joined forces with their pairs partners Duncan Free and Sam Conrad to win the 

coxless fours.  

Amber Halliday and Marguerite Houston dominated women’s lightweight racing, the 2006 

world championships silver medallists demonstrating they would be the combination likely to 

represent Australia this year and qualify the lightweight double scull for the Beijing 

Olympics. Lightweight male rowers striving for selection in 2007 were required to race in 

sculling and sweep boats at Nagambie. Tasmanian Sam Beltz lived up to his favouritism in 

the single, holding off former British representative Rob Chisolm and Queenslander Michael 

McBryde, the latter then combining with Swan River’s Todd Skipworth to win the 

lightweight pair.  

Adaptive athletes contested some of the most impressive domestic racing ever seen. Reigning 

world champion Dominic Monypenny won the Adaptive Men’s fixed seat event and Murray 

Bridge rower Sam Redding took out the Men’s Single Scull Category 2B.  

National club championships having been decided the interstate contests took place, Victoria 

winning both the men’s and women’s eights races. Drew Ginn stroked the men’s crew to his 

state’s 65th win in an assertive display, James Tomkins this time in the five seat. The women’s 

eight, stroked by Phoebe Stanley, found the going somewhat tougher in an outside lane and 

against a strong cross-head wind. They nevertheless ploughed through the field to win 

convincingly. David Crawshay added the President’s Cup to Victoria’s tally, Pippa Savage 

claiming the Nell Slatter Trophy for Queensland, while Western Australia spoiled Tasmania’s 

party by ending the Apple Isle’s eight-win run in the Penrith Cup. South Australia’s strong 

history of lightweight women’s rowing prevailed, with victory in the quad sculls. 

Great performances notwithstanding, after the regatta the Nagambie course was deemed 

‘unfair’, with crews in ‘sheltered’ lanes allegedly having a distinct advantage over those 

enduring high winds. Amber Halliday stated in an editorial that ‘in the interests of developing 

the sport it is important to select venues where all athletes are given an equal opportunity to 

perform at their best. Nagambie 2007 was not such a venue and, from reports of other regatta 

held there previously, it seldom would be’. 

The event did, however, have a successful scientific outcome. Dr Allan Hahn, a leading 

Australian sports scientist at the Australian Institute of Sport, carried out anthropometric tests 

on some 400 contestants to determine the ideal physiques of competitors in a variety of 
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rowing events. The exercise was considered to be one of the largest collections of data from a 

single sports population anywhere in the world, and the first large-scale application of laser 

scanning technology.3101  

Rowing Australia subsequently awarded the 2008 National and King’s Cup Regatta to the 

New South Wales Rowing Association. The regatta would again be held on the Sydney 

Olympic course in an Olympic year. It was a move expected to be welcomed within the wider 

rowing community. Chairman of the Organising Committee, Charles Bartlett, said the 

committee ‘aimed to ensure that in future the national championships are held on the course 

on a more regular basis’.3102  

14.68  International Campaigns 

Australia’s 2007 international season began at the beginning of June, a smaller than usual 

team comprising the women’s sweep squad and men’s open weight scullers entering World 

Cup l at Linz, in Austria. The stand out result was the win by Kim Crow and Sarah Cook in 

the women’s pairs. In just their second season together the duo had been demonstrating real 

improvement, but none of their supporters would have anticipated their result – a 

comprehensive hammering of reigning world champions Darcy Marquardt and Jane Thornton 

of Canada. The women’s eight, coxed again by Lizzie Patrick, were fifth in the final, and the 

men’s double scullers, David Crawshay and Scott Brennan, sixth. However, the results were 

rated as ‘encouraging’.3103  

Come World Cup II, held between 22 and 24 June in Amsterdam, a nation hitherto on the 

world rowing periphery, China, went on a medal-winning rampage. First, their experienced 

women’s single sculler, Xiuyun Zhang, took silver. A new women’s pair, Yage Zhang and 

Yulan Gao, then won gold, thereby relegating Kim Crow and Sarah Cook to the bronze 

position, behind New Zealand. The Chinese triumphed again in the women’s double when 

Qin Li and Liang Tian easily held off the New Zealand Olympic champions, the Evers-

Swindell sisters. The win was described as ‘a show of technical excellence’. In the 

lightweight women’s double China was first and second, the depth of talent further reinforced 

                                                

3101 Mills, S., ‘2007 National Championships: Testing Times at Nagambie’, Rowing MagOZine, May/June 2007, 
pp. 35–39. 
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by the fact that the nation’s current world champions, Dongxian Xu and Shimin Yan, were the 

silver medallists. The Chinese women’s quad then pushed world champions Great Britain out 

of the top spot, and their eight won bronze. The lightweight men’s four demonstrated that last 

year’s world championships win was no fluke, but the happiest Chinese crew must surely 

have been the men’s eight. They finished eleventh at last year’s world championships but now 

found themselves wearing silver medals. 

For Australia, Amsterdam was a somewhat humbling experience. The only compensating 

factor for the women was the first and second placings in the fours, albeit against only two 

other crews. The men’s double brought some optimism, David Crawshay and Scott Brennan 

holding their own in an extremely competitive event and finishing third behind Estonia and 

Great Britain.3104  

At World Cup III in Lucerne, China was nowhere to be seen. Australia’s performances 

improved, with the men’s pair, lightweight double, lightweight four, the women’s quad and 

men’s eight all qualifying for finals. However, Amber Halliday and Margeurite Houston 

suffered some illness and after the semi-finals the double was withdrawn. Messrs Ginn and 

Free were the only medallists, making their win look easy.3105  

The regatta also saw the presentation to Michael McKay of the Thomas Keller Medal. McKay 

was clearly an admirer of Keller. ‘Thomas Keller was a part of my early rowing experiences’, 

McKay said. ‘My father Reg always had stories about this guy who could swap in and out of 

five languages. I’m honoured to receive a medal in his name.’ An original member of the 

Oarsome Foursome, Mike competed at five Olympic Games, winning gold medals in 

Barcelona and Atlanta. He later became a member of the Sydney and Athens eights, winning 

silver and bronze respectively. He also won four world championship gold medals and, with 

Drew Ginn, silver in a pair.3106  

At the World Rowing Under 23 Championships at Strathclyde, Scotland in late July, six of 

Australia’s ten entries made A finals and four won medals. Bragging rights went to the 

women, the quad and four both winning silver. Less than favourable conditions in the quad’s 

                                                

3104 Bray, M., ‘Rowgatta: It’s all about China – Rowing World Cup II’, Rowing MagOZine, No. 14, 
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final saw several boat-stopping ‘crabs’, the Australian crew praised for keeping cool among 

the chaos. The winners were the United States. The four finished behind Italy, winners of four 

events and top of the medal tally. The men’s eight led for much of their race, but in a very 

tight finish not even coxswain Toby Lister knew the result, which proved to be bronze behind 

Estonia and Germany. It was a similar story with the quad, who, close to the finish, looked 

like silver winners. But they too took bronze, with Germany and France first and second 

respectively.3107 

The World Junior Championships were a test regatta for the Olympic Games venue in Beijing 

twelve months hence. It’s likely the event left Australian rowing authorities praying that the 

2008 senior team would meet with more success than its junior counterparts. Five crews were 

entered, but only one, the men’s coxed four, reached a final – and was fifth.3108  

The venue for the senior world championships was Munich. In the opening lines of her report 

for the Rowing MagOZine Amber Halliday mused about there being a fine line between 

pleasure and pain, ‘and in rowing at the top level it is the finish line. For [some] Australian 

crews’, she rejoiced, there was ‘euphoria in a dream realised’ but ‘for others there was pain in 

opportunity lost’. It summarised Australia’s Munich fortunes perfectly. 

Undeniably euphoric were Drew Ginn and Duncan Free, who successfully defended their 

2006 world title, winning the men’s pairs by the largest margin of the regatta – 5.3 seconds. 

For their potential opponents in 2008 it would have been an ominous sign. An Australian 

crew also recorded the smallest winning margin. Amber Halliday and Marguerite Houston 

won the lightweight double gold by just 0.23 of a second from Finland. As if to reinforce the 

closeness of the race the Danish and German crews could not be separated, so both received 

bronze medals. Lethal racing indeed – and both events would be on the Olympic program. 

The third gold medal came courtesy of Bronwen Watson, Miranda Bennett, Alice McNamara 

and Tara Kelly, who, again in Amber’s words, ‘romped in’ the women’s lightweight quad 

ahead of Great Britain and defending champions China.  

Australia’s two silver medals came courtesy of the adaptive rowers, Dominic Monypenny’s 

crown slipping slightly but John McLean and Kathryn Ross satisfied newcomers. The two 
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bronze medals came in the women’s four and the men’s lightweight pair. Phoebe Stanley, 

Katelyn Gray, Emily Martin and Victoria Roberts were in third place for most of the journey, 

unable to catch winners, the United States, or Germany, whereas Ross Brown and Michael 

McBryde were leading most of the way but were then overrun, first by Italy, with the 

Germans earning another silver.  

Australia’s remaining results were the wrong side of near misses. The women’s double 

missed Olympic qualification by 0.07 of a second and the men’s four by 0.8, while the men’s 

lightweight double missed a medal by 1.83 seconds, likewise the women’s eight, by 0.2 of a 

second. Most concerning of all, perhaps, was the failure of the men’s four to qualify, by 0.51 

of a second, with the men’s eight 1.91 seconds adrift. Australia was nevertheless second on 

the medal table and the men’s sculling squad came through, qualifying the single, double and 

quad for the starting line in China.  

The Chinese themselves, meanwhile, had become something of a conundrum. In devastating 

form earlier in the season, all they could manage when it came to crunch time was a gold and 

two bronzes. Some would have described the performance as inscrutable. Others might have 

referred to it as suspicious.3109  

The final international event in 2007 was the Youth Cup, held at Nagambie between 31 

August and 2 September. The event was now contested by teams of twenty Under 21 athletes, 

ten of them male and ten female, from Australian states and territories and New Zealand. 

Racing took place in single sculls, pairs, lightweight doubles, coxless fours, quads and eights. 

The major aim was to expose young teams to their first experience of racing at an 

international level. 

For the second year in a row the Rusty Robertson Trophy went to the land of Rusty’s birth – 

but only just. Going into the last day of racing, New Zealand, Victoria and New South Wales 

were level on points, the eights races likely to decide the winner. New Zealand’s young 

women won their race and their male compatriots were runners up in theirs, with Victoria the 

best of the Australian states.3110 
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14.69  Batschi Bows Out 

On 14 September there came the end of an era. Reinhold Batschi retired. The man whose 

coaching career in Australia spanned almost thirty years had decided he had done all he could, 

and that he would leave to others the fortunes of the sport he had dominated for so long. As 

generations of Australian rowers, coaches and administrators would attest, Batschi was the 

most formidable and uncompromising of taskmasters as he sought the transformation of 

Australian rowing and the success of which he knew it was capable.  

Key to this transformation was a more professional approach to the sport’s administration and 

a more transparent selection policy. Reinhold also introduced a standard rowing technique 

and coaching education, and training for those seeking to join the high performance ranks 

became virtually full time. To Batschi’s great satisfaction the 1982 world championships team 

contained representatives from all states and the ACT.  

Medals – world championship then Olympic – started coming a year later, and kept coming, 

as did the funding largely instigated by Reinhold. He was head coach at both the Barcelona 

and Atlanta Olympic Games, each of them massively successful for Australia, which led John 

Coates to pronounce that he could not think of any coach or administrator in the history of 

Australian rowing who had made a more significant contribution than Reinhold. Coates’ 

sentiments were echoed by John Boultbee, who pointed to Reinhold’s insistence on those 

bidding for selection to row in singles and pairs. ‘That was the system through which Peter 

Antonie and Stephen Hawkins came together,’ he said. ‘Reinhold had the most significant and 

most lasting effect on Australian rowing of anyone in the last century’. 

Reinhold confessed that he ‘upset a few people on the way up ... ‘[but] I didn’t have time to 

worry about the negatives. I did an honest job, I did it with passion, and I did it to the best of 

my ability’. There were few who disagreed.3111  

14.70  Intervarsity 2007 

Intervarsity this year was held on the Hinze Dam in the Gold Coast hinterland. Marty 

Rabjohns steered the Sydney University men’s eight and four to good wins, Cameron 
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Girdlestone was in the bow seat of Sydney‘s successful lightweight four, and Liz Kell won 

the women’s sculls. But it was Alice McNamara and Lisa Szatsznajder from Melbourne 

University who won in the double, their colleagues Fleur Chew and Kim Crow successful in 

the pair and four. However Sydney’s women, stroked by Liz Kell, won the eights race, 

coxswain Marty Rabjohns thereby earning a third win.3112 

14.71  Third International Course 

The Champion Lakes complex in Western Australia having begun in 2003 it reached 

completion in 2007, Australia thus gaining a third international-standard course. The outcome 

marked the successful conclusion to a quarter-century bid to secure a course that at least met 

Australian national standards, both the Canning River and Wellington Dam courses having 

proved unacceptable. In April a successful inaugural multi-sport regatta was staged on the 

new course, despite weather that would at other venues have resulted in cancellation.3113 Later 

in the year an effective and perfectly fair state rowing championships was held which clearly 

indicated that Rowing WA at last had a course the quality of which was set to equal that of 

the state’s high performance rowers.3114 

14.72  Olympic Year Nationals 

And so to Olympic year, entries for the 2008 ‘nationals’, held at Penrith in early March, 

increasing exponentially. There was also an increased number of school entries. The 

schoolgirls single sculls attracted a record 68 contestants and the boys’ event 48. In all, 1788 

athletes took part. 

Dan Noonan of Mosman won the men’s sculls, a length clear of Adelaide University’s Chris 

Morgan, while the doubles crown went to Tasmanians Brendan Long and the ever-improving 

Scott Brennan. They combined with Noonan and Duncan Free and won the quad sculls title, 

while Free and Drew Ginn won the pairs, on which by now they had a mortgage. They also 

linked up with Ginn’s fellow Victorians Karsten Forsterling and David Crawshay to win the 

fours. Pippa Savage, from the Commercial club in Brisbane, won the women’s single sculling 

crown ahead of New Norfolk’s Kerry Hore, who, with Perth’s Amber Bradley, won the 
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women’s double. Kerry and Amber were also in the winning quad. Sarah Cook and Kim 

Crow returned to the top of the dais having won the pairs. 

The interstate spoils were evenly shared. Amber Halliday and Marguerite Houston were in the 

South Australian lightweight quad that took the Victoria Cup home again, while Pippa Savage 

reinforced her dominance of women’s sculling by winning the Nell Slatter Trophy for 

Queensland, thus achieving a national/interstate double. Victoria’s domination of the Queen’s 

Cup eights race was starkly reflected in the times, the dark blue boat over the line no less than 

12.56 seconds ahead of the second-placed Western Australia. WA recovered some pride when 

its men’s lightweight four retained the Penrith Cup, while Dan Noonan mirrored precisely 

Pippa Savage’s performance by also winning the interstate sculling title. 

The race for the King’s Cup became regarded as one of the best in modern history. The 

Western Australians dominated early, and were very much in it for 1500 metres. New South 

Wales then hauled them in and set off for the line, only for Victoria to begin a run home that 

appeared lethal. But the home state would not be denied, and amid course-side pandemonium 

crossed the line just 0.21 of a second ahead of their arch-rivals in a time of 5 minutes 32.90 

seconds.3115 

14.73  Tomkins’ Last King’s Cup 

The race was significant in that it was the last to be contested by James Tomkins. The genial 

and laconic Victorian had achieved so much that he was probably unaware of how many 

King’s Cups he had won. He certainly would not have regretted going one race too far this 

year. The statistics show that between 1985 and 2007 James won the King’s Cup fifteen 

times, a momentous achievement, and that Michael McKay, whose last King’s Cup win was 

in 2003 and last appearance a year later, won thirteen.3116  

14.74  Schools 2008 

The Shore School won the New South Wales boys’ Head of the River, thus denying King’s a 

hat trick. There was no change, however, in the girls’ ranks, Pymble College stretching its 
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total of successive wins to eleven.3117 Neither was there in either category in Victoria, the 

Scotch College boys winning their fifth consecutive contest and the Geelong Grammar girls 

their second.3118 Not so in Queensland, however. The Gregory Terrace boys won for the first 

time since 1996 and the St Peter’s girls for the first time ever!3119 In Adelaide St Peter’s boys 

stretched their winning run to five and the Walford girls made it a double,3120 while in WA 

Christ Church’s boys regained the trophy they lost to Trinity in 2007 and the Perth College 

girls repeated last year’s win.3121 The Hutchins boys in Tasmania mirrored St Peter’s in 

Adelaide by regaining the trophy they had lost the previous, and St Michael’s Collegiate girls 

recorded precisely the same result as both of them!3122 

14.75  European Campaign 

On 9 May, in Munich, came World Cup 1, at which Australia’s men’s and women’s eights 

both won. The men beat Great Britain and China, the women vanquishing China and 

Romania. The men’s boat was seated David Dennis, Sam Loch, Karsten Forsterling, Tom 

Laurich, Jeremy Stevenson, James Tomkins, Sam Conrad, Steve Stewart and Marty Rabjohns 

(coxswain), and the women’s Robyn Selby-Smith, Phoebe Stanley, Sally Kehoe, Natalie Bale, 

Elizabeth Kell, Kate Hornsey, Sarah Tait, Sarah Heard, the coxswain Lizzie Patrick. Also 

among the medals were the men’s double, Scott Brennan and David Crawshay, third behind 

Great Britain and Germany. The men’s and women’s quads both finished in fifth place.3123  

World Cup II was held on 30 May in Lucerne, and this time it was the turn of the men’s four 

to prevail, ahead of the Netherlands and the United States. The crew was Matthew Ryan, 

James Marburg, Cameron McKenzie-McHarg and Francis Hegerty. Drew Ginn and Duncan 

Free in the pair and Crawshay and Brennan in the double were both third, the pair behind 

Canada and New Zealand and the double following home New Zealand and Great Britain. 

The men’s eight were fourth. The women’s eight made a massive effort to overhaul the 

United States, failing by just half a second, but keeping out Canada. Kim Crow and Sarah 
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Cook were fourth in the women’s pairs behind China and two American crews, the women’s 

lightweight double, Amber Halliday and Marguerite Houston, filling the same position behind 

China, the Netherlands and Canada. The women’s quad was sixth, as was Pippa Savage in the 

single.3124 

The last day of the final Olympic Qualification Regatta, held in Poznan, had a definite air of 

expectation. At the end of racing Australia had qualified for every event in Beijing. Germany 

and the United States qualified in 13 of the possible 14 events. 

Pippa Savage had insisted that a team boat was not for her. Remaining in the single paid off. 

Come the race she aimed to dominate, but at half way Serbia’s Iva Obradovic had the lead. 

Savage was second and Gabriella Bascelli of Italy third. Coming into the last 300 metres 

Savage began to sprint, Obradovic held on and Bascelli dug deep. At the line Savage had 

prevailed, Bascelli was second and Obradovic third. All three were going to Beijing. The 

women’s double scull had two spots available. France took off but could not sustain the 

opening pace and soon the experience of Australia’s Catriona Sens and Sonia Mills took over. 

Sens had been in her country’s ill-fated eight in Athens while Mills was aiming for her first 

Olympic Games. The Australians remained in the lead through the third 500 just ahead of 

Ukraine, for whom ‘first or nothing’ appeared to be the option. They duly won the top spot, 

Sens and Mills content to go to the Games via second place.  

The Australian men’s four having taken gold at the Lucerne World Cup they were firm 

favourites. But food poisoning struck bow man Matthew Ryan, putting a big question mark 

over the race. Spare man Terrence Alfred was brought in. Hoping to dispel any doubts about 

their health, Australia jumped out to an early lead ahead of China. At the halfway mark they 

remained in the lead. China followed, with Canada half a boat length back third. Coming into 

the final sprint Australia held on to the solid 38 stroke rate they had maintained throughout 

the race, but Canada went to 44 and China reacted with 42. At the line China had held off the 

Canadians. Australia and China were on their way to Beijing.3125 

 

In stark contrast to the final Olympic trial was World Cup III, also held at Poznan just days 
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after the Olympic qualifiers. Australia was among several nations to submit limited entries. 

Rod Chisolm, Anthony Edwards, Ben Cureton and Todd Skipworth were third in the 

lightweight fours behind France and Italy, with less than a second between all three, while in 

another tight race the same position was filled by double scullers Amber Halliday and 

Marguerite Huston, behind Canada and Germany.3126 

For Australia’s aspiring future Olympians there now came the World Rowing Under 23 

Championships at Brandenburg. In contrast to an insipid third World Cup event in Poland the 

Germans received record entries.  

The stand out performance for Australia came from Carly Cottam. The diminutive Tasmanian 

sculler showed impressive form all week in the lightweight single, and won the final in a time 

of 8 minutes 03.12 seconds. The win was regarded as a massive confidence boost for Carly, 

who would now concentrate on senior team selection in 2009. The West Australian pairs 

combination of Emily Rose and Libby Alderman won the silver medal with a strong showing 

against pre–race favourites, Romania. The Australians led through the 1500-metre mark but 

could not hold off the Romanians’ final charge, finishing just over two seconds behind in a 

time of 7:21.66. Australia’s third medal, a bronze, came in the women's quad scull. An 

interstate combination comprising Lisa Szatsznajder, Emma McCarthy, Laura Osti and Kim 

Brown led at half way but were overtaken by Romania and Germany over the last 750 metres. 

The men's four finished fourth in their final, edged out of a medal by Croatia by four tenths of 

a second, while the women's four and men's quad both finished fifth.3127  

Late in July came a combined World Junior and Senior World Championships at 

Linz/Ottensheim in Austria, the latter for non-Olympic events. The junior team made amends 

for the 2007 result by garnering three bronze medals, courtesy of Tasmania’s Taylor 

Wilczynski in the single sculls, New South Welshmen Ryan Edwards and Matthew Dignan in 

the pairs, and Canberra’s Nick Barnier and Queenslander Alexander Belonogoff in the 

double.3128 Pride of place however went to a composite Tasmania/New South Wales/Victoria 

combination, Ingrid Fenger, Bronwen Watson, Miranda Bennett and Alice McNamara 

winners of gold in the senior women’s lightweight quad. For Bronwen, Miranda and Alice it 
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was a repeat of last year’s triumph in Munich. In what is regarded by some as the hardest 

event of all, the men’s coxed pair, Nick Baxter and Fergus Pragnell of New South Wales, 

steered by Western Australian Hugh Rawlinson, won a well-deserved bronze behind Canada 

and France, one length covering all three crews.3129  

14.76  Beijing 2008 

On 8 August came the long-awaited Olympic Games opening ceremony in Beijing. The 

highlight for Australian rowing was the selection by Chef de Mission John Coates of six-time 

Olympian James Tomkins as the flag bearer for the Australian team. James had been selected 

in the Australian eight, and was the third rower to receive the honour. Bobby Pearce led the 

Australian team into the Amsterdam Olympic stadium in 1928, while Merv Wood had 

performed the task twice; at Helsinki in 1952 and again at the Melbourne Olympics in 

1956.3130 

As noted, Australia would be represented in all 14 boat classes, the first time ever. Given the 

size of the team, expectations among their supporters and the media were high. Those 

expectations were not met, but the medals won were two gold and a silver, with other crews, 

notably the men’s quad, agonisingly close to securing the rewards to which they aspired and 

truly merited.  

It would be invidious to identify or nominate among Australia’s medal winners a ‘best’ 

performance in Beijing, but for sheer tenacity and courage such plaudits belonged to the 

men’s pair, Drew Ginn and Duncan Free. Already a dual Olympic champion, in 1996 and 

2004, and surely bound for gold in Sydney before a chronic back condition dictated 

otherwise, Ginn would now be rowing for a third Olympic title. Free, a member of a staunch 

Queensland rowing family, a long-time Australian sculling champion, a convert to the pair at 

Ginn’s behest, had consequently become a dual world pairs champion. They were firm 

favourites to win Olympic gold, but something of which Australia’s rowing community was 

unaware was that Ginn’s back problem had again flared up. Pre-regatta training had therefore 

been minimal, but somehow the pair found the determination to win first their heat, against, 

among others, South Africa and Great Britain, before Ginn rested up and went nowhere near 

                                                

3129 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-championships/2008-Linz.php  
3130 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2008-08-07/australian-flag-bearer-at-beijing-opening-ceremony/467112  
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the pair’s boat until the semi-final. This they also won, ahead of the United States and 

Germany. Come the final the Australians were never further back then second place, their 

major challengers Canada heading the field until half way. With the pair doing only what was 

necessary to stay straight and ahead, they moved out to a two-thirds of a length lead at the 

1500, then somehow in the final 500 increased the margin and crossed the line just under a 

boat length ahead of the Canadians, with New Zealand third. It was a flawless victory, and 

little short of miraculous; Olympian in every sense. The pair also owed much to coach Chris 

O’Brien. Soon they were atop the dais, their gold medals presented to them by John Coates. 

Shortly thereafter the extraordinarily courageous Ginn returned to Australia for major surgery. 

David Crawshay and Scott Brennan, in the double scull, had ‘unfinished business’. Both had 

been, with Duncan Free, in a quad that had arrived at the Athens Olympics in 2004 as red hot 

favourites but had instead come fourth in a semi-final. Crawshay had subsequently placed 

ninth in the single at the 2005 Gifu world championships, and was ninth again in a quad at 

Eton in 2006. Come Munich in 2007 Brennan and Crawshay were eighth in the double. On 

being selected for the Beijing Games they named their boat Schinias, the venue for the Athens 

Olympic Regatta, a constant reminder of an unhappy experience the memory of which only 

victory this time would expunge.  

In Beijing, all was seamless. With Crawshay now in the bow seat as tactician and the 

powerful Brennan in the stroke seat, the pair’s first heat saw them head home France, 

narrowly, and Slovenia, in the fastest time of the round. In the semi-final they again beat the 

Slovenians, who were followed by New Zealand. Their other three opponents in the final 

would be France, and two crews they had not met, Estonia and Great Britain. It was these two 

crews who in the final proved the most challenging.  

But not challenging enough. The Australians took the lead from the start, and despite a huge 

push from the Estonians in the final quarter of the race that saw them steal silver by a margin 

of just 0.05 of seconds from Great Britain, Crawshay and Brennan rowed yet another perfect 

and almost imperturbable race to record a superb result against stellar opposition. The 

Slovenians, who finished last, were the Olympic champions in 2000, silver medallists in 2004 

and the 2007 world champions. Adrien Hardy, in the fifth placed French double, was a 2004 

Olympic champion and a 2003 and 2006 world champion. The fourth-placed New Zealand 

had Sydney 2000 Olympic single sculls champion Rob Waddell aboard. The Australians’ 
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business had thus been finished more than satisfactorily, and the 2008 champions had 

emulated Peter Antonie and Stephen Hawkins’ remarkable feat in 1992.  

The men’s coxless four, a New South Wales/Victoria combination coached by Queenslander 

and 1976 Olympian Tim Conrad, were pre-event underdogs, the primary sweep boat 

selections having been the eight and the pair. But Matthew Ryan, James Marburg, Cameron 

McKenzie-McHarg and stroke Francis Hegerty, demonstrating massive determination, won a 

remarkable silver medal. Having been first in their heat and claimed second in the semi-final 

against the favourites, Great Britain, they failed by just 1.28 seconds, a third of a length, to 

hold out the Brits in the final, France winning bronze by a similar margin. Unluckier still were 

a brave men’s quad, just 0.34 of a second away from a deserved bronze medal. 

Sadly for James Tomkins, he too had an imperfect ending, not just to the Olympic Regatta but 

to a stellar Olympic career. The eight made the final but finished sixth. Australia were 

nevertheless second on the medal table, behind Great Britain.3131 

The Paralympics produced a silver for the adaptive trunk and arms mixed double scull 

combination of Kathryn Ross and John Maclean. However, Australia’s best adaptive 

performer of recent years, Dominic Monypenny, could this time also only manage sixth 

place.3132 

14.77  Youth Cup 

Back on the domestic front the 2008 Trans-Tasman Youth Cup Regatta, an event for budding 

Olympians, was held at Kawana Waters on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast between 5 and 7 

September. The result was a one-point win to New Zealand, ahead of Queensland, with New 

South Wales third. Winners of the men’s fours and eights, however, were Victoria, the crews 

containing three promising youngsters Josh Booth, Josh Dunkley-Smith and Will 

Lockwood.3133  

                                                

3131 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2007–2008, p. 43.  
3132 ibid., p. 47. 
3133 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/trans-tasman-series/2008-youth.html  
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14.78  Sam and Kim Shine 

Apparently indefatigable, Beijing Olympians Sam Conrad and Kim Crow contested the 

Australian University Championships at Penrith in late September. Sam and University of 

Queensland colleague Michael McBryde claimed the double sculls title, and were also 

members of the winning coxed four and eight. Kim represented Melbourne University, and 

having won the single sculls, also had four and eight wins.3134  

Recruited now was Andrew Matheson, National High Performance Director with Rowing 

New Zealand.3135 

14.79  Post-Olympics Nationals 

In 2009, as had been the trend for some time, a number of rowing Olympians took a well-

earned break, thus providing a new breed of athletes with the opportunity to experience elite 

level competition. The first such opportunity came at the Australian Rowing Championships 

and Interstate Regatta, held at Lake Barrington from 2 to 8 March.  

James McCrae from the Murray Bridge club in South Australia won the Under 23 sculls, then 

with Matthew Bolt from Adelaide University took out the double sculls title. The pair were 

also in the winning quad. Tasmanians Blair Tunevitsch and Deon Birtwistle, from North Esk 

and Tamar, also recorded three wins; in the lightweight pairs, fours and eights. The men’s 

Under 23 pairs were won by the Melbourne University/Mercantile combination of William 

Lockwood and Josh Dunkley-Smith. Lockwood was also in the winning Under 23 four. 

Bronwen Watson from Sydney University won the women’s lightweight sculls, then with 

Alice McNamara from Melbourne University secured the lightweight doubles title. 

Among Olympians who chose to continue was Sally Kehoe, a member of the women’s eight 

in Beijing, who now won the women’s national sculling title and, with Sarah Cook, the 

double sculls. David Crawshay won the men’s sculls, while James Marburg and Cameron 

McKenzie-McHarg from MUBC won the pairs and Todd Skipworth from Swan River the 

lightweight sculls. 

                                                

3134 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/university-championships/2008.php#M2x  
3135 Personal contact, Andrew Dee, 23 February 2018. 
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The interstate races saw Queensland’s Sally Kehoe again in a class of her own in the women’s 

sculls, leading at every marker and winning by a huge 9.82 seconds. The men’s sculls was 

much closer. David Crawshay duly completed the national/state double, but only after a huge 

tussle with Western Australia’s Jeremy Stevenson. Just 1.72 seconds separated the pair.  

The women’s interstate lightweight quad title saw a ‘home town’ win, Ingrid Fenger in the 

stroke seat bringing Tasmania home to thunderous applause, a healthy seven seconds ahead of 

Victoria. Victoria’s women won the Queen’s Cup for the eighth time in eleven years, while 

Western Australia’s Todd Skipworth masterminded the defeat of Queensland and Tasmania in 

the Penrith Cup. Finally, eight men in sky blue dominated the King’s Cup. There was clear 

water between the New South Wales and Victorian eights and a similar margin back to 

Western Australia.3136 

14.80  Schools 2009 

Come the Head of the River season the Shore School boys from New South Wales repeated 

their 2008 triumph and Pymble’s girls continued their remorseless quest by recording an 

astonishing twelfth consecutive win.3137 In Victoria, Melbourne Grammar School ended 

Scotch’s five-win run, while the Geelong Grammar girls recorded a hat trick.3138 In 

Queensland Nudgee College came from third last year to first in 2009, St Margaret’s girls 

winning back immediately the trophy they relinquished in 2008 to St Peter’s.3139 In South 

Australia the ‘other’ St Peter’s extended a winning run to five, while to the delight of many 

Seymour College won the Florence Eaton Trophy for girls’ eights for the first time since the 

event’s inauguration in 1988.3140 In the West Trinity’s boys immediately won back the crown 

they had lost to Christ Church last year, the Methodist Ladies’ College regaining the title they 

won in 2006.3141 In the Apple Isle the Hutchins boys repeated last year’s win, as did the girls 

from St Michael’s Collegiate.3142  

                                                

3136 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2007–2008, pp. 48–52. 
3137 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales)  
3138 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Victoria)  
3139 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Queensland)  
3140 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Australia)  
3141 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Western_Australia)  
3142 Program, Sports Association of Tasmanian Independent Schools, 2016 Tasmanian Head of the River 
Regatta. 
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14.81  Masters 

The Australian Masters Championships were held this year in Rockhampton, from 28 to 31 

May. Racing conditions were exceptional. Queensland’s Toowong club topped the medal 

tally.3143 The interstate men’s eights race was won by Victoria, who got the verdict by just 

0.01 of a second ahead of Queensland. Deadly duelling indeed.3144 Victorian Olympians Chris 

Shinners, Jim Lowe and Ion Popa no doubt rejoiced – while fellow Olympian and Queensland 

stroke Ian Luxford probably did not!3145  

14.82  Trophy Reclaimed 

The Trans-Tasman Youth Cup Regatta was this year held at the Sydney International Regatta 

Centre. For the first time in five years an Australian state became the proud winner of the 

Rusty Robertson trophy, Queensland wresting the crown from the Kiwis.3146 

14.83  Junior Medal Haul 

The venue for the Junior World Championships was Brive in south-west France, where a 

hugely impressive medal tally was accumulated. Of the five Australian entries, four won 

medals: one gold, two silver and a bronze.  

The gold came courtesy of a composite women’s four: Jessica Molsher-Jones and Peta White 

from South Australia, Hannah Vermeersch from Western Australia and Anna Kaszysci from 

New South Wales. The crew was coached by South Australian Anna Tree. The first of the 

silver medals came from a men’s coxed four comprising Thomas Amies of Queensland, 

Samuel Collins and Joshua Hicks from Western Australia, the crew stroked by Angus Moore 

from the ACT and coxed by Queensland’s Nicholas Allen-Ducat. The coach was John Bowes. 

The second silver was won by the women’s quad. Western Australia’s Alexandra Hagan was 

in the bow seat, Queenslanders Madeleine Edmunds and Jessica Hall in the middle of the 

boat, which was, coincidentally, stroked by another Canberran, Amy Fowler. Western 

Australia‘s Jamie Jones coached the crew.  

                                                

3143 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2007–2008, p. 9. 
3144 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2008–2009, p. 2. 
3145 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/masters-championships/images/2009/2009-Australian-Masters-Results-
Day02.pdf 
3146 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2008–2009, p. 2. 
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Winners of bronze were the men’s coxless four. Thomas Gatti from WA was in the bow seat, 

Victorians Daniel Brighthope and Michael Poulter at two and three behind Tasmanian stroke 

Thomas Chapman, the crew coached by another Western Australian, David Milne.3147  

14.84  Two Bronzes 

The Under 23 World Championships were this year held at Racice in the Czech Republic. The 

team comprised seven boats, three of which made finals, with two winning bronze medals in 

quads. James McRae was rewarded for his ‘nationals’ win with a seat in the bow of the men’s 

quad, behind fellow South Australian Matthew Bolt. David Wright from Canberra was in the 

three seat, the crew stroked by Queenslander Alexander (Sasha) Belonogoff and coached by 

South Australian Zoltan Shepherd. The women’s lightweight quad saw Canberra’s Lauren 

Burraston in the bow seat, behind Alison Scobbie of Queensland, Tasmania’s Ella Flecker, 

another Queenslander, Gabrielle Kukla, stroking the crew. South Australia’s Jason Lane 

fulfilled the coaching duties.3148  

14.85  The 2009 World Championships 

A decision was made not to attend the 2009 World Cup regattas, Rowing Australia choosing 

instead to contest only the World Championships, held this year in Poznan. A much younger 

and less experienced squad than that in Beijing nevertheless qualified for eight finals and won 

two silver medals and a bronze.3149 The men’s quad – Dan Noonan, David Crawshay, Jared 

Bidwell and Nick Hudson – finished 1.33 seconds behind Poland but 0.19 of a second ahead 

of Germany, while the men’s four, seated Francis Hegerty, Cameron McKenzie-McHarg, 

James Marburg and Matthew Ryan, were 1.92 seconds in arrears of Great Britain but 0.91of a 

second in front of Slovenia. Ben Houlison won a bronze medal in the Arms and Shoulders 

Adaptive Single behind scullers from Great Britain and Ukraine.3150 The Australian Sports 

Commission Disability Sport Unit had upgraded Rowing Australia to Silver Standard Sport 

Accreditation status, in recognition of the organisation’s commitment to Adaptive Rowing, 

and appointed an Adaptive Head Coach, Peter Albisser from Switzerland, to provide national 

leadership and direction.  

                                                

3147 ibid., p. 47. 
3148 ibid., p. 46. 
3149 ibid., p. 2. 
3150 ibid., p. 43. 
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14.86  Headquarters Planning 

There had also been established the National Rowing Centre of Excellence (NRCE), a joint 

venture between Rowing Australia and the Australian Institute of Sport. The Australian 

Sports Commission had approved funding to the value of $2.2 million for the construction of 

a combined RA and NRCE office at the Institute’s rowing site at Yarralumla Bay in Canberra. 

Construction was expected to be completed within the next twelve months.3151 

14.87  MUBC Celebrations 

On the morning of 3 September 2009 150 members of Melbourne University Boat Club 

created a huge fleet of boats on the Yarra to mark the club’s 150th anniversary. The armada 

‘took control’ of the river and attracted considerable media interest. This included a ‘live 

cross’ on ABC TV for an extended interview with the club’s President, Peter Antonie. In the 

evening some 450 MUBC members, along with partners, friends and supporters, attended a 

dinner at the Plaza Ballroom to further celebrate the day.3152  

14.88  Intervarsity 

The 2009 Intervarsity Regatta was held on Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin, a significant 

number of current or future Australian representatives taking part. Josh Dunkley-Smith, 

representing Monash University, was in the winning pair, Josh Booth of Melbourne in the 

four and Murray Bridge’s favourite rowing son James McRae rowed in the victorious 

Adelaide University eight. The University of Queensland’s Pippa Savage won the women’s 

sculls, Liz Kell and Sarah Cook, representing Sydney, were successful in the pair, Phoebe 

Stanley of Melbourne University was in the winning four, while Kell and Cook were joined 

by Sally Kehoe in the winning women’s eight.3153  

14.89  The Boat Race, Aussie-Style 

Melbourne’s Head of the Yarra was the catalyst, on 28 November, for a revival of long-

dormant contests in eights between Australia’s two oldest universities, Melbourne and 

Sydney. Challenges were made based on England’s Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race 

                                                

3151 ibid., pp. 5,6. 
3152 The MUBC Newsletter, February 2010 Edition. 
3153 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/university-championships/2009.php  
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incorporating two races, men’s and women’s, and Melbourne University beat their Sydney 

counterparts in both. Sydney immediately challenged Melbourne to identical races next year. 

All four crews featured the cream of Australian rowing talent. Beijing Olympic silver 

medallist Cameron McKenzie-McHarg and James Marburg rowed in the Melbourne 

University men’s crew and Matt Ryan for Sydney. The women’s event saw dual world 

lightweight champion Alice MacNamara and Beijing Olympians Kim Crow, Sarah Heard and 

Lizzie Patrick in the Melbourne crew, their Beijing crewmate Liz Kell in the Sydney eight.3154  

14.90  Presidential Transition 

Early in the new year, Rowing Australia appointed a new President, Colin Smith taking over 

the reins from Pat McNamara. Smith had a flawless rowing pedigree, witness his four world 

lightweight championships medals – a gold, silver and two bronze – in the 1970s. He had also 

been a member of the Rowing Australia Board since 1998. Andrew Dee remained the Chief 

Executive Officer.3155 

14.91  Nagambie Again 

The 2010 Australian Championships and Interstate Regattas were held at Nagambie from 7 to 

13 March. Notwithstanding the occasionally challenging but anticipated weather conditions 

experienced by the athletes, coaches and officials, there were some exceptional performances 

on the water. New South Wales, stroked by Dan Noonan, successfully defended the King’s 

Cup, while Victoria, with Kim Crow aboard, won the Queen’s Cup for the ninth time in 12 

years. Sculler David Crawshay won the President’s Cup for Victoria, Pippa Savage doing 

likewise for Queensland, and Tasmania won both the Penrith Cup for lightweight fours and 

the Victoria Cup for women’s lightweight quads.3156 

14.92  Schools 2010 

The 2010 New South Wales Head of the River saw Shore School complete a hat trick of wins. 

Their female counterparts, Pymble College, went into their race seeking consecutive win 

number thirteen – a number that, perhaps irrevocably, proved unlucky. The title went instead 

                                                

3154 Sunday Age, 29 November 2009, p. 9. 
3155 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2009–2010, p. iv. 
3156 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/interstate-championships/2010.php  
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to the Queenwood School for Girls in Mosman – for whom this was a first victory.3157 Scotch 

College, winners in 2008, regained the Victorian boys title lost to Melbourne Grammar in 

2009,3158 the girls’ crown secured for a fourth time in a row by Geelong Grammar.3159 

Following a six-year hiatus Anglican Church Grammar took out the Queensland boys’ race, 

St Peter’s girls mirroring Scotch when they also regained the title won two years earlier.3160 

Adelaide’s St Peter’s boys extended their winning run to six, while the Walford girls were 

another school to regain the trophy after just a year.3161 Trinity’s boys retained the Western 

Australian trophy won in 2009, as did MLC,3162 while in Tasmania the Hutchins School 

stretched its winning run to five and the Launceston Church Grammar girls made it three in a 

row.3163  

14.93  Back in Black 

The 2010 Australian Youth Cup Regatta was conducted at the Sydney International Regatta 

Centre from 9 to 11 July, New Zealand reclaiming the title it lost a year ago having ‘reigned’ 

for the previous five years. The scoreline of NZ 121, NSW 82, Qld 80, WA 77, Vic 65, Tas 

57, SA 54, ACT 40 appeared to indicate the Kiwis had been bent on revenge.3164  

14.94  Champion Event 

The Australian Masters Championships were held at Champion Lakes in Western Australia, 

the first national event hosted in WA since 1995. The regatta was regarded as a rich reward 

for the Armadale Redevelopment Authority and Rowing WA following the $36 million 

investment in a superb facility. The regatta was a great success and the racing conditions 

exceptional.  

                                                

3157 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales)  
3158 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/school-rowing/vic/aps-head-of-river/boys-summary.php  
3159 Personal correspondence, Andrew Guerin, 4 March 2018. 
3160 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Queensland)  
3161 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Australia)#South_Australian_Head_of_the_River_-
_Boys_Results  
3162 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Western_Australia)  
3163 Program, Sports Association of Tasmanian Independent Schools, 2016 Tasmanian Head of the River 
Regatta. 
3164 Rowing Australia Annual Report 200 –2010, p. 11. 
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14.95  International Round Up 

Australia’s team at the World Junior Championships at Racice in the Czech Republic claimed 

bronze medals in the women’s coxless fours and men’s coxed fours.3165 The women’s crew 

was a composite SA/WA selection comprising Hannah Vermeersch, Emma Basher, Olympia 

Aldersey and stroke Natasha Gay, while the men’s four-state combination was Tom Amies, 

David Watts, Matthew Cochran, Angus Moore (stroke) and Jack Alpe (cox).3166 This year’s 

Under 23 World Championships team travelled to Brest, in Belarus, where the athletes gained 

invaluable international experience. Notable performances came from the women’s coxless 

four, who won silver, their male counterparts claiming bronze.3167 The all-South Australian 

women’s crew was Mary Connelly, Renee Chatterton, Peta White and Jessica Molsher-Jones 

(stroke), the composite Victoria/NSW men’s four seated Will Lockwood, Dominic Grimm, 

Nick Purnell and Joshua Dunkley-Smith (stroke).3168 Rowing Australia also sent a team of 

Under 23 athletes to the 2010 Commonwealth Rowing Championships in Ontario, Canada, 

where Australia garnered four gold, eight silver and one bronze medal. 

Prior to the elite world championships Australia competed in World Cup rounds in Europe 

and achieved a number of pleasing results in a competitive environment that proved to be 

great preparation for Lake Karapiro. Highlights in Munich included gold medals for the men’s 

four and a historic bronze for Kim Crow, who became Australia’s first international medallist 

in the women’s single scull. Then came gold in Lucerne for the lightweight women’s double, 

and silver medals for the open women’s double and men’s eight.  

14.95  Across ‘The Ditch’ 

And so to the much-anticipated 2010 World Championships, held at Lake Karapiro, New 

Zealand between 30 October and 7 November. The event saw the return of a number of 

experienced Australian athletes as preparations for the 2012 London Olympic Games 

intensified. Australia won eight medals: a gold, four silver and three bronze.3169  

                                                

3165 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2009–2010, p. 2. 
3166 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-jr-championships/2010-Racice.php  
3167 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2009–2010, p .2. 
3168 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-u23-championships/2010-Brest.php  
3169 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2009–2010, p. 2. 
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The gold medal was won in a non-Olympic event, the men’s coxed pairs, by Chris Morgan 

and Dominic Grimm, coxed by David Webster. The minor placings were filled by Italy and 

Germany. Kim Crow continued her improvement at the international level, this time, with 

Kerry Hore, the pair winning silver some two lengths behind Great Britain. Third were 

Poland. In the women’s fours Kate Hornsey, Pauline Frasca, Sarah Cook and Sarah Heard 

finished barely a length behind winners the Netherlands but half a second in front of the 

United States. In the closest race of the championships Australia’s lightweight four of Sam 

Beltz, Blair Tunevitsch, Todd Skipworth and Anthony Edwards were beaten by just 0.07 of a 

second by Great Britain, but won the race for silver with China by 0.01 of a second! The 

second silver for the lightweight men went to the eight, Germany winning gold and Italy 

bronze. The Aussie crew comprised Perry Ward, Ben Cureton, Darryn Purcell, Nicholas 

Baker, Alistair Foot, Thomas Bertrand, Angus Tyers and Ross Brown, coxswain David 

Webster collecting a second medal. Bronze came in the men’s quad, Dan Noonan, Karsten 

Forsterling, James McRae and David Crawshay engaging in a tight finish with Croatia and 

Italy, while the eight, Josh Dunkley-Smith, Nick Purnell, Sam Loch, James Marburg, 

Cameron McKenzie-McHarg, Francis Hegerty, Matthew Ryan, William Lockwood and 

coxswain Toby Lister was likewise involved in a close encounter with Germany and Great 

Britain. The mixed Trunk and Arms combination of Kathryn Ross and Grant Bailey took 

Adaptive bronze behind Ukraine and France.3170 This was Australia’s largest ever medal haul 

from a world championships and was regarded as a ‘sound’ performance in the build-up to the 

London Olympic Games in 2012. The championships themselves were regarded as one of the 

best ever staged.3171  

14.96  University Contests 

The annual Intervarsity regatta took place in Perth. Sasha Belonogoff and Cameron 

Girdlestone, representing Sydney University, won the men’s double, but in the eights final 

had to be content with second place behind Adelaide University. Adelaide recorded a third 

place in the women’s eight, local favourites the University of Western Australia winning by a 

huge nine seconds ahead of Sydney.3172 

                                                

3170 ibid., pp. 36–38. 
3171 ibid., p. 2. 
3172 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/university-championships/2010.php  
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The Vice Chancellors, respectively, of Melbourne and Sydney University, Dr Glyn Davis and 

Dr Michael Spence, having agreed since last year’s ‘Australian Boat Race’ to annual ‘match 

races’ between men’s and women’s eights, the second such contests took place over a 6.9 km 

course in Sydney, from Leichhardt Rowing Club to Riverview Wharf.3173 Sydney won the 

men’s race and Melbourne the women’s.3174 

14.97  Nationals 2011 

Adelaide provided the venue for the 2011 Australian Rowing Championships and Interstate 

Regatta, for the first time since 1999. The event was held at West Lakes between 7 and 13 

March. More than $2.4 million had been spent on upgrading the infrastructure of the course. 

The result, according to Rowing Australia president Colin Smith, was an outstanding regatta 

that set a new standard for future such events.3175  

Kim Crow, again representing Melbourne University, secured the women’s national single 

sculls title, Mercantile’s David Crawshay winning the men’s. Sarah Tait and Phoebe Stanley, 

from Melbourne University and Mercantile, won the women’s pairs, the men’s race going to 

Mercantile’s Drew Ginn and Josh Dunkley-Smith. Tasmania’s Anthony Edwards and Sam 

Beltz won the lightweight pairs title, Kerry Hore and Sally Kehoe, representing Sydney 

University/New Norfolk, won the women’s double sculls, and David Crawshay and Scott 

Brennan secured the men’s double crown on behalf of Mercantile/ Lindisfarne. A strong 

Mercantile/University of Queensland four comprising Drew Ginn, Duncan Free, Sam Conrad 

and Josh Dunkley-Smith won the men’s fours, and their lightweight counterparts from 

Tasmania – Anthony Edwards, Sam Beltz, Blair Tunevitsch and Tom Gibson – secured the 

lightweight fours title.3176 

Come the interstate events Sally Kehoe won the women’s sculls for Queensland, James 

McCrae doing likewise for South Australia. The Edwards, Beltz, Tunevitsch, Gibson 

lightweight combination replicated their national win when securing the Penrith Cup for 

                                                

3173 https://blogs.unimelb.edu.au/australianboatrace/history/  
3174 Email contact, Rowing Historian Adrian Maginn, 9 March 2018. 
3175 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2010–2011, p. 2. 
3176 ibid., pp. 51–2. 
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Tasmania, Victoria won the Queen’s Cup for the tenth time in 13 years, and New South 

Wales successfully defended the King’s Cup.3177 

14.98  Schools 2011 

For Sydney Grammar School the 2011 Head of the River was a momentous occasion: the first 

eight won the Major Rennie trophy for the first time since 1978. The win before that had been 

in 1955. Queenswood’s girls having won in 2010, they repeated the performance this year.3178 

Victoria’s Scotch College boys repeated their 2010 win3179 while the girls’ crown went this 

time to Geelong College.3180 Nudgee College won back the Queensland boys’ title it had 

secured in 2009, as did St Margaret’s in the girls’ contest.3181 In South Australia St Peter’s 

increased its winning run to seven while the Walford Girls repeated last year’s result,3182 and 

in the West Christ Church won back the crown it last wore in 2008 and Methodist Ladies 

College completed a hat trick of wins.3183 In Tasmania the Hutchins boys extended their 

winning run to four and the Launceston Church Grammar girls repeated last year’s win.3184 

14.99  Farewell Freddie 

Shortly afterwards the Australian rowing community learned of the death of the Hon. Justice 

Hubert Frederico, known to rowers everywhere simply as ‘Freddie’. Throughout his 50-year 

involvement in rowing Freddie excelled as an oarsman, coach and administrator. Having 

begun his rowing career at Xavier College in 1947 he was a member of two winning 

Victorian King’s Cup crews and coached at all levels. He was president of Rowing Victoria 

for nineteen years and vice president of Mercantile from 1979 until his passing.3185  

                                                

3177 ibid., p. 55. 
3178 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales)  
3179 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/school-rowing/vic/aps-head-of-river/boys-summary.php  
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14.100 National HQ Opens 

It was now that the Federal Minister for Sport, Senator Mark Arbib, officially opened the 

National Rowing Centre of Excellence in Canberra. Located at Yarralumla Bay on Lake 

Burley Griffin, the facility was established to enable all areas of rowing’s national operations 

to co-locate and work collaboratively in delivering the key strategic goals of RA’s two 

administrative arms, High Performance and Community Development. According to CEO 

Andrew Dee, this was a structure that had already facilitated greater efficiencies in the 

delivery of both the national team program and community rowing.3186  

14.101 Masters Successful 

The 2011 Australian Masters Rowing Championships were held at Lake Barrington between 

2 and 5 June, and saw the highest ever number of entries for the regatta. Notwithstanding the 

occasionally challenging weather conditions the event was a great success.  

14.102 Kiwis Conquer 

The annual Youth Cup Regatta was conducted at the Sydney International Regatta Centre 

from 8 to 10 July. For the first time Vanuatu was represented.3187 They were no match, 

however, for the winning New Zealand squad, who amassed 123 points on their way to 

topping the points score, ahead of New South Wales and Victoria.3188 

14.103 Under 23 Worlds 

Following a pre-departure camp at Penrith most of this year’s Under 23 World 

Championships team travelled directly to Amsterdam for final preparations on the Bosbaan 

regatta course. They were joined by a men’s coxed four that had completed selection trials at 

Princeton in the United States before undergoing a four-week training block. The most 

notable performances, however, came from women’s crews, four out of five of which claimed 

final positions. The stand-out performance was the quad sculls combination of Amy Fowler, 
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Katrina Bateman, Jessica Hall and Alexandra Hagan, coached by Anna Tree, who secured the 

bronze medal.3189 The women’s pair and four were both fourth in tight finishes.3190  

14.104 London Gold 

The junior team also had a pre-departure camp at Penrith before travelling to London. The 

World Rowing Junior Championships this year were held at the Eton Dorney course at 

Windsor, west of the British capital, and were the test event for the 2012 London Olympic 

Games Regatta. The Australian team comprised a men’s quad, coxed and coxless fours, and a 

women’s quad and four.  

The standout crew was the men’s coxed four: Alexander Hill, Louis Snelson, Aaron Wright 

and Philip Adams, coxed by Stuart Sim and coached by Tom Laurich. They won gold ahead 

of New Zealand and Italy.3191  

14.105 Seniors Away 

The onset of the senior international rowing season marked the half-way mark of the Olympic 

quadrennium. Preparations for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games were 

intensifying accordingly.  

The Australian team began the season in England at the Henley Royal Regatta, where it 

reached three finals before moving on to the Lucerne World Cup round. The women’s double, 

Kim Crow and Kerry Hore, won a silver medal, and the men’s quad – Daniel Noonan, 

Karsten Forsterling, James McRae and Chris Morgan – a bronze. The team then relocated to 

the AIS European Training Centre at Varese to prepare for the culmination of the season, the 

2011 World Rowing Championships at Lake Bled in Slovenia.  

The results achieved were extraordinary. The Australian team reached 16 of the 18 ‘A’ finals 

it contested and secured the nation’s greatest ever world championships medal tally: three 

gold medals, three silver and four bronze. The team thus surpassed within a year the tally 

recorded in New Zealand. Furthermore, seven of the medals were in Olympic or Paralympic 
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categories. Australia also qualified ten boats for the London Olympic Games and two for the 

Paralympics. The team was equal second with Germany on the FISA medal rankings.  

The golden performances came from the men’s quad, the men’s lightweight four and the 

men’s lightweight eight. The quad improved by two positions their performance at Lucerne to 

take a brilliant gold, the first ever for Australia in this event.3192 In a desperate finish Australia 

crossed the line in 5 minutes 39.31 seconds, just 0.25 of a second ahead of perennial 

champions Germany. Third were Croatia.3193  

For Colin Smith the highlight would almost certainly have been the win by the men’s 

lightweight four – Todd Skipworth, Ben Cureton, Sam Beltz and Anthony Edwards – the first 

in the category since the Australian crew stroked by Simon Gillett completed the second of 

two consecutive victories in 1980 and 1981. Smith had been a lightweight ‘pioneer’, 

collecting gold, bronze and silver in the category in the 1970s. The 2011 four’s time was 5 

minutes 55.10, just 1.23 seconds in front of Italy, Great Britain third.3194  

The third gold came courtesy of the men’s lightweight eight. Tom Bertrand, Ross Brown, 

Blair Tunevitsch, Tom Gibson, Ali Foot, Rod Chisolm, Nick Baker, Darryn Purcell (stroke) 

and David Webster (cox) won by just 0.16 of a second from Italy, Denmark taking bronze.3195 

Silver medals were won by Kim Crow and Kerry Hore in the women’s double, 1.25 seconds 

behind the host nation but three-quarters of a second ahead of New Zealand. The women’s 

four – Peta White, Renee Chatterton, Pauline Frasca and Kate Hornsey (stroke) – finished 

0.78 of a second behind the United States but a comfortable 2.88 seconds ahead of the 

Netherlands. The men’s coxed pair, James Chapman, Will Lockwood and busy coxswain 

David Webster, finished a tight 1.75 seconds behind Italy, with Canada 2.56 seconds away in 

third place.3196 

Winners of bronze were the men’s four, Josh Dunkley-Smith, Nick Purnell, Drew Ginn and 

Sam Loch,3197 and the women’s pair, Kate Hornsey and Sarah Tait.3198 Also bronze winners 
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were two Adaptive crews, the mixed Trunk and Arms double, Kathryn Ross and John 

Maclean, and Arms and Shoulders single sculler Erik Horrie.3199  

These were results that provided an astonishing platform for Australian elite rowing as the 

nation’s oarsmen and women prepared for next year’s Olympic and Paralympic Games.3200  

14.106 MUBC Intervarsity triumph 

The Australian University Championships returned to Penrith in 2011, taking place in the last 

three days of September. However, poor weather marred the occasion, leading to the 

cancellation of some small boat events. Josh Booth stroked the Melbourne University four to 

victory then was joined in the eight by the likes of Sam Hookway, James Marburg and 

Cameron McKenzie-McHarg. The crew won by a massive eleven seconds. Also won by the 

Melbourne men were the double sculls and lightweight fours. Sarah Tait led the Melbourne 

University women’s charge, winning the sculls and also being part of a powerful eight that, 

not to be outdone by their male counterparts, surpassed their achievement. The women 

triumphed by the seemingly incredible margin of sixteen seconds. There were no points for 

guessing who won the overall points score table.3201 The third in the revived Melbourne – 

Sydney Boat Race series returned to Melbourne and was held over a 4.2 kilometre course on 

the Yarra River starting at the Docklands-Casino Precinct and finishing at the Melbourne 

University Boatshed.3202 Sydney won the men’s race by less than a metre, and Melbourne the 

women’s by two hundred!3203 

14.106 Multiple Selections 

Given, now, the approach of another Olympic year, two selection regattas for the prospective 

Olympic and Paralympic squads took place, the first in December on both the Nepean and at 

the SIRC, and the second, which resulted in the nomination of the Australian Olympic 

‘Shadow’ team, at the SIRC in March 2012. Selection of the Junior, Under 23 and non-

Olympic teams was finalised at the SIRC in April. Selectors were National High Performance 

Director Andrew Matheson, former Australian lightweight champion and coach David Yates, 
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former international representative and now coach and administrator Barbara Fenner, and 

National Head Coaches Noel Donaldson and Lyall McCarthy. Former Olympic 

representatives Peter Shakespear and Jaime Fernandez and National Performance Support 

Manager Wayne Diplock selected the junior team.3204 

14.107 Schools 2012 

Perhaps inspired by the Olympics, the schools regattas dominated the early days of 2012. 

There was no repeat of last year’s Sydney Grammar triumph, normality returning in the shape 

of the Shore School. Perhaps still smarting from two Queenwood wins Pymble College hit 

back, consigning the champions to second place.3205 In Victoria the Scotch College boys made 

it three in a row,3206 while Caulfield Grammar took out the girls’ event.3207 Anglican Church 

Grammar took back the Queensland title it had won in 2010 and St Margaret’s girls recorded 

successive wins.3208 In South Australia Prince Alfred College enjoyed its first win since 2004 

while the Walford girls registered a hat trick.3209 Christ Church took the West Australian title 

again, as it had last year, while Presbyterian Ladies College recorded its first win.3210 In 

Tasmania the Hutchins School took its winning run to six, the Launceston Church Grammar 

girls reaching half that tally.3211 

14.108 Olympic Year Nationals 

The 2012 Australian Rowing Championships, held at Champion Lakes in Western Australia 

between 5 and 11 March, marked the 50th anniversary of the event.3212 For almost 1300 

competitors the trip over the Nullarbor Plain proved no obstacle, and despite soaring 

temperatures that at times threatened to halt racing, the event, under the stewardship of 

Rowing WA president Craig James, was a great success.3213  
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The national women’s sculling champion was Kim Crow, representing Melbourne University 

Boat Club. Kim was also a member of the winning composite quad. David Crawshay retained 

the men’s sculling title, and with Scott Brennan recreated their 2008 Olympics win in the 

double. Sarah Tait and Kate Hornsey from Mercantile did their Olympic selection chances no 

harm at all when collecting the pairs title, likewise clubmates Drew Ginn and Josh Dunkley-

Smith in the corresponding men’s event. The New Norfolk, Lindisfarne/Swan River coxless 

four of Anthony Edwards, Sam Beltz, Ben Cureton and Todd Skipworth forsook the 

lightweight event to challenge for the open title – and still won. 

The interstate events saw Victorians Crow and Crawshay repeat their national sculling wins, 

and the Tasmanian Edwards, Beltz, Cureton, Skipworth four retain the Penrith Cup. There 

was great rejoicing among the hosts when Jessica Bowyer, Thea Adamson, Maia Simmonds 

and Hannah Jansen brought the women’s interstate lightweight quad title home. Not content 

with sculling, Kim Crow was a member of the winning Victorian women’s eight stroked by 

Phoebe Stanley, while New South Wales, stroked by Dan Noonan, again lifted the King’s 

Cup.3214  

14.109 Wendouree Tested 

The Australian Masters Championships were held at Lake Wendouree, between 24 and 27 

May, and served as a test for the Ballarat venue following several years of drought in which 

the lake contained no water at all. The regatta was also a test event for the 2014 FISA World 

Rowing Masters Regatta. The Ballarat City Council had invested heavily during the drought 

years. Redirected storm water, the ability to secure bore water, and a foreshore redevelopment 

program all ensured the future sustainability of the lake’s water supply.  

However, the regatta and the volunteer workforce were clearly affected by a severe cold 

weather front moving through Victoria. Athletes, coaches, volunteers and officials were all 

tested to the limit during the final stages of competition.3215  
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14.110 Kiwis Conquer 

From 29 June to 1 July teams from every state and New Zealand were greeted at Penrith with 

outstanding conditions for the annual Youth Cup regatta, the event again providing a 

‘stepping stone’ for Under 21 athletes. The site of the 2000 Olympic Regatta, and the model 

for every Olympic Regatta since, the venue was picture perfect and provided ideal conditions. 

New Zealand, champions for the past several years, again proved victorious, but not, this 

time, without some strenuous resistance from New South Wales and Queensland.3216  

14.111 Olympic Preparations 

The onset of the international season marked the culmination of four years’ planning and 

dedication on the part of Australia’s elite rowers, scullers and coaches, their first assignment 

the final Olympic qualification regatta at Lucerne. The success that came the way of Kim 

Crow in the women’s single, Tom Gibson and Rod Chisolm in the lightweight double and a 

women’s eight comprising Hannah Vermeersch, Renee Chatterton, Robyn Selby-Smith, Sarah 

Cook, Tess Gerrand, Alexandra Hagan, Sally Kehoe, Phoebe Stanley and Lizzy Patrick meant 

that Australia would contest 13 of the 14 categories at the Olympic Regatta.3217  

Australian crews also raced at the final World Rowing Cup of the season in Munich, and 

claimed three gold medals, two of them in Adaptive classes. Erik Horrie in the single sculls 

and Gavin Bellis and Kathryn Ross in the mixed double had encouraging wins, as did the 

men’s four – Will Lockwood, James Chapman, Drew Ginn and Josh Dunkley-Smith. 

Australia also claimed four silver medals and a bronze.3218 

14.112 Under 23s on a Roll 

Success had also come the way of Australia’s Under 23 World Championships contenders. 

The squad first raced at the Henley Royal Regatta and produced the extraordinary total of 

three wins; in the Stewards’ Cup for men’s fours, the Queen Mother Challenge Cup for men’s 

quads, and the Princess Grace Challenge Cup for women’s quads.3219 Moving then to the 

championships, held at Trakai in Lithuania, the Aussies achieved a gold, two silver and two 
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bronze medals. The gold was won by the women’s quad scull: Jessica Hall, Olympia 

Aldersey, Madeleine Edmunds and Rebekah Hooper.3220 The silvers came courtesy of the 

men’s and women’s fours, with the two bronze medals won by the men’s quad scull and 

eight.3221 The men’s four, Owen Symington, Joshua Hicks, Louis Snelson and Timothy 

Masters, coached by Tom, Laurich, was selected from Australians on scholarships at 

universities in the United States.3222 

This Olympic year a Non-Olympic World Rowing Championships was held in conjunction 

with the Junior World Rowing Championships. The regatta was held at Plovdiv in Bulgaria, 

but for once Australia was not among the medals.3223  

14.113 Mission Unaccomplished 

The objective for the Australian rowing team at the London 2012 Olympic Games was three 

gold medals, with the Adaptive team seeking a Paralympic gold.3224 Results on Day One of 

the regatta were mixed. Kate Hornsey and Sarah Tait won their pairs heat, and so progressed 

straight to the final, while Kim Crow, contesting both the single and double sculls, easily won 

her singles heat and advanced to the quarter-finals. The men’s pair, Brodie Buckland and 

James Marburg, and the men’s lightweight four – Anthony Edwards, Sam Beltz, Ben Cureton 

and Todd Skipworth – were both second in their heats and so advanced to semi-finals. The 

men’s eight – Matt Ryan, Francis Hegerty, Cameron McKenzie-McHarg, Bryn Coudraye, 

Tom Swann, Josh Booth, Sam Loch, Nick Purnell (stroke) and cox Toby Lister – were second 

in their heat behind the United States, the same place gained in theirs by the women’s quad, 

Amy Clay, Kerry Hore, Pauline Frasca and Dana Faletic. However, both heats were those for 

which only first placegetters went through, so each of these crews faced a repechage. 

Somewhat surprisingly the defending Olympic double sculls champions, David Crawshay and 

Scott Brennan, could in their heat only manage fourth place, so they too would face a 

repechage, but not the men’s quad. Chris Morgan, Karsten Forsterling, James McRae and 

Daniel Noonan were third in their heat and moved into the semi-finals.  
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The following day Crawshay and Brennan redeemed themselves by winning their repechage 

and advancing to the semi-final, a feat women’s lightweight double Bronwen Watson and 

Hannah Every-Hall achieved by coming second in their heat. Their male counterparts, Tom 

Gibson and Rob Chisholm were third place in theirs and would therefore contest a repechage. 

So too would the women’s eight – Hannah Vermeersch, Renee Chatterton, Robyn Selby 

Smith, Sarah Cook, Tess Gerrand, Alexandra Hagan, Sally Kehoe Phoebe Stanley and cox 

Lizzie Patrick – were second in their heat to a formidable United States crew. 

Come Day Three the women’s double, Kim Crow and Brooke Pratley, looked terrific as they 

won their heat and progressed to the final. So did the men’s four – Will Lockwood , James 

Chapman, Drew Ginn and Josh Dunkley-Smith – who moved into the semi-final, but so too 

did arch-enemies Great Britain. The women’s quad won their repechage and so became the 

first Australian crew to reach the medal round, the men’s eight coming second in their heat 

behind the United States to also make the final. 

Day Four brought both success and disappointment. The men’s lightweight four were second 

in their heat and so moved into the semi-final, the women’s eight were third in their 

repechage and so made the final, and Kim Crow eased her way into the single sculls semi-

finals ahead of New Zealand’s Emma Twigg. However, the men’s lightweight double were 

eliminated from medals contention, and to the further disappointment of the Australian 

contingent David Crawshay and Scott Brennan also missed out. It had been rumoured for 

some time that Scott Brennan had been suffering recurring back problems.  

On Day Five Australia’s women’s pair became their nation’s first medallists of the regatta 

when winning silver behind Great Britain. The crew from the host nation, Heather Stanning 

and Helen Glover, became the first British women to win Olympic rowing gold. The 

Australian women’s quad were fourth in their final and the men’s eight sixth – only 0.07 of a 

second off the bronze medallists’ time. Earlier the men’s quad had made their final by coming 

second behind Croatia in the semi-final, while the men’s pair were third in theirs, behind 

Great Britain and France, so would also advance. 

The following day Australia’s men’s four appeared in the semi-final to be comfortably second 

behind the Brits, but it was learned later they would like to have won. This caused some 

anxiety in the Australian camp. The women’s lightweight double were third in their semi-final 

and so into the medal round, and Kim Crow second in the single behind Mirka Knapkova of 
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the Czech Republic. Then came more finals. The men’s lightweight four took a brave lead 

with 500 metres to go but couldn’t hold on and were fourth, and the women’s eight were 

sixth. But they had at least made the Olympics and the challenge round. The men’s double 

were duly second in their B final. 

On the penultimate day the men’s quad won a gritty bronze behind Germany and Croatia, and 

the women’s double, Kim Crow and Brooke Pratley, a fabulous silver behind the British 

combination, the stroke of which, Katherine Grainger, at last achieved gold after three 

Olympic silvers. In their final the men’s pair were fifth. 

And so to the final day, which on balance ended for Australia on a mixed note. For the men’s 

four the gold medal so keenly sought became, after all, a silver, as Great Britain, roared home 

by a massively partisan crowd, broke Australian hearts. The women’s lightweight double 

were fifth, then Kim Crow became the star of the Australian show when she won a bronze in 

the single sculls to add to the previous day’s silver in the double. She was the only athlete at 

the Olympic Regatta, male or female, to ‘double up’.3225 Australia’s brave Adaptive sculler 

Erik Horrie won a silver medal despite being hospitalised after a heat as a result of a seizure, 

while Gavin Bellis and Kathryn Ross this time had to be content with fifth place.3226 

Given the extraordinary performances a year earlier at the world championships in Bled, the 

respective supporters would have been disappointed with a final total of three silver and two 

bronze medals. Particularly galling would have been the fact that eleven of the thirteen crews 

boats made A finals. So near and yet so far. In terms of total medals it was Australia’s second 

most successful Olympic Games. There was nevertheless a tinge of disappointment in that for 

the first time since Sydney Australia had not won Olympic gold.3227  

14.114 Intervarsity Events 

West Lakes was the venue for the 2012 University Championships, at which Adelaide 

University won the men’s eights at home for the first time and recorded its third win in the 

past four years. In windy and rough conditions the locals led all the way to win by 11.83 

seconds from Melbourne. This time London Olympics bronze medallist James McRae was in 
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the winning crew. The University of South Australia had its best Intervarsity results ever, 

winning silver in the women’s fours and bronze in the women’s eights.3228 The Sydney-

Melbourne University Boat Race returned to the Harbour city, and for the third year running 

Sydney won the men’s race and Melbourne the women’s.3229 

Following the Olympic Games National High Performance Director Andrew Matheson 

resigned his position, stating he would be returning to his native New Zealand. His successor 

would be one of Australia’s most successful Olympic coaches, Melbourne’s Chris 

O’Brien.3230 

14.115 The Foursome Factor 

The achievement by Drew Ginn of a silver medal in London to go with his three Olympic 

golds, and the fact that he might not be in Rio in four years’ time, led to contemplation of the 

fact that when next the Olympic squad was selected in 2016, there would not, for the first 

time since 1984, be a member of the Oarsome Foursome in the squad. Sam Patten, who won 

world championships gold with the initial Foursome at Lake Barrington in 1990 before 

putting his medical studies first, had in 1984 won Olympic bronze in the Los Angeles eight 

and at Seoul in 1988 was in a pair. New boys Andrew Cooper, Mike McKay and James 

Tomkins were in the eight. Come Barcelona in 1992, Patten had completed his medical 

studies but was in the eight, while Cooper, McKay, Tomkins and the next new boy, Nick 

Green, won the Foursome’s first Olympic gold medal. In 1996, at Atlanta, Drew Ginn 

replaced Cooper, and the crew won again. At Sydney in 2000 Tomkins and McKay competed, 

James winning bronze in the pair and Mike silver in the eight, Drew Ginn missing the Games 

through injury. However, he and James won pairs gold four years later in Athens, Mike again 

in the eight, a winner of bronze. Come Beijing, James was in the eight and Drew and Duncan 

Free won pairs gold. 

By their deeds, these champions, who between them also won nine world titles, captured the 

imagination not just of the Australian rowing community but of the nation. Theirs was a 

record that at the start of their astonishing careers would have been considered implausible, if 

not impossible. Given that Sam Patten was in the 1984 Olympic team, and that some iteration 
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of the Foursome was in the Olympic team each quadrennium until 2012, the Foursome made 

their massive contribution to Australian rowing over 28 years. It was a contribution that 

almost certainly will never be surpassed.  

14.116 Discussion 

As well as describing in detail the events referred to in the Introduction, this chapter has 

examined a number of parallel factors. It has noted, for example, the efforts of Olympic 

administrators wishing to generate an Olympic legacy following an extremely successful 

Sydney Olympic Games. A far more successful facet is the emergence of the numbers of 

women and young girls wishing to participate in the sport, leading to an ‘explosion’ of entries 

at schools events and the national championships. Also noted is the increasing number of 

disabled rowers successfully entering the sport, several of them reaching international level. 

The chapter also deals with the pressures placed on lightweight rowers, mostly male, their 

efforts to remain on the international regatta programs, and their successful resistance. The 

chapter also refers to the completion of Australia’s third international rowing course, in 

Western Australia, while the huge increase of funding to Australian sport is also discussed, 

with questions raised about amateur and professional status within a seemingly amateur sport 

as rowing. Reference to intervarsity regattas lends a nostalgic touch to the argument. Finally, 

there is a tribute to the Oarsome Foursome.  
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Chapter 15: ROWING TO RIO 

15.1  Introduction 

This chapter describes the final four years of this history; from the start of 2013 to its 

conclusion in 2016.  

15.2  Regatta Expansion 

A major highlight at the start of the new quadrennium was the staging at Penrith of the 

inaugural Sydney International Rowing Regatta. It was a week-long festival of rowing that 

incorporated the Australian Open Championships, the Australian Schools Championships, the 

King’s and Queen’s Cup interstate events and the first round of the newly inaugurated 

international Samsung World Cup series. It was the first time a round of the series had been 

held in the southern hemisphere. These combined events attracted more than 250 international 

athletes from eighteen countries to the largest rowing spectacle in the Asia-Pacific region 

since the Sydney 2000 Olympics.3231  

World Cup highlights for Australia were the win by a men’s four containing three of the 

Olympic crew that won silver in London, Josh Booth now aboard in place of Drew Ginn, and 

Kim Crow’s triumph in the women’s sculls. Also winners were a ‘new’ women’s quad – 

Olympia Aldersey, Maddie Edmunds, Jessica Hall and Sarah Perkins – and a women’s eight 

containing half the London crew. Kim, the four and the quad also won national sculling titles. 

Winners of interstate events were Queensland’s Sally Kehoe in the women’s sculls and 

Western Australia’s Rhys Grant in the men’s, WA also taking out the Victoria Cup for 

lightweight quad sculls. Queensland won the Penrith Cup for men’s lightweight fours while 

Victoria and New South Wales retained, respectively, the Queen’s and King’s Cup.3232  

So successful was the event that it attracted a number of potential investors, among them 

commercial partners and government agencies. The Rowing Australia board, in consultation 

with its members, therefore began the process of evaluating the opportunity of hosting the 
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event in a fixed location for a fixed period of time, in a bid to attract significant government 

and commercial investment.3233 No prizes for guessing the preferred location venue!  

15.3  The Schools 2013 

Come the Head of the River season, Sydney’s Shore School retained the title won last year, St 

Joseph’s College and the King’s School filling the minor placings. Queenwood having won 

the girls’ ‘head’ in 2010 and 2011 only to be deprived of it in 2012, the school now won it 

back, Pymble in second place and Canberra Girls’ Grammar third.3234 The Victorian contests 

resulted in precisely the same results as last year, Scotch College victorious in the boys’ 

event, Caulfield Grammar in the girls’.3235 Queensland’s Nudge College, who won in 2011 but 

whose position was usurped by Anglican Church Grammar in 2012, now won back the title, 

the Grammar School this time second and the Southport School third. In the girls’ event St 

Margaret’s completed a hat-trick of wins.3236 Prince Alfred made it back-to-back wins in 

South Australia, again consigning St Peter’s to second place, while their female counterparts, 

Walford, extended their winning run to four.3237 In the West, Trinity won the men’s race after 

a three-year hiatus, Presbyterian Ladies College repeating the previous year’s win.3238 In 

Tasmania Scotch Oakburn College recorded their first title since 2007 and Launceston Church 

Grammar girls extended their winning run to four.3239  

15.4  Centennial Masters 

At the other end of the age scale came the Australian Masters Rowing Championships, held 

on Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin between 25 and 28 April as part of the national capital’s 

centenary celebrations. Organisers prepared a huge program for 1100 competitors in 1600 

crews, figures significantly larger than those for the recent national championships in Sydney. 

The regatta was also staged in half the time – and on time. A major contribution to this 

precision was the management by volunteer officials of crews at the start, one competitor 

                                                

3233 ibid., p. 9. 
3234 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales) 
3235 http://www.rowingmuseum.org.au/school-rowing/vic/aps-head-of-river/index.php  
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commenting that in twelve years of racing she had never experienced such graciousness on 

the start pontoon. Interstate rowers went out of their way to tell the Organising Committee 

how much they enjoyed the regatta. Said one: ‘This is the best ever Masters Regatta of the 

many that I have attended in Australia and overseas.’ 

15.5  In Praise of Canberra 

Rowing had indeed gone from strength to strength in the ACT. From an original base of three 

clubs there were now twelve: five open clubs – ANU, Canberra, Black Mountain, Capital 

Lakes and Lake Tuggeranong; two based on institutions – Royal Military College and the 

Australian Defence Force Academy – and five school clubs; Canberra Grammar, Canberra 

Girls Grammar, Radford College, Marist College and Daramalan College.  

Referring to the hardships involved in establishing rowing in Canberra, a stalwart member of 

the local rowing community, Patrick Davoren, reflected on how much poorer Australian 

rowing would have been if the sport had foundered there. Pat’s sentiments mirrored those of 

The Canberra Times almost at the start of rowing’s establishment in Canberra. In a 

celebratory ‘spread’ on Sunday 2 May 1964, the newspaper had proclaimed the lake ‘a liquid 

asset for a nation and its capital’.3240 

15.6  The International Season 

The 2013 international season saw Australia send an Under 21 team to New Zealand for the 

Trans-Tasman Regatta, an initiative that superseded the Youth Cup and provided an 

additional representative and development opportunity for the younger athletes in the elite 

pipeline. The Australian team were victorious, the Rusty Robertson Trophy in Australia’s 

possession for the first time since 2008.3241  

At the Under 23 World Championships in Linz, Austria, Australia achieved a gold and three 

silver medals. Pride of place went to the women’s four, a composite Victoria/Western 

Australia combination of Hannah Vermeersch, Alexandra Hagan, Charlotte Sutherland and 

Lucy Stephan. They blitzed the field in a time of 6 minutes, 47.72 seconds, a whole six 

seconds ahead of Russia and New Zealand. Silver medals were won by the men’s pair, Angus 
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Moore (ACT) and Alexander Hill (SA); a four recruited in the United States comprising 

James Medway, Aaron Wright, Louis Snelson and stroke Timothy Masters; and a composite 

women’s lightweight quad: Jessica Bowyer, Emma Jones, Emma Webley and Sarah 

Pound.3242 

Australia’s team at the World Junior Champions at Trakai, Lithuania, won a gold and silver 

medal, the gold coming from Jessie Allen and Genevieve Horton in the pairs. Both from New 

South Wales, Jessie and Genevieve won their heat and semi-final, then in the medal round 

came home ahead of Romania and Spain. The silver was won by another women’s crew, the 

double scull combination of Narelle Badenoch from South Australia and Tasmania’s Eleni 

Kalimnios. They finished behind Romania but ahead of Denmark.3243  

The highlight for Australian rowing at the 2013 World Championships in Chungju, South 

Korea, was without doubt the win by Kim Crow in the single sculls. Having won both World 

Cup events in which she had competed this year, Kim entered the championships undefeated. 

Her opponents soon saw why. She opened up an early and impressive lead and from then on 

dominated the race to finish over a boat length ahead of nearest rival Emma Twigg of New 

Zealand and the Czech Republic’s Olympic champion Mirka Knapkova. It was an impressive 

performance – and Australia’s first ever gold in this category. Outstanding too were the gold 

medal performances of Australia’s two adaptive crews, Kathryn Ross and Gavin Bellis in the 

Trunk and Arms Mixed Double and Erik Horrie in the Arms and Shoulders Men’s Single.  

A ‘new’ men’s four, into which Will Lockwood and Josh Dunkley-Smith welcomed two New 

South Welshmen, Alexander Lloyd and Spencer Turrin, failed by just 0.63 of a second to rein 

in the Netherlands but kept the United States at bay. The men’s lightweight eight also claimed 

silver. Demonstrating massive potential, the Under 23 women’s four that had won gold in 

Amsterdam now claimed world championships bronze behind the United States and 

Canada.3244  
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15.7  University Events 

The Intervarsity regatta was this year held on Lake Wendouree, Sydney University winning 

five of the seven men’s races and the mixed eight to claim the overall top spot. International 

representatives Phoebe Stanley and Alice McNamara ensured that Melbourne University won 

the women’s section. Phoebe stroked the winning women’s four and eight, while Alice won 

the lightweight sculls and stroked the winning lightweight quad.3245 The venue for the 

Australian Boat Race this year was Melbourne, racing taking place on the Yarra under leaden 

skies on Sunday 27 October. For the past three years neither university had managed to claim 

victory in both the men’s and women’s races, but now came a change. The Melbourne 

University women’s crew, with Kim Crow aboard, continued its unbeaten run, whereupon the 

men also claimed victory in a closely fought race. Indeed it was controversial, the crews 

becoming locked together at the Morell Bridge. The Melbourne crew disentangled 

themselves first and went on to win.3246 

15.8  The Schools 

The 2014 New South Wales Schools Head of the River saw the Shore School first eight 

complete a hat trick of wins, again ahead of St Joseph’s, with Scots this time third. 

Queenwood retained the girls’ title, once more at Pymble’s expense, while third this time 

were Loreto Normanhurst.3247 In Victoria the Scotch College boys maintained the school’s 

relentless progress with a fifth consecutive win, the girls’ title going to Geelong Grammar for 

the first time since 2010.3248 In Queensland the Nudgee College boys replicated the previous 

year’s triumph while the St Margaret’s girls extended their winning run to four,3249 and in 

South Australia it was Prince Alfred’s turn to record a hat trick, while Walford’s girls 

stretched their school’s winning run to five.3250 Western Australia’s ‘head’ saw Christ Church 

hit back immediately having last year been deprived by Trinity of the title retained in 2012, 

and Methodist Ladies’ College prevented a Presbyterian Ladies’ College hat trick.3251 A crew 

of underdogs from Scotch Oakburn took out the Tasmanian title, two lengths ahead of 
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Hutchins, who went into the race as favourites having dominated all season. Hutchins were 

thus denied a sixth title, while Scotch Oakburn basked in their first win in six years. The 

Launceston Church Grammar girls recorded a fifth win in a row.3252  

15.9  A Second Spectacular 

The second Sydney International Regatta was held from 23 to 30 March. It again comprised 

the first round of the Samsung World Cup series, the Australian Championships, the Interstate 

Regatta, and the Australian Schools Rowing Championships. The eight-day extravaganza saw 

five of the competition days severely weather-affected, but while this impacted on spectator 

numbers there were record entries.3253  

Members of the selected World Cup squad competed in small boats (a national selection trial 

requirement) as well as in the interstate regatta, and were top of the World Cup points score 

table with six gold medals, three silver and five bronze.3254 Outstanding were Sally Kehoe and 

Olympia Aldersey in the women’s double and Maia Simmonds and Hannah Every-Hall in the 

lightweight equivalent, while Alex Lloyd, Spencer Turrin, Alex Hill and Angus Moore won 

the men’s four. Jennifer Cleary, Maddie Edmunds, Kerry Hore and Jessica Hall won the 

women’s quad, and Alex Belonogoff, Cameron Girdlestone, Nick Hudson and John Linke the 

men’s. The men’s eight – the winning four together with Josh Dunkley-Smith, Fergus 

Pragnell, Scott Laidler, Will Lockwood and cox David Webster – also triumphed. Kim Crow, 

won the national single sculls title and, with Phoebe Stanley, the double sculls, but was beaten 

on the line in the World Cup sculls by Emma Twigg. Alex Belonogoff took the men’s 

sculling title and Josh Dunkley-Smith and Fergus Pragnell the men’s pairs.3255 Queensland’s 

Sally Kehoe added the women’s interstate sculling title to her impressive portfolio and New 

South Welshman Alex Belonogoff won the men’s title, while Tasmania denied WA a hat-

trick by winning the Victoria Cup for the first time since 2010 and Queensland retained the 

Penrith Cup. Victoria won the Queen Elizabeth Cup, and in doing so took its number of wins 
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into double figures, and New South Wales pushed out to seven their consecutive King’s Cup 

wins.3256  

15.10  Victoria Masters 

The 2014 Australian Masters Rowing Championships were held at West Lakes, Adelaide 

from 1 to 4 May. It was the first national regatta at the venue since its major refurbishments. 

There were 1405 entries from 107 clubs.3257 Queensland won the interstate men’s eights race, 

in so doing retaining the Brian Vear Trophy, named after the late Chairman of the Rowing 

Australia Masters Committee, who had died in 2008. Brian, a Victorian, was a dual Olympian 

and twice a King’s Cup winner. He would have been pleased to see Victoria win the men’s 

quad scull for the second year in succession, the women’s eight regain their title, and the 

women’s quad extend their winning run to three.3258  

15.11  Trans-Tasman Changes 

The Trans-Tasman Challenge Series was for the first time contested on a ‘home and away’ 

basis. The key purpose of this arrangement was to provide an opportunity for the best male 

and female under 21 athletes in Australia and New Zealand to gain high-level competition 

experience in a category between the world championship categories of under 19 and under 

23. Teams comprising twenty athletes – eight sweep rowers, eight scullers, two coxswains 

and two reserves – competed in a variety of boat classes. The scullers rowed singles and a 

double, the sweep rowers pairs and a four, then scullers and sweep rowers combined in eights 

and the reserves raced a mixed double scull. Points were awarded per category and placing, 

and medals awarded for first placed boats in each category. The first round of the series took 

place at Penrith in July, the Australian squad setting up a substantial points lead. The second 

round was held in the last week of August on Lake Karapiro, and in challenging conditions 

Australia sealed the series.3259  
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15.12  Under 23 Contests 

A total of ten crews were nominated to contest the Under 23 World Championships, held in 

Varese, Italy, eight of the men and four of the women selected from Australian athletes 

studying in the United States. Nine of the ten crews selected raced. The women’s four was 

withdrawn as a result of scheduling challenges, and preference given to the women’s eight.3260 

The squad returned with four medals: two silver and two bronze. The first silver was won by a 

New South Wales pair, Jack Hargreaves and Nicholas Wheatley, and the second by a 

composite eight: Benjamin Coombs, Simon Keenan, Timothy Masters, James Medway, 

Henry Meek, Charles Risbey, Stuart Sim, Louis Snelson and cox Aaron Wright. New South 

Wales’ Jessie Allen and Genevieve Horton won bronze in the women’s pair, the second such 

medal secured by the lightweight women’s double, Georgia Miansorow from New South 

Wales and Tasmania’s Georgia Nesbitt. Sadly, the women’s eight had to be content with 

fourth place, by the barest of margins.3261 

15.13  Juniors Poor 

The performance by Australia’s Junior World Championships squad in Hamburg can only be 

described as very disappointing. Nine crews having been selected only one stood on the 

podium, Australian embarrassment barely salvaged by Queensland’s Adam Bakker and Tyron 

Boorman from Victoria, winners of bronze in the double scull. The only other crew to make a 

final was the women’s eight, who were fifth.3262 

15.14  Lead-Up Racing 

In the lead up to the world championships the senior squad added World Cup regattas II and 

III to their schedule, the first at Aiguebelette and the second in Lucerne. In France Australia 

won a medal of each hue, the gold going to Olympia Aldersey and Sally Kehoe in the double 

sculls. The men’s four – Christopher-Cunningham-Reid, Joshua Dunkley-Smith, Fergus 

Pragnell and Spencer Turrin – took silver, and double scullers Sasha Belonogoff and James 

McCrae the bronze. The Swiss contest became an all-silver affair, Belonogoff and McCrae 

going one better than in Aiguebelette, Ella Flecker and Alice McNamara surging from ninth 
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place to second, and Kim Crow, who had won gold at the Holland Beker Regatta in 

Amsterdam en route to Lucerne, was again second to Emma Twigg.3263 

15.15  Mixed Medals 

Amsterdam was the venue for the 2014 World Championships, at the end of which the 

happiest contestants were Australia’s disabled athletes, who contributed two gold medals and 

a silver. Erik Horrie again won the Men’s Arms and Shoulders category, likewise Gavin 

Bellis and Kathryn Ross in the Mixed Trunk and Arms double scull. The Mixed Legs Trunk 

and Arms double saw Jeremy McGrath and Kathleen Murdoch take silver.  

Leading the able-bodied contingent was Kim Crow, who for the third time this season had to 

be content with silver behind her Kiwi nemesis. Emma Twigg’s time was 7 minutes 14.95 

seconds, with Kim 2.38 seconds further back. The women’s lightweight quad – Laura Dunn 

and Sarah Pound (NSW), Maia Simmonds (WA) and Queensland stroke Hannah Every-Hall – 

were second in their heat, behind the Netherlands, to whom they were second again in the 

final. The South Australia-Queensland double scull combination of Olympia Aldersey and 

Sally Kehoe won their first heat ahead of the United States and Russia then led home 

Lithuania and New Zealand in the semi-final. Come the final, however, the Kiwis showed 

their true colours, Poland claiming silver and Australia bronze. The men’s double and four 

completed the bronze list, James McCrae (SA) and Alexander Belogonoff (NSW) shaded by 

Croatia and Italy, while the NSW/Victoria four – Fergus Pragnell, Joshua Dunkley-Smith, 

Spencer Turrin and Alexander Lloyd – won their bronze behind Great Britain and the United 

States.3264  

15.16  Sydney Superior 

The Australian University Championships this year were held at Penrith and dominated by 

Sydney University, the winner of five events: the men’s four and eight, men’s single, 

women’s lightweight scull and the mixed eight. Prominent in Sydney’s four and eight was 
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Alexander Belonogoff, as was Phoebe Stanley in the winning Melbourne University women’s 

eight.3265  

15.17  World Masters 

Not content to hold one major masters regatta in a year, from 9 to 12 October Australia hosted 

the World Rowing Masters Regatta on Lake Wendouree, the venue for the 1956 Olympic 

Games Regatta. The event attracted more than 1100 competitors from twenty-nine nations, 

and for many of the 1956 Olympians in attendance the event became a huge reunion.3266  

15.18  Honours Even 

On 26 October a 4.4 kilometre course on Sydney Harbour from Woolwich to Darling Harbour 

was the venue for the 2014 Australian Boat Race, the University of Sydney eight taking ‘line 

honours’ in the men’s race and Melbourne University in the women’s. The Sydney men's 

crew took the lead early and successfully navigated the tough harbour conditions to beat the 

titleholders by just under ten seconds. Sydney University men's captain and 2014 world 

championships bronze medallist Sasha Belonogoff said the conditions were definitely ‘rolly’. 

‘I think efficiency won it for us in the end,’ he said. ‘The loss last year down in Melbourne 

really fired us up.’ University of Sydney women's captain Rebecca Humphries said she was 

proud of her crew. ‘Last year Melbourne won by a minute, this year it was 28 seconds. We 

feel we are ... setting the trajectory for next year’.3267  

15.19  Scott Steps In 

In September 2014 Colin Smith had resigned from the Rowing Australia board after 14 years 

as a director, the last six as Chairman. He was succeeded by Rob Scott, a dual Olympian who 

stroked the Australian eight at the Barcelona Olympic Games in 1992 before picking up silver 

with David Weightman in the men’s coxless pairs at Atlanta in 1996. Rob brought to the 

position considerable corporate and business experience.3268 
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15.20  FISA Resignations 

It was also in 2014 that ‘the two Johns’, as Messrs Boultbee and Coates had for years been 

widely known, reduced their links to FISA. John Boultbee concluded a 16-year term as Chair 

of the FISA Competitive Rowing Commission, which included 10 years on the FISA 

Executive Committee, while John Coates, President of the AOC and a Vice President of the 

IOC, announced his retirement as the Oceania representative for FISA, a position he had held 

for 22 years.3269  

15.21  Vale Guy 

The Australian rowing community also lost a great contributor to the sport, photographer Guy 

Hebblewhite. In the 1970s Guy and his colleague Cynthia Judd founded Hebfotos, 

specialising in rowing photography. The pair followed Australian teams to every Olympic 

Games between 1988 and 2004, to almost every world championship and, until 2012, to 

countless regattas in Australia and New Zealand. Based on the number of photographs 

supplied, Guy and Cynthia unofficially ‘sponsored’ every edition of the Australian Rowing 

magazine, and generously donated to many other publications. Guy was also a life member of 

Adelaide Rowing Club.3270  

15.22  Dee Departs, Another Scott Steps In 

Early in 2015, after twelve years with the organisation, Rowing Australia’s CEO Andrew Dee 

resigned. It was widely acknowledged that in his time with the sport Andrew’s professional, 

innovative and energetic leadership had resulted in Rowing Australia being regarded as one of 

the leading sporting organisations in the country.3271 His successor was Michael Scott, a 

former Director of the Australian Institute of Sport and the New South Wales Institute of 

Sport.3272  
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15.23  Forty-Two-Year Wait 

It was as far back as 1973 that Sydney’s St Joseph’s College had won the New South Wales 

GPS contest. The 2015 win therefore generated both exultation and relief. Scots College were 

second, with Shore, winners for the past three years, this time third. Winners of the first two 

girls’ Head of the River races in 1990 and 1991, Loreto Normanhurst had since then claimed 

only one other title, in 1997. Now, eighteen years later, they won a fourth.3273 In Victoria 

Scotch College notched up a remarkable ‘double hat-trick’ of wins while the Geelong 

Grammar girls repeated their 2014 victory.3274 Queensland’s Nudgee College recorded a third 

consecutive win ahead of Anglican Church Grammar and the Southport School, while the 

girls’ ‘head’ saw St Margaret’s prevail, Somerville second and St Hilda’s third.3275 Like St 

Joseph’s, Adelaide’s Scotch College had found winning hard to come by since 1995, but not 

in 2015. Their victory was all the sweeter in that they toppled the holders, Prince Alfred 

College, with the state’s most prolific winners, St Peter’s in an unaccustomed third place. By 

extraordinary coincidence the Scotch girls also won. However, their wait came after ‘only’ 

fifteen years. Walford and Seymour were second and third. The coincidences kept coming. 

Scotch College won the Western Australian title, their wait twenty-five years, whereas 

Presbyterian Ladies College waited just one year before avenging their defeat to Methodist 

Ladies College in 2014.3276 The Hutchins School boys repeated last year’s win, while the 

Friends’ girls ended the Launceston Church Grammar School’s five-year run and the trophy 

returned to southern Tasmania.3277 

15.24  Nationals 2015 

The 2015 Sydney International Regatta, held between 23 and 29 March, built on the success 

of previous events and again delivered a festival of rowing that showcased, in particular, the 

Australian Open Rowing Championships and the King’s and Queen’s Cup interstate 

regatta.3278 Kerry Hore from the Huon club in Tasmania won the national women’s sculls title 

in a canter, while another Tasmanian, Max McQueeney from Buckingham, won the men’s 
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event. Kim Crow, again representing Melbourne University, and Georgia Miansarow from 

Mosman took the double sculls title, Kim also in the winning quad. Winners of the men’s 

double were Sasha Belonogoff and Cameron Girdlestone from Sydney University. Alex 

Lloyd and Spencer Turrin from Sydney Rowing Club lifted the Ted Bromley Memorial 

Trophy for the men’s pairs, not content with which they also won, with Joshua Hicks and 

James Chapman, the Bob Aitken Memorial Trophy for coxless fours. Lloyd, Turrin and 

Hicks, with clubmate Edward White aboard, also won the coxed fours.  

Come the interstate events Kim Crow maintained her form and fitness, winning the Nell 

Slatter Cup for single sculls before helping Victoria to again hoist the Queen’s Cup for 

women’s eights. ‘Sacha’ Belogonoff of New South Wales retained his and his state’s 

President’s Cup trophy for the men’s sculls title, the Queensland lightweight four made it a 

hat trick of wins in the Penrith Cup, while Victoria won the King’s Cup, in so doing ending 

New South Wales’ seven-year winning streak.3279 

15.25  Shared Spoils 

At the Australian Masters Rowing Championships, held in Sydney between 28 and 31 May, 

Victoria won the interstate women’s and men’s quad sculls and Queensland the women’s and 

men’s eights. The Queensland women’s eight was stroked by former world junior 

championships medallist Fleur Spriggs.3280  

15.26  Kiwi Double 

The Under 21 Trans-Tasman series was again run in two legs, the first in Sydney from 2 to 4 

July and the second on Lake Karapiro from 27 to 29 August. The team event proved highly 

effective in providing high-level competition in a number of boat classes for those beyond the 

junior ranks and approaching the under 23 level. At the conclusion of the first leg of the 

regatta, New Zealand led by 50 points and were well placed to regain the Rusty Robertson 

Trophy, which, come the second leg, they duly did.3281  
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15.27  Test Passed 

The World Junior Championships, held in Rio de Janeiro from 5 to 8 August, were a test 

event for the Olympic Regatta, due to be held in Rio one year hence. The venue passed its test 

with flying colours, but as was the case last year Australia’s results in the junior category 

were less than satisfactory. The sole medal was won by Queenslander Adam Bakker, a winner 

of bronze in the double scull last year and in the single this time. His coach was John 

Bowes.3282 

15.28  Four Medals, No Gold 

The 2015 World Under 23 Championships were held in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, venue for the 

senior ‘worlds’ in 2012. The Australian team won two silver and two bronze medals, all in 

Olympic boat classes.3283  

The women’s quad final saw the crew from Poland go out hard and lead from start to finish, 

while the Australians – Georgie Gotch, Tessa Carty, Rowena Meredith and Leah Saunders – 

maintained a steady pace throughout, holding off challenges from Germany and France and 

snaring silver. The men’s pair, Jack Hargreaves and Nicholas Wheatley, entered their race as 

favourites, but were unable to overcome the Romanian crew. Third were Serbia. A 

disappointed Wheatley said: ‘It was probably our best race of the regatta. We gave everything 

we had. We are a little disappointed not to get gold, but the Romanians were really strong.’ 

The men’s quad, in lane five, found themselves up against an in-form Canada, who, as the 

Polish women had done, led the A-Final from the start. However, the Aussies – Robert Black, 

Alexander Purnell, William Mure and Christopher Hayes – were second at halfway, ahead of 

Poland and New Zealand. In the final 500 metres Canada increased their lead, but as Australia 

charged for the line they suffered a ‘shipwreck’ and were unable to withstand a powering 

New Zealand, who snatched the silver medal. Post-race Purnell said: ‘Overall we’re very 

happy with the race. To walk away with a medal is just great.’  

Katrina Werry and Addy Dunkley-Smith, who the previous year had competed in the Under 

23 women’s eight, this time raced in a pair. Coached by Simon Gadsden, they found 
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themselves in the final up against the United States, who as expected started fast and took an 

early lead, closely followed by Great Britain and France. At half-way the two Victorians were 

fifth. However, they pushed hard over the second half, challenging both France and Britain, 

and as the French lost speed the Australians took their chance, surging through to take the 

bronze as Great Britain held onto silver and the USA took home the gold.  

The women's four – Rachel Engel and Georgina Howe from Victoria, Jacinta Edmunds from 

Queensland and the ACT’s Sarah Davis – came a heartbreaking fourth.3284 

15.29  Importance Heightened 

In 2015 the World Rowing Championships returned to Aiguebelette, the venue in 1997. The 

event was the major qualification regatta for the 2016 Olympic Games. The fact that Rowing 

Australia had announced it did not plan to qualify crews in 2016 heightened for athletes and 

coaches alike the importance of the regatta. Australia’s able-bodied medal tally one year away 

from the Games was one gold and two silver medals. The nation’s amazing Adaptive athletes 

won two golds for the third year in a row in their respective categories. 

In her final Kim Crow faced a field of opponents from China, Canada, Switzerland and the 

United States – and 2012 Olympic Champion Mirka Knapkova of the Czech Republic. New 

Zealand’s Emma Twigg was thought to have taken a sabbatical. Regardless of this, the sculler 

coached by Lyall McCarthy at the National Training Centre in Canberra dominated her race, 

leading from start to finish in blustery conditions, crossing the line in 7 minutes 38 seconds. 

She was followed by Knapkova and Jingli Duan of China.  

‘This feels really special’ Kim said following the medal presentations. ‘It’s been a really fun 

year, I’ve got a great training group around me in Canberra, I’ve just got engaged ... I’m 

getting married later in the year [to Olympic gold medallist Scott Brennan], and to round it off 

with a world title is just fantastic’. 

In their final the Australian men’s quad – David Crawshay, Karsten Fosterling, Cameron 

Girdlestone and David Watts – faced the favourites, Germany, and contenders Switzerland 

and Estonia. The Germans took a lead they would not relinquish, with Australia, the Swiss 
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and Estonians on their tail. At one stage the Germans went from a stroke rate of 38 to 41, 

whereupon David Watts upped Australia’s rate to as high as 43, with Estonia hot on the 

Aussies’ heels. That’s how they finished, Switzerland missing out.  

The men’s four of Alex Hill, Spencer Turrin, Josh Dunkley-Smith and Will Lockwood faced 

crews from Germany, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands and Canada. The Italians took a 

small lead at the start, but at the 500 metre mark Australia pushed ahead and held the lead in 

the middle of the race. Italy then upped its stroke rate and surged ahead, and with the crowd 

going wild edged the Australians out to take gold, Australia holding on to silver and Great 

Britain winning bronze. 

  

Adaptive rowing single sculler Erik Horrie won his third FISA World Para title in a row, with 

the 2008 Olympic champion Tom Agar from Great Britain second, as he was in 2014. The 

Australian Para mixed double crew, Gavin Bellis and Kathryn Ross, also won their third 

consecutive FISA world title. They beat Great Britain and the French crew of Stephane 

Tardieu and Perle Bouge, who had won Olympic silver at London in 2012 and were 

also FISA world silver medallists in 2011, 2013 and 2014.3285 

  

However, while there were a number of pleasing international performances in 2015, the 

overall results obtained by the Australian rowing team fell short of the targets that had been 

set.3286 

15.30  Sarah Selected 

September saw the appointment of the first ever female coach at a GPS school. Olympian 

Sarah Cook became director of rowing at St Joseph’s College, Sydney. She had earlier been 

named in the 100-strong Australian Financial Review and Westpac ‘100 Women of 

Influence’ awards. Sarah was a member of the women’s eight, dubbed ‘the Motley Crew’, 

which successfully took on Rowing Australia after it refused to enter the Australian women’s 

                                                

3285 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-championships/2015.php  
3286 Rowing Australia Annual Report 2015, p. 10.  
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eight in qualifying races prior to the London 2012 Olympic Games. She also remains the only 

woman on World Rowing’s World Cup and World Championships television commentary 

team.3287 

15.31  University Contests 

The 2015 Australian University Championships were held at West Lakes between 30 

September and 2 October and resulted in a narrow win to Melbourne University, who won 

five of the seven women’s events. Second were the University of Sydney, who captured the 

men’s top spot, including a win in the men’s eights.3288 It was a result that added fuel to the 

fire when the arch-rivals met again for the Australian Boat Race on 25 October in Melbourne 

over a 4.6 kilometre course from Burnley to the heart of the city. This time they shared the 

spoils, with Melbourne’s women and Sydney’s men the victors. Melbourne’s women’s eight, 

undefeated since the start of the Boat Race’s ‘modern era’, continued their record-setting run 

to steam home almost 10 lengths ahead of the Sydney crew. In the men’s event it was Sydney 

who dominated, leading from the start to record their fifth win in the series. Melbourne’s 

women’s crew thus kept their hold on the Bella Guerin Trophy, named after the first female 

graduate from the University of Melbourne, while the Edmund Barton Trophy would head 

back to Sydney.3289 

15.32  Vale Phil, David, Sara 

In July 2015 the Australian rowing community learned of the passing of Olympian Phil 

Cayzer, a lifelong member of Sydney Rowing Club. Phil was in the winning 1949 and 1950 

New South Wales eight and a member of the Australian eight that won gold at the 1950 

Empire Games in New Zealand. Having also won the King’s Cup in 1951, the selection event 

for the 1952 Olympic Games, Phil won bronze in the Australian eight at the 1952 Olympics in 

Helsinki. He then turned to coaching, several of his charges being selected for the 1964 and 

1968 Olympic Games. Based in the 1970s in Melbourne, he coached at Mercantile and also 

oversaw Victorian crews. On returning to Sydney in the 1980s he continued to coach at club, 

                                                

3287 Times 2, Canberra Times, 15 October 2015, p. 20. 
3288 http://www.worldrowing.com/news/melbourne-triumph-australian-university-rowing-championships  
3289 https://www.rowingaustralia.com.au/2015/10/26/melbourne-and-sydney-share-line-honours-at-the-2015-
australian-boat-race/  
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state and national level, and also held senior administrative roles at his old club. In 1992 he 

was awarded an OAM for his lifetime service to rowing. 

On 10 February 2016 a pall of sadness again fell over Australian rowing with the passing of 

dual Olympian and passionate Victorian David Boykett. A genuine ‘legend’, David was also a 

long-time coach of Australian crews and an innovator in the areas of coach education and 

youth and school rowing. A member of Mercantile, he was in the Australian eight that won 

bronze at the 1956 Olympic Games in Melbourne, and competed eight years later at the 

Tokyo Olympics. He also contested several world championships, and at the national level 

was in seven winning Victorian King’s Cup crews. David went on to be an Australian and 

FISA umpire while continuing to be heavily involved in youth rowing at Scotch College, and 

was also known for his support of women’s rowing. Throughout the 1960s and 70s he was a 

member of the national fundraising committee for Australian teams.  

Saddest of all, perhaps, was the passing of Sarah Tait, nee Outhwaite. Sarah lost her battle 

with cancer and passed away on the morning of 3 March 2016. She was 33 and a mother of 

two. A three-time Olympian, Sarah competed in the women’s eight at the Athens 2004 and 

Beijing 2008 Olympics before, at the 2012 Games in London, winning a silver medal with 

Kate Hornsey in the women’s pair. In 2005 she had been a member of the women’s eight that 

won the world championship, at the same event winning silver in the pairs with Natalie Bale. 

Sarah was coached by her husband Bill. In 2009 their first child, Leila, was born. Come 

London in 2012 Sarah thus became the first mother to row for Australia at the Olympic 

Games. Sarah’s diagnosis came following the birth of her second child, Luca, in March 2013. 

She retired from her sport on doctor’s advice saying: ‘It was a simple decision for me to bow 

out of rowing and focus my time on getting better and looking after my family’. 3290 

President of the Australian Olympic Committee, John Coates, paid tribute to Sarah. ‘We are 

extremely saddened to hear of Sarah’s passing and offer our deepest sympathy to her 

husband, two children, family and friends. Sarah was an extremely talented Olympic rower 

taken far too soon from us. She battled to the end.’ Coates also recognised that Sarah was 

among a remarkable group of female athletes who proved that mothers can not only continue 

to compete at an elite level but also win medals. ‘Among her amazing achievements’, he said, 
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‘Sarah pioneered a change of attitude within Rowing Australia [which introduced the] Family 

Friendly Policy, allowing children of athletes to be reunited with their mums while away for 

extended periods of time training and competing. The legacy she leaves for younger women 

who would like to pursue both motherhood and elite sport is truly inspirational’.3291 

15.33  Shore Hat Trick 

The 2016 New South Wales Head of the River saw the Shore boys complete a hat trick of 

wins, ahead of St Ignatius and St Joseph’s. Queenwood regained the girls’ crown from Loreto 

Normanhurst, who this year were third, with Kinross Wolaroi second.3292 In Victoria 

Melbourne Grammar halted Scotch College’s six-win run, while the Geelong Grammar girls 

imitated Shore.3293 In Queensland Nudgee College stretched their winning run to four, too 

good again for Anglican Church Grammar, while the girls’ winners list read St Margaret’s, St 

Hilda’s, Somerville.3294 In South Australia St Peter’s won for the first time since 2011, 

Somerville recording their first since 2009.3295 The WA boys’ head went to Trinity, the PLC 

girls repeating their 2015 win.3296 At the Tasmanian Head of the River, contested at Lake 

Barrington, Hutchins retained the boys’ trophy with a strong performance ahead of the 

Friends School and Scotch Oakburn College, the Friends girls winningly convincingly.3297 

15.34  Nationals 2016 

Great conditions greeted those attending and performing at the 2016 nationals at Penrith. 

Among the outstanding club combinations were the Sydney University/Mosman double, 

Genevieve Horton and Sally Kehoe, winners by two lengths, likewise their Swan 

River/Sydney male counterparts Christopher Morgan and David Watts, home by an even 

larger margin.3298  

Among the interstate winners, the women's lightweight quad sculls championship for the 

Victoria Cup again went Victoria’s way, Stephanie Radford, Alice Arch, Alice McNamara 

                                                

3291 Media statement, John Coates, 5 March 2016. 
3292 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(New_South_Wales)  
3293 http://www.rowingmuseum.org.au/school-rowing/vic/aps-head-of-river/index.php 
3294 http://www.bsra.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/2016_HeadoftheRiver_results.pdf  
3295 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Australia)  
3296 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Head_of_the_River_(Western_Australia)  
3297 http://www.satis.com.au/2016-head-of-the-river-regatta/  
3298 http://sirr.rowingaustralia.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/SIRR_2016_Results_Day_5.pdf 
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and India McKenzie clearing out early and having the race won by the first 500. Kim Crow, 

now Brennan, had a ten second margin as she retained her single sculls title, then, as she had 

done a year earlier, she put aside two oars for one and garnered a second title in the Victorian 

women’s eight. Queensland won the Penrith Cup for the fourth year in a row, Western 

Australia’s Rhys Grant regained the President’s Cup he had won in 2013, and Victoria 

retained the King’s Cup won last year. A moving tribute to Sarah Tait was conducted at the 

end of the Interstate presentations.3299 

15.35  Rio 

The team selected for the Rio Olympic Games was the smallest since 1992. For the first time 

since 1948 no men’s eight was nominated, as a result of the crew’s failure to make the top 

two in the final qualification regatta in Switzerland in late May. The women's eight also fell 

short at Lucerne’s ‘Regatta of Death’, as did the women's lightweight double. Only single 

sculler Rhys Grant secured a final Olympic berth, joining the seven boats that qualified 

through last year's world championships campaign. Australia would thus be entering only 

eight boats and 20 rowers, compared to the 13 boats and 46 rowers sent to London four years 

earlier. The last time only eight crews qualified was at the 1992 Barcelona Games. Rowing 

Australia officials probably hoped history would repeat itself, the Oarsome Foursome and the 

men's double scull having brought home back Spanish gold. 

The 2016 Australian rowing team opened its Olympic campaign at Lucerne, winning two 

golds and two silvers at the World Rowing Cup II regatta. Kim Brennan and a new men’s 

quad – Karsten Forsterling, Alexander Belonogoff, Cameron Girdlestone and James McRae – 

both won gold, while the silvers came from the women’s double, Sally Kehoe and Genevieve 

Horton, and the men’s four – Will Lockwood, Joshua Dunkley-Smith, Josh Booth and Alex 

Hill.  

The reigning world single sculls champion Kim Brennan was joined in her A final by, among 

others, 2012 Olympic champion Mirka Knapkova, China’s Jingli Duan and an in-form 

Genevra Stone of the United States. Kim got away quickly and passed the first 500-metre 

marker in the lead. As they approached the middle of the race she was rating a steady 33–34 

stroke a minute. In the final sprint Kim pulled right away and recorded a time of 7:28. Post-
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race, she said: ‘It’s nice to do what I wanted to do, especially after a long period of not racing 

internationally. You sometimes forget a bit how to do it. I’m looking forward to racing in 

Poznan at World Rowing Cup III.’ 

The men’s quad were fourth at the first 500 and second at both half-way and the 1500 metre 

mark, having passed Poland, Switzerland and Great Britain. They finished with a lead of 

almost a length. The men’s four had made a forced change, the crew now seated Will 

Lockwood, Josh Dunkley-Smith, Josh Booth and Josh Hicks, sitting in for the ailing Alex 

Hill. They led through the middle of the race with Great Britain second. In the final 500, 

however, the two crews rowed stroke-for-stroke, until with just two metres to go the crew 

caught a ‘crab’ and the British crew got home.  

The second silver came courtesy of double scull partners Genevieve Horton and Sally Kehoe, 

competing in their first international A final. The Australians fired out of the start and at half 

way were leading. Behind them, though, were the 2013 world champions, Lithuania’s Donata 

Vistartaite and Milda Valciukaite, who, by the 1500 mark were overlapping the Australians. 

From then on, slowly but inexorably, the lead narrowed, until, just metres from the line, the 

Lithuanians got past. There was only half a second in it. Gold to Lithuania, silver to Australia 

and bronze to Greece. Its efforts saw Australia’s squad finish third on the regatta medal 

table.3300 

The Australian rowing team’s final assignment before leaving for Rio was World Cup III in 

Poznan between 17 and 19 July. Kim Brennan found herself confronted by fellow world 

champion Emma Twigg, the New Zealander now returned to the sport following a sabbatical 

in Europe and the UK. Kim would therefore have been heartened by her win of more than a 

length, in 7 minutes 15.98. Other winners were the men’s quad, who headed home perennial 

champions Germany, with Poland in third place. The women’s quad finished 0.32 of a second 

behind Germany, Jessica Hall, Kerry Hore, Jennifer Cleary and Madeleine Edmunds thereby 

making their presence well felt, and Spencer Turrin and Alex Lloyd gave a great account of 

themselves by pushing the legendary New Zealand pair, Eric Murray and Hamish Bond, to 

within less than a length. The men’s four, with Alex Hill back in the boat, were third, a 

                                                

3300 Rowing Australia media release, 30 May 2016. 
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similar distance behind arch-rivals Great Britain and Italy. Sally Kehoe and Genevieve 

Horton, in the double, were sixth.3301 

Rather than being the climactic event on the international program, this year’s Olympic 

Games in Rio de Janeiro came relatively early: between 5 and 21 August. Despite dedicating 

a great deal of effort and resources to qualifying as many crews as possible, Australian 

selection results were this time below acceptable standards, particularly within the lightweight 

and women's sweep ranks. Those who did make the cut were a women’s eight, quad and 

double, and single sculler Kim Brennan. The men’s contingent contained a four, pair, quad, 

double and sculler Rhys Grant. The Paralympic squad comprised a mixed four and double, 

and sculler Eric Horrie.  

The women’s eight were eliminated early. They had disbanded after missing out on selection 

by one place, but following a decision by FISA to disqualify a member of the Russian 

women’s eight for substance abuse, the Australian crew had been given little more than a 

week’s notice that they were, after all, going to Rio.3302 In their first heat, sadly, they were 

fourth and last, some sixteen seconds behind the first-placed United States, who were 

followed home by the Netherlands and Romania. Three days later in the repechage the crew 

were again last, one place further back, behind Canada, Romania, New Zealand and the 

Netherlands. The stress endured in simply getting to Rio was no doubt a key performance 

factor. 

The women’s quad were a close second behind Ukraine in their heat, but then finished fifth in 

a tightly fought repechage and were eliminated. The result was somewhat unexpected, the 

crew having had a good lead-up to the Games. It was a less than satisfying end in particular 

for four-time sculling Olympian Kerry Hore. No doubt Kerry’s Athens bronze medal now 

meant even more to her.  

Triple Olympian Sally Kehoe was sixth in the eight at the London Olympics but more 

recently had been finding success in a double with Genevieve Horton. The duo began their 

campaign well but were drawn in a tough semi-final that included reigning Olympic 

champions Great Britain and a Polish duo who had this season won at World Cups l and III. 

                                                

3301 http://www.worldrowing.com/events/2016-world-rowing-cup-iii/schedule-results  
3302 The Australian, 8 August 2016, p. 34. 
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Kehoe and Olympic debutant Horton were quick out of the start and sat comfortably in third 

place throughout the first half of the race, led by the Poles and the British. As the crews 

approached the 1500-metre mark, the French crew made a move on the Australians. With the 

two other crews still out in front, the battle came down to the Australians and the French as to 

who would qualify for the final, the French pipping the Australians on the post. 

Western Australian sculler Rhys Grant performed beyond expectations and in the toughest of 

events was entirely competitive. He finished second in his heat and quarter-final but was only 

fifth in the semi-final, thus putting himself in the B final. He finished third, and therefore 

ninth overall is in an overall plucky display of sculling. 

Two spots higher came the men’s double, David Watts from Western Australia and South 

Australia’s Chris Morgan. Third in their heat the duo were out-raced in the semi-finals, 

finishing fifth, but made up for the lapse when winning the B final.  

The New South Wales pair, Spencer Turrin and Alexander Lloyd, made a great start by 

winning their heat ahead of South Africa and the Czech Republic. Come the semi-finals they 

qualified for the medal round by coming a close second to Italy but ahead of France. In the 

final, however, they finished sixth, behind two crews they had earlier beaten.  

Based on earlier results the men's quad came into their final as favourites. They won their heat 

ahead of Poland, so were into the final, whereas Germany and Great Britain contested the 

repechage. For the Germans the extra race paid off. They approached the final with the 

attitude ‘gold or nothing’, and it worked. They raced superbly, a very quick start giving them 

an instant advantage. Behind, but in touch the whole way the crew fought hard but were 

unable to catch their determined opponents, who won by just over a second. Estonia were two 

seconds back in third place.  

The men’s fours final was perhaps the most keenly awaited of all, Great Britain the holders 

against a nation, Australia, who had also won the event and regarded it as the Holy Grail. A 

riveting and intense race saw the Brits go out to a narrow lead. At the half-way mark the 

Australians challenged, and only 0.22 of a second separated the two crews. Then, as they 

approached the 1500 metre mark, the British edged away. Despite a big push from the 

Australians the defending champions held on, and won by two-thirds of a boat length. They 

thus claimed a title they had not relinquished since the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games. 
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Australia took home the silver in a time of 6 minutes, 0.44 seconds, Great Britain’s winning 

margin 1.83 seconds. 

For Australia, the regatta highlight therefore became the win by Kim Brennan in the women’s 

sculls. Kim had come into the final via a heat in which conditions were almost unrowable and 

threatened to ruin her bid almost before it had begun. She was content simply to remain afloat 

and finish third behind scullers from Mexico and Zimbabwe, thus avoiding a repechage. 

Three days later, in perfect conditions, she won the last of the four quarter finals in the fastest 

overall time. A further three days on she won her semi-final ahead of Emma Twigg, the other 

semi won, in a time almost four seconds faster than Kim, by China’s Duan Jingli. Come the 

13 August final, however, Kim’s tactics were masterful, and left nothing to chance. Following 

a strong start she led by clear water, then held off her opponents through the middle 1000 

metres. She then sprinted home, holding out the dangerous Genevra Stone of the United 

States, Duan Jingli this time third. Emma Twigg was a surprising fourth. It was the first time 

an Australian woman had won an Olympic rowing gold medal since 1996, when Kate Allen 

(nee Slatter) and Megan Marcks (nee Still) won gold at the Atlanta Olympic Games. The 

Paralympic team had three entries, one of which, Eric Horrie, won a silver medal in the Arms 

and Shoulders single scull.3303  

15.36  Under 23 Gold, Bronze 

The non-Olympic World Championships, held in Rotterdam in August, were again combined 

with the World Junior Championships, but in neither event did Australia win a medal. This 

year, however, the World Under 23 Championships were added to a large and eclectic 

program, and Australia’s squad contributed two medals. Pride of place went to a quad scull 

combination containing two Canberra scullers, Caleb Antill and Luke Letcher, and New 

South Welshmen Robert Black and Thomas Schranko. The crew took a slim lead off the start, 

and were first to the 500 mark, with Poland and Germany in close attendance. The Aussies 

held their lead right through the middle of the race but were being challenged by New 

Zealand. Poland were still in it, with Italy now in the frame. In the race for the line it was 

Poland who wilted, Australia holding out the Kiwis by just 0.41 of a second and the Italians 
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exactly a second back in third place. Australia had scored gold in one of the best races of the 

day, their time 6 minutes 07.51 seconds.  

After comfortably winning their heat the coxed four – Jack Cleary, Texas Lawton, Sam Hardy 

and Henry Youl, steered by Louis Copolov – went into the race as one of the favourites. They 

showed their worth by throwing down the gauntlet from the start and leading for the first three 

quarters of the race. However, crews from Italy and New Zealand would not be denied, and in 

a finish that had the grandstand crowd on their feet all three crews swept to the line, the 

Aussies desperately trying to hold their lead. At the finish, though, it was New Zealand’s race, 

the Kiwis getting home less than a second ahead of Italy, Australia just 0.6 of a second 

away winning a much deserved bronze medal.3304  

15.37  Australia’s Trans-Tasman  

At the end of the first leg of the 2016 Under 21 Trans-Tasman Series, held in Sydney between 

30 June and 2 July, Australia had taken the lead on the points table. These points carried over 

to the second round of the series, conducted at Lake Karapiro from 8 – 10 September, at 

which Australia triumphed. This was due largely to the men’s squad, who for the first time 

won the single sculls, through Canberra’s Tyron Boorman, and both the fours and the 

eights.3305  

15.38  Big Masters Turn Out 

Despite poor weather wreaking havoc on the Australian Masters Rowing Championships, 

held this year at Lake Kawana on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast, organisers hailed it a 

success. Original figures estimated about 1500 rowers would compete, but according to 

Rowing Queensland president Murray Stewart the total ended up being closer to 2000. The 

highlight of the weekend for locals was Queensland’s victory in both the men’s and women’s 

masters eights. The Queensland men’s crew finished in a time of 2 minutes 56 seconds over 

to 1000-metre course, almost four seconds ahead of Victoria. The state’s women won in a 

                                                

3304 http://www.rowinghistory-aus.info/world-u23-championships/2016-Rotterdam.php  
3305 Personal communication, the Boorman family, 23 March 2018. 
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time of 3 minutes 19 seconds, with New South Wales second, the winning margin similar to 

the men’s.3306  

15.39  Honours Almost Even 

The Intervarsity Regatta this year was held at Champion Lakes in Western Australia in late 

September. Melbourne won five of the titles, courtesy of an extremely strong women’s squad, 

and the Australian National University four through their scullers. Adelaide University won 

two trophies, the coxed fours and ‘the big one’, the Oxford and Cambridge Cup for men’s 

eights. Sydney University were second, just 1.25 seconds away, and the rest nowhere.3307 

15.40  Boat Race Finale 

The 2016 Australian Boat Race contests, held on a 4.3 kilometre course on Sydney Harbour 

from Woolwich to Darling Harbour in late October, saw the Sydney University men’s eight 

fight through waves and 40-kilometre-an-hour winds to win, while Melbourne University’s 

women prevailed in slightly better conditions.  

In the men’s race, Sydney not only had the home advantage; they had two Olympians in the 

boat. Stroke Cameron Girldlestone and seven man Sasha Belonogoff had won silver in the 

men’s quad sculls in Rio. Melbourne led for a short time before the home crew were able to 

pass them then consolidate their lead in the more protected waters.  

Girdlestone gave Melbourne credit for putting up a good fight. ‘I thought Rio had the toughest 

conditions Sasha and I had ever faced, but this took the cake.’ he said. ‘It was more like a race 

of survival than a race of the fittest and strongest.’  

In the women’s event Melbourne University dominated – and remained unbeaten. They too 

had to come from behind, trailing until the 1.5 kilometre mark, but with the help of Rio 

Olympians Jennifer Cleary and coxswain Sarah Banting they were able to power through and 

dominate for the rest of the race.3308 

                                                

3306 Sunshine Coast Daily, 4 June 2018. 
3307 https://wa.rowingmanager.com/?regatta=3437  
3308 http://www.worldrowing.com/news/sydney-men-and-melbourne-women-winners-australian-boat-race  
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15.41  Discussion 

This chapter has recorded the key events within the final four years of this history, from those 

inherent within the Australian events program for decades to those newly introduced, such as 

the Sydney International Rowing Regatta and the annual Under 21 contests against New 

Zealand. It has also introduced the key personnel charged with administering the sport 

following the departure of arguably the two most influential leaders in its history. To that 

extent, therefore, this history has a new beginning, at the administrative and personal levels.  
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Chapter 16: THE FUTURE? 

16.1  Introduction 

This brief, final chapter discusses Rowing Australia’s high performance plan for the future of 

rowing in Australia.  

16.2  CampaignNumberOne 

On 18 May 2016, three months before the Rio Olympic Games, Rowing Australia announced 

a long-term high performance plan, CampaignNumberOne3309 focused on delivering its vision 

of being the world’s number one rowing nation. At the heart of the campaign was a plan to 

change its elite program post-Olympics and set up two national training centres, split by 

gender, one in Canberra and the other yet to be determined.  

‘Rowing is one of Australia’s most high profile and successful Olympic sports’ the report 

began. ‘The Rowing Australia board is of the strong view that while Australian rowing can 

learn from and be inspired by its past experiences, the sport must evolve if it is to reach its 

goal of being the number one rowing nation in the world’.  

‘In recent years’, the report pointed out, ‘Australian rowing has not achieved its full potential, 

despite having some of the world’s best coaches and sports medicine and science 

professionals, strong support from the national institute network and an impressive school and 

club system. There is evidence to show our current model sees us trailing the world’s leading 

rowing nations by a considerable margin when it comes to competing on the world 

stage. Each year, athletes are required to relocate for the three months prior to the 

international season to train with their crew. Their training location and coach varies from 

year to year, as does the quality and quantity of performance services available to them. 

Athletes and coaches want more certainty and stability, more time together, and better and 

more consistent support. CampaignNumberOne will deliver this certainty.’3310 

                                                

3309 Rowing Australia, CampaignNumberOne, 18 May 2016. https://rowingaustralia.com.au/2016/05/18/rowing-
australia-announces-campaignnumberone/ 
3310 ibid. 
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Development of CampaignNumberOne had apparently involved a major review of the current 

high performance and pathway program, including an extensive consultation process across 

various stakeholder groups. There had also been detailed analysis of past performances and a 

scoping of international best practice. ‘CampaignNumberOne will introduce transformational 

change to the high performance model to provide Australian rowers with the best opportunity 

for success’ the report declared. ‘There are two key pillars of change. The first is the 

development of bespoke, state-based pathway programs, working with schools, clubs and 

states to enhance the development of young athletes. The second is the creation of two 

National Training Centres (NTCs) that will provide a world-class training environment for 

Senior A podium-potential rowers.’3311 

The announcement of the campaign was supported by a number of senior rowing officials 

who were quoted verbatim in the launch of the campaign.3312 The President of Melbourne 

University Boat Club, Olympic gold medallist Peter Antonie, said: ‘We [the clubs], recruit, 

build and nurture the future stars of Australian rowing before we ultimately hand them on to 

Rowing Australia to be perfected into the senior team medal winners of the future. This new 

plan further establishes this clear pathway. Our job is to find them, teach them, train them … 

and, once [they] have been clearly identified as capable, pass them on to the National 

Training Centres.’ 

Rowing Australia President Rob Scott said the key to the success of CampaignNumberOne 

would be the alignment and co-ordination of resources at the school, club, state and national 

level to give Australian rowers the best opportunity for international success. 

‘While our primary focus right now is on preparing our crews for the final Olympic 

Qualification Regatta and the upcoming Olympic and Paralympic Games, it is important to 

have a clear, longer term strategy to provide clarity for our athletes and coaches.’ 

The report noted that the National Training Centres would be established to enable a sharper 

focus on podium-potential athletes, provide competitive tension in the daily training 

environment, and support better informed and more efficient crew selections. Athletes would 

                                                

3311 Rowing Australia, CampaignNumberOne, 18 May 2016. https://rowingaustralia.com.au/2016/05/18/rowing-
australia-announces-campaignnumberone/ 
3312 ibid. 
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be able to plan their education and employment around a known long-term training base and 

have access to world-leading coaches, sport science and medicine. 

Chair of the Athletes’ Commission, Olympian Cameron McKenzie-McHarg, said Australia’s 

rowers wanted certainty around training venues so as to be able to plan their lives and have 

access to world class facilities and support. ‘This is also critical to attracting the best coaches 

and sports medicine and science technicians wanting to work with the best athletes,’ he said. 

Given its significant and established infrastructure and quality training environment, the 

Reinhold Batschi National Training Centre in Canberra had been identified as one of the 

National Training Centres. Rowing Australia was currently undertaking a process to identify 

the location of the second NTC.3313 The two senior training centres would each have up to 25 

athletes across sweep, sculling, open and lightweight rowing. Athletes invited to join a centre 

would be required to relocate within an agreed time frame. Rowing Australia would develop a 

financial support program to assist athletes at the centres. As part of the ongoing development 

of CampaignNumberOne, Rowing Australia would consider how its para-rowing program 

could best integrate with, and leverage off, the new pathway programs and NTCs. Rowing 

Australia, in association with its member associations, would hold stakeholder briefings in 

each state.  

The report attracted its sceptics, among them David Schier, CEO of Rowing Australia from 

1990 to 1995, who pointed out that Australia had won two Olympic gold medals in Barcelona 

in 1992 and in Atlanta four years later had won two gold medals, a silver and three bronze 

medals and been declared top rowing nation in the world. ‘Why not review what we were 

doing then?’ Schier asked. 

From the Chair of the Australian Sports Commission, John Wylie, however, there were 

congratulations on what he called ‘this important initiative’.  

‘It sets out a clear goal for a sport which has a proud history in Australia’, he said. ‘It is 

fantastic to see rowing set itself an ambitious but achievable goal [aimed at] getting 

Australian sport back on top. The ASC, through the AIS, looks forward to working with 

Rowing Australia and its athletes to achieve CampaignNumberOne. We have a great deal of 

                                                

3313 Subsequently chosen was Penrith. 
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confidence in the Rowing Australia leadership team and the direction they are setting out for 

the sport.’ 

15.3  Discussion 

This chapter shares the content of the media release issued by Rowing Australia prior to the 

Rio Olympics. It was regarded as suitable for inclusion given that it indicated a strategic 

change of direction being taken by the organisation and the sport, and outlined the 

fundamental changes to be made by the national rowing organisation well into the 

future.33143315 At the time of completion of this thesis, the campaign had been in place for two 

years and was guiding preparations for the Tokyo Olympics in 2020. 

  

                                                

3314 Rowing Australia, National Training Centres, https://rowingaustralia.com.au/arteam-national-training-
centres 
3315 Rowing Australia, Rowing Science –Pathways Network, https://rowingaustralia.com.au/rowing-science-
pathways-network 
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Chapter 17: DISCUSSION 

17.1  Aim of the Thesis 

The primary aim of this thesis has been the author’s wish to promote and provide for a greater 

profile for the sport about which he has been so passionate for so many years. It is also borne 

of frustration that a sport which requires of its participants so much time and dedication does 

not obtain the coverage and the credit he believes it deserves. In completing this thesis, 

therefore, he has to an extent assuaged long-held frustrations, and in doing so completed his 

‘legacy project’.  

To a great extent, too, it has been a bid to fill in the gaps perceived within existing Australian 

rowing literature. There have been, for example, biographies of notable individuals – Michael 

Rush, Ned Trickett, Bill Beach, Henry Searle and Peter Antonie, the last of these written by 

the author. Histories of clubs have also been written: for the Mosman, Glebe and Leichhardt 

clubs in Sydney, the Melbourne University and Mercantile clubs in Victoria and the Adelaide 

and Riverside clubs in South Australia. Some authors brought a sociocultural facet to their 

clubs’ demographics, thus belying among the Australian sporting community the belief that 

rowing is a ‘silvertail’ sport. John Coates, president of the Australian Olympic Committee and 

architect of a rowing renaissance that began in the early 1980s, regularly reminds the author 

that he went to the non-rowing Homebush High School rather than one of Sydney’s many 

private rowing schools. The sport’s major problem where its profile is concerned is that for 

decades the media’s preferred choice of event has been the annual Head of the River regattas 

is most states, which, while gratifying, ignores almost entirely events at the upper levels of the 

sport, notably the annual national regatta, and those vying for international selection. Adding 

to administrators’ frustrations is that most of the schools regatta contestants turn their back on 

rowing once they leave school. Only for part of the 1980s did the ABC televise the national 

regatta, while the first and still only world rowing championships held in Australia, at Lake 

Barrington, Tasmania, in 1990, was shared with a global audience. These opportunities apart, 

the elite end of the sport remains largely ignored.  

Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia have published rowing histories, while in 1998 

the late Richard Yallop wrote the book Oarsome that commemorated and celebrated the 1992 

and 1996 Olympics wins by the Oarsome Foursome. The book closest to that which the 
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author aspires to publish came in 1984 with the release of Australia in World Rowing by Alan 

Jacobsen. However it did not meet its title’s expectations. It was, largely, about Victoria in 

Australian rowing. So until now, there has not been a comprehensive, overarching and 

complete examination of rowing in Australia, which, importantly, also takes into account 

international competition.  

17.2  The Use of Time Periods and Themes in this Thesis  

This history of rowing has covered three clearly identifiable periods: from 1770 to 1907, 

Chapters 2 to 7; from 1907 to 1974, Chapters 8 to 11; and the period 1975 to 2016, Chapters 

12 to 16. These periods have clear and unambiguous facets. The narrative within the thesis 

has been written in chronological form, thus enabling the story to flow unencumbered and in 

logical progression. The only departure from this procedure came when there was some 

overlap required between Chapters 5 and 6 in order to differentiate from and discuss the 

amateur and professional forms of the sport.  

The first period saw the origins of rowing and sculling in Australia, some thirty years after 

settlement, and ended just as the twentieth century began. However, the author chose in 

Chapter 2, Origins, to introduce the reader to the Dutch explorers who had undertaken 

voyages of discovery beginning more than a century-and-a-half before Cook’s arrival, during 

which they had gone ashore in shipboard rowing boats. Five such voyages are described, 

extending from 1606 to 1696. Also examined is the genesis of sculling in England, first as a 

form of labour then as a sport, and claims that these activities were the precursor to global 

competition. The chapter also relates the formation in England of rowing clubs within elite 

schools then universities, leading to events nowadays well known on the international rowing 

calendar. Also described is the first university boat race between Oxford and Cambridge, as is 

the founding of England’s Henley Royal Regatta and, finally, the beginnings in England of 

professional sculling. Essentially the chapter introduces the varying demographics involved in 

the early days of sculling and rowing; the artisans who plied the rivers, built boats and raced 

in them, and the elite gentlemen who began rowing for recreation, adopted the sport and 

created events. It is a dichotomy that looms large throughout much of this thesis. 

Chapter 3, Beginnings, describes the early use of boats by settlers, the first races in Port 

Jackson, later known as Sydney Harbour, and in Van Diemen’s Land, later Tasmania. It also 

amends previous records relating to the date of the first regatta, then describes the interest 
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rowing then sculling generated among the populace. The early years of rowing and sculling in 

South Australia, the Swan River colony, later Western Australia, and Victoria are then 

recorded. The chapter finally refers to the first sculling rivalry and the establishment of 

regattas in provincial areas of New South Wales. Essentially, the chapter serves to identify the 

emergence of social strata among those participating in rowing and sculling, notably the 

delineation between the gentleman amateur and the professional tradesman, the elite and the 

proletarian. It identifies in particular the first instance of an issue that became a constant 

within the sport for decades: the insistence by amateur rule-makers, most of whom are 

engaged in sedentary professions, that they are at a disadvantage when competing against 

those engaged daily in manual labour. What is nevertheless clearly evident is that rowing and 

sculling were extremely popular among the citizenry, regardless of social status. 

Chapter 4, Context, discusses the role of sport, and particularly rowing, in the development 

of the colonies. It refers to the political, economic, social and cultural developments that took 

place in the second half of the nineteenth century, which became arguably the most politically 

active, economically rewarding, socially constructive and culturally affirming fifty years that 

the colonies which became the nation of Australia experienced. It was also an era of 

inventiveness and controversy. 

Chapter 5, Artisans and Amateurs, chronicles the exploits of the earliest professional 

scullers. Among technical developments are improved boat design3316 and the introduction of 

the outrigger.3317 Later came keel-less boats.3318 A willingness on the part of the colonial 

scullers to demonstrate that they are far from inferior to their English counterparts but indeed 

are worthy successors is referred to, as is the rise of amateurism, notably among the rowing 

clubs now appearing. This brings discord, particularly between the colonies of New South 

Wales and Victoria, regarding the eligibility of amateur and manual labour contestants. The 

beginnings of the Associated Public Schools Head of the River in Victoria are addressed, as is 

the rise to prominence within the professional sculling ranks of one Ned Trickett. Reinforced 

is the remarkable popularity of rowing as the second half of the 19th century began, the 

professional scullers being particularly admired, a degree of skulduggery and malpractice 

notwithstanding. This is in part attributed to a fundamental lack of governance within the 

                                                

3316 Solling, M., op. cit., p. 19. 
3317 Dodd, The Story of World Rowing, p. 72. 
3318 Halladay, E., op. cit., p. 201. 
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sculling sector of the sport, the contestants, their sponsors and supporters instead operating 

totally independently. The challenges to English opponents nevertheless indicates a 

willingness on the part of the colonial scullers to demonstrate that they are far from inferior to 

their English counterparts but indeed are worthy successors. The chapter also discusses the 

rise of amateurism, notably among the rowing clubs now appearing, and the beginnings of 

discord, particularly between the colonies of New South Wales and Victoria, regarding the 

eligibility of amateur and manual labour contestants. In a broad sense, there are two 

disciplines operating: professional scullers and amateur oarsmen, both of which appeal to a 

broad proportion of the population, regardless of status and class. 

Chapter 6, Champions of the World, charts a remarkable era during which Australia’s 

professional scullers capture the imagination not just of the citizens of New South Wales but 

all the colonies – and later the world. For more than thirty years they dominate what was then 

world sculling. Pride of place goes to Ned Trickett, who in 1876 becomes Australia’s first 

world champion in any sport. Trickett was a quarryman, an occupation that undoubtedly 

strengthened the artisan and proved a valuable asset when he turned to professional sculling. 

He is followed by Bill Beach, Peter Kemp, Henry Searle, John McLean, James Stanbury and 

George Towns. The major races are described, likewise the effect of these successes on the 

colonial population. The administration of professional sculling is discussed, and reference 

made both to further technical developments and the gradual demise of the professionals prior 

to the rise of amateurism. 

A technical feature is the introduction of the swivel rowlock, the invention of which is 

attributed to Melbourne boat builder W.T. Greenland.3319 Instead of the oar being mounted in 

a square space and kept in place by lashing, it can now be placed in a semi-circular mounting 

revolving round a vertical pin and locked horizontally from above. 

Chapter 7, A Question of Status, describes the formation of colonial administrations and the 

rapid expansion of rowing and sculling at all levels. Also examined are class relations in 

colonial rowing. This generates protracted debate around the status or eligibility of 

participants based on perceptions that manual labourers and other forms of artisan gained an 

advantage on those among the clerical and business ranks for whom rowing was simply a 

                                                

3319 Town and Country Journal, 23 August 1879, p. 371. 
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form of recreation. Thus, while the ‘amateur-professional’ debate is ostensibly about fairness 

in sport, it eventually becomes based on class. Subsequently examined and discussed is the 

imperial influence exerted within the development of colonial rowing, witness the emulation 

by the Intervarsity contest of England’s Oxford–Cambridge boat race. 

Chapter 8, New Age, Dark Age, describes the development and progress made by Australian 

rowing and sculling as it transitions from intercolonial to interstate competition. It relates, too, 

the rapid increase in the number of clubs in all states, the continuing emergence of women’s 

sculling and rowing and the first women’s clubs. Also recorded are the exploits of Australian 

oarsmen at the 1908 London and 1912 Stockholm Olympic Games, the deeds of some during 

the Great War, and the deeds and emergence post-war of an iconic rowing eight that brought 

the King’s Cup to Australia. 

Chapter 9, Between the Wars, describes the campaign that ensured that the King’s Cup 

became the property of the rowing authorities rather than of the military. It deals in detail with 

the resumption of racing at all levels – school, club, and state – the formation of amateur state 

administrations and two national administrations: first, the Australian Women’s Rowing 

Council then, several years later, the Australian Amateur Rowing Council. The exploits of a 

South Australian eight at the 1924 Paris Olympic Games are recorded, as are those of 

champion sculler Bobby Pearce at both the 1928 Amsterdam and 1932 Los Angeles Olympic 

Games. The inherent socio-cultural tensions surrounding the issues of class and status within 

Australian rowing and sculling remained. There also came the almost complete decline of 

professional sculling, the reputation of which was only partly lifted in the latter part of the 

1930s through the infrequent exploits of the by now professional Bobby Pearce. 

Chapter 10, International Awakenings, records how the onset of war affected Australia’s 

rowing clubs, schools and events and the manner in which the war effort was assisted. Victory 

celebrations are also recorded, as is a return to normality within all levels of the sport. The 

retirement of Bobby Pearce and the eventual decline of professional sculling is discussed, as 

is the dominance exerted by Pearce’s amateur successor, Merv Wood. Australia’s course 

through four Olympic Games and four Empire then Commonwealth Games is described, as 

are Australia’s first national regatta and world championships. The period discussed also 

marks an almost total switch to amateurism across all levels of rowing and sculling: club, state 

and international. 
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Chapter 11, Rarer Successes, reports on the increasing major interstate, national and 

international races and events, and a new major venue. The formation of the Australian 

Capital Territory Rowing Association ensures that Australian rowing is fully administered. 

Annual, combined state and national regattas evolve, expansion at the international level 

continues, with Australia contesting the annual world championships as well as, every four 

years, the Olympic Games. Disturbingly, Australia’s international performances are far from 

satisfactory. Only the men’s eight’s Olympic silver medal at the 1968 Mexico Olympics and a 

win in 1974 by the a Melbourne University lightweight four in Lucerne are all that provide 

any light. 

Chapter 12, Enter John Coates, describes Australian rowing’s swing away from 

amateurism and towards at least semi-professionalism in the elite ranks. Also described is the 

improvement in the administration of national rowing, at the hands, initially, of John Coates. 

Australia’s first professional Director of Coaching, Reinhold Batschi, is introduced and 

improvements in terms of training, selection, coaching and competition are covered. Gender 

equity evolves, with separate women’s and men’s regattas becoming a thing of the past and 

Australian women ultimately rowing at international level. The emergence of Australian 

rowing and the means by which this emergence is generated and managed is discussed, at the 

school, university, club, state, national and international level. 

Chapter 13, An Oarsome Decade, describes an extraordinary decade in the history of 

Australian rowing, in which the sport experiences hitherto unforeseen success and at the end 

of which hosts an Olympic Regatta. At the heart of this success are the stunning Olympic and 

world championships results obtained by a crew that had become known as the Oarsome 

Foursome. The chapter also describes significant increases in government funding and 

introduces a new name to the national organisation, Rowing Australia. The sport’s 

transformation from a developing entity to one that has become fully professional is also 

discussed. 

Chapter 14, Dawn of a New Century, describes the period between the celebrating of a 

successful ‘home’ Olympic Games in 2000 and the London Olympic Games in 2012. In the 

interim come the Athens 2004 and Beijing 2008 Games and annual world championships. 

Described too are Australia’s fortunes at several other international levels – Trans-Tasman, 

Junior, Under 23 and Senior world championships. A number of parallel factors emerge, most 

notably the emergence of the number of women and young girls wishing to participate in the 
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sport. Also noted is the increasing number of disabled rowers successfully entering the sport, 

several of them reaching international level. 

Chapter 15, Rowing to Rio, records the key events within the final four years of this history, 

from those inherent within the Australian events program for decades to those newly 

introduced, such as the Sydney International Rowing Regatta and the annual Under 21 

contests against New Zealand. It has also introduced the key personnel charged with 

administering the sport.  

Chapter 16, The Future?, discusses Rowing Australia’s high performance plan for the future 

and the change of direction being taken by the organisation and the sport. 

17.3  Reflection 

In the Introduction to this thesis, the author located the investigation of rowing in Australian 

society in the extant literature (see section 1.7) and made explicit mention of the sources used 

in the research (see section 1.6). The author has placed enormous emphasis on primary source 

material and has looked closely at the contemporaneous reporting of rowing in some detail. 

The overwhelming priority has been to establish a transparent account of rowing that would 

support the enquiries of others interested in rowing in Australian and other cultural contexts. 

Many of the primary sources used in the thesis are held in the treasure that is the National 

Library of Australia’s Trove collection.  

This thesis has been written as a narrative account of rowing. The author started his journey 

on this thesis in a Department of Communications at the University of Canberra with the aim 

of sharing a story about rowing as a cultural form. It was concluded in a Department of Sport 

Studies at the same university that helped focus many of the governance issues faced by the 

sport historically and prospectively.  

The author is hopeful that the chronological organisation of the thesis and its format will 

enable macro-historical conversations about sport in society and encourage micro-historical 

explorations of specific events in rowing in Australia. He is keen to learn of any errors of 

omission or commission in the text. 
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Chapter 18: CONCLUSION 

18.1  Overview 

The aim of this thesis was to provide a definitive history of rowing in Australia, from the 

beginnings of European settlement to the year 2016. It emanates from the author’s lifetime 

connection with rowing, first in England, then Australia.  

It has been said that if one fact above all others is evident from a review of sporting history it 

is that ‘no sport can be insulated from the wider society in which it is played’. There is, rather, 

a need to examine sports from the inside, to inquire into the relation between sport and the 

participant.3320 This thesis is my humble contribution, as a rowing ‘insider’, to formulating 

some conclusions concerning the historical derivations of present-day perceptions of the 

sport, and, perhaps, to bringing rowing in Australia to greater public consciousness.  

It has also been said that any historical analysis either reinforces historical ‘truth’ or seeks to 

initiate change.3321 While much that has been written about rowing in Australia, particularly in 

the media, falls into the former category, the present work falls firmly into the latter. Rowing 

can quite definitely be identified as originally an overwhelmingly trade-orientated activity 

carried out by a wide variety of watermen, many of whom were artisans. Then came the truly 

amateur era, the catalyst for which was in part the Modern Olympic Games, following which 

came the era of democracy and internationalism that resulted in most sports becoming at least 

semi-professional. Nineteenth century racing professionals gave way to ‘gentleman’ amateurs 

who in turn have given way, at least at the top level, to twentieth and twenty-first century 

‘international’ professionals. Mass entertainment gave way to ‘garden party’ events and then 

to contemporary, well-regulated regattas.  

Australian rowing has experienced three broadly distinct eras. The first, as Adair has 

indicated, was between 1876 and 1907, the halcyon years of the professional scullers, when 

Trickett and his distinguished successors competed for what were regarded as huge ‘purses’ 

and attracted crowds that even by today’s standards would be regarded as vast. But when 

Australians no longer dominated at the international level, interest in professional sculling 

                                                

3320 Dabscheck, B., in Cashman, R. & McKernan, M, Sport in History, op. cit., p. 227. 
3321 Wigglesworth, op. cit., p. 191. 
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declined. There was introduced, however, the ethos dictating that sport was for the 

improvement of the mind as well as the body and should be participated in for its own sake 

rather than for monetary reward. Rowing clubs and associations thus became profit makers 

rather than takers, and generated revenue to improve club facilities and hold regattas.3322 Adair 

and Vamplew refer to (crew) rowing in the nineteenth century being ‘amateur’ and (single) 

sculling as being one of the sports ‘associated...with professionalism’.3323 And, despite the fact 

that the professional scullers had helped greatly in establishing Australia’s sporting identity 

by defeating a succession of Englishmen, imperial links helped promote rowing and sculling, 

particularly in universities and private schools. A further indication of such links was the 

establishment of the Henley-on-Yarra regatta in Melbourne, named after Henley Royal 

Regatta in England.3324 It was on this basis that Australian rowing and sculling proceeded until 

well into the 20th century.  

As Bloomfield has recalled, however, Australia’s poor performance at the 1976 Olympic 

Games and at the Commonwealth Games in Edmonton resulted in concerted analysis of the 

needs of Australian sport and a gradual increase in government funding. Thus began the third 

era, during which the administration of sport has become increasingly ‘professionalised’. 

These developments have extended to those sports regarded as still, ostensibly, within the 

amateur ranks,3325 and it in this latter category that rowing was situated3326 – and probably 

remains.  

18.2  Silvertails and Other Journeys 

In the Introduction to the thesis, I noted that one of the drivers for my research was to address 

the perception of rowing as an elitist sport and the domain of ‘silvertails’. I started to explore 

this theme in my Masters thesis3327 and in a biography of Peter Antoine.3328 

The perception of rowing as a silvertail pursuit was extended to one of Australia’s Prime 

Ministers, Gough Whitlam. He rowed at University. Jenny Hocking noted: 

                                                

3322 Adair, D., ‘Rowing and Sculling’, in Sport in Australia: A Social History, pp. 173–80. 
3323 Adair, D. & Vamplew, W., Sport in Australian History, op. cit., p. 74. 
3324 Adair, D., ‘Rowing and Sculling’, op. cit., p. 181. 
3325 Bloomfield, J., Australia’s Sporting Success, UNSW Press, Sydney, 2003, pp. 44–48. 
3326 Witness the national federation’s official title: the Australian Amateur Rowing Council. 
3327 Poke, R., A Case Study, op. cit. 
3328 Poke, R., Peter Antonie, op. cit. 
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With his modulated voice, university education and patrician appearance, Whitlam stood out 

from the traditional Labor candidate with a trade-union background. It led to the common, 

mistaken perception that he was a ‘silvertail’, yet his grandfather Henry Hugh Gough 

Whitlam had spent four years in Pentridge Prison for forgery from the age of 19, and his 

family background was one of public service and a strong belief in education and self-

advancement.3329  

In Australia, a silvertail is regarded as a person who is socially prominent or who displays 

social aspirations. In rugby league rivalries, the label ‘silvertail’ is used in a disparaging way 

often to illustrate the popularity and unpopularity of the Manly Sea Eagles. In the 1970s and 

1980s, one coach characterised the rivalry with the club as ‘fibros’ vs ‘silvertails’3330 as an 

expression of the contest between the western suburbs of Sydney and the elite of the northern 

beaches.3331 

I am mindful that Jessica Paten3332 has explored a different kind of social class conversation in 

her discussion of ‘silvertails’ and ‘coppertails’ in the suffrage debate in late 19th century 

Queensland. 

My correspondence with those responsible for the governance of rowing at club, state and 

territory, and national levels, has left me with an equivocal view about the class affiliations of 

rowers. I am inclined to accept that rowing makes every effort to be inclusive. My narrative 

has highlighted examples of this inclusion. I am mindful that much of the early years 

involvement in rowing is the result of private school commitment to rowing. 

I am hopeful that subsequent research into rowing might investigate not only the class-based 

nature of sport but also the gendered characteristics of opportunities to participate. 

Towards the end of the research for this thesis, I experienced some health problems that might 

be expected of a septuagenarian PhD student.  

                                                

3329 Hocking, J., Gough Whitlam, 2016. http://guides.naa.gov.au/content/20150426-GuidePMWhitlam_tcm48-
94039.pdf 
3330 Moore, A., ‘Testosterone overdose: popular culture and historical memory’, Sporting Traditions, 10(1), pp. 
2–22. 
3331 Masters, R., ‘East meets west’, Sydney Morning Herald, 7 May 2018. 
3332 Patten, J., ‘Coppertails and Silvertails: Queensland Women and Their Struggle for the Political Franchise’, 
Queensland Review, 12(2), pp. 23–50. 
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It is probable that this will be my final piece of historical research. I have delighted in the 

granularity of my research for this thesis as well as its thematic structure. As a participant in 

Australia’s rowing culture, I saw this research as an essential personal endeavour. 

I do hope that this thesis is a distinctive contribution to the history of Australian rowing. I 

trust that the probity of my approach and the explicit citation of all references discovered will 

make subsequent research less arduous for those keen to contribute to a cumulative history of 

a sport that I cherish. 

It has been my great pleasure to have been involved in rowing for six decades. My part of this 

race is over.  

Thank you for following my journey in this thesis. 
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